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ABSTRACT 
 

 

This dissertation is the first study on the acquisition of the numeral classifier system in 

Vietnamese, covering the development of both the syntactic and semantic aspects of 

classifiers and employing both longitudinal and cross-sectional data. Naturalistic 

longitudinal data were collected over a period of 6–9 months from four children from 

monolingual families living in Vietnam, who were ages 1;9, 1;11, 2;4, and 2;5 at the 

study‘s start, to determine which classifiers emerged first and to trace the early 

development of classifier phrases. To investigate later syntactic and semantic 

development, cross-sectional data were collected from 38 children between the ages 2;10 

and 5;7, at a daycare center in Saigon, Vietnam.  

The first goal was to increase our knowledge of strategies that children use in the 

acquisition of their native language. The second aim was to compare the Vietnamese 

results to data from other Asian languages for which classifier acquisition data exists, 

primarily Cantonese, Mandarin, and Thai. Two cross-linguistic strategies that this study 

confirms are: the use of the general classifier as a syntactic placeholder and default 

classifier, and the overgeneralization of acquired classifiers to nouns that require 

classifiers that children have not yet acquired. Three cross-linguistic findings consistent 

with this study include: children perform better with non-numeral than numeral classifier 

phrases; children only slowly acquire specific shape, function, and arrangement-based 

classifiers, while mastering the general and the animal classifiers early; and children have 

early knowledge of a set of core classifiers. Errors made by children cross-linguistically 



 ix 

that this study confirms are classifier omission in a numeral noun phrase and the use of 

double classifiers.  

However, the findings for Vietnamese differ from those for other languages in 

that Vietnamese-speaking children show a lower rate of general classifier use and a 

higher rate of correct specific classifier use. Unexpected findings include the children‘s 

unexpected tendency to omit the classifier with disyllabic nouns, and the very prevalent 

occurrence of a noun together with a classifier in the youngest children‘s speech, 

suggesting that early classifiers and their nouns are often acquired as amalgams. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE VIETNAMESE CLASSIFIER SYSTEM 

 

Introduction 

 

Vietnamese is an isolating language with lexical tones. Verbs do not have any 

marking for tense, person, or number agreement. Nouns do not have any morphological 

inflections for case, gender, person, or number. Compared to a language like German, 

which has tense and person/number agreement markings on verbs, and case, gender, 

person, and number markings on nouns, Vietnamese may seem easier for foreigners to 

learn and perhaps simpler for children to acquire. However, this is not necessarily true 

because unlike German and other European languages, Vietnamese is one of several 

Asian languages with a complex numeral classifier system. This system is not easy for 

foreigners to grasp and not easy for children to acquire. This is due to the large number of 

classifiers (over 150), the complex semantic nature of classifiers, and the fixed order of 

elements in classifier phrases.  

Of the several types of classifiers, numeral classifiers are the most common. They 

are found predominantly in languages of the isolating type, especially in Asia, including 

Chinese, Thai, and Vietnamese. But they are also found in agglutinating languages such 

as Burmese, Indonesian, Japanese, and some Niger-Congo languages, polysynthetic 

languages such as Lowland Amazonian languages, and a few fusional languages such as 

Indic and South Dravidian languages. In isolating languages, numeral classifiers are 

unbound, independent function words that categorize the head noun based on inherent or 
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salient features of the noun‘s referent, such as animacy, shape, length, dimension, 

function, material, or arrangement.  

Some numeral classifiers reflect basic cognitive categories, and others are culture 

or language-specific. What is conventional in one language may be odd in another 

language. For example, to Vietnamese speakers, it is odd to perceive chairs or trousers as 

having to do with animacy, but to Thai speakers, this is perfectly normal because chairs 

and trousers have limbs like humans and animals and hence are conceptually perceived as 

being animate. Cantonese speakers perceive rulers as a tool having a function while 

Vietnamese speakers do not focus on the function but rather the shape of this item as 

being one-dimensional, long, and rigid.  

It is difficult to learn which noun is used with which classifier. The classifier 

system therefore poses a challenge to children in their process of acquiring their native 

language. How do Vietnamese children learn that, for instance, eyes but not hands can be 

referred to with the classifier for animals and animate entities, or that a chopstick has a 

different classifier than a straw, or a string has a different classifier than a belt? In this 

dissertation, I am interested in exploring how Vietnamese-speaking children approach the 

classifier system, what strategies they employ, what patterns they rely on that help them 

in acquiring this linguistic knowledge, and whether their acquisition is similar to or 

different from children‘s acquisition of other numeral classifier languages on which 

research has been done before. This endeavor will include an examination of the point of 

emergence and the order of emergence of the first two- to multi-element noun phrases 

containing a classifier and the very first set of classifiers in the speech of two- to three-

year-old Vietnamese children. Special attention will be paid to the types of errors 
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children make in their process of acquiring these function words. I will also investigate  

the later stages of classifier acquisition by three- to five-year-olds. 

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 1 lays out a sketch of the 

Vietnamese classifier system covering both the syntactic and semantic aspects of 

classifiers. Chapter 2 first provides a brief sketch of classifiers in other languages for 

which classifier research has been conducted and then the literature review of the 

previous acquisition studies relevant to this dissertation. Chapter 3 describes the 

methodology including data collection, transcription, and coding. Chapter 4 presents the 

results obtained from the longitudinal data on children‘s acquisition of classifier phrases. 

Chapter 5, Part A presents the results for the semantic development of classifiers obtained 

from the longitudinal data, and Chapter 5, Part B investigates semantic development in 

the cross-sectional data. Chapter 6 compares the results of this research with those of 

previous studies and discusses the findings.  
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1.1 Some basics about Vietnamese 

Vietnamese is spoken by 83 million people, mainly Vietnamese nationals and 

ethnic minorities in Vietnam, although this number includes three million Vietnamese 

expatriates residing abroad. Vietnamese is a Mon-Khmer language, a member of the 

Austroasiatic language family. There are three main mutually intelligible regional 

dialects of Vietnamese: the Northern, Central, and Southern varieties. 

Vietnamese is a typical isolating, non-inflectional language with lexical tones. 

The basic word order is Subject-Verb-Object (SVO). Verbs have no tense or 

person/number agreement markings. Nouns also do not have morphological inflections 

for case, gender, person or number. Other typical characteristics of Vietnamese are serial 

verbs, in-situ wh-words, pro-dropping, and a classifier system. 

Western linguists have considered Vietnamese as having a monosyllabic word 

structure. This is, however, a misassumption. Not all Vietnamese words consist of only 

one syllable or one morpheme. Vietnamese words can be monosyllabic, disyllabic, and 

polysyllabic. In fact, 80% of the Vietnamese lexicon is disyllabic (D. H. Nguyen, 1997).  

Disyllabic and polysyllabic words are not written together or with hyphens, but 

separately with a space between each syllable. This is the main reason that most foreign 

scholars have considered Vietnamese a monosyllabic language. Examples (1.1) – (1.3) 

illustrate this. 

(1.1) Monosyllabic words: ăn ‗eat‘, chơi ‗play‘, banh ‗ball‘, sữa ‗milk‘, đẹp ‗pretty‘ 

 

(1.2) Disyllabic words: xe đạp ‗bicycle‘, áo quần ‗clothes‘, trường học ‗school‘, ăn nói  

‗to talk‘, vui vẻ ‗joyful‘, dể thương ‗cute‘ 

 

(1.3) Tri-syllabic words: hươu cao cổ ‗giraffe‘, chim cánh cụt ‗penguin‘, tăm xỉa răng  

‗toothpick‘, máy vi tính ‗computer‘, bất thình lình ‗suddenly‘, khít khìn khịt  

‗close-fitting‘ 
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Compound nouns are disyllabic and polysyllabic. All morphemes are 

monosyllabic. Morphemes that are disyllabic are foreign loan words and words with 

obscure etymology, e.g., cù lao ‗island‘, măng cụt ‗mangosteen‘, and sầu riêng ‗durian‘ 

(from Malay), xà bông ‗soap bar‘, cà rốt ‗carrot, sơ mi ‗shirt, ca vát ‗tie‘ (from French), 

đầu lâu ‗skull‘, mồ hôi ‗sweat‘ (D. H. Nguyen, 1997). 

Tones are lexical and phonemic, as they have an effect on meaning. Thorough and 

complex descriptions of Vietnamese tones can be found in the classic Vietnamese 

linguistic literature, such as Haudricourt, 1954; V. L. Le, 1948, 1972; Maspero, 1912; and 

more recent literature, such as Brunelle, 2009; Pham, 2003; Vu, d?Alessandro, & Rosset, 

2002. In Table 1, I merely provide the most basic and simple presentation of these tones. 

The Southern dialect has five tones, whereas the Northern dialect has six, because the 

high, falling-rising (ngã) and low, falling-rising (hỏi) tones are pronounced the same in 

the Southern dialect, in which they are both lower than the high-rising sắc tone. This 

difference, however, does not pose an obstacle for the mutual intelligibility of the two 

dialects. 

 

Table 1.1: Vietnamese tones 

Tone 

diacritic 

Examples  

of classifiers 

Tone name Description Tone number  

(1=highest, 6=lowest) 

a con ngang high, plain 3 

à hòn huyền low, plain 5 

á cái sắc high-rising 1 

ạ cục nặng low-falling 6 

ã dãy ngã high, falling-rising 2 

ả quả hỏi low, falling-rising 4 

 

The Vietnamese alphabet has been romanized since the 17th century. This writing 

system, called quốc ngữ ‗national language/script‘, replaced the writing system based on 

Chinese characters (chữ nôm), which had been the unofficial written form used for 
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centuries. Vietnamese now uses the Roman alphabet along with diacritics or accent 

marks to show tones (as in Table 1) and vowel qualities (â, ă, ê, ô, ơ, ư). 

 

1.2 Word order of the Vietnamese NP  

 Vietnamese is a numeral classifier language. Among the four word orders 

discussed by Greenberg (1974, p. 31) and presented in Table 2, Vietnamese belongs to 

the first word order type.  

 

Table 1.2: Constituent order of numeral classifier construction (Greenberg, 1972) 

1. [NUM/Q-CL]-N (e.g., Chinese, Vietnamese, Hmong, Miao, Uzbek, Hungarian) 

2. N-[NUM/Q-CL] (e.g., Thai, Khmer, Mal) 

3. [CL-NUM/Q]-N (e.g., Ibibio [Niger-Congo]) 

4. N-[CL-NUM/Q] (possibly Bodo [Sino-Tibetan]) 

(NUM = numeral, Q = quantifier, CL = classifier, N = enumerated noun)  

 

Vietnamese noun phrases are not exclusively head-final, but have both 

postnominal and prenominal modifying elements: Demonstratives, wh-words, adjectives, 

possessive pronouns, and relative clauses follow the noun, whereas numerals and 

classifiers precede the noun. Table 3 shows the word order of a full Vietnamese classifier 

phrase and two example sentences containing the possible elements.  
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Table 1.3: NP-internal order of a complete Vietnamese nominal phrase
1
 

Whole/all Numeral/ 
Quantifier 

Extra 

cái
2
 

Classifier/ 

Measure 

noun 

Noun
3
  Attribute 

(adjective/relative 

clause/possessive) 

Demon-

strative/ 

wh-words 

(1) Toàn bộ 

 

      the    

      whole 

ba 

 

three 

 

cái 

 

kí 

 

kilogram 

thịt 

 

meat 

ba rọi tươi rói mà 

anh muốn mua 

pork fresh that 

you want buy 

này 

 

this 

(2) Tất cả 

      all 

những 

PL 

cái  

 

con  

CL  

chó 

dog 

trắng xinh xắn 

white cute-looking 

kia 

that over 

there 

(Examples from Le, 2008, p. 39) 

 

 

The first sentence can be translated as ‗These whole three kilograms of fresh pork 

meat that you want to buy‘; the second sentence as ‗All those white, nice-looking dogs 

over there.‘  Note that no matter what length the attribute may be, the demonstrative is 

always final. Table 4 shows all the varieties of noun phrases, with and without classifiers. 

 

Table 4: Possible two- to four-element noun and classifier phrases in Vietnamese 

2 elements  3 elements  4 elements  

CL-Dem* CL-N-Dem CL-N-Adj-Dem 

CL-wh-word* CL-N-wh-word CL-N-Adj-wh-word 

CL-Adj* CL-N-Adj Num-CL-N-Dem 

CL-N CL-N-Poss Num-CL-N-Poss 

Num-CL*  Num-CL-N Num-CL-N-wh-word 

Num-N (if N is unclassified) Num-CL-Dem* Num-CL-N-Adj 

N-Dem Num-CL-Poss* CL-CL-N-Rel.clause 

N-wh-word Num-CL-wh-word*  

N-Poss Num-CL-Adj*  

N-Adj CL-CL-Rel.clause*  

 

(Those with an asterisk, *, are anaphoric uses of the classifier where the head noun is 

grammatically omitted.
4
 All the other phrases except for N-Dem, N-wh-word, and N-Poss 

are full classifier phrases.) 

                                                 
1
 Hmong and Malay share the same word order. 

2
 Section 1.7.4 discusses the phenomenon of ―extra cái‖. 

3
 A verb or an adjective can also appear in the noun position (see Section 1.6.5 on ‗Verbal classifiers‘), 

both of these are nominalized by the classifier. 
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1.3 Syntactic properties of Vietnamese classifier phrases 

In numeral classifier languages, there are three typical universal syntactic 

properties observed in the construction of a classifier phrase: (1) The classifier is 

obligatory in the presence of a numeral, (2) it can be used anaphorically, and (3) the 

numeral and the classifier are always adjacent. Vietnamese adheres to the first two of 

these properties, but not the third one.  

 

1.3.1 Obligatory occurrence of classifier in the presence of numeral 

The classifier is obligatory in the presence of a numeral, both ordinal and cardinal 

numbers (1.4a–b), some quantifiers such as mỗi ‗every‘, từng ‗each‘ (1.4c), một vài ‗a 

few‘ or vài ba ‗two or three, some‘ (1.4d), and the plural markers những, mấy, các (1.4e). 

Classifiers are not obligatory with the quantifier nhiều ‗many, much‘ and ít ‗few/little‘ 

(1.4f). 

 

(1.4a) ordinal number + CL  một con (chó)  one CL (dog)   

 

(1.4b) CL + cardinal number  con (chó) thứ nhất  CL (dog) first 

 

(1.4c) every/each + CL  mỗi/từng con (chó) every/each CL (dog) 

 

(1.4d) a few + CL   một vài con (chó) a few CL (dog) 

 

(1.4e) plural + CL   những/mấy/các con (chó) PL CL (dog) 

 

(1.4f) many/much+(CL)+noun nhiều/ít con  many/few CL 

few/little+(CL)+noun  nhiều/ít chó  many/few dogs 

 

The other context in which classifiers frequently occur is in deictic constructions 

(Greenberg, 1972). The relationship between classifiers and demonstratives is so close in 

Vietnamese (and also in Thai) that the presence of the latter requires the use of the former 

                                                                                                                                                 
4
 Section 1.3.2 explains anaphoric uses of classifiers. 
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(Adams & Conklin, 1973). Allan (1977, p. 286) remarks that ―the use of demonstratives 

triggers the obligatory use of classifiers,‖ as in (1.4g).  

(1.4g) CL + demonstrative  con (chó) này  CL (dog) this 

con (chó) đó  CL (dog) that  

con (chó) kia  CL (dog) that over there 

 

Classifiers are also required with the wh-words gì ‗what‘ and nào ‗which‘, when 

the noun referred to is specific (or definite) (1.4h), or with the question words bao nhiêu 

or mấy ‗how many‘
5
 that require a numeral response (1.4i). 

 

(1.4h) CL+ wh-word   con (chó) gì?   CL (dog) what? 

con (chó) nào?  CL (dog) which? 

 

(1.4i) how many + CL bao nhiêu/mấy con (chó)? how many CL (dog)? 

 

The classifier is not obligatory with demonstratives and wh-words when the noun 

is non-specific.
6
 Piriyawiboon (2009) notes that in Thai, the noun in a [N-Dem] phrase, 

where the classifier is absent, can have both an object (specific) and a sub-kind (non-

specific) reading, whereas the noun in the [N-CL-Dem] phrase, where the classifier is 

present, has only an object reading. Vietnamese does not pattern like Thai. In (1.5a), no 

ambiguity exists in the reading of ‗dog‘; it has a sub-kind reading (non-specific). In 

(1.5b), the presence of the classifier unambiguously gives ‗dog‘ a specific object reading. 

 

(1.5a)  chó này khôn lắm 

dog    this  smart very 

(i) *‗this particular dog is smart‘, (ii) ‗this kind of dog is smart‘  

 

(1.5b)  con chó này khôn lắm 

CL  dog this smart very  

(i) ‗this particular dog is smart‘, (ii) *‗this kind of dog is smart‘  

                                                 
5
 Generally, mấy is used for numbers below 10 and bao nhiêu for numbers above 10. 

6
 Section 1.7 elaborates on definiteness and specificity. 
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Another condition for the classifier not being obligatory is the grammaticality and 

acceptability of the non-occurrence of the classifier with the demonstratives and wh-

words in less precise speech (D. H. Nguyen, 1957). The absence of the classifier is more 

common in spoken discourse.  

 

(1.6a) Hai  anh  muốn  ng i  ø  bàn  nào?  

two  you  want  sit  ø table  which 

‗At which table do you want to sit?‘ 

 

(1.6b) Anh  ng i  xuống  ø  gh   nầy. 

you  sit down ø chair  this 

‗Sit down on this chair.‘ 

 (Examples from Emeneau, 1951, p. 99) 

 

The CL + Dem sequence in (1.4g) carries the meaning of singularity and definiteness, 

whereas in (1.5a), (1.6a), and (1.6b) it is definite, but does not indicate a singular/plural 

contrast. 

 In Vietnamese, the [N-Dem], [CL-N-Dem] and [N-wh-word], [CL-N-wh-word] 

constructions are all acceptable, unlike in Cantonese and Mandarin, where [Dem-CL-N] 

is grammatical, but [*Dem-N] is not.  

 

1.3.2 Anaphoric use of the classifier  

The classifier can be used anaphorically, that is, it can co-occur with a numeral (1.7a), a 

demonstrative (1.7b), a wh-word (1.7c), an adjective (1.7d), a possessive expression 

(1.7e), or a relative clause (1.7f) without a head noun. Each example is a full, 

grammatical phrase with an omitted head noun, which could refer, for instance, to 

‗dog(s)‘. 

 

(1.7a) Num + CL  hai con    two CL 
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(1.7b) CL + Dem  con này   CL this 

 

(1.7c) CL + wh-word  con nào?   CL which 

 

(1.7d) CL + Adj  con nhỏ    CL small 

 

(1.7e) CL + Poss  con của Mi   CL of Mi 

 

(1.7f) CL + Rel Clause cái con (voi)    (mà) anh  thấy  l c nãy  

cái CL (elephant)  (which) you  see  a while ago 

the elephant (which) you saw a while ago‘ 

(Example from D. H. Nguyen, 1957, p. 130) 

 

In (1.7f), the classifier + relative clause construction is a special characteristic of the 

Vietnamese classifier phrase as it allows an ―extra cái‖ (homophonous to the general 

classifier) to precede the actual classifier, even though the noun is already classified 

(Goral, 1978; D. H. Nguyen, 1957). Section 1.7.4 deals with this phenomenon. 

 In Vietnamese, the constructions that lack a head noun are very common indeed. 

It may be omitted under the following conditions:  

a. The head noun has been sufficiently identified by the previous context and thus 

constitutes old information. In (1.8), the omitted head noun could be, for example, 

‗dog‘. 

 

(1.8) Anh  thích  con   nào,  con  nhỏ  hay  con  lớn? 

you like CL (animal) which CL small or CL big 

‗Which one do you like, the small one or the big one?‘ 

 

 

b. When the object/entity being referred to is physically present. For example, in the 

context of purchasing something at the market, most of the time, the seller and 

buyer would point to the present object/entity and just use the appropriate 

classifier with either a numeral or a demonstrative, leaving out the noun that 

names that object. In (1.9), the omitted head noun is, for example, ‗grapefruit‘. 
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(1.9) Seller:  Cô mua mấy  trái? 

  you buy how many CL (fruit;big-round) 

  ‗How many do you want?‘ 

 

Buyer:  Ba trái.  

 three CL (fruit;big-round) 

 ‗Three.‘ 

 

Anaphoric constructions give Vietnamese classifiers the status of a pronoun replacing the 

omitted head noun. This is agreed upon by the majority of Vietnamese linguists (e.g.,  

Diệp, 2004; Đinh, 1997; Hoàng, 1996; T. C. Nguyễn, 1975a, 1975b; Phan, 1988). 

 

1.3.3 Adjacency of the numeral and the classifier 

The numeral and the classifier are closely related and in all cases adjacent (1.10a). An 

adjective, for example, cannot separate the Num-CL constituent, as illustrated in (1.10b). 

The omitted head noun could refer to, for example, an apple. 

 

(1.10a) Num-CL is inseparable    (1.10b) Num-CL cannot be separated 

Num CL Adj  *Num Adj CL 

một quả to   một to  quả 

one CL (fruit;big-round) big   one big  CL (fruit;big-round) 

‗one big one‘ 

 

The close relation between the numeral and the classifier can be demonstrated by moving 

the noun (and its complement) away from the Num-CL sequence through fronting. 

 

(1.11) Bình trà, nó  mua  một  cái.  (P. P. Nguyễn, 2002, p. 29) 

teapot  s/he buy one CL 

‗As for teapots, s/he bought one.‘ 

 

The fronting of the noun in (1.11) shows that the classifier remains glued to the numeral. 

However, a special construction unique to Vietnamese, in which an extra element can be 
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placed between the numeral and the classifier, disproves that this syntactic property of 

classifiers is absolute. See Section 1.7.4 below for more details on this construction. 

 

1.4 Syntactic criteria for Vietnamese nouns and classifiers 

The criteria for bare nouns in Vietnamese are as follows (Le, 2008):  

A. They can stand alone 

B. They can directly follow 

1. terms indicating quantity: 

a.  adverbs indicating quantity nhiều ‗many‘, ít ‗little‘; 

b. the quantifiers những, các, mấy (plural), mỗi ‗every‘, từng ‗each‘; 

c. all numerals   

2. indefinite article một ‗a‘ 

C. They can directly precede the determiners này, ấy, kia, nọ, nào 

D. They can be subjects or direct objects 

 

The criteria that classifiers in Vietnamese share with bare nouns are (B1), (B2), and (C). 

This means that classifiers meet almost all of the criteria for nouns, but not (A) or (D). 

Classifiers cannot stand alone (1.12a); they must occur with at least either a numeral 

(1.12b) or a demonstrative (1.12c–d), as in anaphoric use. They cannot be independent 

subjects (1.12e) or direct objects (1.12f). 

 

(1.12a)  *quy n      

  CL for ‗volume (speaking of books)‘ 

 

(1.12b)  Tôi lấy hai  quy n. 

  I     take two  CL 

  ‗I‘ll take two.‘  
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(1.12c)  Tôi lấy quy n đó. 

  I take CL that 

‗I‘ll take that one.‘ 

 

(1.12d)  Quy n đó dày lắm. 

  CL  that thick very 

‗That one is very thick.‘ 

 

(1.12e)  *Quy n dày lắm.  

       CL  thick very 

 

(1.12f)  *Tôi  lấy  quy n. 

       I take CL 

 

Only as an anaphor (1.12c–d) can a classifier be a direct object or the subject of a noun 

phrase. In a sentence like (1.12b), the classifier quyển is the central constituent of the NP; 

it combines with the numeral ‗two‘, and it is a direct object showing the theme/patient for 

the verb ‗take‘. In a sentence like (1.12d), the classifier quyển is the central constituent of 

the NP; it combines with the determiner ‗that‘, and it is the subject. 

Another criterion for a classifier is its inability to be an adjunct. Classifiers cannot 

independently combine with a preposition to be an adjunct, as in (1.13) and (1.14). If the 

classifier is followed by a demonstrative, then the classifier in its anaphoric construction 

is grammatical (1.15). Prepositions are underlined in the examples. 

 

(1.13) *Từ mảnh đ n tấm, cái nào cũng xấu. 

 from CL to CL CL  which also ugly 

  

(1.14) *Đừng vi t vào cuốn.  

 Don‘t write into CL 

 

(1.15) Đừng vi t vào cuốn đó.  

 Don‘t write into CL that 

 ‗Don‘t write in that (book).    (Examples from Le, 2008, p. 87) 

  

Further criteria for classifiers are listed in Section 1.6.2, ―Classifiers vs. measure nouns.‖ 
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According to some Vietnamese linguists (Cao, 1999; Le, 2008; T. C. Nguy n, 1975a), 

because of their property of not being independent, classifiers are unjustly denied the 

status or capacity of a noun and regarded as function words or grammatical morphemes, 

even though they meet most of the criteria for nouns. 

 

1.5 Why the need for classifiers? 

This section lists the main reasons that classifiers are needed in a numeral 

classifier language like Vietnamese. 

 

1.5.1 Ambiguity between singular and plural 

Vietnamese is one of the classifier languages that have ―general number‖ 

(Corbett, 2000; Greenberg, 1975; Rullman & You, 2006), i.e., the noun can be interpreted 

as singular or plural. These languages have also been described as having ―transnumeral‖ 

nouns (Greenberg, 1977), i.e., number is not part of the meaning of the noun. All 

Vietnamese nouns are numberless; they do not take number marking. In English, there is 

a group of nouns that are similarly unmarked for number, including furniture, cattle, 

equipment, glasses, pants, scissors, etc. For example, in a sentence such as I need new 

furniture the speaker can mean one or more pieces of furniture. In Vietnamese, bare NPs, 

i.e., just the noun (N), can be singular or plural, definite or indefinite, regardless of 

whether they are in subject or object position, as shown in (1.16) and (1.17). 

 

(1.16) Tôi  muốn mua sách.    (Emeneau, 1951, p. 85) 

 I want buy book 

‗I want to buy a book / books / the book / the books.‘ 
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(1.17)  Bò đang  ăn lúa  kìa!    (T. H. Nguyen, 2004, p. 43) 

cow  PROG eat  paddy over-there  

‗(A/the) cow(s) is/are eating (your/the) paddy (over there)!‘  

 

In such an NP containing just a bare noun, the hearer has no clue as to how many of the 

entity in question are meant by the speaker or whether the entity referred to is definite or 

not. In phrases that lack a specific indication of number or of individuation, at least a 

classifier, with or without the numeral or a demonstrative, is needed. 

 

1.5.2 Individuating nouns 

From the view of speakers of a language like English that makes a distinction 

between count and mass nouns, most Vietnamese nouns should be looked at as being 

uncountable. Thompson (1965) wrote, ―Vietnamese nouns do not themselves contain any 

notion of number or amount. In this respect they are all somewhat like English mass 

nouns such as milk, water, flour, etc.‖ (p. 193). English has a group of nouns that cannot 

mark number and thus cannot be counted. It is not possible to say *two pants, *three 

cattle, *three evidences. These nouns need a special counter word to make them 

countable, such as pairs/head/pieces of. It is possible to quantify these nouns as two pairs 

of pants, three head of cattle, or three pieces of evidence. English, however, is a non-

classifier language because only very few of its nouns behave in this way. Vietnamese is 

a classifier language because the majority of its nouns behave in this way and because of 

its inability to quantify nouns directly. However, Vietnamese can use classifiers to 

individuate nouns to make them countable.
7
 

                                                 
7
 This function has been proposed by Lyons (1977) and Craig (1986). Vietnamese linguists refer to this 

function as ―denoting individual units‖ (Ly, 1998; P. P. Nguyễn, 2002; T. C. Nguyễn, 1975a). 
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 The role of the classifier is to render a noun specific and singular, but even with a 

classifier there is still ambiguity in whether the noun is definite or indefinite. Thus the 

combination of a classifier with a noun (CL-N), e.g., con chó ‗CL dog‘, is equivalent to 

either of the English count noun phrases ‗the dog‘ or ‗a dog‘. Section 1.7 discusses how 

Vietnamese noun phrases are made definite. 

 

1.6 The Vietnamese noun system 

Within the Vietnamese noun system, there are many divisions and subdivisions, 

which are quite hard to grasp. The clearest picture of Vietnamese nouns comes from a set 

of tables provided by Le (2008),
8
 which I have adapted, translating them into English and 

putting the information into a single table (See Appendix A). In this section, I give a very 

brief explanation of the Vietnamese noun system. The most outstanding opposition in 

Vietnamese nouns is between mass nouns and unit nouns. Mass nouns are ―regular‖ 

nouns; unit nouns include measure nouns and classifiers. Vietnamese mass nouns 

designate substance, i.e., quality, the stuff or the species properties only (Cao, 1988), and 

among these nouns exists the opposition between countable and uncountable. Countable 

are nouns such as sinh viên ‗student‘, giáo viên ‗teacher‘, chiến sĩ ‗soldier‘, quốc tịch 

‗nationality‘, chế độ ‗regime‘, which do not require a classifier, as in (1.18). Uncountable 

are nouns that in English would be considered count nouns such as gà ‗chicken‘, chuối 

‗banana‘, kéo ‗scissors‘, thợ ‗worker‘. These are also called form-substance nouns as they 

designate both form and substance (Cao, 1988). Uncountable are also nouns that in 

English would be considered mass nouns such as vàng ‗gold‘, thịt ‗meat, đường ‗sugar‘. 

                                                 
8
 Le (2008) is a proponent of Cao‘s (1988, 1989, 1999a, 1999b, 2003, 2005) theory about Vietnamese 

linguistics. Cao is one of the most prominent and active Vietnamese linguists. 
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These Vietnamese uncountable mass nouns require a classifier, as illustrated in (1.19), or 

a measure noun, as in (1.20).  

 

(1.18) Mỗi giáo viên. 

 every teacher 

 ‗Every teacher.‘ 

 

(1.19) Bốn   (*con) gà. 

 four    CL chicken 

 ‗Four chickens.‘ 

 

(1.20) Từng (*lạng) vàng. 

 each      tael  gold 

 ‗Each tael of gold.‘ 

 

Among the Vietnamese unit nouns exists the opposition between content (having 

substance) and pure form (having no substance). Content nouns do not need classifiers 

and include nouns denoting units as parts of things, nouns denoting cultural, financial, 

and social units, and other units. For examples, see Appendix A. Pure form nouns include 

measure nouns and classifiers, are countable, and designate the form, i.e., the unitness, 

only (e.g., ‗piece‘, ‗item‘, ‗pair‘, etc.) Measure nouns are further divided into type-

denoting, time-denoting, and space-denoting nouns, and measure words. Among measure 

words are also subdivisions of those that provide exact measurements, estimated 

measurements, and variants of numerals. Classifiers are subdivided into those that denote 

natural units, events (actions, state and process) and parts/collectives. (In Appendix A, 

classifiers are framed in bold.) 
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1.6.1 Classifiers as a subclass of nouns  

A number of scholars consider Vietnamese classifiers a separate word class (e.g., 

Adams, 1989; Aikhenvald, 2000; Bùi, 1992; Emeneau, 1951; Lưu, 2000; Phan, 1997; 

Tran, Bui & Pham, 1949) based on the argument that in its nature, a classifier is a 

function word (grammatical morpheme, or mot vide, or empty word) that takes on the 

function of an auxiliary for the noun, and thus has no lexical meaning and no ability to 

stand independently, with its main function being to classify and individuate nouns. 

These scholars consider classifiers as belonging to a closed group because of their rather 

small number. Vietnamese scholars such as K. T. Nguyễn (1963) and Bùi (1992) refer to 

classifiers as co-nouns or prefixes for noun. 

Most Vietnamese linguists (e.g., Cao, 1989, 2003; Le, 2008; D. H. Nguyen, 1957; 

T. C. Nguyễn, 1975), however, do not regard classifiers as a separate word class or 

grammatical category, but rather as a subclass of noun, a specific group of nouns, a 

lexical group within the noun word class. Cao (1988, 1998, 2000) and Le (2008) argue 

that classifiers constitute a subset of the unit nouns that have an additional semantic 

function of classification. Their position is that using the criterion of not being 

independent to categorize classifiers as function words is not accurate because some other 

nouns also do not have the characteristic of being independent, e.g., bên ‗side‘, phía 

‗direction‘. These linguists recognize the classifiers‘ status as nouns, and hence do not 

call them classifiers, but rather nouns denoting natural units.
9
 Cao (1988) proposes that it 

is not necessary to establish a separate class of classifiers, as they may be subsumed 

under the broader notion of pure form nouns. There is no grammatical distinction 

between entity-denoting nouns and mass-denoting nouns. They both behave like mass 

                                                 
9
 Truong (1883) was the first Vietnamese scholar to introduce the idea of unit nouns.  
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nouns because they take pure form nouns in order to make them countable. The three-part 

canonical construction is therefore ―numeral–form noun–noun‖ and not ―numeral–

classifier–noun.‖ 

 

head  dependent   head  dependent 

     ↓       ↓       ↓    ↓ 

   count   mass    count mass 

     ↓        ↓          ↓    ↓ 

 (1.21) a. mấy cái  dao  b. mấy giọt  dầu 

some thing (CL) knife   some drop oil 

  ‗some knives‘     ‗some drops of oil‘ 

 

Cao (1988, p. 41) proposes that the structures of the two examples (1.21a) and 

(1.21b) are exactly the same: They are both NPs with a count noun as the head followed 

by a mass noun as its dependent. He calls the classifier in (1.21a) a count noun. Cao 

(1988, 1989, 1999a, 1999b, 2003, 2005), a very critical linguist and defender of the 

―purity‖ of the Vietnamese language, rejects the term ―classifier.‖ He argues that it is a 

term imposed by European linguists because they could not find a translation for this 

linguistic phenomenon, which they thought did not exist in their own languages, when 

they first had contact with classifier languages such as Mandarin, Cantonese, Thai, and 

Vietnamese. 

Whether or not the term ―classifiers‖ should exist for Vietnamese, the debate is 

not relevant to the focus of the present study, which is a study of the acquisition of this 

type of words. It is beneficial to use the term to keep uniformity with other classifier 

languages whose classifier acquisition has been studied.  
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1.6.2 Classifiers versus measure nouns  

Words that can appear in the classifier slot (between the numeral and the noun) are 

classifiers and measure nouns. 

 

1.6.2.1 Classifiers 

Other names for classifier expressions are ―classifier proper‖ (D. H. Nguyen, 1957), 

―sortal classifiers‖ (Lyons, 1977), ―qualifying classifiers‖ (Carpenter, 1987; Hu, 1993), 

―unit-classifiers‖ (used by most of the earlier scholars), and ―canonical type of 

classifiers‖ (T. H. Nguyen, 2004). Classifiers describe the properties of nouns and are 

required for count nouns in numeral noun phrases. They are further subdivided into three 

groups: 

(a) True or core classifiers, or from the Vietnamese linguists‘ point of view, ―unit 

nouns denoting natural units‖ (Cao, 1989, 1999a, 1999b, 2003, 2005; Le, 2008). 

(b) Event-classifiers (T. H. Nguyen, 2004) or ―unit nouns denoting state and process‖ 

(Le, 2008). 

(c) Verbal classifiers, when the head noun is associated with an action (P. P. Nguyen, 

2004; Le, 2008) 

Among these, only the core classifiers are what I call true classifiers, and it is these that 

are the target of my investigation in Vietnamese child language acquisition.
10

 These 

classifiers are considered to be true classifiers by linguists, and are of more interest to 

them and researchers of classifier acquisition. They qualify the noun based on some 

                                                 
10

 In the remainder of this dissertation, the term ―classifiers‖ refers to only the ―true classifiers,‖ which I 

sometimes also call the ―core classifiers.‖ 
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intrinsic features and inherent properties of the noun‘s referent (shape, animacy, function, 

etc.). A complete list of classifiers can be found in Appendix B. 

 

1.6.2.2 Measure nouns 

Other names for measure nouns (T. H. Nguyen, 2004) are ―mensural classifiers‖ 

(Craig, 1992; Lyons, 1977).
11

 Measure nouns are expressions that indicate quantity, 

individuate the noun based on external units of measurement (Bisang, 1999), and are 

syntactically required for uncountable mass nouns. Recall the difference between 

countable and uncountable mass nouns detailed in Section 1.6: Measure nouns cover 

different types of words that appear in a quantified noun phrase and take the same slot as 

the classifier, as has been suggested by previous researchers (Emeneau, 1951; D. H. 

Nguyen, 1957, 1997; K. T. Nguyễn, 1996; T. C. Nguyễn, 1975; Thompson, 1965).
12

 In 

the examples, the classifier (1.22) and the measure noun (1.23) occur in the same slot: 

 

(1.22) Num - CL   - N   (1.23) Num  - Nmeasure  -   N 

hai cái chén    hai  chén   cơm  

 two  CL  bowl    two bowl  rice 

 ‗two bowls‘     ‗two bowls of rice‘ 

 

Measure nouns include measure words,
13

 partitives, collective nouns, type-denoting 

nouns, time-denoting nouns, and space-denoting nouns. Measure words are those that 

denote units of standard measures or ―contents‖ (D. H. Nguyen, 1957). Among these, 

                                                 
11

 I chose to use the term ―measure nouns‖ over ―mensural classifiers‖ to avoid confusion between 

―classifiers‖ and ―mensural classifiers.‖ 
12

 T. H. Nguyen (2004) treats measure expressions as different from classifiers. He argued that they do not 

belong to the same grammatical category, stating that ―unlike classifiers, measures occur in phrases and 

should be analyzed as base-generated in a different syntactic position‖ (p. 2). Classifiers are in the head, 

and measure phrases (DP) are in Spec of the CLP. They are ―in complementary distribution within the 

Vietnamese noun phrase‖ (p. 152). 
13

 Other terms are ―units of measure‖ and ―measure terms.‖ 
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there is a subgroup that denotes the exact quantity or the amount of the noun such as ‗a 

kilo of meat‘, ‗an inch of hair‘, ‗a pound of grapes/sugar‘. These are rarely used together 

with an adjective or other means of comparison because the content they denote is 

already exact. The other subgroup denotes estimated quantities such as ‗pinch‘, ‗handful‘, 

‗sip‘. And the last subgroup consists of numerals or variants of numerals such as ‗pair‘, 

‗one hundred thousand‘. Partitives are words that denote containers or a portion of the 

noun such as ‗a plate of the rice‘, ‗a spoon of the sugar‘, ‗a cup of the coffee‘.
14

 

Collective nouns denote a group of entities such as ‗a school of fish‘, ‗a flock of geese‘, 

‗a pride of lions‘.
15

 Type-denoting nouns denote types such as ‗a type of leather‘, ‗a kind 

of salt‘. Time-denoting nouns are those indicating a point in time or duration. Space-

denoting nouns indicate spatial units such as bên ‗side‘, bề ‗dimension‘, phía ‗direction‘. 

A complete list of measure nouns can be found in Appendix C. 

 

1.6.2.3 Differences between classifiers and measure nouns  

Although both classifiers and measure nouns can occur in the classifier slot, they 

have very different characteristics. Using the criteria of syntactic distribution, semantics, 

and function, classifiers can be differentiated from measure nouns. These differences are 

contrasted in Table 1.5. 

                                                 
14

 These are also referred to as ―temporary measure words‖ (D. H. Nguyen, 1957). 
15

 These are also referred to as ―quasi-classifiers‖ (D. H. Nguyen, 1957).  
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Table 1.5: Differences between classifiers and measure nouns 

Classifiers Measure nouns 

 

- Only classifier languages have them 

 

- All languages have them under different 

terms 

 

- Can be omitted for unclassified nouns 

 

- Cannot be omitted for mass nouns 

 

- Cannot combine with another classifier, 

double classifier is ungrammatical, e.g., 

 

(a) *những  tấm mi ng (giấy) 

       PL        CL  CL     (paper) 

 

(b) *mỗi    cái chi c (xe) 

       every  CL CL   (car) 

        

- Can combine with each other, e.g., 

 

 

(c)  mỗi    thước tấc       đất đai 

      every  meter 10 cm  land 

      ‗every meter of land‘ 

(d)  những  phút giây          (thần tiên đó) 

       PL       minute second (heavenly  that) 

       ‗Those heavenly moments.‘ 

 

(examples from Le, 2008, p. 83) 

 

- Connection with noun is strong: Nothing 

can come between the classifier and the 

head noun, e.g., 

 

(a) một  trái  cam       rư i   

     one   CL  orange  half 

     ‗one and a half oranges‘ 

 

(b) *một  trái  rư i  cam 

       one   CL  half  orange 

 

 

 

 

- Connection with noun is not strong: 

Modifiers (underlined) can come between 

the measure noun and the head noun, e.g.,  

 

(c) một   bao  rư i  cam   

     one   bag  half  orange 

     ‗one and half bags of oranges‘ 

 

(d) một  lít     đầy   sữa   

      one   liter  full   milk 

   ‗(exactly) one liter of milk (and not less)‘ 

 

(examples from Löbel, 2000, p. 287) 

- Are function words or grammatical 

morphemes   

 

- Are lexical items 

 

- Are unstressed, e.g., 

 

(a) một  cái  BÁT 

     one   CL bowl  

     ‗a bowl‘ 

 

- Are stressed, e.g.,  

 

(b) một BÁT cơm 

     one  bowl  rice 

     ‗a bowlful of rice‘ 

 

(examples from T. H. Nguyen, 2004, p. 24) 
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Classifiers Measure nouns 

 

- Inventory is limited and fixed. No new 

classifiers can be created for novel nouns.  

- Inventory is unbounded. ―The same 

measure expression can be used with 

various nouns, regardless of their shape or 

animacy‖ (T. H. Nguyen, 2004, p. 27). 

  

(a) một  cốc   bi  

     one   cup   marble  ( round) 

     ‗a cupful of marbles‘ 

 

(b) một cốc x c xắc 

     one  cup die           ( square) 

     ‗a cupful of dice‘ 

 

(examples from T. H. Nguyen, 2004, p. 27) 

 

- Individuate in terms of the kind of the 

object/entity (counting), i.e., individuating 

into natural units as well classifying into 

categories. 

 

- Totalizes in terms of quantity (measuring) 

 

- Can be used only with a limited number 

of nouns having specific semantic features 

of its category, e.g., tờ is used with only 

nouns denoting thin, flat things made of 

paper. 

 

- Can be used with a wide variety of nouns 

- Several nouns can be used with more than 

one classifier, but nouns that have fixed 

salient inherent properties cannot be used 

with multiple classifiers. For example, the 

inherent properties of a dog, [+animate,  

-human], do not change, and thus only one 

classifier can be used with it. But multiple 

nouns that have the same inherent qualities 

can be used with the same classifier. 

 

(a) Tôi có hai con chó/mèo/chim/cá. 

      I    have  two  CL  dog/cat/bird/fish 

      ‗I have two dogs/cats/birds/fish.‘ 

 

 

 

 

 

-The same head noun can be used with 

multiple measure nouns, depending on 

what unit of measurement the speaker 

wants to use for a certain entity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) Tôi mua hai ly/chai/lít/thùng bia.  

      I    buy two glass/bottle/liter/box beer. 

      ‗I buy two glasses/bottles/liters/boxes     

       of beer‘ 
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Classifiers Measure nouns 

 

- Do not carry clear lexical meaning - Their meaning is the same whether they 

are used as a noun or a measure noun. The 

meaning of  ly ‗glass‘ is the same in (a) and 

(b): 

 

(a) hai   cái   ly         noun 

     two  CL  glass 

     ‗two glasses‘ 

 

(b) hai   ly     sữa      measure noun (MN) 

     two  glass  milk 

     ‗two glasses of milk‘ 

 

- Can transform the meaning of the 

following noun  

- Meaning is independent from that of the 

following noun 

 

- Meaning depends much on the context of 

the noun, and therefore classifiers are 

considered function words (closed class) 

- Have sufficiently independent meaning, 

and therefore are regarded as a lexical 

word/item (open class) 

 

- Cannot be used in an ―adjective + 

numeral + noun‖ construction 

 

(a) *rộng hai tấm  

       wide two CL 

 

- Can be used in an ―adjective + numeral + 

noun‖ construction 

 

(b) rộng  hai  mét 

     wide  two meters 

     ‗Two meters wide.‘ 

 

(examples from Le, 2008, p. 89) 

 

- Can be used with wh-word 

 

 

(a) con nào? / gì?  

     CL which/what 

     ‗Which/what (dog)? 

 

- Cannot be used with wh-word, except for 

those indicating time 

 

(b) *kí nào? / gì?  

       kg which/what 

(c) lúc   nào?  

     time which 

     ‗When?‘ 

 

(examples from Le, 2008, p. 91) 
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Classifiers Measure nouns 

 

- Can be the subject in the context of a 

repetition construction such as:  

―(x) be comment1, (x) be comment2‖ 

 

(a) Bức thì dài, bức thì ngắn. 

      CL  be long, CL be short 

     ‗One is long, one is short.‘ 

     (referring, for example, to a painting) 

 

  

- Cannot be the subject in the context of a 

repetition construction, except for those 

indicating time 

 

 

 

(b) *Mét thì đẹp, mét thì xấu. 

       meter be pretty, meter be ugly 

 

(c) L c thì nắng, l c thì mưa. 

     time  be  sun,  time  be  rain 

     ‗There‘s time when it‘s sunny and time  

     when it‘s rainy.‘ 

   

(examples from Le, 2008, p. 91) 

 

- ―A classifier sequence is a [CL-N] phrase 

whose head is N.‖ (T. H. Nguyen, 2004, p. 

92) 

- ―A measure sequence is a [N-N] phrase 

whose head can be either N, depending on 

the context.‖ (T. H. Nguyen, 2004, pp. 92–

3) 
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1.6.3 Classified vs. non-classified nouns (Nouns that do not need a classifier) 

The third of Aikhenvald‘s (2000) contingent properties of numeral classifier 

systems reads ―In some numeral classifier languages, not every noun can be associated 

with a numeral classifier. Some nouns take no classifier at all; other nouns may have 

alternative choices of classifier, depending on which property of the noun is in focus‖ (p. 

98).
16

 Dixon (1986) wrote, ―numerical classifier languages almost always include in their 

inventories nouns which do not take a classifier‖ (p. 106). Greenberg (1977, p. 278) also 

stated that some numeral classifier languages have a large group of nouns that do not 

necessarily need to be classified. Vietnamese is one of these languages. Emeneau (1951) 

proposes a major distinction in two types of nouns in Vietnamese: classified nouns that 

need a classifier to be countable, and non-classified or unclassified nouns that can be 

quantified directly without any need for a classifier.
17

 According to the Vietnamese 

linguists‘ categorization of the Vietnamese noun system laid out in Section 1.6, classified 

nouns are uncountable mass nouns, and non-classified nouns are countable mass nouns. 

The examples in (1.24) and (1.25) show the difference. 

(1.24) Classified nouns (uncountable mass nouns) have classifiers: 

hai (*trái) banh      

two    CL ball 

‗Two balls.‘ 

 

(1.25) Non-classified nouns (countable mass nouns) do not have classifiers: 

(a) hai xu    (b) những ngày  ấy 

two penny          PL      days  that 

      ‗two pennies‘         ‗those days‘ 

 

(c) nhiều  nước    (d) vùng này  

many country                area  this 

‗many countries‘        ‗this area‘ 

                                                 
16

 Aikhenvald 2000 is a well-known, seminal work on the typology of classifiers. 
17

 Classified nouns are referred to as ―item nouns‖ and non-classified nouns as ―categoricals‖ by Thompson 

(1965). 
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The phrase containing a classified noun (1.24) would be ungrammatical in the 

absence of a classifier, but the phrases containing unclassified nouns (1.25a–d) are 

grammatical even if the classifier is absent. The non-classified noun can occur 

immediately after the numeral (1.25a) or a quantifier (1.25b) or a plural marker (1.25c), 

and/or preceding a demonstrative (1.25d).  

There is also a group of nouns such as the words for ‗table‘, ‗chair‘, and ‗house‘ 

that can be both classified and non-classified. These nouns can indicate the whole class 

(1.26a), (1.27a), (1.28a), and hence do not need the classifier, or they can denote each 

individual (1.26b), (1.27b), (1.28b) and hence need the classifier. 

 

(1.26) a. các  bàn  ấy  b. các  chi c  bàn  ấy 

  PL table  those   PL CL table  those 

  ‗those tables‘    ‗those tables‘ 

 

(1.27) a. mỗi gh    b. mỗi cái gh  

  each chair    each  CL   chair 

  ‗each chair‘    ‗each chair‘ 

 

(1.28) a. từng  nhà   b. từng  ngôi  nhà   

  every house    every CL house 

  ‗every house‘     ‗every house‘ 

 

(Examples (1.24)-( 1.28) from T. C. Nguyễn 1975, p. 228) 

 

For a list of some non-classified nouns, see Appendix D. 

 

P. P. Nguyễn (2002) proposed a plausible analysis for Vietnamese nouns that do 

not need a classifier. For non-classified nouns, if a numeral is present it also acts as a 

―zero classifier‖ and carries an individuating function. If neither a classifier nor a numeral 

is present there is no individuation. Consider these two sentences: 
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(1.29a) Người đã lên mặt trăng.  absence of a numeral and a classifier 

 person PST go up moon    

 ‗Human beings went to the moon.‘ 

 

(1.29b) Hai người đã lên mặt trăng.  presence of a numeral, zero classifier 

 Two person PST go up moon 

 ‗Two people went to the moon.‘ 

 

In (1.29a), both the number and classifier are absent and thus the sentence lacks both 

enumeration and individuation. In (1.29b), the presence of the numeral ‗two‘ forces an 

enumeration of the noun ‗person‘, thus functioning as a ―zero classifier.‖ 

The conditions for a zero classifier are (1) a numeral must be present, and (2) the 

noun must express a discreet notion and indicate an individual unit. That is, in an NP 

containing a zero classifier, the noun is its own classifier. This can be explained by the 

possibility of anaphoric constructions in classifier phrases. See (1.30a) and (1.30b). 

 

Num  -  CL  -    N      (not anaphoric) 

(1.30a) Tôi vừa làm quen  với hai CLØ người. 

I just make acquaintance with two  person 

‗I just made the acquaintance of two people.‘ 

   người is noun, classifier is zero 

 

Num – CL  - (N) (anaphoric) 

(1.30b)  Hai người    Ø (này) là người Đà Nẵng. 

two person   this be person Đà Nẵng 

‗These two people are from Da Nang.‘ 

   người is classifier, noun is omitted 

 (Examples from P. P. Nguyễn, 2002, p. 20) 

 

 

In an anaphoric construction, such as (1.30b), the non-classified noun can occur 

immediately after the numeral in the classifier position, leaving the position for the head 

noun empty. 
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1.6.4 Nouns that are both noun and classifier 

A unique phenomenon typical of the Vietnamese classifier system, and not found 

in other numeral classifier languages, is that, for certain nouns, one and the same noun
18

 

may function as a noun or a measure noun (A), or as a noun or measure noun or 

classifier, or as a noun or classifier (B).
19

 Some non-classified nouns can also function as 

classifiers (C). 

(A) Nouns that are used as both nouns and measure nouns. D. H. Nguyen (1957) refers to 

these as ―temporary measure words‖ (p. 128), nouns that ordinarily have their own 

classifier and are used on a temporary basis as measure nouns. When the noun is used as 

a noun, it is in the head noun position, i.e., the third position of the Num-CL-N phrase, 

and refers to an object (a specific item) or a container. When the noun is used as a 

measure noun, it is in the classifier position, i.e., the second position of the Num-CL-N 

phrase, and it designates the quantity or amount contained in the item, analogous to 

English nouns, such as a glass (of wine), and a pot (of tea). Table 1.6 lists some 

examples. 

 

                                                 
18

 Hereafter, by the term ―noun,‖ I refer to ―classified nouns,‖ and non-classified nouns are referred to as 

―non-classified nouns.‖ 
19

 T. C. Nguyễn (1975a) talks about two groups of classifiers: one group of ―professional‖ classifiers that 

never change roles, and one group of ―temporary‖ classifiers that do change roles, i.e., they can be nouns or 

measure nouns or classifiers.  
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Table 1.6: Examples of nouns used as nouns and measure nouns 

Noun (underlined) Measure nouns
20

 (underlined) 

(a) một  cái  bao     ‗a bag‘ 

     one   CL bag 

(b) hai   cái  bát      ‗two eating bowls‘ 

      two  CL bowl 

(c) hai   cái  bình    ‗two pots‘ 

     two  CL  pot 

(d) một  cái  ấm      ‗a teapot‘ 

     one   CL  teapot 

(e) một  cái  cân      ‗a scale‘ 

     one   CL  scale 

(f) một  cái  thước  ‗a ruler‘ 

     one   CL ruler 

(g) ba     cái  nhà    ‗three houses‘ 

      three CL house 

(h) một cái bàn       ‗a table‘   

      one CL table 

một  bao  gạo       ‗one bag of uncooked rice‘ 

one  bag  uncooked rice 

ba     bát   cơm      ‗three bowl(ful)s of rice‘ 

three bowl rice 

một  bình  cà-phê  ‗a potful of coffee‘ 

one   pot   coffee 

một  ấm    nước    ‗a kettleful of water‘ 

one  teapot water 

hai   cân    thịt      ‗two pounds of meat‘ 

two  kg/lb meat  

năm thước vải      ‗five meters of cloth‘  

five  meter cloth 

ba      nhà     ch     ‗three market stalls‘ 

three  house  market 

một bàn tiệc          ‗a tableful of food (in a  

one table party       banquet)‘ 

 

Nouns that are also measure nouns sometimes have semantic shifts from their meaning 

when they occur as nouns (Goral, 1978), as can be seen in (e) ‗scale‘  ‗pound‘, (f) 

‗ruler‘  ‗meter‘, and (g) ‗house‘  ‗stall‘. 

(B) Nouns that are also used as measure nouns and as classifiers. In different contexts 

these nouns can have characteristics of both nouns and grammatical morphemes (Gm). 

The examples in (1.31a–c) illustrate this difference.  

 

  Num Gm N 

(1.31a)  hai cái  cây    cây is a noun  

  two CL tree/plant/stick 

  ‗two trees/plants/sticks‘ 

 

Num Gm   N 

(1.31b)  hai cây  chuối    cây is a classifier 

 two CL banana   with strong individuation 

  ‗two banana trees‘ 

                                                 
20

 Emeneau (1951) considers measuring expressions such as cân ‗pound‘, mét ‗meter‘, ấm ‗teapot, bát 

‗bowl‘, etc. as classifiers. This is confusing; it is much clearer to make the distinction between the true 

classifiers (―classifiers proper‖) and the mensural classifiers, referred to as ―measure nouns‖ in this 

dissertation. For this reason, I have modified Emeneau‘s term ―classifiers‖ to ―measure nouns‖ to make the 

distinction clearer.  
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Num Gm N 

(1.31c)  hai cây  chổi    cây is a classifier   

two CL broom   with weak individuation 

  ‗two brooms‘ 

 

Num Gm N 

(1.31d)  hai cái  chổi    cái is the general classifier   

two CL broom    

  ‗two brooms‘ 

 

T. C. Nguyễn‘s (1975a) proposed explanation for this phenomenon is based on 

the opposition of strong vs. weak individuation. The classifier in (1.31b) has strong 

individuation with the noun ‗banana‘ because cây maintains its original meaning as the 

noun ‗tree‘ of (1.31a). The classifier in (1.31c), on the other hand, has weak individuation 

with ‗broom‘ because cây in this case no longer maintains its original meaning but has 

transformed into a shape classifier for long-straight-rigid objects. For this reason, cây in 

(1.31c) can be substituted by the general classifier cái without any change in meaning 

(1.31d); that is, the ultimate meaning of cây chổi is not different from cái chổi. Table 1.7 

lists other examples of nouns that are also classifiers. 

Table 1.7: Examples of nouns used as noun and as classifier 

Noun (underlined) Classifier (underlined) 

(a) hai  cái  hột           ‗two seeds‘ 

     two CL seed 

(b) ba      đứa  con      ‗two children‘ 

      three CL   child 

hai  hột  điều          ‗two cashews‘ 

two CL  cashew 

ba     con   mèo      ‗three cats‘ 

three CL   cat 

 

(C) Non-classified nouns that can also be used as classifiers. 

 

Table 1.8: Examples of non-classified nouns used as classifier 

Non-classified noun (underlined) Classifier (underlined) 

(a) thua  hai  trận          ‗lost two battles‘ 

     loose two battle 

 

 

(b) lên       ngôi             ‗ascend the throne‘ 

      go up  throne 

một  trận  lụt              ‗a flood‘ 

one  CL   flood 

(trận is classifier for violent outburst) 

 

nhiều     ngôi  mộ      ‗many graves‘ 

many     CL    grave 

(ngôi is classifier for houses, buildings) 
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1.6.5 Verbal classifiers 

Classifiers are unit counters not only for nouns, but also for verbs. Verbal 

classifiers (also called ―semelfactive classifiers‖) are common in Vietnamese. They 

appear in the construction Verb + Numeral + Classifier + (Verb), specifying the number 

of times an action is performed (D. H. Nguyen, 1957; P. P. Nguyen, 1976, 2004; 

Thompson, 1965). Verbs occurring in this construction are always functive verbs and 

never stative verbs. Functive verbs describe an action or event; stative verbs describe a 

quality or condition. Classifiers used as verbal classifiers are mostly the general classifier 

cái and some event classifiers (Appendix B contains a list of event classifiers.) 

 

VPs with a verbal classifier  

(1.32a)  c    ười  ba  cái (Thompson, 1965, p. 193) 

  laugh  three CL 

  ‗to laugh three times‘ 

 

(1.32b)  ngũ  một  giấc  

  sleep one CL 

  ‗to take a nap‘ 

 

(1.32c)  tắm  một  cái  

bathe one CL 

‗to take a bath‘ 

 

(1.32d)  tát hai  cái  

slap two CL 

‗to give two slaps‘ 

(Examples 1.32b–d from D. H. Nguyen, 1957, p. 129) 

 

The verbal classifier construction also has an optional verb at the end: Verb + 

Num + CL + (Verb), as shown in (1.32e). This final verb can be dropped (1.32f), or it can 

be retained and the classifier dropped (1.32g). 
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Various manifestations of the Verb + Num + CL + (Verb) construction: 

(1.32e)  nhảy hai cái nhảy 

  jump two CL jump 

  ‗make two jumps‘ 

 

(1.32f)  nhảy  hai  cái 

  jump two CL 

  ‗make two jumps‘ 

 

(1.32g)  nhảy hai nhảy 

  jump  two jump 

  ‗make two jumps‘ 

 (Examples 1.32e–g from P. P. Nguyen, 1976, p. 7) 

 

 

1.7 Definiteness and specificity 

Numeral classifier languages do not have articles. How do these languages 

express definiteness? This section describes several strategies that Vietnamese uses to 

denote definiteness. 

 

1.7.1 Non-numeral classifier phrases (CL-N)  

One of the major functions of classifiers in numeral classifier languages is for the 

purpose of counting. This purpose has been referred to in previous literature as the 

individuating function of classifiers. It is, however, not only in the context of numeral 

phrases that classifiers are mostly used. Vietnamese, like Hmong and Nung, is one of the 

classifier languages that also allow classifiers to be used outside of the context of 

counting, that is, without a numeral, a phenomenon referred to in formal syntax by 

Simpson (2005) as ―bare classifier-NP sequences‖ (the CL-N sequence), which are not 

prevalent in Thai, Burmese, Khmer, or Indonesian. In non-counting contexts, a bare 

classifier phrase does not bear the meaning of numerical specificity, but denotes 
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singularity and is ―commonly associated with referentiality and definiteness effects‖ 

(Simpson, 2005, p. 13). A CL-N string is always interpreted as singular. In Cantonese, 

classifiers can be assumed to be inherently definite elements, like determiners in other 

languages (Cheng & Sybesma, 1999). In Vietnamese, ambiguity between a definite or 

indefinite reading still prevails in the CL-N phrase. In previous literature by Vietnamese 

linguists (e.g., T. C. Nguyễn, 1975a), the CL-N phrase has been assumed to be generally 

definite. Le (2008) stated that classifiers have the implicit meaning of number and 

definiteness. According to T. H. Nguyen (2004), however, the CL-N phrase is mostly 

definite in subject position (1.33a), but in a sentence like (1.33b), definiteness is still 

ambiguous. In object position, the CL-N sequence may be definite or indefinite as 

illustrated in (1.33c).  

 

(1.33a)  Cuốn sách hay   lắm.     

CL  book  interesting  very  

‗The book is very interesting.‘   (T. H. Nguyen, 2004, p. 17) 

 

(1.33b)  Con bò đang ăn lúa kìa!  

CL  cow  PROG eat  paddy  over there  

‗Look! A/the cow is eating your paddy!‘  (T. H. Nguyen, 2004, p. 43) 

 

(1.33c)  Tôi muốn mua cuốn sách.   

I  want buy CL book  

‗I want to buy a/the book.‘    (T. H. Nguyen, 2004, p. 17) 

 

The interpretation of a sentence like (1.33c) as definite or indefinite depends 

largely on the previous discourse context. Two important issues are to be noted here. 

First, (1.33c) does not sound very natural, is not clear, and the structure is not common in 

everyday speech. A CL-N sequence can sound unnatural to a Vietnamese speaker if not 

used in the right context. If the person who utters a sentence like (1.33c) intended to 

purchase books and not notebooks or magazines, s/he would omit the classifier, which is 
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more appropriate for talking about books in general or about the whole class of books, 

and not about individual, distinct books. The more natural sounding sentence would be 

(1.33d). 

 

(1.33d)  Tôi  muốn  mua sách. 

I  want buy book  

‗I want to buy books.‘    

 

It is only when the speaker needs to refer to one concrete, definite book or to 

certain aspects of the book such as the number or position in respect to the speaker that 

s/he needs to include the classifier (1.33e–f). 

 

(1.33e)  Tôi  muốn mua một cuốn sách. 

I  want buy one CL book  

‗I want to buy a book.‘    

  

(1.33f)  Tôi  muốn mua cuốn sách này. 

I  want buy CL book this  

‗I want to buy this book.‘    

 

Second, the ambiguity in (1.33c) may be due to the fact that the CL + N sequence 

can possibly be the guise of the NP construction Num + CL + Noun, in which the 

numeral appearing at the beginning, một ‗one‘, is optionally omitted, as in (1.33g) below, 

which is the same as (1.33e) above. This construction is indefinite, denoting ―one unit 

quantity or number of that indicated by the noun‖ (Emeneau, 1951, p. 97), and specific 

because with the presence of the numeral ‗one‘ the object/entity is ―itemized, counted, 

delimited, and specific‖ (Frawley, 1992, p. 76).  

 

(1.33g)  Tôi  muốn  mua  (một)  cuốn  sách.  

I  want buy (one) CL book  

‗I want to buy a book.‘    
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1.7.2 Indefiniteness 

In Vietnamese, indefiniteness is expressed when a numeral precedes a CL-N 

sequence. (1.34a–b) have an indefinite and specific reading, respectively.  

 

(1.34a)  Một con chim đang bay.  

one  CL  bird  PROG fly  

‗A bird is flying.‘ 

 

(1.34b)  Tôi có ba con chó.  

I have  three  CL dog  

‗I have three dogs.‘ 

  

Vietnamese is similar to French in that the word for the numeral ‗one‘ and the 

indefinite article are the same [French un ‗one‘ and un ‗a‘ (masculine)‘ or une ‗a‘ 

(feminine)]. Thus, in (1.34a), một is not the numeral ‗one‘ but is an indefinite article. 

Only in a context like sentence (1.35), where một ‗one‘ is opposed to hai ‗two‘, is it a 

numeral. 

 

(1.35) Nó có hai con chó chứ  không phải một con.   

 s/he have two CL dog certainly not right one CL 

 ‗S/he has two dogs and not one.‘ 

(Example from P. P. Nguyễn, 2002, p. 60). 

 

1.7.3 Deictic expressions 

Although the CL-N sequence may express definiteness, it denotes something 

general rather than specific. In contrast, in Cantonese, the CL-N sequence is typically 

specific (Matthews & Yip, 1994). Definiteness is clearly expressed in referring 

expressions when the noun phrase is used in conjunction with a deictic element 

(determiner or demonstrative). Vietnamese deictic elements indicate three degrees of 

distance (T. H. Nguyen, 2004):  
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Proximal: này (Northern); nầy (Southern); ni (Central)  ‗this/these‘ 

 

Medial: đấy, ấy (Northern); đó (Southern); nớ (Central) ‗that/those‘ 

 

Distal:  kia (Northern, Southern); tê (Central)   ‗that over there‘ 

 

The distance of the distal deictic expressions is further than that of the medial ones. Note 

that the deictic expressions listed above reflect the three distinct regional dialects that 

were mentioned in Section 1.1: the Northern, the Southern, and the Central dialects. 

If one of the deictic expressions listed above is added to an otherwise 

ambiguously definite or indefinite bare noun or the CL-N sequence, the result is that the 

whole expression is clearly definite. Compare (1.36a) to (1.36b), and (1.36c) to (1.36d).  

(1.36a)  mèo     ‗a cat‘, ‗cats‘, ‗the cat‘, ‗the cats‘  

  cat     (singular/plural, definite/indefinite, 

     specific/general) 

 

(1.36b)  mèo  này   ‗this cat / these cats‘  

  cat  this   (singular/plural, definite, general) 

 

(1.36c)  con mèo   ‗the cat‘, ‗a cat‘   

  CL cat   (singular, definite/indefinite, general) 

 

(1.36d)  con mèo  này  ‗this cat (vs. that one)‘ 

  CL cat this  (singular, definite, specific) 

 

Similarly to numberless nouns, demonstratives in Vietnamese do not have number 

contrast for singular and plural equivalent to the English contrast of this/these and 

that/those. Thus, the absence of the classifier, despite the presence of the demonstrative 

in (1.36b), still carries ambiguity between singular and plural as well as ambiguity in 

specificity. On the other hand, the presence of the classifier together with the 

demonstrative in (1.36d) clearly adds definiteness and specificity to the phrase. The 

presence of the demonstrative attributes specific reference because the entity is ―singled 
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out contextually‖ (Frawley, 1992, p. 76). For this reason, example (1.33c) above becomes 

specific and definite if a demonstrative is added, as shown in (1.33f). 

The sentences in (1.37a–b) further show the contrast between the specific 

indefinite and the specific definite effect. Note that in the second mention of ‗book‘, the 

head noun is grammatically omitted based on anaphora. 

 

(1.37a) Tôi   tìm    ki m    một    cuốn   sách  và     tôi     tìm      thấy     một     cuốn.  

I       look  search  one     CL     book  and    I       find     see      one     CL  

‗I looked for a book and I found one.‘   

 Specific indefinite reading  

 

(1.37b) Tôi   tìm    ki m    một    cuốn   sách  và     tôi     tìm      thấy    cuốn      đó.  

I       look  search  one     CL     book  and    I       find     see      CL        that 

‗I looked for a book and I found it.‘  

 Specific definite reading 

 

(1.37a) is specific because the numeral ‗one‘ is used. (1.37b) is specific because the 

demonstrative is present.  

Recall from Section 1.3.1 above that constructions containing a demonstrative or 

wh-word but lacking a classifier (N-Dem, N-wh-word) are grammatical in Vietnamese. It 

is important to note here that although [N-Dem] in Vietnamese is well-formed, adding an 

adjective requires a classifier; thus [*N-Adj-Dem] is ungrammatical, but [CL-N-Adj-

Dem] is grammatical. We see here that the role of the demonstrative together with the 

classifier is to add definiteness and specificity to an otherwise indefinite and non-specific 

noun phrase. 
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1.7.4 The “extra cái” and definiteness 

What is unique and apparently also least understood in the Vietnamese classifier 

structure is that it allows a particular phenomenon that mirrors a double classifier 

construction, often referred to as the ―extra cái.‖
21

 However, this phenomenon is not 

classifier doubling. Let us look closer into this. Cái is the general classifier. There is 

another cái that can be used in a numeral or a non-numeral classifier phrase, as in (1.38) 

and (1.39), or optionally in a relative clause, as in (1.40). 

 

(1.38) hai cái con chó (*ấy) đâu?   (T. H. Nguyen, 2004, p. 3) 

 two cái CL dog that where 

 ‗Where are THOSE two dogs?‘ 

 

(1.39) cái chi c bàn (*này).    (T. C. Nguyễn, 1975, p. 246) 

cái CL  table  this  

‗THIS table‘  

 

 

In (1.38) and (1.39), this other cái, preceding the regular classifier (con in (1.38) 

and chiếc in (1.39)) clearly renders the noun phrase definite: ‗those two particular dogs‘ 

and not any other ones, ‗this particular table‘ and not any other table. Note that the 

condition for this definiteness is the presence of a demonstrative. In (1.38) and (1.39), ấy 

‗that‘ and này ‗this‘ are the mandatory demonstratives; without them the phrase would be 

ungrammatical. This other cái can also be used optionally in a relative clause, as in 

(1.40).  

(1.40)  (cái)  con  dao  (mà)  [anh  cho  tôi  mư n],   nó  thật  sắc  

cái  CL  knife  but you  give  me  borrow,  it  real  sharp  

‗The knife you gave me is really sharp.‘   (D. H. Nguyen, 1997, p. 180)  

                                                 
21

 Term coined by Emeneau (1951); called by Trương Vĩnh Tống a ―definite article‖; by Bulteau  a ―sort of 

super-article‖ (in D. H. Nguyen, 1957, p. 131); by Duong (1971) ―the identifier‖; by  T. H. Nguyen (2004) 

―the particle cái‖ and ―focus marker‖; by T. C. Nguyễn (1975a) từ chỉ xuất ―the indexical,‖ which is 

different than classifiers and articles. In this dissertation, I refer to this ―extra cái‖ as ‗the other cái‗ to avoid 

confusion.  
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In (1.40), the definiteness is expressed via a relative clause, which is optionally 

introduced by the conjunction mà, which means ‗but‘, but in the case of the relative 

clause it is more like a connective or a relative pronoun meaning ‗which‘, ‗that‘, or 

‗who‘. 

This other cái at first sight may seem redundant, as it is used even if the noun is 

already classified, but its true role is an important one, namely to indicate definiteness. 

According to T. C. Nguyễn (1975a), it makes the entity that the noun denotes stand out as 

emphasized, and draws one‘s attention completely to that entity. 

This phenomenon is not classifier doubling because a sequence of *CL-CL is 

ungrammatical in Vietnamese. Although this other cái is homonymous with the general 

classifier cái, it is not itself the general classifier cái.There are in fact significant 

differences between it and the general classifier. The contrasts are displayed in Table 1.9.  

Table 1.9: Differences between the general classifier cái and the other cái 

 

The general classifier cái 

 

 

The other cái 

-can never combine with any other 

classifier or measure nouns
22

 

-must precede a classifier (any classifier 

except cái) 

-must not have a determiner -must have a determiner 

-never stressed -always stressed 

-no emphasis in the sentence -emphasis
23

 

-higher frequency of occurrence -lower frequency of occurrence 

-cannot combine with nouns denoting 

humans, plants, mass nouns such as oil, 

sugar, meat, etc., and the group of nouns 

that do not need a classifier (non-classified 

nouns
24

) 

-can combine with all of these nouns
25

 

 

                                                 
22

 Section 1.6.2.2 covers measure nouns. 
23

 As suggested  by T. C. Nguyễn (1975a), in the case of ambiguity in whether cái used in a sentence is the 

general classifier or the other cái, to disambiguate this, it helps to notice whether the noun used in a phrase 

is rarely used with a classifier, such as nouns denoting abstract entities. If it is such a noun, then we know 

that the cái used is the other cái and not the general classifier. 
24

 Section 1.6.3 discusses non-classified nouns. 
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A limitation on the occurrence of this other cái is that it can not precede the 

homonymous classifier even though it does not have a classifier-like function. That is, the 

sequence *cái cái is impossible. T. H. Nguyen (2004) suggests that the occurrence of 

these two homonymous words (cái cái) is avoided due to haplology. According to T. C. 

Nguyễn (1975), it is not really the case that the other cái is not allowed to precede the 

classifier, but that the combination cái + cái is shortened.  

Another noteworthy limitation is that một (either the indefinite article ‗a‘ or the 

numeral ‗one‘) cannot precede the extra cái (1.41): 

 

(1.41) *Một  cái con chó.  (P. P. Nguyễn, 2002, p. 61) 

  one cái CL dog 

 

However, the higher numerals, ‗two‘, ‗three‘, etc., can grammatically precede the extra 

cái. 

  

(1.42) Hai/ba… cái con chó đó. 

Two/three… cái CL dog that 

‗THOSE two/three dogs.‘ 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
 

 
25

 In all of these examples, cái is the extra cái and not the general classifier.   

a. nouns denoting humans: Cái  người gì mà kỳ lạ quá. 

   cái person what but strange too 

   ‗What A strange person.‘ 

b. mass nouns: Tôi muốn mua cái thịt ít mở. 

  I want buy cái meat little fat 

  ‗I want to buy THE meat that has little fat.‘  

c. unclassified nouns: Tôi nhớ  mãi  cái ngày  ấy.  

   I remember  continuously cái  day that 

   ‗I always remember THAT day.‘ 

(Examples (b) and (c) are from T. H. Nguyen, 2004, p. 46)  
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Another important role of the extra cái is to bring about a deprecating, disparaging, 

pejorative connotation, especially if persons or non-human animates are referred to 

(Thompson, 1965). It is very common in exclamations. See (1.43a–b). 

 

 

(1.43a)  Cái  th ng  bé  này  khó   thật. 

  cái  CL small this difficult really 

  ‗This little (male) kid is really difficult!‘ 

 

(1.43b)  Cái  con  chó  gì  mà  ngu  quá. 

  cái CL dog what but stupid too 

  ‗What a stupid dog this is!‘ or ‗This dog is too stupid!‘ 

 

 

The grammaticality of the ―extra cái‖ phenomenon seems to violate the adjacency 

principle, the third universal syntactic property presented in Section 1.3.3 above, because 

the extra cái is a special lexical item that can intervene between a numeral and a 

classifier, yielding the (Num)-extra CÁI-CL-N-modifier construction (T. H. Nguyen, 

2004). Example (1.44) shows that the Num-CL sequence can be separated in Vietnamese 

by the other cái, and (1.45) shows that it cannot be separated by an adjective. These 

examples repeat (1.10a) and (1.10b). 

 

(1.44) Num-CL can be separated by the extra cái 

Num the other cái CL      

một cái  quả thật  to 

one cái   CL really big     

‗one really big one‘ (referring to a specific, particular apple) 

 

(1.45) Num-CL cannot be separated by an adjective 

*Num Adj CL 

  một to  quả 

  one big  CL  
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1.8 Plural markers 

To mark plurals, Vietnamese places a plural morpheme immediately preceding 

the classifier. There are three different plural markers, with different characteristics: 

a. những: includes only some of the total possible number of a given set of 

objects/entities (1.46), more common in writing, less common in speech 

b. các: includes all of the total possible number of a given set of objects/entities (1.47), 

used in both writing and speech 

c. mấy: colloquial version of các, more common in casual speech 

 

(1.46) Những cái đèn trong nhà nầy tối quá. 

 PL CL lamp in house this dark too 

 ‗[Some of the] lights in this house are terribly dim.‘ 

 

(1.47) Các cái đèn trong nhà nầy tối quá. 

 ‗The lights in this house are terribly dim [all of them].‘ 

 (Examples from Thompson, 1965, p. 180) 

 

According to T. C. Nguyễn (1975a), the plural words những and các are lexical articles; 

T. H. Nguyen (2004) claims that they function as lexical determiners.  

 

1.9 Confusion between classifier phrases and compounds 

Thompson (1965) wrote, ―In Vietnamese, it is notoriously difficult to distinguish between 

phrases and compounds, as word order is identical in both cases, namely, ‗head–

modifier‘: Compounds are perhaps the least understood elements of Vietnamese 

grammar‖ (p. 127). The word order, in this respect, is comparable to that of French, 

where the difference between a compound and the corresponding NP is not signaled by a 

difference in word order, but by different linking elements (French bouquet de fleurs 
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(compound) lit. ‗flower-bunch‘ vs. bouquet des fleurs (NP) ‗bunch of flowers‘). As there 

are no such linking elements in Vietnamese, a sequence such as bó hoa ‗bunch of 

flowers‘, at first glance, is ambiguous with regard to these two readings. The sequence in 

question can be analyzed as a compound noun or as a sequence of two (independent) 

words, namely the classifier and the noun. It is intonation that is decisive: In the case of a 

compound, stress is on the first element, whereas in a classifier construction, it is the last 

element that receives primary stress. 

 

There are two ways of disambiguating compound nouns and classifier NPs (Löbel, 2000, 

p. 306): 

 

A. Stress (stressed words are underlined) 

(1.48a) [bó hoa]N  ‗flower-bunch‘  compound noun 

 bunch flower 

   

(1.48b) (một) bó  hoa ‗a bunch of flowers‘  classifier NP 

one CL  flower 

  (bunch) 

 

B. Use of the general classifier cái 

(1.49a) hai bó  hoa  ‗two bunches of flowers‘ classifier NP 

 two CL flower 

  (bunch) 

 

(1.49b) hai cái [bó  hoa]N ‗two flower-bunches‘  compound noun 

 two CL bunch flower 

 

Bó in (1.48b) and cái in (1.49a) are both classifiers, and have the same function, namely 

to determine the unit for the noun. In contrast, bó in (1.49b) must be regarded as a noun 

and hoa its complement.  
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1.10 Semantics of Vietnamese classifiers 

Besides individuating nouns, the other major function of classifiers is ―to help 

divide the objects of the world into various types (e.g., people, animals, inanimate 

objects), as well as describe spatial characteristics of the particular objects they are 

referring to‖ (Ly, 1998, p. 72). By means of definite semantic features, classifiers 

characterize and classify objects and entities. Classifiers are chosen based on the 

semantic properties of the head noun and the physical characteristics of the entity at hand. 

The selection depends on the context of use and is also based on how the speaker 

perceives the object or entity. For example, gươm ‗sword‘ can be classified by three 

different classifiers. If the classifier cây is used, the sword is long and stick-like to the 

speaker. If the classifier thanh is used, the speaker is thinking of the sword as a flat, 

elongated object. If the speaker uses cái, s/he probably is not focusing on the shape of the 

sword when uttering the word. Thus, depending on each person‘s different focus, 

classifiers can have subjective meaning conveyed by the speaker's choice, whereas the 

meaning of nouns is more objective.  

 

1.10.1 Meaning 

Since classifiers have characteristics of functors or grammatical morphemes or 

―form words‖, they have often been considered meaningless, and been labeled by both 

foreign and Vietnamese linguists as ―empty words‖ (―mots vides‖). The meaning of a 

classifier cannot be specified if it stands alone; it always has to be accompanied by a 

noun. For example, unless there is previous discourse context, a listener would not 

understand exactly what is meant by the utterances in these examples: 
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(1.50) Tôi gặp  một cái   giữa   đường.  

 I     meet  one CL (general) in the middle street 

 ‗I encountered a CL (general) in the middle of the street.‘ 

 

(1.51) Một hòn   xuất hiện phía  trước  mặt.  

one  CL (small, round) appear  direction in front of  face 

‗A CL (small, round) appeared in the front. 

(Examples from Hoàng, 1996, p. 25) 

 

 

The listener would then further ask cái gì? ‗CL (general) what?‘ for (1.50) and hòn gì? 

‗CL (small, round) what?‘ for (1.51). The presence of the noun makes the meaning of the 

classifier more concrete. Nevertheless, classifiers are not completely meaningless for two 

reasons. First, many of them are derived from lexical nouns to which their meaning is 

closely related. Some examples in (1.52) illustrate this homonymy. 

 

(1.52)   Noun    Classifier    

con  child    for animals, animate 

lá  leaf    for leaf-like objects 

cây    tree, plant   for trees & 1-D long, rigid objects 

trái   fruit    for fruits & 3-D big, round objects 

cục  lump, clot, piece  for 3-D lumpy objects  

hòn  ball, piece, mass  for 3-D small, round objects  

 

 

Second, the fact that a specific noun can be used with multiple classifiers with a 

difference in meaning for each confirms that classifiers are not meaningless. (See the next 

subsection for discussion and examples.) Classifiers have the effect of rendering the 

following entity more concrete and lively by highlighting different aspects of shape, 

dimension, etc. Le (2008, p. 79) gives a nice example (1.53) of how classifiers highlight 

different meanings. 
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(1.53)  con dao = CL (animal, animate) knife   [+animate], active knife 

 cái dao  = CL (general) knife:    [-animate], usually big knife 

cây dao = CL (long, straight, rigid)       [±animate], long, tapered/slender, 

small knife 

 

 

Given the opportunity to use different classifiers, the speaker can convey his 

perception and thought about the entity he is talking about, and concurrently ―evoke the 

desired imagery in the listener‘s mind‖ (Hui, 2003, p. 166). I find Lý‘s (2005, p. 219) 

description of the meaning of classifiers quite interesting and accurate: ―Classifiers have 

a meaning in the preconceptual sense, a meaning that stops at the level of perceptive 

‗representation‘ or ‗image‘, that is, ‗thought through feeling‘ about the object‖. 
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1.10.2 Nouns with multiple classifiers    

The co-occurrence of the classifier and the noun is in many cases flexible even 

though the semantic relation between the two is close. It is not always the case that only a 

single classifier can occur with a particular noun.  

A number of Vietnamese nouns can occur with two or more different classifiers 

with either a slight or great difference in meaning. For instance, nouns classified with cây 

(for plantlike, long-straight-rigid objects) are nearly all also classified with some other 

classifier, usually cái (general classifier). To illustrate, rìu ‗ax‘ or gươm ‗sword‘, both 

being long-straight-rigid, can be classified with cây or cái. Gươm ‗sword‘ can also occur 

with thanh (for long-thin-flat-hard objects). There is a slight semantic change when 

different classifiers are used with the same noun. Each highlights different imputed 

characteristics of the referent (Allan, 1977). In this example, regardless of the choice of 

any of the three possible classifiers, the basic meaning is ‗a/the sword‘. Each of the three 

classifiers highlights a different semantic property: cây gươm gives the impression of the 

sword being long and straight, thanh gươm evokes a perception of flatness in addition to 

the length of the sword, cái gươm does not emphasize any shape aspect of the sword but 

rather a sword as an object used in combat in general. Another example is thơ ‗letter‘, 

which can have the classifier lá (small-light, leaf-like), or bức (flat-thin-square, vertical), 

or cái (general classifier). Based on my native speaker intuition, I associate lá thơ with a 

letter that is light, thin, sentimental, falling down to the ground gently as a leaf, while 

with bức thơ I think of the letter as slightly thicker, harder, more formal and official, and 

with cái thơ, the letter is a general object like any other, for example, several letters 

accumulating in the mailbox. The list below provides some more examples of nouns that 
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can have more than one classifier with slight semantic changes. The classifiers are 

underlined. I have ranked the order of the classifiers from the most to the least common 

or preferred or sophisticated. The general classifier is the least preferred or sophisticated.  

viên/cục/chi c kẹo  ‗candy‘ 

cánh/lá bu m    ‗sail‘ 

lá/con/cây bài    ‗playing card‘ 

tấm/lá/cái thiệp  ‗business card‘ 

chi c/con/lá/cái thuyền ‗boat‘    (Ly, 2005, p. 219) 

s i/cái lông   ‗a feather‘  

hòn/cái cù lao   ‗an island in a river or lake‘  (Emeneau, 1951, p. 96) 

 

The selection of any one of these classifiers reflects the speaker‘s personal choice 

of which particular aspects of the noun‘s referent to focus on, and also depends on the 

purpose, content, and context of the utterance. The speaker has the liberty to make a 

distinction using shape, or not. For instance, for ‗candy‘, a speaker can use the shape 

classifier viên (small-round) if the candy is neatly roundish, or cục (small-round, heavy, 

undefined) if the candy is not so round, or the non-shape classifier chiếc (secondary 

general for certain objects), which does not make a distinction between the shape of the 

roundness of the candy. However, oftentimes, the selection of classifiers may be merely 

due to dialectal difference.  

In many cases the use of different classifiers entails a very large difference in 

meaning, as can be seen in the following minimal pairs or trios, which differ only in the 

classifier. 

 

(1.54a)  một cái xương  ‗a bone‘ 

một cục xương ‗a bone (for dogs to chew on)‘ 

một bộ xương  ‗a skeleton‘ 

 

 (1.54b) một chi c đũa  ‗one chopstick‘ 

một đôi đũa  ‗a pair of chopsticks‘ 
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(1.54c)  một cây cờ  ‗a flag as a fixture on a building or a standard  

carried by bearer‘ 

một lá cờ  ‗a flag as a piece of cloth that flutters‘ 

 

(1.54d)  một cái đèn  ‗a lamp‘ 

một ngọn đèn  ‗a flame, light‘ 

 

(1.54e)  một cái hình  ‗a likeness, appearance, image‘ 

một tấm hình  ‗a photograph, drawing, painting (of a person)‘ 

    (Examples from Emeneau, 1951, p. 97) 

 

The above examples show that there are objects/entities that can be described by 

multiple classifiers. However, there are also a number of classifiers, primarily those 

denoting shape, that are unlikely be replaced (Lý, 2005). For example, in the case of tờ 

báo ‗CL newspaper‘, it is uncommon to use any classifier other than the specific, shape 

classifier  tờ (flat-thin).  

 

1.10.3 Number of classifiers 

          The number of Vietnamese classifiers has been estimated from 40 (Ly, 1998), 

through 107 (Le, 2008), 121 (Emeneau, 1951), 138 (Hoàng, 1996), 140 (Adams, 1989; 

Goral, 1978), 155 (Đinh, 1997), 171 (V. L. Lê, 1972), 195 (P. P. Nguyễn, 2002), 200 (D. 

H. Nguyen, 1957), 215 (Cao, 2003), on up to approximately 221 (Truong, 1883). The 

reason for the wide range is that the authors who posit many classifiers belong to a group 

of researchers on numeral classifiers, who consider any morpheme that comes between 

the numeral and the noun—the classifier slot—as a classifier.
26

 As discussed above, 

words that can appear in the classifier slot are both classifiers and measure nouns. 

                                                 
26

 Other Vietnamese linguists in this line of research are Trần, Bùi & Phạm (1960), V. L. Le (1972), K. T. 

Nguyễn (1963), and scholars of Chinese, e.g., Li and Thompson (1981). 
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The exact number of classifiers is debatable, but is certainly lower than 200 if a 

distinction between classifiers and measure nouns is made. I have put together a 

composite list of classifiers based on the different lists of classifiers and measure nouns 

provided by previous authors. This list (Appendix B) includes only true classifiers, the 

target of the present research on Vietnamese child language acquisition. This pared-down 

list contains 160 classifiers. A separate list of measure nouns is provided in Appendix C. 

Large numbers of Vietnamese classifiers are found in the written language, but in spoken 

discourse and common usage the total is somewhat smaller.  

There is no existing comprehensive, systematic semantic analysis of the 

Vietnamese classifier system. Some preliminary descriptions of the semantic categories 

of Vietnamese classifiers can be found in Bisang (1999), Emeneau (1951), Hoàng (1996), 

Hui (2003), Le (2008), Ly (1998, 2005), D. H. Nguyen (1957), P. P. Nguyễn (2002), T. 

H. Nguyen (2004), Thompson (1965). The description I have put together in the 

remainder of this section and in Appendix B is a composite derived from these various 

sources. 

 

1.10.4 Categorization 

1.10.4.1 Vietnamese categorization 

As Ly (1998, p. 71) put it, ―there is indeed a typically ‗Vietnamese‘ way of 

conceptualizing, classifying and describing the world.‖ The most widely accepted method 

of categorization of Vietnamese classifiers among Vietnamese linguists (e.g., Hoàng, 

1996; Le, 2008; V. L. Lê, 1972; T. C. Nguyễn, 1975a) has been to divide them into four 

major groups of nouns denoting:  
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a. humans 

b. animals 

c. plants 

d. objects, things, natural phenomena, and abstract notions 

  

a. Vietnamese human classifiers are highly diversified (Adams 1991) and complex and 

thus beyond the scope of this dissertation. As I do not investigate, analyze, or use as 

stimuli any human classifiers, I deliberately do not include any human classifiers in this 

background chapter.  

 

b. Altogether, 21 classifiers can be used for animals. Within this group, there is a 

distinction between individual animals and groups of them. The only classifier used for 

individual animals is the animal and animacy-bearing classifier con, which is described 

below (Section 1.10.6.1) in more detail. Two are the collective classifiers bầy and đàn 

‗flock, herd‘ that only appear with nouns denoting animals.
27

 The other ten are those that 

are also used for inanimate items, and are designated for small living species that can be 

made into food, either without shape specification, đống, mẻ, mớ, xâu, xóc (Group E, F) 

or with fixed shape, khúc, khoanh, miếng, lát, mẫu (Group b). See Appendix B for 

groups. The remaining eight classifiers in this group are those normally used for humans, 

but that can be used metaphorically with animal nouns to describe humans derogatorily. 

 

                                                 
27

 All the classifiers listed in this section can be found in Appendix B where examples of the nouns that go 

with these classifiers can be found as well. 
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c. Classifiers that go with nouns denoting plants include those that express singletons or 

collectives and imply shape features ranging from roundness to fixed length. There are 

altogether 32 classifiers that can be used for vegetal entities. Five of these are specifically 

used only for nouns denoting plants: cụm, nải, nhả, quày, trà (Groups A, F). The other 27 

can be used for both inanimate objects/entities and vegetal entities. These are tấm, sợi, 

đóa (Group a), đẵn, đoạn, khoanh, khúc, lát, mẫu, miếng, thanh (Group b), buồng, chùm, 

cụm, đám, khóm (Group A), dãy, hàng, rặng (Group B), vầng, bó, búi, guột, vác (Group 

C), đệp (Group D), mẻ, mớ (Group F). Interestingly, there are fewer nouns denoting 

plants than there are for humans or animals, but they are classified by many more 

classifiers than the noun group for humans and animals. 

 

d. The greatest number of classifiers is for nouns denoting things, totalling about 60 in 

Hoàng‘s (1996, pp. 34–35) and 109 in Le‘s (2008) inventories. This group includes those 

that express part versus whole, singletons (the majority), and collectives (only 10%). The 

shape forms of the objects/entities are diverse and have multiple properties, and hence are 

divided into various subgroups. 

 

Ly (1998) differentiates between numerical and descriptive classifiers: ―The 

usage of numerical classifiers is strictly determined, primarily by the entire meaning of 

the object-noun…. In contrast to this, the usage of descriptive classifiers does not have 

such a restrictive nature: in many instances it may vary, depending on various factors‖ (p. 

72). The example provided by Ly was cái tranh = CL (general) ‗picture‘, a numerical 

classifier that singles out this specific picture from the series of the same kind, and bức 
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tranh = CL (flat, standing) ‗picture‘, a descriptive classifier that ―has both the function of 

a numerical classifier, and that of simultaneously describing the picture as a flat object‖ 

(p. 72). Numerical classifiers include the general, the animal, and some human classifiers, 

whereas descriptive classifiers are used with nouns denoting inanimate objects. 

Descriptive classifiers are of two types: (1) those that have derivative meanings related to 

the meaning of the accompanying noun, e.g., in quả cam = ‗CL orange‘, quả as a noun in 

the past meant ‗fruit‘ and has over time become a classifier for all fruits
28

; and (2) those 

that lack such metaphorical meaning, e.g., in bức tranh = ‗CL picture‘, bức as a classifier 

means vaguely something flat but when standing in collocation with the noun tranh it 

indicates that the picture is a flat object in standing position. 

 Although most inanimate objects are classified by the general classifier, some are 

classified by specific shape classifiers, which Ly (1998) refers to as descriptive 

classifiers. 

                                                 
28

 Quả/trái still means ―fruit‖ today. 
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1.10.4.2 Categorizing classifiers for studying their acquisition 

The three most prominent semantic categories in numeral classifier languages are 

animacy, shape, and function (Adams & Conklin, 1973). The less prominent ones are 

arrangement and quanta. The universal prominence applies to a large extent to the 

Vietnamese classifier system, in which animacy and shape are the two major categories, 

whereas function and arrangement are rather peripheral. None of the Vietnamese 

scholars‘ lists of classifiers contains the category ―function‖ or ―arrangement.‖ I have 

added these categories because in the classifier acquisition literature, the three main 

categories, animacy, shape, and function, are the most pervasive.  

I conceptualize animacy as the first layer; shape, function and arrangement as the 

second layer; and plants as a separate category belonging to none of the main categories. 

Figure 1.1 illustrates this scheme. 

 

Animate         Inanimate 

 

 

Human       Animal   Concrete             Abstract 

 

    Shape  Function Arrangement           emotion 

Plants          action, 

                   process, 

1D  2D 3D transportation  single  paired                state, 

     speech          etc. 

     buildings 

     events 

 

Figure 1.1: Semantic domains of Vietnamese classifiers 

 

The following sections more fully explain my categorization of Vietnamese 

classifiers, which is predominantly based on the conventional background on classifiers 

described in previous acquisition studies in other Asian languages (e.g., Mak 1991; Poon 
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1980; Wong 1998; Yamamoto 2000; Erbaugh 1982, 1986; Fang 1985; Hu 1993; 

Carpenter 1987, 1991). This will allow for easier comparison of the results of the present 

study with the results of previous studies in other languages  (the focus of my final 

Discussion and Comparison chapter). I begin with Animacy, which contains the three 

most common and frequently occurring classifiers, providing a detailed description of 

each. Then I proceed with Shape, followed by Function and Arrangement. 

 

1.10.5 The general and specific classifiers 

The general classifier, cái, can be used to classify a large group of nouns, both 

concrete inanimate objects/entities and abstract entities. Occurrence of the general 

classifier is widespread, while that of specific classifiers is restricted.
29

 The reason for 

this is that the general classifier also serves as a default classifier. Speakers resort to cái 

when they choose not to use or cannot think of the specific classifier. On the other hand, 

the (semantically) specific classifiers can be used only with particular nouns whose 

referents share the specific semantic features and common characteristics associated with 

the classifier. Using a different specific or the general classifier inappropriately with a 

noun that requires its own semantically appropriate classifier(s) leads to a construction 

which is unacceptable on semantic and/or pragmatic grounds.   

In most numeral classifier languages, the general classifier is ―a semantically 

neutral classifier‖ (Lyons, 1977, p. 461) which can be used with almost any noun to refer 

to all objects and entities. It can be used with nouns that are normally classified with 

semantically specific classifiers. This is not the case in Vietnamese where many nouns 

                                                 
29

 The general classifier has also been referred to as ―generic,‖ and the specific classifiers as ―specialized‖ 

in some of the previous literature on numeral classifiers. 
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have specific classifiers assigned; applying the general classifier to such nouns is 

inappropriate. 

Due to this strong restriction, the Vietnamese general classifier can not be 

considered semantically neutral like the general classifiers in other numeral classifier 

languages. At the same time, there are several noun groups for which specific classifiers 

are assigned, but applying the general classifier is also acceptable, although it is the less 

preferred and linguistically less sophisticated option that occurs more often in informal 

speech than in writing. For example, cái can be used with some of the nouns for one-

dimensional objects like axes, swords, oars, and nails. 

 For convenience, Vietnamese speakers tend to replace certain specific classifiers 

with the general classifier cái in speech. For example, the word for ‗house‘ has two 

specific classifiers, ngôi and căn, but in speech, speakers of Vietnamese often use the 

general classifier cái instead. D. H. Nguyen (1957) observed that ―some native speakers 

even prefer to use cái in all instances‖ (p. 127). A Vietnamese native speaker, however, 

can not always replace the more specific classifiers with the general one; they need 

competence in choosing a classifier that is semantically appropriate for the head noun, 

both in speech and in writing. 
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1.10.5.1 Disjunctive vs. non-disjunctive classifiers  

Disjunctive classifiers, which are also referred to as having ―one-to-many 

mapping,‖ are used with distinctive sets of nouns. For example, the classifier chiếc serves 

three purposes. First, it refers to vehicles; second, to non-vehicle single members of a 

pair; and third, it can be used as a secondary general classifier for certain objects. The 

animal classifier con is also used with heterogeneous classes of nouns. In contrast, non-

disjunctive classifiers, which are also described as having ―one-to-one mapping,‖ 

designate a fairly clearly defined group of nouns, for example, the shape classifier viên is 

used for only roundish objects.  

 

The next three subsections, 1.10.5.2–1.10.6.1, describe the three classifiers that 

are the most common and frequent in Vietnamese, with the general classifier cái 

accounting for 25.55%, the animal classifier con 12.46%, and the vehicle classifier chiếc 

10.17% (Le, 2008).   
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1.10.5.2 The general classifier cái  

In old Vietnamese, the original meanings of cái were ‗mother‘, ‗sister‘, ‗female‘, 

‗main‘, and ‗great‘. Over time, cái has become the general classifier used for inanimate 

objects/entities. Through semantic extension, it has become a disjunctive classifier 

covering all kinds of concrete, immobile objects, including furniture, most household 

items, kitchenware, appliances, tools, and clothing items, as well as body parts, very 

small insects or living things, and nouns denoting abstract notions such as thought, 

feeling, change, memory. Figure 1.2 illustrates the disjunctive semantic development of 

cái.  

      abstract 
 

 

 body parts      clothing 

 

INANIMATE    

General classifier  furniture 

         cái 

 small insects/ 

 living things      household items 

   (kitchenware, appliances,  

tools) 

    Old Vietnamese: 

         Mother, sister, female, 

         Main, great 

 

Figure 1.2: Schematization of the general classifier cái 

 

It is important to note that the classifier cái has a homophone, the adjective cái, 

which means ‗main‘, ‗chief‘, or ‗head‘, and also ‗big‘, ‗large‘. This stems from the other 

meanings of cái as ‗main‘ and ‗great‘ prevailing in the matrilineal systems in ancient 

times and still persisting in the present day‘s Vietnamese lexicon. Some examples are 

đường cái ‗main road‘, sổ cái ‗main register book‘, sông cái ‗mainstream, principal 
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river‘, ngón tay cái ‗thumb‘. Note that cái as an adjective is different from the general 

classifier cái discussed in 1.10.5.1 and the extra cái discussed in 1.7.4. 

A few Vietnamese linguists (e.g., D. H. Nguyen, 1957; V. U. Nguyen, 2008) 

claim that Vietnamese has two general classifiers, cái and con. I do not agree with this 

claim because to me, cái is the main general and default classifier because it occurs the 

most frequently and with the largest number of nouns. Con is well-known as the animal 

classifier, and is the second most frequently occurring classifier; however, it can occur 

with many fewer nouns than cái. Pham and Kohnert‘s (2008) corpus-based study 

focusing on just the classifiers con and cái indicated that cái is used as a classifier 

96.25% of the time, whereas only 26.15% of the uses of con are as a classifier. On the 

other hand, it is plausible that cái and con are interrelated based with respect to two 

oppositions that they take part in. One is the gender opposition and the other has to do 

with the notion of animacy.  

In regard to gender, based on evidence from historical linguistics, cái is connected 

with the feminine and con has an inclination towards the masculine. The principle of 

matriarchy inherent in the meaning of cái persisted during the transformation of its 

traditional meaning into its present day meaning of ‗thing‘, ‗item‘. V. U. Nguyen (2008) 

proposes that cái has a similar phoneme as [Ka] from the Khasi dialect (Mon-Khmer), an 

article for the feminine (singular). He further proposes that there exists a strong 

correlation between the use of cái and the feminine gender in French nouns. It is probably 

not a coincidence that most of the Vietnamese nouns denoting container objects and 

kitchen utensils have the classifier cái and the corresponding French nouns denoting 

these same objects have the feminine gender, e.g., cái tách (‗cup‘; la tasse), cái ly/cốc 
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(‗glass‘; la coupe), cái thúng/rổ/rá (‗basket‘; la corbeille), cái thùng (‗cask‘; la 

futaille/tonne/ barrique), cái lon (‗can‘; la boìte), cái chậu (‗basin/ pot‘; la jatte), cái 

bát/chén (‗bowl‘; la coupe/jatte), cái hộp (‗box‘; la boíte), cái rương/hòm (‗trunk‘; la 

caisse), cái lu/chum/mái (‗big jar‘; la grande jarre), cái bình (‗vase‘; la cruche), cái 

ve/chai (‗bottle‘; la bouteille), cái nĩa (‗fork‘; la fourchette), cái thìa/muỗng (‗spoon‘; la 

cuillère), cái vá/môi/muôi (‗ladle‘; la louche). But ‗knife‘ is masculine in French (le 

couteau), and in Vietnamese ‗knife‘ is not only classified with cái but also with con, 

which, as V. U. Nguyen proposed, is the classifier expressing masculinity. A further 

piece of evidence is that con is cognate with [k-on] ‗boy‘ in the Kurku language (Munda), 

suggesting some connection of the masculine gender with con. Section 1.10.6.1 discusses 

con further. It is very possible that ―gender and animacy characteristics of Cái and Con 

may also include some form of lexical transfer by way of ‗gender borrowing‘ in respect 

to objects (with new designs) of foreign origin‖ (V.U. Nguyen, 2008, p. 16). 

As for the animacy opposition, cái is the classifier for inanimates, whereas con is 

the classifier for animate objects and entities. V. U. Nguyen (2008) notes that cái has a 

similar phoneme as the Korean classifier [Kae] (or [Kay]) for inanimate objects. P. P. 

Nguyễn (2002) defines con as [+ animate] (dynamic) ) ([+Động]) and cái as [- animate] 

(stationary) ) ([-Động]). A number of nouns can occur with either con or cái, but with 

significantly different meanings. The nouns in (1.55–59a) carry an animate connotation, 

whereas those in (55–59b) carry an inanimate and more general connotation.  

(1.55) a. con cờ   b.  cái cờ   ‗chess piece‘ 

(1.56) a. con trăng  b.  cái trăng  ‗moon‘ 

(1.57) a. con mắt  b.  cái mắt   ‗eye‘ 

(1.58) a. con số   b.  cái số   ‗number‘ 

(1.59) a. con tim   b.  cái tim   ‗heart‘ 
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This category [± animate] ) in Vietnamese, as P. P. Nguyễn (2002) proposes, is a 

grammatical category similar to gender in French, which distinguishes between masculine 

and feminine in its nouns. There are also cases of nouns that can use both cái and con with 

no semantic opposition, but rather a semantic neutralization, as in (1.60)–( 1.62). 

 

(1.60) cái/con dao  ‗knife‘ 

 

(1.61) cái/con sông  ‗river‘ 

 

(1.62) cái/con thuyền  ‗boat‘ 

 

 

The phenomenon of neutralization of a grammatical category also occurs in 

French. In (1.63) there is an opposition between masculine and feminine, but in (1.64) the 

gender differentiation does not lead to a change in meaning. 

 

(1.63) le poste ‗post, station, position‘ / la poste ‗post-office‘ 

 

(1.64) un/une après-midi ‗an afternoon‘  

 

 

Due to the shared notion of animacy, cái and con can exchange their roles: cái can also 

occur with some animates (very small insects and living creatures), and con with some 

inanimates, (the words for ‗knife‘, ‗street‘, ‗boat‘, etc., as illustrated in the Section 

1.10.6.1 on animal classifiers). 
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1.10.5.2 The vehicle classifier chiếc
30

 

Chiếc is a multiply disjunctive classifier because it is used with nouns belonging 

to three different major semantic domains: animacy, function, and arrangement. First, it 

can be used for certain objects/entities within the animacy category that are normally 

classified with the general classifier cái. I refer to chiếc as the ―secondary general 

classifier‖ because it can in some cases replace cái or be used with cái interchangeably, 

giving a more poetic touch to the noun. (These objects include guitars, rings, hats, 

wristwatches, bridges, mirrors, and cookies.) Chiếc, however, is more limited than cái 

because it cannot be used with abstract nouns or those denoting body parts. Second, chiếc 

also appears in the function category as it is the classifier for all vehicles by land, air and 

water, e.g., car, bicycle, bus, truck, boat, ship, airplane. Third, chiếc also belongs to the 

arrangement category. The original meaning of chiếc is ‗single item‘; it singles out things 

and is used to emphasize the aspect of singleness of an object. It is typically the classifier 

for one of a pair, i.e., single items taken out of a pair or set, e.g., elephant‘s tusk, 

chopstick, shoe, slipper, sock, stocking, earring, shirt, sedge mat. (V. U. Nguyen [2009] 

explains that ‗shirt‘ is a member of a pair because shirt and pants make up a pair. 

According to Emeneau [1951], in the past, sedge mats were usually made and sold in 

pairs.)  

 

 

                                                 
30

 I call chiếc the ‗vehicle classifier‘ because I speculate that children acquire chiếc first for nouns denoting 

vehicles. None of the previous literature on numeral classifier languages have called it such. 
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1.10.6 Animacy 

The first distinction that the Vietnamese classifier system makes is between 

animates and inanimates. As with most numeral classifier languages, within the animacy 

category, Vietnamese clearly makes a distinction between the human and the non-human. 

There are subcategories differentiating between humans, animals (in the non-human 

category), spirits/ghosts, inanimate objects/entities resembling human beings, and 

inanimate objects/entities involved in movement or motion.  

 

1.10.6.1 The animal classifier con 

The original meaning of con is ‗child, young one‘, originating from the Mon-

Khmer languages‘ [ko:n]. Over time, con has become a multiply disjunctive classifier. It 

can appear with nouns denoting animals, human beings, and non-human animates, as 

well as animacy-evoking objects and entities.  

Con has a large set of homophones. A number of compound nouns or word 

formations contain the morpheme con. They are not, however, CL + N sequences; in such 

compounds, con is not a classifier but a part of the compound. Some examples are con 

cái ‗children (of both genders)‘, con trai ‗boy‘, con gái ‗girl‘, con nít ‗children (in 

general)‘, con cả ‗eldest child‘, con dâu ‗daughter-in-law‘, con ranh ‗naughty kid‘ (girl), 

con bạc ‗gambler‘. To test whether such a sequence is a word formation, place one of a 

group of words indicating kind (loại, hạng, thứ) in front of the con + N sequence to check 

its grammaticality. If the result is grammatical, the sequence in question is a word 

formation, e.g., một loại con dâu ‗a kind of daughter-in-law‘ is grammatical, hence con 

dâu is a compound noun. If the result is ungrammatical, the sequence in question is a CL 
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+ N, e.g., *một loại con chó ‗one kind CL dog‘ or *một loại con tim ‗one kind CL heart‘ 

is ungrammatical because con chó and con tim are not compound nouns; rather, con is the 

classifier for chó and tim. Con also has an adjective meaning ‗small‘ and ‗baby‘ or 

‗young animals‘, e.g., sông con ‗small river‘, mèo con ‗kitten‘, chó con ‗puppy‘. 

Con is known as the animal classifier because its prototypical use is to denote all 

animals including birds, fish, insects, or in D. H. Nguyen‘s (1957) definition, ―species of 

living creatures that are not human‖ (p. 142). Except for cái, the general classifier (as 

explained above), no other classifiers can be used to denote animals as individual living 

species.  

The group of nouns closest to the prototype classified with con contains non-

human supernatural entities like ghosts, monsters, devils, and the like. The notion of 

animals and low-ranking supernaturals like ghosts is further semantically extended to 

include inferior or lower-class individuals or groups of humans for derogatory purposes, 

by classifying them as ―less than an adult‖ (Adams, 1989, p. 21): con means ‗child‘, or 

―possessing some characteristics that are viewed as degrading according to the society‘s 

value system‖ (Hui, 2003, p. 114), e.g. gamblers (con bạc), prostitutes (con đỉ), drug 

addicts (con nghiện), traffickers (con buôn), and so on. 

At the same time, another semantic extension applies to humans not in a 

derogatory but in a neutral sense, in terms of the noun ‗human being‘ as it indeed has the 

classifier con (con người ‗CL human being‘). Interestingly, con can be used as the 

classifier for female proper nouns, e.g., con Thủy, con Nga (Thủy and Nga are female 

names), especially in the Southern dialect of Vietnamese. In the Northern dialect, 

however, cái is used for women‘s names with affection implied, e.g., cái Đào, cái Sen 
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(Đào and Sen are female names). We see here that the Northern usage of cái for female 

names is consistent with V. U. Nguyen‘s (2008) cái/con opposition as correlating to the 

feminine/masculine opposition. Con is used for female names in the Southern dialect due 

to the influence from the classifier [khon] meaning ‗person‘ in Thai.  

Additional semantic and metaphorical extensions have occurred so that 

inanimates have also come to be classified by con, which is prototypical for animates, 

resulting in less prototypical members in the animate group. Con can also classify certain 

important animate body parts like tim ‗heart‘,
31

 mắt ‗eye‘, ngươi ‗pupil of the eye‘, and 

cu ‗little boy‘s penis‘. The concept of animacy is so pervasive in Vietnamese that a 

further interesting semantic extension of con exists: con can denote inanimate things that 

depict animates, such as dolls (images of humans), kites (images of birds), chess pieces 

and seals (carvings or images of different animals and humans). Words for transport 

pathways that evoke the idea of motion, like road, street, boulevard, alley, dike, river, 

tide, and for vehicles traversing waterways such as boats or sampans are classified by 

con. These entities appear to have a life of their own and behave like animates, and this 

may be the reason that they are classified by an animate classifier even though they are 

inanimates. Related animacy-bearing items like knives, oars, digits, figures, numbers, 

playing cards along with all the different kinds of cards in a deck, and postage stamps are 

also used with con; this group of entities has the common property of being created by 

humans for human use (and they also often include humans/animates) (Hui, 2003).  

The Vietnamese animal classifier is slowly expanding its domain. The most recent 

classification using the classifier con is the noun ‗car‘ which customarily goes with the 

                                                 
31

 Tim ‗heart‘ is used with con more often in a literary context. Because of its shape the classifiers that 

usually go with tim are trái or quả (classifiers for fruits and big/round objects).  
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vehicle classifier chiếc. Con xe ‗CL car‘ is in the present day spreading among 

Vietnamese speakers due to its animacy-bearing moving characteristic (p.c. with my 

assistants and Vietnamese speakers). Utterances like một con Mẹc xịn ‗a great/awful 

Mercedes‘ can be heard among speakers today. 

In Figure 1.3 I diagram the disjunctive semantic extensions of the Vietnamese 

animal classifier con following Vygotsky‘s (1934) chained category structure (which 

Carpenter (1987) also adopted). In this model, adjacent members share semantic features. 

 

  ANIMALS 

     dog, cow, tiger 

       

 

  street, river          ghost, monster 

 

    heart, eye 

            boat, sampan                  prostitute, drug addict 

 

     doll, kite, seal,  

   car   chess piece   female names 

  

      

     knife, playing card, 

postage stamp, number 

  

Figure 1.3: Model of a chain-like semantic space for the animal classifier con 

 

 

 

1.10.7 Shape  

The shape category entails the inanimate/non-human dimension, classifying 

objects/ entities according to their physical properties. The primary distinction is shape 

and the primary cognitive basis is dimensionality. According to Croft's semantic 
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hierarchy (1994), dimensionality is the major criterion used to classify inanimates. 

Numeral classifier languages that use dimensionality make a three-way distinction: one-

dimensional (1-D) (long or linear), two-dimensional (2-D) (flat), and three-dimensional 

(3-D) (round or cubic).
32

 Most languages utilize not only primary shape parameters 

(length, flatness, and roundness), but also further differentiate the primary features with a 

secondary parameter, namely either consistency (flexible vs. rigid), 

orientation/directionality (vertical vs. horizontal), empty vs. full, regularity vs. 

irregularity in shape, part vs. whole, and edge or outline or both. Three-dimensionality is 

mostly differentiated with the parameter of size. 

 

Primary features of shape:  length   one-dimensionality (1-D) 

flatness   two-dimensionality (2-D) 

roundness  three-dimensionality (3-D) 

 

Secondary features of 1-D and 2-D: consistency (flexible vs. rigid) 

orientation/directionality (vertical vs. horizontal) 

empty vs. full 

regularity vs. irregularity in shape 

part vs. whole 

edge or outline  

 

Secondary features of 3-D:  size  

 

The Vietnamese shape classifiers may be considered semantically complex. Overall, 

those classifiers that embody both primary features of shape and secondary features of 

size, flexibility, or rigidity are semantically more complex. Vietnamese has more 

classifiers for 3-D objects than for 1-D and 2-D objects. 

 

                                                 
32

 Friedrich (1970) in his research on Tarascan, a Native American language, generalized three main kinds 

of shapes used in describing and classifying material bodies: round, flat, and long (Ly, 2005, p. 219). This 

may have given rise to the conventional 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D shape distinction in classifier languages.  
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1.10.7.1 One-dimensional category (long) 

Vietnamese classifiers indicating one dimension express saliency of length or 

height and have the secondary features of consistency (rigidity or flexibility) and 

orientation (vertical or horizontal). Below are the classifiers denoting one-dimensionality. 

Note that due to lack of space, I present in the following subsections only the shape-based 

classifiers that I selected for the study. All the remaining shape classifiers are can be 

found in Appendix B. 

 

Cây 

Cây is a classifier derived from the noun cây ‗tree, plant, stick‘. It is used for objects that 

have a long, cylindrical shape, are rigid and stick-like, and in a straight, vertical position 

like a tree trunk, e.g., nail, pen, pencil, toothpick, match, lipstick, chopstick, ice-cream, 

ruler, candle, incense stick, umbrella, stick, guitar, gun, rifle, broom, lamp, whip, axe, 

oar, sword, lance, long-handled spear, pillar, setting pole, gold.  

All items classified by cây have some connection in meaning among them. 

Vygotsky‘s (1934) chain diagram can be used for these semantic connections as well: 

Cây, a noun for ‗tree‘, became the classifier for all trees and plant species to denote one 

specimen of the tree or plant. It was then semantically extended to classify long, straight, 

rigid things such as pens, brooms, guitars, and then extended further to more remote 

domains, where the semantic connection is no longer so apparent, e.g., playing card. One 

of the most interesting semantic extensions that has occurred with this classifier is how 

cây over time became a classifier for humans based on the metaphoric mechanism that 
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transformed the pen into a writer. Thus, today, cây is also used for nouns referring to 

artists, e.g., cây văn nghệ ‗a writer and artist‘ (P. P. Nguyễn, 2002). 

 

Sợi/cọng 

Sợi is derived from the noun sợi ‗thread, fiber‘. It used for items that are long, thin, 

flexible, soft, small in diameter, thread-like, and occupy a horizontal position, e.g., 

strands of hair, strand of beard, thread, silk, silk gut, string, cord, rope, rubber band, 

necklace, chain, noodle. The difference between sợi and cọng is that cọng implies long 

and flexible, but also somewhat more roundish. Therefore, noodle and rubber band 

typically occur with cọng, whereas the other items more commonly occur with sợi. 

 

1.10.7.2 Two-dimensional category (flat) 

Vietnamese classifiers indicating two dimensions express saliency in length and width 

and refer to the secondary feature of orientation (vertical vs. horizontal), as well as 

additional features like function or nature, to further distinguish items in this category. 

Here are four classifiers denoting two-dimensionality. 
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Group of flat, square, with width emphasized 

 

Tấm 

Tấm is for objects that are flat, thin, mostly horizontally oriented (lying down), though 

also sometimes standing, mostly made of textile, glass, wood, or paper, e.g., cloth, fabric, 

silk, leather, carpet, rug, mattress, net, mirror, glass, board, blackboard, wood, plank, 

plywood, target, gravestone, curtain, picture, photo, card, business card, cardboard. 

 

Bức 

Bức occurs with words for objects that are flat, relatively thin, have a square surface area 

of fairly large size, with or without thickness, in straight, standing, vertical position, with 

a touch of a secondary feature of function to it, which is to act as a screen or a wall, e.g., 

screens, draught screens, blinds, curtains, drapes, walls, firewalls, partitions (between 

rooms), or things used to cover, decorate, put in a frame and keep as a souvenir, e.g., 

paintings, pictures, photographs, scenic pictures; it has also been semantically extended 

to letters and telegrams.  

 

Tờ 

Tờ is used for objects that are flat, thin, rectangular, made of paper, loose sheets of paper 

or documents, and mostly single-sheet copies of documents, e.g., paper, newspaper, 

magazine, calendar sheet, picture (without a frame), currency notes, bill (money), receipt, 

poster, will, flyer, leaflet, roster, contract, pay-sheet, petition, form, letter of attorney, 

curriculum vitae, written orders, treaties, pacts. 
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Lá 

Lá is a classifier derived from the noun lá ‗leaf‘. It is used for objects that are flat, thin, 

light, or have the shape, thickness, or texture of a leaf, e.g., letter, card, amulet, 

horoscope, reading spring leaf, ballot-paper, voting paper, playing card, flag, sail, 

aluminum, and organs that have the shape of a leaf, such as liver, lung, spleen, pancreas.  

 

Among these classifiers, in terms of thickness, bức is used with the thickest items, 

tấm is in the middle, and tờ is for the thinnest things. 

 

It is hard to differentiate among these four classifiers because there are some 

overlapping usages, for example, the words for photos, pictures, and curtains can occur 

with both tấm and bức. Things that tờ is used with are made of paper, but some of the 

items that tấm, bức, and lá classify are also made of paper; bức and lá can indicate letters, 

only bức is used for telegrams, and tấm and tờ but not bức can be used for paper. Lá is 

more lively than tờ, tấm, or bức, and therefore it occurs with flags and sails, which are 

moving things. These overlapping uses pose a challenge to the acquisition of these 

classifiers.  
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1.10.7.3 Three-dimensional category (round) 

The three-dimensional category refers to round or spherical items as well as bulky 

items including cube shapes. No single dimension (length, width, height) is more salient 

than another. All need secondary features of three-dimensionality (size) and even those of 

two-dimensionality (part vs. whole, regularity vs. irregularity in shape,) for further 

distinctions. Here are some of the most common classifiers denoting three dimensions.  

 

Hòn 

Hòn is the classifier for objects that have a relatively small and usually round or almost 

round shape, have volume, and are neat and solid. This classifier is mostly used with 

nouns denoting stones, precious stones, and, from afar, round-looking natural 

phenomena, as well as round-looking body parts, e.g., stone, rock, pebble, marble (for 

children‘s games), steel ball, cobblestone, jade, ruby, brick, island, mountain, testicle, 

blood clot (referring to one‘s descendent). 

 

Viên 

Viên is the classifier for objects that have small, roundish, or cubic shapes, are smooth, 

rounded, in a single piece, man-made or artificially shaped, and also for precious stones, 

e.g., pill or tablet (of medicine), candy, marble, stone, cobblestone, bullet, brick, tile, 

sugar, meatball, fishball, diamond, pearl.  
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Cục 

Cục is the classifier for objects that are rather small, not too round, not flat, not long, 

heavy, lumpy, having unfixed or irregular shape, e.g., battery, chalk, bone, eraser, block, 

soap bar, ice, meat, sugar, coal, dirt, stone, brick, blood clot. Due to its indefiniteness 

regarding shape, quite various objects can appear with this classifier. 

 

Among these three classifiers, hòn is the largest, followed by cục, and viên is the 

smallest. Viên denotes the roundest and neatest, most regular shape, whereas cục 

indicates an uneven, almost round shape. Compared to viên, cục is used for heavier and 

blockier objects. For example, ‗sugar‘ and ‗stone‘ when cục is used to classify them have 

a somewhat less round shape and are heavier in weight, while when viên is used, they 

have a small cubic shape and weigh less. In this three-dimensional trio of classifiers, as 

with the two-dimensional group, there exists the possibility of overlapping usages by any 

of these three classifiers. The nouns meaning ‗stones‘ and ‗bricks‘ can be classified by all 

three classifiers. ‗Marble‘ goes with hòn and viên and not cục; ‗sugar‘ goes with viên and 

cục and not hòn; ‗pill‘ can only go with viên, and ‗meat‘ and ‗ice‘ only with cục. 

 

Hạt/hột 

Hạt or hột is the classifier for objects that have the shape of seeds and is used for tiny, 

oval, flat objects/entities, e.g., grain, seed, salt, rice, egg, button, sand, precious stones 

(diamond, pearl). It can be used for liquids as well, e.g., rain, dew, tear, sweat, but its use 

is more limited than giọt. The difference between hạt and hột is very subtle. Hột is a bit 

larger than hạt. As for expressive aspect, hạt is more poetic and expressive, therefore hạt  
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is more commonly used for ‗tear‘, ‗rain‘, and ‗dew‘ than hột, whereas hột but not hạt can 

be used for ‗blood‘. ‗Sweat‘ appears with both hột and hạt. The words for precious stones 

occur with both hột and hạt. 

 

Quả/trái 

Quả or trái is a classifier derived from the noun quả or trái ‗fruit‘. It is the classifier for 

all kinds of fruits. In addition, as a shape classifier it depicts objects shaped like fruits, 

i.e., mostly round and spherical, larger than objects that hòn, viên, and cục depict, e.g., 

ball, egg, shuttlecock, bomb, grenade, pendulum, scale, sphere, globe, earth. It also 

classifies some round-looking body parts like heart and kidney, and some natural entities 

that have a fruit-like shape from afar such as mountain, hill. Because of its wider 

classificatory scope, quả/trái is a disjunctive classifier. All other shape classifiers 

discussed so far are non-disjunctive, which is typical of shape classifiers.  

 The most obvious difference between quả and trái is that quả is used in the 

Northern dialect and trái in the Southern dialect. When used to classify fruits, there are 

no differences between these two classifiers, but subtle differences exist when they are 

used as a shape classifier. Quả can be used with a wider range of objects/entities fulfilling 

its shape requirements, whereas trái is somewhat stricter in its roundness requirement. It 

only shows up with really round objects, such as ball, bomb, heart, but not egg, scale, and 

kidney, which all can occur with quả.  

 Of all the shape classifiers indicating roundness, hòn, viên, cục, hạt/hột, quả/trái, 

the one that denotes the largest size is quả/trái. However, comparing quả/trái and hòn in 

terms of size is difficult when it comes to ‗mountain‘ because both quả and hòn can be 
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used for mountain. As for ‗earth‘, there are clearly differences in size: with quả, ‗earth‘ 

refers to the terrestrial globe, the planet Earth; with hòn, ‗earth‘ refers to ‗a clod of earth‘ 

(Ly, 1998). 

 

Củ 

Củ is the classifier for plants that have tubers or bulbs, also referred to as underground 

roots or fruits or root vegetables, such as onion, garlic, carrot, potato, sweet potato (yam), 

taro root, floury yam, yam bean, sweet potato, ginger, ginseng, leek, cassava, manioc, 

turnip-cabbage, peanut or groundnut. Note that củ is not a shape classifier but belongs to 

the separate plant category. 
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1.10.8 Function 

Classification by function is the most culture- and language-specific. The function 

category in numeral classifier languages encompasses any of the following subcategories: 

items that belong to the culture of literature (written and oral speech such as books, 

newspapers and magazines, songs, games, literary works such as plays, poems), things 

used in pairs, electric appliances, tools or weapons, places, a particular event. In 

Vietnamese, the following subcategories express function, as shown in Figure 1.4. 

 

          FUNCTION 

 

 

 Transportation      Literary works     Buildings Events 

 

  

land  air  water        oral        written 

 

 

Figure 1.4: Primary and secondary function features in Vietnamese 

 

 

 

In the next subsections I present only the function classifiers that were selected for the 

study. For the remaining function classifiers, refer to Appendix B. 

 

1.10.8.1 Transportation 

The classifier chiếc presented in Section 1.10.5.2 is used for denoting vehicles by 

land and means of transportation by air and water. The animal classifier con in Section 

1.10.6.1 can be used to denote some means of transportation by water such as boat, ship, 

and sampan.  
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1.10.8.2 Literary works 

There is a set of classifiers for a group of objects/entities that are thin, flat, bound 

into books, booklets, or volumes containing full-fledged content. These classifiers are 

used for nouns denoting books, literary and artistic works, and book-like bound things. 

 

Quyển or cuốn is the classifier for books of various sorts (thick, bound volumes of books 

and literary material), e.g., book, storybook, novel, volume, heroic and epic poems, bible, 

dictionary, magazine, notebook, exercise book, pocket book, calendar, diary. Quyển is 

more typically used in the Northern dialect; cuốn is primarily used in the Southern 

dialect. They are used interchangeably, there are some unexplainable exceptions: sổ 

‗notebook‘ can occur with cuốn but not with quyển. 

 

Cuốn is a more complex classifier in its usage than quyển. Whereas quyển is clearly a 

function classifier, straightforwardly used for books and book-like bound things, cuốn is 

both a function and a shape classifier. First, it expands the domain of books to include 

products like video cassettes, DVDs, films, movies, cassette tapes. Thus, it can depict the 

flat, thin shape, intertwined with the function of containing full-fledged content that is 

shared by items like books and video cassettes. Second, because its meaning as a verb is 

‗to roll up‘, it can suggest cylindrical shape with a round surface, that is, those objects 

classified by the two-dimensional classifier tấm but rolled up, e.g., paper, cloth, spring 

rolls, chả (a type of Vietnamese sausage).  
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Cuộn is used to depict roll-like objects/entities, e.g., toilet paper, cloth, wool, scotch tape. 

In addition, due to very similar pronunciation of the classifier cuộn and cuốn, differing 

only in the tone quality (cuộn has the low tone, cuốn has the high tone), video cassettes, 

DVDs, films, movies, cassette tapes, can be used with cuộn and cuốn interchangeably. 

 

1.10.9 Classifiers selected for the study 

The sixteen selected classifiers are among those that are most frequently 

encountered in adult speech. From the animacy category, the two most frequent 

classifiers, cái and con, have been included. Vietnamese has a fair number of shape 

classifiers, of which ten were selected. Of these, two are one-dimensional (cây, sợi/cọng), 

three are two-dimensional (tấm, tờ, lá), and five are three-dimensional (hòn, viên, cục, 

hạt/hột, quả/trái). As for function, three of these were chosen (chiếc, quyển/cuốn, cuộn). 

Finally, quả/trái and củ from the separate plant category were included. (Recall that 

quả/trái and cây are disjunctive classifiers denoting both plants and shape.) 

 

1.10.10 What makes learning Vietnamese classifiers difficult? 

It is most likely that of the long list of classifiers presented above and in 

Appendix B, children under age five know only a few, perhaps not more than ten. They 

are also more than likely not to be aware of the complex, fine-tuned, and nuanced 

differences in the meaning of those classifiers that they do use. It is reasonable to predict 

that the first classifiers that children acquire are cái, con, and chiếc due to their highest 

frequency of usage in adult speech, as Le's statistical study (2008) has shown. However, 

because of their disjunctive nature, and the prevalence of homophones for the classifiers 
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cái and con, it may not be easy for children to acquire these details. How can children 

pick up from a continuous stream of speech the information that a certain word is used 

with certain other words? For example, con, the animal classifier, with its many 

homophones, has a sound sequence that occurs extremely frequently in Vietnamese adult 

speech. In con m o ‗cat‘, con búp bê ‗doll‘, con mắt ‗eye‘, con is a classifier, but in con 

nít ‗child‘, con một ‗single child‘, con is a noun meaning ‗child‘ that is part of a 

compound noun. How can children know that con is a ―word‖ that can be used with 

animals when they also hear con used, for example, with ‗doll‘, ‗eye‘, ‗child‘, and ‗single 

child‘ in their parents‘ and other adults‘ speech? A similar difficulty applies to cái. The 

―extra cái‖ phenomenon explained in Section 1.7.4, which allows cái and another 

classifier to appear in a row, may induce children to commit double classifier errors.   

The inconsistency with which some nouns can have multiple classifiers and some 

nouns can not adds another challenge to the acquisition process. Even though the general 

pattern is that shape-based classifiers are less likely to be replaced by another classifier, 

flexibility in classifier use still prevails with the shape classifiers used for nouns whose 

referent may have different shapes. For instance, the nouns kẹo ‗candy‘ or đá ‗stone‘ can 

be classified by various classifiers denoting shapes such as cục (small-round, heavy, 

undefined), or viên (small-round), depending on the candy‘s or stone‘s actual shape. 

Thus, a noun can co-occur with different classifiers depending on its referent‘s physical 

appearance. However, this is true for only a limited number of nouns. For example, the 

noun bi ‗marble‘ is normally classified with hòn and viên, both used for small-round, but 

it may also appear with cục (small-round, heavy, undefined), even though marbles are 

only very round and small. On the other hand, the noun xà bông ‗soap bar‘ can only 
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occur with the shape classifier cục, never viên, even though a soap bar can take different 

shapes, e.g., round, rectangular, or roundish-rectangular. There are many more examples 

of such irregularities. Children at a young age simply cannot have encountered these. 

How can children learn which nouns are allowed to have multiple classifiers and which 

are not? In adult language, the decision of which classifier to use with a noun can be 

flexible and subjective. Are children to some extent also aware of this flexibility? If they 

hear for example, the word ‗ship‘ said by their parents one time with the vehicle classifier 

chiếc and another time with the general classifier cái, and said at other times in a story-

telling DVD tape with the animal classifier con, how do they know which of these three 

options to choose from when they want to name or talk about ships? How do they know 

whether or not these three words can go together with other names for similarly 

functioning objects such as cars or tricycles, or not so similarly functioning items like 

fruits or utensils? How can they know that for naming other similar-looking or similar-

functioning objects like airplanes or motorcycles, these three options do not exist?33
  

At the same time, they face another challenge on another front, namely the 

inconsistency in semantic properties of Vietnamese classifiers. The semantic properties 

and semantic coherence of categories in the Vietnamese classifier system, as described in 

above, may not always make sense to a foreigner or even to a native speaker of 

Vietnamese. For example, while all types of vehicles, whether on land, in water, or in the 

air, are classified by the classifier chiếc, which expresses a transporting function, a means 

of transportation by water, like tàu ‗ship‘ or thuyền ‗boat‘, is also classified by the animal 

classifier, con, because of its animacy-evoking motion in the water. But other land 

                                                 
33

 In the Methodology chapter, a list of the nouns selected for elicitation is provided with the information of 

whether or not they can be used with more than one classifier. 
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vehicles like bicycles, buses, airplanes, etc.— although not cars—that also are involved 

in motion cannot be classified with the animal or animacy-bearing classifier con. Another 

example of inconsistency in semantic properties involves the other usage of the classifier 

chiếc to express one member of a pair such as shoes, socks, earrings, etc., but oddly, it is 

not used to express one member of paired parts of the human body, such as eyes, ears, 

arms, hands, legs, feet, etc. How can children deal with such inconsistencies?  

A similar but converse difficulty exists that makes acquiring classifiers not an 

easy task, in that the same classifier can be used with different groups of nouns. When 

disjunctive groups of nouns occur with one classifier, in ―many-to-one mapping,‖ it can 

be confusing and arbitrary, and these classifiers are a big challenge for children to grasp. 

Semantic extensions, to a smaller or a larger degree, bring about such disjunctive 

categories, and are often based on historical motivations that are unknown not only to 

children but also to adults. For example, the prototypical members of bức, both a shape 

and function classifier for flat-square-vertical, are items that are vertically hanging and 

have the function of acting as a screen, such as curtains, shades, blinds, walls, etc. 

However, bức also classifies items like letters, photos, and telegrams. This implies that 

there was a semantic extension away from function, for which the historical motivation is 

still unknown. In a case whose historical motivation is known to scholars, but not to 

children, the word for blackboard fulfills the semantic properties required for being 

classified with bức, as it is an object that hangs on the wall like a curtain or shade, but it 

is not classified by bức but by tấm (flat-thin-hard) or the general classifier cái. This is 

because, originally, in ancient times, blackboards were not hung on the wall but stood on 

the ground. 
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Another difficulty concerns the impossibility of imposing a prototype-

classification on Vietnamese classifiers. Most numeral classifier languages have general 

prototype-classification. For example, objects that are perceptually flat and thin such as 

paper, pictures, photographs, playing cards, and maps can be prototypical members of the 

flat-thin classifier; nouns referring to notebook, cup-holder, and sofas are to a lesser 

degree prototypical, because they are not perceptually very thin. In Mandarin, objects 

such as belt, tie, rope, and fish are 1-D, prototype members for the long-flexible 

classifier. This is not the same in Vietnamese. Each of these nouns has a different 

classifier in Vietnamese. The nouns for ‗belt‘ and ‗tie‘ are classified with the general 

classifier. The word for ‗rope‘ goes with the thin-long-flexible classifier, and that for 

‗fish‘ is in the animal category and has the animal classifier. Further examples are the 

nouns for ‗paper‘, ‗picture/ photograph‘, and ‗playing card‘. These are 2-D, flat-thin, and 

would logically be prototype members for the flat-thin classifier, since they are all 

perceptually flat and thin. However, each of them requires a different classifier. ‗Paper‘ is 

grouped with the same classifier as ‗newspaper‘, although ‗newspaper‘ is perceptually 

thicker than ‗paper‘, ‗photograph‘, or ‗playing card‘. ‗Photograph‘ is classified with the 

same classifier as ‗cloth‘, ‗textile‘, ‗carpet‘, ‗doormat‘, ‗plank‘, ‗board‘. ‗Playing card‘ is 

classified with the same classifier as ‗flag‘. Yet more examples include the words for 

‗peanut‘, ‗grapes‘, ‗pills‘, which are prototypically used with 3-D classifiers in Mandarin. 

This classification does not work for Vietnamese. ‗Peanut‘, ‗grape‘, and ‗pill‘ each have a 

different classifier in Vietnamese, even though they are all 3-D. This indicates that 

Vietnamese shape classifiers do not necessarily fall into the general prototype-

classification. Other subcategories exist within the same shape category, making the 
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Vietnamese classifiers semantically intricate and inconsistent and hard for children to 

understand. 

 A further inconsistency, the inconsistency in acceptability of general classifier 

use, also adds to the difficulty of acquiring Vietnamese classifiers. In many cases, it is 

acceptable to employ the general classifier cái as a substitute for a specific classifier, 

especially in casual speech, but it is a less preferred and less sophisticated choice. This is 

what most young children seem to do. In many other cases, however, applying the 

general classifier is unacceptable. For example, for the majority of nouns classified with 

quả/trái, the fruit and big-round shape classifier, quả/trái cannot be replaced by the 

general classifier. In contrast, for some nouns in the one-, two-, and three-dimensional 

categories of the shape classifiers, the general classifier cái can be used. Younger 

children do not know this distinction. How can they know that, for example, of the nouns 

that are classified by sợi (for long-thin-flexible), the noun meaning ‗string‘ can be used 

with the general classifier, but the nouns meaning ‗hair‘, ‗thread‘, and ‗rubber band‘ 

cannot? A number of the shape classifiers can be replaced by cái without change in 

meaning. For example, a blackboard and a mirror can be classified by the general 

classifier cái instead of the specific shape classifier tấm; a card can be classified by either 

cái or tấm or lá. But there are also replacements where a big change in meaning occurs. 

This adds to the difficulty. For example, when hình ‗photograph‘ is classified with tấm, it 

truly means ‗photograph‘, but when it is classified with cái, it rather means ‗likeness‘, 

‗appearance‘, or ‗image‘. Another challenge is to know whether using chiếc, the 

secondary general classifier, instead of the primary general classifier cái, is acceptable. In 

some cases, they are used interchangeably, but, for example, in the cases of the words 
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meaning ‗house‘, ‗stairs‘, it is ungrammatical to use chiếc. It is very unlikely that 

children are cognizant of these very specific rules. It is simply very difficult for children 

to know which nouns can be used with the general classifier and which can not.  

These are some of the questions that dissertation aims to answer. The next chapter 

briefly looks at classifiers of some other numeral classifier languages and what has been 

reported in previous acquisition studies. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON CLASSIFIER ACQUISITION 

 

This chapter begins with a brief sketch of the classifier systems of other numeral 

classifier languages in which classifier acquisition studies have been done. The purpose 

of this sketch is to show some of the main differences and similarities of the other 

languages‘ classifier systems to the Vietnamese classifier system. The main portion of the 

chapter is devoted to a literature review of previous research on classifier acquisition.  

 

2.1 Brief sketch of other numeral classifier languages 

In this section, I highlight the basic classifier-related characteristics of the 

numeral classifier languages in which child classifier acquisition research has been 

conducted: Chinese (Cantonese, Mandarin), Thai, Japanese, and (to a small extent) 

Malay. Only those characteristics relevant for comparison with the results of the present 

classifier acquisition study on Vietnamese are described. 

 

2.1.1 Word order in classifier phrases 

Table 2.1 compares the word orders of classifier phrases in these languages with 

Vietnamese.  

Table 2.1: Order of elements in NPs in various numeral classifier languages 

 ‗two dogs‘ ‗this dog‘ ‗these two dogs‘ ‗two black dogs‘ 

Chinese Num-CL-N Dem-CL-N Dem-Num-CL-N Num-CL-Adj-N 

Thai N-Num-CL N-(CL)-Dem N-Num-CL-Dem N-Adj-Num-CL 

Vietnamese Num-CL-N (CL)-N-Dem Num-CL-N-Dem Num-CL-N-Adj 

Japanese N-Num-CL Dem-N Dem-Num-CL-N Adj-N-Num-CL 
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Classifier-related noun phrases in Chinese are head-final, whereas in Thai they are 

head-initial. In Vietnamese, they are primarily head-initial as in Thai but the three-

element phrase not containing a demonstrative or an adjective is head-final like Chinese 

(Num-CL-N) and the opposite of Thai (N-Num-CL). The word order of this kind of 

phrase in Japanese is the same as in Thai, but the order in classifier phrases containing a 

demonstrative or an adjective in Japanese is the opposite of the order for such phrases in 

Vietnamese. In Japanese, the adjective precedes the noun and the demonstrative is at the 

beginning of the noun phrase, as in Chinese.  

In Chinese, the classifier is obligatory in the presence of a demonstrative and the 

wh-word. A sequence like [*Dem-N] is ungrammatical; only [Dem-CL-N] is acceptable. 

As can be seen in Table 2.1, however, in Vietnamese and Thai, both [N-Dem] and [N-

CL-Dem] (Thai) or [CL-N-Dem] (Vietnamese) are acceptable. (See Section 1.3.1 of 

Chapter 1). One important difference exists between Mandarin and Cantonese, in that the 

former does not allow the CL-N sequence, but the latter, like Vietnamese, does. 

In Japanese, classifiers are bound morphemes, whereas in Chinese, Thai, and 

Vietnamese, they are free. In Chinese, Thai, and Vietnamese, the numeral ‗one‘ can be 

omitted from a numeral phrase and the classifier can occur together with a demonstrative 

or adjective, whereas in Japanese, these options are not possible. Numerals cannot be 

dropped from numeral classifier phrases and classifiers cannot be used with 

demonstratives.  

Mandarin has, as in Vietnamese, the demonstrative appearing with the general 

classifier, ‗this + CL‘, meaning ‗this‘, ‗this one‘. Thai does not have this, but Thai has, 

like Vietnamese, nouns that do not require a classifier. These are units of time, space, and 
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money. Thai nouns indicating inalienable possessions such as body parts also do not 

require classifiers. For example, in the Thai sentence meaning ‗Dogs have two ears‘, the 

classifier is not necessary (Carpenter, 1987). 

 

2.1.2 Repeaters 

A linguistic phenomenon existent in Chinese, Thai, and Japanese but not in 

Vietnamese is a word formation to express plurality, emphasis, or intensification, which 

entails the reduplication of all or part of the head noun as its own classifier. These 

formations are referred to as ‗repeaters‘. In other words, the noun itself is repeated and 

used as a classifier. The repeater occurs in the classifier slot. Example (2.1) from Thai 

illustrates a full repeater; Example (2.2) from Japanese shows a partial repeater. 

 

(2.1) Full repeater: 

  pratheet  saam  pratheet     (Hundius & Kölver, 1983, p. 190) 

  land  three (CL: land) 

  ‗three countries‘ 

 

 (2.2) Partial repeater: 

haiku ni ku    (Yamamoto, 2000, p. 12) 

  verse two  CL for haiku verse 

  ‗two haiku verse‘ 

 

Cantonese and Mandarin also have a repeater construction, but it involves 

reduplication of the classifier rather than the noun. Example (2.3) demonstrates this 

repeater construction in Cantonese and Example (2.4) in Mandarin. 

 

(2.3) Cantonese:  

go3 go3 hok6saang1    (Wong, 1998, p. 16) 

  CL CL student 

  ‗every student‘ 
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(2.4) Mandarin:      

zhi-zhi dou dà      (Hu, 1993, p. 13) 

  CL-CL (animate-inhuman)-(animate-inhuman) all big 

  ‗Every one is big.‘ 

 

Extensive use of repeaters is typical in Thai. Carpenter (1987) points out that ―Thai 

repeaters are related to body parts, plant parts and locative nouns‖ (p. 14), whereas 

Yamamoto (2000) claims that Japanese repeaters ―make no semantic contribution 

independent of the head noun‖ (p. 14). These are language-specific differences. 

Vietnamese does not have repeaters. 

 

2.1.3 Number of classifiers 

As in Vietnamese, in the other numeral classifier languages there is no fixed 

number of classifiers agreed upon among linguists. Mandarin has about 150 classifiers, 

according to Lü (1981) and Chien, Lust, and Chiang (2003). In Cantonese, the number of 

classifiers ranges between 60 and 200 (Erbaugh, 2002; Poon, 1980; Wei & Lee, 2001; 

Wong, 1998, 2000). Carpenter (1987) reports that the Thai classifier inventory is about 

75 to 100 including measure nouns, and estimates that about 40 of them are in daily use. 

In Japanese, there are more than 150 classifiers according to Yamamoto (2000) but many 

are seldom used. According to Matsumoto (1987) Japanese has 120 classifiers but only 

30 are actually used. In Vietnamese, as determined in Chapter 1, there are 160 classifiers, 

but I estimate that only about one third of them are in common use.  
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2.1.4 The semantics of classifiers in other languages 

2.1.4.1 Cantonese and Mandarin 

The general classifier in Cantonese is go3 and in Mandarin is ge. The main 

difference between the Chinese and Vietnamese general classifiers is that the Chinese 

general classifier can be applied to all nouns and can serve as a substitute for any 

classifier. According to Tse, Kam, Li & Leung (2007), it is the ―most frequently used 

classifier‖ (p. 499) and in adult speech, Erbaugh (2002) claims, 44% of Cantonese nouns 

are used with the general classifier. It is also the only acceptable classifier to refer to 

humans in Cantonese. Poon (1980) suggests that ―the degree of specificity in Cantonese 

classifiers is not as widespread‖ (p. 18) as in Mandarin. For example, in Mandarin, there 

are specific classifiers for certain different categories; in Cantonese, the general classifier 

can be substituted for these. 

As in Vietnamese, the Cantonese general classifier is used for a large variety of 

objects and entities. According to Matthews and Yip (1994) and Loke (1991), it can be 

used to denote human beings, abstract entities, containers, rings, and frames, objects with 

a hollow interior, and three-dimensional round objects. However, there are differences 

between Chinese and Vietnamese that are important to note: In Vietnamese, the general 

classifier cannot be used to denote human beings, except when referring to female names 

in the Northern dialect. It also can not, in most cases, be used as a substitute for shape 

classifiers, such as for three-dimensional round objects.  

Both Chinese and Vietnamese specific classifiers can be grouped into four major 

semantic domains: animacy, shape, function, and arrangement. See Appendix F for a list 

of the most common classifiers in Cantonese and Mandarin compared to Vietnamese. 
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As with Vietnamese, the Cantonese animal classifier can also be used for various 

different classes of nouns. However, unlike in Vietnamese, there is no need for there to 

be any sense of animacy or an animacy-evoking concept when the Cantonese animal 

classifier is used for other classes of nouns. For example, it is used for some body parts, 

regardless of whether or not the body part bears animacy, e.g., ‗hand‘, ‗eye‘, ‗ear‘. In 

Vietnamese, of these three, only ‗eye‘ is classified with the animal classifier due to its 

more pronounced animate nature. The Cantonese animal classifier is also used for 

utensils, which are clearly inanimate. In Vietnamese, only the inanimate knife can be 

classified with the animal classifier, probably due to its animate ability of being used to 

kill. (For other explanations of why ‗knife‘ takes the animal classifier in Vietnamese, 

refer to Section 1.10.6.1 of Chapter 1.) Another important difference is that the 

Vietnamese animal classifier con clearly denotes all animals with no exceptions, whereas 

the animal classifier jek in Cantonese has exceptions: Animals that have a longish shape 

such as fish, snakes, dragons, worms, and crocodiles are classified with the shape-based 

classifier tiu (for long and flexible). The Mandarin animal category has four different 

possible classifiers: ZHI is for four-legged small animals ranging from cats to insects; tóu 

for four-legged big animals such as cows, tigers, elephants; zhi for birds; pi for valued 

animals (e.g., horses), and the shape classifier tiào for long-shaped, slender animals (e.g., 

fish, snakes, worms). In Vietnamese, in contrast, except for the general classifier cái (as 

explained in Section 1.10.5.1), no other classifiers can be used to refer to animals. 

The shape domain of Cantonese and Mandarin classifiers is similar to that of 

Vietnamese with respect to its primary and secondary semantic features. The primary 

features are one- to three-dimensionality, which are further sub-categorized by secondary 
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features of flexibility and size. The shape categories in Mandarin resemble, to a certain 

extent, those in Vietnamese. There are three 1D classifiers, one for long-flexible, tiào, 

and two for long-rigid, gen or zhī. There are three 2D classifiers, flat-thick kuài, flat-thin-

big zhāng, and flat-thin-small piàn; in Vietnamese there are also three 2D classifiers but 

they categorize shape somewhat differently. Mandarin has three 3D classifiers, round-big 

gè (for e.g., cup, bowl, bucket) round-small-hard kē (for e.g., peanuts, candies, or 

pebbles), and round-small li (for e.g., grape, ball). 

Although the categorizations of the shape domain by primary and secondary 

features are similar among Vietnamese, Cantonese, and Mandarin, some of the objects or 

entities classified by the corresponding classifiers in the three languages are different. For 

example, in Cantonese, a piece of bread is classified by the 2D shape classifier fai, 

whereas in Vietnamese, the classifier used for a piece of bread is not shape-based but is 

the one referring to parts, in this case small-sized parts, miếng. The Cantonese classifier 

for 2D-flat-rigid, jeung, can be used for pieces of furniture that have such shapes, but in 

Vietnamese, all furniture requires only the general classifier cái rather than any shape 

classifiers. The classifier for 1D-long-flexible in Cantonese can also be used for a natural 

entity such as a river, but in Vietnamese, the word for river requires the animal classifier 

because of the animate nature of the moving water, or it is classified by the collective 1D 

dynamic classifier dòng, which corresponds to a different Cantonese classifier. 

‗Newspaper‘, to give another example, requires the flat-rigid classifier zoeng1 in 

Cantonese but the flat-pliable classifier tờ in Vietnamese. These are just a few of many 

such language-specific differences.  
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The Mandarin function category covers vehicles, with different classifiers for 

land, air, and water vehicles (liàn, jia, and sou), whereas in Vietnamese, there is only one 

classifier, chiếc, for all vehicles. Other Mandarin function classifiers are used for books 

(běn), rooms (jiān), upper body clothing (jiàn), lower body clothing (tiào; this is the same 

1D long-flexible shape classifier), machines (tai), objects with frame-like construction 

(jiā), hand tools and objects with handles (bǎ). Cantonese and Mandarin have as one of 

the most common function classifiers the classifier used for objects having a handle (ba 

in both Cantonese and Mandarin), such as rifles or swords. Vietnamese does not have this 

kind of classifier. These objects in Vietnamese are either classified with the general 

classifier or the shape classifier, depending on the shape the object with a handle takes. 

‗Rifle‘ has its own classifier, khẩu, and ‗sword‘ takes the classifier for 1D-long-rigid, cây 

or thanh. The Vietnamese function category has different function classifiers for literary 

works, which Chinese does not have, but Vietnamese does not have function classifiers 

for clothing, machines, and objects. 

Chinese and Vietnamese have an arrangement category, which contains mainly 

the paired item and single item classifiers, shuang for paired items and zhi for singletons 

in Mandarin, deoi for paired items and jek for singletons in Cantonese. Thai and Japanese 

do not have an arrangement category. 

Cantonese has a more limited number of disjunctive classifiers. Recall that the 

Vietnamese classifier chiếc is disjunctive, covering three different semantic domains: it is 

used for the function domain of vehicles and the arrangement domain of singletons, and it 

serves as the secondary general classifier for certain valued objects. It is possible that 

chiếc was borrowed from the Cantonese classifier jek (Mandarin zhi), which is the 
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disjunctive classifier for both animals and singletons. In Cantonese, the singleton 

category of jek can be used for one of paired body parts such as eyes, ears, arms, legs, or 

body parts that exist in more than a pair such as teeth, fingers, and toes. Vietnamese does 

not employ the singleton category of chiếc for body parts, but for objects that come in 

pairs such as shoes, socks, chopsticks, earrings, and for objects that exist in more than a 

pair such as rings (a piece of jewelry to wear on a finger). The Vietnamese vehicle 

classifier is also chiếc, and it covers all means of transportation, whether by land, air, or 

water, whereas the corresponding classifier in Cantonese, ga, covers both means of 

transportation and electrical items such as televisions. 

 Some other classifiers that are unique to Cantonese and do not exist in 

Vietnamese are di1, the classifier for plural and non-count nouns (Tse et al., 2007; Wong, 

1998) and the locative classifier dou6 (Wong, 1998). 

Both Chinese and Vietnamese classifiers have their own language-specific 

difficulties. However, one aspect of the Chinese classifiers may make them easier to 

acquire: the Chinese general classifier can be used for any noun, whereas in Vietnamese, 

there are a number of noun classes that can never be classified by the general classifier, 

especially nouns that are classified by shape-based classifiers. On the other hand, the 

Vietnamese animal classifier may be easier for children to acquire than the Chinese 

because it is the only one to denote animals, while Chinese has four different animal 

classifiers.  
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2.1.4.2 Thai 

The general classifier in Thai is /ʔan/ and as in Chinese, it can be used to replace 

almost any other classifier. Indeed, it has even replaced specific classifiers for a wide 

variety of inanimate objects (Haas, 1964; Gandour et al., 1984; Palakornkul, 1976). It can 

be used for concrete objects and abstract entities but cannot be used for nouns denoting 

animals or humans. In this sense, Thai is similar to Vietnamese in not allowing the 

general classifier to occur with nouns denoting animals or humans. Thai and Vietnamese 

also resemble each other with respect to having the animal classifier as the only one to 

denote all animals, as opposed to Mandarin, Cantonese, and Japanese, which all have 

several classifiers for denoting different groups and sizes of animals. The only animal 

that requires a separate classifier of its own in Thai culture is the elephant. In both Thai 

and Vietnamese, it is the animal classifier that over time has to a great extent extended 

semantically in various directions. 

Carpenter (1987) sees the Thai classifier semantic system as one of the most 

elaborate in the world and she characterizes it as ―motivated but arbitrary‖ and 

―disjunctive.‖ By this she means that the members in each semantic category are similar 

and do form coherent groups, but the members are nevertheless ―disjunctive‖ or ―prone to 

exceptions‖ (p. 45). A typical example of a classifier with disjunctive categories is the 

classifier /tua/.  

Thai /tua/ was originally an animal classifier that came to be extended to furniture 

and clothes. The prototype is a four-legged animal such as a dog. Now it is 

conventionally used with a very diverse but not incoherent group of nouns including all 
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animals, tables, chairs, dolls, ghosts, trousers, mannequins, shirts, skirts, letters, and 

numbers. The presence of limbs is the motivation for the classification of limb-possessing 

clothing items with /tua/. Colloquial uses of /tua/ by some speakers even extend to 

cigarettes, guitars, tape recorders, microphones, towels, underwear, bathing suits, and 

university courses. This list of nouns shows how the Thai animal classifier has expanded 

to such an extent that ―it appears that /tua/ is behaving more and more like a general 

classifier‖ (Carpenter, 1987, p. 54). Expansion of the Vietnamese animal classifier con is 

more conservative, i.e., it has not expanded as much as Thai /tua/. Nevertheless it is 

slowly expanding its domain; for example, in the recent use of the animal classifier to 

refer to cars among the younger generations. 

Other disjunctive categories are, for example, the classifier /khan/ (for vehicles 

and long thin items such as umbrellas, spoons, forks, ladles, other utensils with handles, 

traditional musical instruments), /lem
hl

/ (for candle, needle, pin, knife, book, magazine, 

oxcart), and /lu:k/ for fruits and keys. Overall, there seems to be a great degree of 

grammaticalization occurring with some of the Thai classifiers, as Carpenter (1987) 

repeatedly emphasized. According to Thepboriruk (p.c.), ―some classifiers have become 

obsolete, being used only by extremely dedicated preservers of the Thai language or by 

strict prescriptivists.‖ 

Thai has the most complex and extended configurational (shape) classifiers. Thai 

has at least six 1D, four 2D, and four 3D classifiers. Some of these are presented in the 

list below. For comparison, the most nearly equivalent classifier in Vietnamese appears in 

capitalized letters after each item, showing that Thai has more shape classifiers than 

Vietnamese. 
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1. /tôn/  for 1D objects extending vertically; e.g., trees, plants, posts, pillars, 

columns CÂY 

2. /dâk/ for 1D objects with flower-like openings at one end; e.g., flowers, incense 

sticks, firecrackers, darts, keys, arrows 

3. /thêŋ/  for 1D smooth rigid objects; e.g., pencils, crayons, lipsticks, ice-cream 

bars on a stick, chocolate bars, chalk, ingots  THANH, THỎI 

4. /sên/ for 1D flexible objects which are generally narrow or short, e.g., hairs, 

noodles, thread, strings, lines, belts   CỌNG 

5. /sǎ:y/ for 1D flexible objects which are generally wide or long; e.g., necklaces, 

strings, kite strings, wires strung in the air, belts, rivers, roads, railways, routes of 

travel on land or in air  SỢI  

6. /lam/ for 1D hollow objects; e.g., boats, airplanes, bamboo, sugarcane 

7. /lêm/ for 1D long-handled tools; e.g., knives, needles, oars, axes, etc. 

8. /dam/ for 1D long-handled mechanical tools; e.g., fountain pens, mechanical 

pencil etc. 

 (adapted from Ng, 1991 and Yamamoto, 2000) 

 

All of these have 1D as the primary feature, but the classifiers in 1–3 carry the 

secondary feature of solidness, while 4–5 have the secondary feature of flexibility. The 

differences among them have to do with size and volume. The complexity of Thai shape-

based classifiers lies in the multiple secondary features that each of the 1D to 3D 

classifiers have encoded in them. According to Yamamoto‘s (2000, 2005) diagrams, Thai 

shape classifiers are further characterized by various secondary features which are ―size, 

material, function, flexibility, solidness, thin/thick, pointed, similar to particular shape, 

regularity, linear order‖ (p. 58). The Vietnamese shape classifiers also have most of these 

secondary features encoded in them (as described in Chapter 1, Sections 1.10.7), but until 

now, no one has worked out a diagram for the complexity of Vietnamese shape 

classifiers. 

Thai has about 15 function classifiers representing categories such as electric 

appliances, places with a particular function, songs, games, plays and literary works, and 

single referents such as cigar, egg, etc. This is similar to the Vietnamese function 

categories, except that Vietnamese does not have electric appliances as a function 
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category. In this respect, Thai resembles Chinese. Thai has one arrangement classifier for 

things used in pairs but none for singletons. 

The easiest classifier to acquire in Thai may be the general classifier as it ―can be 

used in place of the ‗real‘ one in most cases‖ (Thepboriruk, p.c.). Carpenter (1987) 

reported that the easiest classifier in Thai is /tua/, for nouns referring to animates, mainly 

due to its becoming more like a general classifier. However, the many and semantically 

complex shape classifiers in Thai are definitely hard to acquire as they are based on 

multiple semantic features intrinsic to the noun, such as shape, dimension intertwined 

with texture, consistency, material, orientation, and so on. 

 

2.1.4.3 Japanese 

 The most striking difference in the Japanese classifier system is that there are two 

series of numerals and two series of classifiers, the native and the Sino-Japanese. 

Matsumoto (1987) has claimed that the existence of these two series makes the 

acquisition of Japanese classifiers harder than the acquisition of the numeral classifier 

systems in other languages. 

 The semantics of Japanese classifiers is quite different from Chinese, Thai, and 

Vietnamese. Unlike Thai, which has very arbitrary, disjunctive classifier categories, 

Japanese classifier categories are quite straightforward. And unlike all the other 

languages, which have only one general classifier, Japanese has three general classifiers. 

These are -ri (humans), -hiki (animals), and -tsu (inanimate). The inanimate 

default/generic classifier is -tsu, which can be used for both concrete and abstract entities. 

Recently, the 3D shape classifier -ko has become another default classifier for concrete 
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objects. In fact, for the younger Japanese generation, -tsu and -ko do not have different 

uses. A formal (morphological) difference prevails in that -tsu is used with native 

numerals, -ko with Sino-Japanese numerals. 

Unlike Vietnamese, which has at least 25 classifiers denoting abstract entities 

listed under ―event classifiers‖ (Appendix A and B), Japanese has a limited number of 

such classifiers; the most common ones are -ken ‗incident‘ and -toori ‗method‘ 

(Yamamoto, 2000).  

The Japanese animacy domain is quite similar to that of Chinese due to the 

multiple sub-categories in the animal category. In Mandarin, there are five different 

classifiers for five sub-categories: quadruped small animals, quadruped big animals, 

winged creatures, valued animals, and long, slender-looking animals. In Japanese, there 

are three subcategories: small animals and insects (-hiki), large animals (-too), and birds 

(-wa). Among these, -hiki is the animal classifier used with most animal-denoting nouns. 

It has gained a large semantic field, so that it has nearly come to be used as a generic 

classifier for animals. 

As for shape classifiers, Japanese has generic 1D, 2D, and 3D classifiers 

(Yamamoto, 2000, p. 60). Japanese has different secondary features within each of the 

shape categories than Chinese, Vietnamese, and Thai have, such as the objects‘ material 

and placement. The classifier for 1D long and slender is -hon, and -suji is for non-solids. 

The classifier for 2D thin-flat is -mai, and -men is for spatially non-independent. The 

classifier for 3D round or cubical is -ko, and for extremely small objects like grains of 

rice it is -tsubu; Matsumoto (1985b) refers to this classifier as zero-dimensional because 
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it is used for such tiny objects. Like Vietnamese and Thai, Japanese uses shape-based 

classifiers for nouns denoting plants.  

Japanese function classifiers are the most similar to those of Chinese. They 

consist mainly of the subcategories of machines (-dai) and vehicles (also -dai for land 

vehicles). Within the vehicle sub-category, there is differentiation between land (-dai), 

water (-soo for boats), and air (-ki for airplanes); the water vehicles are further 

differentiated by size, large and small. Other function classifiers are for tools with 

handles (-choo), houses (-ken, -mune), and bound objects like books (-satsu). 

That there are two series of numerals and numeral classifiers, the native Japanese 

and the Sino-Japanese, makes it hard on children, who have to learn both of the numeral 

series and also which classifier goes with which series alongside learning the semantic 

features of the classifiers.  

 

2.1.4.4 Malay 

The word order of the classifier phrase in Malay is Num-CL-N, as in Vietnamese 

and Chinese. The most noticeable difference is the absence of a general classifier. 

According to Salehuddin and Winskel (2009), the Malay numeral classifier system is 

conceptually complex, arbitrary, loose, opaque, and full of exceptions. However, a 

number of classifiers are straightforward and have ―one-to-one mapping between the 

object and the numeral classifier‖ (p. 7). With regard to shape classifiers, as in Chinese, 

Thai, and Vietnamese, Malay 1D and 2D shape classifiers have the secondary feature of 

rigidity, but Malay has a somewhat different picture of 3D shape classifiers. They have 
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―four different forms depending on the size of the object (fine, small, medium, and big)‖ 

(p. 7). 

 

Absent from Chinese, Japanese, Malay, and Thai classifier systems but present in 

Vietnamese is the existence of classifiers from the vegetation and plant domain. 

Vietnamese is the only one of these languages that has a separate plant category. This is a 

Mon-Khmer trait (Adams, 1989). Typically, classifiers from the vegetation domain are 

also shape classifiers. Four of the most common classifiers in Vietnamese originate from 

the plant category, namely cây (trees or plants) for 1D, long-rigid, quả (fruits) for 3D, 

big-round, củ (root vegetables), and lá (leaf) for 2D, flat-thin. In Thai, there exists no 

separate classifier for plants; shape classifiers are used to denote them. Both Thai and 

Vietnamese have a separate classifier for root vegetables, củ in Vietnamese, and hua in 

Thai. 
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2.2 Overview of previous research 

So far, there have been studies on numeral classifier development in six 

languages: Cantonese: Mak, 1991; Poon, 1980; Szeto, 1996, 1998; Tse, Li, & Leung, 

2007; Wong, 1998, 2000; Japanese: Matsumoto 1985a, 1985b, 1987; Muraishi, 1983; 

Sanches, 1977; Uchida & Imai, 1996, 1999; Yamamoto, 2000, 2005; Korean: Lee, 1994, 

Lee & Lee, 2005; Mandarin: Chien, Lust, & Chiang, 2003; Erbaugh, 1982, 1984, 1986; 

Fang, 1985; Hsu, 1987; Hu, 1993; Liu, 2008; Loke, 1991; Loke & Harrison, 1986; Ng, 

1991; Tse et al., 1991; Ying, Chen, Song, Shao, & Guo, 1983; Malay: Salehuddin & 

Winskel, 2007, 2009; and Thai: Carpenter, 1987, 1991; Gandour et al., 1984; 

Tuaycharoen, 1984. Most of these were production studies. Chien et al.‘ s (2003) and 

Yamamoto‘s (2000) work were primarily comprehension studies. Fang (1985), Hu, in 

two substudies (1993), and Yamamoto (2000) investigated both production and 

comprehension. Erbaugh‘s (1982, 1984, 1986), Szeto (1996, 1998) and Wong‘s (1998, 

2000) studies are the only longitudinal studies examining naturalistic data from very 

young children at regular recording intervals. Their participants were in the age range of 

1;10 to 3;10, 1;05 to 3;08, and of 1;09 to 2;09, respectively. These studies provide 

valuable information on the first appearance of classifiers. All the other studies are 

experimental and cross-sectional. The only studies that examined the syntactic properties 

of classifier development are those by Erbaugh (1982) and Hu (1993) on Mandarin, 

Carpenter (1987) on Thai, and Wong (1998) on Cantonese. All the others focus on the 

semantic aspect of classifiers.  

In this chapter, I first review the findings of the studies that are relevant to the 

present research. The review in this chapter will be recalled in Chapter 6, ―Comparison 
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and Discussion,‖ where the results of the present study will be compared to the results of 

these previous studies. In Section 2.4, I summarize and highlight the findings that these 

studies have in common in subsections on, for example, what information these studies 

have contributed regarding the general classifier (2.4.2), the shape classifiers (2.4.3), and 

so forth. In the final section of this chapter, I explain the focus and put forth the research 

questions for the present study. 

 

2.3 Previous studies on classifier acquisition  

This review is presented in separate sections by language in the following order: 

Cantonese, Mandarin, Thai, Japanese, Korean, and Malay. I begin with Cantonese 

because the Cantonese classifier system is the most similar to Vietnamese in its 

grammatical structure and semantics. Malay, the last language discussed here, may be the 

least similar. Studies done in each language are reviewed in chronological order. 

Appendix E provides a quick look at the number of subjects, age range, type of data 

collection, number of classifiers elicited, number of nouns, and semantic domains tested 

of all the studies reviewed here. 

 

2.3.1 Cantonese 

Poon (1980) is an experimental study involving 27 Cantonese-speaking children 

aged 2;7 to 6;10; it used 89 picture cards depicting concrete objects to elicit 27 different 

classifiers.
34

 The results show that the children produced 1–19 different classifiers. 

                                                 
34

 The elicitation procedure of most of the studies discussed in this chapter involved identification and 

naming of the objects shown in pictures presented on stimulus cards, followed by counting and 

enumerating the objects. The purpose of such counting tasks is to elicit either the classifier or the numeral 
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Despite significant individual differences, the general developmental picture shows that 

the younger group of children used merely the general classifier go3, but with age there 

was a gradual decline in its use, and at the same time an increase in the use of specific 

classifiers. The younger children around 3 years of age used specific classifiers mainly in 

Classifier-Noun constructions. This finding led Poon (1980) to doubt whether the 

classifier truly emerges during this early period or is rote-learned in specific frames. 

Further, this construction was found only in children under 5;6, and the most popular 

classifier the children chose to use in this construction was baa2 (for objects with 

handles). The most interesting and enlightening finding of Poon‘s study is a marked 

consistency of overgeneralization: The children tended to categorize objects that are not 

classified based on shape but on function (such as ladder, hammer, ruler, lock) by length. 

This overgeneralization pattern indicates that the children‘s categorization was primarily 

based on shape, a finding that accords with Clark‘s proposal (1977). Poon also reports 

that undergeneralizations were influenced by how much exposure the child had to the 

object at hand. Those objects that were more familiar items in the child‘s environment 

were those that were less undergeneralized. Based on her findings, Poon repeatedly 

stresses that ―chronological age is not a dependable index of the ability of using nominal 

classifiers‖ (p. 61). 

Loke & Harrison (1986) is an experimental study with 40 Cantonese-speaking 

children aged 3;0 to 7;0 to elicit 10 different classifiers with three nouns selected for each 

classifier (on picture cards). The study found that the children used the general classifier 

go3 excessively: ―From 328 instances of ‗inappropriate‘ use, 278 were goh and the 

                                                                                                                                                 
classifier phrases. Because the procedure is similar in these studies, I do not describe it for each study, in 

order to avoid unnecessary repetition. 
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remaining 50 were distributed over the other 9 classifiers‖ (p. 128). The most drastic 

change from inappropriate to appropriate use of the classifiers tested took place between 

ages 3 and 4, as evidenced in a rise from 40% at age 3 to 80% frequency of appropriate 

use at age 4. Looking into the order of acquisition of the 10 classifiers investigated, they 

too found that it is go3 that is acquired first. After that come the animal classifier zek3, 

then the shape classifiers: zi1 (for long and inflexible objects), tiu4 (for long and flexible 

objects), lap1 (for round and small objects), zoeng1 (for long and flat objects). The 

function classifiers are acquired after the shape ones: gaa3 (for vehicles), gaan1 (for 

houses), and baa4 (for hand tools and instruments and objects with a handle), followed 

by po1 (for trees and plants), a specific classifier not based on shape or function. 

Mak (1991) is an experimental study conducted with 122 normal children aged 

between 4 and 8 years and 63 non-normal children with mild degrees of retardation aged 

between 9 to 16 years, using 24 stimulus nouns to test the children‘s knowledge of 10 

different classifiers (six shape and four function). The major finding is children‘s 

extensive preference for the general classifier go3 in the early stage, with the youngest 

group using it 73.5% of the time, in part to replace the appropriate shape- or function-

based classifiers. Within the domain of shape, the order of acquisition of the tested 

classifiers was tiu4 (for long and flexible objects) as the first classifier acquired, with 

three more, zi1 (for long and inflexible objects), zoeng1 (for long and flat objects), and 

lap1 (for round and small objects), acquired early but not first. Thus, the order in terms of 

dimensionality is 1D > 2D > 3D. Gau6 (objects of an irregular shape) and fai (flat, often 

pliable) are acquired late. It was found that when fai was used with ‗leaf‘, the noun most 

often occurring with fai, it was among the classifiers acquired early. Within the domain 
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of function, boon (for books) was acquired first, gaa3 (for vehicles) second, then gaan1 

(for houses, buildings, etc.) and baa4 (for hand tools and objects with a handle). When 

tested with novel and nonsense objects, the three first acquired classifiers, tiu4, boon, and 

gaa3, were used by the children appropriately the majority of the time. Mak emphasizes 

the primacy of function over shape. He found through various tests including a nonsense 

test that if an object can be classified based on both shape and function, it is likely to be 

classified with a function rather than a shape classifier. Mak‘s most interesting finding is 

that subjects in the middle group (5 to 6-year-olds) ―have a partial and insecure 

knowledge of the appropriate classifiers for most of the items and are trying to use them 

instead of goh‖ (p. 108). 

Szeto (1996, 1998) is a longitudinal study of eight monolingual Cantonese-

speaking children aged 1;05 to 3;08 observed over one year. The study found that 

classifiers develop rapidly in the first two years and expand considerably in the third 

year. The results show that the first classifiers appear between 1;07 and 1;08, and the 

emergence of classifiers is early, taking place at age 2, with five to eight different 

classifiers being used productively at this age. Sixty-six classifiers (both sortal and 

mensural) were found in the eight children‘s naturalistic speech, of which eleven 

occurred in all of their speech: four denoting shape (zi1 for long-rigid, tiu4 for long-

flexible, zoeng1 for flat, lap1 for small-round), two denoting function (gaan1 for 

buildings, bun2 for books), one for animacy (zek3), one for place (dou6), one general 

classifier (go3) for multiple classification, and two mensural classifiers (di1 for fuzzy 

quantity and deoi3 for arrangement). These eleven classifiers, the core set, made up 90% 

of each child‘s classifier use. Among these, the general classifier go3 and the classifier 
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for place dou6 are most frequently used and also the first acquired by all eight children. 

The remaining core classifiers made up less than 2.17% of use. The children‘s classifier 

use ―generally conforms to the adult pattern‖ (p. 23) and errors are infrequent. The three 

types of errors found were (1) ―inappropriate classifier with a head noun‖ (p. 17) or 

―classifier mismatch‖ (p. 23), equivalent to overgeneralization or overextension, (2) 

single classifier use (using one single classifier by itself in an NP), and (3) double 

classifiers, with the first classifier mostly being the general one and the second classifier 

the target one. Overgeneralization was made predominantly with the general classifier 

go3, and head nouns that were incorrectly matched with the general classifier were 

primarily those for animals, vehicles, body parts, plants, and food items.  

Wong (1998) is an analysis of the longitudinal data from the Cantonese corpus 

available in CHILDES. The data come from four Cantonese-speaking children (three 

males, one female) aged between 1;5 and 2;10 [these same children were subjects in 

Szeto (1996, 1998)]. Wong (1998) is the only study in classifier acquisition that devoted 

a great portion of its focus to the syntactic development of noun phrases of a classifier 

language. The major findings reveal that classifiers emerge a little after 2;0, between 2;02 

and 2;05, in contrast to nouns, which emerge around 1;11. However, all four children 

could use classifiers in seven out of the nine grammatical syntactic positions already by 

the time they reached age 2. The only instances of ungrammatical patterns were the 

incorrect use of double classifiers and the omission of an obligatory classifier in the 

presence of a numeral. These errors were, however, very sporadic (below 0.6%). 

Importantly, the results also indicate that the grammatical omission of the head noun 

precedes the mastery of a full classifier phrase. Children tended to combine the classifier 
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with a number before they combined it with a head noun. Their speech in the early multi-

word stage exhibited two-element noun phrase structures, namely a very large number of 

Dem + CL structures at first, then Num + CL, followed by CL + N. At around age 2;6, 

their speech exhibited three-element noun phrase structures: Dem + CL + N first, 

followed by Num + CL + N. In addition, the classifier phrase occurred earlier and more 

frequently in object than in subject position.  

 Wong also investigated the semantic development in the naturalistic speech of the 

four children. She found that by 2;10, the children were able to produce as many as 34 

different classifiers, but the number of those used productively was much lower. The 

classifiers earliest acquired and also most frequently used by all four children were, in 

acquisition order, go3 (general), dou6 (verbal classifier indicating location), zek3 (for 

animals), gaa3 (vehicles), di1 (mensural classifier for plurality), and ci3 (for frequency). 

These classifiers formed the first core set of classifiers for the 2-year-olds because they 

were used productively (at least three times in a session over at least three consecutive 

sessions). It was further found that this core set contains all three subtypes of classifiers: 

sortal, mensural, and verbal. The children acquired sortal classifiers before mensural 

ones; verbal classifiers were the least frequently used type for all four children. Wong 

speculates that it may be possible that ―the wider distributional potential of go3, zek3 or 

di1,‖ i.e., that they ―refer to more than a single type of noun‖ (p. 175), facilitates their 

acquisition. The rate of overgeneralization (inconsistent usage) was about 25% for all 

four children, and occurred most frequently with the general classifier go3. The direction 

of overgeneralization was to extend it to animals (zek3), vehicles (gaa3), plural/mass 

(di1), long and slender objects (tiu4), objects of an irregular shape (gau6), flat objects 
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(zoeng1), and books (bun2). An interesting finding in Wong‘s study is the early mastery 

of the animal classifier. Although the general classifier go3 was the very first acquired 

and the most frequent, the children used it appropriately only 30–59% of the time, 

whereas they used the animal classifier zek3 appropriately 67–76% of the time. There 

were no overextensions with the animal classifier. Wong (2000) emphasized that animacy 

is an important factor in determining early emergence of classifiers. Finally, when the 

frequencies of the children‘s four most frequent classifiers were compared with those of 

their parents/caretakers, it was found that the frequency in adult input exactly reflected 

that of the frequency in child speech. 

Tse, Li, & Leung (2007) used a large sample size of 492 children aged 3;0 to 

5;11, selected from 68 preschools in Hong Kong. The children were put into pairs and 

conversed with each other for 30 minutes in a toy-playing context. The general results 

show that 73 classifier types were found in the children‘s productive classifier repertoire 

(including mensural classifiers). As Wong (1998) found, the children produced as the 

first classifiers all three subtypes of classifiers: sortal, mensural, and verbal, with the 

mensural ones (41 total) exceeding the sortal classifiers (27 total) and the verbal 

classifiers (only 5 total). Regarding the syntax of numeral classifier phrases, the 3- and 4-

year-olds made neither classifier omissions nor any other errors in the syntax of numeral 

classifier phrases. There was only a single case of a double classifier error (using a 

redundant classifier). The overuse of the general classifier go3 was overwhelming. This 

study reports that in 86–96% of the instances in which the children used a classifier, go3 

was the first choice for their response. They used it to substitute for other, specific 

classifiers, such as animal, 1D to 3D shape, and function classifiers. An important finding 
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is that 4- and 5-year-olds still used the general classifier the most frequently even if they 

were able to use the more specific classifiers. As for the specific classifiers, there was an 

even proportion between function and shape classifiers and no higher usage of either 1D, 

2D, or 3D shape classifiers. Tse et al. found that children overgeneralized three high-

frequency specific classifiers to replace other, less frequent specific CLs. These are zek3, 

tiu4, and gaan1. The animal classifier zek3 has the highest frequency of occurrence and 

the highest rate of overuse among the specific classifiers. The overuse of gaan1, the 

function classifier for house or building, instead of the more appropriate CL zo6, 

according to Tse et al., reflects the fact that zo6 is not in the preschoolers‘ classifier 

repertoire yet, while gaan1 emerges earlier, at around 3 years of age. Other 

overgeneralizations with specific classifiers seem to be language-specific. Cantonese has 

the repeater phenomenon. Thus, children in this study overused the classifier tiu4, which 

the authors interpret as ―a type of misusing behavior when children tend to repeat the 

same classifier that has occurred in their previous phrases‖ (p. 515). 

 

2.3.2 Mandarin 

Erbaugh (1982) is the only study in the classifier acquisition literature to date in 

which the researcher collected the longitudinal data herself. The study consists of pilot 

and longitudinal data containing naturalistic spontaneous speech between child and 

parents/caretakers during playtime at the child‘s home. The pilot data were collected 

from two children, one boy at 2;0 for seven hours over two weeks and one girl at 2;6 for 

nine hours over two months. The longitudinal data were collected from another two 

children, one girl (Pang) from age 1;10 to 2;10 and one boy (Kang) from age 2;10 to 3;10 
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once every two weeks for one hour over a period of one year. The analyzed data covered 

the entire early development of Mandarin child language ranging from syntactic 

categories to verb phrases to noun phrases including classifiers.   

There are several important findings regarding classifier development from 

Erbaugh‘s (1982) study: Her investigation of the longitudinal naturalistic data extending 

over 64 hours of transcript reports a total of only six omissions of obligatory classifiers in 

the 44,158 utterances produced by a single child (Pang). There was a considerable 

overuse of the general classifier ge among all four children. They rarely produced 

specific classifiers prior to age 2;6, preferring the general one instead. After 2;6 there was 

a burst in classifier use in Pang‘s speech. However, classifier utterances were very low 

compared to the other types of utterances in the data. The entire corpus of 44,158 

utterances contained only 138 occurrences of specific classifiers. Pang employed them 

only 14 times in 13 hours of tape. Pang used 16 and Kang used 24 different classifiers. 

They used almost all the specific classifiers correctly; there were only three errors. The 

two classifiers with the highest frequency of use by the two children were zhi (animal) 

and zhang (sheet). Both children correctly used zhi to refer to a variety of animals and 

zhang only to refer to sheets of paper.  

Erbaugh (1986) made an important proposal regarding stages of classifier 

acquisition: The first stage is the Lexical stage, in which the use of classifiers is lexical 

rather than feature-based. This means that in this early stage, children use classifiers with 

a noun to refer to a single item rather than as a pro-form to refer to a class of items. The 

next stage is the Prototypical stage, in which the use of each new classifier appears with a 

prototypical member of a noun class. After the Prototypical stage is the Generalization 
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stage, in which children start to make generalizations from the prototype. They tend to 

choose a significant feature from the prototypical referent to generalize from, often in 

plausible but incorrect ways. With respect to preference for shape features, Erbaugh 

(1986) reported that vertical/length extension and small size were the features that the 

children in her study tended to overgeneralize the most. 

Fang (1985) is an experimental study with both Mandarin and Cantonese-

speaking children divided into three age groups aged 4 to 6. The study investigates both 

comprehension and production.
35

 For production, an elicited production test was utilized 

to test 12 different classifiers. The results indicate that 4-year-olds could use four 

classifiers, 5-year-olds about six, and 6-year-olds about eight. The order of acquisition 

proceeded from the general classifier ge, to classifiers with a limited semantic field 

whose referents are limited, for example, to books or paired items; these are acquired 

before classifiers with a large semantic field, such as two- and three-dimensional objects. 

Fang proposes two important acquisition processes: Children rote-learn classifiers with a 

limited semantic field (narrow application) in a [classifier + noun] construction as an 

inseparable linguistic unit. They acquire classifiers with a large semantic field (wide 

application) in three steps: They memorize the [classifier + noun] construction as an 

inseparable unit first, then they abstract and generalize the salient features of the 

respective classifier, and then they apply the acquired rule to classify new noun objects, 

and this is when they overgeneralize with both the general and specific classifiers. 

Loke & Harrison (1986) is an experimental study with 21 Mandarin-speaking 

children aged 5;0–6;8, using 129 objects to test eight different classifiers: seven shape 

and one function classifier (one of the shape classifiers is also the general classifier ge). 

                                                 
35

 Only production results are reviewed here. 
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The study found that the general classifier ge was overused (67.90%), and the other seven 

underused, all at under 15%. Ge was used to replace all seven of the other, specific 

classifiers. The most frequent specific classifiers in this study, listed in order of highest to 

lowest frequency, were zhi, tiao, li, and zhang, then pian, kuai, and ba (under 1%). The 

following order of acquisition was proposed: first the general classifier, then shape and 

then function classifiers. Among the shape classifiers, the 3D classifiers ge and li are 

acquired before the 1D classifiers zhi and tiao, and then come the 2D classifiers, zhang, 

pian, and kuai. The function classifier ba comes last. Among the shape classifiers, the 

classifiers for non-extended round shapes are acquired before the extended ones; the 

acquisition of extension in one dimension is acquired before extension in two 

dimensions. Loke and Harrison stress the importance of the shape awareness of 5-year-

old children: ―Children at the age of 5 or 6 are already aware of the shapes of objects and 

of the shape features of the already acquired classifiers, and unconsciously match the 

appropriate classifiers onto the objects‖ (p. 143). The authors also stress the importance 

of the ―salience of one-dimensionality,‖ evidenced in the over 30% substitution by the 

children of zhi (for long-thin), and tiao (for objects usually classified with ba), e.g., 

hammer, gun, knife, scissors, toothbrush. These results, according to Loke and Harrison, 

support Clark‘s (1977) finding about young children‘s cognitive ability in their 

perception of shape and dimensions. Clark proposed that length is an important criterion 

in young children‘s overextensions. However, Loke and Harrison found that round 

objects are perceived by children better than 1D or 2D objects. This result also supports 

Clark‘s finding that suggests that earlier overextensions tend to occur with words 

denoting small, round objects. 
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Loke (1991) is a reinterpretation of the data in Loke and Harrison (1986), 

analyzing it from the children‘s point of view. Loke notes that the general classifier ge, 

which was used in the children‘s responses 68.30% of the time and for 124 out the 129 

objects, was a well-established classifier in the children‘s vocabulary because it is both a 

general and a shape classifier in Mandarin, used to denote all sizes and shapes of objects. 

Among the shape classifiers, the better established ones are zhi, tiao, li, and zhang 

compared to pian and kuai. Because the results indicate that the children had knowledge 

of the classifier for long objects first and of that for flat objects last, Loke (1991) suggests 

that length (one-dimensionality) is the most salient shape concept for children and 

flatness (two-dimensionality) is the least salient and most difficult shape feature for 

children. Loke points out that this finding is in full agreement with Clark‘s (1977) 

proposal that roundness in children‘s overextensions is the most prevalent shape criterion, 

followed by length and then size, whereas flatness is almost never used. As in Loke and 

Harrison (1986), Loke (1991) emphasizes the importance of children‘s awareness of the 

objects‘ shapes and their understanding of the shape classifiers‘ meanings. Loke argues 

that children have a ―semantic internalization‖ that is ―made possible by their already 

established conceptualization of shape/dimension‖ (p. 109). This means that they are able 

to work out the shape classifiers‘ meaning from the adults‘ input and map them to the 

shape concepts in question. 

Ng (1991) is a cross-sectional study conducted with 157 Hokkien-speaking 

subjects. Hokkien is a variety of Mandarin Chinese not mutually intelligible with 

standard Mandarin. The participants were clustered into eight age groups (5-, 6-, 7-, 8-,  
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9-, 10-, and 12-year-olds, and adults) with 20 in each age group. The findings show that 

the general classifier é was used extensively and that children spend a long period of time 

producing just this general classifier until they acquire the conventional and appropriate 

use of classifiers. The study further found that children generally acquire shape classifiers 

before arrangement and quanta classifiers, and that some patterns of overextensions 

cannot be explained in terms of shape. 

Tse et al. (1991) conducted a cross-sectional and, secondarily, a longitudinal 

study investigating all aspects of Mandarin child language development, including 

phonology, morphology, syntax, pragmatics, and discourse. Data were collected over two 

and a half years from 21 subjects divided into five age groups aged 1 to 5. Longitudinal 

data for each of these 21 subjects varied in frequency of recording (ranging from one to 

19 tapes transcribed) and recording intervals. For example, one subject was recorded 

initially quite regularly at months 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 22, 25, 26, whereas another 

subject was recorded only at months 36 and 39. The results show that the first classifiers 

appear at 19 months, and the numeral construction Num-CL-N appears at 20 months. Out 

of 382 utterances, classifiers occurred only 14 times. All but two of these were the 

general classifier (often in cases when the child was not sure which classifier to use), and 

the majority occurred with the head noun omitted. The first occurrence of specific 

classifiers is at 22 months. The children also use the general and specific classifiers 

interchangeably, and this pattern continues even in the older children who already know a 

large variety of classifiers. 

Hu (1993) is an experimental study with 24 3- to 6-year-old Mandarin-speaking 

children living in the U.S. (Boston). They were divided into four different age groups. 
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The study investigates both production and comprehension of classifiers.
36

 Twelve 

classifiers were tested with two stimuli for each classifier: the general classifier ge and 11 

specific classifiers—four shape and eight other animacy, arrangement, or function 

classifiers. The production studies were conducted using as visual stimuli line drawings 

of familiar and less familiar objects. The purpose of the production test with familiar 

objects and with less familiar objects was to find out which of the classifiers the children 

could produce and whether children are able to separate the classifier from the head noun 

by way of inserting an adjective in the Num + CL + N construction, and whether the less 

familiar noun has an effect on the type of classifier phrase the children use. 

The results from the numerical phrase constructions show that the two youngest 

groups, the 3- and 4-year-old children, made very few syntactic errors such as omitting 

the obligatory classifier from the numeral classifier phrase. Hu observed a pattern of 

classifier omission errors and productions of a wrong number when the elicited numeral 

construction required a numeral bigger than ‗two‘, but the omission error was very rare 

with the numeral ‗one‘. The 3-, 4-, and 5-year-old children produced more Num + CL 

and fewer Num + CL + N phrases than the 6-year-olds. In the production test with less 

familiar objects, the Num + CL constructions were the most frequent, but it seems that 

this was due to the subjects not knowing the noun for the object, not because of inability 

to produce the Num + CL + N construction; in the production test with familiar objects, 

the Num + CL + N constructions were the most frequent, and the Num + CL + A + N 

constructions were the second most frequent among all age groups. This is important 

evidence that young children are able to separate the classifier from the head noun and do 

not acquire the Num + CL + N phrase as an inseparable unit.  

                                                 
36

 Only the production tests are reviewed here. 
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Regarding the semantic aspect of classifiers, the results show that the rate of 

general classifier use (72.9%) was significantly higher than that of specific classifier use 

(23.9%) and classifier omission (3.2%). Even the 6-year-olds used the general classifier 

more frequently than specific ones. The time of emergence of specific classifiers was at 

about age 3, and they developed slowly. Children used only one or two at age 3, three at 

age 5, and five at age 6. The animacy (animate-inhuman) classifier ZHI was the most 

frequently used specific classifier in all age groups and also had the highest number of 

children using it. The next most frequent ones are shuang (paired items), pi (culturally 

valued animals), zhang (flat-thin items), jian (clothes), ba (hand tools), zhi (singles of a 

pair), and Zhi (long-rigid items).
37

 The order of acquisition of these classifiers seems to 

be influenced by input. 

The use of the general classifier was generalized widely. The 3- and 6-year-old 

children‘s rate of general classifier use was lower than that of the 4- and 5-year-olds 

because the 3-year-olds made more classifier omission errors, and both the 3- and 6-year-

olds used more specific classifiers than the 4- and 5-year-olds, but the 3-year-olds made 

more overgeneralization errors in their specific classifier use. Overgeneralization with 

specific classifiers occurred in each age group, but occurred the most in the 3-year-olds. 

The specific classifiers with the most overgeneralization errors were ZHI (animate-

inhuman, classifier for most animals), amounting to 63% of the total use of ZHI, then zhi 

(long-rigid), and then pian (flat-thin). Overextensions of ZHI went to culturally valued 

animals, human beings, movable objects, and photographs. Hu points out that children 

tend to pick out a semantic feature of a classifier, for example, animacy for the classifier 

ZHI, and apply it to classify things that they perceive as alive and movable, such as 

                                                 
37

 Both zhi and Zhi are homophones of ZHI (animate-inhuman). 
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vehicles. As for Zhi (long-rigid), the children overextended the main dimensional feature 

(length) but not the secondary feature of rigidity. For example, they used Zhi for belt, 

towel, and rope, which require tiao, the classifier for long-flexible objects. They also 

overextended Zhi to clothes and long-shaped objects that need the function classifier ba 

(for hand tools). This provides evidence that young children give more attention to shape 

than function. Correct use of specific classifiers as well as the number of different 

classifiers increased as the children‘s age increased. 

 

2.3.3 Thai 

Gandour et al. (1984) is an experimental elicitation study with 60 5- to 10-year-

old Thai children and adults, divided into six age groups with 10 people in each. The test 

items are 72 classifiers from six categories (material, shape, consistency, size, 

arrangement, and quanta), and a set of 80 nouns. The results show substantial usage of 

the general classifier /an/ and repeaters as substitutes for specific classifiers, with a rate 

for overuse of the general classifier of between 77.6% among the 5-year-olds and 24.2% 

by the 10-year-olds. According to Gandour et al., compared to specific classifiers, 

repeaters and general classifiers are semantically lighter and easier for Thai children to 

learn; shape classifiers are semantically heavier than arrangement and quanta classifiers, 

and therefore the rate of acquisition for them is slow. The 5-year-olds averaged no more 

than 15% correct; even the 10-year-olds only reached 89% correct, indicating that even 

the oldest group of children did not display adult-like performance. Correct usage of 

animate classifiers was significantly higher than that of either arrangement or quanta 

classifiers. The 8-year-olds performed correctly 97% of the time on animates and 77% of 
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the time on other kinds. Children normally acquire animate classifiers first, and then 

shape classifiers, before acquiring arrangement and quanta classifiers, but in Thai, the 

order is animacy > arrangement and quanta > shape. Gandour et al. suggest that 

―classifiers which do not classify entities according to their inherent perceptual 

characteristics are easier to learn than those which do,‖ and that ―the more comprehensive 

classifiers are easier to learn‖ (p. 465). Types of errors found by this study are with (1) 

repeaters, i.e., ―complete repetition of the noun‖; (2) group (collective) classifiers, i.e., 

substitution of individual classifiers for group classifiers; (3) classifiers for vehicles, e.g., 

applying the classifier used for land-driven to water- and air-driven vehicles; and (4) 

classifiers involving shape, size, and consistency. 

Tuaycharoen (1984) examined spontaneous use of classifiers by sampling the 

naturalistic speech of two siblings. The older child, a boy, was tape-recorded from age 3 

to 24 months, and diary observations were made of the same child from age 2;6 to 4 

years, and of his younger sister from age 3 to 5 years. Based on these observations, 

Tuaycharoen proposed several developmental strategies, most importantly, the ―blank 

attempt‖ strategy that both children used at age 2. This strategy is an early realization of 

the classifier in the form of a hesitation involving prolongation of pitch and vowel 

whenever a numeral was prompted. After the hesitation is a piece of an utterance or a 

pause, as illustrated in these two examples, which show only the English gloss, with the 

original utterance in Thai left out: Adult: ‗How many fish (did Baby see) in Uncle 

Wichai‘s pond?‘, Pui (child): ‗two (silence) ---Wichai.‘; ‗How many birds did Baby see 

this morning?‘, Pui (child): ‗two :::::‘ (hesitation, then silence). Tuaycharoen concludes 

that children are able to perceive the existence of the classifier in adult speech, but are 
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unable to produce it. Later strategies observed in this study included noun identification 

when the child uses the noun form in place of its classifier, overextension, trial and error, 

and a shift from one strategy to another when dealing with unfamiliar items. 

Carpenter (1987) is an experimental study with children between the ages 2;3 

and 11;3, divided into six age groups.
38

 In the elicited production task, a puppet was used 

in a scenario that called for an enumeration of real objects and novel objects. Test items 

were 108 nouns from many categories. The focus is on how Thai children acquire the 

semantic system of Thai classifiers. Several important findings were attained.  

With regard to the syntax of classifier phrases, none of the child subjects made 

word-order errors. The younger children performed better in assigning the correct 

classifier in non-numeral than in numeral classifier phrases. Carpenter‘s study shows that 

2-year-olds could produce the semantically appropriate specific classifier first in 

combination with a demonstrative or an adjective, but failed to respond or responded with 

a single, inappropriate classifier in combination with a numeral. The combination of 

classifiers with demonstratives is easier because children‘s understanding of deixis 

precedes that of counting. They are able to use the correct classifier with a demonstrative 

at the same time that they use an incorrect one with a numeral. Carpenter suggests that 

the mastery of the Dem-CL pairing helps children learn classifiers faster. She also 

observes that children recognize the relationship of a classifier with a number before they 

recognize its relationship with a head noun. In Carpenter‘s study, only at age 4 did a 

mixed use of the general classifier in the modifying context and the semantically specific 

classifier in the numeral context suddenly emerge. 

                                                 
38

 It is not mentioned in Carpenter‘s (1987) dissertation how many subjects altogether participated in the 

study.  
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With regard to the semantics of classifiers, the study found that the youngest age 

group responded with correct classifiers 19% of the time and the oldest age group 93% of 

the time. Carpenter examined the acquisition pattern of four different domains and a 

sample classifier for each of them: animacy (/tua/), function (/khan/), round shape 

(/lu:k
hl

/), and long shape (/lem
hl

/). She characterizes the animal classifier /tua/ as a 

multiply disjunctive category, organized around a prototypical four-legged animal. It 

includes nouns referring not only to animals, but also to ghosts, tables, chairs, some 

furniture, some clothing items, guitars, and cigarettes, among others. Carpenter found that 

when children extend this class to other possible members, the presence of limbs is more 

important than other notions related to animacy. For example, a dinosaur rather than a 

snake, or a shirt rather than a skirt, was more likely to be classified with /tua/ because 

both dinosaur and shirt possess limbs. This is evidence that children pick out one 

semantic feature of the noun referent, in this case the presence of limbs, to use for 

overextension. The function classifier /khan/ is another disjunctive category, 

encompassing both vehicles and human-made functional objects with handles (e.g., 

umbrella, spoon). According to Carpenter, for children, /khan/ is a category based on 

function, organized around the concept of surface transportation. At age 5 they use /khan/ 

for ‗boat‘ and ‗bathtub‘, which are overgeneralizations based on function. The round-

shape classifier /lu:k
h
l/ is a mixed category based on a combination of shape, taxonomy, 

and size, including fruits but not used to classify very small roundish objects such as 

‗seeds‘ and ‗gems‘. Carpenter assessed that for children, shape is more important than 

function or taxonomy. This is evidenced in her finding that the prototype for /lu:k
h
l/ is a 

round fruit like a pomegranate, and as her results show, the children assigned /lu:k
h
l/ to 
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‗egg‘ and ‗coffee bean‘ rather than ‗light bulb‘, ‗soap‘, or ‗an uninflated balloon‘. The 

long-shape classifier /lem
hl

/ is another disjunctive classifier for both books and long, rigid 

tools. This classifier is hard for Thai children because there are at least five different 

classifiers in Thai that are used for long, thin objects: /da:m
hl

/, /thang
hl

/, /lem
hl

/, /sen
hl

/, 

and /sa:y
hl

/. Children use /lem
hl

/ to refer to books only; they do not yet know its other use 

to refer to long, rigid, sharp tools. These results are relevant to the present study, as 

Vietnamese also has a number of classifiers that are multiply disjunctive. One major 

purpose of Carpenter‘s experiments was to find out how Thai children fare with 

classifiers for nouns representing various different branches of a disjunctive category. 

The results show that both the 4- and 5-year-olds and the 6- and 9-year-olds could 

classify only one branch belonging to the disjunctive category correctly. For example, for 

the /lem
hl

/ category (for bound, printed material and long objects), the children acquired 

‗book‘ before ‗knife‘, that is, they acquired only the branch for bound, printed material 

first, before they acquired the branch for long, pointed objects. For the /khan/ category 

(for vehicles and objects with handles), they acquired ‗bus‘, in the branch for vehicles, 

before ‗umbrella‘, in the branch for objects with handles. 

Carpenter was able to identify the following strategies that Thai children use in 

acquiring classifiers: (1) Blank attempt (about age 2;0), in which the child produces no 

classifier but hesitates after numerals; this pause marks the classifier position 

(Tuaycharoen, 1984); (2) Overgeneralizations of two kinds: (a) general classifier use (all 

ages; increases at age 4, declines with age) is the overuse of the general classifier /an/ as a 

―placeholder‖ classifier and (b) the across-the-board strategy (about age 2;8–3;6; drops at 

age 5), which is used when children choose one classifier (not necessarily the general 
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classifier) and apply it to almost all the tested items, regardless of the head noun, e.g., 

using /tua/ (the animal classifier) for balloons; (3) Overspecialization (about age 2;0–3;0 

in Tuaycharoen‘s study; but 4;5–6;5 in Carpenter‘s study, peaking at age 5) is the use of 

the head noun as its own classifier (repeater), e.g., ‗two heads of head‘ (correct), ‗two 

teachers of teacher‘ (error); (4) Overextensions, which are referent-based responses 

(about age 3;0–5;0 in Tuaycharoen‘s study; all ages through age 11;3 in Carpenter‘s 

study, increasing steadily with age) that semantically overextend the use of specific (non-

general) classifiers to nouns not conventionally classified with them, e.g., ‗two glasses of 

ashtray‘, when ‗ashtray‘ would more correctly take the general CL /an/). Older children 

overgeneralize in the opposite direction; they assume that all nouns have a conventional, 

specific, non-/an/ classifier; and (5) Non-classifier responses (about ages 3–6, peaking at 

age 4) are the use of a noun that is never used in the classifier position. 

 

2.3.4 Japanese 

Sanches (1977) uses a verbal and written elicitation test with a total of 212 

subjects—children aged 2–9 (verbal) and 9–12 (written), and adults aged 18–73 (written). 

It was found that Japanese children acquired syntactic knowledge of the classifier at 2;0. 

By age 5 or 6, they have mastered a ―basic‖ set of six numeral classifier forms: -hon 

(one-dimensional objects), -mai (two-dimensional objects), -ko (three-dimensional 

objects), -nin (humans), -hiki (animals), -dai (machinery). Japanese children at age 5 

know an average of six basic classifiers, at age 7 they know nine classifiers, at age 8 they 

know 12 classifiers, at age 12 they know 22 classifiers, adults at ages under 30 know 28 

classifiers, and those over 30 know 36 classifiers.  
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Matsumoto (1985b) conducted two experiments with 36 children in Experiment 

A and 34 children in Experiment B, all aged 5;0 to 7;11. Each test stimulus contained two 

pictures of objects geared toward eliciting the function classifiers -dai, (for vehicles and 

large mechanical objects, non-vehicle machines, or appliances), -ki (for airplanes), -soo 

(for boats) in Experiment A, and the shape classifier -hon (for long or saliently one-

dimensional objects) in Experiment B. The results of Experiment A show that only a few 

7-year-olds could use -dai correctly; few used -ki or -soo. Most children overextended -

dai to airplanes and boats, which are not classified with -dai. According to Matsumoto 

(1985b), this overextension, which Matsumoto refers to as ―mismatching of -dai‖ (p. 82), 

persists for a long time. The results of Experiment B show that many children knew that -

hon is used for long or saliently 1D objects because they assigned -hon correctly to even 

novel or less familiar long objects, but they still had difficulties with assigning -hon to 

non-typical objects such as ‗teeth‘, ‗tulips‘, and ‗pants‘, which all require -hon as the 

classifier. Some children overextended their use based on shape by using -mai, the 

classifier for flat or saliently 2D objects, for ‗pants‘ and ‗cassette tapes‘, which 

Matsumoto (1985b) calls ―innovative use of -mai‖ (p. 84). 

Matsumoto (1987) is an experimental study with 186 children aged 5 to 7. The 

test items were photographs or pictures of both familiar and unfamiliar objects, testing 12 

classifiers from three categories (animal, shape-specific, functional). The findings show 

that the subjects had the same correct responses for both familiar and unfamiliar items, 

which, according to Matsumoto, has the implication that children have an abstract 

knowledge of the semantic categories of their referents.  
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 The findings regarding acquisition order are the following: The general classifiers 

-tsu and -ko for inanimate objects in general are acquired earliest. Among the animal 

classifiers, -hiki (general for animals) is acquired first before -wa (for birds) and -too (for 

large animals). Among the shape classifiers, -ko (for 3D objects) appears first before -mai 

(for 2D objects) and -hon (for 1D objects). -tsubu (for tiny objects like grains of rice) 

appears much later. Among the function classifiers, -dai (for machine-like objects) 

appears first as a generic classifier for vehicles, then -ki (for airplanes) and -soo (for 

boats) are acquired. -ken (for houses) and -satsu (for bound objects like books) are 

acquired late. According to Matsumoto, classifier development in Japanese is late: Until 

age 4, the children can produce only four classifiers. Between ages 4 and 7, the children 

can use general classifiers in this order: -tsu and -ri/-nin > -hiki (not consistent) > -ko. 

They use these as general default classifiers, but cannot use -wa, -too, -hon, -mai, -dai, -

soo, -ki. At age 7, the general classifiers -tsu and -ko are still overused. Similarly, by age 

5, the children in Yamamoto‘s (2000) comprehension study could use -tsu, -ri, and -hiki, 

but -hiki was used less consistently. 

The findings regarding overextensions show that Japanese-speaking children 

overextend -ko as the general classifier for inanimate entities, to replace -tsu, which is 

also a general classifier for inanimate entities but covers a different domain. This results 

in a ―lack of contrastive use of -ko and -tsu‖ in the early stage (p. 249). The full and 

correct knowledge of -ko comes only after age 7, later than full knowledge of -mai and -

hon. As Matsumoto explains, this is due to the semantic similarity of -tsu and -ko. They 

both ―have a large referential domain‖ (p. 249), and as Matsumoto notes, according to 

Johnston and Slobin (1979), ―lexical diversity delays the acquisition of those lexical 
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items‖ (p. 249). Further, Matsumoto suggests that Japanese children favor -ko over -tsu 

probably because of the higher frequency in input for -ko and its being used with Sino-

Japanese numerals, whereas -tsu is used with native numerals; children seem to prefer the 

former set of numerals over the latter. As for overextensions of -dai, Japanese children 

use it for all vehicles in place of -ki and -soo, but never use -dai for non-vehicles such as 

‗TV set‘ or ‗typewriter‘. Just as in the case of -ko, Matsumoto explains that the full 

acquisition of -dai occurs later because children mismap -dai onto the category ‗vehicle‘, 

and this may be caused by (1) input, i.e., -dai is used more frequently for vehicles than 

non-vehicle machines, and (2) the saliency or tightness of the category ‗vehicle‘, i.e., 

children have knowledge about vehicles at an early age (Rescorla, 1981) and movement 

is very salient for children (Clark, 1974). 

Uchida & Imai (1996) is an experimental study testing both comprehension and 

production with 150 Japanese-speaking children from Tokyo and 235 Mandarin-speaking 

children from the Beijing area, all aged 4;0 to 6;11. The classifiers tested were the 

Japanese animate classifiers -ri/nin (human), -tou (large animals), -wa (birds), and -hiki 

(unmarked, animal), and the Chinese ge (humans and human-like animals, e.g., 

monkeys), tiao (thin, long, and curvy objects such as rivers and long, thin animals such as 

snakes), and zhi (small animals). For each classifier, four different types of test objects, 

with two examples for each type, were shown to the children: For example, for the 

classifier -hiki, ‗cat‘ was shown as the typical (prototypical) correct member, ‗snake‘ as 

the atypical (nonprototypical) member, ‗stuffed dog‘ as a perceptually similar 

nonmember, and ‗cup‘ as an obvious nonmember. The researchers used an error-

detection paradigm that can assess both comprehension/recognition and production 
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ability. For testing comprehension, the children were asked to tell if a puppet used the 

correct classifier and for testing production, if their response was that the puppet used an 

incorrect classifier, they needed to give the correct classifier and to justify their response. 

The results show robust mastery of the grammatical function of classifiers by both 

the Japanese and Chinese 4-year-olds as proven by the children‘s correcting the puppet; 

they consistently added a classifier when the puppet dropped it in counting. On the other 

hand, the 3-year-olds could not do this, and therefore were excluded from the experiment. 

Uchida and Imai claim that prior to age 4 it is not clear ―to what extent children are aware 

of the grammatical role of classifiers‖ (p. 60). As for children‘s knowledge of the 

classifiers tested, in the case of Japanese, children had the highest performance with -nin 

(humans) and the second highest with -hiki (unmarked animals), followed by -tou (large 

animals), and then by -wa (birds). Only after late age 5 could the children distinguish -tou 

from -hiki. In the case of Chinese, ge (humans and human-like animals) had the highest 

performance and tiao (thin-long-curvy objects) the lowest. According to the authors‘ 

assessment, improvement in knowledge of classifiers seems to take place during the age 

period of 4–5 years. The children scored higher in the tests with typical members than in 

those with atypical members for all of the tested classifiers, and had the lowest scores 

with perceptually similar nonmembers. This result indicates that typicality has a great 

influence on the ease of acquisition. Performance by the Japanese children in all age 

groups, compared to the Chinese, was significantly higher. Uchida and Imai report that 

Chinese 6-year-old children performed on a level equivalent to that of Japanese 4-year-

old children. This finding leads them to suggest that Mandarin-speaking children acquire 

classifiers more slowly because Mandarin has more complex classifier categories than 
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Japanese, and that ―the complexity of semantic organization of a particular classifier 

system affects the ease of acquisition‖ (p. 57). One other important finding from this 

study is that classifiers with a high frequency of input are acquired first. 

 

2.3.5 Korean 

Lee & Lee (2005) is an experimental study with 105 children aged 2–7 using an 

elicited classifier production test. The stimulus material consisted of 32 picture cards 

testing 16 different classifiers of two major semantic features, animacy and inanimacy 

(neutral, shape, and function). The findings show that even in the responses of the 7-year-

olds, the rate of correct use of the targeted classifiers was under 50% unless the 

experimenter encouraged them to respond with another classifier. The Korean children‘s 

acquisition order did not typically proceed from animate to shape, shape to function, as 

has been observed by other classifier acquisition studies.  

 

2.3.6 Malay 

Salehuddin & Winskel (2009) is an experimental study with 140 subjects aged 

6–9 and adults as controls that tested eight Malay shape-based classifiers using an elicited 

production and enumeration task with pictures as stimuli. Surprisingly, this study found 

that even the 6-year-olds still had classifier omission: ―The youngest children tended not 

to use a numeral classifier in their responses, whereas the older children either used the 

correct numeral classifier or substituted another ‗alternative‘ classifier for the correct 

classifier. The older children also still had a tendency to not use a numeral classifier in 

their responses although this declined with age. The adults in contrast gave either the 
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correct classifier response or used an alternative classifier‖ (p. 23). The difference of 

Malay from other classifier languages is that it does not have a general classifier that can 

be used to replace other specific classifiers. It was found in this study that the Malay 

children used two shape classifiers (buah [3D: big] and biji [3D: small]) as substitutes for 

other classifiers including other 3D classifiers, referred to as ―within-the-same dimension 

substitution.‖ Otherwise, the rate of correct use and number of uses of shape classifiers 

was low, at only 5.25% and three classifiers in the responses of the 6-year-olds, 18.20% 

and seven classifiers in the 7-year-olds, 41.53% and all eight classifiers in the 8-year-

olds, and 51.25% and all eight classifiers in the 9-year-olds, which is still low compared 

to the responses by the adults, at 87.63%. The order of shape classifier acquisition by the 

children did not adhere to a logical order based on semantic complexity, e.g., shape 

classifiers with fewer semantic features such as 1D are acquired before those with more 

features such as 3D. The order was rather random: ―helai [2D: -rigid] > batang [1D: 

+rigid] > buah [3D: big], biji [3D: small] > utas [1D: -rigid], keping [2D: +rigid] > ketul 

[3D: medium] > butir [3D: fine]‖ (p. 23). 

 The authors argue that input plays a role in classifier acquisition based on the 

evidence that the two most frequently used classifiers, buah [3D: big] and biji [3D: 

small], as substitutes for other classifiers found in their production and enumeration tasks 

reflect the high rate of frequency of these same two classifiers found in the Malay 

150,000-word children‘s corpus. The authors conclude that classifier acquisition in Malay 

is complex and prolonged, continuing into the school years, and the order of production is 

affected by semantic complexity, input, and formal teaching of classifiers. 
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2.4 Highlights of the findings 

I have reviewed the important findings of previous classifier acquisition studies 

relevant to the present study. Many of these findings provide the basis of comparison for 

the results obtained in this study. In this section, I give a summary of the findings cross-

linguistically and highlight the findings that these studies have in common or that differ 

or are contradictory between studies.  

 

2.4.1 Syntactic development of classifier phrases 

Young children acquiring a numeral classifier language have an early knowledge 

of the position of the classifier in the noun phrase. Some of the previous studies on child 

classifier acquisition that investigate the syntactic development of numeral classifier 

phrases along with focusing on the semantics of classifiers report such an early 

development of the syntactic knowledge of numeral classifier phrases. Sanches (1977), a 

cross-sectional study on Japanese classifier acquisition with subjects‘ ages starting at 2;0, 

reports that children acquire this knowledge at 2;0. The studies with the youngest subjects 

are the longitudinal ones, those from Erbaugh (1982), Szeto (1996, 1998) and Wong 

(1998) with children aged 1;05 to 3;10. Wong (1998) reports that by age 2;0, children can 

produce seven out of nine grammatical syntactic positions of classifier phrases. All these 

findings indicate that from very early on, children are sensitive to the word order 

requirements for classifier constructions. The very first strategy is the ―blank attempt,‖ 

reported by Tuaycharoen (1984) (cited in Gandour et al., 1984) in which Thai children do 

not yet produce a classifier but hesitate after the numeral, producing a pause to mark the 

classifier slot. Errors pertaining to the syntax of classifier phrases are few. Both Wong 
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(1998) and Tse et al. (2007) report minimal instances of double classifiers. Erbaugh 

(1986, 2002), Hu (1993), and Tse et al. (2007) report that there were very few classifier 

omission errors and that children confidently knew to use the general classifier as a 

syntactic placeholder. The only exception is Malay. Salehuddin and Winskel (2009) 

found in their experimental elicitation that 6-year-old subjects still omitted the classifier. 

Findings regarding the syntactic development of classifier constructions and what 

types of classifier phrases children first produce are important. Hu (1993) found in 

Mandarin and Wong (1998) found in Cantonese that children start out producing 

classifier phrases without the head noun before they proceed to full classifier phrases. 

Children tend to use the classifier first with a demonstrative, as was found by both Wong 

(1998) and Carpenter (1987), who also observed that Thai children produce a correct 

classifier with a demonstrative rather than with a numeral. Both Carpenter‘s (1987) and 

Wong‘s (1998) results reveal better and more correct classifier assignments in non-

numeral rather than numeral phrases. Regarding the order of development of classifier 

phrases, both Wong (1998) and Carpenter (1987) found similar patterns: The classifier 

with the demonstrative comes first, then the classifier with the numeral, and then the 

classifier with the noun. The longitudinal study by Erbaugh (1982, 1986) on Mandarin 

shows somewhat different results: Children first produce the general classifier together 

with the demonstrative ‗this‘ and the number ‗one‘, but they produce specific classifiers 

later, first with the numbers ‗two‘ and above, and then with a demonstrative. Erbaugh 

further found in her child data that classifiers occur with a noun rather than without. The 

results in Wong‘s (1998) study on Cantonese, by contrast, indicate that the grammatical 

omission of the head noun precedes the mastery of a full classifier phrase. 
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2.4.2 Overuse of the general classifier and limited use of specific classifiers 

All previous acquisition studies report an extensive use of the general classifiers 

in the early stage of language acquisition. This overwhelming preference for the general 

classifier is one of the strategies that the children employ in the process of acquiring the 

semantic specialization of classifiers. As young as age 2, children know to fill the 

classifier slot with the most general (and most frequent) classifier, which they use as a 

default and a grammatical placeholder for the classifier and as a substitute for classifiers 

that they do not yet know. This is the classifier that is acquired earliest and 

overgeneralized the most. Its overuse for many noun referents continues even up to age 6 

to 7, as reported in the studies of Carpenter (1987), Fang (1985), Hu (1993), Loke (1991), 

and Ying et al. (1983). As reviewed above, Tse et al. (2007) emphasize that their 4- and 

5-year-old subjects still used the general classifier the most frequently even if they were 

able to use the more specific classifiers. 

All previous studies have shown that the syntactic structure of the numeral 

classifier is acquired before its semantic structure and that the acquisition of the general 

classifier precedes that of specific classifiers. The first step is the acquisition of a set of 

five to six basic core classifiers (Sanches, 1977; Szeto 1996; Wong, 1998). In Cantonese, 

very young children seem to know this set of core classifiers early on, as Wong (1998) 

found that between the ages 1;9 and 2;10 children already use these five to six core 

classifiers. In Mandarin, however, at age 3;0, children produce very few classifiers of 

different semantic domains (Fang, 1985; Hu, 1993). Fang (1985) reports 4-year-olds 

using only four classifiers, 5-year-olds about six, and 6-year-olds about eight from the 12 

classifiers tested. Specific classifiers in Mandarin seem to be acquired late, slowly, and 
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not completely until age 6 or even later (Fang, 1985; Hu, 1993; Ying et al., 1983). In 

Japanese, much like in Mandarin, by age 5 children produce only six classifiers and by 

age 7, only nine (Sanches, 1977). In Malay, correct use of shape-based classifiers is still 

very low in the 6-year-olds (Salehuddin & Winskel, 2009). In most experimental studies, 

it is found that the subjects‘ performance in classifier usage improves and increases with 

age (e.g., Loke & Harrison, 1986; Mak, 1991; Poon, 1980). Interestingly, when children 

use specific classifiers, they mostly use them correctly. Overgeneralization errors are 

made most often with general classifiers, and not with specific ones. The longitudinal 

studies, Erbaugh (1982), Szeto (1996, 1998), and Wong (1998), report a not high number 

of overgeneralization errors with specific classifiers in Mandarin and Cantonese. 

Gandour et al. (1984) report a very small amount of overextension (only 15%) in their 

study of Thai.  

 

2.4.3 Animacy, shape, and function classifiers 

Among the specific classifiers, there are conceptual preferences. The animal 

classifier is reported by most studies as the one most often used appropriately and 

acquired earliest. Sanches (1977) and Uchida and Imai (1996) found in Japanese and 

Gandour et al. (1984) found in Thai that animate classifiers are acquired earlier and used 

correctly more than those in other categories. Both Erbaugh (1982) and Hu (1993) also 

reported that zhi, the animacy classifier in Mandarin, was among the four most frequently 

used specific classifiers. Both Erbaugh (2002) and Tse et al. (2007) found that in 

Cantonese, besides the general classifier, the animal classifier zek3 has the highest 

frequency of occurrence and highest rate of overuse among the specific classifiers. The 
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animal classifier zek3 was one of the six first emerging classifiers and was the one most 

often used appropriately in Wong‘s (1998) study. Such results are consistent with Clark‘s 

(1977) proposal that animacy is one of the first and most frequent distinctions in 

children‘s early noun overextensions. However, regarding overextensions of the animal 

classifier, Wong (1998) reported no such errors, but in Hu‘s (1993) experimental study, 

the animal classifier in Mandarin was the one with the most overgeneralization errors. 

Other early acquired classifiers are shape and then function classifiers. Carpenter 

(1987) suggests that shape and function are the two most important criteria for innovative 

class extensions and erroneous generalization of classifier categories. Papers that 

emphasize the important role of shape are Erbaugh‘s (1982, 1984, 1986), Loke and 

Harrison‘s (1986), and Loke‘s (1991), which stress that Mandarin-speaking children 

acquire and overextend classifiers denoting shapes before those denoting animacy and 

function. Different studies have reported different acquisition orders of shape classifiers. 

The four orders, the languages, and the studies revealing these orders are listed here:  

 

1. 1D (length) > 2D (flatness) > 3D (roundness)  

(Cantonese: Mak, 1991; Mandarin: Erbaugh, 1986; Fang, 1985) 

 

2. 1D > 3D > 2D (Cantonese: Loke & Harrison, 1986)  

 

3. 2D > 1D > 3D (Mandarin: Hu, 1993) 

 

4. 3D > 1D > 2D  

(Mandarin: Loke & Harrison, 1986), Loke (1991; Japanese: Matsumoto, 

1987). 

 

5. No predominance of either dimension  

(Cantonese: Tse et al., 2007; Malay: Salehuddin & Winskel, 2009). 

 

When the acquisition order of shape classifiers differs among languages, we can 

say that the order varies due to language-specific differences. But if different orders are 
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reported within the same language, as in Chinese, then the findings are contradictory. 

These discrepant findings may be due to the difference in the methodologies of the 

studies or in the criteria for shape classifiers, as Yamamoto (2005) suggests, due to a 

combination of dimensionality and rigidity or size inherent in the complexity of the 

classifiers‘ semantic features. 

 There exists a contradiction in the acquisition order between shape and function-

based classifiers. Loke and Harrison‘s (1986) results for Mandarin reveal that shape-

based classifiers are acquired before function-based ones. A study on Hokkien classifier 

acquisition (Ng, 1991) concludes that children generally acquire shape classifiers before 

arrangement and quanta classifiers. Hu (1993) claims that children give more attention to 

shape than function in their overextensions. This developmental pattern is indeed in line 

with the theory of noun acquisition, which holds that when young children define noun 

meanings, shape is more important than function (Bowerman, 1975; Clark, 1973). Mak‘s 

(1991) study on Cantonese classifier acquisition, however, concludes that children‘s 

performance is generally better with function than shape classifiers and that children find 

it easier to acquire function classifiers. Tse et al. (2007) found that the Cantonese-

speaking child subjects in their experimental elicitation produced an even proportion of 

shape and function classifiers. Lee and Lee (2005) found in their study on Korean 

classifier acquisition that their results do not support the animate > shape > function 

order. Thus, the findings on whether shape is more salient than function or vice versa 

seem to be inconclusive. Thai is an exception. Acquiring shape classifiers is a challenge 

to Thai children. Contrary to the general trend, in Thai, shape-based classifiers are 

acquired later than classifiers referring to animacy, arrangement, and quanta (Gandour et 
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al., 1984). This is possibly due to the fact that Thai has many semantically complex shape 

classifiers that have a large number of contrasts encoded in them. It has six classifiers for 

one-dimensional, four for two-dimensional, and four for three-dimensional objects. In 

contrast, the Japanese one-dimensional classifier hon and two-dimensional classifier mai 

are acquired early, according to Matsumoto (1985), because they are semantically less 

complex. The Thai case is clearly a language-specific difference. 

 Within the function category, however, studies agree on the order of function-

based classifier assignments. Transportation seems to be the most salient. Both in 

Cantonese (Wong, 1998) and Mandarin (Loke & Harrison, 1986; Mak, 1991) the vehicle 

classifier is the first one acquired, and if further function classifiers had been acquired, 

they proceed from the one for houses and buildings to the one for hand tools and objects 

with handles. Within the shape-based classifier assignments, features most frequently 

generalized are vertical extension and small size (Erbaugh, 1986). 

 

2.4.4 Disjunctive categories 

Most experimental studies have investigated primarily non-disjunctive shape and 

function classifiers. Carpenter (1987) is the only study that has paid more attention to the 

significance of disjunctive classifiers, as these are typical in the classifier system of Thai. 

Wong (1998) did not investigate disjunctive classifiers in Cantonese, but brought up in 

her discussion that one-to-many mapping (i.e., disjunctive categories) tends to facilitate 

classifier acquisition. Carpenter observed that Thai children typically acquire one branch 

of a disjunctive category first. Matsumoto (1985) found that Japanese children use a 
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classifier with typical objects before they use it with atypical ones, and Uchida and Imai 

(1996) found that children more often scored more correctly on typical noun stimuli. 

2.4.5 Process of acquisition of specific classifiers  

There are two main proposals for the acquisition process of specific classifiers, 

one by Erbaugh (1986) and one by Fang (1985). These have already been discussed, but I 

will briefly summarize them here again.  

Erbaugh (1986) proposes that the first specific classifiers tend to be lexical and 

refer to specific items rather than being feature-based. The next classifiers are those 

representing prototypical members of the noun class. After this, generalization errors 

occur. Children begin to extend from the prototype and make overextension errors. Based 

on salient qualities of the referent, they use a semantically specific classifier with nouns 

not conventionally classified with it.  

Fang (1985) proposes that children acquire the classifiers with limited semantic 

field as rote-learned [classifier + noun] chunks and classifiers with wide semantic fields 

at first as rote-learned [classifier + noun] sequences—both as inseparable linguistic 

units—without understanding the classifier‘s lexical meaning. Then, they abstract and 

generalize the salient features of the classifier, and then apply the rule, attach meaning to 

the classifiers, and make overgeneralizations. 

Poon (1980) was the first researcher to speculate on classifier acquisition as 

proceeding in a similar fashion as Fang proposed, i.e., rote-learned in [classifier + noun] 

frames. Hu (1993), however, provided evidence that disproves Fang‘s proposal that 

classifier-noun sequences are inseparable in children‘s early classifier constructions with 

the finding in an experimental elicitation that 3-year-old children can expand a classifier-
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noun sequence by inserting an adjective into the sequence. With respect to Fang‘s limited 

vs. large semantic field concept, Wong (1998) made an interesting contrary observation. 

She argues that the classifiers that children acquire first are those that refer to more than a 

single type of noun. For example, a classifier that refers only to long and slender objects 

is acquired later, but a classifier like the animal classifier is acquired earlier because it 

refers to three different types of noun (animals, utensils, and some body parts). According 

to this suggestion, what seems to facilitate acquisition is wider distributional potential 

and a one-to-many mapping of forms rather than a one-to-one mapping. 

 

2.5 Rationale, focus, and research questions 

As can be inferred from this literature review, previous studies have offered 

findings that when compared provide evidence for cross-linguistic similarities, in some 

cases unanimous, but they also report findings that are inconclusive and contradictory 

between and within languages. This is one of the reasons that the field of child classifier 

acquisition calls for more research in other numeral classifier languages. So far, classifier 

acquisition in East Asian languages has been the most studied; the only Southeast Asian 

languages that have been studied are Thai and Malay. Three studies in Thai and only one 

in Malay have been conducted. This dissertation will investigate the acquisition of the 

numeral classifier system of a third Southeast Asian language, namely Vietnamese. 

Indeed, to date there has been only a single study of the acquisition of Vietnamese (Luu, 

1996), which provides only a preliminary general developmental profile of Vietnamese 

children between 1;0 to 6;0 in phonology and syntax, and no specific mention of or 

results on classifiers. Since Vietnamese has a rich and complex classifier system with 
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many classifier categories and because the order of classifier phrase elements slightly 

differs from what is found in the languages studied so far, an investigation of the 

developmental pattern of the Vietnamese classifier system will add cross-linguistic depth 

to the classifier acquisition literature. This study, the very first on the acquisition of the 

numeral classifier system in Vietnamese, covers the development of both the syntactic 

and semantic aspects of classifiers. 

Most previous studies on classifier acquisition have primarily examined the 

semantic aspect of classifier development using cross-sectional experimental data. The 

only two studies based on longitudinal data are Erbaugh‘s (1982) and Wong‘s (1998). 

Erbaugh‘s (1982), Hu‘s (1993), and Carpenter‘s (1987) studies examined the syntactic 

aspect of classifier phrases rather peripherally. Only Wong‘s (1998) study had a primary 

focus on the syntactic development of noun phrases, including classifier phrases.  

The present dissertation research investigates both the syntactic and semantic 

aspects of classifier development, using (1) longitudinal data from four children between 

the ages 1;9 and 3;2, and (2) cross-sectional elicited-production data from 38 children 

between the ages 2;10 and 5;7. These two types of data are complementary and should 

provide sufficient evidence for investigating both the earlier and later syntactic 

development of classifier phrases, and a general descriptive profile of the semantic 

development of Vietnamese classifiers. The focus is solely on children‘s production and 

not on their comprehension of classifiers. 

For both the syntactic and semantic development of Vietnamese classifiers, the 

study aims to provide an overall description of development, addressing the following 

specific questions. 
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Research questions: 

 

(1) Which of the possible classifier phrases do the children produce? In what order 

and at what age are they acquired? 

(2) Which combinations of the classifier phrase elements are first preferred? Why are 

some combinations preferred over others? 

(3) What types of errors do children make with classifier phrases? 

(4) To what extent does argument structure play a role in the production of classifier 

phrases? Are certain classifier constructions preferred in subject or in object 

position? 

(5)  At which stage in their development do Vietnamese children first use the general 

classifier and at which stage do the first specific classifiers emerge? What are the 

most frequent classifiers in children‘s speech? 

(6)  What types of errors are made with the choice of the classifier? Specifically, what 

generalizations or extensions are made? Do children rely on animacy, shape, or 

function in selecting a classifier? 

(7)  Which classifier categories are easier and which are harder to acquire? Is the 

many-to-one mapping or the one-to-one mapping of classifiers easier? 

(8)  Do children‘s strategies in approaching the semantics of the classifier system that 

have been identified in other classifier languages also apply in the acquisition of 

Vietnamese classifiers? What additional strategies do Vietnamese children use? 

Are the strategies language-specific? 

 

 

The next chapter describes the methodology for the present study. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

 

3.1 Research design 

The study employed two different types of data collection: longitudinal 

naturalistic data and cross-sectional experimental elicited-production data. A pilot study 

preceded the actual data collection, as described in the next section. 

 

3.1.1 Pilot study 

A pilot study was conducted two years prior to the actual data collection at 

daycares in Hu  and Saigon, Vietnam with 50 children between the ages 2;6 and 6;5. 

This preliminary study was helpful in determining whether child subjects were available 

and approachable, and which methods were feasible and promising for the research 

project. The objective was to find out how many and what types of classifiers Vietnamese 

children would produce, and at what age they could produce which ones. In one task, 

children were shown a total of 110 individual plastic toy objects and pictures in picture 

books and asked to name the objects. The purpose was to see whether children preferred 

to use bare nouns or noun phrases containing a classifier (CL-N), and for which nouns 

they tended to assign a classifier. In Vietnamese, classifiers are optional in non-numeral 

NPs. In a second task, children were shown 40 pictures of multiple objects in a picture 

book and asked to say how many of the same objects they saw. The purpose of this task 

was to try to elicit the obligatory classifier in the Num-CL-Noun construction. The items 

included fruits, vegetables, animals, various objects, cloth items, vehicles, electronic 

devices, plants, flowers, persons, clouds, and the sun.  
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3.1.2 Longitudinal data 

The longitudinal naturalistic data were collected from four children, starting at 

ages 1;9, 1;11, 2;4, and 2;5. Recordings were made twice a month over a period of six to 

nine months. Table 3.1 provides information about these children and the amount of 

recording. 

Table 3.1: The children and amount of recording in the longitudinal study 

Name Gender  Age range Duration of  

recording 

Total sessions 

recorded 

Minh boy 1;9 – 2;3    6 months 13 

Ha Mi girl 1;11 – 2;5 6 months 11 

Liem boy 2;4 – 2;10 6 months 12 

Giang girl 2;5 – 3;2 9 months 20 

 

Each recording session covered about one hour of interaction between the child 

and his/her parents or caregiver in the child‘s home. All sessions were both audio-taped 

and video-recorded. The recording scenarios were playtime, mealtime, bedtime, bath 

time, and TV time. For each session, the investigator brought along various types of toys, 

props, puppets, pictures, and picture books to encourage parents/caregivers and children 

to use various types of nouns, as the targeted syntactic constructions are classifier phrases 

involving nouns. For uncontrolled elicitation, picture books and toys were used.  

The six- to nine-month period of data collection from these four children of 

different ages is representative of a one and a half year range of development from 1;9 to 

3;2. The age 1;9 is the youngest suitable age for such a study, as it is theoretically two 

months after the vocabulary spurt and four months before the two-word stage, in which 

can be predicted the very first appearance of a classifier, whether in an adult-like form or 

a phonologically reduced form. On the other hand, the age 3;2 is the oldest appropriate 

age for such a longitudinal study based on my findings from the pilot study that children 
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between 3;0 and 3;5 are able to produce Num-CL-N phrases, indicating that they have 

acquired the syntactically adult-like full numeral classifier phrase. It is therefore crucial 

for a longitudinal investigation to study this specific one and a half year age range 

because it should cover the transitions from bare nouns to two-element and then three-

element noun phrases. It is during this time that children acquire the grammatical 

classifier with the general classifier followed by a number of different types of classifier 

phrases, as reported in previous studies.  

The longitudinal data tap a natural context for the anaphoric production of 

classifiers, thus avoiding the problems involved with experimental elicitation with such 

young children. Hence the speech they produce should better reflect their true knowledge 

of the language. 

 

3.1.3 Cross-sectional data 

I added the cross-sectional data collection for two reasons. First, the longitudinal 

subjects were too young to have acquired the classifiers of all the target semantic 

domains and all the subcategories of disjunctive classifiers. Second, a naturalistic 

longitudinal study could not be guaranteed to track all the classifiers that the children had 

acquired. This is because it is likely to be the case that some classifiers are not produced 

by a child because no context calls for their use. A conclusion that children have not 

acquired certain classifiers is unwarranted if the data were gathered when children were 

not given contexts necessitating the use of those classifiers. The experimental nature of 

the cross-sectional data guarantees these contexts. 
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These elicited-production data were collected every day for a period of six weeks 

from 38 children between the ages 2;10 and 5;7 in a daycare center in Saigon, Vietnam. 

The 38 children were divided into three groups. Details are shown in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: The children in the cross-sectional study 

Group # Group name Gender  Age range 

I Mầm ‗bud‘ (youngest) 6 girls, 5 boys 2;10 – 3;7   

II Chồi ‗shoot‘ (middle) 7 girls, 5 boys 3;8 – 4;4 

III Lá ‗leaf‘ (oldest) 8 girls, 7 boys 4;7 – 5;7 

 

The experimental design consisted of a single Elicited Production Task, which 

was conducted with each child individually. The aim of this production task was to 

investigate how obligatory classifiers were in constructions with numerals for each child 

as well as their general semantic knowledge of classifiers. The procedure was as follows: 

The child was shown pictures or sets of 1 to 10 entities and asked how many of these 

objects s/he saw. The question itself did not contain a classifier. The children‘s responses 

were audio-recorded. There were 55 different pictures and real objects, which attempted 

to elicit 15 different classifiers. The targeted syntactic structure was Num-CL-N. 

 

3.1.4 Child subjects  

Monolingual Vietnamese children are extremely difficult to find outside of 

Vietnam. In the U.S., most Vietnamese-speaking parents speak both Vietnamese and 

English to their children. For this reason, all the child subjects for the current study, a 

total of 42 participants, were children from monolingual families living in Vietnam. The 

four subjects for the longitudinal study were from four different families of the same 

economic and educational level. The other 38 subjects, for the cross-sectional study, were 

from a daycare center in Saigon, Vietnam. 
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3.2 Longitudinal study 

3.2.1 Selection of children 

I met with 11 children and chose four of them for the longitudinal study. The 

criteria for selection were based on the child‘s language development, the family‘s 

educational and economic background, regional dialect, and proximity of residence. I 

made sure that the speech of the selected children was clear and that they were not too 

slow or too fast in their language development, as their parents reported. I wanted two 

children younger than age 2 (between 1;9 and 1;11) whose level of language 

development was at the one-word stage or in transition from the one-word to the two-

word stage, and two children at around 2;6 (between 2;4 and 2;6) whose language 

development was at the two- to three-word combination stage. The families needed to be 

middle class, with at least one of the parents a graduate of a university. Their dialect 

background could be Southern, Northern, or Central, but the child‘s dialect should be 

Southern. This was merely for the sake of comparison; it may be more complicated to 

compare results from four children who speak different dialects. I also required that the 

families live near me because it is very stressful and even unsafe to commute in Saigon, a 

huge city populated by a whopping 15 million people and a never-ending traffic jam 

caused by endless streams of motor-scooters. The parents of the children I chose fully 

agreed to participate for at least six months and to allow me to visit their homes once 

every two weeks in order to do the recordings. They agreed to fill out the CDI 

questionnaires once a month, and they agreed that I could on occasion telephone them or 

go to their homes at unscheduled times should I have questions about the data or need 
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additional information about their child. I chose the children whose parents seemed the 

most cooperative.  

 Before the first recording sessions, I performed trial recordings with six children 

and chose the four most appropriate candidates, based primarily on the clarity of their 

speech, the amount they talked, and the quality of interaction that they had with their 

parents. Other factors included the child‘s being sociable, not shy, and not afraid of 

strangers. 

The four children I selected for the study were at the ages 1;9, 1;11, 2;4, and 2;5. 

The two younger children are over two months apart in age (1;9 and 1;11) and the two 

older children are one month apart (2;4 and 2;5). I wanted the age difference between the 

two sets of children (the younger set and the older set) to not be very great, so that in the 

event that one child stopped participating, I would still have complete data sets from 

three children covering the age range of 1;9 to 2;11. Additionally, because my original 

plan was to cover an age range of 1;9 to 3;2, I planned to extend my six month period of 

data collection to nine months for one of the two older children in order to reach the age 

of 3;2. Again, in case one child stopped participating I would be sure to have one 

complete set of data and would not lack data from any month out of the age range. 

 

3.2.2 Background of the four children 

3.2.2.1 Minh 

Minh was 1;09;20 at the first recording. He was an active, inquisitive, intelligent, 

and quite talkative child. He was persistent and unstoppable; when he wanted something, 

he would scream and cry until he got what he wanted. Minh has an older brother, who 
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was 5 years old during the period Minh was recorded. Minh‘s father was in his early 50s 

and a teacher at the university. He has a master‘s degree in Vietnamese literature and was 

teaching full-time college-level literature courses at various universities and colleges. 

Minh‘s mother was 40 years old and a part-time elementary school teacher. The parents‘ 

dialect is Southern. Their home was a one-bedroom apartment on the terrace level of the 

University of Saigon itself. Every time my assistant and I went to their home to do the 

recording, we got good exercise climbing up seven flights of stairs carrying our 

equipment and bags of toys. Minh loved to be carried by his father, often requesting to be 

carried around in the university building and down to the parking lot and then into the 

street.  

At the time of the first four recordings, when Minh was 1;9 and 1;10, he spent his 

day at home with his mother, with his brother joining them after school. From the time of 

the fifth recording on, when Minh turned 1;11, his parents sent him to a public nursery 

school Monday through Friday from 8 am to 4 pm. 

 

3.2.2.2 Ha Mi 

Ha Mi was 1;11;10 at the first recording. She was a cute, sweet, yet audacious and 

outgoing child. Her background is very different from that of the other children. Ha Mi is 

an adopted child. Her birth mother, due to poverty, sold her when she was two months 

old. The lady who bought her is a wealthy business woman in her sixties. However, 

because she had a very busy lifestyle, she did not have any time to spend with Ha Mi. Ha 

Mi‘s true foster parents were a couple who worked for her adoptive mother and lived in 

the same big house with a garden. The couple had been taking very good care of her since 
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she was adopted. For this reason, Ha Mi called this couple her Mom and Dad and the 

businesswoman her Grandma. The businesswoman had an 18-year old daughter. Ha Mi 

called her big sister. A 20-year old nephew with whom Ha Mi sometimes interacted also 

lived in the same house. The dialect of the foster parents and everyone else living in the 

house was Southern, although Ha Mi‘s birth mother‘s dialect was Northern. 

The foster father was 39 and the foster mother 38 years old. They were devout 

Christians who performed numerous works for the church, such as organizing and 

leading youth singing groups and producing music videos for the church. At the same 

time, they were also studying for their university degrees in theology. They loved Ha Mi 

very much, treating her like their own child and spending all their free time with her, 

playing with her, talking to her, and taking her to different places. Ha Mi had just started 

nursery school when my first recording session started. She spent her day in a private 

daycare center Monday through Friday from 8 am to 4 pm. Outside of the daycare center, 

she spent most of the time with her foster parents. Her favorite thing to do was to go to an 

amusement park where she could ride the toy ducks. She also spent time at her best 

friend‘s house, a neighbor‘s child who was three years older. She liked going outside 

more than staying in the house. For this reason, some of the recording sessions were 

made outside: at the playground, in the park, at the play center, and at a church event.  

 

3.2.2.3 Liem 

Liem was 2;04;09 at the first recording. He was a hyper, funny, friendly, and 

talkative child. He liked to play and talk at the same time. He conversed very well with 
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his mother, who was also very talkative. His favorite thing to do was to play with cars 

and play pretending games with his mother. 

Liem‘s father was 49 years old and worked as a director in a construction 

company. He has a university degree in English. Liem‘s mother was 37 years old and was 

a housewife during the time period of the study. Before Liem‘s birth, she worked as a 

salesperson in her mother‘s store. The parents both speak the Northern dialect, but Liem 

speaks the Southern dialect. Liem is their first child. The parents were planning to have a 

second child. Liem spent his day at home with his mother and family members. The 

family lived in a two-story house. An older aunt and Liem‘s cousin in his 20s also lived 

upstairs in the same house. The family had fish and a dog named Lucky as pets. Liem 

loved to play with the dog. He did not go to a daycare center because his mother had time 

to take care of him at home. His parents were planning to send him to the daycare center 

in September, the beginning of the following school year, when he would be 3;6.  

 

3.2.2.4 Giang 

Giang was 2;05;01 at the first recording. She was a talkative, curious, playful, and 

friendly child. Her favorite thing to do was singing and she knew many songs. She loved 

to play with the toys that I brought along.  

Giang‘s parents were the youngest of all the parents of children in the study. They 

both worked full time. Her father was 32 years old, had a master‘s degree in urban 

planning, and worked at the State Office of Public Transportation. Her mother was 26 

years old and worked as an accountant at the same office. Giang was their first child. The 

parents were planning to have a second child. The parents both speak the Quang Binh 
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dialect (a mixture of Northern and Central dialects), but Giang speaks the Southern 

dialect.   

Giang‘s family lived in a two-bedroom apartment in a big apartment complex 

very close to where I was staying. Luckily, there was an elevator in the building so we 

did not have to walk up the stairs with our equipment and toy bags. Giang spent her day 

at home with her aunt and her female cousin, who also lived in the same house. They 

were her primary caretakers on the weekdays. Her aunt was 22 years old and a university 

student. Her female cousin was 16 years old and did the house chores and cooking. Giang 

did not go to a daycare center because she had her aunt and cousin taking care of her 

during the day. Her parents were planning to send her to preschool in September of that 

year, when she would be 3;7.  

 

3.2.3 Material 

In addition to the toys and picture books that the children played with at their 

homes, I brought along more toys and picture books to every session. One of the bags of 

toys and some of the picture books that I brought along are identical to the objects that I 

also used at the daycare center and for the pilot study. All the toys and pictures represent 

various objects or entities that require several of the most common classifiers, and were 

essential in stimulating the children‘s curiosity and talk about those objects, which I 

hoped would lead them to produce different classifiers and classifier phrases, whether 

numeral or non-numeral. The uncontrolled elicitations, in addition to the completely 

naturalistic speech, served (1) to find out how children fare with unfamiliar toys and 

pictures, and (2) to elicit as many classifiers and classifier phrases as possible. 
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3.2.4 Equipment 

For the audio-recording, I used a Sony TCM-500EV Pressman Professional 

Portable Cassette Recorder with a three head recording/monitor system, a voice-operated 

recording system, and automatic or manual record level adjustment. The microphone was 

Superscope by Marantz, an EC-3 Cardioid Condenser Microphone, with a microphone 

stand. Although this tape recorder is heavy (almost 5 pounds) and bulky (10 x 6 x 2.5 

inches), I chose it because it gives excellent playback quality, and the voices recorded 

come out very clear and easy to listen to while transcribing. I had used this tape recorder 

and microphone for the pilot study and it went well. I tried all the other recording 

equipment and microphones available at the Linguistics Department‘s Lab of the 

University of Hawai‗i, and found that this combination gave me the best recording 

quality. For the video-recording, I used a Sony DCR-HC21E PAL Handycam, Carl Zeiss 

Vario-Tessar Optical 20x, 800x Digital Zoom, Super Steady Shot, and a stand. 

As a backup, I brought a second set of the same tape recorder and microphone on 

the data collection trip, in case one of them broke. I also brought two smaller, portable 

Sony TCM-210DV Standard Cassette Voice Recorders (1.1 pounds and 4.5 x 3 x 1.1 

inches) for other unexpected situations. I had tried out many small, portable tape 

recorders, and found that this one has superb sound quality for transcribing. 
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3.2.5 Recording sessions 

3.2.5.1 Schedule 

I kept a twice-a-week recording schedule, and it worked out well over the course 

of six to nine months. There were a few exceptions. On one occasion after the fourth 

session, Ha Mi‘s parents had to cancel one recording session because she was very sick. 

There was thus a one-month interval between her fourth and fifth sessions. One recording 

session with Liem was cancelled because the family traveled to their hometown for three 

weeks due to an unexpected family matter, causing a one-month interval between his 

third and fourth sessions. Vietnamese New Year in early February caused some schedule 

changes, as well. It is common practice for all families that are not originally from Saigon 

to travel back to their hometowns for two to four weeks for the holidays. The families of 

Liem and Giang traveled at this time, causing a three-week interval between two sessions 

for each of them. Minh‘s family also traveled for New Year, but in his case, I decided to 

record one week after the previous session to avoid a three-week interval. There were two 

other times with three-week intervals for Giang because she got sick. (See Appendix G 

for a complete list of recording details.) 

 

3.2.5.2 Length and procedure 

 The majority of the recording sessions were one hour. A few were slightly 

shorter, and a few lasted one and a half hours. (Refer to Appendix G for details.) To 

complete a recording session, I spent at least two hours and at the most three hours at the 

child‘s home. I usually started the recording right away after setting up the equipment, 

which took about 15 minutes, because in the beginning the child was usually the most fit, 
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interactive, and talkative. Fortunately, all four children were relaxed and did not show 

any signs of resistance or protest at my arrival at their houses. The two older children, 

Liem and Giang, both actually looked forward to me coming and visiting. The youngest 

child, Minh, was quite indifferent about me and my assistant arriving and leaving. Ha Mi 

always ran to the toys I brought. Still, I aimed to keep my and my assistant‘s presence as 

low-key and minimally interrupting as possible. My goal was to start recording the 

ordinary routine of interaction between parent/caretaker and child. My preference was 

that the parents/caretakers would not act at all unusually and would not force the child to 

speak.  

Most of the recordings did not have many tape off/on pauses. Most of the time, 

there were not any long periods when the child remained silent. This happened only a few 

times with Minh, the youngest child. The tape recorder was switched off whenever the 

child cried for a prolonged period of time. This also came up more frequently in Minh‘s 

data because he sometimes had a tantrum of screaming and crying. The tape recorder was 

also switched off whenever there was a prolonged interruption of irrelevant adult talk. 

This occurred a few times in Ha Mi‘s data. Of the four children‘s data, Ha Mi‘s data 

contained the fewest hours, although the duration of her recording period was six months 

just as with Minh and Liem. Out of her 12 sessions, only 5 were one hour long; the others 

were shorter than one hour, with four sessions lasting under 35 minutes. These were the 

sessions that took place outdoors.  

After the recording, I checked with the parents on unclear sections in the previous 

recording, then chatted with the parent or caretaker for at least half an hour, asking for 
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updates on the child, such as new changes in the child‘s language and cognitive 

development in the last two weeks, the child‘s health, and any other noteworthy news.  

 

3.2.5.3 Assistants and equipment 

For the recording sessions with Minh and Liem, the two male children, I always 

had an assistant with me. This assistant was Ms. Ly, who was also one of the transcribers. 

My job was to do the video-recording. The assistant‘s job was to make sure that the 

microphone was always about 30 inches away from the child‘s mouth. Whenever the 

child sat still on the floor or a chair playing and talking with the parent, the microphone 

was put on a stand. Whenever the child stood up and ran to a different location, the 

assistant had to take the microphone and tape recorder and follow the child. This 

happened quite often with Minh because he often got up and ran around the room, into 

the bedroom, onto the bed, and outside to the terrace. I often followed Minh around with 

the video camera. In the first few recording sessions of Liem, the older male child, my 

assistant and I did not have to follow him around as much with the microphone and 

camera because he was less hyperactive. In the remaining sessions, which were not 

video-recorded, he had become more hyperactive and my assistant followed him with the 

tape recorder and microphone, and I observed and took notes.  

I did not need an assistant for the recordings of Ha Mi and Giang, the two female 

children, because they sat still for longer periods of time and ran around much less. The 

microphone did not have to be removed from the stand most of the time. Whenever the 

child ran to a different location, the parent or caretaker conversing with the child 

followed her with the microphone, while I did the video-recording or took notes. Luckily, 
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the children were not bothered much by the tape recorder and the microphone. Minh and 

Ha Mi, the two younger children, were not bothered by the microphone at all. Giang and 

Liem, the two older ones, were curious about the microphone a few times. Giang started 

to sing into the microphone, and Liem often asked me to take a picture of him and his 

Mom because he thought the tape recorder was a camera.  

 

3.2.5.4 Videotaped sessions 

The advantage of videotaped recording sessions is that I was able to watch the 

video later and see what the parent and child were doing, and what object they were 

referring to when they were talking. For the sessions that were not videotaped, during the 

recording session I had to continuously write down what objects they were talking about 

and what they were doing. 

At some of the sessions, the presence of the camera did not bother the children, 

but at other sessions the camera distracted them. They either did not talk anymore, or 

persistently wanted to look into the camera, or started whining continuously so that I had 

to stop the video-recording. Liem became very distracted by the camera. He often ran to 

the camera and wanted to look at the screen. His mother asked me to stop videotaping 

him because she did not want the presence of too much recording equipment to interfere 

with the natural speech of her child. She thought that Liem became so excited by being 

videotaped that he could not converse with her in a natural manner, and the videotaped 

speech might not reflect his real speech. I agreed to her request, and found that the audio-

recordings in the remaining sessions were good, with Liem no longer being distracted by 

the camera. Sessions 8, 9, 11, 12, and 13 of Minh, sessions 5, 10, 11, and 12 of Ha Mi, 
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sessions 6 to 11 of Liem, and sessions 8, 10, 18, and 20 of Giang were not videotaped. 

(Some of these sessions were not videotaped by me because I asked the parents to do the 

recording themselves without my presence. See explanation in the next sub-section.)  

 

3.2.5.5 Sessions recorded by the parents 

For each of the four children, one to two recordings were done by the parent. 

These included bath time, bedtime, and evening routine scenarios. The parents did not 

approve of me coming to their homes in the evening to record these scenarios, but they 

agreed to do the recording for me. Most of the parents were very cooperative in this 

matter. The parents of Ha Mi, the adopted female child, were the least cooperative, 

mainly because they were very busy. They were not able to record the bedtime and bath 

time scenarios, in spite of their promises to do so. 

I gave the parents the smaller, portable tape recorders to perform these recordings. 

The parents reported that the recordings went well and their children did not fuss about 

the presence of the recorder, and most of the time did not even notice it. Because I was 

not present at the recording to videotape or take notes, I listened to these sessions as soon 

as I obtained a tape to see if there were unclear parts that I needed to ask the parents 

about, so they would be able to remember and tell me, for example, what the child was 

holding when he or she said something. 

 

3.2.5.6 Elicitations 

Each recording session contained natural interactions between parent and child 

and elicitations by the parent using the child‘s own toys and picture books. Most of the 
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time, neither my assistant nor I interfered with their interactions. We talked and played 

with the child only if the parent or caregiver was very passive. This happened only rarely. 

At several sessions, my assistant and I used toys and picture books to perform semi-

controlled elicitations. In the cases of Giang and Ha Mi, the parent/caretaker and I 

performed the elicitations. These elicitations needed to be done because classifiers, 

especially classifier phrases with a numeral, appear rarely in purely natural speech. The 

elicitations involved asking the child for the name of an object and how many there were; 

they were done in the form of a guessing game or a shopping game. I tried to have the 

parent/caretaker do these elicitations more often than the assistant and me, because I 

noticed that all four children tended to imitate and repeat my assistant‘s and my speech, 

but when their parents or caretakers asked them, they answered naturally and did not 

imitate. 

The semi-controlled elicitations using the project‘s toys and picture books went 

well with the two female children, Ha Mi and Giang. They liked to play with the project‘s 

toys and books and were not easily bored. But the two male children, Minh and Liem, 

preferred to play with their own toys. They did like the project‘s toys at first, but even 

when they played with them, they tended to be easily bored, although the project toys 

were intended for both girls and boys. Minh preferred to read his own picture books, play 

ball, play billiards, and ride his toy tricycle. And Liem preferred to play with his dog and 

his favorite toy cars, play ball, and ride his toy bicycle.  
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3.2.6 Scenarios and quality of data  

3.2.6.1 Minh 

The recordings were done at Minh‘s home. Most were done on the weekend, and 

mainly in the morning. Minh‘s interactional partners during the recordings are his father, 

mother, brother, aunt Tam, a neighbor who came once in a while to play with Minh (only 

in the first two recordings), my assistant, and, at times, me. Minh‘s main conversational 

partner was his father. 

Each recording lasted 60 to 90 minutes. The scenarios during the recording were 

(in order of decreasing frequency): playing with toys, reading picture books, riding a toy 

bicycle, playing and talking with his father on the terrace, going with his father outside 

and around the building, eating snacks, looking at a family photo album, riding a toy 

horse, playing cards, playing toy billiards, drawing, playing on the bed, bedtime, 

watching TV, and bathing. Recording #10 was done by his father, in order to have 

Minh‘s speech recorded in the evening during his bath and before bedtime, when I could 

not visit their home to do the recording myself.  

Minh‘s data contain both good naturalistic speech and good non-guided 

elicitation. The recordings consist primarily of natural, spontaneous conversations 

between Minh and his father. When reading picture books, his father and mother asked 

Minh to tell what pictures he saw. His father rarely asked Minh to repeat, but his mother, 

whenever she participated, often asked Minh to repeat, for example, by saying to him: 

―Say ….‖. Minh preferred to converse with his father. He did not seem to like his 

mother‘s many questions, often did not respond to his mother‘s requests, and often ended 

up crying. Minh‘s brother was present at some of the recordings. But the quality of the 
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conversations that Minh had with his brother is not very good because they often ended 

up fighting over toys, with both of them screaming and whining. In the first two 

recordings, Minh‘s aunt Tam, a neighbor and good friend of the family, also conversed 

with Minh. During some of the recordings, my assistant interacted with Minh for about 

15–20 minutes, primarily to perform semi-controlled elicitations, using picture books, 

toys, and the real objects that I brought along. The elicitations involved asking Minh what 

objects or animals he saw and how many of them there were. 

 Table 3.3 summarizes Minh‘s recordings and amount of speech produced, 

including his Mean Length of Utterance (MLU).  

 

Table 3.3: Minh‘s MLU 
MINH      

Session 
Duration in 
minutes Age 

# of 
morphemes 

# of 
utterances MLU 

1 60 1;09;20 1734 822 2.11 

2 60 1;10;06 1837 677 2.71 

3 65 1;10;20 2061 740 2.79 

4 64 1;11;04 1950 782 2.50 

5 55 1;11;19 2297 858 2.68 

6 38 2;00;03 1457 571 2.55 

7 58 2;00;16 1462 553 2.64 

8 85 2;01;01 3667 1552 2.36 

9 56 2;01;15 2370 895 2.65 

10 60 2;01;29 2744 998 2.75 

11 60 2;02;13 1471 563 2.61 

12 44 2;02;27 2550 956 2.67 

13 95 2;03;11 3815 1530 2.49 

 

3.2.6.2 Ha Mi  

Eight of the recordings took place at Ha Mi‘s home, five outdoors. They were 

done on weekends in the morning or afternoon. Ha Mi‘s interactional partners were her 

father, her mother, some friends of her parents, and sometimes me. Ha Mi‘s main 

conversational partner was her father. 
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The recordings varied in length. The shortest was 25 minutes and the longest 65 

minutes, with the shortest ones being those done outdoors. The recorded scenarios (in 

descending order of frequency) involved playing with toys (pretending to shop, sell, buy, 

cook), looking at picture books and picture sheets, eating snacks, drawing, watching TV, 

riding a toy bicycle, playing with her best friend, playing with her father in the yard, and 

going with her mother to a playground, a park, and a church. Recording #11 was done by 

her mother, and intended to capture Ha Mi‘s speech in the evening, during her bath, and 

before bedtime, when I was not allowed to come to their home. Her mother was able to 

record Ha Mi while she was eating, playing, drawing, and watching TV but not, in the 

end, during bath and bedtime. 

Eight recordings have interactions between Ha Mi and her father, and five have 

interactions between Ha Mi and her mother. The conversations with her mother were 

natural and spontaneous: they drew, watched TV, and went outside. The three outdoor 

sessions with the mother were fun for Ha Mi and provided interesting data for me, but 

they provided less than 35 minutes of quality data due to unexpected interruptions and 

prolonged irrelevant adult talk. The conversations that Ha Mi had with her father are 

somewhat less natural. At the first couple of recordings, her father said many nouns (with 

and without the classifier) and short sentences for Ha Mi to repeat, but asked few 

questions. He preferred to show Ha Mi many pictures and toy objects and ask her what 

objects or animals she saw. In the later recordings he asked how many of the objects or 

animals she saw. He did the same thing with the toy objects that I brought along. In this 

way, he performed good semi-controlled elicitations with his child. There is also some 

good naturalistic data in the interactions between Ha Mi and her father, when they played 
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at shopping, selling, buying, and cooking, and when they were eating snacks and playing 

in the yard.  

 Table 3.4 shows Ha Mi‘s recording schedule and speech amount details.  

 

Table 3.4: Ha Mi‘s MLU 
HA MI      

Session 
Duration in 
minutes Age 

# of 
morphemes 

# of 
utterances MLU 

1 46 1;11;10 1231 620 1.99 

2 61 1;11;27 1660 828 2.01 

3 60 2;00;11 1872 813 2.30 

4 64 2;00;29 2229 1016 2.19 

5 22 2;01;27 1052 460 2.29 

6 32 2;02;11 1164 534 2.18 

7 60 2;02;27 2077 753 2.76 

8 46 2;03;16 971 421 2.31 

9 53 2;04;00 1393 490 2.84 

10 18 2;04;14 707 274 2.58 

11 30 2;04;28 928 348 2.67 

12 60 2;05;12 1983 698 2.84 

 

3.2.6.3 Liem 

Liem‘s recordings were done at home on both weekdays and weekends, at various 

times in the day, mostly in the morning or afternoon after Liem awoke from his nap. The 

recording times for Liem were flexible because he did not go to a daycare center. Liem‘s 

interactional partners during the recordings were his mother, occasionally his father, my 

assistant at two recordings, and sometimes, me. Liem‘s main conversational partner was 

his mother.  

Each recording lasted 60 to 90 minutes. The scenarios during the recording 

involved (in descending order): conversing with the mother, father, and caretakers 

without toys, playing with toys, playing with toy cars, playing with a toy dog, riding a toy 

bicycle, playing at selling, reading picture books, telling stories, mealtime, drinking milk, 

bedtime, taking a bath, watching television, and looking at a family photo album. 
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Recording #6 was done by his mother, in order to record Liem‘s speech in the evening, 

during his bath and before bedtime. 

The recordings consist primarily of natural, spontaneous conversations between 

Liem and his mother. Compared to the data of the other children, Liem‘s are the most 

naturalistic. This may be due to the fact that his mother spent much quality time talking 

and playing with him. Liem conversed with his mother very fluently. Both mother and 

child were very talkative. His mother often invited Liem‘s responses by posing fill-in-

the-blank questions. She used this style of talking also when they both told stories 

together. She rarely requested Liem to repeat. Compared to the parents of the other 

children, Liem‘s mother did fewer elicitations; she did them only upon my request. It was 

primarily me who performed the semi-controlled elicitations with him, using picture 

books and toys that I brought along.  

Table 3.5 shows Liem‘s recording schedule and amount of speech.  

Table 3.5: Liem‘s MLU 
LIEM      

Session 
Duration in 
minutes Age 

# of 
morphemes 

# of 
utterances MLU 

1 41 2;04;09 1138 464 2.45 

2 88 2;04;19 3172 1179 2.69 

3 67 2;05;22 2599 944 2.75 

4 55 2;06;09 1742 741 2.35 

5 70 2;06;20 2705 932 2.90 

6 90 2;07;07 3386 1093 3.10 

7 95 2;07;22 3409 1101 3.10 

8 47 2;08;11 1775 555 3.20 

9 65 2;08;25 3265 971 3.36 

10 63 2;09;08 2445 716 3.42 

11 82 2;09;29 4172 1325 3.15 
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3.2.6.4 Giang 

 

Giang‘s recordings were done at home during weekdays and weekends, at various 

times of day. Recording times for Giang were flexible because she did not go to a 

daycare center. On one occasion, the family invited me to eat phở (Vietnamese noodle 

soup) with them so I brought my recording equipment to the restaurant and did half of the 

session there. Recording #8 was done by Giang‘s aunt and mother, so as to record her 

speech in the evening, during her bath and at bedtime, when I was not allowed to visit 

their home. During the recordings Giang interacted with her aunt, mother, cousin, father, 

uncle, neighbors, and me. Her main conversational partners were her aunt Linh and her 

mother.  

Each recording lasted 60 to 90 minutes. The scenarios during the recording were: 

playing with toys, playing with actual household items, playing at cooking and shopping, 

conversing with caretakers and mother without toys, reading picture books and picture 

cards, eating snacks, bedtime, bathing, looking at a family photo album, going out to eat, 

interacting with a neighbor adult or child. 

The first six sessions consisted primarily of natural, spontaneous conversations 

between Giang and her aunt, and between Giang and her mother. In the other sessions, 

her aunt and mother read many picture books and asked for the names of objects from 

picture sheets and toy objects. They rarely asked Giang to repeat, but liked to teach Giang 

new nouns. They sometimes also tested Giang‘s comprehension by saying nouns and 

having Giang point at the appropriate object. In Sessions 7 and 8, her aunt and I 

performed semi-controlled elicitations, using picture books, toys, and objects that I 
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brought along. The elicitations involved asking Giang what and how many objects or 

animals she saw placed before her or in the picture book. 

I decided to continue Giang‘s longitudinal recording for three more months based 

on my cross-sectional elicitation data. Nine of the children from the daycare center were 

between 2;10 to 3;4; when they produced a Num-CL-N phrase these children sometimes 

correctly filled the classifier slot with a classifier, mostly with the general classifier as the 

placeholder, but at other times they omitted the classifier. They also tried making guesses 

with the number. Giang did something similar from the time she was 2;8. She started to 

attempt to produce numeral classifier phrases at age 2;8 and was still struggling with 

them at 2;11. The cross-sectional elicitation data tell me that children between 2;10 and 

3;4 do not consistently produce grammatical numeral classifiers phrases, but the 

elicitation data do not tell me what strategies each child uses during the process of 

building these numeral classifier phrases. This is why I wanted to continue recording 

Giang for three more months to see how her numeral classifier phrases developed, and 

what other strategies she used in her attempts to produce numeral classifier phrases and 

whether she was able to count objects. As numeral classifier phrases do not occur very 

often in naturalistic, spontaneous speech, it was necessary in the remaining sessions to 

perform more semi-controlled elicitations with Giang in addition to recording naturalistic 

speech.  

Table 3.6 shows Giang‘s recording schedule and quantity of speech. 
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Table 3.6: Giang‘s MLU 
GIANG      

Session 
Duration in  

minutes Age 
# of 

morphemes 
# of 

utterances MLU 

1 35 2;05;01 780 367 2.13 

2 65 2;05;18 1294 515 2.51 

3 70 2;06;10 1624 655 2.48 

4 66 2;06;23 1853 728 2.55 

5 65 2;07;08 1897 659 2.88 

6 45 2;07;22 1490 471 3.16 

7 73 2;08;01 2507 854 2.94 

8 95 2;08;10 3120 1203 2.59 

9 62 2;09;01 2329 850 2.74 

10 85 2;09;18 3386 1060 3.19 

11 45 2;10;00 1414 476 2.97 

12 65 2;10;14 2951 1060 2.78 

13 60 2;11;00 2058 770 2.67 

14 53 2;11;17 2426 832 2.92 

15 60 3;00;03 1489 505 2.95 

16 64 3;00;17 4452 1385 3.21 

17 60 3;01;00 1586 448 3.54 

18 85 3;01;14 4584 1480 3.10 

19 60 3;01;27 3104 884 3.51 

20 90 3;02;13 3800 1133 3.35 

 

Figure 3.1 outlines all four children‘s MLU at a glance. 
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Figure 3.1. The four children‘s MLU 
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3.2.6.5 Videotaped data 

The videotaped data were extremely helpful in various ways. First, when the 

recording of the audio-taped data was of poor quality in spots, the videotaped data were 

an excellent backup. Second, they provided visual context for linguistic ambiguities such 

as homophones. For example, in Vietnamese, con has multiple meanings: It is a noun 

meaning ‗child‘, the classifier for animals and animate objects/entities, and a pronoun 

‗you‘ used to address a child, or used by a child to address him/herself. Example (3.1) 

shows how checking the video for context showed that Ha Mi used con not as a pronoun 

to refer to herself but as a classifier because the video provided a visual image of a toy 

tiger.  

(3.1) Audio: 

*CHI: con  nè. 

I  SPF or CL_animal SFP  

(a) ‗I‘m here.‘  or (b) ‗Tiger here.‘ 

(referring to a tiger using a classifier) 

 

*CHI: có  con  nè. 

have I SFP or have CL_animal SFP 

(a) ‗I am here.‘ or (b) ‗Here is a tiger.‘  

(referring to a tiger using a classifier) 

 

Video:  

Ha Mi holding a toy tiger, making it clear that interpretation (b) is the correct one. 

 

The videotaped data thus were an invaluable source of records of events and 

situations, the child‘s and the adults‘ activities, what objects or pictures the child and 

caretaker were talking about, their gaze, facial expressions, gestures, which people came 

or left, where the child was running to, and so on. These data saved me many pages of 

notes written by hand on the spot. While videotaping, I made sure that the camera was 

always directed toward the focal point of that moment of speech. With the video camera, 
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I could also quickly make records of what toys the child had. I later found this to be 

useful as I could refer back to the video and list what classifiers those toys require. The 

videotaped data alone, however, did not suffice because the sound quality was not as 

good as that of the audio recorder. 

 

3.2.7 Communicative Development Inventory (CDI) 

In addition to the recorded child speech, a questionnaire about the child‘s noun 

repertoire was given to the parents to fill out prior to the first recording and then once 

every month. This served to reveal any discrepancy between the child‘s performance 

during the recorded sessions and his/her actual knowledge of the nouns.   

I adapted the MacArthur Communicative Development Inventory (CDI) for 

infants and toddlers and designed a questionnaire for Vietnamese. I made several 

modifications for culturally sensitive words. The developed questionnaire for Vietnamese 

contains a vocabulary checklist of words that children use and questions on how children 

use words. Sections 21 and 22 comprise an extra mini CDI for classifiers and classifier-

noun phrases, containing primarily the nouns used as stimuli in the Elicited Production 

Task for the cross-sectional data collection. See Appendix M for the CDI in Vietnamese 

with English glosses. I also interviewed the parents every two months to talk about the 

child‘s linguistic and cognitive development and to hear what they had to say about their 

child‘s development. 
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3.2.8 Digitizing, editing, and synopsis 

All the recorded data on cassette tapes were digitized into computer files using the 

Audacity program. For one hour of recorded data, it took up to five hours to digitize, edit, 

and write a synopsis. The first step was to digitize the recorded data into Audacity. One 

hour of data takes one hour of digitizing. The second step was to listen to the digitized 

data on Audacity and to cut out the acoustically very bad portions, such as the sound of 

the microphone being accidentally touched by the parent or child, or when an acoustically 

bad sound was created by the tape recorder or microphone. I made sure that I cut out only 

those acoustically bad portions that occurred when there was no speech and I did not cut 

out any extra-linguistic sounds that belonged to the interaction between parent and child, 

nor those that occurred in the background. While I listened to the data, I also wrote a 

brief synopsis. For example: ―the first five minutes, child drew, the next five minutes, 

child played ball, the next ten minutes, child read picture books,‖ and so on. See 

Appendix H for several synopses of actual session files. After all this was done, I burned 

each digitized file to a CD so that I could give it to the assistant to transcribe.  

All the recorded data on videotapes were digitized into computer files using the 

Windows Movie Maker program. For one hour of recorded data, it took two hours to 

digitize and save the videotaped file onto a hard drive and then to burn it to a CD disk. 

Editing was not necessary with the videotaped data.  
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3.2.9 Transcription 

There was a total of 56 sessions from the four children, equaling 57 total hours of 

data to be transcribed. Table 3.7 lists the number of hours and minutes of data from each 

child.  

Table 3.7: Total number of hours of each child‘s audio-recorded data 

Child Duration of  

recording 

Total # of sessions Total # of hours 

Minh 6 months 13 13 hrs 20 mins 

Ha Mi 6 months 12 9 hrs 12 mins 

Liem 6 months 11 12 hrs 43 mins 

Giang 9 months 20 21 hrs 43 mins 

Total  56 57 hrs 

 

Every child and adult utterance in all 57 hours of longitudinal data were transcribed 

following the CHAT format (MacWhinney, 2000).  

The videotapes were made simultaneously with the audio tapes as a supplement 

and back up; because they contained the same data they did not need to be transcribed. 

The assistants watched each video after having transcribed the audio data. In this way, 

they could, first, check their own transcription against the video data and, second, pay 

attention to the speaker‘s actions and any noteworthy visual clues and describe these in 

the %com and %sit tiers in the transcript. The total number of hours in Table 3.7 is of the 

audio-recorded data.  

 

3.2.9.1 Selection of assistants 

I interviewed and hired three assistants to perform the transcriptions. They were 

all female university students majoring in linguistics and Vietnamese language and 

literature. They were introduced to me by a Vietnamese linguistics professor who I met in 
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June 2004 when I went to Vietnam to conduct my pilot study. According to the professor, 

these students were among the best and most hard-working students in their departments. 

After they performed a sample transcription, I found that these three each had a very 

good ear for children‘s speech and therefore, I selected them.   

The first assistant is Ms. Huynh, who was a graduate student in linguistics. She 

transcribed the speech of Minh. I selected her to transcribe Minh‘s tapes because her 

dialect is the same as that of Minh‘s parents (Southern), which I thought would make it 

easier for her to comprehend their speech. The second assistant is Ms. Nhu, who was a 

graduate student in linguistics. Her dialect is Northern. I had her transcribe the speech of 

Liem because Liem‘s parents speak the Northern dialect. In particular, Liem‘s mother 

spoke a lot and very fast with a strong Northern accent, which I thought only Nhu could 

handle transcribing. I also had her transcribe the speech of Ha Mi because she had more 

time available to work on transcriptions than the other two assistants. Ha Mi‘s speech 

was the most intelligible and easiest to transcribe because both the parents and the child 

spoke very clearly, so Nhu was able to manage the transcription of Ha Mi‘s speech in 

addition to Liem‘s very well. The third assistant is Ms. Ly, who was an undergraduate 

student in Vietnamese language and literature. Her dialect is the same as that of Giang‘s 

family and so I selected her to transcribe the speech of Giang. Ms. Ly turned out to be the 

best transcriber, and I chose her to check all of the data for the third round of checking. 

(See Section 3.2.9.4.)  

Each transcription assistant worked about 20–25 hours per week on the 

transcriptions. 
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3.2.9.2 Training the assistants 

I held several training sessions with the assistants to show them how to transcribe. 

They were trained to follow the CHAT transcription format and use the conventional 

CHAT transcription symbols provided by the CHILDES Project. They learned to utilize 

the Audacity program (Digital Audio Editor) and to transcribe while listening to the 

child‘s speech on Audacity. In addition, they were taught to watch the videotaped child 

speech sessions and to insert necessary comments and action descriptions on the 

appropriate tiers of the transcription format.  

In the first training session I gave each assistant a few pages containing all the 

necessary basic transcription symbols and explanations of when to use them, a sample 

transcription of a three-minute stretch of data that I had transcribed for one of my 

previous studies on Vietnamese child language, and the CD containing this stretch of 

data. I explained the transcribing job and the transcription symbols thoroughly, and 

demonstrated how to transcribe. I requested that they produce very accurate 

transcriptions, not missing a single word of either the child or the adult speech. After they 

were trained, they performed sample transcriptions. I asked them to transcribe the first 

five minutes of data and then email them to me for my feedback. The first transcription 

they did was, of course, unsatisfactory. I held additional meetings and demonstrations 

with each of these assistants to provide them with more help with the transcriptions and 

symbols. These follow-up trainings were successful; all three assistants became better at 

transcribing accurately and using the transcription symbols correctly as time went by. 

After the first three tapes, their transcriptions were satisfactory. 
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The assistants also helped me to download the Vietnamese font that they use onto 

my own laptop, and they showed me how to type the Vietnamese letters including the 

diacritics.  

 

3.2.9.3 Transcribing 

The transcriptions contain these symbols, which follow the CHAT transcription 

format manual (MacWhinney, 2006). The assistants were trained to use all of these 

symbols. 

*CHI, *MOT etc. main tier 

%pho:   for words/utterances pronounced incorrectly  

%cod:   for classifiers pronounced shortened  

%act:   actions 

%com:   comments 

0    actions without speech 

xxx   unintelligible speech, not treated as a word 

yyy    unintelligible speech transcribed on %pho line, not treated as a word 

zzz   background noise 

:   lengthened syllable  

#   pause between words 

##   long pause between words 

[!] and < > [!]  stressing 

< > [<], < > [>]  overlap 

&= text, [=! text] paralinguistics, simple local event (cry, giggle, scream, yell, sing, 

cough, sneeze, belch, whisper, sigh, soft speech, etc.) 

 

The %pho tier was used only in cases when the child‘s pronunciation was different from 

an adult‘s. We did not use phonetic symbols but merely modified the correct spelling to 

reflect the mispronunciation. The %cod tier contained shortened pronunciations of the 

classifiers. The assistants were instructed to pay attention to both the child‘s and the 

adult‘s pronunciation of the classifiers. In casual rapid speech, classifiers often take a 

shortened form, such as just a nasal for cái, con, trái, or [ke] for cái, cây, etc.   
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After the assistants finished transcribing the audio-recorded data, they were 

expected to watch the video and add any necessary comments to the %act and %com 

tiers. 

 

3.2.9.4 Checking the transcription 

 My method of interreliability coding was to have the transcriptions checked three 

times. The first time, all transcriptions were checked by me. The second time, randomly 

chosen transcriptions were cross-checked by other transcribers. The third time, all 

transcriptions again were checked by the best transcriber, Ms. Ly, who turned out to be 

an excellent child speech transcriber. She checked all of Minh‘s, Ha Mi‘s and Liem‘s 

transcriptions, and was able to figure out almost all of the xxx spots that none of the other 

transcribers could understand. I also checked these xxx spots with Minh‘s parents and 

Liem‘s mother and found that she was right. She could even figure out some xxx spots 

that the parents could not decipher. 

 Checking the transcription required much time. After I received the transcription 

from the assistant, I listened to the recorded data and checked the transcription, word by 

word, to make sure that the data were transcribed correctly, not missing a single word, 

and that the transcription symbols were used correctly. I highlighted the parts where I did 

not agree with the transcriber and had those parts checked later by another transcriber.  

 While I listened to and checked the data, I also delimited the utterances 

appropriately; that is, I had to decide where an utterance actually ended and a new 

utterance began. Utterance division was not an easy task. In the original transcriptions by 

the assistants, the pauses between utterances were marked by # or ##. I changed these to 
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commas or periods. A period means that the current speaker tier ends at the period and a 

new utterance begins on the next same speaker tier. In addition, I also added Gem 

notation in order to flag crucial activities, e.g., @bg: elicitation: picture book. While 

checking, I also added the following transcription symbols: 

 

%sit:   situation 

%tim: time indication, e.g., %tim: 1:00 means the recording was at 1 

minute 

[?]   best guess 

@   special form markers 

&   phonological fragment 

[/]   retracing without correction 

+…   trailing off 

+/.   interruption 

 

  

After checking the data, I went through each transcript one more time to make 

sure that all the tabs were set correctly and any formatting errors fixed. This was 

necessary because the CLAN (Computerized Language Analysis) program, which I used 

for analysis, does not accept any tab errors and any spaces after a period (.) or question 

mark (?). Then I put the transcription file into the CLAN Editor, and fixed any additional 

errors found by CLAN. Because CLAN uses Unicode it was able to handle all the 

Vietnamese diacritics for tones and vowel qualities. I did not have to use tone numbers as 

the Chinese transcripts do because Vietnamese orthography marks tone with diacritics. 

Next, I ran chstring +q, longtier, and used the fixit command to delimit utterances and 

obtain one utterance per line. After that, the files were ready to have the %mor tier added 

by the MOR program that I created for Vietnamese. (See Section 3.2.10 on ―Coding.‖)  
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3.2.9.5 Hours spent on transcriptions and checking 

In order to produce an accurate and thorough transcription including the necessary 

transcription symbols, the assistants needed between 20 to 25 hours for transcribing a 

single hour of recorded data. It took especially long to transcribe Minh‘s speech, which 

required up to 30 hours for one hour of data. Minh is the youngest child and his 

pronunciation was not as clear as the other children‘s. Transcribing his speech was the 

most challenging.  

 It took the assistants between seven to ten days to complete a transcription and 

email it to me. If possible, I wanted to have each transcription before the next session 

with that child so that if there were unclear parts in the child‘s speech or the context I 

could ask the parents about those sections. In this way, either I or the parents could still 

remember things from the session that normally had not been more than two weeks 

earlier.   

A well done transcription required about 4 hours of checking for one hour of 

recorded data, but a transcription that was not well done required up to 10–12 hours of 

checking for one hour of recorded data. I spent another 10 hours delimiting utterances, 

correcting symbols, inserting new symbols, putting the file into CLAN, and editing in 

CLAN again for a well done transcription, and so spent more than 16–20 hours working 

on an hour‘s transcription that was not well done. 
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3.2.10 Coding 

3.2.10.1 %mor tier  

The next step after transcribing was coding. Each adult and child utterance in all 

57 hours of longitudinal data was furnished with a %mor tier and an English gloss. Every 

single child utterance was coded as spontaneous, imitation, or repetition. Besides the 

conventional coding for syntactic categories, the transcripts also contain classifier-

specific coding and error coding. The analysis was run using the CLAN program 

(Computerized Language Analysis). 

The most difficult part was coding the %mor tier and using the MOR program 

because despite having read the CHAT and CLAN manuals, I still did not understand 

how to create the %mor tier for Vietnamese using the CLAN program. The arules and 

crules of the MOR system are very complicated. Arules can be used ―to create on-line 

lexicon entries for all inflectional variants‖ (MacWhinney, 2006, p. 120). Crules make it 

possible for stems to combine with affixes. Brian MacWhinney advised me to make the 

MOR for Vietnamese similar to the one for Cantonese, which can be downloaded from 

the CHILDES website. Arules and crules are very simple for Cantonese and Vietnamese 

because these languages do not have inflectional morphology. The more complex the 

inflectional morphology of a language, the more arules and crules there are. 

I decided to start with the MOR program from CLAN. I knew that building a 

%mor tier for Vietnamese would be a big job, but a huge contribution. I wanted to be 

able to code both child and adult speech and I realized that inserting each code by hand 

for all of the adult speech would be too time-consuming.  
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The %mor coding line for Vietnamese using CLAN was created as follows: Using 

the command ulx, I extracted a list of all the words from all the transcripts. I then used 

the command mor +xl to create a unique list of lexicon entries, i.e., a lexicon file 

specifically for coding my Vietnamese data. Next I put each syntactic category in a 

separate file and assigned the same code for each word in that list, then gave an English 

gloss for each individual word. This took a lot of time because it was like creating a mini 

dictionary. I then put the whole lexicon file in CLAN—there was a total of 3,000 words 

in my lexicon. After that, I had a look at the Cantonese MOR grammar. There are almost 

no arules for Cantonese, and crules are very minimal. Because Vietnamese is 

monosyllabic and has no inflections like Cantonese, I was able to adopt the Cantonese a-

rules, c-rules, and special form markers files, with some minor modifications. I ran the 

basic command mor +xi for some of the Cantonese words, then tested with a short list of 

Vietnamese words, using the a-rules and c-rules from Cantonese, and it worked. I then 

tried it on a larger transcript, and although it worked, there were problems with 

compound nouns. If I used the same a-rules and c-rules as Cantonese, I would have had 

to write Vietnamese compound nouns as single words, but I preferred not to do that. 

Vietnamese is monosyllabic. Each word in a compound noun is written separately. For 

example, chó sói ‗wolf‘ is a compound noun but the two words are written separately. If 

the words were written together as single words, it would be hard to make sense of the 

transcript. The solution was to put these compound nouns in a separate file and name it 

n+n+n.cut, and put words like chó sói in there, with the entry chó+sói {[scat n] [comp 

n+n]} =wolf=. On the %mor tier this compound noun appears as n|+n|chó=wolf+n|sói, 

which looks odd, but there was no other option. In order to maintain this configuration, I 
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had to go through all transcripts again and put plus signs between pairs of words that 

make up compound nouns; I was able to do this relatively quickly using replace. Table 

3.8 lists all the codes appearing on the %mor tier. 

 

Table 3.8: Codes on the %mor tier 

 

adj   adjective 

asp   aspect marker 

cl   classifier 

co   interjection, song 

conj   conjunction 

det   determiner 

eng   English word 

ex   exclamation  

ins   post-verbal adjunct 

n   noun 

n+n+n   compound noun 

neg   negation 

nnloc   location 

nntim   time 

nnpr   pronoun 

prep   preposition 

prt   pre-verbal adjunct 

q   numeral, quantifier 

rfl   reflexive 

sfp   sentence-final particle 

unk   unknown 

vt   transitive verb 

vi   intransitive verb 

vd   ditransitive verb 

vdir   directional verb 

verg   ergative verb 

wh   wh-word 

 

A disadvantage of the CLAN MOR program is that it assigns incorrect codes for 

homophones (ambiguous words). After the %mor tier was created, I had to disambiguate 

the incorrect codes by hand, file by file, which took a lot of time because Vietnamese has 

many ambiguous words. For example, ba has three meanings—‗three‘, ‗Daddy‘, and 
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‗you‘ or ‗I‘. Appendix I provides a list of all the homophones in the data that needed 

disambiguating. 

 After having done all the %mor coding, I cannot tell whether building my own 

MOR program was more time-consuming than coding by hand.  

 

3.2.10.2 Other tiers 

Going through hundreds and hundreds of pages of transcriptions, tier after tier, 

and adding codes for analysis to each child‘s utterance was extremely tedious work, and I 

wanted to be sure that after this dissertation, I would be able to continue to work with the 

data without having to repeat the labor of coding them. I decided that I would insert 

codes only once, and therefore I inserted several codes which were not needed for the 

present study, but would be useful later for other types of analyses. My final transcript 

contains three additional tiers, for a total of ten tiers:  

 

*CHI, *MOT etc. speaker tier 

%pho:  incorrect pronunciation 

%spa:  spontaneity; classifier-specific codes 

%err:  error type 

%co2:  classifier-specific prompting 

%cod:  reduced or unusual pronunciation of classifier 

%act:  action 

%sit:  situation 

%com:  comments 

%tim:  time 

 

After inserting the %mor tiers, I created four more coding tiers for the children‘s 

utterances: %spa (speech act and classifier-specific), %err (error type), %co2 (classifier-

specific adult‘s prompting), and %cod (different pronunciation of the classifier). I did the 

coding for these tiers by hand. The %spa tier coded whether utterances were spontaneous, 
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imitations, or repetitions, and was the most crucial because only spontaneous and $BUN 

(build-up to nominal) utterances were considered for analysis. (Table 3.9 lists all the 

codes used on these new tiers.) All types of imitations and repetitions were excluded. The 

%spa tier also contains classifier-specific codes essential for this study. The %err tier 

notes both general and classifier-related errors. The %co2 tier has classifier-specific 

coding noting the amount of adult prompting or modeling: what classifier was used in the 

preceding adult utterance, whether or not that utterance models a noun, a classifier, or 

both, whether there was a numeral, whether the phrase how many was used, etc. The 

%cod tier was used to note the adult‘s pronunciation of the classifier if it was pronounced 

in a form other than the usual one. In general, alternative pronunciations involved the 

phonologically reduced form or a nasalized version of the classifier. Such forms were 

coded as, for example, ki_cái, where [ki] is the reduced pronunciation of the classifier 

and cái is the spelling of the classifier. The conventional pronunciation is [kay]. An 

excerpt of an actual transcript of 40 seconds of speech including most of the coding tiers 

can be found in Appendix J. 

 

Table 3.9: Codes used on %spa, %err, and %co2 tiers 

%spa Codes: 

Speech act 

$BU   build-up to a partial repetition of the adult‘s utterance 

$BUN  when the build-up involves a nominal or is relevant to classifier 

phrase, necessary for analysis 

$DOT  fill in the blank: child completes an utterance that adult leaves 

unfinished for child to continue  

$FE   fixed expression or sentence child says often 

$FIMI    complete repetition of the adult‘s utterance 

$PIMI   partial repetition of the adult‘s utterance 

$REP   exact repetition of own utterance 

$REP-  repetition of own utterance, but leaving one or more element(s) out 
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$REP+ repetition of own utterance plus build-up by just adding a ―small‖ 

word, such as a sentence final particle, an imperative marker, a 

degree word, a proper name, etc. 

$SBU   significant build-up (together with $SPONT)  

$SPONT spontaneous utterance, whether self-initiated or in answer to a 

question that contains fewer than 3+ words from adult‘s question 

Classifier 

$ACL Child adds a classifier to the noun used in his/her own or the  

adult‘s previous utterance. 

$CAIO   use of cái (general classifier) for a purpose other than a classifier 

$DCL   Child uses a different classifier in an imitation. 

$HCL  hesitation with the classifier; child says the same classifier twice or 

multiple times, or pauses between the same classifier because s/he 

does not know the noun at the time of speech 

$HN   hesitation with the noun 

$MN   mass noun 

$NRQ  not a response to the question prompting for a classifier phrase as 

an answer 

$OCL  Child omits the classifier of the noun used in his/her own previous 

spontaneous utterance or the adult‘s previous utterance that s/he 

imitates. The utterance with classifier omission is not 

ungrammatical if non-numeral but is ungrammatical if numeral. 

$OCLA   Child omits the classifier of a noun because of imitating adult‘s 

speech but child produced a classifier with that noun in previous 

utterances. 

$ON    omitting the noun in a CL-N phrase 

$RCL   cái (general classifier) used in a relative clause 

Compound nouns 

$ACN   adding a noun to a compound noun 

$OCN   omitting a noun of a compound noun 

Numeral / counting 

$COB   counting objects correctly 

$COU   correct, continuous counting 

$ONU  Child omits the numeral of the Num+CL+N phrase used in his/her 

own previous spontaneous utterance or the adult‘s previous 

utterance that s/he imitates. 

$RCO   child counts objects upon adult‘s request (only in Giang‘s data) 

 

%err Codes 

Classifier errors 

$0CL   missing classifier in Num-CL-N phrase 

$DCL   double classifier, two different classifiers adjacent 

$LCL   classifier standing alone 

$NOV   interesting novel construction with classifier or numeral 

$RCL   redundant classifier 

$WCL    wrong classifier 
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$WCD   wrong construction with CL-Dem 

$WOCL   wrong word order of a classifier phrase 

Noun errors 

$CDK   child doesn‘t know name of object 

$1S2M   first syllable of two-syllable noun missing 

$1S3M   first syllable of three-syllable noun missing 

$2S2M   second syllable of two-syllable noun missing 

$LS2M   last of two- or three-syllable noun missing 

$WN   wrong noun 

Numeral/Counting errors 

$0NU   missing numeral in Num-CL-N phrase 

$CC   continuous counting, but not saying the correct number of objects 

$DC   discontinuous counting 

$NOV_N  novel numeral construction 

$NU_BN    numeral+bao nhiêu ‗how many‘ 

$NU_M   numeral+mấy ‗how many‘ 

$NU_NH   numeral+nhiêu or numeral+nhiều ‗many‘ 

$NuFN   use of numeral as a noun 

$TANU   trying out / guessing at numerals in a classifier phrase 

$WNU   wrong numeral indication 

General errors 

$0ASP   missing an aspect marker 

$0ES   missing an element in a spontaneous utterance 

$0N   missing a noun 

$0PREP   missing a preposition 

$0V   missing a verb 

$0W   missing a word 

$AFN   using adjective as a noun 

$AFV   using adjective as a verb  

$VFN   using verb as a noun 

$WCOL    wrong color 

$WCONJ    wrong conjunction 

$WIMP    wrong use of imperative marker  

$WO    wrong word order 

$WP   wrong pronunciation of a noun 

$WPOSS   wrong possessive use 

$WPREP   wrong preposition 

$WQ   wrong question formation  

$WSEN   wrong sentence construction 

$WV    wrong verb 

 

%co2 Codes 

$0Q  Child‘s utterance is not a response to the adult‘s question 

prompting for a classifier phrase. 

$2try   2
nd

 try 

Elements modeled in the adult’s question: 
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$0Cl   no classifier  

$ai   ai ‗who‘, not a classifier 

$bn   bao nhiêu ‗how many‘ 

$bn_CL   bao nhiêu ‗how many‘+CL 

$bn_CL_N   bao nhiêu ‗how many‘+CL+N 

$cai   cái [kay] (general classifier)  

$caiwh   cái (general classifier), but functions as cái gì ‗what‘ 

$cay   cây (long-straight-rigid) 

$chiec   chiếc (vehicle) 

$CL   classifier given in adult‘s question, child‘s answer has same CL 

$CL_N   classifier+noun 

$con   con [koŋ] (animal classifier) 

$cu   củ (root vegetable) 

$cuc   cục (small-roundish, undefined) 

$ke   [ke]; shorter form of cái 

$may   mấy ‗how many‘ 

$may_CL   mấy ‗how many‘+CL  

$may_CL_N  mấy ‗how many‘+CL+N 

$may_MN   mấy ‗how many‘+mass noun, e.g., thousand, money, o’clock, age  

$may_N   mấy ‗how many‘+N 

$N   noun or part of compound noun 

$ncai   [n]; nasalized form of cái  

$ncon   [n]; nasalized form of con 

$ntrai   [n]; nasalized form of trái 

$Num   numeral   

$qua   quả (fruit/vegetable, big-round; Northern accent) 

$trai   trái (fruit/vegetable, big-round; Southern accent) 

$x   actual number of objects shown to child 

 

The %co2 tier helped me tremendously with the analysis. For example, in counting the 

nouns a child could produce appropriately with a classifier, I considered only those 

spontaneous utterances by the child where no classifier was modeled in the adult‘s 

elicitation/question, that is, only those having the $0CL and $0Q code in the %co2 tier. 
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3.3 Cross-sectional study 

3.3.1 The daycare center 

The Vietnamese professor who introduced me to the assistants also referred me to 

a principal of an intermediate school, who in turn introduced me to a daycare center at 

which I could collect the cross-sectional data. I met the principal of the daycare center to 

discuss my cross-sectional data collection plan, and one week later I was able to start the 

elicitations. 

 Daycare centers in Vietnam take children from two to five years old. This age 

range is divided up into three classes: Mầm ‗bud‘ (the three-year olds), Chồi ‗shoot‘ (the 

four-year olds), and Lá ‗leaf‘ (the five-year olds). This daycare center has three classes at 

each age level with about 30 children in each class. The center takes in new children in 

August, at the same time the regular school year starts. All children born in the same year 

are in the same class. Therefore, their ages can range from 2;8 to 3;7 in the Mầm class, 

3;8 to 4;7 in the Chồi class, and 4;8 to 5;7 in the Lá class. For example, a child born in 

December of the year 2003 would be 2;8 years old in August 2006 when the school year 

starts, and would be the youngest child in the class. On the other hand, another child born 

in January of 2003 would be 3;7 years old in August 2006. The age group division of my 

subjects was thus according to the class division of the daycare center.   

 The day at the center starts at 7:30 am. Parents start dropping their children off at 

around this time. From 7:30 to 11 am is breakfast, learning time, and play time. From 11 

am to 1 pm is lunch, nap, and washing time. From 1 to 4:30 pm is learning, singing, 

playing, and TV time. The children are picked up between 3:30 and 4:30 pm. Each class 

has two caretakers/teachers. Their job is to teach, discipline, feed, and watch the children. 
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3.3.2 Subjects  

Thirty-eight subjects were chosen for the Elicited Production Task; 11 from the 

Mầm class, 12 from the Chồi class, and 15 from the Lá class. My assistant and I spent the 

first two days at the daycare center getting to know the three- to five-year olds and the 

teachers, and selecting subjects. The caretakers explained to the children briefly that we 

were two teachers who were there with pictures and toys and to play quizzing games with 

each of them who wanted to play. They told them that if they wanted to participate, they 

should raise their hands. From each class, at first, I selected about half of the subjects 

randomly, from those who raised their hands and wanted to play. The other half I selected 

based on age because, ideally, I wanted to have subjects that were one or two months 

apart. For example, if I randomly selected half of the subjects I needed from the Mầm 

class (the youngest group), and they were all between 3;0 and 3;4, I had to make sure that 

the other half was between 2;8 to 2;11 and 3;5 to 3;7. 

   It was the fastest to select the subjects from the Lá (oldest group) and Chồi 

(middle group) classes, because many of the children wanted to participate in the game. 

The kids from the Mầm class (youngest group) were more challenging to select because 

many of them were a bit afraid of us. My assistant and I needed to spend several days 

with them just playing until they became used to us. Then five of them showed interest in 

playing our elicitation game; the other six were selected based on age and introduced to 

us by the teachers, who thought we should work with the least naughty kids. See 

Appendix K for the list of subjects and their ages. 
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3.3.3 Assistant 

Ms. Van was my assistant for the work done at the daycare center. She was 19 

years old, energetic, patient, and playful with kids. She was very pleasant to work with. I 

gave her a range of tasks, from driving me to the daycare center every morning to 

transcribing the recorded data. I showed her all the logistics of audio-recording, how to 

perform elicitations, and how to transcribe the responses. Before the data collection took 

place, she helped me prepare the materials, cutting and pasting pictures and purchasing 

toy objects. As soon as the work at the daycare center started, she came to pick me up 

every morning on her scooter and drove me back home everyday. At the data collection 

site, she helped me with setting up and cleaning up the materials and equipment, calling 

each child subject out of the classroom for his/her turn, performing the elicitation or 

writing down the child‘s response, and putting the stimuli in the right order after each 

elicitation to get them ready for the next one. After the data collection, she listened at 

home to the audio-recorded data and typed up the recorded answers of the child subjects.   

 

3.3.4 Equipment 

The same tape recorder and microphone as used for the collection of the 

longitudinal data were used for the elicitation task at the daycare center. No video-

recording was done because, first, it was not as necessary as for the recording of the 

longitudinal data, and second, according to my pilot data collection experience, the 

children can be extremely distracted by the presence of a video recorder; they just wanted 

to be filmed rather than play any quizzing games.   
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3.3.5 Stimuli 

There was a total of 55 stimuli. The first 25 were pictures, the other 30 real 

objects, which all together require 15 different classifiers. Because a primary goal was to 

elicit numeral uses I varied the quantities from 1 to 10. In order to test whether the 

children knew the specific classifiers for different noun categories the stimuli were 

chosen carefully to represent objects or entities that require a range of classifiers. I used 

common examples representative of each of the classifier categories as test items. 

Selection of classifiers: Using my own judgment as a native speaker of 

Vietnamese, I chose the 15 classifiers that in my view (1) are the most commonly used by 

adult speakers, (2) indicate properties of the major semantic domains, i.e., disjunctive 

(one-to-many mapping) and non-disjunctive (one-to-one mapping), animacy, and shape. 

These classifiers are listed below but described in detail in Chapter 1, Sections 1.10.5 to 

1.10.8. 

The following five classifiers are disjunctive and were elicited in the production 

task. 

 

1. cái 

(a) general classifier 

(b) body parts  

(e.g. nose, leg, tummy, shoulder) 

(c) inanimate objects/entities, such as furniture, kitchenware, utensils, appliances, 

tools (e.g. chair, spoon, pot, hammer, clock, calculator) 

(d) some food items  

(e.g. cake, cookie, hamburger, pancake) 

(e) abstract entities 

(e.g. feeling, courage, problem, situation)  
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2. con 

(a) animals 

(b) human beings  

(e.g. person, girl, boy, daughter, son) 

(c) animate entities  

(e.g. ghost, devil, eye, heart, number, street) 

(d) objects with animate connotation  

(e.g. doll, knife, boat)  

 

3. quả or trái 

(a) fruits and vegetables  

(e.g. banana, tomato) 

(b) roundish, big, spherical objects/entities 

(e.g. ball, egg, bomb, grenade, heart, kidney, globe, earth, mountain, hill, 

pendulum)  

 

4. chiếc 

(a) vehicles 

(b) one of a pair 

(c) secondary general classifier for certain sophisticated objects 

 

5. cây 

(a) plants 

(b) long-straight-rigid, plant-like objects 

 

Classifiers used solely for indicating specific shapes are referred to as non-disjunctive or 

as displaying one-to-one mapping. Eight such classifiers were elicited in the production 

task. 

6. sợi /cọng  long, thin, small, flexible, string-like  

(e.g., hair, thread, string, cord, rope, necklace, noodle) 

7. tờ  flat, thin, sheet-like objects 

(e.g., paper, newspaper, calendar sheet) 

8. tấm  flat, thin, hard objects 

(e.g., picture, photograph, mirror, carpet, cloth, board)  

9. lá   small, light, flat-thin, leaf-like objects/entities 

(e.g, card, flag, letter, sail, liver, lung)  

10. cục  small objects/entities with no defined shape 

(e.g., battery, bone, eraser, block, meatball, coal, piece of earth) 

11. viên  small roundish objects of same material and having same shape  

(e.g., pill, tablet, candy, bullet, brick, tile)  

12. hột/hạt  tiny, oval, flat, seed-like objects/entities 

(e.g., grain, seed, salt, rice, egg, button, raindrop) 
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13. cuộn  roll-like objects/entities 

(e.g., toilet paper, cloth, wool, film, movie) 

 

Two non-disjunctive classifiers not indicating shape were elicited in the production task. 
 

14. củ  root vegetables  

(e.g., onion, garlic, carrot, potato, manioc, turnip-cabbage) 

15. quyển/cuốn  book, volume, notebook, calendar, diary, novel 

 

 

Table 3.10 shows the nouns and number thereof used as stimuli for each classifier; for 

disjunctive classifiers their prototypicality (prototypical [p], less so [lp], not [-p]) is also 

included. 

 

Table 3.10: Nouns used as stimuli and their prototypicality  
CL 
# Classifier noun subcategory p lp -p 

# of 
stimuli 

 disjunctive       

        

1 CÁI clock inanimate object √   4 

  glass “ √    

  leg body part  √   

  hamburger Food   √  

        

2 CON dog animal √   3 

  doll animate object  √   

  eye animate body part   √  

        

        

3 QUẢ, TRÁI banana fruit (long) √   7 

  apple  fruit (round) √    

  ball 3D-big-round √    

  balloon “ √    

  egg “ √    

  globe “ √    

  heart “  √   

        

4 CHIẾC car vehicle √   7 

  airplane “ √    

  bicycle “ √    

  shoe one of a pair  √   

  socks “  √   

  chopstick “  √   

  ring sophisticated object   √  
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5 CÂY pencil 1D, long-rigid √   7 

  guitar  √    

  umbrella  √    

  toothpick  √    

  candle  √    

  ruler  √    

  incense  √    

        

 non-disjunctive, shape      

        

6 SỢI/C N  string 1D, long-flexible    3 

  necklace “     

  rubber band “     

        

7 TỜ paper 2D, flat-soft    2 

  newspaper “     

        

8 TẤM picture 2D, flat-hard    2 

  doormat “     

        

9 LÁ flag 2D, flat, leaf-like    2 

  playing card “     

        

10 CỤC candy 3D, roundish, undefined    5 

  battery “     

  soap bar “     

  stone “     

  eraser “     

        

11 HỘT button 3D, small-round, seed-like    3 

  rice grain “     

  peanut “     

        

12 VIÊN pill 3D, small-round    3 

  marble “     

  candy “     

        

13 CUỘN toilet paper roll-like    3 

  thread spool “     

  cassette tape “     

        

 non-disjunctive, non-shape     

14 CỦ carrot root vegetable    4 

  garlic “     

  onion “     

  ginger “     

        

15 QUYỂN book book    2 

  notebook book-like     
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The stimuli represent objects and entities from the many-to-one mapping (e.g., 

dog, doll, eye) vs. one-to-one mapping categories (e.g., string, necklace, rubber band), 

objects that have similar shapes but require different classifiers (e.g., balloon, onion, 

marble) vs. objects of different shapes but that use the same classifiers (e.g., banana, 

ball, heart). 

Each group of stimuli for the same classifier had test items that are a prototypical, 

less prototypical, and a non-prototypical member for the classifier tested. This served to 

avoid obtaining an inaccurate picture of child classifier development. For example, if a 

prototypical item such as bicycle is used to elicit the vehicle classifier chiếc, but a less 

prototypical item such as heart is used to elicit the animal/animate classifier con, then the 

results would not be comparable. Children usually score lower on less prototypical items; 

thus if the percentage for correct use with con were low because no prototypical members 

were used as stimuli, then this result would be distorted due to unbalanced use of stimuli, 

and a conclusion that con is acquired later than chiếc would be inaccurate. 

In addition, I included both familiar and unfamiliar items in most groups of 

stimuli for the same classifier. The number of familiar items outweighs that of unfamiliar 

ones (the latter are marked in light blue in Table 3.10). 

There were unequal numbers of stimuli for the various classifiers. The classifiers 

quả/trái, cây, and chiếc each had seven nouns as test items, but tờ, tấm, lá, and quyển had 

only two. The reasons for this are (1) The disjunctive and non-disjunctive distinction: 

Disjunctive classifiers have multiple semantic domains, thus need more test items, 

whereas non-disjunctive ones refer to only one semantic domain, thus need only two to 

three test items; (2) The classifiers tờ, tấm, lá, and quyển had only two test items each 
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because the number of nouns they are used with is limited. From this limited set of nouns, 

I could use only those that are not too unfamiliar, such as liver and lung, and I could use 

only those representing objects that are not too big and can physically be shown to the 

children. Some objects are more recognizable if shown as a real object than if shown in a 

picture, such as carpets, mirrors, books, etc. Further, I had to avoid using as stimuli 

objects that differ for adults but not for children. For instance, possible common nouns 

that are classified with quyển are book, volume, notebook, calendar, diary, and novel. 

Using a calendar, diary, or novel as a real object to show to the children did not yield any 

useful responses. Most children could not distinguish between a calendar, a diary, or a 

novel; they replied with book or notebook for all of them. 

 

3.3.6 Procedure 

The first week, my assistant and I spent most of our time at the daycare center 

getting to know the kids, playing and talking to them. In the next five weeks, we were 

there every day between 7:30 am and 4:30 pm (with a break between 11 am and 1 pm) to 

conduct the elicitation tasks. Three tasks were carried out but only one was used for this 

dissertation. We were fortunate to have permission to use two different rooms where we 

could perform the elicitation with the oldest and middle groups. One was a spacious room 

where music and dance lessons were held; the other was a smaller, modern, and nicely 

decorated room called the ―Lego room‖ where the children from each class could spend 

time playing for an hour a day. We could use one of these two rooms whenever it was 

vacant. This was quite tricky because we had to move our recording equipment several 

times from one room to the other, but we had no other choice.  
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 With the youngest group, it was simply not possible to get each child to come 

individually with us to one of these two rooms. They were afraid of that and cried a lot. 

We tried this with several kids from this group and all of them protested. The teachers of 

the Mầm class suggested that we do the quizzing game with them in the meal room or the 

classroom when the rest of the class had a lesson in a different room, but under the 

condition that one or two other children still remain in the classroom or meal room during 

the quizzing game. They said that children at this age do not want to be with strangers 

alone in an enclosed room for a long period of time. This left us with a much less 

favorable recording location and situation, but we understood that it was necessary. 

We performed the elicited production task with each child individually. Before we 

started the elicitation session, we set up the recording equipment in a specific manner: 

We placed the bulky tape recorder fairly far from where the child would sit so it was not 

visible to the child, but we placed the microphone about 30 inches away, visible and right 

in front of the child. We did this because of my experience with the pilot data collection: 

Children are very distracted by the visibility of the tape recorder but not by the 

microphone. They would run to the tape recorder, touch it and mess with it, and not focus 

on the elicitation. 

After setting up the recording equipment, one of us went to the classroom and 

called one child to come out with us to play the quizzing game. Prior to the start of the 

elicitation task, we asked each participating child to count from 1 to 10 to determine 

whether the child had mastered the concept of numbers. If the child was able to do this, 

we then conducted the experimental tasks with the child. My assistant and I shared the 

job. One of us asked the elicitation questions; the other wrote down the child‘s responses. 
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This served as a useful backup to ensure accuracy of the response in case there was 

unintelligibility in the recording.  

 

Elicitation procedure 

Altogether we had 55 stimuli (25 pictures and 30 objects). Each child was shown 

a picture or set of real objects and asked to say how many of these objects they saw. At 

first, we introduced the child to the elicitation task by saying the following: ―We are 

going to play a fun quizzing game now. First I will show you pictures one by one and you 

tell me what you see in each picture and how many of them you see. Then I will show 

you all kinds of fun objects one by one and you will tell me what object you see and how 

many of it there are. When you are finished, I will give you a sticker and some cookies.‖  

The elicitation went well with most subjects in the oldest and middle groups. All 

the subjects understood the task except for one child in the middle group. We had to 

eliminate this child because he did not understand the task, not knowing what was asked 

and what he needed to respond even after 35 minutes of explanation. 

The duration of each elicitation ranged from 10 to 20 minutes for the oldest 

group, 15 to 30 minutes for the middle group, and 30 to 45 minutes for the youngest 

group.  

The elicitation with the oldest group proceeded quickly because most children 

responded with the expected Num-CL-N phrase promptly after they saw a picture or an 

object. Alternatively, they first responded by saying the noun (with or without the 

classifier) after they were shown the picture/object, but then after we asked ―How 

many?‖ they responded with the expected Num-CL-N phrase. We made sure that the 
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classifier did not appear in our ―how many‖ questions. We either asked Có tất cả bao 

nhiêu? ‗How many are there altogether?‘ or Đố em có bao nhiêu? ‗I quiz you how many 

there are‘. Sometimes the children responded by counting the objects one by one. For 

example, a child saw six balloons and said ―One two three four five six‖ and then 

stopped. We then asked ―Six what?‖ and the child then replied with the expected Num-

CL-N phrase. In such a ‗numeral-what‘ question, we made sure that we did not utter the 

classifier. Another prompting question that we used was ―Try to count‖ when the children 

responded without a numeral. After they counted, they could deliver the expected Num-

CL-N phrase. 

 The elicitation with the middle group took longer because these children were 

slower, taking longer until they could produce a numeral classifier phrase. We found five 

common strategies: counting objects more than once, giving a non-numeral response, 

describing other aspects of the stimulus, describing the object itself if they did not know 

the word for it, or just being talkative.  

The most challenging was the youngest group. The problem was not the less 

favorable recording location and situation (most of the recording took place in the meal 

room where there were some other kids as well), but their much slower understanding of 

the task and the non-mastery of the number concept when using it with a classifier. If 

they didn‘t know the word for the picture/object shown to them, they either gave no 

response or they talked about irrelevant things. Often we had to spend more time 

explaining and prompting until the child answered with the expected Num-CL-N phrase. 

Many of them could not produce this kind of numeral phrase. Example (3.2) shows a 

response from the youngest group. 
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(3.4)    Stimulus: Six balloons 

First try: 

*CHI: bong bóng. (PA1, 3;1) 

‗Balloon.‘ 

*INV: Có  tất cả  bao nhiêu?  Em đ m thử. 

have  all  how many?  you count try 

‗How many are there altogether? Try to count.‘ 

*CHI: một hai ba bốn năm sáu  bảy  tám chín mười.  

‗One  two  three  four  five  six seven eight nine ten.‘ 

*INV: mười gì? 

‗Ten  what?‘ 

*CHI: cái dấu cái dấu cái dấu. 

‗CL  dot,  CL  dot,  CL  dot.‘  

*INV: mười gì? 

‗Ten  what?‘ 

*CHI: bong bóng  

balloon.  

*INV: mười gì? 

‗Ten  what?‘ 

*CHI: số  hai.  

‗Number  two.‘  

*INV: mười gì? 

‗Ten  what?‘ 

*CHI: mười số hai. một một. 

‗Ten  number two.  One,  one.‘  

*INV: mười gì? 

‗Ten  what?‘ 

*CHI: mười dấu. 

‗Ten dot.‘  

 

Second try (a few minutes later): 

*CHI: bong bóng  

‗balloon.‘ 

*INV: em đ m thử. 

you count try  

‗Try to count.‘ 

*CHI: *hai bong bóng.  

‗Two balloon.‘ 

 

Overall, the responses were very interesting and creative. Although it was a lot of work, 

we enjoyed the elicitation sessions. In the last week, we took pictures of each child who 

participated.  
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3.3.7    Transcription and coding 

We typed up the children‘s responses in two rounds. The first round was done by 

the assistant. She only transcribed each final response, omitting everything else the child 

said before that. The second round was done by me. I transcribed everything that the 

child said before he or she reached a final response. I also transcribed everything the 

elicitor said, and used codes for all the questions and prompts. Table 3.11 lists these 

codes. 

 

Table 3.11: Codes used for transcribing the cross-sectional data 

 

0   Đây là gì đây ‗What is this?‘ (necessary only for the youngest group) 

A   Có tất cả bao nhiêu ‗How many are there altogether?‘  

      Đố em có bao nhiêu ‗I quiz you how many there are‘  

B  Num gì ‗Numeral what‘ 

C  Em đếm thử ‗Try to count‘ 

#  pause (not too long)   

##  long pause 

NL  Nói lại ‗Say again‘ 

AM  Investigator asks more (not necessary in oldest group) 

DEX  Child doesn‘t know object despite further explanation 

 

 

Appendix L shows an excerpt of the transcription of the elicitation from one child. 

 

 

In the next two chapters, the results of this data collection are laid out. Chapter 4 

presents the syntactic aspect of classifier acquisition, focusing on the development of 

classifier phrases. Chapter 5 presents the semantic aspect of classifier acquisition, 

focusing on the development of classifiers themselves. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF CLASSIFIER PHRASES:  EVIDENCE FROM THE 

LONGITUDINAL DATA 

 

Classifier phrases are one type of noun phrase. There are basically three types of 

NPs
39

 in languages that have numeral classifier systems: 

1. NPs involving bare nouns, also referred to as bare noun NPs 

2. NPs involving classifiers, also referred to as classifier NPs, classifier phrases, or 

CLPs 

3. NPs involving pronouns 

In the present study, the main focus is to examine NPs involving classifiers, 

hereafter referred to as classifier phrases. I also examine NPs involving bare nouns for 

two reasons: (1) Bare noun NPs develop before classifier NPs, so tracking the 

development of bare noun NPs will help to better understand the development of 

classifier phrases; (2) Comparing the development of these two types of NP may reveal 

whether very young children prefer bare noun NPs over classifier phrases or vice versa.  

NPs involving pronouns are beyond the scope of this dissertation and therefore not 

included in the analysis. 

                                                 
39

 Note that throughout the dissertation, the term NP refers to both (1) NPs involving bare nouns, also 

called bare noun NP, and (2) NPs involving classifiers, also called classifier NP, classifier phrases, or CLP.  
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4.1 Bare noun phrases and classifier phrases in Vietnamese 

There are at least 29 possible two- to four-element types of classifier phrases in 

Vietnamese. Tables 4.1-4.3 list the possible bare noun NPs, classifier phrases, and 

impermissible NPs in Vietnamese. 

 

Table 4.1: Possible 1- to 2-element bare noun NPs with examples 

1 element  Examples  Morphological gloss  Gloss  

N chó 

trứng 

dog 

egg 

dog(s) 

egg(s) 

 

2 elements  Examples  Morphological gloss  Gloss  

N-Det banh này 

n i này 

ball this 

pot this 

this ball/these balls 

this pot/these pots 

 

N-Wh-word 

xe nào? 

bát nào? 

car which 

bowl which 

which car? 

which bowl? 

N-Adj xe củ 

bóng vàng 

car old  

ball yellow 

old car(s) 

yellow ball(s) 

N-Poss đàn của con 

mèo của em 

guitar of I 

cat of I 

my guitar 

my cat  

 

3 elements  Examples  Morphological gloss  Gloss  

N-Adj-Det trứng bự này 

 

egg big this this big egg 

N-Adj-wh-word xe nhỏ nào? 

 

car small which 

 

which small car? 

 

 

Table 4.2: Possible 2- to 4-element classifier NPs with examples 

2 elements  Examples  Morphological gloss  Gloss  

CL-N con chó 

quả trứng 

CL (animal) dog 

CL (fruit/big-round) egg 

the dog 

the egg 

CL-Det° cái này 

con này 

cái đó 

CL (general) this 

CL (animal) this 

CL (general) that 

this one  

this one 

that one 

CL-Wh-word° cái gì? 

cái nào? 

con nào? 

CL (general) what 

CL (general) which 

CL (animal) which 

what? 

which one? 

which one? 

CL-Adj° con đen CL (animal) black the black one 

CL-Poss° cái của con CL (general) of I mine 

Num-CL° hai cái 

ba con 

two CL (general) 

three CL (animal) 

two 

three 
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3 elements  Examples  Morphological gloss  Gloss  

CL-N-Det trái banh này 

cái n i này 

CL (fruit/big-round) ball this 

CL (general) pot this 

this ball 

this pot 

CL-N-Wh chi c xe nào? 

cái bát nào? 

CL (vehicle) car which 

CL (general) bowl which 

which car? 

which bowl? 

CL-N-Adj cái xe củ 

quả bóng vàng 

CL (general) car old  

CL (fruit/big-round) ball yellow 

the old car 

the yellow ball 

CL-N-Poss cái đàn của con 

con mèo của em 

CL (general) guitar of I 

CL (animal) cat of I 

my guitar 

my cat  

Num-CL-N hai cây kem 

ba quả bóng 

two CL (long-straight) ice cream 

three CL (fruit/big-round) ball 

two ice creams 

three balls 

Num-CL-Det° hai cái này 

mấy cái này 

two CL (general) this 

plural CL (general) this 

these two 

these 

Num-CL-Wh° hai cái gì đây? 

hai cái nào? 

two CL (general) what here 

two CL (general) which 

what are these two? 

which two? 

Num-CL-Adj° nhiều quả to 

một ngón nhỏ 

many CL (fruit/big-round) big 

one CL (finger, toe) small 

many big ones 

one small one 

Num-CL-Poss° hai cái của con 

 

two CL (general) of I the two of mine  

 

4 elements  Examples  Morphological gloss  Gloss  

CL-N-Adj-Det quả trứng bự này 

 

CL (fruit/big-round) egg big 

this 

this big egg 

CL-N-Adj-wh-

word 

chi c xe nhỏ nào? 

 

CL (vehicle) small car which 

 

which small car? 

 

CL-N-Adj-Poss  quả bóng màu vàng 

của con  

CL (fruit/big-round) ball 

yellow of I 

my yellow ball 

Num-CL-N-Det hai cục pin này two CL (small-roundish) 

battery this 

these two batteries 

 

Num-CL-N-Wh-

word 

hai trái banh nào? two CL (fruit/big-round) ball  

which 

which two balls? 

Num-CL-N-Adj hai chi c xe nhỏ  two CL (vehicle) car small two small cars 

Num-CL-N-Poss một cái tất của Linh 

 

mấy cái v t của ba 

 

one CL (one of pair) sock  

of Linh 

plural CL (general) racket  

of Daddy 

Linh‘s one sock 

 

Daddy‘s rackets 

 

(The phrases marked with the ° symbol involve anaphoric uses of a classifier because the 

head noun is grammatically omitted. All the other phrases where the head is not omitted 

are referred to as full classifier phrases.) 
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Table 4.3: Impermissible NPs in Vietnamese 

1 element 2 elements 

*CL *Num-N  

 *CL-CL 

 
4.2  Overall results 

The results discussed here are primarily derived from my longitudinal data. In my 

cross-sectional data, only two structures, Num-CL-N and CL-(N)-Det, were examined, 

whereas in the longitudinal data, any noun phrase and classifier phrase produced by any 

child was extracted for analysis. 

 

4.2.1 Occurrence of bare noun phrases and classifier phrases  

The total number of nominals analyzed for each child is tabulated in Table 4.4 

below.  

Table 4.4: Total number of nominals for analysis  

Child Minh Ha Mi Liem Giang 

Age range 1;09-2;03 1;11-2;05 2;04-2;10 2;05-3;02 

Bare noun phrases 1900 1021 1469 2473 

Classifier phrases 918 765 1218 2817 

TOTAL NOMINAL 2826 1794 2704 5737 

 

The majority of the phrase types listed in Tables 4.1–4.3 appeared in the data: Five types 

of bare noun NPs, 19 types of classifier NPs, and two impermissible NP types. These are 

marked in boldface and underlined. Of the 19 types of classifier NPs, 10 types occurred 

in all four children‘s data; the other nine occurred only rarely and only in the two older 

children‘s data. These are marked in boldface and not underlined. The noun phrase types 

that did not occur in any of the children‘s speech are neither marked in boldface nor 

underlined. Of these, three are four-element noun phrases. 
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Table 4.5 lists the total number of tokens and percentages of all bare noun NPs 

that occurred in each of the four children‘s speech. The percentages are obtained from the 

number of tokens divided by the total number of bare noun phrases listed in Table 4.4. 

(See Appendix N for detailed numbers of tokens from each session for each child.) 

 

Table 4.5: Total number of tokens of bare noun NPs by type, along with percentages, for 

each child across all sessions  

 Bare NP Type Minh Ha Mi Liem Giang 

  1;09-2;03 1;11-2;05 2;04-2;10 2;05-3;02 

  (6 months) (6 months) (6 months) (9 months) 

1 N, V+N, N+V 1749 857 1212 2139 

  (92%) (84%) (83%) (86%) 

2 N-Det 66 19 84 28 

  (3%) (2%) (6%) (1%) 

3 N-Wh 4 9 22 25 

  (0.2%) (0.9%) (1%) (1%) 

4 N-Adj 10 12 48 49 

  (0.5%) (1%) (3%) (2%) 

5 N-Poss 71 124 103 232 

  (3.7%) (12%) (7%) (9%) 

 Total 1900 1021 1469 2473 

 

 

As Table 4.5 shows, there were five grammatical bare noun phrase types in the four 

children‘s speech. 

Table 4.6 lists the total number of tokens and percentages of all the classifier NPs 

that occurred in each of the four children‘s speech. The percentages are the number of 

tokens divided by the number of total classifier phrases listed in Table 4.4. (See 

Appendix O for detailed numbers of tokens from each session for each child.) 
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Table 4.6: Total number of tokens of classifier NPs by type, along with percentages, 

produced by each child across all sessions, including impermissible classifier NPs 

(errors) 

  
CL Phrase 
Type Minh Ha Mi Liem Giang 

   1;09-2;03 1;11-2;05 2;04-2;10 2;05-3;02 

   (6 months) (6 months) (6 months) (9 months) 

1 2-element CL-N 762 591 584 1638 

   (82%) (77%) (47%) (57%) 

2  CL-Det 95 64 285 238 

   (10%) (8%) (23%) (8%) 

3  CL-Wh 20 41 74 337 

   (2%) (5%) (6%) (12%) 

4  CL-Adj 2 4 4 15 

   (0.2%) (1%) (0.3%) (1%) 

5  CL-Poss  3  1 

    (0.4%)  (0.04%) 

6   Num-CL 5 11 32 92 

   (1%) (1%) (3%) (3%) 

7 3-element CL-N-Det 8 6 64 3 

   (1%) (1%) (5%) (0.1%) 

8  CL-N-Wh   14 9 

     (1%) (0.3%) 

9  CL-N-Adj 8 1 26 31 

   (2%) (0.1%) (2%) (1%) 

10  CL-N-Poss 8 30 32 43 

   (1%) (4%) (3%) (2%) 

11  Num-CL-N 3 3 11 287 

   (0.3%) (0.4%) (1%) (10%) 

12  Num-CL-Det  1 6 22 

    (0.1%) (0.5%) (1%) 

13  Num-CL-Wh    2 

      (0.2%) 

14  Num-CL-Adj    2 

      (0.2%) 

15   Num-CL-Poss   3   1 

    (0.4%)  (0.04%) 

16 4-element CL-N-Adj-Poss   1 1 

     (0.1%) (0.04%) 

17  Num-CL-N-Det   3  

     (0.2%)  

18  Num-CL-N-Adj   2 7 

     (0.2%) (0.3%) 

19  Num-CL-N-Poss   2 

            (0.2%) 

1 Errors *Num-N 1 3 30 67 

   (0.1%) (0.4%) (2%) (2%) 

2  *CL-CL 5 4 51 21 

   (1%) (1%) (4%) (1%) 

  TOTAL 918 765 1218 2817 
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Table 4.6 shows that the children produced a total of 19 grammatical classifier phrase 

types and two ungrammatical ones. Of the 19 grammatical classifier phrase types, nine 

were produced by all four children; the other 10 were produced by one or both of the two 

older children. The two ungrammatical classifier phrase types occurred in all four 

children‘s data.  

  

4.2.2 Most preferred syntactic positions of classifiers 

The most frequent position in which the classifier occurs is the one preceding the 

noun, i.e., CL-N, hereafter referred to as the pre-noun position. All four children 

overwhelmingly preferred this position, with usage rates ranging from 57% of all 

classifier constructions for the oldest child to 82% for the youngest child. This raises the 

possibility that Vietnamese children acquire nouns together with their classifiers. I will 

return to this generalization in the Discussion chapter.  

For Minh, Ha Mi, and Liem, the second most frequent position for the classifier is 

just before the determiner, i.e., CL-Det. Compared to the pre-noun position, however, this 

construction occurs much less frequently, ranging from only 8% to 23% of total usage. 

The third most frequent position for these three children is that preceding the wh-word, 

i.e., CL-Wh, which also occurs much less often than the pre-noun position (2% to 6%). In 

the case of Giang, the oldest child, the second most frequent classifier phrase is CL-Wh; 

the third most frequent is the full-fledged numeral classifier phrase, Num-CL-N. 
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4.2.3 Order of frequency and quantity of NP types 

A glance at Tables 4.5 and 4.6 reveals that, out of the 24 NP types (excluding the 

errors) produced by the children, the most frequent are the one- and two-element NP 

types, whether or not the noun phrase contains a classifier. The eight most frequently 

occurring NP types across all four children, arranged in rough order of frequency, are 

shown in Table 4.7.  

 

Table 4.7: The eight most frequent NP types, in tokens, for all four children 

NP Type Minh Ha Mi Liem Giang 

 1;09-2;03 1;11-2;05 2;04-2;10 2;05-3;02 

N, V+N, N+V 1749 857 1212 2139 

CL-N 762 591 584 1638 

CL-Det 95 64 285 238 

CL-Wh 20 41 74 337 

N-Poss 71 124 103 232 

N-Det 66 19 84 28 

N-Adj 10 12 48 49 

Num-CL 5 11 32 92 

 

 

Compared to two-element NPs, three-element NPs occur in smaller numbers across the 

children‘s data. The exception lies in the oldest child, Giang, who uses the three-element 

numeral classifier phrase, Num-CL-N, a large number of times (287 total tokens 

compared to only 3, 4, and 11 in the other three children). Again, see Table 4.6 above.  

Tables 4.5 and 4.6 above also provide information on which noun phrase types 

each of the children can produce during the period of time they were recorded. Table 4.8 

lists how many bare noun phrase types and classifier phrase types each child produced.  
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Table 4.8: Number of bare noun NP and classifier NP types produced by each child 

  

Minh 

1;09-2;03 

Ha Mi 

1;11-2;05 

Liem 

2;04-2;10 

Giang 

2;05-3;02 

 Possible # of 

bare noun or 

classifier NP 

types 

# of bare noun 

NP types 5 5 5 5 5 

# of classifier 

NP types 9 12 14 18 19 

# of imper-

missible NPs 2 2 2 2 3 

  

 

All four children could produce the five possible two-element bare noun NPs. 

Minh first showed the ability to produce all five at the age of 2;01 in Session 8; Ha Mi 

did so at 1;11 in Session 2; Liem already could produce all five at the first session at 

2;04. This suggests that by age 2, Vietnamese children can combine other elements (Det, 

Wh, Poss, Adj) with nouns.  

As for classifier phrase types, the children all displayed diversity of structure and 

a neat developmental trajectory. The number of classifier phrase types that they used 

increases over time: Each child produced a greater number of classifier phrase types than 

the next younger child. Minh, the youngest, produced nine; Ha Mi, the next youngest, 

produced 12; Liem, the second oldest child, produced 16; and Giang, the oldest child, 

produced 18 different types of classifier phrases. More three-element classifier phrases 

and the more complex four-element ones appeared in the speech of the two older 

children. All four children made the same types of errors by producing the same number 

of impermissible NPs. 

Looking closer at the individual children‘s development from one session to the 

next (see Appendix P), it can be seen that the total number of types of classifier phrase 
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structures (CLP types) used by each child increases over time. For Minh, this number 

increased from two in the first session to eight in the last. For Ha Mi, the number 

increased from three in the first session to eight halfway through the research. For Liem, 

the number increased from eight in the first session to 13 in the last. Giang used only 

three types in the first session, but 12 in one of the last sessions. Figure 4.1 presents this 

increase for the age range from 1;09 to 3;02.  
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Figure 4.1. Increase in classifier phase type 

 

 

This section presented overall results. In the next section, the age of emergence 

and the development of each of the bare noun and classifier phrase types are examined. 

 

4.3 Age of emergence 

This section examines the point of emergence of the classifier as a nominal 

category. For comparison, I also examine the point of emergence of nouns, determiners, 

and wh-words.  
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4.3.1 Criteria for determining age of emergence 

To determine the age of emergence of classifiers, I follow the stringent criteria set 

forth in Wong (1998): In order to determine whether a child has acquired a certain 

grammatical category, there should be at least three occurrences of that category in three 

different syntactic positions across three consecutive sessions in the child‘s speech.  

 

4.3.2 Classifiers 

The point of emergence of classifiers can be determined only for the two younger 

children, Minh and Ha Mi. The two older children, Liem and Giang, had already begun to 

use classifiers at the time of the first recording. It can be seen in the more detailed records 

of each individual session in Appendix O that these two older children mostly produce 

more than three instances in three different syntactic positions.  

The first time Minh used classifiers is at 1;09;20. Ha Mi used them for the first 

time at 1;11;10. However, classifiers as a nominal category emerge at around 2;02. It is at 

this age that the children‘s data displayed more than three occurrences in three different 

syntactic positions across three consecutive sessions. See Table 4.9.  

 

Table 4.9: Point of emergence of classifiers  

Child Age of emergence 3 different CLPs across 3 consecutive sessions 

Minh 2;02;13 CL-N (30x) CL-Det (6x) CL-N-Poss (3x) 

Ha Mi 2;02;11 CL-N (36x) CL-Det (4x) Num-CL (4x) 
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4.3.3 Nouns  

There are seven permissible syntactic positions for bare NPs. All of them 

occurred in the data.
40

 (Refer to Appendix N.) Based on the data at hand, it is not possible 

to locate the point of emergence of nouns because all four children produce great 

numbers of bare noun phrases in many different positions over at least three consecutive 

sessions from the very first recording. The point of emergence of nouns must be earlier 

than age 1;09, as this is the youngest age for which there are available data.  

The children particularly prefer three positions. The first is a bare noun by itself 

(holophrase), which occurs more frequently in the two youngest children‘s speech (Minh 

and Ha Mi). The second is a bare noun in direct object position. In the two older 

children‘s speech (Liem and Giang), this is the most frequent position for bare nouns, 

more than twice as frequent as holophrases. Liem and Giang are clearly past the 

holophrase stage. The third preferred position is that of subject. Compared with nouns in 

direct object position, however, nouns occur in subject position much less frequently. The 

general important finding we have here is that Vietnamese-speaking children combine 

nouns with verbs first before they combine them with adjectives, other content words, or 

function words such as determiners, wh-words, and possessives. Roughly by age 2;04, the 

children are able to use nouns in all seven syntactic positions.  

 

                                                 
40

 Only common nouns, not proper nouns, are included in the bare N count. This count is done to compare 

bare Ns with classifier-noun phrases. Although proper nouns do have a CL, this classifier is from the 

human category. In this dissertation, I exclude analyses involving human classifiers.  
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4.3.4 Determiners and wh-words 

Determiners and wh-words occur in fewer syntactic positions than classifiers. In 

the four children‘s data, classifiers occur in seven different positions, whereas 

determiners occur in only three (post-classifier, post-noun, post-adjective), and wh-words 

occur in two (post-classifier, post-noun). Therefore, if we were to base the time of 

emergence of determiners and wh-words on the criterion that they occur in three different 

syntactic positions, we would have an inaccurate emergence picture. Following Wong 

(1998), emergence can still be determined using the criterion of one syntactic position 

used at least three times across three consecutive sessions.  

 

Determiners 

The results for combinations with determiners in Appendix Q show that the 

majority of determiners occur with the classifier alone (CL-Det). If we examine just this 

syntactic position, classifier-determiner, we see that productive use of determiners begins 

at the end of the second year, at 1;11. First use is at 1;09;20 in Minh‘s case; the other 

three children most likely began using them before their first recordings. Table 4.10 

below records the evidence for the emergence of determiners in the two younger children, 

Minh and Ha Mi. For Liem, the emergence point of determiners had already passed at the 

time of the first recording, as was the case for the emergence of classifiers. For the next 

oldest child, Giang, the emergence scenario of determiners looks different than that of the 

other three children because she uses CL-Det phrases much less often than Liem, 

although she is one month older than he. In her case, it cannot be determined whether the 

point of emergence for determiners has already passed, and she simply does not happen 
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to use CL-Det in the first five sessions (see Appendix Q for Giang under CL-Det), or 

whether the combination of the classifier with the determiner emerges quite late, at 2;5, in 

her case.  

 

Table 4.10: Point of emergence of determiners 

Child 

 Age of emergence Evidence: 3 consecutive sessions 

  CLP type # of tokens  

Minh 1;11;04 CL-Det  (5) (3) (10)  

Ha Mi 1;11;10 CL-Det  (3) (3) (6)  

Liem before 1
st
 recording    

Giang 2;09;18 CL-Det  (5) (9) (58)  

 

 

Wh-words 

As evident from the data presented in Table 4.11, wh-words emerge later than 

determiners and classifiers. Refer to Appendix R for the number of raw tokens of 

nominal combinations with wh-words from each individual session for each child.  

 

Table 4.11: Point of emergence of the wh-words ‗what‘ and ‗which‘ 

Child Age of emergence Evidence (3 consecutive sessions) 

  CLP type # of tokens  

Minh not yet    

Ha Mi 1;11;27 CL-Wh  (4) (8) (9)  

Liem 2;07;07 CL-Wh  (15) (3) (6)  

Giang 2;06;10 CL-Wh  (3) (16) (5)  

 

As the previous analysis has shown, the age of emergence of classifiers is 

between 2;01 and 2;02. Since the wh-words ‗what‘ and ‗which‘ are coupled with the 

classifier in Vietnamese, it is expected that these wh-words would become more 

productive after the category of classifiers is acquired. This is the case. An analysis of the 

emergence of the wh-words ‗what‘ and ‗which‘ shows that they emerge at around 2;6–
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2;7, later than classifiers. Minh‘s first use is at 1;10;06 and Ha Mi‘s at 1;11:10 or earlier. 

It is very possible that initially, the child learns cái gì (ʻCL+whatʻ) as a chunk, repeating 

from adults‘ speech, and about eight months later, the nominal category of wh-word 

becomes productive. 

 

4.3.5 Summary 

Classifiers as a nominal category emerge at around the beginning of age 2, at 

2;02. This is clearly later than nouns, which are acquired during age 1. The emergence of 

determiners is at 1;11, earlier than classifiers. The wh-words ‗what‘ and ‗which‘ emerge 

at around 2;6–2;7. Figure 4.2 shows the ages of emergence for each of these nominal 

categories. 

Age  Nominal Category 

--------------------------------------------- 

1;9 (↑)  noun 

1;10 

1;11  determiner 

2;0 

2;1 

2;2  classifier 

2;3 

2;4 

2;5 

2;6   wh-words 

 

Figure 4.2. Age of emergence nominal categories 

In this section, I have looked at the classifier by itself as a nominal category. In 

the next sections, I will examine the classifier from a different angle, namely in phrases. I 

will examine the composition and age of emergence of bare noun NPs and classifier NPs 

that consist of two, three, and four elements.  
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4.4 Two-element NP utterances 

4.4.1 Criteria for determining age of emergence 

To determine the emergence order of NPs, I employ Wong‘s (1998) lax criteria: If 

the child uses a certain type of structure continuously across three consecutive sessions, 

the child is deemed able to use that structure productively, and the first session of that 

series is regarded as the onset of this development. Her more stringent criteria are not 

appropriate for determining emergence of NPs. 

In the previous section, I decided to employ the stringent criteria for the 

emergence order of nominal categories for two reasons: First, due the extremely high 

number of classifier-noun occurrences in the Vietnamese child data, it is difficult to 

determine the age of emergence of classifiers as a nominal category based on the lax 

criteria, ―a type of structure across three consecutive sessions.‖ Second, because there are 

19 different phrases in which the classifier occurs in the Vietnamese data, it is possible to 

use the stronger criteria, ―at least three occurrences of that category in three different 

syntactic positions across three consecutive sessions.‖ 

 

4.4.2  Overall findings  

 

The following 10 different types of two-element NPs occurred in the children‘s data: 

1. CL-N  classifier-noun 

2. CL-Det classifier-determiner 

3. CL-Wh classifier-wh-word 

4. CL-Adj classifier-adjective 

5. CL-Poss classifier-possessive 

6. Num-CL numeral-classifier 

7. N-Det  noun-determiner 

8. N-Wh  noun-wh-word 

9. N-Adj  noun-adjective 

10. N-Poss  noun-possessive 
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In Tables 4.12a to 4.12d below, results for two-element NPs of each session for each 

of the children are presented. Note that the fifth type, CL-Poss, is not included due to lack 

of space and the very low rate of occurrence (only four tokens in total, from two 

children). 

 

Table 4.12a: Minh‘s two-element NPs 

S Age CL+N CL+Det CL+Wh CL+Adj Num+CL N-Det N+Wh N+Adj N+Poss 

1 1;09;20 58 3      1 3 

2 1;10;06 46 1 1   1   6 

3 1;10;20 50  1 1  1   2 

4 1;11;04 33 5    1 1  1 

5 1;11;19 79 3 1   3  1 6 

6 2;00;03 30 10    6  1 2 

7 2;00;16 99 5    6   5 

8 2;01;01 37 17  1  7 2 2 7 

9 2;01;15 23 6   1 4   8 

10 2;01;29 57 21 2  3 19  2 9 

11 2;02;13 30 6 1   4 1  3 

12 2;02;27 36 9 3   8  1 7 

13 2;03;11 184 9 11  1 6  2 12 

  TOTAL 762 95 20 2 5 66 4 10 71 

 

 

Table 4.12b: Ha Mi‘s two-element NPs 

S Age 
CL+
N 

CL+De
t 

CL+W
h 

CL+Ad
j 

Num+C
L N-Det 

N+W
h 

N+Ad
j 

N+Pos
s 

1 
1;11;1
0 33 2 2   2 2  2 

2 
1;11;2
7 82 3 4   1 1 1 2 

3 
2;00;1
1 82 5 8 1  1  2 6 

4 
2;00;2
9 102 1 9 1  1   5 

5 
2;01;2
7 18      1  11 

6 
2;02;1
1 36 4 1 1 4 1   1 

7 
2;02;2
7 88 9   2 3   18 

8 
2;03;1
6 70 10 4  2 4  1 12 

9 
2;04;0
0 27 12 8     1 8 

10 
2;04;1
4 13  1   2 2 2 2 
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11 
2;04;2
8 12 12 2     2 11 

12 
2;05;1
2 28 6 2 1 3 4 3 3 46 

  
TOTA
L 591 64 41 4 11 19 9 12 124 
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Table 4.12c: Liem‘s two-element NPs 

S Age 
CL+
N 

CL-
Det 

CL+W
h 

CL+Ad
j 

Num+C
L N-Det 

N+W
h 

N+Ad
j 

N+Pos
s 

1 
2;04;0
9 46 17  1 1 3 3 6 1 

2 
2;04;1
9 45 22 4  5 13 1 3 13 

3 
2;05;2
2 45 24 5  4 7 1 1 3 

4 
2;06;0
9 28 6 2   6  1 5 

5 
2;06;2
0 46 33 2  1 7 2 3 13 

6 
2;07;0
7 49 24 15  4 2 4 5 18 

7 
2;07;2
2 102 29 3  5 7 1 9 25 

8 
2;08;1
1 26 28 6   6  3 3 

9 
2;08;2
5 35 32 20  5 14 6 1 7 

10 
2;09;0
8 27 5 9  6 5  3 4 

11 
2;09;2
9 135 65 8 2 1 14 4 13 11 

  
TOTA
L 584 285 74 3 32 84 22 48 103 

 

Table 4.12d: Giang‘s two-element NPs 

S Age CL-N CL-Det CL-Wh CL+Adj Num+CL N-Det N+Wh N+Adj N+Poss 

1 2;05;01 64 2 2     3 15 

2 2;05;18 13  1     1 7 

3 2;06;10 29  3   1   11 

4 2;06;23 40  16  1    5 

5 2;07;08 17  5  6  1 1 5 

6 2;07;22 37 3 3     3 8 

7 2;08;01 101 8 13     2 16 

8 2;08;10 118 1 8  1   2 26 

9 2;09;01 109 1 13 1 4 2 1 3 9 

10 2;09;18 122 5 22 3 2 2 1 7 29 

11 2;10;00 46 9 19  5   3 7 

12 2;10;14 87 58 33  5 2 1  4 

13 2;11;00 55 10 10  4 5 1 1 5 

14 2;11;17 46 25 27 1 5 1 1   

15 3;00;03 39 10 10 1 18  1  7 

16 3;00;17 142 21 47 2 6 1 1 2 48 

17 3;01;00 55 13 15  2 2 3 1 2 

18 3;01;14 181 14 55 2 12 1 8 7 14 

19 3;01;27 84 49 8 5 18 6 3 8 6 

20 3;02;13 253 9 27  3 5 3 5 8 

  TOTAL 1638 238 337 15 92 28 25 49 232 
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Based on the evidence presented in Tables 4.12a-d, the order of emergence of the 

10 types of two-element NPs for each child is estimated in Table 4.13.  

 

 

 

Table 4.13: Order of emergence of two-element NPs 

Child Order of emergence of NP types  Approx. age of  

emergence 

Not yet  

emerged 

Minh CL-N, N-Poss   

N-Det, CL-Det  

CL-Wh 

at 1
st
 rec (1;9) 

1;10-1;11 

2;01 

Num-CL 

N-Wh  

N-Adj, CL-Adj 

Ha Mi CL-N, N-Poss, CL-Det, CL-Wh, N-Det 

Num-CL 

N-Adj 

at 1
st
 rec (1;11) 

2;2 

2;3 

N-Wh, CL-Adj 

Liem CL-N, N-Poss, CL-Det, CL-Wh,  

N-Det, N-Adj, Num-CL, N-Wh 

at 1
st
 rec (2;4) 

 

CL-Adj 

Giang CL-N, N-Poss, N-Adj, N-Det, CL-Wh, 

CL-Det, Num-CL, N-Wh 

CL-Adj 

 

 

2;11 

 

 

In the speech of the youngest child, Minh, CL-N and N-Poss are the two-element 

NPs that were present already at the first recording, at 1;9 (Session 1 in Table 4.12a), and 

that continued to be used in at least the next three following sessions. This implies that 

these two types of NP emerged well before 1;9. The exact time of emergence cannot be 

determined because there are no data before this age. Shortly after that, between 1;10 and 

1;11, Minh acquired N-Det and CL-Det. At 2;01 (Session 10), CL-Wh emerged.  

In the speech of Ha Mi and Liem, the next two older children, it is not possible to 

tell the order of emergence of these NPs because they were used productively already in 

the first recording, at 1;11 in the case of Ha Mi and 2;4 in the case of Liem. It is very 

possible that the two-element NPs that emerged for Minh between 1;9 and 1;10 also 
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emerged for Ha Mi and Liem at about the same age, but there are no earlier data to 

support this.  

The two-element NPs that had not yet emerged in Minh‘s speech by the end of the 

recording period were Num-CL, N-Wh, N-Adj and CL-Adj. Num-CL first appeared in 

Ha Mi‘s speech at 2;02 (Session 6 in Table 4.12b), while N-Adj emerged at 2;03 (Session 

8 in Table 4.12b).  

In Liem‘s speech, Num-CL and N-Adj had already appeared by the time of the 

first recording session when he was 2;04;09. Also at this age (or possibly before that), he 

had acquired N-Wh, which had not yet appeared in Ha Mi‘s speech by the end of the 

research. Lastly, CL-Adj, which none of the first three children seemed to have yet 

acquired by the study‘s end, occurred in the speech of Giang, the oldest child, at 2;11;17 

(Session 14 in Table 4.12d). 

The data collected from these 3 children show nicely the order of emergence of 

the earliest NPs: the NPs that Minh does not yet produce, Ha Mi does produce. The NPs 

that the two youngest children do not yet produce are produced by the next older child. 

In the case of Giang, the oldest child and also the one who was recorded over the 

longest period of time (nine months instead of six months), the developmental picture of 

two-element NPs looks a bit different. Several two-element NPs that occurred in the 

younger children‘s speech did not occur in her first few recording sessions, or did not 

occur in the three consecutive sessions necessary to fulfill the criteria for emergence. 

Those are CL-Det, N-Det, Num-CL, N-Adj, and N-Wh. It is unlikely that these two-

element NPs had not emerged yet for her when the study began, at which time she was 

2;05;01. It is possible that in the first few sessions those NPs just did not occur in her 
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speech. On the other hand, it could be possible that, unlike for the other three children, 

for Giang the two-element NPs that include determiners truly emerged late in her speech, 

at 2;7 for CL-Det and 2;10 for N-Det, whereas these emerged in the other children 

between 1;10 and1;11.  

Based on the data and criteria for emergence, Num-CL, N-Adj, and N-Wh 

emerged a bit later for Giang than for Ha Mi and Liem, namely Num-CL at 2;8 and N-

Adj at 2;7, while productive use of Num-CL first appeared at 2;2 in the speech of Ha Mi, 

and productive use of N-Adj took place at 2;3 also in the speech of Ha Mi. The N-Wh 

pattern did not emerge in Giang‘s speech until 2;10, whereas for Liem, the age of onset 

was 2;4. However, Giang could already produce the CL-Wh phrase at the first recording 

and continued to do so regularly through all 20 recording sessions. This indicates that the 

CL-Wh pattern definitely emerged in her speech earlier than 2;05. Additional evidence to 

support this claim comes from the younger children‘s ages at their acquisition of this 

pattern (Minh at 2;01, Ha Mi at or before 1;11, and Liem at or before 2;04). 

 

4.4.3 Summary (order of emergence) 

Figure 4.3 gives an approximate picture of the order of emergence of two-element 

NP types in Vietnamese, based on composite results of the data of the four children 

presented in Tables 4.12 to 4.13. 

Age  Nominal Category Two-element NP    

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1;9 (↑)  noun   CL-N, N-Poss 

1;10     CL-Det, N-Det 

1;11  determiner  CL-Wh (↓) 

2;0   

2;1   

2;2  classifier  Num-CL 
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2;3     N-Adj 

2;4     N-Wh 

2;5 

2;6   wh-words 

2;7 

2;8 

2;9 

2;10   

2;11     CL-Adj 

 

Figure 4.3. Order of emergence of two-element NPs 

 

4.4.4 Closer look at two-element NPs 

The two-element NPs that emerge first are CL-N and N-Poss. Evidence for this is 

provided by the fact that Minh, the youngest child, could produce them already at 1;9, 

and by the fact that they also appear in all the other children‘s speech at the first 

recording.  

Classifier-Noun (CL-N) 

Contrary to the results of all previous studies on classifier acquisition, all four 

children in this study use a very high number of classifier-noun combinations; even the 

youngest child produced 58 tokens at his first session at age 1;09. This suggests that 

Vietnamese children start using the noun together with the classifier at a very early age. It 

is reasonable to conjecture that either (1) the child learns all nouns together with their 

classifier as chunks, or (2) the child learns only certain nouns with their classifier, and 

only those nouns occur in their speech in the early sessions. In order to determine which 

is the case, an in-depth analysis of nouns used by each child in each session is necessary. 

In Chapter 6 ―Comparison and Discussion,‖ a preliminary sample noun analysis that 
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looks at whether nouns occur alone or with the classifier in a single session of one child 

will be provided. 

Classifier-Possessive (CL-Poss) and Noun-Possessive (N-Poss) 

There were extremely few occurrences of CL-Poss (only four tokens total: three 

in Ha Mi‘s speech, and one in Giang‘s). This construction occurs very rarely in adult 

speech as well. In daily conversational contexts, a sentence constructed with CL-Poss, 

which would have an English equivalent like ‗That one of mine‘, for example, is not 

often heard.  

N-Poss, on the other hand, is acquired early, and all four children produced many 

tokens of this pattern. Possession is expressed in various ways. There are three different 

NP types relating to possessive constructions in adult speech. All four children could use 

all three possible variations of NPs of possession. Examples (4.1) to (4.3) show that the 

speech of the youngest child, Minh, already contained all of these possessive 

constructions.  

 

(4.1) noun+preposition+pronoun/proper noun 

  *CHI: lấy  đ   của  con  ra.  (Minh, 2;0) 

take things  of I come out. 

   ‗Take my stuff out.‘ 

 

(4.2) noun+pronoun 

  *CHI: dép con đâu r i?   (Minh, 1;9) 

slipper I  where  SFP 

   ‗Where are my slippers?‘ 

(4.3)  noun+noun/proper noun 

*CHI: hình   xe.     (Minh, 1;11) 

picture  car 

   ‗picture of the car‘ 
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Classifier-Determiner and Noun-Determiner (CL-Det and N-Det) 

Combinations of the classifier or the noun with the determiner also emerge early. 

It is hard to determine whether children acquire the N-Det or CL-Det combination first 

based on the data at hand. The only evidence is provided by Minh, the youngest child, 

who shows onset of productive use of N-Det at 1;10 and CL-Det at 1;11. It is impossible 

to tell for the other three children which construction emerges first. Nevertheless, we can 

ascertain that they are acquired shortly before age 2, and it is reasonable to conjecture 

that they emerge at roughly the same time.  

The data show evidence for a higher frequency of CL-Det use than of N-Det use 

across all four children (Tables 4.12a-d). Even though they have the option of combining 

the determiner with the noun, all four children prefer instead to combine the classifier 

with the determiner. One would expect the child to combine the determiner with the noun 

more often because nouns are acquired before classifiers. Table 4.14 compares the total 

number of tokens each child produced for these two types of NPs. 

 

Table 4.14: Total number of tokens of CL-Det and N-Det produced by the four children 

 Minh Ha Mi Liem Giang Total 

Age 1;09-2;03 1;11-2;05 2;04-2;10 2;05-3;02  

CL-Det 95 64 285 238 632 

N-Det 66 19 84 28 197 

how many times more 

CL-Det than N-Det 

1.4  3.4 3.4 8.5 3.2 

 

The youngest child produces 1.4 times more CL-Det than N-Det phrases, whereas the 

next two older children produce 3.4 times more, and the oldest child produces 8.5 times 

more CL-Det than N-Det constructions. This suggests two possible interpretations:  
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(1) The older the child becomes, the more classifiers the child can combine with 

determiners, and hence the more frequent his or her use of the CL-Det pattern.  

(2) CL-Det occurs more than N-Det in adult speech as well. This is because, as 

explained in Chapter 1, Section 1.3.1, the demonstratives ‗this‘, ‗that‘, and ‗that over 

there‘ in Vietnamese do not stand by themselves, but must co-occur with a classifier. 

They co-occur mostly with the general classifier, cái. The CL-Det sequence cái này = 

‗general classifier + this‘ occurs very frequently in Vietnamese adult speech. It has the 

equivalent meaning of ‗this‘ in general, such as in the question ‗What is this?‘ 

In order to explore these two possibilities, each CL-Det utterance by each child 

was examined to determine whether the majority of them are cái này = ‗general classifier 

+ this‘. Table 4.15 shows the result. Appendix S has details. 

 

Table 4.15: Use of cái này ‗this‘ (‗general classifier + this‘) for CL-Det 

Child Age ‗this‘ used with the 

general CL (cái này) in 

tokens and percentage 

‗this‘ used with 

a specific CL in 

tokens 

Total  

CL-Det  

Minh 1;9-2;3   91              96% 4 95 

Ha Mi 1;11-2;5   60              94% 4 64 

Liem 2;04-2;10 254              89% 31 285 

Giang 2;05-3;02 228              96% 10 238 

 

 

As can be seen in the table, the use of cái này (‗general classifier + this‘) far 

exceeds the use of ‗specific classifier + this‘ in all of the four children‘s speech, between 

89% and 96%. The increase in the tokens of cái này in the two older children‘s speech 

may reflect the necessary use of ‗this‘ in their speech. The more frequent occurrence of 

cái này ‗this‘ (‗general classifier + this‘), compared to ‗this‘ with a non-general classifier 
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in the two younger children‘s speech may be influenced by the input language from 

adults. Cái này may be one of the first words that children learn.  

A sample analysis of the speech of each child‘s parents/caretakers was run to 

determine whether the children‘s preference for classifier over noun when combining 

with the determiner may be influenced by input. A set of recording sessions, which last 

about one hour, were chosen randomly for analysis. The result appears in Table 4.16. 
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Table 4.16: Use of cái này ‗this‘ by the children‘s parents/caretakers 

Adult of 

Child 

Session cái này tokens and 

percentage 

Total  

CL-Det 

Minh‘s Dad M5 

M11 

34              62% 

42              71% 

55 

59 

Ha Mi‘s Dad 

Mom 

HM7 

HM12 

 26               70% 

18               82% 

37 

22 

Liem‘s Mom 

 

L3 

L9 

15               88% 

21               54% 

17 

39 

Giang‘s 

Auntie 

G4 

G9 

G12 

G19 

2                 25% 

   12               26% 

52               96% 

8                 67% 

8 

47 

54 

12 

 

The use of cái này by the children‘s parents is mostly above 50%, ranging from 54% to 

96%. The general classifier is the one most often used with the determiner, but specific 

classifiers are also used with the determiner. The high rates of use suggest that input may 

play a role here, as the children pick out cái này as a chunk that they hear often, and then 

produce it in their own speech.    

Classifier-Wh-word and Noun-Wh-word (CL-Wh and N-Wh) 

 The same patterns apply to the two-element NPs CL-Wh and N-Wh where the 

classifier or noun is combined with the wh-word. There is also a preference for the 

combination of the classifier rather than the noun with the wh-word. The use of CL-Wh is 

on average six times more frequent than N-Wh across all four children (Tables 4.12a-d). 

Table 4.17 summarizes this difference. 

 

Table 4.17: Total number of tokens of CL-Wh and N-Wh produced by the four children 

 Minh Ha Mi Liem Giang Total 

Age 1;09-2;03 1;11-2;05 2;04-2;10 2;05-3;02  

CL-Wh 20 41 74 237 372 

N-Wh 4 9 22 25 60 

how many times more 

CL-Wh than N-Wh 

5 4.6 3.4 9.5 6.3 
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The interrogative gì ‗what‘ can stand by itself, but it mostly co-occurs with the 

general classifier, cái. The CL-Wh sequence cái gì = ‗general classifier + what‘ is very 

frequently used in Vietnamese adult speech. It has an equivalent meaning of ‗what‘ but a 

more definite connotation than gì by itself. It is my conjecture that, like cái này ‗this‘ 

(‗general classifier + this‘), cái gì must be the most frequently used by children. An 

examination of each individual CL-Wh utterance reveals that the majority of all four 

children‘s utterances (62% to 88%) are cái gì = ‗general classifier + what‘, as shown in 

Table 4.18. Appendix S has details. 

 

Table 4.18: Use of cái gì ‗what‘ (‗general classifier + what‘) for CL-Wh 

Child Age ‗what‘ used with the general CL (cái gì) in 

tokens and percentage 

Total  

CL-Wh 

Minh 1;9-2;3   17              85% 20 

Ha Mi 1;11-2;5   29              71% 41 

Liem 2;04-2;10   65              88% 74 

Giang 2;05-3;02                       147              62% 237 

 

 

A sample analysis of the speech of each child‘s parents/caretakers was run to see 

if cái gì dominates their CL-Wh utterances. Table 4.19 displays the result. 

 

Table 4.19: Use of cái gì ‗what‘ by the children‘s parents/caretakers 

Adult of 

Child 

Session cái gì tokens and 

percentage 

Total  

CL-Wh 

Minh‘s Dad M5 

M11 

67              69% 

50              68% 

97 

73 

Ha Mi‘s Dad 

Mom 

HM7 

HM12 

 52               44% 

   44               70% 

119 

63 

Liem‘s Mom 

 

L3 

L9 

33               49% 

35               70% 

68 

50 

Giang‘s 

Auntie 

G4 

G9 

G12 

G19 

   24               65% 

   43               25% 

74               86% 

   19               63% 

37 

170 

86 

30 
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Similar to cái này, the use of cái gì by the children‘s parents is mostly above 50%, 

ranging from 25% to 86%. Comparing the total number of CL-Wh and that of CL-Det by 

these adults, we see that cái gì ‗what‘ occurs at greater frequency than cái này ‗this‘. This 

is obviously due to the many questions posed by the adults to their children in child-

directed speech.  

Although there are no earlier data to support this, it is crucial to propose that cái 

này and cái gì are the very first form of CL-Det and CL-Wh, which emerge very early, 

before age 1;11 (1;11 is the age of emergence for CL-Det and CL-Wh). Cái này and cái 

gì may very well be two of the first words that Vietnamese children produce.  

             In the case of Giang, the number of occurrences of CL-Wh (12%) is higher than 

CL-Det (8%) in most sessions. (Refer back to Table 4.6.) This is because she is in a more 

advanced stage than the other children: She can use the wh-word nào ‗which‘ not only as 

a wh-word, but also as ‗any‘. Examples (4.4) and (4.5) show this knowledge. 

 

(4.4)   *CHI: không  có  cái  nào  h t.   (Giang, 2;10) 

 not  have CL general  which  SFP-EMP 

 ‗There is not any.‘ 

 

(4.5)   *CHI: ủa,  có cái   n i nào  không này?  (Giang, 2;10) 

 oh  have CL general pot  which  QM  SFP 

 ‗Oh, is there any pot?‘ 

 

 

Numeral-Classifier (Num-CL) 

This is the first numeral classifier construction that is acquired, at 2;2. Vietnamese 

children first use the numeral with the classifier alone (Num-CL), i.e., with grammatical 

head noun omission. 
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4.5 Three-element NP utterances 

Before I present the overall results of the children‘s three-element NP utterances, 

it is essential to first explain the ambiguity that prevails in some three-element NPs in 

Vietnamese.  

 

4.5.1 Ambiguity in meaning in three-element NPs: Classifier-Noun-Adjective and 

Classifier-Noun-Determiner (CL-N-Adj and CL-N-Det) 

Adjectives in Vietnamese can function either as modifiers of nouns or adjectival 

verbs. Thus, the three-element construction CL-N-Adj can have two interpretations, as 

illustrated in Examples (4.6a) and (4.6b). 

 

(4.6a) Con chó nhỏ.   (4.6b) Con chó nhỏ. 

CL dog small    CL dog be-small 

‗The small dog.‘   ‗The dog is small.‘  

 

Ambiguity exists also for the three-element construction with the determiner, CL-

N-Det. There is ambiguity in the determiner đó ‗that‘ in Southern Vietnamese or đấy 

‗that‘ in Northern Vietnamese, because đó and đấy both connote the location ‗there‘ in 

addition to their determiner meaning of ‗that‘.
41

 Therefore, phrases using these words can 

also have two meanings, as shown in Examples (4.6c) and (4.6d). 

 

(4.6c) Con chó đó.   (4.6d) Con chó đó. 

CL dog that    CL dog there 

‗That dog.‘    ‗The dog is there.‘  

  

                                                 
41

 In Northern Vietnamese, the ambiguity also exists for the determiner này ‗this‘ because it has both a 

determiner meaning of ‗this‘ and a sentence-final particle meaning of ‗here‘. 
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(4.6a) and (4.6c) are single NPs, whereas (4.6b) and (4.6d) each constitute two NPs with 

an omitted copula verb. The ambiguity is resolved only by previous discourse context or 

a clear pause between the noun and the adjectival verb, yielding the interpretation in 

(4.6b), or a pause between the noun and the locative, yielding the interpretation in (4.6d). 

Sentences like (4.6a) and (4.6c) can be disambiguated by the presence of a verb. Only 

then are they surely single NPs appearing in either subject or object position, and hence 

the ambiguity no longer prevails, as shown in Examples (4.6e-h) below: 

  

(4.6e) NP in object position:  (4.6f) NP in subject position: 

Tôi có thấy con chó nhỏ.  Con chó nhỏ chạy nhanh lắm. 

I have see CL dog small  CL dog small run fast very 

‗I saw the small dog.‘   ‗The small dog runs very fast.‘  

  

 

(4.6g) NP in object position:  (4.6h) NP in subject position: 

  Tôi có thấy con chó đó.  Con chó đó chạy nhanh lắm. 

I saw CL dog that   CL dog that run fast very 

‗I saw that dog.‘   ‗That dog runs very fast.‘  

 

Sentences like (4.6a) and (4.6c) can also be disambiguated by the presence of a numeral, 

as in (6j):  

 

(4.6j) hai con chó nhỏ 

 two CL dog small 

 ‗two small dogs‘ 

 

or by a possessive construction or a wh-word, as in (4.6k):  

 

 (4.6k) Con chó nhỏ của x/đâu.  

CL dog small of x/where    

‗The small dog of x.‘ 

‗Where is the small dog?‘   

 

In adult speech, however, sentences like (4.6a), although grammatical, may sound quite 

unnatural. For them to be more natural-sounding, speakers usually add a sentence-final 

particle (SFP), as in (4.6l). The ambiguity is also resolved in this way. 
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(4.6l) Con chó nhỏ nè/đó.  

CL dog small SFP    

‗The small dog (here/there).‘   

 

Next, to resolve the ambiguity and attain an interpretation like that in (4.6b), it is 

necessary to add a sentence-final degree word, such as ‗very‘ or ‗too‘, as in Example 

(4.6m), or an emphatic SFP, as in (4.6n). In this way the sentence is no longer 

ambiguous, but is clearly one that has two NPs with an omitted copula. 

 

(4.6m) con chó nhỏ      quá.  (4.6n) con chó nhỏ      ghê. 

CL dog be-small too.    CL dog be-small SFP 

‗The dog is too small.‘   ‗The dog is small.‘ 

 

Exclusions 

A number of ambiguous three-element utterances like those illustrated in (4.6a-d) did 

occur in the children‘s data. In the analysis, I included only those NP utterances that are 

clearly single, full-fledged three-element NPs and can be disambiguated from discourse 

context, or those that occur with a verb, numeral, sentence-final particle, possessive, or 

wh-word, as explained above. Those that cannot be disambiguated by context were not 

included in the analysis. As for the CL-N-Adj phrase, Minh had three such ambiguous 

utterances, Ha Mi had 12, Liem one, and Giang two. As for the CL-N-Det phrase, 

fortunately, the ambiguous ones could all be disambiguated by context. 

 

4.5.2  Overall findings 

All the nine possible types of three-element NPs occurred in the children‘s data: 

1. CL-N-Det  classifier-noun-determiner 

2. CL-N-Wh  classifier-noun-wh-word 

3. CL-N-Adj  classifier-noun-adjective 

4. CL-N-Poss  classifier-noun-possessive 
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5. Num-CL-N  numeral-classifier-noun 

6. Num-CL-Det  numeral-classifier-determiner 

7. Num-CL-Wh  numeral-classifier-wh-word 

8. Num-CL-Adj  numeral-classifier-adj 

9. Num-CL-Poss  numeral-classifier-possessive 

 

 

In Tables 4.20a-d, each child‘s three-element NPs from each session are tabulated.
42

  

 

Table 4.20a: Minh‘s three-element NPs 

S Age CL+N+ CL+N+ CL+N+ CL+N+ Num+ Num+ Num+ Num+ 

    Det Wh Adj Poss CL+N CL-Det CL+Wh CL+Adj 

1 1;09;20         

2 1;10;06         

3 1;10;20   1      

4 1;11;04         

5 1;11;19   1  1    

6 2;00;03 1  1 1     

7 2;00;16         

8 2;01;01   3      

9 2;01;15 2    1    

10 2;01;29 3   1     

11 2;02;13    2     

12 2;02;27         

13 2;03;11 2  2 4 1    

  TOTAL 8 0 8 8 3 0 0 0 

 

Table 4.20b: Ha Mi‘s three-element NPs 

S Age CL+N+ CL+N+ CL+N+ CL+N+ Num+ Num+ Num+ Num+ 

    Det Wh Adj Poss CL+N CL-Det CL+Wh CL+Adj 

1 1;11;10         

2 1;11;27 2        

3 2;00;11 1   3     

4 2;00;29    1     

5 2;01;27    3     

6 2;02;11 1   2 3    

7 2;02;27 1  1 2     

8 2;03;16    3     

9 2;04;00    1     

10 2;04;14    4     

11 2;04;28 1   6     

12 2;05;12    5  1   

  TOTAL 6 0 1 30 3 1 0 0 

                                                 
42

 Due to lack of space, Num-CL-Poss is not listed. Only Ha Mi and Giang produced this structure, Ha Mi 

for a total of 3 tokens (1 token in Session 7 and 2 tokens in Session 8) and Giang for a total of 1 token in 

Session 7. 
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Table 4.20c: Liem‘s three-element NPs 

S Age CL+N+ CL+N+ CL+N+ CL+N+ Num+ Num+ Num+ Num+ 

    Det Wh Adj Poss CL+N CL-Det CL+Wh CL+Adj 

1 2;04;09 1  2 1 1    

2 2;04;19 12  2 5     

3 2;05;22 8   2     

4 2;06;09 2   1     

5 2;06;20    2     

6 2;07;07 6  1 9 1 1   

7 2;07;22 7 1 2 6 3    

8 2;08;11 4   1  2   

9 2;08;25 18 8 8 4 2 1   

10 2;09;08 1  2  1    

11 2;09;29 5 5 9 1 3 2   

12 2;10;16         

  TOTAL 64 14 26 32 11 6  0 0  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.20d: Giang‘s three-element NPs 

S Age CL+N+ CL+N+ CL+N+ CL+N+ Num+ Num+ Num+ Num+ 

    Det Wh Adj Poss CL+N CL-Det CL+Wh CL+Adj 

1 2;05;01        

2 2;05;18   1     

3 2;06;10        

4 2;06;23        

5 2;07;08  1 1     

6 2;07;22  1      

7 2;08;01  2 4 3    

8 2;08;10 1 1 2 4    

9 2;09;01 1 1 2 2    

10 2;09;18   5 1    

11 2;10;00  2 1  1   

12 2;10;14 1 2  4 9 8   

13 2;11;00    7 4   

14 2;11;17  1 3 7 5   

15 3;00;03   3 10 1  1 

16 3;00;17 5  6 24 2 2  

17 3;01;00 1  1 1 44    

18 3;01;14  6 4 95 1  1 

19 3;01;27  4 6 42    

20 3;02;13 1  11  39    

  TOTAL 3 9 31 43 287 22 2 2 
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The order of emergence of the three-element NPs in each child‘s speech is presented in  

Table 4.21, based on the evidence in Tables 4.20a-d above. 

 

Table 4.21: Emergence of three-element NPs 

Child Order of emergence of NP 

types  

Approx. age of  

emergence 

Not yet  

Emerged 

Minh None  All 

 

Ha Mi CL-N-Poss 2;0 all except for  

CL-N-Poss 

Liem CL-N-Det, CL-N-Poss 

CL-N-Adj, Num-CL-N 

2;4 or before 

2;8 

CL-N-Wh,  

Num-CL-Det,  

Num-CL-Poss 

Num-CL-Wh,  

Num-CL-Adj 

Giang CL-N-Adj, 

CL-N-Poss, Num-CL-N, 

Num-CL-Det 

2;07 

2;08 

2;10 

CL-N-Wh,  

CL-N-Det,  

Num-CL-Poss 

Num-CL-Wh,  

Num-CL-Adj 

 

 

Table 4.21 shows that the youngest child, Minh, does not yet reliably produce any 

three-element NPs. Although his speech sporadically exhibits four of the nine possible 

three-element classifier phrases, CL-N-Poss, CL-N-Det, Num-CL-N, and CL-N-Adj (see 

Table 4.20a), none of them are produced in the three consecutive sessions needed to 

fulfill the emergence onset criterion.  

The second youngest child, Ha Mi, has six of the nine possible three-element 

classifier phrases in her speech. These include those produced by Minh, plus Num-CL-

Det and Num-CL-Poss. The only construction that she used consistently is CL-N-Poss, at 

age 2;0 (Session 3).  

The third child, Liem, also has six of the nine possible three-element classifier 

phrases in his speech, and in greater quantity than Ha Mi. These include those produced 
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by Minh, plus CL-N-Wh and Num-CL-Det (but not Num-CL-Poss). Liem could use four 

of the nine three-element classifier phrases productively. In addition to demonstrating 

productive use of the CL-N-Poss structure, Liem showed an early emergence of CL-N-

Det, which he had already acquired at Session 1, at age 2;4. These two structures must 

have emerged earlier than 2;4, but the exact point is unclear. It is possible that CL-N-Poss 

emerged at around 2;0, as in the case of Ha Mi. As for CL-N-Det, it could have emerged 

any time after 1;10, after CL-Det and N-Det had emerged in Liem‘s speech. Later, at age 

2;08 (Session 9), we find the onset of the constructions CL-N-Adj and Num-CL-N.  

The fourth child, Giang, who is just one month older than Liem, has a different 

developmental pattern. She could produce all nine three-element classifier phrases, but 

only four of them were reliable. As with the two-element NPs, her speech exhibits very 

few combinations of CL-N with the determiner (only four tokens throughout all 20 

recording sessions over a nine-month-period). Interestingly, however, her speech exhibits 

more combinations of Num-CL with the determiner. The age of onset for this structure, 

as can be seen in Table 4.21, is 2;10. Unlike Ha Mi and Liem, who show productive use 

of the CL-N-Poss structure at or shortly after age 2;0, Giang started to use this possessive 

structure productively at 2;8. Crucially, like Liem, Giang‘s age of onset of productive use 

for the Num-CL-N construction is 2;8. Also like Liem, Giang could use three of the nine 

three-element NPs productively. Liem productively used CL-N-Det and CL-N-Poss at 

2;4 or before, and CL-N-Adj and Num-CL-N at 2;8. Giang acquired CL-N-Adj at 2;7, 

CL-N-Poss and Num-CL-N at 2;8, and Num-CL-Det at 2;10. The difference lies in the 

type of NP structure. Starting at 3;0 (Session 15), Giang started to produce the first Num-

CL-Wh and Num-CL-Adj structures, but not consistently enough to meet the emergence 
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criteria. However, it should be noted that Num-CL-Wh and Num-CL-Adj structures, 

equivalent to English phrases like ‗which two dogs‘ and ‗two small ones‘, occur naturally 

in rather small quantities in adult speech as well. 

 

4.5.3 Four-element classifier phrases 

Only the two older children, Liem and Giang, produced the more sophisticated 

four-element classifier phrases between the ages 2;8, to 3;1. (Refer to Table 4.6.) These 

were 

1. CL-N-Adj-Poss 

2. Num-CL-N-Det 

3. Num-CL-N-Adj 

4. Num-CL-N-Poss 

 

These constructions occurred in small numbers, not sufficient to meet the emergence 

criteria. However, four-element classifier phrases are not common in adult speech either. 

 

4.5.4 Summary (order of emergence) 

Figure 4.4 gives an approximate picture of the order of emergence of two- and 

three-element NP types in Vietnamese, based on composite results from the data of the 

four children presented in Tables 4.20 to 4.21. Three-element NPs are in bold. Note that 

four-element NPs (in italics) are also included, but they and some three-element ones are 

in parentheses because they occur only in small numbers. Their appearance in Figure 4.4 

does not indicate age of emergence but rather age of first use. 
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Age  Nominal Category Classifier Phrase 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1;9 (↑)  noun   CL-N, N-Poss 

1;10     CL-Det, N-Det 

1;11  determiner  CL-Wh (↓) 

2;0     CL-N-Poss, CL-N-Det (↨) 

2;1   

2;2  classifier  Num-CL 

2;3     N-Adj 

2;4     N-Wh 

2;5 

2;6   wh-words 

2;7 

2;8     Num-CL-N, Num-CL-Det, CL-N-Adj,  

(CL-N-Wh), (Num-CL-Poss) 

 

2;9     (CL-N-Adj-Poss), (Num-CL-N-Det),  

(Num-CL-N-Adj) 

2;10 

2;11     CL-Adj 

3;0     (Num-CL-Wh), (Num-CL-Adj) 

3;1     (Num-CL-N-Poss) 

 

Figure 4.4: Order of emergence of three-element NP 

 

Note: (↨) = could be earlier or later 

 

 

4.5.5 A closer look at three-element NPs 

 

Classifier-Noun-Possessive (CL-Noun-Poss) 

This is the first three-element NP that emerges, at around 2;0. Before 2;0, there is no 

productive use of three-element NPs. The two-element possessive construction (N-Poss) 

is acquired earlier, at 1;9. In Section 4.4.2, I made the conjecture that classifier phrases 

expressing possession are acquired early because of the variety of (CL)-N-Poss 

constructions there are. All four children could use all three possible variations. Examples 

(4.7) to (4.9) show that the speech of the youngest child, Minh, already contains all three 

possessive constructions.  
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(4.7) classifier+noun+preposition+pronoun/proper noun 

  *CHI: cái   xe  của Minh.  (Minh, 2;2) 

CL_general car of Minh 

‗Minh‘s car‘ 

 

(4.8) classifier+noun+pronoun 

*CHI: nè rớt  trái   banh con r i:. (Minh, 2;1) 

look  fall  CL_fruitS  ball I PERF 

‗Look, my ball fell down.‘ 

 

(4.9) classifier+noun+noun/proper noun 

*CHI: con  khỉ   ông+ngoại. (Minh, 1 ;10) 

CL_animal monkey grandfather 

   ‗grandfather‘s monkey‘ 

 

 

Classifier-Noun-Determiner (CL-Noun-Det) 

This three-element construction is only widely used by one child, Liem. Its two-

element counterpart, CL-Det, is much more common in the other children. Liem used this 

three-element classifier structure already in the first recording session at age 2;4. 

Therefore, it is not possible to tell what the point of emergence for this structure was. 

However, because Minh and Ha Mi first used this structure at about 2;0 and Giang 

acquired it at 2;10, and because none of them used this structure productively, it could 

have not emerged before the N-Det at 1;10. (Refer back to Table 4.13.) 

After a qualitative analysis, I find that the reason why Liem produces many CL-

N-Det constructions in Sessions 2 and 3, as well as some in sessions 1 and 4, is because 

most of them occur with only one noun, namely xe ‗vehicle/car‘. A qualitative analysis 

also reveals a neat developmental trajectory of increasing productivity for this classifier 

phrase. For example, in Session 2, age 2;4;19, 10 out of Liem‘s total of 12 tokens of the 

CL-N-Det construction use the noun xe ‗car‘. At this age, Liem could produce the bare 

noun with a determiner, N-Det (xe này ‗car this‘), the general classifier + noun sequence 
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with a determiner, CL-N-Det (cái xe này ‗general-CL car this‘), and the correct specific 

classifier + noun with a determiner, CL-N-Det (chiếc xe này ‗correct specific CL car 

this‘) interchangeably. In Session 3, age 2;5;22, we find three forms of xe ‗car‘: as a bare 

noun (xe), as general classifier + noun (cái xe), and as correct specific classifier + noun 

(chiếc xe) occurring with determiner, verb, adjective, or alone. As of Sessions 6 and 7, 

age 2;7, Liem shows productive use of CL-N-Det with other nouns and other 

determiners. 

 This construction was examined in Task II of the cross-sectional data. The results 

clearly show that no errors at all are made with it.
43

 The youngest child in the cross-

sectional data (2;10) did not have any problem producing this three-element NP. This is 

one other piece of evidence that its point of emergence is definitely before 2;10. 

 

Classifier-Noun-Adjective (CL-Noun-Adj) 

This construction emerges between 2;7 and 2;8, about the same time as Num-CL-

N. The children produced more CL-N-Adj constructions (e.g., ‗the red ball‘) than CL-Adj 

(e.g., ‗the red one‘). 

 

Numeral-Classifier-Noun (Num-CL-N) 

This classifier phrase is of the most interest to this dissertation. The data in Tables 

4.20c-d show that Num-CL-N is used productively by the two older children, Liem and 

Giang, at age 2;8. The number of tokens was very small for Liem, but very high for 

                                                 
43

 For the cross-sectional data, I performed three elicitation tasks (Tasks I–III) but only one of them (Task 

I) is analyzed in the present study. The data from the other tasks will be analyzed and presented in future 

studies. The targeted syntactic structure in Task II was CL-(N)-Det. The results of Task II are only roughly 

analyzed and show that the youngest child did not make any errors with this structure. 
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Giang. The two younger children did not show productive use of this construction, each 

producing only three tokens total. This suggests that the age of emergence of the first 

full-fledged numeral classifier phrase is at around 2;8. Recall that the first non-full-

fledged numeral classifier phrase, i.e., with head noun omission (Num-CL), is at 2;2. 

For Giang, the oldest child, the use of this construction rises greatly in the later 

sessions at around 3 years, possibly for two reasons: (1) the sessions consist primarily of 

picture book reading in which the adult asks the child to tell how many of X there are in 

the pictures, and (2) the child has an increasing interest and eagerness to produce such 

constructions. Even if the child was just asked ‗what is this‘, she answered not only, for 

example, ‗the rabbit‘, but ‗3 CL rabbit‘. (She may have experienced a ‗numeral-

classifier-noun spurt‘.) 

Note: Exclusions 

For the analysis of Num-CL-N, the children‘s utterances that were preceded by an adult‘s 

question addressed to the child in the form of mấy-CL-N (‗how many-CL-N‘) are 

excluded as they are not genuinely spontaneous utterances. An utterance was included in 

the analysis, however, if the adult question took the form Num-gì (‗Num-what‘) and the 

child‘s answer contained a classifier, as in Example (4.10). 

 

(4.10) *MOT: hai   gì ? 

   two what 

   ‗Two what?‘ 

*CHI:  hai cái gh  

  two CL chair 

  ‗Two chairs.‘ 

 

Note also that those Num-CL-N phrases that occurred in songs were eliminated from the 

analysis. 
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Numeral-Classifier-Det (Num-CL-Det) 

Num-CL-Det occurs primarily in the utterance mấy cái này ‗these‘ (‗plural-CL-

this‘) in Liem‘s and Giang‘s data. In Giang‘s speech, the construction Num-CL-Det 

mainly occurs as a reply to the caregiver‘s question ‗how many‘. For example, when she 

did not know the noun needed to answer the question ‗how many‘, she answered with hai 

cái này ‗two of this‘ (‗two-CL-this‘), using the Num-CL-Det structure. 

 

Other, less frequent three-element classifier phrases 

The three-element constructions discussed in this section (CL-N-Wh, Num-CL-

Wh, Num-CL-Adj, and Num-CL-Poss) occurred in very low quantities and never in the 

three consecutive sessions necessary to meet the emergence criteria. These phrases also 

occurred primarily only in the speech of one or both of the older children.  

CL-N-Wh occurred only in Liem‘s and Giang‘s speech. Time of first use is 

between 2;07 and 2;08. Liem produces more (14 tokens total) of this structure than Giang 

(nine tokens total). He produced them only in three non-consecutive sessions (Sessions 7, 

9, and 11). Giang produced them in four non-consecutive sessions (Sessions 8, 9, 12, and 

16). Both of them could use this structure to express the ‗any-construction‘. (Refer to 

examples (4.4) and (4.5) for the ‗any-construction‘.) Num-CL-Poss occurred only in 

Giang‘s speech, and only once, at 2;08. Num-CL-Wh and Num-CL-Adj also occurred 

only in Giang‘s speech; the time of first use was 3;0. 
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4.6 Errors 

 

Two types of classifier use in impermissible syntactic positions were found in the 

data.  

 

*Num-N *numeral-noun 

 

*CL-CL *classifier-classifier 

 

 

Classifier omission errors (*Num-N) involve the ungrammatical omission of the 

obligatory classifier in a structure containing a numeral (Num-CL-N). Double classifier 

errors (*CL-CL) involve the ungrammatical use of two different classifiers consecutively.  

Errors constitute only a very small percentage of the total number of nominals. 

(Refer to Table 4.6 for numbers of nominals.) Table 4.22 shows the total number of 

errors (in tokens) each child made. (See Appendix T for error tokens made in each 

session for each child.) 

 

Table 4.22: Total number of tokens of errors in classifier phrases 
   Minh Ha Mi Liem Giang TOTAL 

 Errors  1;09-2;03 1;11-2;05 2;04-2;10 2;05-3;02  

1 *Num-N cl omission 1 3 30 67 101 

   (0.1%) (0.4%) (2%) (2%)  

2 *CL-CL double CL 5 4 51 21 82 

   (1%) (1%) (4%) (1%)  

 

The most frequently occurring errors made by all four children are classifier omissions, 

followed by double classifiers. 
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4.6.1 Classifier omission errors (*Num-N) 

Here are some actual examples of classifier omission errors from the data. 

 

(4.11a) *CHI: ba  lấy  cho  Minh  một  bóng  đi.  (Minh, 2;3) 

you  get  for  Minh  one  ball  IMP 

‗Daddy, get a ball for me.‘ 

(4.11b) *CHI: có  hai  chổi.      (Ha Mi, 2;2) 

have  two  broom 

   ‗There are two brooms.‘ 

(4.11c) *CHI: hai  mèo  luôn.      (Ha Mi, 2;3) 

two  cat  EMP 

‗There are two cats!‘ 

(4.11d) *CHI: hai  banh  đây.      (Liem, 2;9) 

two  ball  here 

‗Here are two balls.‘ 

(4.11e) *CHI: một tất  nè.      (Giang, 3;1) 

one  sock  here 

‗Here is one sock.‘ 

(4.11f) *CHI: hai chuối.    (Ngoc Tien, 3;4, cross-sectional) 

two  banana 

‗Two bananas.‘ 

(4.11g) *CHI: hai  kẹo.    (Gia Thinh, 3;9, cross-sectional) 

two  candy 

‗Two candies.‘ 

 

In all of these ungrammatical utterances (*Num-N), the obligatory classifier is 

missing. Most of the classifier omissions were made by the two older children, with Liem 

making 30, and Giang making 67 (Table 4.22), at around 2;8. Very few classifier 

omission errors were made by the two younger children. This is not surprising since they 

produced very few numeral classifier phrases (Num-CL-N) at all, only three tokens each. 

In the case of Minh, one out of the three was a classifier omission error, and in the case of 

Ha Mi, all three were classifier omission errors. Table 4.23 shows a comparison among 

the main numeral classifier phrases: Num-CL, Num-CL-N, and the erroneous *Num-N. 

This illustrates which of these constructions emerges first and at what ages the children 

make classifier omission errors.  
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Table 4.23: Comparing the main numeral classifier phrases 

 Minh     Ha Mi    

Ses 

sion Age Num-CL 

Num-

CL-N *Num-N 

Ses 

sion Age Num-CL 

Num-

CL-N *Num-N 

1 1;09;20   1 1;11;10    

2 1;10;06   2 1;11;27    

3 1;10;20   3 2;00;11    

4 1;11;04   4 2;00;29    

5 1;11;19 1  5 2;01;27    

6 2;00;03   6 2;02;11 4 3 1 

7 2;00;16   7 2;02;27 2  1 

8 2;01;01   8 2;03;16 2   

9 2;01;15 1 1  9 2;04;00   1 

10 2;01;29 3   10 2;04;14    

11 2;02;13   11 2;04;28    

12 2;02;27   12 2;05;12 3   

13 2;03;11 1 1 1       

  TOTAL 5 3 1   TOTAL 11 3 3 

 

 Liem     Giang    

Ses 

sion Age Num-CL 

Num-

CL-N *Num-N 

Ses 

sion Age Num-CL 

Num-

CL-N *Num-N 

1 2;04;09 1 1  1 2;05;01    

2 2;04;19 5  1 2 2;05;18    

3 2;05;22 4  1 3 2;06;10   1 

4 2;06;09    4 2;06;23 1   

5 2;06;20 1   5 2;07;08 6  2 

6 2;07;07 4 1  6 2;07;22    

7 2;07;22 5 3 3 7 2;08;01  3 1 

8 2;08;11    8 2;08;10 1 4  

9 2;08;25 5 2  9 2;09;01 4 2  

10 2;09;08 6 1 5 10 2;09;18 2 1  

11 2;09;29 1 3 20 11 2;10;00 5  2 

  TOTAL 32 11 30 12 2;10;14 5 9 7 

     13 2;11;00 4 7 6 

     14 2;11;17 5 7 3 

     15 3;00;03 18 10 2 

     16 3;00;17 6 24 5 

     17 3;01;00 2 44 7 

     18 3;01;14 12 95 15 

     19 3;01;27 18 42 10 

     20 3;02;13 3 39 6 

       TOTAL 92 287 67 
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It can be inferred from this comparison table that the first numeral classifier 

phrase to emerge in the speech of Vietnamese children is the combination of the numeral 

+ classifier (Num-CL), at around 2;2. The three-element numeral + classifier + noun 

(Num-CL-N) starts to be used productively at around 2;8. The period before that, 

between 2;2 and 2;8, is the period of trial and error: Children produce the correct forms 

while also making classifier omission errors. These errors do not stop when they learn to 

use the three-element numeral + classifier + noun productively. Rather, such errors 

continue to occur concurrently with the correct forms, but to a lesser extent, as can be 

seen in the data from the oldest child, Giang.  

The rates of classifier omission errors are shown in Table 4.24.  

 

Table 4.24: Classifier omission errors in longitudinal study 

Child Age 

total CL omission 

tokens 

total expected Num-

CL-N tokens 

 total % classifier 

omission 

Minh 1;9-2;3 1 4 25.0% 

Ha Mi 1;11-2;5 3 6 50.0% 

Liem 2;4-2;10 30 41 73.0% 

Giang 2;5-3;2 67 354 19.0% 

 

The two younger children, Minh and Ha Mi (1;9–2;5) displayed classifier 

omission error rates of 25% and 50%. Surprisingly, the third child, Liem (2;4–2;10), had 

a high error rate of 73%. The oldest child, Giang (2;5–3;2) displayed an omission rate of 

19%. Despite this inconsistent progression, however, the general trend is for a positive 

correlation between age and frequency of use of numeral classifier constructions. A child 

like Liem with a high rate of omission is passing through a period of trial and error.  

The results from Task I of the cross-sectional data further show that after between 

3;2 to 3;7, classifier omission errors start to decrease. Table 4.25 presents the cross-

sectional omission rates. 
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Table 4.25: Classifier omission errors in cross-sectional study 

Age 

# of 

subjects 

total CL omission 

tokens total elicited tokens 

 total % classifier 

omission 

2;10-3;7 n = 11 109 = ~ 9/child 623 17.5% 

3;8-4;4 n = 12 89 = ~ 7/child 687 13.0% 

4;7-5;7 n = 15 34 = ~ 3/child 847 4.0% 

 

The youngest group had an error rate of 17.5%, the middle group, 13%, and the oldest 

group, 4%. The youngest group of the cross-sectional study displayed on average a 

slightly lower error rate (17.5%) than the oldest child (2;5–3;2) in the longitudinal study 

(19%). The period in which children‘s error rates begin to decrease can therefore be 

roughly estimated to fall between 3;2 and 3;7.  

 

4.6.2 Double classifier (*CL-CL) 

A true double classifier error has the form *specCL + specCL/genCL + N (the 

specific classifier, followed by another specific classifier or the general classifier cái, 

followed by a head noun). Following are some examples from each of the four children‘s 

double classifier errors.  

 

(4.12a) *CHI: trái  quả   cầu.     (Minh, 2;3) 

CL_fruitS  CL_fruitN  badminton_ball 

 

(4.12b) *CHI: trứng gà con  cục   đá.  (Ha Mi, 2;2) 

egg  CL_animal CL_small_roundish stone 

 

(4.12c) *CHI: mười   quả   chú   gà con.  (Liem, 2;6) 

ten   CL_fruitN  CL_person baby chick 

 

(4.12e) *CHI: quả   cái   thìa.    (Giang, 2;6) 

CL_fruitN  CL_general  spoon 
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Liem made the most double classifier errors. In almost every session, he made a 

small number of such errors (one to six tokens), but in one session in particular at age 

2;9, where predominantly uncontrolled elicitation by the mother took place using picture 

books and toy objects, he made the most such errors (37 tokens). (See Appendix T for the 

number of tokens in each session.) 

 

4.6.3 Word order errors  

Word order errors were minimal. The children in the cross-sectional study did not 

make any word order errors. In the longitudinal data, there were a total of only three 

tokens in Liem‘s speech and six tokens in Giang‘s. See actual errors from the data in 

examples (4.13a-e) below. The grammatical order would be Num-CL-N, but Liem‘s 

order in (4.13a) and (4.13b) is *CL-N-Num, and Giang‘s order in (13c-e) is *Num-N-CL. 

 

(4.13a) *CHI: đôi      dép           ba  chi c.   (Liem, 2;7) 

CL-pair   slipper      three  CL-one in pair  

 

(4.13b) *CHI: cây   bút ba  luôn.   (Liem, 2;7) 

CL-long pen  three  EMP 

 

(4.13c) *CHI: hai  nước  ấm.     (Giang, 2;10) 

two water CL-pot 

 

(4.13d) *CHI: hai bánh cái.     (Giang, 2;11) 

two cake CL-general 

 

(4.13e) *CHI: nhiều bút cái.     (Giang, 2;11) 

many  pen  CL-general 
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4.6.4 Summary 

Although Vietnamese children do not make any structural errors with two-

element non-numeral and numeral phrases, they make errors with the three-element 

Num-CL-N phrase. Both the children from the longitudinal study (1;9–3;2) and the 

children from the cross-sectional study (2;10–5;7) make classifier omission errors 

(*Num-N) when producing Num-CL-N phrases. The percentage error for the longitudinal 

children ranges from 19% to 73%, that of the cross-sectional children from 4% to 17.5%. 

Results from the cross-sectional data show that classifier omission errors decrease only 

after age 3;2, and begin a more rapid decline after 4;7. 

 Double classifier errors were less frequent. All four children made these errors at 

various ages. The youngest child, Minh, already made these errors in the very first 

recording session, at 1;9, while the oldest child, Giang, still made these errors at 3;2, at 

the last recording session. These errors also occurred in the older children in the cross-

sectional data. The next chapter discusses double classifier errors in more detail because 

it examines the types of classifier that children concatenate.  

 

4.7  Proposed order of emergence 

Based on the results presented in this chapter, I propose the following rough order of 

emergence of classifier phrase development in child Vietnamese (Figure 4.5). 
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Age    Nominal Classifier Phrase  Error   numeral/non-numeral, 

   category        # of elements 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1;9 (↑)     nouns CL-N, N-Poss   double classifier non-numeral 2-element 

     classifier-verb 

1;10   CL-Det, N-Det 

 

1;11  determiner CL-Wh (↓) 

   

2;0   CL-N-Poss,      non-numeral 3-element 

 

2;1   CL-N-Det (↨) 

 

2;2   classifier Num-CL      numeral 2-element 

 

2;3   N-Adj 

 

2;4   N-Wh 

 

2;5 

 

2;6   wh-words 

 

2;7--------------------- MORE DIVERSE   --------------------------- 

 

2;8   Num-CL-N, *Num-N  classifier omission numeral 3-element 

Num-CL-Det, CL-N-Adj 

2;9          (non-numeral and  

numeral 4-element) 

 

2;10 

 

2;11   CL-Adj 

 

3;0 

 

3;1 

 

3;2   fewer *Num-N 

..... 

3;8       less 

.....       classifier omission 

4;7         

 

 

Figure 4.5: Order of emergence of classifier phrases in Vietnamese 
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Note that the emergence of the nominal category is included in Figure 4.5 to show 

that the points of emergence of the nominal category and of the classifier phrase do not 

align. How can the age of emergence of the classifier be at 2;2 when the age of 

emergence of CL-N (and the other ones built with a CL) is before 2;2? Or how can the 

age of emergence of the wh-word be at 2;6 when the age of emergence of CL-Wh is at 

1;11 and N-Wh at 2;4? A qualitative analysis (in the next chapter) is necessary to explain 

this discrepancy.  

The order of emergence of classifier phrases is as follows, as captured in Figure 

4.5. The classifier phrase that emerges first is CL-N. Evidence for this is provided by 

Minh, the youngest child, who already produced such phrases at 1;9; additionally, CL-N 

phrases appear in the other three children‘s speech from the time of the first recording. 

The two-element non-numeral possessive construction, N-Poss, is acquired early as well, 

before 1;9. Children begin using combinations of the classifier (or the noun) with the 

determiner and with the interrogative (CL-Det, N-Det, CL-Wh) between 1;10 and 2;1.  

Children build their first non-numeral three-element classifier phrases at around 

age 2 by adding a third element to the CL-N sequence. These are CL-N-Poss and CL-N-

Det and CL-N-Adj. The general pattern of expanding a two-element to a three-element 

classifier phrase involves adding an element to the fixed CL-N sequence: 

 

 CL-N   + Poss 

   Det 

   Adj 

 

CL-N-Poss is the first three-element NP that emerges, at around 2;0. CL-N-Det 

emerges at around the same time or later. There are individual differences for this 
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construction. Before 2;0, there is no productive use of three-element phrases. Results 

from Task II of the cross-sectional data reconfirm this development as they show a 100% 

correct production of the CL-N-Det construction in the children aged 2;10 to 5;5. 

The first numeral classifier phrase that children build consists of two elements, 

namely Num-CL. This appears later than non-numeral classifier phrases, at around age 

2;2. The first numeral three-element classifier phrases are built by adding a third element 

to the numeral-classifier sequence. These are Num-CL-N, Num-CL-Det, and Num-CL-

Poss. They appear later, at around age 2;8:  

 

 Num-CL  + N 

   Det 

   Poss 

 

Classifier omission errors (*Num-N) also appear at around age 2;8. CL-N-Adj 

emerges between 2;7 and 2;8, about the same time as Num-CL-N. CL-N-Adj emerges 

earlier than CL-Adj. This is because CL-Adj occurs rarely in adult speech. Shortly after 

the three-element classifier phrases have developed, at around 2;9, the first four-element 

classifier phrases emerge, including both non-numeral and numeral constructions. 

Other constructions that occurred in small numbers are the three-element CL-N-

Wh and Num-CL-Adj, and the four-element CL-N-Adj-Poss, Num-CL-N-Det, Num-CL-

N-Adj, and Num-CL-N-Poss. Only the two older children could produce these more 

sophisticated four-element classifier phrases; they emerged between ages 2;8 and 3;2.  
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4.8  Bare noun phrases vs. classifier phrases 

All children used more NPs consisting of bare nouns than NPs that include a 

classifier. Before presenting the results, it is essential to explain what NPs are excluded 

from the analysis.  

The bare NP count includes 

- All NPs that contain a bare noun (a noun without a classifier). 

- All NPs that contain a proper noun (person or place name) referring to a third 

person only. 

The bare NP count excludes:  

- All phrases that contain ‗Mommy‘, ‗Daddy‘, and other proper nouns as a form 

of address, such as in (14) below, because these words can have multiple 

meanings and categories. 

 

(4.14) *CHI: Đức cầm gì đó ? 

Đức  hold  what  there 

‗What are you holding?‘  

 Proper noun used as a pronoun 

 

(Minh is talking to his brother, Đức, and addressing him with his name. His name 

is this case is treated as a pronoun.) 

 

- All phrases that contain a pronoun. I exclude these because pronouns are not the 

topic under investigation. The purpose of this NP analysis is to compare the number of 

NPs containing bare Ns with NPs containing classifiers. If NPs containing pronouns are 

included in the bare NP count, this would complicate the picture and not give an accurate 

contrast between bare noun NPs and classifier NPs. 
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The graphs in Figures 4.6a through 4.6d present a summary of the development of 

the four children‘s speech in terms of the total occurrences of noun phrases involving 

bare nouns (NP has no classifier) and classifiers (NP includes classifier).  
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20%

40%

60%

80%
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1;09;20 1;10;06 1;10;20 1;11;04 1;11;19 2;00;03 2;00;16 2;01;01 2;01;15 2;01;29 2;02;13 2;02;27 2;03;11
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Age and Session

NP has no classifier NP includes classifier

Figure 4.6a. Minh 

 

 

 
Figure 4.6b. Ha Mi 
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Figure 4.6c: Liem 

 

 

Giang
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Figure 4.6d: Giang 

 

 

It can be seen from these graphs that the younger the child, the more NPs 

consisting of bare nouns s/he produces (an average of 72% for Minh, the youngest child, 

Liem 
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Age and Session 
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63% for Ha Mi, 62% for Liem, and 53% for Giang, the oldest child). In other words, 

Minh uses 2.64 times more NPs containing bare Ns than NPs containing classifiers, Ha 

Mi 1.67 times more, Liem 1.61 times more, and Giang 1.26 times more. There is a 

tendency for more NPs containing classifiers to be produced by the children in sessions 

when the content of the collected data consists of uncontrolled elicitation using picture 

books and toy objects. Therefore, it is possible that although Liem and Giang are almost 

the same age, Liem produced more bare NPs because the data collected from him consist 

primarily of naturalistic speech, whereas the data from Giang contain more elicitation. 

However, a generalization can be made here, that the older the child becomes, the more 

the number of NPs with bare nouns decreases while the number of NPs with classifiers 

increases. 

 

4.9 Subject vs. object position of bare noun phrases and classifier phrases 

This section examines the distribution of bare noun phrases and classifier phrases 

as arguments of verbs. The analysis focuses on the research question of whether bare 

nouns and classifier phrases occur alone, in subject or object position, or both. This 

information eventually provides us more supporting evidence regarding the points at 

which bare noun phrases and classifier phrases are mastered. 

 

4.9.1 Bare noun phrases as arguments of verbs 

Tables 4.26a-d present the data for bare nouns occurring with a verb for each child. 
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Table 4.26a: Minh‘s bare nouns occurring with the verb 

Minh   N   V+N   N+V   N+V+N 

Session Age token % token % token % token % 

1 1;09;20 55 31.6% 40 23.0% 10 5.7%    

2 1;10;06 44 28.6% 34 22.1% 8 5.2%    

3 1;10;20 47 25.1% 47 25.1% 4 2.1% 5 2.7% 

4 1;11;04 26 20.6% 39 31.0% 6 4.8% 2 1.6% 

5 1;11;19 63 24.8% 68 26.8% 11 4.3% 6 2.4% 

6 2;00;03 24 18.2% 49 37.1% 7 5.3%    

7 2;00;16 62 27.7% 37 16.5% 9 4.0%    

8 2;01;01 64 24.0% 93 34.8% 27 10.1% 4 1.5% 

9 2;01;15 37 21.0% 70 39.8% 21 11.9% 1 0.6% 

10 2;01;29 101 32.9% 49 16.0% 28 9.1% 5 1.6% 

11 2;02;13 21 13.8% 51 33.6% 17 11.2% 9 5.9% 

12 2;02;27 28 15.8% 62 35.0% 17 9.6% 3 1.7% 

13 2;03;11 148 29.8% 80 16.1% 17 3.4% 6 1.2% 

  TOTAL 720 25.5% 719 25.4% 182 6.4% 41 1.5% 

 AVG 55 24.1% 55 27.4% 14 6.7% 21 1.5% 

 

 

Table 4.26b: Ha Mi‘s bare nouns occurring with the verb 

Ha Mi   N   V+N   N+V   N+V+N 

Session Age token % token % token % token % 

1 1;11;10 59 51.8% 6 5.3% 6 5.3%    

2 1;11;27 63 33.7% 12 6.4% 12 6.4% 2 1.1% 

3 2;00;11 53 30.1% 5 2.8% 3 1.7% 2 1.1% 

4 2;00;29 45 21.1% 40 18.8% 7 3.3%    

5 2;01;27 31 34.4% 12 13.3% 12 13.3%    

6 2;02;11 36 26.9% 27 20.1% 10 7.5% 2 1.5% 

7 2;02;27 44 19.5% 30 13.3% 17 7.5% 1 0.4% 

8 2;03;16 32 18.8% 23 13.5% 4 2.4%    

9 2;04;00 35 21.5% 61 37.4% 5 3.1% 2 1.2% 

10 2;04;14 11 18.3% 22 36.7% 1 1.7%    

11 2;04;28 24 25.8% 18 19.4% 4 4.3% 1 1.1% 

12 2;05;12 26 15.2% 31 18.1% 12 7.0%    

  TOTAL 459 25.5% 287 16.0% 93 5.2% 10 0.6% 

  AVG 38 26.4% 24 17.1% 8 5.3% 1 0.5% 

 

 

The percentages in these tables were calculated by dividing the total number of tokens by  

the total number of nominals. The total nominal number can be found in Table 4.4. Note 

that in column N+V, the verb can be transitive or intransitive. For the present analysis, 

subjects of transitive verbs and subjects of intransitive verbs were not treated differently. 
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Table 4.26c: Liem‘s bare nouns occurring with the verb 

Liem   N   V+N   N+V   N+V+N 

Session Age token % token % token % token % 

1 2;04;09 30 19.6% 25 16.3% 12 7.8% 2 1.3% 

2 2;04;19 28 10.9% 78 30.5% 20 7.8% 1 0.4% 

3 2;05;22 15 7.5% 60 29.9% 19 9.5% 3 1.5% 

4 2;06;09 23 17.3% 41 30.8% 14 10.5% 1 0.8% 

5 2;06;20 32 13.5% 65 27.4% 27 11.4% 1 0.4% 

6 2;07;07 34 12.8% 62 23.3% 23 8.6% 2 0.8% 

7 2;07;22 35 9.2% 103 27.1% 9 2.4% 9 2.4% 

8 2;08;11 12 7.7% 48 30.8% 12 7.7% 2 1.3% 

9 2;08;25 16 6.6% 55 22.7% 4 1.7%    

10 2;09;08 15 8.7% 65 37.6% 15 8.7% 6 3.5% 

11 2;09;29 40 7.8% 76 14.8% 41 8.0% 11 2.1% 

  TOTAL 280 10.3% 678 25.0% 196 7.2% 38 1.4% 

  AVG 25 11.1% 62 26.5% 18 7.6% 3 1.3% 

 

 

 

Table 4.26d: Giang‘s bare nouns occurring with the verb 

Giang   N   V+N   N+V   N+V+N 

Session Age token % token % token % token % 

1 2;05;01 13 11.4% 9 7.9% 4 3.5%    

2 2;05;18 13 14.4% 46 51.1% 6 6.7% 1 1.1% 

3 2;06;10 23 17.3% 41 30.8% 16 12.0% 2 1.5% 

4 2;06;23 12 9.0% 44 32.8% 10 7.5% 2 1.5% 

5 2;07;08 16 13.7% 45 38.5% 11 9.4% 2 1.7% 

6 2;07;22 18 12.5% 62 43.1% 5 3.5% 2 1.4% 

7 2;08;01 34 12.7% 64 23.9% 5 1.9% 1 0.4% 

8 2;08;10 52 14.2% 116 31.6% 9 2.5% 11 3.0% 

9 2;09;01 34 13.7% 40 16.1% 15 6.0% 4 1.6% 

10 2;09;18 60 15.4% 99 25.4% 16 4.1% 4 1.0% 

11 2;10;00 22 14.7% 26 17.3% 4 2.7%    

12 2;10;14 39 11.0% 80 22.5% 4 1.1% 2 0.6% 

13 2;11;00 24 11.5% 68 32.5% 3 1.4%    

14 2;11;17 27 11.1% 83 34.0% 2 0.8%    

15 3;00;03 6 4.3% 29 20.6% 1 0.7%    

16 3;00;17 57 11.6% 106 21.6% 11 2.2%    

17 3;01;00 7 3.5% 42 21.2%       

18 3;01;14 84 14.1% 76 12.8% 9 1.5% 1 0.2% 

19 3;01;27 29 8.0% 78 21.5% 6 1.7% 1 0.3% 

20 3;02;13 74 12.5% 121 20.4% 15 2.5% 3 0.5% 

  TOTAL 644 12.1% 1275 23.9% 152 2.8% 36 0.7% 

  AVG 32 11.8% 64 26.3% 8 3.6% 2 0.7% 
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The results show a clear preference by all four children across all sessions for 

using the noun in the direct object position. The V+N pattern occurs much more 

frequently than the N+V structure. This finding is summarized in Table 4.27, which 

shows the average number of bare nouns in object position compared to that of nouns in 

subject position.  

 

Table 4.27: Average % of bare nouns alone, in object, and in subject position  

   N V+N   N+V  N+V+N 

Minh 24.1 27.4 6.7 1.5 

Ha Mi 26.4 17.1 5.3 0.5 

Liem  11.1 26.5 7.6 1.3 

Giang 11.8 26.3 3.6 0.7 

 

The youngest child, Minh, produced an almost equal number of bare nouns alone 

(N) and bare nouns in direct object position (V+N). The next youngest child, Ha Mi, 

produced more lone bare nouns than bare nouns in direct object position. This pattern 

changes when the children get older: The two older children produce more than twice as 

many bare nouns in direct object position as bare nouns alone. Utterances containing bare 

nouns in both subject and direct object position (N+V+N) occur only very rarely in the 

data. The N+V+N pattern appears at around 1;10 or 1;11 (see Minh‘s and Ha Mi‘s data in 

Tables 4.26a-b above). The general finding is that Vietnamese-speaking children prefer 

to use bare nouns in direct object position as arguments of verbs.  

 

4.9.2 Classifier phrases as arguments of verbs  

The next part of this analysis focuses on classifier phrases, asking whether they 

occur alone, in object, or in subject position, i.e., preverbally or postverbally. Nineteen 

different types of classifier phrases occurred in the data. They were listed in Table 4.6 
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above. Here are the classifier phrase types that were considered for the object versus 

subject analysis. 

 CL Phrase Type 

2-element CL-N 

 CL-Det 

 CL-Wh 

 CL-Adj 

  Num-CL 

3-element CL-N-Det 

 CL-N-Wh 

 CL-N-Adj 

 Num-CL-N 

 Num-CL-Det 

 

Those classifier phrases that have a frequency of less than 1% were not examined  

because their occurrence is so minimal. These phrases include:  

 

 CL-Poss 

 CL-N-Poss 

 Num-CL-Wh 

 Num-CL-Adj 

 Num-CL-Poss 

 CL-N-Adj-Poss 

 Num-CL-N-Det 

 Num-CL-N-Adj 

 Num-CL-N-Poss 

 

Like bare nouns, classifier phrases are also examined in terms of whether they occur in 

both the subject and object position at the same time. However, there are very few such 

cases and they occur only sporadically, hence are not included in the tabulation here. 

During the analysis, I found that NPs and classifier phrases occurred not only in 

subject and object positions, but also in other constructions. These are the positions of the 

NPs and classifier phrases: 

a. alone 

b. in subject position 
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c. in object position 

d. in expletive constructions (‗there is‘ or ‗this is‘) 

e. in other types of constructions including fronting, NPs occurring with non-

transitive verbs (ergative/unaccusative, directional), PPs, and possessives.  

For this reason, to avoid oversimplifying the results, my analysis of the two- and three-

element noun and classifier phrases listed in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 above included all these 

possible combinations.  

 

Note on exclusions in the analysis: 

Because Vietnamese, like many other Southeast Asian languages, exhibits serial verb and 

directional verb phenomena, this complicates the counting of V+(CL)+N and (CL)+N+V 

constructions. Therefore, included in the count are only pure transitive verbs that require 

a direct object. Excluded are all serial verbs, directional verbs, ergatives, and the 

expletive ‗there is‘. Adjectival verbs are included. (There is only a small number of 

these.) Excluded are also nouns or classifier-noun phrases occurring in a PP because 

prepositions in Vietnamese are arbitrary. There is an ongoing debate regarding whether 

Vietnamese has prepositions. Directional verbs can also function as prepositions. 

 

Table 4.28 compares the frequency of usage of different classifier phrases by 

themselves (alone), in object position, and in subject position.  
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Table 4.28: Comparison between lone and object/subject  

position of CLPs (Average of frequency count in percentage
44

) 

    Alone obj subj 

CL-N Minh 22.5 3.5 0.9 

 Ha Mi 28.9 2.3 1.7 

 Liem 21.6 6.4 3.4 

  Giang 24.8 4.9 0.9 

CL-Det Minh 1.4 1.2 0.1 

 Ha Mi 1.4 0.8 0.2 

 Liem 1.6 2.7 0.9 

  Giang 0.7 1.8 0.1 

CL-Wh Minh 0.7 0.04 __ 

 Ha Mi 2.3 0.1 0.1 

 Liem 2.7 0.9 0.2 

  Giang 6.3 0.6 0.1 

CL-N-Adj Minh 0.2 0.04 __ 

 Ha Mi 0.1 __ __ 

 Liem 0.5 0.2 0.1 

  Giang 0.4 0.1 __ 

Num-CL Minh 0.07 0.1  

 Ha Mi 0.4 0.1  

 Liem 0.1 0.7 0.04 

  Giang 1.2 0.3 0.04 

Num-CL-N Minh 0.1 __ __ 

 Ha Mi 0.2 __ __ 

 Liem 0.3 0.1 __ 

  Giang 5.0 0.2 0.02 

 

 The results in Table 4.28 show that the majority of the classifier phrases examined 

occur by themselves and not in object position, and least often in subject position. CL-N 

is used predominantly alone. This is probably due to the elicitation environment, in which 

the caregiver‘s questions about the names of objects in picture books called for just CL-N 

as a reply by the child. CL-Wh occurs primarily alone, while CL-Det is used more in 

object position. Recall that most CL-Wh phrases are cái gì ‗what‘ (‗general classifier + 

what‘), and ‗what‘ mostly occurs by itself, neither in a subject nor in an object position of 

a sentence.  

                                                 
44

 These percentages are obtained by dividing the total of tokens by total nominals. 
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The classifier phrase of most interest to this study, Num-CL-N, is used most often 

by itself in all four children‘s speech, rather than in object or subject position or in 

combination with other elements. This suggests that this construction is not used 

productively with any verb before age 3;2. Table 4.29 shows this information.  

 

Table 4.29: Tokens of Num-CL-N in various positions 

Child Age Total alone subj obj expletive 

Minh 

 

1;9-2;3 

3  

(0.3%) 3    

Ha Mi 

 

1;11-2;5 

3 

(0.4%) 3    

Liem 

 

2;04-2;10 

11 

(1%) 7  4  

Giang 

 

2;05-3;02 

287 

(10%) 267 1 13 6 

 

 

Table 4.30 provides a summary of the findings on the development and age of 

onset of classifier phrases. 
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Table 4.30: Age of onset of classifier phrases in lone, object, and subject position 

CL Phrase   Minh Ha Mi Liem Giang 

Type           

 alone before 1;9 before 1;9 before 1;9 before 1;9 

CL-N obj before 1;9 before 1;9 before 1;9 before 1;9 

 subj before 1;9 before 1;9 before 1;9 before 1;9 

      

 alone 1;11;04 1;11;10 before 2;04 2;10;00 

CL-Det obj 2;00;03 2;00;11 before 2;04 2;09;01 

 subj 2;01;01 __ __ __ 

      

 alone 2;01;29 1;11;10 before 2;04 before 2;05 

CL+Wh obj __ __ 2;08;11 2;10;14 

 subj __ __ __ __ 

      

 alone __ __ __ __ 

CL+Adj obj __ __ __ __ 

 subj __ __ __ __ 

      

 alone __ __ __ 2;09;01 

Num+CL obj __ __ 2;06;20 3;00;17 

 subj __ __ __ __ 

      

 alone __ __ __ __ 

CL-N-Det obj __ __ 2;04;19 __ 

 subj __ __ 2;07;07 __ 

      

 alone __ __ __ 2;07;08 

CL+N+Adj obj __ __ __ 3;01;00 

 subj __ __ __ __ 

      

 alone __ __ __ 2;10;14 

Num-CL-N obj __ __ __ __ 

 subj __ __ __ __ 

            

 

These results, based on naturalistic speech data, suggest the following rough order 

of development: The children acquire the classifier first by itself, then use it in object 

position, and finally in subject position. Among all the classifier phrase types in object 

and subject position, the CL-N phrase is the first to emerge. The age of onset is unknown: 

CL-N occurred in all four children‘s speech in great frequency already at the first 

recording. The next classifier phrase to emerge is CL-Det, then, CL-Wh, followed by 
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Num-CL. The CL-N-Det phrase occurred earlier than Num-CL, but this happened in only 

one child (Liem). The Num-CL-N phrase did not emerge in any of the children as the 

argument of a verb.   

 

 

4.10 Summary 

Findings 

The results show that in non-numeral contexts Vietnamese children demonstrate 

early knowledge of the classifier slot in noun phrases. They do not make any word order 

errors with non-numeral classifier phrases. They know early on that the slot for the 

classifier precedes the noun. As early as age 1;11, they can produce an obligatory 

classifier, not only with a noun, but also with a demonstrative and an interrogative.  

In their speech, classifiers occur with a demonstrative before they occur with a number. 

This pattern also prevails in three-element combinations. The three younger children 

prefer to combine the demonstrative with CL-N rather than with Num-CL. The most 

frequent NP types are the two-element ones, whether or not the noun phrase contains a 

classifier. This indicates that when constructing a classifier phrase, Vietnamese children 

produce the classifier without a head noun rather than with one. Classifier phrases with 

no head noun, CL-Det, CL-Wh, and Num-CL, precede their full-fledged counterparts. 

The younger the child, the more NPs consisting of bare nouns s/he produces. The older 

the child, the more the proportion of bare nouns decreases and the proportion of 

classifiers increases, and the more classifier phrase types occurs in his/her speech. 

The present results clearly show that young Vietnamese children employ a very 

high number of CL-N constructions. The youngest child alone produced 58 tokens at the 
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first session at age 1;9. This implies that Vietnamese children start using nouns together 

with classifiers at a very early age (before 1;9). The motivation for why they do so will be 

investigated in the following chapter. On the other hand, however, Vietnamese children 

tend to combine numbers with a classifier alone before they combine them with the 

classifier + head noun (CL-N). Num-CL emerges at around 2;1, whereas Num-CL-N 

emerges more than half a year later, at around 2;8.   

The classifier phrases with determiners and wh-words that display head noun 

omission, CL-Det and CL-Wh, are the second and third most frequent, and also second 

and third acquired by all children. A closer analysis reveals that the majority (about 90%) 

of the CL-Det and CL-Wh phrases are cái này ‗this‘ (‗general CL + this‘) and cái gì 

‗what‘ (‗general CL + what‘). These also occur in high frequency in the parents‘ speech. 

This suggests that input may play a role in how frequently a child produces a certain 

classifier phrase. Cái này and cái gì may be rote-learned, unanalyzed chunks, which the 

children treat as single units. A qualitative analysis is provided in the next chapter to 

determine what other specific classifiers occur in CL-Det and CL-Wh phrases and when 

the children produce them.  

 

Order of emergence and errors 

In Vietnamese early child language, the nominal categories emerge in the 

following order: Nouns first during age 1, determiners shortly before age 2;0, classifiers 

at around 2;2, and wh-words ‗what‘ and ‗which‘ at around 2;6. Roughly by age 2;4, 

Vietnamese-speaking children have acquired the use of nouns in all seven syntactic 
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positions. They combine nouns with verbs before they combine them with other 

elements.  

Most non-numeral two-element noun phrases, except for CL-Adj, are acquired 

before age 2;4. The emergence order of two-element classifier phrase structures is CL-N 

first, CL-Det second, CL-Wh third, and Num-CL fourth. The emergence order of three-

element classifier phrase structures is CL-N-Det first at around 2;0, then Num-CL-N at 

around 2;8. Between 2;0 and 3;2, five of the nine possible three-element classifier 

phrases are used productively. Vietnamese children tend to use classifier phrases in more 

diverse ways after the age of 2;6. The first noun phrase structure involving a numeral that 

emerges is Num-CL, which appears at around age 2;2.  

Vietnamese children acquire non-numeral classifier phrases early and make no 

errors with the structure of these phrases. At the time of their emergence (between 1;9 or 

earlier and 2;8), all two- to three-element classifier phrases are well-formed syntactically 

when used with nouns, determiners, wh-words, possessives, and adjectives. When the 

classifier phrase with a numeral first emerges (at around 2;2), children can produce well-

formed two-element Num-CL phrases. However, when extending this phrase into a three-

element one (Num-CL-N), they usually run into problems. The three-element Num-CL-N 

appears alongside classifier omission errors (*Num-N) at age 2;8. Between 2;8 and 3;2, 

children produce both grammatical and ungrammatical numeral classifier structures. 

Other non-numeral three-element classifier phrases, Num-CL-Det and Num-CL-Poss, 

which emerge in limited usage at around the same time, are, however, well-formed. 

During this same period of time, more three-element and the more complex four-element 
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classifier phrases appear. Not until late in their third year do children produce 

grammatical Num-CL-N phrases. 

Errors made up only a very small percentage of the total number of nominals. 

Three different types of errors appeared in the data. Classifier omission made up the 

largest portion of the errors; double classifier errors and classifier-verb errors were less 

frequent and occurred primarily in the speech of the two older children of the longitudinal 

data and some of the children in the cross-sectional data. 

 

Object vs. subject position 

The results show that the most frequent classifier phrases, CL-N, CL-Det, CL-Wh, CL-N-

Adj, Num-CL, and Num-CL-N, are used by themselves rather than in object or subject 

position. The Num-CL-N construction appears much less often in object or subject 

position. It is used most often by itself. This suggests that this construction is not 

productive as a verb argument before age 3;2. The results further show that using the 

noun phrase and the classifier phrase in object position is mastered before their use in the 

subject position. The number of occurrences of classifier phrases in subject position is 

very low. These results indicate that Vietnamese children acquire the classifier phrase 

first by itself, then use it in object position, and finally use it in subject position. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE SEMANTIC DEVELOPMENT OF CLASSIFIERS  

 

This chapter investigates the semantic development of classifiers in Vietnamese. 

Using the longitudinal data as evidence, the main purpose of Part A is to examine which 

Vietnamese classifiers are acquired first by young Vietnamese-speaking children, in what 

order they learn them, and what errors they make. Using the cross-sectional data 

collection as evidence, the main purpose of Part B is to explore the later acquisition of 

classifiers (between ages 3 to 5). 

 

Part A: Emergence of classifiers – longitudinal data 

 

5.1 The first classifiers (core classifiers) 

This section examines the data from the four children in the longitudinal study 

(ages 1;9 to 3;2). Examining their speech gives an overview of which classifiers young 

children acquire before 3 years of age. 

First, I present all the classifiers that occurred in the longitudinal data (Table 5.1). 

Next, I present the total number of occurrences of each classifier produced by each child 

across all sessions (Table 5.2 and Figure 5.1).  

Note that for this calculation, only classifiers occurring with another element 

(noun, determiner, wh-word, another classifier, onomatopoeia, nonce word) are counted. 

Classifiers that are produced as thinking pauses or fillers are excluded. For example, 

when a child produces the same classifier twice or multiple times in a row to fill the 
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silence while s/he tries to think of the noun that follows it, such instances of classifier 

production are excluded. This is because the occurrence of such cases is high in some 

sessions, and including them would distort the overall results of the children‘s ability to 

produce classifiers with other elements. 

A total of 38 classifiers occurred in the four children‘s speech. Table 5.1 lists 

them, ranked by order of frequency, and including an indication of the number of 

children who used each of them. 

 

Table 5.1: Classifiers occurring in the speech of the four children of the longitudinal data 

 

Classifier  Meaning    # of children using 

        the classifier  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. cái   general       4 

2. con   animals; animate     4 

3. quả   fruits, vegetables; big-round (Northern dialect) 4 

4. trái   fruits, vegetables; big-round (Southern)  4 

5. chi c   general; vehicles; one of a pair   4 

6. cây   long-straight-rigid     4 

7. củ   root vegetables     3 

8. cục   small-roundish, heavy, undefined   3 

9. đôi   pair       3 

10. s i   long-thin-malleable     3 

11. viên   small-round      3 

12. bài   lesson; song; speech     2 

13. ngôi   house, building; temple; grave   2 

14. chùm   bunch, bundle      2 

15. ngón   finger, toe      2 

16. hột   small-roundish, seed-like    2 

17. hòn   small-round      1 
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18. cọng   long-thin-malleable     1 

19. buổi   time of the day     1 

20. phát   shot; injection      1 

21. khấu    gun       1 

22. tấm   flat-thin, hard      1 

23. quy n   book, volume      1 

24. bậc   rank, step, rung     1 

25. đống   heap, pile, stack     1 

26. bức   painting; letter; wall, curtain    1 

27. bộ   set       1 

28. ổ   sandwich; lock     1 

29. lá   small-light, leaf-like     1 

30. món   dish; item; sum     1 

31. cuốn   book, volume      1 

32. nải    hand (of bananas)     1 

33. bàn   hand       1 

34. anh   personifying an animal as a male    2 

35. ông   personifying an animal as older man    2 

36. chú   personifying an animal as older male   2 

37. đứa   person (impolite)     2 

38. th ng   male young person (impolite)    2 

 

 

Of the 38 classifiers, only the first four were frequently produced by all children. The 

next four were produced by all four or by three of the children, but less frequently. The 

others occurred rarely, with 1–16 tokens total for all sessions. Table 5.2 presents the 

number of tokens for the seven most frequent classifiers produced by each child across all 

sessions. These classifiers are hereafter referred to as the core classifiers. Appendix U 

provides a detailed tally of classifier tokens in each session for each of the four children. 
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Table 5.2: The seven most frequent classifiers in tokens 

Child cái con quả/trái chiếc cây củ cục 

Minh 406 338 144 26 43 -- 55 

Ha Mi 268 362 145 7 26 6 20 

Liem 721 416 70 154 15 10 20 

Giang 1877 1116 629 43 5 122 -- 

TOTAL 3272 2232 988 230 89 138 95 

    

These are the seven most frequent classifiers in the children‘s recorded speech. 

Cái, the general classifier, is clearly the most common, then con, the animal classifier. 

Quả or trái, the fruit/big-round classifier, is in third place, whereas chiếc, the vehicle 

classifier; cây, the long-straight-rigid classifier; củ, the classifier for root vegetables; and 

cục, used for small-roundish, undefined shapes, all occur with much lower frequency. 

Figure 5.1 presents the relative percentages for each of the seven for each child. 
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Figure 5.1 

 

 

The seven most common classifiers were used with different rates of frequency by 

each child. Table 5.3 shows the order of frequency of these seven classifiers for each 

child. 
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Table 5.3: Frequency order of the seven most-used classifiers for each child 

Order Minh Ha Mi Liem Giang 

1 cái con cái cái 

2 con  cái  con con  

3 trái (quả)
45

 trái (quả) chi c quả (trái) 

4 cây  cây quả (trái) củ 

5 cục củ cục chi c 

6 chi c chi c cây cây 

7  cục củ  

 

The seven classifiers most frequently used by the children are also the seven most 

frequent classifiers used by their parents. An analysis was run to determine the number of 

classifiers occurring in the parents‘ speech throughout all sessions; it revealed that the 

frequency order of the six or seven most common classifiers in each child‘s speech is 

identical to the order observed in one or both of their parents. Table 5.4 shows the results 

of this analysis. 

 

Table 5.4: Frequency order of the six or seven most frequent classifiers in the speech of 

each child‘s parents 

 Minh   Ha Mi   Liem  Giang   

 CL DAD MOM CL DAD MOM CL MOM CL MOM AUNT 

1 cái 1039 328 con  714 306 cái 1173 cái 1020 1274 

2 con 425 285 cái 616 271 con 684 con 362 723 

3 trái  62 61 trái  486 64 chiếc 216 quả  169 303 

4 cây 25 32 cây 73 9 quả  155 củ 49 65 

5 cục 10 23 củ 3 9 cục 14 chiếc 33 21 

6 chiếc 7 1 chiếc 18  cây 16 cây 5 3 

7    cục 28  củ 20    

                                                 
45

Note: In this table, where either trái or quả is in parentheses, the parenthetical one represents the choice 

that is less preferred (i.e., less frequently used) by that child. 
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The fact that the children‘s classifier usage so strongly resembles that of their parents 

provides evidence that input plays a crucial role in acquisition.  

The children‘s data display some individual differences. In the case of Ha Mi, the 

most frequent classifier is not the general cái, but con, the animal classifier. This does not 

mean that she acquired con before cái. Rather, it reflects the fact that in her recordings 

her parents used more pictures and toy objects that elicited talk about animals. In the case 

of Liem, unlike the other three children, he used chiếc more frequently than quả/trái. 

This may be due to his love of playing with cars, as chiếc is used with nouns designating 

vehicles. As Table 5.3 also shows, the order of frequency of cây, chiếc, cục, and củ varies 

for each child. 

Besides these seven frequent classifiers, there were many others that appeared in 

the children‘s speech (numbered 9–38 in Table 5.1). However, they occurred relatively 

rarely. Three of the four children also produced đôi, sợi, and viên, in that order of 

frequency. Classifiers produced by two of the four children include, in descending order 

of frequency, bài, ngôi, chùm, ngón, and hột. Only Giang, the oldest child, produced hòn, 

cọng, and buổi. Phát, khấu, tấm, quyển, bậc, đống, bức, bộ, ổ occurred only in Liem‘s 

speech, while lá and món were found solely in Ha Mi‘s speech. Cuốn and nải appeared 

only in the speech of Minh, the youngest child. All of the classifiers that were produced 

by only one or two children occurred very infrequently, each totaling fewer than nine 

tokens across all sessions. Finally, the classifiers numbered 34–38 in Table 5.1 refer to 

human beings and were used only by the two older children.  
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5.2  Acquisition order of the first classifiers  

5.2.1 Emergence criteria  

One way I chose to determine acquisition order is to adopt the emergence criteria 

set forth in Wong (1998); these were also used for determining the emergence of 

classifier phrases. (See Chapter 4, Sections 4.3.1, 4.4.1) If a child uses a certain type of 

structure across three consecutive sessions, the child is deemed able to use that structure 

productively; the first session of that series is regarded as the onset of this development. 

Applying these criteria to the data of the two youngest children (Appendix U), the 

following emergence order for the first classifiers can be estimated: 

 

Table 5.5: Emergence order of the first seven classifiers 

Order Age Minh Ha Mi 

1 before 1;9 cái cái 

2 before 1;9 con  con  

3 before 1;9 trái trái 

4 1;10-2;0 cây  cây 

5 2;0-2;2 cục, quả củ, quả 

6 2;2-2;4 chi c chi c 

 

It is evident that the set of classifiers most frequently produced also includes those 

that emerge earliest. Based on the emergence criteria, as well as the frequency and 

number of children producing each classifier, it is reasonable to claim that the first three 

classifiers that children acquire are the general classifier cái, the animal/animate classifier 

con, and the fruit/big-round object classifier trái, and that they acquire these well before 

age 1;9. Evidence is seen in both Minh‘s and Ha Mi‘s speech. The emergence of quả, 

cây, cục, củ, and chiếc takes place between ages 1;10 and 2;4, in a different sequence for 

each child.   
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5.2.2 Development of the first classifiers in the two younger children 

Another way to determine acquisition order is to explore how the classifiers that 

occurred in the two youngest children‘s data become productive. To do this, it is 

necessary to look at every recording session to see (1) which classifiers are produced in 

each session and (2) whether they are used with different nouns. 

Table 5.6 lists the classifiers produced by the youngest child, Minh, in each 

session. Three (con, cái, trái) are assumed to have been present by the first session. The 

first appearance in the data of each new classifier is in blue and underlined. Of course, we 

cannot know whether these classifiers may have been produced prior to the first 

recording session or outside the later sessions.  

 

Table 5.6: Minh‘s classifiers across all sessions 
Session            

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

con con Con con con con con con con con con con con 

cái  cái  cái  cái  cái  cái  cái  cái  cái  cái  cái  cái  cái  

trái trái trái trái trái trái trái trái trái trái trái trái/quả trái 

cây  cây  cây cây cây cây  cây cây cây cây 

cục    cục cục cục Cục      

đôi          đôi   

 chiếc chiếc      chiếc  chiếc chiếc chiếc 

  nải           

    cuốn  cuốn       

        sợi    sợi 

 

 

The three classifiers that occur in every session are con, cái, and trái. They 

appeared in the first session and in every session thereafter with multiple nouns. See 

Appendix V for detailed records of how many and which nouns each classifier occurs 

with in each session. It is safe to conclude that these three classifiers, which are also the 

most frequent, were acquired before the first recording session, that is, before 1;9.  
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To determine when the other classifiers were acquired, I examined the number of 

nouns with which they occurred in the sessions in which they appeared. These classifiers 

(see Table 5.7) were cây (appeared in 10 sessions), chiếc (six sessions), cục (five 

sessions), đôi (two sessions), cuốn (two sessions), and sợi (two sessions). One other 

classifier, nải, appeared in one of Minh‘s early sessions, but it occurred only once and 

thus it is impossible to track its development. I checked whether these classifiers 

appeared with new nouns from one session to the next. If a classifier was found to occur 

only with the same noun across all sessions, that would not be evidence for productive 

use; hence, the classifier could not yet be considered to have emerged, but rather only 

learned together with a particular noun as a fixed amalgam. Table 5.7 shows the results of 

this analysis. 

 

Table 5.7: Development of Minh‘s classifiers other than con, cái, and trái 

Session 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

 Age 1;09;20 1;10;06 1;10;20 1;11;04 1;11;19 2;00;03 2;00;16 2;01;01 2;01;15 

cây pen  gun   broom 
writing 
brush pencil pencil  

       sword  broom pen  

       ruler  guitar   

              ruler     

chiếc   car boat      car 

          this 

           

                    

cục eraser    eraser eraser marble marble  

 battery     marble eraser   

              soap bar   

đôi slippers                 

  shoes                 

cuốn      book  book   

sợi                 string 

nải    banana       
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Continuation of Table 5.7: 

Session 10 11 12 13 

 Age 2;01;29 2;02;13 2;02;27 2;03;11 

cây guitar guitar pencil pencil 

 water gun ruler guitar 

 pen  racket pen 

          

chiếc  bus car bus 

     car 

     
oxcart 
cart 

        slipper 

cục     

     

          

đôi   slippers     

          

cuốn     

sợi       string 

nải     

 

The first noun with which Minh could use cây was ‗pen‘; he produced this 

combination at the first recording session, 1;09;20. The next noun was ‗gun‘, which he 

produced with this classifier a month later. A month after that, Minh used three more new 

nouns with cây, namely ‗broom‘, ‗sword‘, and ‗ruler‘. It can be concluded that the time 

frame of acquisition and beginning of productive use of cây was approximately between 

Session 3 and Session 5, i.e., between 1;10 and 2;0. In the sessions thereafter, he could 

productively use both new and old nouns with cây. (In Table 5.7, new nouns occurring 

with a particular classifier are marked in blue and underlined. The dotted vertical line 

indicates the approximate point of acquisition and initiation of productive use of the 

classifier in question.) 

As for chiếc, the first noun with which it was used was ‗car‘, first appearing in the 

data at Session 2, at 1;10;06. The first time Minh used it with a different noun was two 

weeks later, at 1;10;20, with the noun ‗boat‘. Chiếc does not occur again in the data, 
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however, until three months later, at Session 9, when he used it again with ‗car‘ and also 

for the first time with a determiner, ‗this‘. One month later, at 2;02;13, he produced chiếc 

with a new noun, ‗bus‘, and another month later, at 2;03;11, with two other new nouns, 

‗oxcart cart‘ and ‗slippers‘. Chiếc‘s emergence into productive use can therefore be 

estimated to fall between 2;01 and 2;03. As commonly occurs with disjunctive classifiers, 

Minh acquired one category of chiếc first, namely the vehicle category. At 2;03;11, he 

began to use chiếc with the ‗one of a pair‘ concept as well. As ‗slippers‘ was the only 

noun from this category with which he used it, and there are no later data from Minh to 

show when he began to use it with other new nouns involving the ‗one of a pair‘ concept, 

a time of emergence for chiếc with this semantic category can not be determined. 

 Although Minh used cục with two different nouns, ‗eraser‘ and ‗battery‘, in the 

first session at 1;09;20, this is not sufficient evidence for productivity because he did not 

use it again until two and a half months later, in Session 6 at 2;00;03. At that time, he 

used cục with ‗marble‘; two weeks later, he used it with another new noun, ‗soap bar‘. 

The point of emergence into productivity can therefore be estimated at about 2;0. 

Finally, while Minh uttered the classifiers đôi, cuốn, and sợi during two sessions 

each, he did not display their productive use by the time of the study‘s completion. Both 

cuốn and sợi occurred with the same noun in both instances in which they were used, as 

can be seen in Table 5.7. Although đôi occurred with two different nouns, ‗slippers‘ and 

‗shoes‘, in the very first session, no other (productive) use of it occurred in any of the 

remaining sessions. Its use with ‗slippers‘ and ‗shoes‘ in the first session may very well 

be because these are fixed amalgams; cuốn and sợi‘s usage is likely attributable to fixed 
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amalgams as well. Minh had therefore not acquired đôi, cuốn, or sợi by the end of the 

study.  

 

We now turn to the next-to-youngest child, Ha Mi. Table 5.8 illustrates Ha Mi‘s 

production of classifiers in each session.  

 

Table 5.8: Ha Mi‘s classifiers across all sessions 

Session 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

con con con con con con con con con con con con 

cái  cái  cái  cái  cái  cái  cái  cái  cái  cái  cái  cái  

trái trái trái trái trái trái trái/quả trái trái trái trái  

 cây  cây cây cây cây cây cây    

củ  Củ củ   củ      

   chiếc  chiếc chiếc   chiếc   

     cục cục   cục   

     chùm chùm      

      viên      

        đôi    

ngôi            

 

The same pattern as in Minh‘s data can be seen for Ha Mi with respect to the 

classifiers con, cái, and trái, which emerged first and were the most frequently used. 

They appeared in the first session and in every session thereafter with multiple nouns. 

See Appendix V. The next most frequent classifiers were cây (appeared in seven 

sessions), củ (four sessions), chiếc (four sessions), and cục (three sessions). Chùm, the 

classifier for ‗branch‘, appeared in two sessions, but is excluded because it occurred only 

with a numeral rather than with a noun. Four other classifiers were found in Mi‘s speech, 

ngôi, viên, đôi, and món, but each occurred only once and thus their development cannot 

be examined. Table 5.9 shows a closer examination of Ha Mi‘s other classifiers.  
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Table 5.9: Development of Ha Mi‘s classifiers other than con, cái, and trái  

Sess 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 Age 1;11;10 1;11;27 2;00;11 2;00;29 2;01;27 2;02;11 2;02;27 2;03;16 2;04 2;04;28 

cây   
ice-
cream   pen broom guitar  racket guitar guitar  

      plum   
 ice 
cream  

chop- 
stick  

        gun      gun      

củ potato   potato garlic     onion      

chiếc       ship   
chop- 
stick car    

chop- 
stick 

cục       stone stone   stone 

 

The first noun occurring with cây in Ha Mi‘s data was ‗ice cream‘, at 1;11;27. Of 

course, she may have used cây with this same noun or another noun before the first 

recording, but there are no data to support this. A month later, three new nouns, ‗pen‘, 

‗gun‘, and ‗plum‘, occurred with cây in Ha Mi‘s speech. This point, around 2;00, is 

surely the point of acquisition of cây. In every session thereafter, productive use of cây 

prevailed; other new nouns continuously appeared with it in Ha Mi‘s speech. Cây is a 

disjunctive classifier with two categories. One is taxonomic, referring to plants; the other 

is shape-based, referring to long, hard, rigid items. All nouns that both Minh and Ha Mi 

used with cây belong to the shape-based category. While Ha Mi did use cây to refer to a 

plant once (‗plum tree‘ in Session 4), this single occurrence is not sufficient to indicate 

productivity for this category of cây. 

As for củ, the time frame for onset of productive use is approximately between 

2;0 and 2;02. The first noun with which she uses it is ‗potato‘; the next noun, ‗garlic‘, 

occurs at Session 4, at age 2;00;29, and the third, ‗onion‘, occurs at Session 7, at age 

2;02;27. Usage with these three different nouns evidences the productivity of củ in Ha 

Mi‘s speech. 
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Ha Mi first used chiếc with ‗ship‘ at Session 4, and next with ‗chopstick‘ six 

weeks later, at Session 6 (age 2;02;11). The next new noun, ‗car‘, appeared in the 

following session. Ha Mi‘s time of acquisition and productive use of chiếc as a classifier 

for vehicles is therefore estimated at around 2;02. Two months later, chiếc appeared 

again with ‗chopstick‘. It is not, however, possible to determine productive use of the 

‗one of a pair‘ category of chiếc because Ha Mi used it in this way only with this noun. 

This category was not acquired yet by the conclusion of the study. 

Cục was used with only one noun, ‗stone‘, in all three sessions in which it 

appeared; thus, it was not acquired yet, but remained in the amalgam stage during this 

study.  

  

5.2.3 Nouns occurring with more than one classifier 

A third method of tracking the development of the first classifiers is to examine 

whether the children used a given noun with the same classifier throughout or whether 

they used different classifiers for the same noun. In some instances, the children used two 

different classifiers for the same noun within one session. Tables 5.10 and 5.11 list the 

nouns with which Minh and Liem used more than one classifier. These all belong to the 

category of nouns with which the young children initially use the general classifier as the 

default classifier, or alternately, with which they use both the general classifier and the 

target classifier interchangeably.  
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Table 5.10: Minh‘s nouns occurring with more than one classifier 

Child: MINH xe xe đạp tàu thuyền dép bút 

Session Age ‘car’ ‘bicycle’ ‘ship’ ‘boat’ ‘slippers’ ‘pen’ 

1 1;09;20     cái, đôi  

2 1;10;06 cái, chiếc      

3 1;10;20    cái, chiếc  cái 

4 1;11;04       

5 1;11;19       

6 2;00;03       

7 2;00;16  cái     

8 2;01;01   cái   cây 

9 2;01;15 chiếc      

10 2;01;29 cái      

11 2;02;13 cái    đôi  

12 2;02;27 chiếc      

13 2;03;11 chiếc  cái  chiếc  

 

 

For example, Minh used two different classifiers interchangeably, cái and chiếc, 

with ‗car‘ in Session 2. While the general classifier cái is appropriate with ‗car‘, it is not 

preferred. The target classifier is chiếc, the vehicle classifier. Later, in Session 9, he used 

chiếc for this noun, but in the next two sessions he used cái again. After that, in the last 

two sessions, 12 and 13, he used only the target classifier chiếc. The same pattern applied 

for ‗slippers‘. Minh used both the general classifier and the pair classifier in the first 

session; in the last session, he used the target classifier chiếc. For ‗pen‘, a similar pattern 

prevailed: Initially, the general classifier was used as the default; in a later session he 

produced the target classifier. For ‗bicycle‘ and ‗ship‘, Minh had not yet progressed past 

the stage in which he always employed the general classifier as the default.  
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Table 5.11: Liem‘s nouns occurring with more than one classifier 

Child: LIEM xe xe đạp tàu lửa dép đũa dây 

Session Age ‘car’ ‘bicycle’ ‘train’ ‘slippers’ ‘chopstick’ ‘string’ 

1 2;04;09 cái, chiếc   đôi   

2 2;04;19 cái, chiếc cái, chiếc    cái 

3 2;05;22 cái, chiếc      

4 2;06;09 chiếc  cái    

5 2;06;20 cái, chiếc chiếc cái, chiếc  đôi cái 

6 2;07;07 cái, chiếc   cái   

7 2;07;22 cái, chiếc cái, chiếc chiếc cái, đôi, chiếc cái cái 

8 2;08;11 cái, chiếc chiếc    cái 

9 2;08;25 cái, chiếc     cái 

10 2;09;08 cái, chiếc   đôi  sợi 

11 2;09;29 cái    cái  

 

The development of these classifiers continues throughout the third year, as 

Liem‘s data indicate. Because one of Liem‘s favorite nouns is ‗car‘ it is not surprising 

that he would master the classifier for this noun. However, with ‗car‘ he did not use the 

target classifier, chiếc, exclusively, but instead used it interchangeably with the general 

classifier. He displayed this pattern at the first session, at 2;04, and continued it 

throughout most remaining sessions. For ‗bicycle‘, ‗train‘, and ‗string‘, he used the target 

classifier interchangeably with the general classifier until a later session, when he began 

producing the target classifier only.  

These results from Minh‘s and Liem‘s data point to an important finding. They 

indicate that very young children use the general classifier as a default in situations in 

which they have not yet developed the needed specific classifier. Furthermore, children 

do not entirely abandon use of the general classifier for a particular category even after 

the target classifier for that group has emerged; rather, they use the two interchangeably 

for a period of time that can range in length from short to quite long. 
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5.2.4 Classifiers occurring with determiners, wh-words, and numerals 

So far, we have examined classifiers occurring in CL-N structures. Additional 

evidence for identifying the first seven classifiers acquired comes from a look at which 

classifiers are used in the CL-Det, CL-Wh, and Num-CL constructions. I therefore 

examined the two younger children‘s classifier use in these situations. The previous 

chapter, ―Development of Classifier Phrases,‖ showed that the general classifier cái is the 

most frequently occurring classifier in CL-Det and CL-Wh structures in both child and 

adult speech. This finding is reconfirmed here; Table 5.12 shows the usage frequencies of 

various classifiers in Det, Wh-, and Num phrases for the two younger children, Minh and 

Ha Mi. (See Appendix S for the time of first occurrence of these classifiers in these three 

constructions.)  

 

Table 5.12: Minh‘s and Ha Mi‘s classifiers occurring in CL-Det, CL-Wh, and Num-CL 

CL-Det Minh Ha Mi CL-Wh Minh Ha Mi CL-Num Minh Ha Mi 

cái 87 60 cái 15 30 cái 5 12 

con 3 1 con 2 10 con  1 

trái  2 trái 1 3 trái  2 

chiếc  1 1     cây  1 

       chiếc  1 2 

       chùm  3 

       món  1 

 

 

It is evident that the general classifier is by far the most frequently used classifier 

in phrases with a determiner, wh-word, or numeral. It is also the classifier used first when 

the child first uses a new determiner or wh-word. For example, when the determiner đó 

‗that‘ first appeared in Minh‘s speech at 1;11, it was with cái. Similarly, when another 

new determiner, kia, meaning ‗that over there‘, first appeared at 2;3, it was also with cái.   

The other classifiers occurring in the CL-Det, CL-Wh, and Num-CL 

constructions, con, trái, cây, and chiếc, are also among the seven most frequent classifiers 
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presented above in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. Con, trái, cây, and chiếc occurred most often with 

the most frequently used determiner ‗this‘ and the most frequently used wh-word ‗what‘. 

For comparison, the results of the two older children, Liem and Giang, are also 

presented below. 

  

Table 5.13: Liem‘s and Giang‘s classifiers occurring in CL-Det, CL-Wh, and Num-CL 

CL-Det Liem Giang CL-Wh Liem Giang Num-CL
46

 Liem Giang 

cái 266 204 cái 65 266 cái 7 50 

con 20 4 con 4 62 con 1 17 

trái/quả 2 2 trái/quả  6 quả/trái  25 

cây 1  củ  1 cây   

chiếc  3  chiếc  1  chiếc  1 4 

củ 1  ngôi 2  cục 1  

cục 1  bài  1 tấm 2  

đôi  1 ngón 1 1 bậc 4  

   đứa 1 1 phát 7  

   em  1 đống 2  

       ổ 3  

       đứa 1  

       ngón  5 

       bài  1 

 

 

As with the two younger children, the two older children also prefer to pair 

determiners, wh-words, and numerals with the general classifier. The difference in the 

two older children‘s speech lies in the increasing number of classifiers that they could use 

with these structures. Here we can see individual differences between the two older 

children. Liem loves to play with cars and other vehicles; chiếc is therefore the third most 

frequently used classifier in his speech (cái and con are the first and second most used; 

refer back to Table 5.3). In Liem‘s data, chiếc occurs in CL-Det, CL-Wh, and CL-Num 

constructions, whereas in Giang‘s data, chiếc occurred only in CL-Num. Liem likes to go 

up and down the stairs in his house and play with toy guns, thus bậc and phát occurred in 

                                                 
46

 All Num-CL phrases uttered as a response to a parent‘s question ‗How many + CL‘ were excluded. Only 

spontaneous Num-CL utterances were considered. 
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numeral phrases in his speech. Additionally, he always thought that my tape recorder was 

a camera and wanted his mother or me to take a picture of him; because of this, the 

classifier tấm, used for pictures, appeared in his speech at a certain point. Liem dislikes 

singing, so bài never occurred in his speech, whereas Giang loves to sing, so bài is a 

common classifier in her speech. (Its frequency is also likely due to the ample input she 

receives, as her parents and caretakers often ask her to sing a song, using the numeral 

‗one‘ plus the classifier bài in their requests.) As for cục, this classifier did not occur in 

Giang‘s speech. As one might expect, an examination of Giang‘s parents‘ classifier use 

shows that cục never occurred in her mother‘s speech and only twice in her aunt‘s 

speech. 

The general finding here is that once a classifier is acquired or mastered, the child 

is then able to use it with other structures. For example, once Liem mastered chiếc in the 

CL-N construction, he was able to use it in CL-Det and CL-Wh as well. The child‘s 

classifier repertoire and development depends largely on his/her preferred toys and 

activities.  

 

5.2.5 The general classifier and the animal classifier as the first classifier 

Appendix U contains all the tokens of classifiers used by each child in each 

individual session. Looking closer at the usage of the first three acquired classifiers in 

each individual session with the two younger children, Minh and Ha Mi, it becomes clear 

that the animal classifier con may be acquired at the same time or even before the general 

classifier cái. The number of tokens (frequency) is higher for con than cái in the speech 

of Minh in the first six sessions (1;9–2;0), as shown in Table 5.14, and in the speech of 
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Ha Mi the frequency is higher for con than cái for most of the sessions. (Note that the 

highlight in pink shows which classifier has the greatest number of tokens for each 

session.) 

 

Table 5.14: Number of tokens of the first three most frequent classifiers 

in the two younger children‘s speech in each session  

child: MINH     

Age Session cái con trái quả 

1;09;20 1 11 18 3  

1;10;06 2 15 32 1  

1;10;20 3 15 25 4 4 

1;11;04 4 7 19 14  

1;11;19 5 22 48 14  

2;00;03 6 20 7 14  

Subtotal of 6 sessions 90       149 50 4 

2;00;16 7 27 41 19 3 

2;01;01 8 40 8 4  

2;01;15 9 15 11 3  

2;01;29 10 48 20 25 1 

2;02;13 11 16 16 4 2 

2;02;27 12 24 19 2 1 

2;03;11 13 146 74 23 3 

Total token 406 338 130 14 

total %   39 33 13 1.4 

      

child: HA MI     

1;11;10 1 8 8 18  

1;11;27 2 11 65 5 1 

2;00;11 3 45 48 25 1 

2;00;29 4 36 35 48 2 

2;01;27 5 3 14 5  

2;02;11 6 24 15 14  

2;02;27 7 35 65 7 1 

2;03;16 8 37 57 9 4 

2;04;00 9 29 11 2 1 

2;04;14 10 6 5 1  

2;04;28 11 20 7 1  

2;05;12 12 14 32   

Total token 268 362 135 10 

total %   32.1 43.3 16.1 1.2 

 

 

For the two older children, the general classifier cái predominates. See Table 5.15. 
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Table 5.15: Number of tokens of the first four most frequent classifiers 

in the two older children‘s speech in each session 

child: LIEM     

Age Session cái con trái quả 

2;04;09 1 37 28  5 

2;04;19 2 55 26 2  
2;05;22 3 43 25 3  

2;06;09 4 11 15 4 1 

2;06;20 5 57 10  1 

2;07;07 6 80 32  3 

2;07;22 7 77 92 2 12 

2;08;11 8 54 20  3 

2;08;25 9 73 21   

2;09;08 10 34 9  9 

2;09;29 11 200 138 4 21 

Total token 721 416 15 55 

total %   50.1 28.9 1 4.2 

  A B  D 

child: GIANG     

2;05;01 1 26 39  22 

2;05;18 2 5 7 1 1 

2;06;10 3 12 12  12 

2;06;23 4 44 8  16 

2;07;08 5 17 3  11 

2;07;22 6 21 23  3 

2;08;01 7 87 52  40 

2;08;10 8 74 46 1 44 

2;09;01 9 97 186 3 28 

2;09;18 10 123 107  77 

2;10;00 11 100 68  21 

2;10;14 12 331 2  16 

2;11;00 13 79 28 1 24 

2;11;17 14 154 2  12 

3;00;03 15 63 35  40 

3;00;17 16 162 123  41 

3;01;00 17 108 28  46 

3;01;14 18 201 275  125 

3;01;27 19 173 72  44 

Total token 1877 1116 6 623 

total %   49.5 29.4   16.6 

  A B  C 

 

 

One possible reason why cái is predominant in Liem‘s and Giang‘s speech is 

because these two children use more CL-Det and CL-Wh constructions (the ‗this‘ and 

‗what‘ constructions) requiring cái. The two younger children, on the other hand, do not 
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yet often use cái in ‗this‘ and ‗what‘ constructions. A closer analysis of the elements with 

which the classifier cái occurs in each child‘s session reveals the following result. 

 

Table 5.16: Distribution of usage of cái in total number of tokens  

 w/ N w/ Det w/ Wh 

Minh 219 87 15 

Ha Mi 127 60 30 

Liem 255 264 64 

Giang 1568 204 266 

 

 

The two younger children used cái with nouns more than twice as often as with 

Det or Wh. Giang, the oldest child, used cái about three times more with nouns than with 

Det or Wh. This finding indicates that cái and con occur with nouns more than they do 

with Det and Wh in both the earliest stage and at later stages. Only Liem used cái more 

frequently with Det and Wh than with nouns.  

The above finding refutes the results of previous studies by indicating that (1) in 

the very early stages of Vietnamese classifier acquisition (from 1;9 to 2;3), the animal 

classifier is the one most frequently chosen for noun phrases (more frequently than even 

the general classifier) and after this phase, the general classifier takes over; (2) in both the 

earlier (before 2) and later (after 2;6) stages, the usage of the animal and general 

classifiers with nouns occurs more frequently than the usage of the general classifier with 

a determiner or wh-word; and (3) there are individual differences in classifier acquisition 

among the children studied. 

 

5.3 Appropriate classifier usage and overgeneralizations 

This section describes the usage of the core classifiers occurring in the children‘s 

speech. The types and tokens of appropriately used classifiers for each child are counted. 
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The questions that are examined are: (1) with how many nouns each core classifier is 

appropriately used; (2) whether each core classifier is appropriately used with the noun‘s 

referent, i.e., whether the children‘s usage of the classifier is consistent with that of the 

adults; and (3) what kinds of overgeneralizations are made. 

Table 5.17 and Figure 5.2 show the total number of nouns each child could use 

appropriately with each of the core classifiers throughout all sessions.  

Table 5.17: Number of nouns with which the core classifiers are appropriately used 

Classifier Minh Ha Mi Liem Giang 

cái 71 49 87 139 

con 49 36 40 59 

quả/trái 16 23 9 23 

cây 9 8 4 3 

chiếc 5 3 13 6 

cục 4 1 4 2 

củ __- 3 2 5 

 

The number of inappropriate uses of these classifiers can be found in Section 5.3.8. 

 

Minh Ha Mi Liem Giang

cái con quả/trái cây chiếc cục củ

 
Figure 5.2 

 

Refer to Appendices I-A to I-C, which contain the number and tokens of nouns and the 

list of nouns with which each classifier is appropriately used in each individual session. 
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 5.3.1 Con, the animal classifier 

Con is a disjunctive classifier. It is used for all animals and animate objects and 

entities, including eyes, dolls, ghosts, devils, knives, and boats, because all of these 

entities have animate connotations. The results show that the classifier con is used 

appropriately by all four children when referring to animals. The children made no 

mistakes in their use of con with nouns denoting animals. In fact, most usages of the con 

classifier were with animal nouns.  

Table 5.18 presents a list of nouns with which each of the four children 

appropriately used the classifier con, arranged in alphabetical order. (Due to lack of 

space, the Vietnamese nouns are not included in this table.)  

 

Table 5.18: Nouns with which each child appropriately used the classifier con 

MINH HA MI LIEM GIANG 

calf ant butterfly butterfly 

bear bear ant ant 

bird bee bat bear 

buffalo bird bear bee 

butterfly cat bird bird 

canary chicken cat buffalo 

cat cobra chicken calf 

chicken cockroach cockroach cat 

cobra crab cow chicken 

cockroach dog crab child's name 

cow dog (name) dog cockroach 

crab duck dog (name) cow 

deer elephant dog's name  crab 

dog fish duck cricket 

dragonfly fly duck (flex animal) crocodile 

duck frog elephant dog 

elephant gecko fish dog's nickname 

eye ghost frog doll 

fish giraffe gecko donkey 

fly goat gecko dragon 

frog grasshopper ghost dragonfly 

gecko horse horse duck 

gecko insect lion elephant 

ghost lion Mickey eye 

giraffe little girl Mickey mouse fish 
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horse monkey monkey frog 

house mouse mouse mouse ghost 

lion pig parrot giraffe 

monkey rabbit pig giraffe 

mother pig shrimp proper name goat 

mouse snake rabbit horse 

ocean crab spider rooster insect 

panther squid snake kangaroo 

pig tiger spider kind of doll 

pigeon tiger stork leopard 

proper name turtle tiger lion 

proper name   tiger monkey 

rabbit   toad mouse 

rooster   turtle panda bear 

shellfish   wolf pig 

shrimp     pig 

snake     pigeon 

spider     penguin 

stork     porcupine 

tiger     rabbit 

toad     rooster 

turtle     shark 

weasel     sheep 

worm     shellfish 

     snail 

     snake 

     squid 

     squirrel 

     tiger 

     tiger 

     turtle 

     wolf 

     zebra 

49 36 40 59 

 

 

The underlined nouns marked in orange are those that do not denote an animal, 

but rather animate entities (such as ghosts and eyes) and persons (such as little girls). We 

see that all three children could appropriately assign the classifier con to ma ‗ghost‘, and, 

surprisingly, that the youngest child, Minh, used the classifier con appropriately with mắt 

‗eye‘. It is also surprising that Minh produced more animal nouns than Ha Mi and Liem. 

Very few overgeneralizations of the animal classifier were found. Those that 

occurred are listed in Table 5.19.  
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 Table 5.19: Overgeneralizations with the animal classifier con 

Child: MINH    

Session Inappropriate Tokens Gloss Appropriate  

  use of con     classifier 

m2 con chuối 2 CL (animal) banana quả/trái 

m5 " 1     

         

Child: HA MI       

hm5 con chuối 1 CL (animal) banana quả/trái 

         

Child: LIEM       

L1 con thịt 1 CL (animal) meat mass N -> no CL 

L5 con chuối 1 CL (animal) banana quả/trái 

L9 con lông gà 1 CL (animal) chicken feather  cây 

         

Child: GIANG       

g1 con gh  1 CL (animal) chair cái 

g7 con cháo 1 CL (animal) rice porridge mass N -> no CL 

g8 con chuối 2 CL (animal) banana quả/trái 

 con nước 1 CL (animal) water mass N -> no CL 

g9 con bột 1 CL (animal) powder mass N -> no CL 

 con bút 1 CL (animal) pen cây 

 con ghẻ 1 CL (animal) scabies mass N -> no CL 

g11 con em bé 1 CL (animal) baby CL not needed 

g16 con chuối 1 CL (animal) banana quả/trái 

g19 con cỏ 1 CL (animal) grass mass N -> no CL 

 

The most common error that all four children make with the animal classifier is to 

assign it to the noun ‗banana.‘ This is an interesting overextension, which on one hand 

makes sense because bananas are long in shape rather than roundish. It is unclear, 

however, how bananas might evoke animacy.  

For the two younger children, this overextension with ‗banana‘ was the only error 

in their use of con. In the case of Liem, two other overgeneralizations with con were also 

made: He used it with ‗meat‘, which is a mass noun, and with ‗chicken feather‘ (in 

reference to a broom made of feathers), which instead requires the long-straight-rigid 
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classifier cây. These overextensions are remarkable because although both meat and 

chicken feathers are not animate any more, they are parts of previously live animals. This 

is quite a clever overextension for a 2-year-old child. Liem used con with ‗meat‘ at 

Session L1, when he was 2;4, and with ‗chicken feather‘ at L9, at age 2;8. He also 

produced the appropriate classifier, cây, for the chicken feather broom in the same 

session, L9.  

Giang made more overextension errors than the other children. Most of her errors 

were to use con to refer to the mass nouns for ‗rice porridge‘, ‗water‘, ‗powder‘, 

‗scabies‘, and ‗grass‘. It is difficult to understand the motivation for using the animate 

classifier for these mass nouns. Perhaps she associates them with water because of how 

they move, for example, the way rice porridge and powder move when being stirred or 

poured, and grass moving in the wind. Other overextensions made perfect sense, such as 

with ‗baby‘, a human being that resembles a doll and should take the animate classifier 

con, but does not. Odd overextensions were with the nouns meaning ‗chair‘ and ‗pen‘. 

Perhaps the limbs of the chair and the movement of a pen when it is being used to write 

evoke animacy in the child‘s mind. 

 

5.3.2 Cái, the general classifier 

The general classifier cái is a disjunctive classifier. It is used to refer to a wide 

range of entities: body parts, furniture, objects, utensils, tools, some food items, abstract 

entities, and so on. 

The results show that the children primarily use cái correctly (i.e., consistently 

with adult usage). All nouns occurring in the data that denote body parts, furniture, 
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objects, and utensils were assigned properly with cái. None of the children produced any 

nouns denoting abstract entities. Table 5.20 presents a list of nouns with which each of 

the four children appropriately used cái, arranged in alphabetical order. (Due to lack of 

space, the Vietnamese nouns are not included in this table.)  

 

Table 5.20: Nouns with which each child appropriately used the classifier cái 

MINH HÀ MI LIEM GIANG GIANG (cont) 

bag airplane airplane airplane milk bottle 

balloon badminton ball aquarium armband mirror 

basket balloon back basket mug 

basket
47

 big plate badminton ball basket neck 

bell bottle bag bed needle 

bellybutton bottle basket bell night lamp 

bicycle bowl bell belly nose 

birthday cake box bicycle bicycle nose 

blanket box bowl boat pan 

boat bracelet bowl bone pants 

bowl brass box boots pen 

box broom breast bottle pencil 

brass button bridge bowl picture 

breast candy chicken feather  box pillow 

bridge car  broom brass piscine 

bus chair butt bread plate 

car comb camera bridge pocket 

chair commode candy bucket pot 

chopstick cover car bud potty 

color cover cassette tape bus present 

cookie ear chair butt propeller 

cover elephant trunk chicken thigh button pump 

door fan child's penis candle racket 

duck beak glass chopstick candy radio 

ear glasses clock car refrigerator 

face guitar comb cassette tape ring 

flower gun commode chair rubber band 

flower Hair pin crane cheek ruler 

glass hand door chin sausage 

glasses head eye chopstick scale 

guitar ice cream eyebrow clock schoolbag 

hammer pocket flashlight commode scotch tape 

hammock radio flower cookie set 

hat refrigerator glass cover shirt 

hook rice pot guitar curtain shirt 

hoop scale guy drum shoes 

house schoolbag hair pin ear skirt 

knife ship hammer egg slipper 
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Lamp shoe hammock eye small jar 

Festival lantern  slipper hand face sock 

Leg spoon handbag fan spoon 

Leg stick hat fault spout tap 

mosquito net story head flag stick 

mug stove hoop flower stove 

notebook table house flower street 

ore tape ice cream forehead street making truck 

pants towel key funnel string 

pen train knife glass table 

pillow umbrella lamp glass tail 

propeller  leg guitar tape recorder 

Q-Tips  loudspeaker gun telephone 

scale  mask hair pin television 

schoolbag  motorcycle hammock temple 

ship  mouth hand, arm thermos flask 

shovel  neck handbag things 

shovel  nose hat tooth 

slippers  notebook hoop towel 

small jar  pants house tower 

socks  picture ice cream toy 

spoon  piece  ironing board train 

stick  pillow knife tree 

string  place lamp trumpet 

sword  pocket leaf tub 

things  ring leg tube 

toothpick  scarf lip tweezers 

towel  schoolbag loudspeaker type of food 

toys  scissors mailbox umbrella 

trowel  slipper manner umbrella 

wallet  spoon mat vase 

wheel  star   wheel 

   stick     

   street for airplane     

   string     

   swing     

   table     

   tail     

   tape recorder     

   telephone     

   thing spraying water     

   things     

   tractor     

   train     

   train     

   trumpet     

   umbrella     

   wheel     

70 49 86   139 
47

 Identical nouns means there are two different nouns in Vietnamese which have the same English gloss.  
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Overgeneralization occurred with the general classifier. As explained in Chapter 

1, Section 1.10.5.1, there are two types of overgeneralization with cái. One of these is 

dispreferred though not ungrammatical. In these overgeneralization situations, another 

classifier is preferred and considered more sophisticated, while the general classifier is 

considered correct, though less sophisticated. However such overgeneralizations of the 

general classifier are acceptable in casual speech by native speakers of Vietnamese. Table 

5.21 shows a list of such overgeneralizations in the data. In the list of nouns in Table 

5.20, all nouns that have acceptable overgeneralization are underlined and marked in 

pink. 
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Table 5.21: Acceptable overgeneralizations with cái  
Target 

CL MINH   HA MI   LIEM   GIANG   

chi c tàu ship máy bay airplane máybay airplane máy bay airplane 

 thuyền boat tàu ship tàu lửa train thuyền boat 

 xe car xe car  xe car xe car 

 xe buýt bus xe lửa train xe cẩu crane xe buýt bus 

 xe đạp bicycle    xe đạp bicycle xe đạp bicycle 

       xe lửa train xe lu truck 

       xe máy motorcycle xe lửa train 

             

chi c,đôi dép slippers dép slippers dép slippers dép slipper 

 vớ socks giày shoe    giày shoes 

 đũa chopstick       giày bốt boots 

          tất sock 

             

cây bút pen dù umbrella đờn guitar bút pen 

 đờn guitar đàn guitar đũa  chopstick bút chì pencil 

 đũa chopstick chổi broom chổi broom dù  umbrella 

 ki m sword kem icecream kem icecream đàn guitar 

 tăm toothpick súng gun    đũa chopstick 

          kem ice cream 

          n n candle 

          súng gun 

          thước ruler 

          v t racket 

             

con     mắt eye mắt eye mắt eye 

             

          đường street 

cục,viên    kẹo candy kẹo candy kẹo candy 

          xương bone 

s i dây string    dây string dây string 

          thun 

rubber 

band 

cuốn tập notebook    vở notebook    

cuộn          băng keo 

scotch 

tape 

hột    nút button       

tấm       hình picture hình picture 

lá          cờ flag 

câu    chuyện story       
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The largest class of entities with which cái is overgeneralized is vehicles. The 

nouns in Table 5.21 denoting vehicles (‗ship‘, ‗boat‘, ‗car‘, ‗bus‘, ‗bicycle‘, ‗airplane‘, 

‗train‘, ‗crane‘, ‗motorcycle‘, ‗truck‘) were used by all four children with the general 

classifier cái. The appropriate classifier for these nouns would be chiếc, the classifier for 

vehicles. All children presumably have acquired the classifier chiếc by 2;4 (see Table 

5.5), and they mostly know to use it with vehicles, as shown below in Table 5.26. Thus, 

overgeneralization of cái with vehicle nouns occurs alongside the more-correct use of 

chiếc with vehicles. Recall that chiếc is a highly disjunctive classifier. It is not only used 

to refer to vehicles, but also to one item in a pair. The children have not yet learned this 

use of chiếc, though; therefore, they also overgeneralize cái to refer to objects such as a 

slipper, sock, shoe, boot, and chopstick, as shown in Table 5.21. 

Another set of entities with which cái is overgeneralized is those with long, 

straight, rigid shapes, such as pens, guitars, chopsticks, swords, toothpicks, umbrellas, 

brooms, ice cream, guns, candles, rulers, and rackets. All the nouns denoting these items 

typically require the classifier cây. Note again that as with the classifier chiếc, all children 

presumably have acquired the classifier cây by 2;2 (see Table 5.5), and they know to use 

it with long, straight, rigid objects, as shown below in Table 5.24. Overgeneralizations 

with cái occur alongside the appropriate use of these nouns with cây. Cái is used to 

replace several other classifiers as well, as can be seen in the lower portion of Table 5.21. 

In addition, the children also inappropriately overgeneralize the general classifier 

cái, employing it with nouns with which it is completely unacceptable in adult 

Vietnamese. Table 5.22 lists these inappropriate overgeneralizations for each child. It 
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seems that the children are using the general classifier to replace more specific classifiers 

which they have not yet acquired. 

Table 5.22: Inappropriate overgeneralization of cái 

Appropriate classifier Session Incorrect use of cái Gloss of noun 

con  m9 cái kè gecko 

 L10 cái tôm shrimp 

 L1 cái siêu nhân Superman 

 g8, g14, g16 cái mắt eye 

quả/trái g8, g9, g17 cái chuối banana 

 hm4 cái cam orange 

 g12 (2x) cái nho grape 

 hm11, g10, g12 cái bóng ball 

cây  m3 cái chì pencil 

 g19 cái thong pine 

cục m10, L11, g14  cái pin battery 

củ g10 cái tỏi garlic 

cuốn, quy n g8, g10, g18, g20 cái sách book 

tờ g14, g20 cái giấy paper 

viên m7, g7 cái thuốc pill 

viên, hòn g7 cái bi marble 

s i m9 (2x) cái thun rubber band 

s i, cuộn g19 cái chỉ yarn 

cọng L8, g8, g10 cái rau greens 

 g10 cái mì noodle 

mass N  needs g8, g12 cái nước (sôi) (boiled) water 

     measure word or g8 cái mưa rain 

     the CL giọt ‗drop‘ g8 cái rư u wine 

đòn g7 cái chả Vietnamese cold cut 

mass N  needs L6 cái rác rubbish 

measure word L11 cái cháo rice porridge 

 L11 cái dầu oil 

 m13 cái xôi sticky rice 

 g12 cái nui pasta 

mass N  no CL L8 cái nhạc music 

 g9, g18 cái điện electricity 

 g12 cái ga gas 

 L11, g14, g18 cái sách vở books 

 L11 cái bàn gh  furniture 

 g9 cái bông hoa flowers 
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The general classifier was used inappropriately as default to replace several 

specific classifiers, as shown in Table 5.22. For example, both Minh and Giang used the 

general classifier cái for ‗pill‘ and ‗battery‘, though the appropriate classifiers for these 

nouns are actually viên and cục, respectively. Giang made the most errors of this type, 

overextending the general classifier to refer to fruits and big, round objects (‗banana‘, 

‗grapes‘, ‗ball‘), root vegetables (‗garlic‘), small-roundish objects (‗battery‘, ‗marble‘), 

volumes (‗book‘), animate entities (‗eye‘), long, thin, flexible items (‗yarn‘), plants 

(‗pine‘), and flat, thin, sheet-like objects (‗paper‘). However, she also produced the 

appropriate specific classifiers for some of these same nouns for which she overused the 

general classifier.  

Liem misused cái to refer to a shrimp (an animal) in the last session. As Liem had 

never used the word for shrimp in any previous sessions, it is possible that he did not 

know that a shrimp is an animal; alternately, this misuse could have been just a speech 

error, as it occurred only once.  

There is a tendency for novel nouns to be classified with the general classifier. 

This was the case with Liem for the noun ‗Superman‘.  

It is noteworthy that Minh did not use the appropriate classifier cục for ‗battery‘ 

in Session 10, whereas in the first session, he used the classifier cục for multiple 

instances of ‗eraser‘ and one instance of ‗battery‘. He also used the classifier cục for 

‗marble‘ and ‗soap bar‘ in Session 8. Cục is estimated to have emerged between 1;10 and 

2;0. Liem also incorrectly used cái with ‗battery‘ at the very last session, although he had 

appropriately used it at Session 7, and had used cục productively with the nouns meaning 

‗bone‘, ‗stone‘, and ‗rheum‘ in the previous sessions. (Appendix V contains a detailed 
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tabulation of Liem‘s usage of each classifier with different nouns and tokens thereof in 

each individual recording session.) As discussed above in Section 5.2.3, even if a specific 

target classifier has entered a child‘s classifier repertoire, s/he does not immediately 

abandon use of the general classifier. Thus, an inappropriate overgeneralization of cái can 

still occur, albeit infrequently, after the appropriate classifier is deemed to have been 

acquired. Another explanation for this is that these inappropriate overgeneralizations of 

cái may be speech errors or an unintentional usage of the noun with the general classifier. 

This occurs sometimes in adult speech as well.  

A noteworthy type of overgeneralization with the general classifier cái is its 

overextension to mass nouns, which require measure words rather than classifiers. This 

error occurred the most in Liem‘s speech, involving the mass nouns ‗rubbish‘, ‗music‘, 

‗furniture‘, ‗rice porridge‘, ‗oil‘, and ‗books‘, and in Giang‘s speech with ‗water‘, ‗boiled 

water‘, ‗rain‘, ‗wine‘, ‗pasta‘, ‗electricity‘, ‗gas‘, ‗books‘, and ‗flowers‘ (17 out of 42 

such errors of Giang were with mass nouns); it also occurred once in Minh‘s speech with 

the mass noun ‗sticky rice‘. 

Another interesting type of overgeneralization with the general classifier cái is its 

use as a default classifier when the child has not yet mastered a noun. Examples can be 

seen in Minh‘s speech: He used the general classifier with two-syllable nouns for which 

he knew only one of the syllables. He knew chì, the second syllable of the word bút chì 

‗pencil‘, and kè, the second syllable of the word tắc k  ‗gecko‘. For these nouns, he 

probably relied on the general classifier because it is the safest classifier to use in the case 

of uncertainty. In Session 7, Minh demonstrated acquisition of the noun bút chì, and by 
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Session 13, the last session, he had acquired tắc k , and he used the correct classifier in 

these instances. 

The general classifier is the safe one, hence the default. Therefore its occurrence 

is higher and the number of nouns used with it is greater than that of other classifiers. 

 

5.3.3 Quả or trái, the fruit and big-round classifier 

Quả or trái is a disjunctive classifier. It is used to refer to all fruits, vegetables 

(except for root vegetables), and big, round objects or entities. All four children were able 

to use this classifier appropriately with fruits; in fact, most of the nouns with which they 

used quả or trái were fruits. They produced few nouns denoting big, round objects; such 

words in the data were ‗ball‘, ‗badminton ball‘, ‗egg‘, ‗heart‘, and ‗globe‘ (underlinmed 

and marked in orange). Table 5.23 lists the nouns with which each of the four children 

appropriately used quả/trái, arranged in alphabetical order. (Due to lack of space, the 

Vietnamese nouns are not included in this table.)  
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Table 5.23: Nouns with which each child appropriately used the classifier quả/trái  

MINH HA MI LIEM GIANG 

apple  apple apple apple 

Apple  apple ball  avocado 

avocado avocado ball  banana  

ball  badminton ball custard apple cabbage 

ball  ball egg carambola 

banana banana grapefruit chilli 

chilli cabbage grapes cucumber 

coconut carambola lemon custard apple 

grapefruit chilli watermelon dragon fruit 

grapes corn   egg 

lemon custard apple   globe 

monordica egg   grape 

orange grape   grapefruit 

pineapple lakwa   guava 

rambutan longan   heart 

tangerine mango   lemon 

 orange   longan 

 pear   mango 

 pineapple   orange 

 plum   papaya 

 rambutan   strawberry 

 strawberry   tangerine 

 tomato   tomato 

16 23 9 23 

 

 

Compared to the number of nouns that the four children produced with the animal 

classifier con and the general classifier cái, as the table shows, they could use fewer 

nouns with the fruit/big-round classifier quả/trái. There is an interesting difference 

between the noun repertoire for fruits between girls and boys. Minh and Liem, the two 

boys, knew fewer fruit nouns than Ha Mi and Giang, the two girls. This reveals that noun 

repertoire and gender affect the order of acquisition of classifiers; children display not 

only individual differences, but also gender differences. Girls acquire the fruit classifier 

earlier than boys, whereas boys acquire the vehicle classifier sooner than girls.  
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Table 5.24 lists the overgeneralizations found with the classifier quả.  

 

Table 5.24: Overgeneralizations with quả 

Session Inappropriate Tokens Gloss of noun Appropriate 

  use of quả     classifier  

Child: MINH       

M3 quả chuông 4 bell cái 

         

Child: HA MI       

hm8 quả mặt trời 1 sun no CL 

         

Child: LIEM       

L11 quả sâu 1 insect con 

L11 quả s ng 1 gun cây 

       khẩu 

Child: GIANG       

G1 quả tủ lạnh 1 refrigerator cái 

 quả cân 1 scale cái 

G7 quả pin 1 battery cục 

G8 quả giày 1 shoe chi c, đôi 

 quả rau 1 greens cọng 

G10, g17 quả tỏi 1 garlic củ 

 quả đậu 1 beans hột 

g13 quả cà rốt 1 carrot củ 

 quả kem 1 ice cream cây 

 quả váy 1 skirt cái 

 

 

The only two errors found in the two younger children‘s speech overextend the 

―fruit‖ or ―big-round‖ meanings of quả to the nouns for ‗bell‘ and ‗sun‘. These are 

understandable, stemming from a reasonable miscategorization of these entities. A bell 

probably looks like a fruit; the sun is big and round.  

Liem‘s two overgeneralizations were made in the last session (L11) and were 

probably speech errors. Inappropriately assigning the fruit/big-round classifier to a gun is 

odd because there is no relation between a gun and a fruit or a big-round shape. A gun is 
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long and requires the specific classifier cây because of this shape. Moreover, Liem had 

already produced the noun for ‗gun‘ appropriately with the long-straight-rigid classifier 

cây in Session 3, and had even assigned the very sophisticated classifier for firearms, 

khẩu, to the noun ‗gun‘ in Session 10. Therefore, it is unlikely that he did not know the 

classifier for ‗gun‘ in Session 11. He also overgeneralized quả to ‗insect‘ in this session. 

The reason for this is unclear because it cannot be decisively ascertained from context 

that Liem indeed meant ‗insect‘ when he uttered sâu. He could have been using a nonce 

word. 

Some of Giang‘s overgeneralizations with quả were reasonable taxonomic 

overextensions. For example, she used quả to refer to the root vegetables (‗carrot‘, 

‗garlic‘, ‗onion‘), which actually require the classifier củ and to ‗beans‘, which require 

the shape classifier hột (small-round, seed-like). Additionally, she used quả with 

‗greens‘, a vegetable which in fact belongs to the mass noun category. Many of Giang‘s 

overgeneralizations with quả, however, did not make sense. She used quả to refer to 

‗refrigerator‘, ‗scale‘, ‗battery‘, ‗shoe‘, ‗ice cream‘, and ‗skirt‘. The motivation for these 

overextensions cannot be detected. 

 

5.3.4 Cây, the long-straight-rigid classifier 

This is both a shape classifier used to refer to objects or entities that have a long, 

straight, and hard or rigid shape and, disjunctively, it is the classifier for all types of 

plants. Almost all nouns to which the children were able to appropriately assign cây 

denoted objects with a long, straight, rigid shape. Only Ha Mi once used cây to refer to a 

plant (cây mận ‗plum tree‘, marked in orange in the table below). Table 5.25 lists the 
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nouns with which each of the four children appropriately used the classifier cây, arranged 

in alphabetical order.  

 

Table 5.25: Nouns with which each child appropriately used the classifier cây  

MINH  HA MI  LIEM  GIANG  

bút chì pencil chổi broom bút pen bút pen 

bút lông writing brush đàn guitar đờn guitar đàn guitar 

chổi broom đũa chopstick kem ice cream thông pine 

đàn guitar kem ice cream viết pen   

kiếm sword mận plum     

sung gun súng gun     

sung nước water gun viết pen     

thước ruler vợt racket     

viết pen       

Total 9  8  4  3 

 

There were no overgeneralizations with cây. There was only one error with this classifier; 

in Session 11, Liem produced the utterance cây màu ‗color‘. In adult speech, màu ‗color‘ 

is used with the general classifier cái.   

 

5.3.5 Chiếc, the vehicle classifier 

Chiếc is a highly disjunctive classifier. First, it is used to refer to all types of 

vehicles. Second, it is used to refer to any objects or entities that are one of a pair 

(marked in orange in Table 5.26). For example, one shoe should be assigned this 

classifier. Third, it is a so-called secondary general classifier, which can be used for 

certain objects that can also be classified with cái, for example, ‗guitar‘, ‗hat‘. Chiếc 

would therefore be very appropriate for speaking of a guitar or a hat, whereas the 

classifier cái would also be appropriate but not as sophisticated.  
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Table 5.26: Nouns with which each child appropriately used the classifier chiếc  

MINH  HA MI  LIEM  GIANG  

dép slipper đũa chopstick cầu bridge đũa chopstick 

thuyền boat tàu ship dép slipper máy bay airplane 

xe car xe car giỏ bag tất sock 

xe bò oxcart cart   khăn quàng scarf thuyền boat 

xe buýt bus   tàu ship xe car 

    tàu lửa train xe đạp bike 

    xe car   

    xe cẩu crane   

    xe đap bike   

    xe hơi car   

    xe cứu hỏa fire truck   

    xe tải truck   

    xe xích lô cyclo   

Total: 5  3  13  6 

 

Almost no errors occurred with chiếc. Only four were found in the whole data set: 

one from Minh‘s speech in Session 13, one from Liem‘s speech in Session 7, and two 

from Giang‘s speech in Sessions 2 and 12. Minh inappropriately used chiếc for ‗drinking 

glass‘, which is not a high-class object, while Liem used it for ‗fire‘, which is a mass 

noun and does not require any classifier. Giang used it inappropriately for ‗candy‘ and 

‗persimmon‘. 

 

5.3.6 Cục, the small, roundish, undefined classifier 

Cục is a shape classifier that is used for only one purpose, namely for objects or 

entities that are small and roundish but with an undefined shape. Table 5.27 lists the 

nouns that occurred with cục in the children‘s speech.  

 

Table 5.27: Nouns with which each child appropriately used the classifier cục  

MINH  HA MI  LIEM  GIANG  

Bi marble đá  stone  đá stone xương bone 

Gôm eraser   ghèn rheum xà bông soap bar 

Pin battery   pin battery   

xà bông soap bar   xương bone   

Total: 4  1  4  2 
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Minh and Liem displayed productive use of the classifier cục, as they could use it 

with four different nouns. For Ha Mi, however, the use of cục was not productive yet 

because throughout the entire recording period, she assigned it to only one noun, ‗stone‘. 

There were no overgeneralization errors with cục. 

 

5.3.7 Củ, the root vegetable classifier 

Củ is a taxonomic classifier. It is only used to refer to root vegetables, e.g., 

‗onion‘, ‗garlic‘, ‗carrot‘, ‗potato‘, ‗manioc‘, ‗turnip-cabbage‘. Table 5.28 lists the nouns 

that occurred with củ in the children‘s speech.  

 

Table 5.28: Nouns with which each child appropriately used the classifier củ 

HA MI  LIEM  GIANG  

hành tỏi onion garlic cà rốt carrot cà rốt carrot 

khoai potato tỏi garlic hành onion  

tỏi garlic   hành tỏi onion garlic 

    lạc  

    tỏi garlic 

 3  2  5 

 

Minh had not yet acquired củ as there were no occurrences of any noun with củ. 

Ha Mi and Liem did not make any errors with this classifier. Giang was the only child 

who made overgeneralization errors with củ. These were reasonable taxonomic errors, 

using củ to refer to a vegetable (‗tomato‘) and a legume (‗beans‘). She also made a 

reasonable shape error, using củ to refer to a roll-like object (‗wool‘). Her other two 

errors, however, were less reasonable, as she used củ for a mass noun (‗rice porridge‘) 

and a long, straight object (‗incense‘). 
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5.3.8 The non-core classifiers 

There were three instances of overgeneralization with the non-core classifiers 

(Table 5.29). 

 

Table 5.29: Overgeneralization errors with non-core classifiers 

Session Inappropriate Gloss  Appropriate 

  use    classifier  

Child: MINH     

m8 viên màu CL small-round color no CL 

       

Child: LIEM     

L9 ổ sung CL (lock, sandwich) gun cây, khẩu 

       

Child: GIANG     

g7 cọng tăm 

CL (long-thin, flexible) 

toothpick cây 

 

It is difficult to grasp why Minh assigned ‗color‘ the classifier for small-round 

and why Liem uttered the classifier used for locks and sandwiches with the noun ‗gun‘. 

Giang‘s error, however, is understandable: assigning the flexible feature to a rigid object 

is actually common. There was one such error in the cross-sectional data as well. 

 

As a summary, Table 5.30 lists the number of overgeneralization errors made by 

each child with the core and non-core classifiers.  

 

Table 5.30: Number of overgeneralization errors 

Overgen cái con quả cây chiếc cục củ 
non-
core Total 

Minh 6 3 1 0 1 0 0 1 12 

Ha Mi 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 

Liem 10 3 2 1 1 0 0 1 18 

Giang 42 12 13 0 2 0 5 1 75 
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5.4 Errors 

The children made speech errors in addition to their overgeneralizations of both 

general and specific classifiers. These errors include classifier + verb and classifier + 

other constructions, as well as double classifiers. The other word can be an adjective, a 

locative such as ‗here‘ or ‗there‘, a degree word such as ‗more‘, a sentence final particle, 

an interjection, or a nonce word. Table 5.31 shows the relative numbers of phrases 

containing appropriately used classifiers and those containing errors produced by each 

child.  

 

Table 5.31: Tokens of appropriate uses and errors 

 

total tokens of 
appropriately used 
classifiers  errors 

total number of 
phrases containing 
classifiers 

Minh 898 38         (4%) 936 

Ha Mi 711 19       (2.6%) 730 

Liem 1077 43       (3.8%) 1120 

Giang 3325 137     (4.2%) 3462 

 

 

Table 5.32 breaks down each child‘s errors by type.  

 

 

Table 5.32: Tokens of error types made by each child 

  Overgeneralization CL+Verb Double CL CL+other 

Minh 17 12 3 6 

Ha Mi 4 9 1 5 

Liem 21 14 42 4 

Giang 73 43 18 10 

Total 115 78 64 20 

 

 

Overgeneralizations, which were discussed at length in the previous section, are 

the most common error type, followed by classifier + verb. Double classifier patterns 

were recorded for the most part in only one child‘s speech (Liem). Classifier + other 

errors were the least often occurring. 
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5.4.1 Classifier + Verb 

The CL-V sequence is permissible in Vietnamese (see Chapter 1, Section 1.6.5), 

but those that these children produced are semantically inappropriate. Classifier + verb 

errors occurred as a result of circumlocution strategies that the children employed when 

they did not know a particular noun. In these situations, the children often produced a 

verbal phrase following the classifier in order to describe the expected noun some other 

way. For example, a child who did not know the noun for ‗color pencil‘ would utter CL + 

‗draw‘ (CL + V) instead, replacing the expected noun with the verb ‗draw‘. Table 5.33 

lists such errors that occurred in the speech of Minh, Ha Mi, and Liem. In the case of 

Giang, because she produced many more classifier + verb errors, most but not all of them 

are listed. 

  

Table 5.33: Classifier + verb errors 

Age Child: MINH Age Child: HA MI 

1;09;20 
cây vẽ (2x) 
CL draw 2;02;11 

cái múc nước 
CL ladle water 

1;10;20 
cái rách rồi 
CL torn ASP  

cái quét nhà 
CL sweep house 

 
2;00;16 

cây bắt cá 
CL catch fish 2;02;27 

cái múc canh 
CL ladle soup 

2;01;01 
cái rách 
CL torn 2;03;16 

cây quét nhà 
CL sweep house 

 
cái để 
CL put  

cái nấu 
CL cook 

2;01;15 
cái bay 
CL fly  

cái quét 
CL sweep 

2;01;29 
cái bắn bi 
CL shoot marble  

con đập 
CL hit 

2;03;11 
cái căm xe 
CL plug in car 2;04;28 

cái quay 
CL turn 

 
cái bật 
CL turn on 

 
cây chải lược 
CL comb comb 
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Age Child: LIEM Age Child: GIANG Age Child: GIANG 

2;04;19 
cái thổi kèn 
CL blow trumpet 2;05;01 

con đẻ trứng 
CL bear egg 2;08;10 

con phi 
CL gallop 

 
cái tông cửa 
CL crash door  

con bay 
CL fly  

quả uống cà phê 
CL drink coffee 

 
cái quẹt 
CL strike  

cái quẹt 
CL strike 2;09;01 

cái chụp 
CL snap 

2;06;20 
cái hát 
CL sing 2;06;10 

con lật 
CL turn over  

cái đi hết nhà 
CL go all house 

2;07;07 
cái chơi 
CL play  

cái lau nhà 
CL wipe house  

cái ăn mì tôm 
CL eat noodle shrimp 

2;07;22 
quả chích 
CL inject 

2;06;10, 
2;08;01 

con bơi 
CL swim 2;09;18 

quả kệ 
CL pay no attention 

 
cái dính mẹ 
CL stick Mommy 2;06;23 

củ đi chơi 
CL go play  

cái đổ nước 
CL pour water 

2;08;11 
cái kêu 
CL call 

2;08;01, 
2;08;10 

con nấu cháo (6x) 
CL cook soup  

quả ăn cam 
CL eat orange 

2;09;29 
cái nấu cơm 
CL cook rice 2;08;01 

cái đi chợ 
CL go market 

2;09;18, 
2;10;14 

cái nấu chín 
CL cook cooked 

 
cái ăn xương 
CL eat bone  

cái học bài 
CL study lesson 2;10;00 

cái là 
CL iron 

 
cái học 
CL study  

cái đập 
CL hit  

cái quay 
CL turn 

 
cái chà chà 
CL rub rub  

cái cháy 
CL burn 2;10;14 

cái đựng nước 
CL hold water 

 
con bò bò 
CL crawl crawl  

sợi đi học 
CL go study 2;11;17 

cái đánh răng 
CL brush tooth 

 
ngôi qua cầu 
CL cross bridge  

cái thắp hương 
CL burn incense 3;00;03 

cái vẽ 
CL draw 

 

 

These ungrammatical phrases predominantly used the general classifier cái. 

 

5.4.2 Double classifier  

The most frequent double classifier pattern takes the form of general classifier + specific 

classifier + noun (Examples 5.1–5.10 in Table 5.34), i.e., the child added the general 

classifier to a well-formed, semantically appropriate classifier + noun construction. These 

latter are framed in the examples in Table 5.34. There were a few in the form of specific 

classifier + specific / general classifier + noun (Examples 5.11–5.14 in Table 5.34), 

where the second classifier + noun was also well-formed and semantically appropriate. 
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Table 5.34: Double classifier errors 

Child, Age   

Minh 2;2, 

Liem 2;4 

(5.1) cái                   con                  cá 

CL (general)   CL (animal)    fish 

Ha Mi 2;0 

Liem 2;9, 

Giang 2;9, 2;11 

 

(5.2) cái                   trái                             banh  

CL (general)   CL(fruit/big-round)   ball 

Giang 3;1 

(5.3) cái                   quả                             địa cầu  

CL (general)   CL(fruit/big-round)   globe 

 

Liem 2;7 

(5.4) cái                   chi c                tàu (lửa)  

CL (general)   CL (vehicle)    train 

Giang 2;10- 2;11 

(5.5) cái                   chi c                       đũa  

CL (general)   CL (one of a pair)   chopstick 

Liem 2;7 

(5.6) cái                   củ                               cà rốt 

CL (general)   CL (root vegetable)   carrot 

 

Minh 1;9 

(5.7) cái                   cục                                            gôm 

CL (general)   CL (small-round, undefined)   eraser             

Liem 2;7, 2;9 

(5.8) cái                   đôi             dép 

CL (general)   CL (pair)   slippers 

Liem 2;9 

(5.9) cái                   quy n             sách 

CL (general)   CL (volume)  book 

Liem 2;9 

(5.10) cái                   ngón                  tay 

CL (general)   CL (finger, toe)  hand 

Liem 2;6 

(5.11) con                chú                                  gà con  

CL (animal)  CL (personified animal)  baby chick 

Giang 2;6 

(5.12) quả                             cái                   thìa  

CL (fruit/big-round)  CL (general)   spoon 

 

Minh 2;3 

(5.13) trái                              quả                             cầu  

CL (fruit/big-round)  CL (fruit/big-round)   badminton ball 

Liem 2;7, 2;9 

(5.14) th ng                                       con                 gấu 

CL (younger male impolite)   CL (animal)   bear 

 

 

For both of these double classifier constructions, the first classifier is redundant. It 

is not clear what the motivation for these redundant additions is, but they may provide 

some evidence that children first acquire certain classifier + noun pairs as chunks. Once 

the child has figured out the pattern of adding a classifier to a noun, s/he treats the 

classifier + noun pair as a bare noun and adds the classifier, resulting in two classifiers. 

There were three instances of adding the general classifier (the first classifier) to a 
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classifier + noun pair which is an overgeneralization itself (Examples 5.15–5.17 of Table 

5.35). In these cases the child makes two errors in a single utterance—a double classifier 

error on top of an overgeneralization. There were a few other instances of adding the 

general or specific classifier to an erroneous classifier + adjective or classifier + nonce 

construction (Examples 5.18–5.20). In these instances, the child also made two errors in 

one utterance.   

 

Table 5.35: More double classifier errors  

Liem 2;7 

 

(5.15) 

cái                   củ                               cà 

CL (general)   CL (root vegetable)   tomato 

Liem 2;7, 2;9 

 

(5.16) 

cái                   quả                             nước 

CL (general)   CL (fruit; big-round)   water 

Giang 2;10 

 

(5.17) 

cái                   chi c                                  ly 

CL (general)   CL (sophisticated object)  glass 

Liem 2;7 

 

(5.18) 

cái                   con                 bự 

CL (general)   CL (animal)   big 

Liem 2;7, 2;9 

 

(5.19) 

cái                   con                 hàng 

CL (general)   CL (animal)   nonce 

Liem 2;9 

 

(5.20) 

quả                             củ                             xinh  

CL (fruit/big-round)  CL (root vegetable)   cute   

 

 

Overall, the children produced very few double classifier errors. Liem made the 

most, largely (33 out of 42) in his last session, when for one portion of the session his 

mother conducted an elicitation from picture books and toy objects. It is possible that he 

just relied on a formulaic pattern of response during this elicitation. He produced 16 

responses in the form of cái con cá (Example 5.1 in Table 5.34) with different animals. 

For a list of all double classifier errors occurring in Liem‘s and Giang‘s speech, refer to 

Appendix W. 
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5.4.3 Classifier + Other 

This type of error involves the usage of a classifier with an element other than a 

noun or a verb. As stated above, other could include, for example, an adjective, a locative 

such as ‗here‘ or ‗there‘, a degree word such as ‗more‘, a sentence-final particle, an 

interjection, or a nonce word. The motivation for this type of error is the same as that for 

Classifier + Verb errors. Table 5.36 shows all the Classifier + Other errors that occurred 

in the children‘s speech. 

 

Table 5.36: Classifier + Other errors 

Child  Age CL+Other Tokens 

Minh 1;9 

con chập 

CL nonce 1 

 1;10 

chi c nữa ba 

CL more Daddy  1 

 1;11 

cái đây 

CL here 1 

 2;1 

cái ui ghê 

CL yuck terrible 1 

 2;1 

cái nè 

CL here 1 

Ha Mi 2;0 

trái đẹp 

CL pretty 1 

 2;0 

trái nãy 

CL just now 1 

 2;0 

trái cay 

CL spicy 2 

 2;2 

trái bổ 

CL nutritious 1 

Liem 2;9 

con bự 

CL big 3 

 2;9 

con ghê 

CL terrible 1 

Giang 2;5 

con dây xít 

CL chain 1 

 2;7 

con câu 

CL nonce 1 

 2;8 

cái Putin 

CL proper name 1 
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 2;9 

quả chua 

CL sour 2 

 3;0 

cái nhỏ 

CL small 1 

 3;1 

cái cao 

CL tall 1 

 3;1 

cái tất cả 

CL all 1 

 3;1 

cái ướt 

CL wet 1 

 3;1 

cái đây 

CL here 1 

 

 

5.4.4 Classifier omission errors  

The syntactic aspect of these errors was presented in the previous chapter, in 

Section 4.6.1. Appendix X lists all of the classifier errors for each child. We see from this 

list that some of the nouns from which the children omitted the classifier were mass 

nouns. Mass nouns do not require a classifier but a measure word for counting. They 

cannot be counted using a bare numeral. Chapter 1, Section 1.6.2 explains the difference 

between measure words and classifiers. More observations on classifier omission by 

these two children can be found in Section 5.9.2 on ―Classifier omission with disyllabic 

nouns.‖ 
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Part B: Later acquisition of classifiers – cross-sectional data 

 

5.5 Cross-sectional data collection  

5.5.1 Purpose  

After tracking the longitudinal development of classifiers in the younger children, 

we now turn to the evidence that can be extracted from the cross-sectional data. The age 

range of the children from the longitudinal study is 1;9 to 3;2. The age range of those 

from the cross-sectional study is 2;10 to 5;7. The main purpose of the cross-sectional data 

collection is to explore how classifiers continue to develop beyond age 3;2, what new 

classifiers three- to five-year-old children learn and what kinds of errors and 

overgeneralizations they make.  

Thirty-eight children from a preschool participated in the cross-sectional study. 

They were divided into three groups. Group I, the youngest group, consisted of 11 

children between the ages of 2;10 and 3;7. Group II, the middle group, consisted of 12 

children between 3;8 and 4:4, and Group III comprised the oldest 15 children, who 

ranged in age from 4;7 to 5;7. An Elicited Production Task was performed in order to 

elicit the full numeral classifier phrase, Num-CL-N. 

 

5.5.2 Stimuli and target classifiers 

In the Elicited Production Task, a total of 55 stimuli were used testing 15 different 

classifiers: the general classifier cái and 14 specific classifiers. Five of the classifiers are 

disjunctive—these are also characterized as one-to-many mappings—and are mostly non-

shape classifiers. Eight are shape-based and non-disjunctive (single-purpose), applying to 
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more than one type of noun, and referred to as displaying one-to-one mapping. Two are 

neither shape-based nor disjunctive. (Please refer to Table 3.10 in Chapter 3 for the list of 

classifiers and the noun stimuli used for the elicitation task.) 

Table 5.37 presents a detailed list of the stimuli (nouns), including the number of 

objects shown, the target classifiers (the classifier(s) appropriately used with the expected 

noun in adult speech), the meaning of these classifiers, the number of syllables in the 

expected noun, and whether or not the use of the general classifier is acceptable with the 

target noun in adult speech. Twenty-five items used pictures (―p‖ in the ―gloss‖ column) 

and 29 items used real objects. 

 

Table 5.37: Stimuli used in the Elicited Production Task 

Number 
of 

objects  Noun 
Gloss of 
noun 

Target  
classifier  

Meaning of 
classifier 

# of  
syllables  

General  
CL cái  
accept-
able?

47
 

5 ly / tách glass           p cái general 1  

1 chân leg              p cái  1  

1 chó dog             p con animal 1 no 

3 mắt eye             p con  1 no 

6 giày shoe           p chiếc singleton 1 no 

3 vớ / tất sock           p chiếc  1 yes 

5 đũa chopstick chiếc, cây  1 yes 

5 nhẫn ring             p     chiếc  1 yes 

3 dù umbrella     p cây 1D, long-rigid 1 yes 

2 đàn guitar          p cây  1 yes 

3 nhang incense cây  1 no 

5 tăm toothpick cây  1 yes 

2 thước ruler cây  1 yes 

2 dây  string sợi, cọng 1D, long-flexible 1 yes 

2 hình picture tấm 2D, flat-hard 1 yes 

3 giấy paper tờ 2D, flat-soft 1 no 

2 báo newspaper tờ  1 no 

2 cờ flag lá 2D,flat-leaflike 1 no 

5 bài playing card lá  1 no 

7 táo apple          p quả / trái fruit, big-round 1 no 

4 banh/bóng ball quả / trái  1 no 

5 chuối banana       p quả / trái  1 no 

                                                 
47

 The blank rows in this column mean the general classifier is the target classifier. 
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2 tim heart           p quả / trái  1 no 

2 pin battery cục  1 no 

2 gôm / tẩy eraser cục 
small-
roundish 1 no 

6 đá stone cục/viên/hòn  1 no 

5 kẹo candy          p cục/viên  1 yes 

2 thuốc pill viên small-round 1 no 

10 bi marble viên/cục/ hòn  1 no 

5 gạo rice grain hạt/hột small-grainlike 1 no 

2 băng cassette tape cuộn roll-like 1 yes 

6 chỉ thread spool cuộn  1 no 

4 sách book quyển/cuốn volume 1 no 

2 vở / tập notebook quyển/cuốn  1 no 

3 hành onion củ root vegetable 1 no 

2 tỏi garlic củ  1 no 

3 gừng ginger củ  1 no 

4 xe (hơi) car              p chiếc   1 or 2 yes 

4 viết (chì) pencil          p cây 1D, long-rigid 1 or 2 yes 

2 trứng (gà) egg quả fruit, big-round 1 or 2 yes 

7 nút (áo) button hột small, grain-like 1 or 2 yes 

1 (khăn) giấy toilet paper cuộn roll-like 1 or 2 no 

2 
thảm (chùi 

chân) doormat tấm 2D, flat-hard 1 or 3 yes 

2 đồng hồ clock           p cái general 2  

2 bánh mì hamburger  p cái  2  

2 búp bê doll              p con animal 2 no 

2 máy bay airplane      p chiếc vehicle 2 yes 

5 xe đạp bicycle        p chiếc  2 yes 

3 đèn cầy candle cây 1D, long-rigid 2 yes 

2 dây chuyển necklace sợi, cọng 1D, long-flexible 2 yes 

6 bong bóng balloon        p quả / trái fruits, big 2 yes 

4 địa cầu globe          p quả / trái 22 2 no 

2 xà bông soap bar cục 
small-
roundish 2 no 

9 đậu phọng peanut hột small, grain-like 2 no 

5 cà rốt carrot          p củ root vegetable 2 no 

 

 

5.6 Overall results 

5.6.1 Response patterns 

The children‘s responses for all the tested stimuli and the classifiers under 

investigation followed five general patterns. The list below presents a description of the 

response patterns found in each of the three age groups.  
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The children in the youngest group provided a much wider array of response 

patterns than did the middle and oldest groups. Patterns I and II were typical of t 

he youngest age group only, while Pattern III was typical of both the youngest 

and middle groups. Patterns IV and V were typical of both the middle and oldest age 

groups.  

 

Description of response patterns 

 

Pattern I: 

All responses are non-numeral. 

a. doesn‘t know  

b. bare non-target noun 

c. bare target noun 

d. non-numeral general classifier + target noun 

e. non-numeral general classifier + non-target noun 

 

Pattern II: 

All responses are non-numeral. 

a. non-numeral target classifier + target noun  

b. non-numeral target classifier + non-target noun 

 

Pattern III:  

All responses have numerals but are either ungrammatical or semantically inappropriate. 

a. *numeral + target noun  [target classifier omitted] 

b. *numeral + non-target noun  ― 

c. *numeral + verb   ―  

d. numeral + general classifier + verb  [semantically inappropriate] 

e. numeral + target classifier + verb   ― 

f. numeral + non-target classifier + target noun  ― 

 

Pattern IV: 

All responses contain numerals but forms are dispreferred. 

a. numeral + general classifier + target noun  appropriate but not preferred  

b. numeral + general classifier + non-target noun  ― 

c. numeral + general classifier, no head noun   ― 

 

Pattern V: 

All responses contain numerals and are adult-like. 

a. numeral + target classifier + target noun 

b. numeral + target classifier 
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5.6.2 Types of classifier production 

All the types of classifier production recorded during the Elicited Production Task 

are summarized in Table 5.38. 

 

Table 5.38: Percentages
48

 of different types of classifier production in elicitation task 

Age n 
spec 
CL gen CL 

CL omission 
(error) 

Double CL 
(error) non-numeral CLP 

4;7-5;7 15 67.1 20.1 4.0 1.1 0.9 

3;8-4;4 12 61.2 19.2 13.0 2.3 0.1 

2;10-3;7 11 17.9 27.8 17.5 1.3 22.3 

 

 

The results clearly show that children in the two older groups (3;8–5;7) used 

many more specific classifiers than the youngest children. The oldest group produced the 

greatest percentage of specific classifiers (67.1% of all classifiers produced), while 61.2% 

of the classifiers produced by the middle group were specific. In the youngest group, by 

contrast, only 17.9% were specific. The use of the general classifier among Vietnamese 

children is relatively low, comprising only 20–28% of all classifier usage. The general 

classifier occurs in almost equal percentages in the data from the oldest group (20.1%) 

and the middle group (19.2%), while the youngest group‘s percentage is slightly higher 

(27.8%). The younger children also made more classifier omission errors (17.5%) than 

the middle group (13.0%). The oldest group made many fewer omission errors (4.0%). 

Double classifier errors were infrequent (under 2.3% of all types of classifier production) 

across all groups. The youngest group produced many more non-numeral classifier 

phrases (non-numeral CLP) than either of the older groups; these phrases made up 22.3% 

of the responses from the youngest children, but only 0.1% from the middle group and 

                                                 
48

These numbers are the total number of tokens produced divided by the total number of elicited tokens of 

each group. 
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0.9% from the oldest group. The proportions of each type of response in each group are 

graphed in Figure 5.3. 

 

Classifier production in elicitation task

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

2;10-3;7 3;8-4;4 4;7-5;7

Age group 

spec CL gen CL CL omission Double CL non-numeral CLP

 

Figure 5.3 

 

Overall, for the oldest and middle group, the use of specific classifiers dominated 

in the elicitation task, followed by the use of the general classifier (at only one-third the 

rate of the specific classifiers). Omission, double classifiers, and non-numeral CLPs 

occurred in comparatively few instances. For the youngest group, the pattern looks very 

different: The use of the general classifier made up the highest percentage (27.8%) of all 

instances of classifier usage, followed by responses containing no numerals (non-numeral 

CLP, 22.3%); the use of specific classifiers (17.9%) and classifier omission (17.5%) 

occurred least frequently and in about the same percentages. 
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5.6.3 General classifier 

Table 5.39 shows that general classifiers do not dominate Vietnamese children‘s 

total classifier production in elicited speech, but account for only about 20–28% of all 

classifier production.     

 

Table 5.39: Mean percentages of general classifier use 

Age 

Total use 
of general 

CL 

Appropriate 
but  

not preferred 

Appropriate 
but  

with diff N 

Grammatical 
head noun 
omission 

Overgeneralization 
with general CL  

4;7-5;7 20.1 15.0 0.4 1.0 5.0 

3;8-4;4 19.2 15.0 0.6 1.1 4.2 

2;10-3;7 27.8 21.0 1.9 5.3 6.7 

 

 

The table above presents a more detailed picture of the general classifier‘s use. It 

shows both the percentages of correct use and the rates of errors made with this classifier. 

The ―Appropriate but not preferred‖ column refers to instances in which use of a specific 

classifier is preferred and regarded as more sophisticated, although the general classifier 

is not wrong, merely considered less sophisticated. This is because certain overextensions 

of the general classifier are acceptable in casual speech by native speakers of Vietnamese. 

(Section 5.5.2 lists the stimuli, the expected classifiers for each, and which of the stimuli 

also allow the general classifier.) About 75% of the recorded phrases containing the 

general classifier were grammatical. The remaining quarter comprised overgeneralization 

errors. The ―Appropriate but with different N‖ column tabulates production of the general 

CL with a noun or noun phrase other than the expected one. This response is a result of 

the child not recognizing the picture or object shown, hence giving the wrong noun. Only 

a few such responses were recorded; most were produced by the youngest group. 

Grammatical head noun omission means that the child delivers a correct response, except 

that the head noun is left out, presumably because s/he does not know the word for the 
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object shown. There were only a few such responses, with the youngest group making 

more of them than the middle and oldest groups. 

 

5.6.4 Specific classifiers 

Table 5.40 presents the mean percentages of the children‘s totals of appropriate 

and inappropriate use of specific classifiers (overgeneralizations and double classifiers). 

 

Table 5.40: Mean percentages of specific classifier use 

Age 
Total use of 
specific CL Appropriate use  

Overgeneralizations 
with specific CL 

Double CL with 
specific CL 

4;7-5;7 67.1 66.8           6.2 0.3 

3;8-4;4 61.2 58.2           7.2 1.3 

2;10-3;7 17.9 17.6           2.1 0.3 

  

 

The youngest group used remarkably fewer specific classifiers than the middle 

and older groups (only 17.9% compared to 61.2% in the middle group and 67.1% in the 

oldest group). This suggests that before 3;8, Vietnamese children know very few specific 

classifiers. The steep increase between the youngest and the middle group suggests that a 

―specific classifier spurt‖ occurs around the second half of age 3. 

Across all age groups, the majority of the specific classifiers used were correct. 

The oldest children produced the correct expected specific classifiers 99.8% of the time, 

the middle group 96.6% of the time, and the youngest group 98.1% of the time. In other 

words, even though the youngest group produced very few specific classifiers, 98.1% of 

those they did produce were correct. Overgeneralization with specific classifiers 

represents only a small portion of total usage. The middle group overgeneralized specific 

classifiers more than the other two age groups, suggesting that between ages 3;8 and 4;4, 
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the time when these specific classifiers are developing, children are exploring and testing 

their usage. 

 

5.6.5 Correct use of classifiers 

Table 5.41 presents the breakdown of the percentages of all classifiers 

appropriately used by the children in the Elicited Production Task. 

 

Table 5.41: Percentage of appropriate use of the expected classifier, excluding those 

containing two-syllable nouns
49

 

 CL Meaning young  middle oldest 
number of 
children using 

   2;10-3;7 3;8-4;4 4;7-5;7 expected CL 

   n = 11 n = 12 n = 15 #y, #m, #o= 38 

1 con animal, animate 59.1 83.3 93.3 11,12,15 = 38 

2 cái general CL, inanimate 50.0 66.7 73.3 11,12,15 = 38 

3 quả/trái fruit, 3D-big-round 39.4 81.9 85.4 11,12,15 = 38 

4 cây 1D, long-straight-rigid 34.5 60.0 63.0 11,12,15 = 38 

5 cục 3D, small-roundish, undefined 29.2 66.2 68.5 8,12,15 = 35 

6 sợi 1D, long-thin-flexible 15.6 41.7 42.9 7,12,14 = 33 

7 tờ 2D, flat-thin, sheet-like, 42.9 75.0 76.7 6,11,14 = 32 

8 quyển volume-like 27.3 66.7 83.3 4,9,15 = 28 

9 củ root-vegetable 5.7 20.5 55.2 3,8,14 = 25 

10 tấm 2D, flat-thin, hard 9.1 41.7 56.7 2,9,11 = 22 

11 chiếc 
vehicle, one in a pair, 
secondary general 3.0 31.9 25.6 1,10,13 = 21 

12 viên 3D, small-round 2.3 10.4 40.0 1,5,14 = 20 

13 hột 3D, small-roundish, seed-like 4.8 29.2 36.7 2,6,10 = 17 

14 cuộn roll-like 0.0 13.9 59.0 0, 4,13 = 17 

15 lá 2D, flat-thin, leaf-like 4.5 12.5 13.3 1,3,3 = 7 

Key: #y = number of children in youngest group, #m = middle group, #o = oldest group 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
49

 Two-syllable nouns were excluded from the overall count because including them would bring the 

percentage of correct use down. Children from all age groups tended to omit the classifier for two-syllable 

nouns.  
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The results shown in Table 5.41 are further clarified in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. Figure  

5.4 graphs the percentages of instances in which each target classifier was used correctly 

by each age group. Figure 5.5 shows the number of children producing each target 

classifier in the Elicited Production Task.   

 

  
Figure 5.4 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5 
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The five specific classifiers that displayed both the highest percentage of correct 

use and the highest rate of overall use across all age groups are con (animal; animate), 

quả (fruits/big-round), cây (long-straight-rigid), cục (small-roundish, undefined), and sợi 

(long-thin-flexible). A comparison of Figures 5.4 and 5.5 reveals that the percentages of 

correct use of an expected specific classifier do not always correlate as closely as one 

might expect with the number of children who used that classifier. It is not always the 

case that the more users of a classifier there are, the higher its percentage of correct use.  

Figure 5.5 also shows that all of the target classifiers appeared in the oldest and middle 

group‘s responses. The oldest group also produced a few unexpected classifiers. 

 

5.6.6 The youngest age group
50

  

It is not possible to determine an exact order of emergence of classifiers based on 

this set of elicited production data. The data may contain performance errors caused by 

the experimental condition or many other factors. Also, presumably, different children 

acquire them in slightly different orders. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that 

under a given testing condition, a classifier that is used correctly more frequently and by 

a greater number of children in each group is more likely to have emerged earlier than a 

classifier less often used correctly by fewer children.  

                                                 
50

 Throughout the dissertation, the youngest age group (2;10-3;7) is at times also referred to as the three-

year-olds, the middle or intermediate age group (3.8-4;4) as the four-year-olds, and the oldest age group 

(4;7-5;7) as the five-year-olds.  
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To determine a preliminary order of emergence, I consider first the percentage of 

appropriate use by the youngest group. Based on the elicited production results in Table 

5.41, it can be assumed that those classifiers that have both the highest percentages of 

appropriate use and the greatest number of children in the youngest group using it are 

those that have already emerged before age 2;10. These classifiers are: 

- con (animals, animate)   59.1%
51

  all children in youngest group (n=11) 

- cái (general classifier)  50.0%   ― 

- quả (fruit/big-round)   39.4%   ― 

- cây (long-hard-rigid)  34.5%   ― 

 

A firm conclusion can be drawn that these four classifiers are the ones that 

children between 2;10 and 3;7 have already acquired, as all of the children could produce 

them. In my analysis of the longitudinal data from the children younger than 2;10 

(Section 5.3.1.3), I showed that these four classifiers emerge very early: con, cái, and 

quả/trái before 1;9 and cây between 1;10 and 2;2.  

Some children also provided correct responses for several other specific 

classifiers that were tested, as the results in Table 5.41 show. The following are the 

classifiers that about half of the children in the youngest group used correctly: 

- cục (small-roundish, undefined) 29.2%  8 children out of 11 

- sợi (long-thin-flexible)   15.6%  7 children out of 11 

- tờ (flat-thin, sheet-like)  42.9%  6 children out of 11 

- quyển (volume-like)   27.3%  4 children out of 11 

 

                                                 
51

 These percentages are taken from Table 5.41. Note again that these numbers are higher than the 

percentage (17.6%) listed in Table 5.40 because they exclude the inappropriate uses occurring with 

disyllabic nouns. See Footnote 49. 
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Seven other classifiers probed in the elicitation task were produced very 

infrequently, and by a very small number of children. These are presumably the 

classifiers not acquired yet by the three-year-olds. 

-củ (root-vegetable)   5.7%  3 children out of 11 

-tấm (flat-thin, hard)   9.1%  2 children out of 11 

-chiếc (vehicle, one in a pair)  3.0%  1 child out of 11  

-viên (small-round)    2.3%  1 child out of 11 

-hột (small-roundish, seed-like) 4.8%  1 child out of 11 

-lá (flat-thin, leaf-like)  4.5%  1 child out of 11 

-cuộn (roll-like)       0%  none of the children 

 

These results to a large degree reconfirm those of the longitudinal study. Except 

for củ and chiếc, the classifiers listed above (tấm, viên, hột, lá, and cuộn) indeed did not 

occur in the speech of the children in the longitudinal study. This suggests that they are 

acquired later than age 3;2.  

 In the discussion of the results from the longitudinal data, it was concluded that 

chiếc and củ are among the seven classifiers that emerge first, between 2;0 and 2;4. For 

this reason, it was expected that the children in the youngest group of the cross-sectional 

study would produce a comparatively large percentage of correct responses using these 

two classifiers. This was, however, not the case. The children used the general classifier 

cái for vehicles and also for items constituting one of a pair, though both of these 

categories occur with chiếc in adult speech. For root vegetables, the children either did 

not know the noun for the vegetable shown to them, or responded with a bare noun, 

leaving out the classifier. 
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5.6.7 The middle and oldest age groups 

Moving to the middle group (3;8–4;4), we can see from Table 5.41 that these 

children displayed clear improvements over the youngest group in their ability to use four 

of the seven classifiers that the youngest children had not yet acquired. These four 

classifiers are: 

-chiếc (vehicle, one in pair)  31.9%  11 children out of 12 

-tấm (flat-thin, hard)   41.7%  9 children out of 12 

-củ (root-vegetable)   20.5%  8 children out of 12 

-hột (small-roundish, seed-like) 29.2%  6 children out of 12 

 

Less than half of children in the middle group used the remaining three out of 

these seven classifiers at all, and if they did, it was very infrequently and often 

incorrectly.  

-viên (small-round)    10.4%  5 children out of 12 

-cuộn (roll-like)   13.9%  4 children out of 12 

-lá (flat-thin, leaf-like)  12.5%  3 children out of 12 

 

The first two of these classifiers, viên and cuộn, clearly have emerged in the 

oldest age group (ages 4;7–5;7): most of these children use them, and a much greater 

percentage of these usages are correct: 

-viên (small-round)    40.0%  14 children out of 15 

-cuộn (roll-like)   59.0%  13 children out of 15 

 

Lá is the only classifier that is used by few children, and often incorrectly, even in 

the oldest age group:  

-lá (flat-thin, leaf-like)  13.3%  3 children out of 13 

 

All the classifiers presented above that the youngest and middle groups could produce 

with high levels of accuracy also display a wide range of usage within the oldest group, 

with between 10 and 15 of the 15 children using them. This reaffirms that these ten 
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classifiers emerge earlier, between ages 2;10 and 4;4, and that children become better 

able to use them accurately as they grow older. 

 

5.7 Individual classifiers 

5.7.1 Method of analysis 

For the analysis of individual classifiers, a correct response is considered to be the 

production of a numeral classifier phrase (Num-CL-N) consisting of any numeral + target 

classifier + appropriate noun. A non-numeral noun phrase (CL-N) in the form of target 

classifier + appropriate noun is not considered correct. This response occurred only in the 

youngest group.  

Note that the correctness of the numeral is not considered yet at this point in the 

analysis. The presence of any numeral is what counts. In Chapter 6, children‘s production 

of correct and incorrect numerals will be examined. Overgeneralization errors involving 

the general or specific classifiers are analyzed as errors.  

Counting of correct responses. The tokens of the correct responses were added 

up. The number of correct tokens was then divided by the total number of tokens. For 

example, five different stimuli tested the children‘s use of the classifier cây (long-

straight-rigid). The stimuli comprised a guitar, an umbrella, a toothpick, a ruler, and 

incense. Of the 11 children in the youngest age group (2;10–3;7), five used the classifier 

cây correctly with the guitar, five with the umbrella, two with the toothpick, two with the 

ruler, and two with the incense, yielding a total of 16 correct uses out of a possible 55, or 

29.1% accuracy. This means that 29.1% of the responses by the youngest children used 

the classifier cây correctly. 
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5.7.2 The disjunctive classifiers (one-to-many mapping) 

5.7.2.1 Cái – the general classifier  

Cái is a disjunctive classifier, used with many types of nouns, including those for 

body parts, furniture, kitchenware, utensils, appliances, tools, some food items, and 

abstract entities. The stimuli for testing the general classifier in the Elicited Production 

Task were ‗leg‘, ‗clock‘, ‗glass‘, and ‗hamburger‘. The results in tokens are shown in 

Table 5.42. 

 

Table 5.42: Correct responses containing the target classifier cái 

Group Age 
chân 
‘leg’ 

ly 
‘glass’ 

đồng hồ  
‘clock’* 

bánh mì 
‘hamburger’* Total 

oldest 4;7-5;7 15|15 13|15 9|15 4|15 41 

middle 3;8-4;4 12|12 9|12 4|12 2|12 27 

youngest 2;10-3;7 10|11 6|11 2|11 6|11 24 

Total of 38  37 28 15* 12*  

 

 

The results are different than expected. It was anticipated that most children from 

all groups would perform well on all these items because the general classifier is one of 

the first acquired, and because the longitudinal data show that even children younger than 

3;2 can use cái with all of its possible noun categories except that of abstract entities. On 

the items ‗leg‘ and ‗glass‘, most children in all three groups performed well, but for 

‗clock‘ and ‗hamburger‘, most responses lacked the target classifier. The crucial 

difference between these four test items is that chân ‗leg‘ and ly ‗glass‘ are monosyllabic, 

while đồng hồ ‗clock‘ and bánh mì ‗hamburger‘ are disyllabic. This is a meaningful 

difference and seemingly affects whether or not the child subject leaves out the classifier. 

Section 5.9.2 of this chapter and 6.2.2.3 of chapter 6 will elaborate more on this issue. 

(The asterisk following ‗clock‘ and ‗hamburger‘ in Table 5.42 marks that the noun in 
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question is disyllabic. Hereafter as well, all nouns of more than one syllable will be 

marked with *.) 

 

5.7.2.2 Con – the animal classifier 

Con is disjunctive because it applies to at least three different types of nouns: 

animals, human beings, and animate entities or objects with animate connotations, such 

as eyes, dolls, knives, boats, streets, and so on. In the task, the children were tested for 

use of con with its most prototypical noun type, an animal (in this case, ‗dog‘), a less 

prototypical type, ‗doll‘, and an even less prototypical noun, ‗eye‘. The results differed 

greatly from noun to noun, as can be seen in Table 5.43.  

 

Table 5.43: Correct responses containing the target classifier con 

Group Age 
chó 
‘dog’ 

mắt 
‘eye’ 

búp bê 
‘doll’* total 

oldest 4;7-5;7 15|15 13|15 5|15 33 

middle 3;8-4;4 12|12 8|12 3|12 23 

youngest 2;10-3;7 11|11 3|11 0|11 14 

Total of 38  38 24 8*  

   

 

As is evident from the table, the youngest children clearly knew that con is used 

with animals, but only 3 out of 11 children knew that it is also used with the less 

prototypical category member ‗eye‘, and none recognized that it is used with ‗doll‘. In 

other words, most of the youngest children cannot yet apply the animal classifier to non-

animal nouns that nevertheless bear animacy. The middle and oldest group performed 

much better on the less prototypical member ‗eye‘, but surprisingly, they also performed 

poorly on ‗doll‘. It is essential to note here that ‗doll‘ (búp bê) is a disyllabic noun. 

Again, it seems that the child subjects do not respond with a classifier if the noun is 

disyllabic.  
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5.7.2.3 Quả/trái – the fruit classifier 

Quả or trái applies to fruits and vegetables, and roundish, big, spherical objects 

and entities. Seven stimuli were used. Fruits are the most prototypical members of the 

quả/trái category; ‗apple‘ and ‗banana‘ were the two fruit test items. These two fruits 

were purposely chosen to see whether children rely on taxonomy or shape in their 

selection of classifiers. (Apples and bananas both belong to the ‗fruit‘ category but are of 

distinctly different shapes.) The test items chosen to represent prototypical members of 

quả/trái‘s other meaning category, that of the big-round shape, included ‗ball‘, ‗balloon‘, 

‗egg‘, and ‗globe‘. ‗Heart‘, a less prototypical big-round noun, was also selected. The 

results show a similar pattern to that observed with the animal classifier con, in which 

more classifier errors were made with less-prototypical category members, as can be seen 

in Table 5.44. 

 

Table 5.44: Correct responses containing the target classifier quả/trái 

Group 
bom 
‘apple’ 

chuối 
‘banana’ 

banh 
‘ball’ 

trứng 
(gà)  
‘egg’ 

tim 
‘heart’ 

bong 
bóng 

‘balloon’* 
địa cầu 
‘globe’* total 

oldest 15|15 14|15 14|15 13|15 14|14 0|15 4|15 74 

middle 12|12 10|12 11|12 11|12 9|12 2|12 3|12 58 

youngest 1|11 5|11 7|11 1|11 2|11 1|11 0|11 17 

Total of 38 28 29 32 25 25 3* 7*  

 

Both the prototypical members (‗apple‘, ‗banana‘, ‗ball‘, ‗egg‘) and the less 

prototypical member (‗heart‘) were more often used correctly by the oldest and middle 

group than by the youngest children. Interestingly, ‗balloon‘ was used correctly in an 

extremely low percentage of instances: None of the children in the oldest group replied 

with the target classifier: seven of the 15 used the general classifier cái instead, which is 

an acceptable response because ‗balloon‘ can also occur with the general classifier. Eight 

of them omitted the classifier altogether, which is not surprising, as ‗balloon‘ (bong 
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bóng) is a two-syllable noun. Although Table 5.44 indicates that two children in the 

middle group responded correctly to ‗balloon‘, only one child actually provided the 

expected response; the other child responded with the target classifier, but reduced the 

noun to one syllable, omitting the first syllable of ‗balloon‘. This response is noteworthy 

as it exhibits a pattern in which children prefer to follow numerals with two-syllable 

sequences; either one disyllabic noun or a classifier + a monosyllabic noun. 

The results are different for the youngest group. More than four correct responses 

were provided only for ‗ball‘ and ‗banana‘; only one or two target responses were 

provided for any of the other items. Furthermore, the majority of the responses that did 

contain the correct classifier omitted the target numeral. In two responses, however, the 

opposite occurred: The numeral was included but the classifier was ungrammatically 

omitted. ‗Egg‘ proved particularly tricky, garnering only one correct response. There are 

two possible reasons for this: (1) the noun for ‗egg‘ can be either monosyllabic (trứng) or 

disyllabic (trứng gà). Three children responded with the two-syllable noun and omitted 

the classifier; (2) Three children used the general classifier, which is also considered 

acceptable. For the less prototypical stimulus, ‗heart‘, only two of the youngest children 

responded correctly. The majority of them gave a different noun altogether, indicating 

that ‗heart‘ may be an unfamiliar item for these youngest children. The percentage for 

‗globe‘ is also low due to lack of familiarity; very few of the children from any group 

knew the word for this object. However, half of the children associated the ‗globe‘ with a 

ball and so nevertheless gave it its correct classifier.  
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5.7.2.4 Cây – the long-straight-rigid classifier 

Cây applies to plants and long, straight, rigid, plant-like objects. To test whether 

the children are able to assign cây to objects of different sizes that have the long shape 

and are hard and rigid (not flexible), six test items were selected: ‗pencil‘, ‗guitar‘, 

‗umbrella‘, ‗toothpick‘, ‗ruler‘, ‗candle‘, and ‗incense‘. The response pattern for cây is 

shown in Table 5.45. 

 

Table 5.45: Correct responses containing the target classifier cây 

Group 
thước 
‘ruler’ 

đàn 
‘guitar’ 

dù 
‘umbrella’ 

bút (chì) 
‘pencil’* 

tăm 
‘toothpick’ 

nhang 
‘incense’ 

đèn cầy 
‘candle’* total 

oldest 13|14 9|15 10|15 7|15 9|15 4|14 3|13 55 

middle 11|12 10|12 8|12 4|12 3|12 5|12 4|12 45 

young 1|11 5|11 5|11 4|11 2|11 0|11 0|11 17 

T: 38 25 24 23 15* 14 9 7*  

 

 

The oldest and middle groups generally provided correct responses for ‗ruler‘, 

‗guitar‘, and ‗umbrella‘. For ‗toothpick‘, many children in both these groups provided the 

general rather than the target classifier. In the case of ‗pencil‘, several different nouns are 

possible: children could have chosen either the monosyllabic bút or viết, or the two-

syllable bút chì. Most children in all groups who responded with the two-syllable noun 

omitted the classifier. Those who responded with the one-syllable noun used either the 

target classifier or the general one. As for ‗candle‘, a two-syllable noun, children either 

left off the classifier, used the general classifier, or used a noun other than the expected 

one. 

About half of the youngest subjects could use cây appropriately with ‗guitar‘ and 

‗umbrella‘. The percentage for ‗toothpick‘, ‗ruler‘, ‗candle‘, and ‗incense‘ is low or zero 

because most children from the youngest group did not know the names for these objects. 
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In these situations, they substituted a more general noun, cây, which means ‗stick‘, 

making their answers cái cây ‗gen CL stick‘. 

 

5.7.2.5 Chiếc – the vehicle classifier 

Chiếc applies to vehicles, one of a pair, and is a secondary general classifier for 

certain sophisticated objects. Seven nouns were selected as stimuli: ‗car‘, ‗bike‘, and 

‗airplane‘ represented the vehicles concept; ‗shoe‘, ‗sock‘, and ‗chopstick‘ represented 

one of a pair, and ‗ring‘ was used as the sophisticated object. Table 5.46 shows the 

responses for chiếc. 

 

Table 5.46: Correct responses containing the target classifier chiếc 

Group 
xe (hơi)  
‘car’* 

xe đạp 
‘bike’* 

máy bay 
‘airplane’* 

giày 
‘shoe’ 

vớ 
‘sock’ 

đũa 
‘chopstick’ 

nhẫn 
‘ring’ total 

oldest 9|15 5|15 4|15 1|15 0|15 0|15 8|15 27 

middle 8|12 7|12 6|12 4|12 2|12 1|12 2|12 30 

young 0|11 0|11 0|11 0|11 0|11 0|11 1|11 1 

T: 38 17* 12* 10* 5 3 1 12  

 

 

The children‘s overall performance with chiếc is not good. Recall that the 

children in the longitudinal study knew the use of chiếc only with vehicles. It was 

expected that the percentage of correct responses for the vehicle items would be high in 

this study, but that was not the case. This may be because the experimenter unwittingly 

selected all two-syllable nouns as stimuli for vehicles (‗car‘ can be either the 

monosyllabic xe or the disyllabic xe hơi). For these two-syllable nouns the child subjects 

that did not give a correct response either left out the classifier or used the general 

classifier.  

The nouns ‗shoe‘, ‗sock‘, and ‗chopstick‘ represent the one of a pair concept with 

which chiếc is also used. The majority of the children do not know this use of chiếc yet. 
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They responded with đôi, the classifier for a pair, even though the stimuli were presented 

in odd numbers. Out of 38 subjects, only five used the target classifier for ‗shoe‘, only 

three responded correctly for ‗sock‘, and only one subject used the expected classifier for 

‗chopstick‘. Most from the youngest age group used cái, not đôi, for ‗shoe‘ and ‗sock‘, 

while a few doubled the classifier to make cái đôi. A few children from the middle age 

group also used cái for ‗shoe‘ and ‗sock‘. About half used cái for ‗chopstick‘. Another 

piece of evidence suggesting the children‘s non-mastery of the one of a pair concept is 

that those subjects who did not precede ‗chopstick‘ with đôi, the classifier for complete 

pairs, instead used cây, the classifier for long, hard, rigid objects, instead of chiếc.  

The third use of chiếc, as a secondary general classifier for sophisticated objects, 

has not yet been mastered by the middle and youngest group. 

 

5.7.3 The non-disjunctive shape classifiers (one-to-one mapping) 

5.7.3.1 Cục – small, roundish, undefined 

Cục is a non-disjunctive shape classifier. It refers to objects or entities that are 

small and roundish, but nevertheless lack a well-defined shape. For example, the object 

could be small and oval like a typical piece of candy,
52

 but candies can also be round or 

long. The object could be small and somewhat roundish like a typical eraser, but erasers 

can also be square or rectangular. The object could be small or mid-sized and cylindrical 

like a standard AA-D battery, or could be round, flat, and very small like the batteries for 

watches. The object could be small and irregularly shaped, like a tiny stone or piece of 

gravel. Or the object could be a bit bigger and roundish or rectangular, like a soap bar.  

                                                 
52

 ‗Candy‘ can also be classified with viên, the classifier for small-round shapes. 
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The nouns for these five items (‗battery‘, ‗stone‘, ‗eraser‘, ‗soap bar‘, and ‗candy‘) were 

selected to test whether the children are able to assign cục to objects of different sizes that 

have all the possible shapes described above. The response pattern for cục is shown in 

Table 5.47 

 

Table 5.47: Correct responses containing the target classifier cục 

Group Age 
pin 

‘battery’ 
đá 

‘stone’ 
gôm 
‘eraser’ 

xà bông 
‘soap bar’* 

kẹo 
‘candy’ Total 

oldest 4;7-5;7 15|15 11|15 11|14 13|15 5|15 55 

middle 3;8-4;4 10|12 11|12 7|12 6|12 6|12 40 

youngest 2;10-3;7 8|11 5|11 0|11 0|11 1|10 14 

Total: 38  33 27 18 17* 12  

 

 

The oldest group gave mostly correct answers for ‗battery‘, ‗stone‘, ‗eraser‘, and 

‗soap bar‘. For ‗stone‘, 11 members of the oldest group used the target classifier; the 

other four children provided an acceptable alternative, viên, the classifier for small-round. 

The middle group performed well on ‗battery‘ and ‗stone‘; for ‗eraser‘ and ‗soap bar‘ 

they responded with the general classifier or omitted the classifier. For ‗candy‘, a great 

number of the children in each group responded with the general classifier. This is why 

the number of correct responses is lower. 

The youngest group gave correct classifiers, albeit inconsistently, only for 

‗battery‘ and ‗stone‘. None of them could recognize the ‗eraser‘, instead supplying 

alternate nouns such as ‗match box‘, ‗chewing gum‘, ‗cigarette‘, ‗key holder‘, ‗pen‘, 

‗feather‘, or ‗hair‘. The majority of this group also did not know the noun for ‗soap bar‘. 

Only one child used the correct classifier with ‗candy‘. 

There is an interesting observation to be made here. Looking at the distribution of 

correct responses of the youngest and middle groups in Table 5.47, we see that at least 

half of the middle group gave correct responses to all five stimuli. In the youngest group, 
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however, the target classifier cục occurs almost exclusively with ‗battery‘ (eight times) 

and ‗stone‘ (five times). A probable reason for why the youngest children used cục 

correctly most often with ‗battery‘ is that the cục pin (‗CL-battery‘) occurs often in child-

directed parental speech, and is therefore acquired early. Toys often require batteries, so 

‗battery‘ is a frequently-occurring noun in the children‘s immediate environment. 

Furthermore, this concatenation (cục pin) may very well be a fixed amalgam that the 

child first uses. In the longitudinal data, we saw that Minh, the youngest child, produced 

cục only in combination with ‗eraser‘ at 1;9, as a fixed chunk. Later, however, he became 

able to use cục productively with other nouns, such as ‗battery‘, ‗marble‘, and ‗soap bar‘. 

The older children in the longitudinal data also produced cục with ‗stone‘, ‗bone‘, and 

‗rheum‘.  

 

5.7.3.2 Sợi or cọng – long, thin, flexible  

Sợi and cọng are non-disjunctive shape classifiers. They are used to refer to 

objects or entities that are long, thin, and flexible, such as hair, thread, string, cord, rope, 

necklace, noodle, etc. The three stimuli that were used in the task were ‗rubber band‘, 

‗string‘, and ‗necklace‘. Table 5.48 shows the response pattern for sợi or cọng. 
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Table 5.48: Correct responses containing the target classifier sợi or cọng 

Group Age 

dây 
‘string’ 
with sợi 

thun 
‘rubber band’ 

with cọng 

thun 
‘rubber band’ 

with sợi 

dây chuyền 
‘necklace’* 

with sợi total 

oldest 4;7-5;7 11|15 9|12 2|12 1|15 23 

middle 3;8-4;4 6|12 6|12 6|12 3|12 21 

youngest 2;10-3;7 3|11 3|11 1|11 2|11 9 

Total: 38  20 18 9 6*  

 

The oldest group evidently knew this target classifier, as can be seen in their 

responses for ‗string‘ and ‗rubber band‘. All the children in the middle group gave correct 

responses for ‗rubber band‘, but only half were correct for ‗string‘. However, the majority 

of their responses for ‗necklace‘, a disyllabic word (dây chuyền), did not contain the 

target classifier; most children opted instead for classifier omission or the use of the 

general classifier.  

The youngest group‘s pattern of responses for sợi/cọng is similar to their pattern 

with cục. As seen previously, the youngest children tend to produce the target classifier 

only with one particular noun. Let us have a look at their responses for ‗string‘. Although 

there were only three correct responses for ‗string‘ (given by the three oldest children in 

this group), three other non-numeral responses containing the target classifier, sợi, were 

given by younger children in this group. However, because they did not contain a 

numeral, these were not tallied as correct and thus not included in Table 11. This result 

indicates that six rather than three of these 11 children knew the classifier sợi for ‗string‘, 

but they seemingly knew it only with this one noun, ‗string‘. Recall that in the 

longitudinal data, sợi occurred in the speech of Minh and Liem; there also, both of them 

used it only with the noun ‗string‘. Minh produced this concatenation, ‗CL-string‘, at 2;1 

and 2;3 (Sessions 9 and 13), and Liem produced it at 2;9 (Session 10). (Refer to 
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Appendices I-A and I-C.) These pieces of evidence suggest that children may initially 

acquire sợi in a fixed amalgam, namely ‗CL-string‘ (sợi dây). 

 

5.7.3.3 Tờ – flat, thin, sheet-like 

Tờ is a non-disjunctive shape classifier. Its purpose is to refer to objects that are 

flat, thin, and sheet-like, such as paper, newspaper, and pages of a calendar. Two stimuli, 

‗paper‘ and ‗newspaper‘, tested children‘s knowledge of the classifier tờ; the results are 

presented in Table 5.49. 

 

Table 5.49: Correct responses containing the target classifier tờ 

Group Age 
báo 

‘newspaper’ 
giấy 
‘paper’ total 

oldest 4;7-5;7 11|15 13|15 24 

middle 3;8-4;4 11|12 6|12 17 

youngest 2;10-3;7 2|11 0|11 2 

Total of 38  24 19  

 

    

The oldest group performed well with this classifier. The middle group provided 

almost all correct responses for ‗newspaper‘, but for ‗paper‘, only half of the responses 

were correct. The youngest group exhibited a similar pattern of usage as they did with 

cục and sợi/cọng; that is, the majority of the children who could deliver a response with 

the appropriate classifier could do so only with one particular noun. Two children 

responded with tờ for ‗newspaper‘. There were six non-numeral responses (not shown in 

Table 5.49) in which the children from the youngest group provided tờ, but all of these 

instances were with the noun ‗newspaper‘. Here again, the young children may have 

acquired CL-newspaper (tờ báo) as a fixed amalgam. Further, this response pattern 

indicates the three-year-olds‘ tendency to produce the target classifier in a non-numeral 

classifier phrase rather than with a numeral. 
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5.7.3.4 Tấm – flat, thin, hard 

Tấm is used to refer to flat, thin, hard objects, such as pictures, photographs, 

mirrors, carpets, cloth, and boards. It is different from tờ. Tờ is also used for flat and thin 

objects, but ones that are very thin, and can be flexible, like a sheet of paper, whereas tấm 

is for things that are thicker, and sometimes can be stiff or inflexible. The two stimuli 

used in the task were ‗picture‘ and ‗doormat‘. 

 

Table 5.50: Correct responses containing the target classifier tấm 

Group Age 
hình 
‘picture’ 

thảm (chùi chân) 
‘doormat’ Total 

oldest 4;7-5;7 10|15 7|15 17 

middle 3;8-4;4 9|12 1|12 10 

youngest 2;10-3;7 1|11 0|11 1 

Total of 38  20 8  

 

 

The oldest group may have acquired the classifier tấm as most of them can use it 

productively with both ‗picture‘ and ‗doormat‘. For ‗doormat‘, other responses the 

children in this group gave employed the general classifier or alternative nouns that do 

not call for the target classifier, or they used alternative two- to three-syllable nouns for 

which they either used the general classifier or left out the classifier. The middle and 

youngest groups have not acquired this classifier. The middle group gave many correct 

responses for ‗picture‘, but only one for ‗doormat‘. In the youngest group, only one child 

could use tấm with ‗picture‘. These results again suggest that the younger and middle 

group may still acquire tấm only as an amalgam, in concatenation with ‗picture‘.   
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5.7.3.5 Cuộn – roll-like 

Cuộn is the classifier for roll-like objects or entities, such as toilet paper, cloth, 

wool, film, and movies. The test items selected were ‗toilet paper‘, ‗thread spool‘, and 

‗cassette tape‘. 

 

Table 5.51: Correct responses containing the target classifier cuộn 

Group Age 
(khăn) giấy 
‘toilet paper’ 

chỉ 
‘thread spool’ 

băng 
‘cassette tape’ total 

oldest 4;7-5;7 9|15 8|15 7|15 24 

middle 3;8-4;4 1|12  1|12 0|12  2 

youngest 2;10-3;7 1|11  1|11 0|11  2 

Total of 38  11 10 7   

 

 

This classifier is clearly mastered by the oldest group, but not acquired yet by the 

middle and youngest groups. More than half of the oldest group could use the target 

classifier with all three of the nouns tested. The other responses were mostly with the 

general classifier.  

 

5.7.3.6 Hột – tiny, oval, seed-like 

Hột is used to refer to tiny, oval, flat, seed-like objects or entities, such as grain, 

seed, salt, rice, egg, button, raindrop, etc. The stimuli were ‗rice grain‘, ‗peanut‘, and 

‗button‘. 

 

Table 5.52: Correct responses containing the target classifier hột 

Group Age 
gạo 

‘rice grain’ 
đậu phọng 
‘peanut’* 

nút (áo) 
‘button’ total 

oldest 4;7-5;7 10|15 4|15 1|15 15 

middle 3;8-4;4 6|12 2|12 1|12 9 

youngest 2;10-3;7 1|11 1|11 0|11 2 

Total of 38  17 7* 2  
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The middle group and even the oldest group may have not yet acquired the 

classifier hột because most of them can use it only with ‗rice grain‘. For ‗peanut‘, the 

total number of usages of the target classifier is relatively low because, first, most 

children in the oldest group and a quarter of the children in the middle group 

inappropriately used the general classifier for it; second, ‗peanut‘ (đậu phọng) is a two-

syllable noun, and a number of children in both groups omitted the classifiers. For 

‗button‘, the majority of the children appropriately responded with the general classifier 

rather than the specific one, while a small number of children used a two-syllable noun 

for ‗button‘ (nút áo) but omitted the classifier. The youngest group produced only a 

single correct answer for ‗rice grain‘ and ‗peanut‘. 

The case of hột is an example of how the pattern of acquiring a classifier in an 

amalgam together with a certain noun may still be taking place in five-year-olds.  

 

5.7.3.7 Viên – small, round 

Viên is the classifier for small roundish objects of a single material and having a 

uniform shape, such as pills, tablets, candy, bullets, bricks, and tiles. The test items were 

‗pill‘ and ‗marble‘. 

 

Table 5.53: Correct responses containing the target classifier viên 

Group Age 
thuốc 
‘pill’ 

bi 
‘marble’ total 

oldest 4;7-5;7 13|15 6|15 19 

middle 3;8-4;4 4|12 1|12 5 

youngest 2;10-3;7 1|11 0|11 1 

Total of 38  18 7  

  

 

The oldest group must have acquired the classifier viên as the majority of them 

could use it with ‗pill‘ and almost half could use it with ‗marble‘. For ‗marble‘, other 
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responses the children in this group gave used the classifier cục. The middle and 

youngest groups have not acquired this classifier. The middle group gave only four 

correct responses for ‗pill‘ and only one for ‗marble‘. The single middle group response 

for ‗marble‘ actually used cục, the classifier for small, roundish but undefined objects. 

This is a reasonable response, but ‗marble‘ is conventionally not classified with cục. The 

most appropriate classifiers for marble are hòn or viên. Both are classifiers for objects of 

small and round shape. The differences between hòn and viên are explained in Chapter 1, 

―The Vietnamese classifier system.‖  

Most in the youngest group did not know the word for ‗marble‘, although some of 

them knew it was an object requiring the classifier cục. In their responses, cục appeared 

with a verb or a demonstrative, such as cục lăn = ‗CL roll‘, or cục bắn = ‗CL shoot‘, or 

cục này = ‗CL this‘. 

 

5.7.3.8 Lá – flat, thin, leaf-like 

Lá is used to refer to flat-thin, leaf-like objects or entities, such as cards, flags, 

letters, sails, livers, and lungs. The stimuli were ‗flag‘ and ‗playing card‘. 

 

Table 5.54: Correct responses containing the target classifier lá 

Group Age 
cờ 
‘flag’ 

bài 
‘playing card’ total 

oldest 4;7-5;7 2|15 2|15 4 

middle 3;8-4;4 2|12 1|12 3 

youngest 2;10-3;7 1|11 0|11 1 

Total of 38  5 3  

 

 

This classifier is presented last because it clearly had not been acquired by any of 

the groups yet. The number of correct tokens is at most two in the oldest and middle 

groups, and at most one in the youngest group. For ‗flag‘, most responses given by the 
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oldest and middle groups are the general classifier cái and the long-straight-rigid 

classifier cây. This is because they associate the flag with being rolled up onto a stick, 

which would take cây. The middle group also responded with other nouns such as 

‗towel‘, ‗star‘, ‗T-shirt‘. It is interesting that one child in the youngest group knew that 

the classifier lá is used with ‗flag‘. For ‗playing card‘, other responses in the oldest and 

middle groups were cái, the general classifier, and bộ, the classifier for a set. This is 

appropriate for ‗playing cards‘; it is just not correct for the objects shown, which were 

five individual playing cards rather than a full set.  

 

5.7.4 Other non-disjunctive classifiers 

5.7.4.1 Củ – root vegetables 

Củ is a taxonomic classifier. It is used only to refer to root vegetables. The stimuli used 

were ‗carrot‘, ‗garlic‘, ‗onion‘, and ‗ginger‘.  

 

Table 5.55: Correct responses containing the target classifier củ 

Group Age 
cà rốt 
‘carrot’* 

tỏi 
‘garlic’ 

hành 
‘onion’ 

gừng 
‘ginger’ total 

oldest 4;7-5;7 13|15 9|15 6|14 4|15 32 

middle 3;8-4;4 5|12 3|12 0|12 1|12 9 

youngest 2;10-3;7 1|11 1|11 0|11 0|11 2 

Total of 38  19* 13 6 5  

 

 

It was expected that the children in all groups would do well for the classifier củ 

because it is the last of the seven first acquired classifiers in the longitudinal data. But 

this was not the case. There were many overgeneralizations, that is, the children 

responded with classifiers other than the target. The oldest group did mostly provide the 

target classifier for ‗carrot‘, ‗garlic‘, and ‗onion‘. The middle group did not have so many 

correct tokens for ‗carrot‘ and only a few for ‗garlic‘. ‗Carrot‘ (cà rốt) is another 
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disyllabic noun, thus some of the responses in the middle group omitted the classifier. 

‗Ginger‘ was a quite unfamiliar item. Although there were a total of five correct 

responses with the target classifier, only one response contained the correct noun, 

‗ginger‘. The youngest group has only one correct token for ‗carrot‘ and one for ‗garlic‘. 

For ‗onion‘ and ‗ginger‘, none of the children in the youngest group knew the word for 

the object or picture.  

 

5.7.4.2 Quyển or cuốn – book, volume 

Quyển or cuốn is the classifier for books, volumes, notebooks, calendars, diaries, 

novels, etc. The only two items that could be selected for the task were ‗book‘ and 

‗notebook‘ because the other nouns were unfamiliar to children at the studied age, as 

became evident during the first round of experimentation. Table 5.56 displays the results 

for quyển. 

 

Table 5.56: Correct responses containing the target classifier quyển 

Group Age range 
sách 
‘book’ 

tập or vở 
‘notebook’ total 

oldest 4;7-5;7 11|15 13|15 24 

middle 3;8-4;4 9|12 7|12 16 

youngest 2;10-3;7 3|11 3|11 6 

Total of 38  23 23  

   

 

The oldest group gave correct responses for both ‗book‘ and ‗notebook‘ most of 

the time. The middle group responded with the target classifier in the majority of 

instances for ‗book‘; for ‗notebook‘ they gave correct responses a bit over half the time. 

The youngest group had few correct tokens. From the total of only six responses that 

contain the target classifier, all six were with the noun ‗book‘ because four of the children 
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responded with ‗CL-book‘ when shown notebooks. There seems to be a pattern of using 

the classifier only with a certain noun.  

 

5.8 Proposed order of emergence of classifiers 

After presenting the results for each of the 15 individual classifiers probed in the 

Elicited Production Task, we can now summarize the development of these classifiers. 

Based on the results and the analysis obtained from both the longitudinal data of four 

children and the elicited production task with 38 children, I propose the following 

preliminary order of emergence for the Vietnamese specific classifiers that develop 

within the first six years. 

Table 5.57: Proposed order of emergence of Vietnamese classifiers 

Classifier Meaning Time of emergence
53

 

con 
animal, animate  
(only animal category) before 1;9 

cái general, inanimate before 1;9 

quả/trái fruit/3D, big-round before 1;9 

cây  
 
1D, long-straight-rigid 1;10-2;2 

cục 3D, small-roundish, undefined 1;10-3;7 

củ 
 
root-vegetable from 2;0  

chiếc 
vehicle, one of a pair, secondary 
general (only vehicle category) 

 
from 2;2 

sợi 
 
1D, long-thin-flexible from 3;8 

tờ 2D, flat-thin, sheet-like      “ 

quyển volume-like      “ 

tấm 
 
2D, flat-thin, hard from 4;7 

viên 3D, small-round      “ 

hột 3D, small-roundish, seed-like      “ 

cuộn roll-like      “ 

lá 2D, flat-thin, leaf-like      “            or later 

                                                 
53

 Other classifiers (besides those tested here) that appeared in the longitudinal data and the cross-sectional 

data probably also develop during this time frame. However, because they occurred primarily in the speech 

of one child, Liem, and only in small numbers in both data sets, it is not appropriate to include them in this 

developmental chart. 
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Both the longitudinal and cross-sectional data confirm that the four earliest-

acquired classifiers are con, cái, quả/trái, and cây. The classifiers cục, củ and chiếc are 

acquired at different times by different children; they may be the sixth and seventh 

classifiers acquired, or may be acquired a bit later, depending on each child‘s noun 

repertoire, needs, and immediate environment. Except for cục, all seven of these are 

disjunctive classifiers. When children first acquire disjunctive classifiers they are 

generally only able to apply them to one of the relevant semantic categories. This is not 

true, however, for the general classifier cái, for which all categories except abstract 

entities are initially acquired.  

Figure 5.4 above shows that the percentage of correct use for the remaining 

classifiers is high within the youngest group because the children knew the target 

classifier with only one noun in a fixed amalgam. A closer analysis of how the youngest 

group uses the classifiers sợi, tờ, and quyển with each test item shows that they use the 

expected classifier only with specific nouns. There is no sign of productive use; therefore, 

it cannot be concluded that children between 2;10 and 3;8 have acquired these classifiers. 

In order to more accurately determine the age at which children do acquire them, one 

must look for consistent correct responses over a wider variety of testing items from 

children in the middle age range.  

The remaining classifiers, tấm, viên, hột, and cuộn are acquired later, during the 

age range encompassed by the oldest group (4;7–5;7). Only the oldest group provided 

correct responses for most of the items tested for these classifiers (see discussion in 

Section 5.7.3 ―The non-disjunctive shape classifiers‖). 
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Recall from the analysis in Part A that the disjunctive classifiers, cái, con, and 

quả/trái had already been acquired by the young children in the longitudinal data before 

1;9 and cây, and chiếc before 2;6 (Table 5.5). The additional findings from the cross-

sectional data presented so far are evidence that (1) disjunctive classifiers do not 

necessarily emerge late, (2) children acquire one particular use of disjunctive classifiers 

first, and (3) the emergence of a disjunctive classifier at a certain age does not mean that 

the child has fully acquired all uses of that classifier at that age. 

The cross-sectional results support the findings from the longitudinal data that 

children learn the prototypical uses of disjunctive classifiers first. The first three 

classifiers that all four children in the longitudinal data acquired are cái, con, and 

trái/quả. The results from the data collected at the daycare center confirm this acquisition 

order. Cái, con, and trái/quả are indeed the classifiers displaying the highest percentage 

of appropriate use by all of the children in the youngest group, but only in one of their 

semantic categories, rather than in all of them. 

Vietnamese shape-based classifiers are acquired later than non-shape ones. 

Furthermore, the non-disjunctive classifiers appear later, sporadically, and only with 

certain nouns. Among the shape classifiers, the first acquired is cục, the classifier for 

small, roundish, yet still undefined shapes. One plausible reason for why children learn 

this shape classifier first is that classifiers indicating less specific shapes seem to be 

acquired before those used for more specific shapes. The order of emergence indicated by 

the cross-sectional data is quite similar to that of the longitudinal data regarding the shape 

classifiers: cục is acquired first, then sợi, before age 3;7. The other shape classifiers, tờ, 

tấm, hột, viên are acquired between 3;6 and 4;6. Cuộn and lá are acquired later, between 
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4;6 and 5;6. About after age 4, children display more consistent, appropriate, and 

productive use of shape classifiers. 

I found in the longitudinal results that young Vietnamese children first acquire 

seven classifiers. Based on this finding, we would expect the youngest cross-sectional 

group to respond with the target classifier when it is one of these seven. This, however, 

was not the case; in the majority of instances, the youngest children did not respond with 

the target classifiers. I postulate that these unexpected results are not solely attributable to 

the children‘s lack of knowledge about classifiers: in many cases, their non-target 

responses are instead due to the fact that the expected response should have contained a 

numeral. As the results of the previous chapter have shown, children perform worse on 

classifier phrases containing numerals than on those without, tending to omit the 

classifier in such situations. This is why we see that the middle group performed 

remarkably better on almost all test items; from about age 3;6 onward, children start to 

make fewer classifier omission errors. 

Interestingly, the general classifier cái was not the classifier with the highest 

percentage of correct use; it was instead second to the animal-animate classifier. This is 

not particularly surprising, however, given the similar results from the longitudinal study, 

in which all four children used the animal classifier correctly with 100% of all animal 

nouns. Both studies therefore indicate that the animal classifier is the earliest-acquired 

classifier, and also the one with which children make the fewest errors.  
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5.9 Errors 

This section examines the kinds of errors young Vietnamese children make when 

they use classifiers. In the previous chapter, ―Development of classifier phrases‖, and this 

chapter‘s Part A, we found three types of errors: classifier omission, double classifier, 

and classifier + verb.
54

 In this chapter, we find two additional types of errors, namely 

overuse of the general classifier and overgeneralization of specific classifiers. Table 5.58 

lists all five types of errors and the percentages that they constitute of the total number of 

elicited tokens. This result is from the cross-sectional study. 

 

Table 5.58: Percentage of each error type  

Age 
 

  n 
 

 Classifier 
omission 

Overgen 
with 
spec CL 

Overuse 
of  

gen CL 
Classifier 
+ verb Double CL 

4;7-5;7 15 4.0 6.2 5.0 1.2 0.8 

3;8-4;4 12 13.0 7.2 4.2 0.5 2.0 

2;10-3;7 11 17.5 2.1 6.7 1.9 1.7 

 

 

5.9.1 Classifier omission 

We see from Table 5.58 that classifier omission accounts for the most errors for 

the youngest and middle groups. A closer look at with which monosyllabic nouns the 

middle group tends to omit the classifier reveals that the omission errors are spread out 

across most monosyllabic nouns tested. The children‘s responses did not exhibit higher 

rates of classifier omission with any particular one-syllable nouns, but they did do so with 

disyllabic nouns. 

 

                                                 
54

 Errors involving word order and classifier + other are not mentioned again here because they rate of 

occurrence was very low.  
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5.9.2 Classifier omission with disyllabic nouns 

The results for the individual classifiers tested in the Elicited Production Task 

have shown that there is a quite consistent pattern of omitting the classifier in a numeral 

classifier phrase when the head noun is disyllabic. This finding was unexpected. Because 

it was unexpected, I did not consider the number of syllables in the nouns selected for the 

stimuli. (Refer to the list of nouns used as stimuli and the number of syllables they 

contain in Section 5.5.2.) For example, all three vehicle nouns selected (‗car‘, ‗bike‘, and 

‗airplane‘) were disyllabic, resulting in poor performance on all vehicle items requiring 

the classifier chiếc. This result is inconsistent with that of the longitudinal data that 

revealed that chiếc (the vehicle category only) is one of the seven first acquired classifiers 

with age 2;2 as the approximate time of emergence. Therefore, the presence of two-

syllable nouns as test items distorts the results, boosting the rate of classifier omission, 

and lowering the rate of correct responses. Table 5.59 summarizes classifier omissions 

both including and excluding the presence of disyllabic nouns. 

 

Table 5.59: All classifier omissions in percents 

Age n All with disyllabic nouns with monosyllabic nouns 

4;7-5;7 15 11.0 7.0 4.0 

3;8-4;4 12 19.2 6.2 13.0 

2;10-3;7 11 25.2 7.7 17.5 

 

 

The oldest group mostly omitted classifiers with two-syllable nouns. Of their total 

11.0% of classifier omissions, only slightly over one third, 4.0%, were omissions with 

monosyllabic nouns. The mid and youngest groups had over two thirds of their omissions 

with monosyllabic nouns. 

When dealing with disyllabic nouns, the children manifested four strategies:  

1. they omitted the classifier;  
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2. they used the general classifier;  

3. they produced the target classifier, but cut the two-syllable noun down to one 

  syllable;  

 4. they used alternative two- to three-syllable nouns with which they  

- either used the general classifier  

- or dropped the classifier.  

There seems to be a preference for a two-syllable sequence following a numeral: either a 

two-syllable noun or a classifier + a one-syllable noun. 

A closer analysis of exactly how the children in each age group treated the 

classifier when the noun in question was disyllabic reveals the following results. 

In the stimuli of the Production Task, there were a total of 12 two-syllable nouns 

and five nouns that have either one or two syllables. 

Two-syllable nouns: 

 

1. đ ng h  ‗clock‘ 

2. bánh mì ‗hamburger‘ 

3. búp bê ‗doll‘ 

4. máy bay ‗airplane‘ 

5. xe đạp ‗bicycle‘ 

6. đèn cầy ‗candle‘ 

7. dây chuy n ‗necklace‘ 

8. bong bóng ‗balloon‘ 

9. địa cầu ‗globe‘ 

10. xà bông ‗soap bar‘ 

11. đậu phọng ‗peanut‘ 

12. cà rốt ‗carrot‘ 

 

One- or two-syllable nouns: 

 

13.  xe (hơi) ‗car‘ 

14. vi t (chì) ‗pencil‘ 

15. nút (áo) ‗button‘ 

16. (khăn) giấy ‗toilet paper‘ 

17. thảm (chùi chân) ‗doormat‘ 
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Although not all responses containing a two-syllable noun omitted the classifier, 

the results in Figure 5.6a indicate that the majority of the responses for most disyllabic 

stimuli had classifier omissions (zero CL in blue) rather than the use of the expected or 

the general classifier. Figure 5.6a shows how each age group fared with the 12 disyllabic 

nouns. Refer to Appendix Y for detailed results in tokens. 

 

% CL types with 12 disyllabic nouns, by age 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 5.6a: Responses containing disyllabic nouns 
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We see that classifier omission occurs in all age groups. This is not a surprise in 

the youngest group, but the rate of omission is noteworthy in the older and mid groups 

because their overall rate of classifier omission is not high compared to that of the 

younger group.  

For comparison and contrast, Figures 5.6b and 5.6c illustrate the response pattern 

for monosyllabic stimuli (six easier and six harder monosyllabic nouns randomly chosen 

from the list of stimuli). The results show that the classifier omission rate is much lower 

for the easier and higher for the harder nouns, but, in all age groups, both are lower 

compared to the rate for the disyllabic nouns. 
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Figure 5.6b: Responses containing easy monosyllabic nouns 
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% CL types with 6 hard monosyllabic Ns by age
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Figure 5.6c: Responses containing hard monosyllabic nouns 

 

 

 Easy monosyllabic nouns are those with a higher percentage of correct responses 

(above 50%) and hard monosyllabic nouns are those with a lower percentage of correct 

responses (lower than 50%) given by all subjects in all age groups. 

 

For five of the 17 disyllabic targets the noun produced was not monosyllabic but 

disyllabic, with a number of the children from each age group responding with a two- or 

three-syllable alternative noun. These are highlighted in purple in Appendix U. The 

results for these five nouns are graphed in Figure 5.7 
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Responses containing 2-3-syllabic nouns that were not expected
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Figure 5.7 

 

 

For these nouns, ‗button‘ and ‗pencil‘ had classifier omission most of the time, 

but ‗doormat‘ and ‗toilet paper‘ had more general classifier use; ‗car‘ had more expected 

and general classifier use, and fewer omissions of the classifier. Why children omit the 

classifier with certain nouns but do this less with others suggests some idiosyncrasy with 

certain nouns; the pattern of omission is unclear at this point.  

In order to look for further evidence for children‘s preference for a two-syllable 

sequence following a numeral, I conducted a closer analysis of the classifier omission 

errors of the two older children in the longitudinal data to find out whether they omitted 

classifiers more with nouns that are monosyllabic or disyllabic. The results of this 

examination show no clear pattern in Liem‘s speech, but there is a pattern for Giang. 

Looking at her omission errors throughout all sessions (Appendix X), there is a pattern of 
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increasing omission with disyllabic nouns in the later sessions, peaking at Session 14 

(3;01;14), as shown in Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.8: Giang‘s classifier omission 

 

That means that in the beginning, at ages 2;5–2;11, the omissions occurred 

primarily with monosyllabic nouns, but the older Giang became, up to age 3, the more 

omissions she made with disyllabic nouns. (In Appendix X, the higher rate of omissions 

in each session is highlighted in dark orange; the lower rate in light yellow.) This finding 

is congruent with the finding in the cross-sectional data that the oldest children had more 

classifier omissions with disyllabic nouns than the younger and middle groups. (See 

Table 5.59 above.) This suggests that at an early stage, young Vietnamese-learning 

children typically make classifier omission errors with monosyllabic nouns. Once past 

this stage, they tend to start omitting the classifier with disyllabic nouns, presumably in 

order to retain a two-syllable sequence after the numeral. Based on the data at hand, it is 

not possible to know how long they continue this, but the present study provides evidence 

for this behavior until 5 years of age.   
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5.9.3 Double classifiers 

Although no children produced a classifier in a position other than post-numeral 

or pre-nominal, some children produced double classifiers (i.e., two different classifiers 

in a single classifier slot). Double classifier errors are characterized by the use of two 

classifiers in a row. If the general classifier is included, it is always the first of the two 

classifiers, preceding the specific one. A total of 30 double classifier errors were 

recorded. These account for only 30 out of 2012 tokens elicited (1.5%). Table 5.60 lists 

all the double classifiers found in the children‘s responses.  

 

Table 5.60: Double classifiers in Elicited Production Task 

Target CL Meaning of target CL Stimulus AG Age Double CL  N omit 

chiếc one of a pair socks M 4;2 chiếc đôi  

chiếc or cây " chopsticks O 4;9;10, 5;4 cây đôi   

cây 1D, long-hard-rigid  pencil M 3;9;6 chiếc cây  

cây " umbrella M 3;9;6 chiếc cái  

cây “ incense M 3;9;6 cái cây   

củ root vegetable onion Y 3;1;9 cái trái 0N 

củ " garlic Y 3;6;4 cái hột 0N 

củ " onion M 3;9;7 cái cục 0N 

củ " onion M 4;2 quả trái 0N 

củ " garlic O 4;11;22 cái quả 0N 

quả/trái fruit; 3D, big-round egg Y 2;10;7 cái cục 0N 

quả/trái " apple Y 3;0;8 cái quả 0N 

quả/trái " apple Y 3;6;4 quả trái 0N 

quả/trái " heart M 3;8;12 quả trái  

quả/trái  heart M 3;9;6 chiếc trái  

quả/trái " globus M 3;9;6 chiếc trái  

quả/trái " heart M 3;11;3 cái trái  

quả/trái " globus O 4;11;22 cái quả 0N 

cục 3D, small-round,undefined stone Y 3;1;10 cái cục 0N 

cục " stone M 3;9;7 cái cục 0N 

cục, viên, hòn " marble M 3;9;6 cục viên  

cục,viên, hòn 3D, small-round marble M 3;9;7 cái cục 0N 

viên " pill Y 3;0;4 cái cục 0N 

hột 3D, small-round,seed-like button Y 3;0;4 cái cục 0N 

hột " rice grain Y 3;0;8 cái hột 0N 
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cuộn " cassette tape M 3;9;6 cái chiếc  

cuộn roll-like thread spool O 4;8;29 cái cuộn 0N 

tờ 2D, flat-thin,sheet-like paper Y 3;1;9 cái tờ 0N 

quyển volume notebook O 4;11;22 cái tờ 0N 

Key: AG = age group, O = oldest group, M = middle group, Y = youngest group;  

0N = head noun omitted 

 

Nineteen of the double classifiers take the form numeral + general CL + specific 

CL + (N) (italicized and marked in blue). Eleven of them are of the form numeral + 

specific CL + specific CL + (N) (underlined and marked in red); one of these was 

produced twice. 

 In 16 of the 19 double classifiers in the form numeral + general CL + specific CL, 

the noun was omitted (0N). Although they count as errors, these double classifiers are 

still quite logical. The children tended to use these double classifiers as a strategy for 

circumventing the fact that they did not know (1) the noun or (2) the target specific 

classifier. The majority of the children who employed this strategy were from the 

youngest group (nine children). If a child did not know the noun for a stimulus, s/he often 

responded with two classifiers in a row. The first classifier was the general classifier, 

used as a default. The second, specific classifier served either as a second classifier 

representing the noun, or as a noun substitute that described the general features of the 

object in question. For example, the next-to-last child listed in Table 5.60 (age 3;1;9) did 

not know the noun ‗paper‘, but she knew its classifier, tờ. She juxtaposed tờ with the 

general classifier cái, yielding numeral + cái + tờ + 0N. The child may have 

misinterpreted the classifier as a noun. In this case, cái is the default classifier, and tờ is a 

second classifier serving as either the representative of, or substitute for, the noun. 
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Table 5.61 lists the most frequently-occurring double classifiers of this type, made 

up of the general + specific classifier and an omitted head noun. 

 

Table 5.61: Double classifiers with head noun omission 

Double CL Tokens as representatives or substitutes for these nouns 

cái cục 7 onion, egg, stone, marble, pill, button 

cái quả 3 garlic, apple, globus 

cái trái 2 onion, heart 

cái hột 2 garlic, rice grain 

cái tờ 2 paper, notebook 

 

 

Interestingly, some children also produced the double classifier quả trái, a 

juxtaposition of two versions of the same classifier with the noun omitted. Quả and trái 

are both classifiers for fruits and big, round objects. The children who used this 

construction did so for ‗apple‘, ‗onion‘ and ‗heart‘; although they did not know the nouns 

for these stimulus items, their use of quả trái indicates that they nevertheless knew that 

‗apples‘ and ‗onions‘ are fruits or vegetables, and that a ‗heart‘ is either like a fruit or is 

something big and roundish.  

All of these double classifiers either contain a classifier similar to the target, or 

actually contain the expected classifier itself as one of their constituents. One important 

piece of information that we can extract from these errors is that even if the children do 

not know the noun for an object or entity, they may know its classifier. 

Nine of the 11 double classifiers in the form of numeral + specific CL + specific 

CL did not exhibit head noun omission (red entries in Table 5.60). Eight of the children 

who employed this strategy were from the middle group. This double classifier 

construction does not seem as logical as the one discussed above, though it does appear to 

follow a pattern: the secondary general classifier chiếc is juxtaposed with the expected 

specific classifier plus the noun. A closer look at these constructions is provided below.  
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chi c   +         đôi   vớ 

CL (one of pair)  CL (pair)  sock 

    

cây   +  đôi   đũa    

CL (long-hard-rigid)  CL (pair) chopstick 

 

chi c    +  trái     tim 

CL (secondary general) CL (big-round) heat 

 

chi c    + cây    vi t 

CL (secondary general) CL (long-hard) pen 

 

chi c    +  cái   dù 

CL (secondary general) CL (general) umbrella 

 

 

In the above examples, amalgams are bound by dotted frames. The first three of 

these amalgams also occur in the longitudinal data multiple times. This pattern of double 

classifier errors supports the idea that Vietnamese children acquire certain nouns together 

with their classifiers as amalgams.  

 

5.9.4 Classifier + Verb 

 There were a total of 25 Classifier + Verb errors in the cross-sectional data, listed 

in Table 5.62. These account for only 25 out of 2,012 elicited tokens (1.2%). They take 

the following three forms.  

 

20 of form (numeral) + general classifier + verb phrase 

 

   4 of form (numeral) + target classifier + verb phrase (in blue, italics) 

 

   1 of form (numeral) + non-target classifier + verb phrase (in red, underlined) 
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Table 5.62: Classifier + Verb errors in Elicited Production Task 

Target CL Stimulus 
Child’s 
CL Group Age 

Response Numeral 
omit Verb 

cây umbrella cái Y 3;0;8 

trùm   mưa 

  cover rain 

cây pencil cái Y 3;1;26 

vẽ    vòng   tròn 

  draw circle circle 

cây toothpick cái Y 3;1;26 

móc răng 

  hook tooth 

cây candle trái M 3;9;7 

bật       lửa 

  turn on fire 

cây incense cái Y 3;1;26 

đốt   nhang 

 burn incense 

" " cây Y 3;6;4 

đốt   nhang 

 burn incense 

" " 

 

M 3;8;12 

thắp hương 

 cái burn incense 

" " cái M 3;11;3 

cúng      cậu 

 worship uncle 

" " cây M 4;0;12 

gọi  ông địa 

 call lucky Buddda 

cây ruler cái Y 2;10;7 

làm bài 

0Num do  exercise 

củ ginger cái O 5;5;12 

cạo       gió 

  scratch wind 

quả/trái ball 

  

Y 3;7;2 

đá   banh 

  cái kick ball 

cục eraser cái O 5;4 

quẹt   lữa 

  strike fire 

cục, viên, hòn marble cục M 3;8;12 

bắn    bi 

 shoot marble 

" " cái O, O 4;8;8, 4;7;15 

bắn    bi 

 shoot marble 

hột peanut cái Y 2;10;7 

ăn 

0Num eat 

cuộn thread spool cuộn O 5;5;11 

may 

0Num Sow 

cuộn cassette tape 

 

Y 3;1;9 

nghe  nhạc 

 cái listen music 

tấm doormat cái Y,O,O 
3;1;9, 4;8;8, 
5;4;27 

giậm   chân 

 stamp foot 

" " cái Y 3;6;4 

chùi chân 

 wipe foot 

lá playing card cái O.O 4;4;14, 4;7;15 đánh bài   

Key: O = oldest group, M = middle group, Y = youngest group; 0Num = numeral omitted 
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The majority of classifier + verb constructions used the general classifier. When 

the child did not know the noun for the object, s/he sometimes uttered a verbal phrase as 

a substitute for the noun and assigned to it the general classifier. Similar to the double 

classifiers, these classifier + verb utterances served as a strategy for circumventing the 

need to produce (1) the noun for the object asked and (2) the target classifier. Eleven of 

the 25 children who employed this strategy were from the youngest group, only five from 

the middle group, but nine from the oldest group. 

 

5.9.5 Overgeneralization errors 

All errors relevant to the semantics of a classifier are considered 

overgeneralization errors. Overgeneralization of specific classifiers refers to the use of 

any classifier other than the general one in a situation that is unacceptable in adult speech. 

Similarly, overuse of the general classifier refers to use of the general classifier in any 

context that would be considered incorrect in adult language.  

Composite results from Tables 5.38, 5.39, and 5.40 are presented again in Table 

5.63 to facilitate comparison between the proportions of specific classifier use and 

general classifier use as well as overgeneralization errors.  

 

Table 5.63: Comparison between specific and general classifier use and 

overgeneralizations  

General 

Group Age general CLs correct  overgeneralization 

Oldest 4;7-5;7 20.1 15.0 5.0 

Middle 3;8-4;4 19.2 15.0 4.2 

Youngest 2;10-3;7 27.8 21.0 6.7 

Specific 

Group Age specific CLs correct  overgeneralization 

Oldest 4;7-5;7 67.1 60.8 6.2 

Middle 3;8-4;4 61.2 54.2 7.2 

Youngest 2;10-3;7 17.9 15.6 2.1 
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It can be seen in Table 5.63 that a great majority of general and specific classifier 

use is correct and a small percentage is overgeneralization. The youngest group uses 

more general (27.8%) than specific classifiers (17.9%). The middle group produces 

61.2% specific versus 19.2% general classifiers, and the oldest uses 67.1% specific 

versus 20.1% general. For a clearer overview and comparison, see Figures 5.9a-b.  
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Figure 5.9a: General classifier use and overgeneralizations 
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Figure 5.8b: Specific classifier use and overgeneralizations 

 

 

Figure 5.8a shows that the youngest group uses more general classifiers than the middle 

and oldest groups and also makes more overgeneralization errors with general classifiers 

than do the two older groups. The trend is reversed for the middle and oldest age groups 

as they use a much higher proportion of specific classifiers than do the youngest children, 

as Figure 5.8b shows. They also make more overgeneralization errors with specific 

classifiers than does the youngest group. This is understandable because the middle and 

oldest groups use many more specific classifiers; hence, their percentage of errors 

involving specific classifiers must be higher than that of the youngest group. 

 

5.9.5.1 Overuse of the general classifier 

The errors with the general classifier are of three types. The first type is overuse, 

which is the completely unacceptable use of the general instead of the appropriate 

specific classifier. The second type of error is that of the double classifier. The most 

common is two consecutive classifiers, the first one being the general classifier followed 
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by a specific classifier. Section 5.9.3 presents examples of such double classifiers. The 

third type is the incorrect use of the general classifier with a verb phrase, i.e., with 

actions. See Section 5.9.4 for a list of such errors. These responses occur when the child 

does not know the exact target noun or cannot identify the object or entity in the stimuli, 

and thus finds ways to describe the noun via a verb phrase. Table 5.64 shows the 

percentages of errors made with the general classifier.  
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Table 5.64: Percentage of general classifier use and errors with the general classifier 

   ERRORS 

Age 
Total use of 
general CL 

Appropriate 
but not preferred Overuse  Double CL Classifier + verb 

4;7-5;7 20.1 15.0 5.0 0.5 1.1 

3;8-4;4 19.2 15.0 4.2 0.8 0.3 

2;10-3;7 27.8 21.0 6.7 1.6 1.7 

 

The results show that the most frequent errors involving the general classifier are 

those in which the child ungrammatically uses it in place of a specific classifier. These 

overuse errors with the general classifier constitute about a quarter of its total use, which 

is 6.7% in the youngest age group, 4.2% in the middle group, and 5% in the oldest group. 

See below for a list of some completely unacceptable general classifiers occurring in the 

subjects‘ responses and the expected specific classifiers for the elicited items.  

 

Incorrect Gloss of noun  Target classifier  Meaning of target CL 

*cái thuốc pill   viên    small-round 

*cái bi  marble   viên or hòn   small-round 

*cái đá  stone   cục, viên or hòn  small-round 

*cái pin battery   cục    small-roundish, undefined 

*cái giấy paper   tờ    flat-thin, sheet-like 

*cái chỉ thread spool  cuộn    roll-like 

*cái báo newspaper  tờ     flat-thin, sheet-like 

*cái bài playing card  lá    flat-thin, leaf-like 

*cái sách book   quyển or cuốn    books, volumes 

 

Double classifier and classifier + verb errors are minimal. Tables 5.60 and 5.61 

above list double classifier errors. Those in green are double classifier errors involving 

the general classifier. Table 5.62 above lists classifier + verb errors. 

 

5.9.5.2 Overgeneralization with specific classifiers 

Overgeneralization errors with specific classifiers, on the other hand, were 

minimal. Table 5.65 below shows the percentage of total use of specific classifiers in 
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each age group (including overgeneralization), as well as the percentage of 

overgeneralization errors. 

 

Table 5.65: Specific classifiers: percents of use and overgeneralization errors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Only 55 out of 2,012 total elicited tokens (2.7%) represented overgeneralization 

errors using specific classifiers. The children between 3;8 and 4;4 made the most 

overgeneralizations. 

Table 5.66 shows with which specific classifiers overgeneralizations were made, 

the number of overgeneralization tokens for each classifier, and the number of children 

who made these errors. 

Table 5.66: Overgeneralized classifiers  

Classifier Meaning 
Tokens of 
overgeneralization 

Number of 
children 

đôi a pair 42 27         

quả fruit, big-round 21 13         

cục small-roundish, undefined 12 9           

chiếc vehicle; one of pair; soph. objects 9 5            

cây  long-straight-rigid 7 6           

tấm flat-thin, hard 4 4            

sợi long-thin-flexible 1 1 

con animal, animate 1 1 

Total  55  

 

The most overgeneralizations were made with the classifier đôi, followed by quả/trái, 

cục, chiếc, cây, and tấm. Just one child made an error with sợi and one with con. A 

summary of the overgeneralization errors made with specific classifiers is presented in 

Table 5.67. 

Age n children n token 
total % specific CL 

use 

total % 
overgeneralization with 

specific CL 

4;7-5;7 15 793 532/793 = 67.1 12/793 = 1.5 

3;8-4;4 12 639 391/639 = 61.2 31/639 = 4.9 

2;10-3;7 11 580 104/580 = 17.9 12/580 = 2.3 

Total  38 2012 1027/2012 = 51.0 55/2012 = 2.7 
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Table 5.67: Overgeneralization errors with specific classifiers 

Overextension 

# of over- 
general- 
ization 
tokens 

# of 
children 
making 
error  Age range 

 
Use of đôi (pair) to refer to 
 
(1) *shoe, sock, chopstick           -requires chiếc (one of a pair) 
 

48 
 

27 
 

14 five-yr-olds 
8 four-yr-olds 
5 three-yr-olds 

 
Use of quả/trái (fruit, big-round) to refer to 
 
(2) *carrot, garlic, onion               -requires củ (root-vegetable)                   
--TAXONOMIC 
 
(3) *candy, marble     -requires cục (small-roundish,undefined)   
                                    or viên  
-- SHAPE  BIG TO SMALL (ROUND) 
 
(4) *umbrella, candle   -requires cây (long-straight-rigid) 
-- SHAPE  ROUND TO LONG 
 
(5) *pill, marble            -requires viên (small-round) 
-- SHAPE  BIG TO SMALL (ROUND) 
 
(6) *eye                        -requires con (animal, animate) 
 
(7) *toilet paper            -requires cuộn (roll-like) 
-- SHAPE  BIG-ROUND TO ROLL-LIKE 
 
(8) *rice grain               -requires hột (small-roundish,seed-like) 
-- SHAPE  BIG TO SMALL (ROUND) 
 

10 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
3 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 

 
 
9 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
3 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 
 
1  
 

 
 
3;0, 3;1, 3;8, 
3;9, 3;11, 4;2, 
4;11 
4;4, 5;7 
 
 
 
3;6, 3;9 
 
 
3;6, 3;9, 5;4 
 
 
3;9 
 
 
3;6 
 
 
3;9 
 

Use of cục (small-roundish, undefined) to refer to 
 
(9) *garlic                     -requires củ (root -vegetable)  
-- SHAPE  TAXONOMIC 
 
(10) *rice grain, peanut -requires hột (small-round, seed-like)  
-- SHAPE  BIG TO SMALL (ROUND) 
 
(11) *egg                      -requires quả/trái (fruit, big-round) 
-- SHAPE  SMALL TO BIG (ROUND) 

6 
 
 
5 
 
 
1 
 

 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
5 
 
 
1 
 

3;8, 3;9, 3;11, 
4;0 
 
3;0, 3;8, 4;0, 
4;8, 4;9 
 
2;10 
 

 
Use of cây (long-straight-rigid) to refer to 
 
(12) *flag                   -requires lá (flat-thin, leaf-like) 
(13) *candy               -requires cục (small-roundish, undefined)  
-- ASSOCIATION WITH STICK 
 
(14) *button               -requires hột (small-roundish,seed-like) 
-- SHAPE  LONG TO ROUND 

 
 
 
5 
1 
 
 
1 
 

5 
1 
 
 
1  
 
 

3;11, 4;2, 5;5, 
5;6 
4;8 
 
 
4;8 
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The most frequent error with specific classifiers across all age groups is the use of 

the classifier denoting a complete pair in situations that actually only refer to one of a pair 

(for example, *đôi giày ‗classifier for pair + shoe‘ when only one shoe, chiếc giày, was 

shown in the elicitation task). This overgeneralization error occurred with the stimuli 

‗shoe‘, ‗sock‘, and ‗chopstick‘, which require the classifier chiếc (one of a pair) because 

odd numbers of these objects were depicted or presented. For ‗shoe‘ and ‗sock‘, 80% of 

children in the oldest group and 58% of children in the middle group used the classifier 

đôi (paired item) instead of chiếc. For ‗chopstick‘, 40% of children in the oldest group 

and 17% of children in the middle group erroneously used đôi, even though five 

chopsticks were shown. Only one child out of all three age groups could assign the 

expected classifier chiếc. Some used cây, which is an appropriate alternative as 

chopsticks are long, straight, and rigid.  

Another common error involves overextensions within the taxonomic group, 

using quả or trái (classifier for fruit, big-round) for root vegetables that require the 

classifier củ. The errors were made with ‗carrot‘, ‗garlic‘, and ‗onion‘. This may be 

because children do not make a distinction between root vegetables and fruits.  

A different error concerning taxonomic groups involved use of a shape classifier 

in place of a taxonomic classifier. An example is provided in (9), where the shape 

classifier cục was used for nouns that in fact require the taxonomic classifier củ (classifier 

for root vegetables). This error was made with the noun ‗garlic‘. 

Another type of overextension was using a shape classifier in place of another 

similar shape classifier. Example (3), above, illustrates this type of overextension, in 

which a shape classifier designating big items was used in place of a classifier 
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designating objects of a similar shape but of a small size. For example, the error in (3) 

involved the use of quả (the fruit, big-round classifier) for objects that require cục 

(classifier for small, roundish, undefined shapes). The children made errors with ‗candy‘ 

and ‗marble‘, which are rather small to be classified with quả. Another such error can be 

seen in (10), using cục (classifier for small-roundish undefined shape) for nouns that 

require hột (classifier for small-roundish, seed-like). The children made such errors with 

‗rice grain‘ and ‗peanut‘, which have a rather more defined seed-like shape than merely a 

small-roundish undefined shape. Another such error is presented in (5), in which the big-

round classifier quả/trái was used for objects that are actually small and round and 

require viên (the classifier for small-round). One child in the middle group made this 

error with ‗pill‘; one child in the youngest group and one in the oldest group made it with 

‗marble‘. Another such big-to-small overextension is illustrated in (8). This error was 

made by only one child, from the middle group, and involved using the big-round 

classifier quả for ‗rice grain‘, which requires the small-roundish, seed-like classifier hột. 

Rice grains are too small to be classified with quả/trái.  

Shape plays a big role in children‘s acquisition of specific classifiers. Children 

generally overextend from big-round to small-round rather than from small-round to big-

round. There was only one recorded overgeneralization from small-round to big-round; it 

involved using cục (the classifier for small, roundish, undefined shapes) in place of quả 

(the classifier for fruits and big, round objects). The error was *cục trứng ‗classifier for 

small-roundish undefined shape + egg‘; the appropriate combination is quả trứng 

‗classifier for fruits, big-round + egg‘. 
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Two other errors involving overextending the big-round classifier quả/trái are 

presented in (6) and (7). The mistake in (7) was made by just one child, in the youngest 

group, and involved the noun ‗toilet paper‘, which requires the roll-like classifier but for 

which this child used the big-round classifier. The error in (6) was also made by just one 

child, who was in the middle group; this child overextended the big-round classifier to 

‗eye‘, which may look big and round, but which actually requires the classifier 

expressing animacy. In the Vietnamese classifier system, eyes are animate, not big and 

round.   

A few children also produced overextension errors with the classifiers referring to 

length. Both cây and sợi designate length. Cây is for long-straight-rigid; sợi is for long-

thin-flexible. There was only a single instance, (19), in which these two classifiers were 

confused with each other. A child (4;0) in the middle group used sợi (long-thin-flexible) 

for a long-straight-rigid object, tăm ‗toothpick‘. This error involves overextending from 

soft to hard, which is less common than from hard to soft. Two other errors involving 

length, (12) and (13), centered on the child‘s association of ‗flags‘ and ‗candies‘ with the 

poles on which they are sometimes found. This association led the child to use the 

classifier for long-straight-rigid, cây, for both these objects. The expected classifier for 

‗flag‘ is lá, which designates flat, thin, leaf-like items; the appropriate classifiers for 

‗candy‘, both cục and viên, express small, roundish shapes. The flags used as stimulus 

object were loose and not on poles; the candies depicted in the stimulus picture were 

loose candies and not on sticks.  

Other less-frequent overgeneralizations of the long shape classifiers involved 

overextending the round classifier to long objects, as in (4), in which quả (the fruit, big-
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round classifier) was used for objects that are long, straight, and rigid and require the 

classifier cây. One child in the youngest group made errors with ‗umbrella‘, and one in 

the middle group did so with ‗candle‘. One instance of the reverse also occurred, in 

which the ‗long‘ meaning was overextended to a round object, in (14), where cây, the 

long-hard-rigid classifier, was used for ‗buttons‘, which are round and small and require 

the classifier hột. 

There were four overextension errors with the shape classifier designating flat, 

thin, hard objects. One was with ‗mattress‘, one with ‗cup‘, one with ‗playing card‘, and 

one with ‗paper‘ (17–18). Children tend to overextend from hard to soft. The 

overextensions with ‗mattress‘ and ‗paper‘ are very understandable as they both are flat 

in shape. Mattresses are not thin enough, however, to be classified with tấm, and ‗paper‘ 

is too thin and sheet-like. The appropriate classifier for ‗mattress‘ is the general classifier 

cái; the appropriate classifier for ‗paper‘ is tờ, which designates flat, thin, sheet-like 

objects. The overextension with ‗playing card‘ also makes perfect sense, as a playing 

card has a flat shape and is thin and hard; its appropriate classifier is not tấm, however, 

but lá (flat-thin, leaf-like). Chapter 1, ―Background,‖ explains Vietnamese classifiers in 

more detail. 

Another type of overextension occurred with the classifier chiếc. This is typically 

a vehicle classifier, but it is also used with certain sophisticated objects. Fine-tuned 

knowledge about such specific semantic domains is not expected in the 3-year-olds or 

even the 4-year-olds. In fact, chiếc only constituted 3% of all the tokens produced by the 

3-year-olds; hence not much overextension with this classifier could be observed in the 

youngest group. It was expected that overextensions with chiếc would occur more in the 
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older group, the 5-year-olds. In fact, four children in the oldest group did apply chiếc to 

nouns whose referents belonged to different categories, such as ‗ball‘, ‗flag‘, ‗book‘, 

‗glass‘. The majority of overgeneralization errors with this classifier were made by one 

3;9 year-old boy. This child erroneously analyzed it as a general classifier. He frequently 

used chiếc instead of the general classifier as a default classifier and as the definite 

article. Recall from Chapter 1 that in Vietnamese, the secondary function of the general 

classifier is an emphatic definite article. He applied chiếc with nouns whose referents 

belonged to different categories, such as ‗pill‘, ‗napkin‘, ‗cassette tape‘, and ‗doll‘.  

As for the animate vs. inanimate distinction, an overextension was made by only 

one child (3;0) who used the classifier con (animal, animate) to refer to an inanimate 

object, đá ‗stone‘ (20).   

 

5.10 Summary 

Longitudinal  

Order of acquisition 

From the speech of the four children (ages 1;9 to 3;2) who were studied 

longitudinally over a period of six to nine months, several findings were obtained.  

Out of the 39 total classifiers that occurred in their speech, the first three 

classifiers that Vietnamese children acquire, all well before age 1;9, are the general 

classifier, the animal classifier, and the fruit/big-round classifier. The general classifier 

cái and the animal classifier con were by far the most frequent in both the child and adult 

speech recorded for this study; the children could also produce the most nouns with them. 

Children use the general classifier most in combination with a determiner, wh-word, or 
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numeral. Later on in their development, they also use this classifier most with nouns; in 

the earliest stage of classifier acquisition (before age 2), however, they use the animal 

classifier more for this purpose. These three classifiers are among the seven most 

frequent core classifiers. The others are cây (long-straight-rigid, plants), chiếc (vehicle, 

one of a pair), củ (root vegetable), and cục (small-roundish, heavy, undefined). 

Vietnamese children are able to use these first seven classifiers productively before the 

age of 2;6, and combine them with the determiner, wh-word, and numeral. Despite this 

overall pattern, however, the children did display individual differences in their classifier 

repertoires and development, as well as in their order of frequency and acquisition of the 

first classifiers. These differences were caused by each child‘s noun repertoire, parental 

input, immediate environment, and gender. 

Among the seven most frequent classifiers, cái, con, quả/trái, cây, and chiếc 

apply to more than one type of noun; this is referred to as disjunctive or one-to-many 

mapping. The children in the longitudinal study and the younger children in the cross-

sectional study acquired only one semantic category, the most prototypical one, first (i.e., 

only the animal category for con, only the fruit and not the big-round category for 

quả/trái, only the long-straight-rigid shape category for cây, and only the vehicle 

category for chiếc). The only non-animal, animacy-bearing noun to which all four 

children could assign con was ‗ghost‘. The only noun denoting big-round objects that all 

four children knew to use quả or trái with was ‗ball‘. The two older children also knew to 

use this classifier with ‗egg‘. As for the general classifier, the children could use it with 

most of the various objects that it classifies except for abstract entities.  
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Overgeneralizations 

The children in the longitudinal study employ the strategy of using the general 

classifier as the placeholder for the classifier position and as the default classifier in place 

of the specific classifiers or semantic categories that they have not yet acquired. They 

overgeneralized it, for example, with the one-of-a-pair category of chiếc, the non-animal, 

animacy-bearing category of con, and the classifiers sợi, viên, quyển/cuốn, and tấm. 

Some of these replacements by the general classifiers are acceptable in adult language; 

some are not. The unacceptable ones include substituting the general classifier for an 

appropriate specific classifier, overextending the general classifier to mass nouns, and 

using the general classifier in cases of not mastering the noun yet. The general classifier 

is considered ―safe‖ because it is more frequent and used with more nouns than the other 

classifiers.  

After they progress past this general-as-default classifier stage, Vietnamese-

speaking children begin to employ a ―juggling‖ strategy, i.e., they use both the general 

classifier and the specific classifier (the target one) concurrently, until the specific 

classifier is firmly added to the child‘s classifier repertoire. The exact time frame during 

which the specific classifier completely replaces the general one varies depending on 

individual differences and the child‘s preferences. This is supported by the finding in the 

cross-sectional study that the strategy of employing the general classifier as a default still 

prevailed in the speech of some children in the middle group (3;8–4;4) and even some in 

the oldest group (4;7–5;7). In their responses, there was no uniformity; some children 

responded with the target classifier, and some with the general one. Furthermore, the use 

of the specific classifier did not block the use of the general classifier because many 
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children still used the general classifier correctly with nouns that allow a general 

classifier.  

Overgeneralizations with specific classifiers also occurred in the longitudinal 

data, but at a lower rate. There were some overextensions with quả/trái, but very few 

with con, chiếc, củ, and none with cây and cục. Some overextensions make sense and are 

even remarkable; some do not make sense at all. Although low in frequency, the 

overgeneralizations with specific classifiers do suggest that very young children associate 

meanings with specific classifiers and generalize the use of specific classifiers 

semantically. Children have their own semantic categorization of nouns, which 

sometimes differs from that of adults. 

 

Cross-sectional 

The responses and utterances of the 38 children in the cross-sectional study 

revealed the following findings.  

The rate of specific classifier use is high for the middle and oldest groups: in the 

61–67% range. The rate for general classifier use is only one third that for the specific 

classifiers: in the 20–28% range. The youngest group (2;10–3;8) had difficulty providing 

the target classifier when their response contained a numeral. They omitted the classifier 

in such cases, creating ungrammatical utterances. Therefore, their rate of specific 

classifier use (17.9%) was much lower than that of the middle and oldest groups, while 

their rate of classifier omission was higher than that of the middle and oldest groups 

(17.5% compared to 13% and 4%). The typical pattern of response of the youngest group 
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was non-numeral; in such responses, they did provide the target classifier. From about 

age 3;6, they start to make fewer classifier omission errors.   

The sharp rise in specific classifier usage between the youngest and the middle 

groups (from 17.9% to 61%) indicates a developmental ―classifier spurt.‖ It is not a 

coincidence that it is also during this time that more overgeneralizations with the specific 

classifier were made, and classifier omission errors began to decrease. The rate of 

overgeneralization errors is low in Vietnamese children. Overgeneralization with specific 

classifiers makes up only a small percentage of these errors. Across all age groups, the 

majority of the specific classifiers were used correctly (95–99%). Overuse of the general 

classifier amounted to 5–7%; those with the specific classifier made up only 2–7%. The 

children between 3;6 and 4;6 made the most overgeneralizations. The largest 

overgeneralization error is the miscategorization of the ‗one of a pair‘ meaning of chiếc 

with đôi, the classifier for a pair. Overextensions within a taxonomic group are 

reasonable; for example, children frequently overextended the fruit/vegetable classifier 

quả/trái to root vegetables. Most other overextensions are with shape classifiers. There 

are two types of such overextension with shape: (1) using a shape classifier in place of a 

taxonomy classifier and (2) using a shape classifier in place of another similar shape 

classifier. 

 

Combined results 

Based on this study‘s composite results from the longitudinal and cross-sectional 

data, the order of acquisition of Vietnamese classifiers within the first 5 years is: cái, the 

animal category con, and trái/quả, all before 1;9; the long-straight-rigid shape category 
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cây between 1;10 and 2;2, cục between 1;10 and 3;7, củ from 2;0, the vehicle category 

chiếc from 2;2, sợi, tờ, quyển between 3;8 and 4;4, and tấm, hột, viên, cuộn, and lá 

between 4;7 and 5;7. This shows a pattern of acquiring the disjunctive classifiers that 

have one-to-many mappings first, before the shape classifiers that have one-to-one 

mappings. See list in Table 5.57 

The animal classifier con was acquired earliest and also was used grammatically 

most often in both the longitudinal and cross-sectional data. It is not clear whether the 

general classifier was acquired before or after the animal classifier, or concurrently with 

it. The general classifier did not have the highest rate of correct use in the cross-sectional 

data, but was second to the animal classifier. There were no overgeneralizations with cây 

in the longitudinal data. Performance with nouns requiring cây in the cross-sectional 

study was good for the mid and oldest groups. The other categories of chiếc (one of a pair 

and secondary general), are not mastered by the middle and youngest groups, i.e., they 

are not mastered before 5;6 years.   

Vietnamese shape-based classifiers are acquired later than non-shape ones. There 

seems to be a tendency to acquire the classifier used for a less specific shape before those 

used for a more specific shape. For the most part, children in the youngest group could 

produce a target shape-based classifier only with one noun in a fixed amalgam, which 

provides no evidence for productive use. It is during the age range of the middle group 

(3;8–4;4) that a break away from amalgams occurs as more and more classifiers emerge 

and are in the process of being acquired. After about age 4, there is more consistent, 

appropriate, and productive use of shape classifiers. 
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Among the three types of errors (classifier omission, double classifier, and 

classifier + verb), classifier omission had the highest error rate, 11% in the oldest group, 

19% in the middle group, and 25% in the youngest group. Two thirds of these omission 

errors in the oldest group and one third of the omission errors in the middle and youngest 

groups occurred with disyllabic nouns, providing evidence for a pattern of dropping the 

classifier in a numeral classifier phrase when the head noun is disyllabic. The rate of 

classifier dropping with two-syllable nouns is highest in the oldest group, suggesting a 

preference for omission rather than non-mastery of the target classifier, because most of 

the time the oldest group could respond with the target classifier for monosyllabic nouns. 

Not all responses containing a disyllabic noun had classifier omission; another typical 

alternative response was using the general classifier instead of the target one. 

Nevertheless, the responses for most disyllabic stimuli predominantly had classifier 

dropping rather than production of the general or the target classifier. Further evidence 

from the longitudinal data indicates that children omit the classifier with monosyllabic 

nouns at an early stage, and then move into a stage of omitting the classifier with 

disyllabic nouns.  

Classifier dropping in the case of disyllabic nouns is an unexpected finding and an 

interesting phenomenon, which deserves further investigation, such as a closer analysis of 

more data to confirm whether there is a pattern of including the classifier when the noun 

is monosyllabic and dropping it when the noun is disyllabic. If this is the case, then it 

would provide evidence for children‘s preference to have a two-syllable sequence 

following the numeral in their process of acquiring classifiers and classifier phrases, as 

well as for an interesting phonological influence on classifier production. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CROSS-LINGUISTIC COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION 

 

In this chapter, I recapitulate the findings of the present study and discuss how 

they compare with a unified cross-linguistic developmental pattern of children acquiring 

a classifier system. In Part A, I present a set of general cross-linguistic findings obtained 

from previous studies (see Chapter 2), discuss how the findings of the current study fit in, 

and review the evidence obtained from my study that supports the cross-linguistic 

findings. Part A consists of three sections: The first addresses the syntactic development 

of classifiers; the second looks at a set of more specific findings regarding the 

development of classifier phrases from Wong (1998) and compares them with my own; 

and the third discusses findings on the semantic development of classifiers. In Part B, I 

discuss the new and unique information that my study provides, and I suggest possible 

reasons why some of my findings are different from those of previous research. Next, I 

identify strategies that children use in their acquisition of classifiers, discuss which 

classifier categories are easier and harder to learn, and suggest a process of classifier 

acquisition that applies to Vietnamese. 

 

Part A: Cross-Linguistic Comparison 

 

6.1 Cross-linguistic findings 

In this section, I present six findings that are supported by more than one previous study 

on languages other than Vietnamese and discuss the degree to which they are consistent 
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with the results of the present study. Each subsection begins with a statement of a cross-

linguistic finding, after which I present, first, supporting evidence from other studies, 

and, next, evidence or counter-evidence from Chapters 4 and 5 of the present study. 

 

6.1.1 Syntactic aspect of classifier acquisition 

1. Before age 3 children know the position of the classifier in the numeral classifier 

construction.  

Erbaugh (1982) and Hu (1993) on Mandarin, Carpenter (1987) on Thai, and 

Wong (1998) on Cantonese all support this assertion. My own study provides evidence 

for this claim in Vietnamese, as well. As Figure 4.5 in Chapter 4 shows, children know 

early on that the slot for the classifier precedes the noun. And as presented in Table 4.4 of 

Chapter 4, it is as early as age 1;09 and before 2;0 that they can produce an obligatory 

classifier with a noun (57–82%), a demonstrative (8–23%) and an interrogative (2–6%). 

The youngest child already at age 1;9 could use the same classifier with multiple nouns, 

providing evidence of the ability to use a classifier productively with nouns. At the least, 

we can conclude that Vietnamese children demonstrate early knowledge of the classifier 

slot in noun phrases in non-numeral contexts. This is less clear for numeral contexts as 

there were only few instances of numeral constructions in the longitudinal data before 

2;8. There is no evidence in Vietnamese for a ―blank attempt‖ strategy at about age 2;0, 

as found in Thai (Tuaycharoen, 1984); data from earlier than 1;09 would be needed to 

determine whether this occurs in Vietnamese. 
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2. Children use the general classifier as a syntactic placeholder for the grammatical 

position of the classifier. 

The evidence for this claim is the overwhelming rate of overgeneralizations with 

the general classifier contrasted with the very few instances of classifier omission. All 

previous studies, in fact, have reported the extensive use of the general classifier. 

Erbaugh (1986, 2002), Hu (1993), and Tse et al. (2007) stressed the very low number of 

classifier omission errors and children‘s sound knowledge of how to use the general 

classifier as a syntactic placeholder. Supporting evidence for this cross-linguistic 

phenomenon is found in the current study as well. Vietnamese children do use the general 

classifier to fill the grammatical position of the classifier in numeral classifier 

constructions, as evidenced in the speech of some children in the middle group (3;8–4;4) 

and even some in the oldest group (4;7–5;7) of the cross-sectional data. However, in 

contrast to the high rate of general classifier use found in previous studies, general 

classifier use in Vietnamese children‘s speech comprises only about 20–28% of all 

classifier use, and only one third of the use of the specific classifiers, which is between 

62–67% in the mid and oldest groups (see Tables 5.38 and 5.63 of Chapter 5-B). 

 

3. Children make very few syntactic errors when constructing classifier phrases. Such 

errors involve classifier omissions, double classifiers, and wrong word order. 

The studies in other languages have demonstrated that by age 3, children make 

very few structural errors such as ungrammatically omitting the classifier from numerical 

constructions and adding a redundant classifier. Szeto (1996), Wong (1998) and Tse et al. 

(2007) report small occurrence of double classifiers. The eight children in Szeto‘s study 
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made a total of 28 double classifier errors. The four children in Wong‘s study made a 

total of only eight such errors. None of these studies found a significant rate of classifier 

omission. In Wong‘s (1998) entire corpus, the rate was below 0.6% (only one to nine 

error tokens in total). Erbaugh (1986, 2002), Hu (1993), and Tse et al. (2007) similarly 

reported very few instances of classifier omissions, while Carpenter (1987) states that 

none of her child subjects made word-order errors in her experimental study on Thai. 

There is a very low rate of syntactic errors in my study as well. The longitudinally 

studied children used few double classifiers (mostly around 1%, 4–21 tokens), although 

more than reported in previous studies, and they made extremely few word order errors 

with classifier phrases (only six tokens out of the total number of nominals; see Section 

4.6.4, Chapter 4). However, one difference in the present study lies in a remarkably 

higher rate of classifier omission. The Vietnamese two- to five-year-old children had a 

higher percentage of omission errors than the children in the studies of other languages. 

The omission rate for the three-year-olds was 17.5%, for the four-year-olds 13.0%, and 

for the five-year-olds 4.0%. The two-year-olds from the longitudinal data produced from 

1 up to 67 tokens of such errors. 

 

4. Children produce classifier phrases with no head noun before producing full 

classifier phrases. 

Carpenter (1987), Tse et al. (1991), and Wong (1998) reported this finding. Hu 

(1993) also found this pattern in Mandarin-speaking children in his experimental study, 

in that the three- to five-year-olds exhibited more Num + CL and fewer Num + CL + N 

phrases in their responses than the six-year-olds. This is also very much the case in this 
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Vietnamese study, except for the very early and first occurrences of CL-N sequences, i.e., 

a classifier phrase with a head noun. Children first combine the classifier with just the 

determiner, the wh-word, or the numeral without the head noun (CL-Det, CL-Wh, Num-

CL, Num-CL-Det, Num-CL-Poss); later, they add the head noun (CL-N-Det, CL-N-Wh, 

Num-CL-N, Num-CL-N-Det, Num-CL-N-Poss). The exceptions are when the classifier is 

combined with an adjective. In these cases the classifier phrases containing an adjective 

occur in full (CL-N-Adj, Num-CL-N-Adj) before occurring without a head noun (CL-

Adj, Num-CL-Adj). (See Figure 4.4 of Chapter 4.) 

 

5. Children tend to use the classifier first with a demonstrative. The order of 

development of classifier phrases reported by previous studies has been: classifier with 

demonstrative, classifier with numeral, then classifier with noun. 

Carpenter (1987) suggests that mastering the pairing of classifier with 

demonstrative facilitates and accelerates classifier learning. She also observes that 

children recognize the relationship of a classifier with a numeral before they recognize its 

relationship with a head noun. This is not the case in Vietnamese. The very first kind of 

classifier phrase Vietnamese children produce is classifier plus noun (CL-N), followed by 

classifier plus a demonstrative or determiner (CL-Det), followed by a classifier with a 

numeral (after they have already produced phrases such as N-Poss, CL-Det*, N-Det, CL-

Wh*, CL-N-Poss, CL-N-Det; the asterisk * indicates omission of the grammatical head 

noun and anaphoric use of the classifier). In Vietnamese, it is apparently not the Dem-CL 

pairing but the CL-N pairing that helps children learn classifiers faster.  
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The general finding here is that once a classifier is acquired or mastered, the child is able 

to use it with other structures. For example, once Liem mastered chiếc in the CL-N 

construction, he was able to use it in CL-Det and CL-Wh as well. 

 

6. Children younger than 3 perform better and make more correct classifier 

assignments when using non-numeral constructions than when producing numeral 

constructions.  

Carpenter‘s (1987) research shows this pattern in Thai. The results of the present 

study on Vietnamese fully support this finding. The three-year-olds‘ speech displayed 

more non-numeral classifier phrases than the four- and five-year-olds. There were 22.3% 

of such phrases in the responses of the three-year-olds, but only 0.1% in the four-year-

olds and 0.9% in the five-year-olds. The three-year-olds could respond with the target 

classifier in non-numeral classifier phrases but had difficulty providing the target 

classifier when their response contained a numeral. They omitted the classifier in such 

cases, creating ungrammatical utterances. Therefore, their rate of specific classifier use 

(17.9%) was much lower than that of the middle (62%) and oldest (67%) groups. 

 

6.1.2 Comparison between Vietnamese and Cantonese (Wong 1998) 

I now compare my findings on the syntactic development of classifiers in 

Vietnamese with Wong‘s (1998) thorough and detailed analysis of Cantonese noun 

phrases. In fact, her study is the only one that has examined the acquisition of nominal 

and classifier phrases using longitudinal data from one- to two-year-old children, as does 

this study.  
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Bare noun phrases 

In both Wong‘s and this study, children younger than 2 predominantly start with 

bare nouns and then begin to combine a noun with a verb before they use a noun with a 

classifier. Wong examined bare nouns appearing in six permissible syntactic positions 

(lone, V + N, N + V, CL + N, A + N, N + N, Pr + N) and four impermissible ones (*N + 

Det/CL/A, *Num + N). Her results show that the NPs in the two younger children‘s 

speech averaged over 70% bare nouns. Lone or bare nouns (holophrases) clearly have the 

highest rate of occurrence for the two younger children (48% and 42%). The youngest 

Vietnamese-speaking children in this study behaved in a similar way. The longitudinal 

data show that out of all the nominal phrases, all children used more NPs consisting of 

bare nouns (53–72%) than NPs consisting of classifiers. (See Chapter 4, Section 4.8.) Out 

of the five possible types of bare noun phrases in Vietnamese (N, N + Poss, N + Det, N + 

A, N + Wh), holophrases in all four children‘s speech constituted 83–92%. In both 

studies, there is a clear subject/object asymmetry: Among the older children, although 

bare nouns appear in both subject and object positions productively, the most frequently 

occurring syntactic position of a bare noun is in object position with a verb (V + N). In 

the Vietnamese data, the two older children, who are past the holophrase stage, produce 

V + N more than twice as often as a bare noun alone. Wong (1998) notes that the same 

pattern appears for the three English-speaking children studied by Bloom (1970, p. 136). 
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Classifier phrases 

Both strong similarities and clear differences emerge in the comparison of the 

acquisition of classifier phrases in Cantonese and Vietnamese.
55

 I begin with the 

similarities. The rate of use of classifier phrases is much lower than the rate of use of bare 

noun phrases in the younger children‘s speech, a result seen in both Wong‘s and the 

current study. In Wong‘s study, classifier phrases make up between one fourth and one 

third of the bare noun phrases in the two younger children‘s speech, whereas in the two 

older children‘s speech, there was an almost even number of bare noun and classifier 

phrases. In this study as well, classifier phrases make up between one fourth and one 

third of the bare noun phrases (Section 4.8 of Chapter 4).  

In Wong‘s study, all four children could already use classifiers in seven out of the 

nine grammatical syntactic positions by the time they reached age 2. The Vietnamese 

children produced a total of 19 grammatical classifier phrases out of 22 possible ones by 

the time they reached age 3. 

  

Two-element classifier phrases 

Cross-linguistic evidence shows that in the early multi-word stage, children‘s 

speech first exhibited two-element noun phrase structures (before age 2) and then three-

element ones (within age 2), non-numeral first and then numeral. The results in the 

present study are consistent with this cross-linguistic evidence. 

Order of emergence: A previous classifier acquisition study by Erbaugh (1982) on 

Mandarin found that classifiers first occur with both demonstratives and numbers. The 

                                                 
55

 My analysis, unlike Wong‘s, does not include mensural classifiers. 
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results of the present study show that in Vietnamese classifiers occur with a 

demonstrative before they occur with a number. Erbaugh further found that classifiers 

occur with a head noun rather than without. By contrast, according to Wong (1998), in 

Cantonese, the grammatical omission of the head noun precedes the mastery of the full 

classifier phrase; this is consistent with the Vietnamese data. When constructing a 

classifier phrase, Vietnamese children produce the classifier without a head noun rather 

than with it. The classifier phrases without the head noun (CL-Poss, CL-Dem, CL-Wh, 

and Num-CL) do precede their full-fledged counterparts in the Vietnamese children‘s 

speech (Figure 4.5, Chapter 4). Wong further shows that the Cantonese-speaking children 

tend to combine the classifier with a number before they combine it with a head noun.  

Differences in the two languages emerge through an examination of the elements 

with which very young children first combine the classifier and in what syntactic 

positions the classifier first occurs. Among two-element noun phrase structures in 

Cantonese, the children in Wong‘s study first produce Dem-CL structures, then Num-CL, 

then CL-N. But for the Vietnamese children in this study, the emergence order of two-

element noun phrase structures is different: CL-N comes first, CL-Dem second, and 

Num-CL third.  

In another contrast to Wong‘s study, while in Cantonese the Dem-CL 

(postdeterminer position in Cantonese) structure is the most frequently occurring in the 

young children‘s data, in this study, the structure CL-Dem (predeterminer position in 

Vietnamese) is the second most frequently occurring, and at only 8–23% of total usage it 

appears much less often than CL-N, at 57–82%. Table 6.1 provides a comparison of 

number of tokens of the determiner used with the classifier in Cantonese and Vietnamese 
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child language, and also gives the determiner used with the noun in Vietnamese (which is 

not an option for Cantonese). 

 

Table 6.1. Number of tokens of determiner with classifier and determiner with noun in 

the youngest child‘s speech 

Language Study age 1;9  age 2;3 Total age 1;9 age 2;3 Total 

    
Det-CL, 
CL-Det 

Det-CL, 
CL-Det 

Det-CL 
CL-Det N-Det N-Det N-Det 

Cantonese Wong 1 13 187 n/a n/a n/a 

Vietnamese this study 3 9 95 0 6 66 

 

One possible reason why the combination of classifier and determiner is the first 

to appear in young Cantonese-speaking children‘s speech is that Cantonese requires the 

classifier to be present when a determiner is used, which in turn must be reflected in the 

input. This is not the case in Vietnamese or Thai, where the presence of the determiner 

does not call for an obligatory classifier, and instead the child has two options, to 

combine the classifier with the determiner or to combine the noun with the determiner 

(which is ungrammatical in Cantonese). When there is only one option, Dem-CL, the 

likelihood of it being acquired first and used correctly is higher than when there are two 

options, CL-Dem and N-Dem. Wong wrote that ―out of 1999 utterances which contain a 

determiner, only one error is found‖ (p. 81). The usage of the classifier with the 

determiner and the noun with the determiner is more evenly distributed.   

Also in contrast to Wong‘s finding that for the Cantonese-speaking children, 

Num-CL (a preclassifier element) is the structure that occurs second most often, in this 

Vietnamese study, this structure is infrequent, under 3%, and comes not second, but in 

sixth place in the order of frequency. (See Chapter 4, Table 4.5.) 

A further difference between the children‘s classifier acquisition in Wong‘s study 

and in this study is in regard to the occurrence of the classifier with a wh-word. This 
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combination is infrequent and not acquired by age 3 in the Cantonese data, while in the 

present study, I found it to be the third most frequent structure, although it still occurs 

much less often than the CL-N construction, at only 2–6%. The main reason why the Wh 

+ CL combination does not occur early in Cantonese child speech is that, according to 

Wong, in Cantonese, ―a classifier is present in wh-questions. Therefore, it is not 

surprising to find few wh-words in Cantonese-speaking children before the classifiers are 

acquired‖ (p. 77). In Vietnamese, the wh-words meaning ‗who‘, ‗where‘, ‗when‘, ‗why‘, 

and ‗how‘ do not go with a classifier, but the wh-words meaning ‗what‘, ‗which‘, and 

‗how many‘ do. That is to say, for this subset of wh-words Vietnamese is like Cantonese 

in requiring them to be combined with a classifier. However, the Vietnamese-speaking 

children already produce CL-Wh earlier than the emergence of classifiers, but these CL-

Wh structures appear only in one collocation, namely cái gì (general classifier + what) 

meaning ‗what‘. This suggests that the CL-Wh structure is not productive but learned by 

young children as a fixed expression, picked up from its very frequent use in their 

parents‘ speech very early on. 

 

Three-element classifier phrases 

According to Wong, after two-element noun phrases have developed, at around 

age 2;6, is the onset of three-element noun phrase structures: Dem-CL-N first, followed 

by Num-CL-N. In addition, the classifier phrase occurred earlier and more frequently in 

object than in subject position in the speech of the Cantonese-speaking children she 

studied. This is similar to the emergence order in Vietnamese determined in this study. 

CL-N-Dem is acquired first at around 2;0, and Num-CL-N develops later at around 2;8. 
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Wong further reported that at around 3;0, the structure types involving bare 

nouns, classifiers, and pronouns became more diverse and the diversity of structures was 

most noticeable with classifiers in all four children‘s speech. The youngest child (age 

1;7–2;7) did not use any classifiers in the first three sessions, but in the last session 

produced 12 different, more sophisticated structure types related with the classifier. The 

same developmental pattern was followed by the other three children. The pattern of the 

Vietnamese-speaking children in this study is similar: After about 2;8 there began to be 

more diversity in structures of classifier phrases in the speech of the two older children 

observed. (Chapter 4, Figure 4.5.) For example, the youngest child used two classifier 

phrases in the first session (age: 1;09) and eight in the last (age: 2:03). One of the older 

children used eight classifier phrases in the first session (age: 2;04) and 13 in the last 

(age: 2;10). (Chapter 4, Figure 4.1.) 

 

Emergence of nominal categories (N, Det, CL, Wh) and classifier phrases 

The findings in this study with respect to the emergence of the nominal categories 

are to a great extent similar to those of Wong. In her analysis, the emergence of nouns is 

roughly shortly before age 2, that of determiners between 1;9 and 2;0, that of classifiers 

between 2;2 and 2;5, and that of wh-words after age 3. In this analysis of Vietnamese, 

nouns emerge before 1;9, determiners shortly before age 2, classifiers at 2;02, and the 

wh-words ‗what‘ and ‗which‘ at around 2;6–2;7. It is possible that we cannot tell the 

point of emergence for the determiner because children first use it together with the 

classifier as a chunk for ‗this‘. The points of emergence of the Vietnamese nominal 

categories are somewhat earlier than in Cantonese, especially for nouns and wh-words. 
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The points of emergence of determiners and classifiers are similar. There are two possible 

reasons for why the acquisition of Vietnamese nouns and wh-words seems to be earlier: 

(1) For nouns: The quality of data in this study is different: the greater amount of 

elicitation reveals more of the child‘s linguistic potential; (2) For wh-words: The fixed 

collocation with the general classifier helps the Vietnamese child learn the wh-word 

earlier as part of an unanalyzed chunk.  

 

6.1.3 Semantic aspect of classifier acquisition 

1. The first step is the acquisition of a set of five to six basic core classifiers. 

The results of this study‘s longitudinal data are consistent with this cross-

linguistic finding. In Vietnamese classifier development, three classifiers that clearly 

make up a core set are the general, animal, and the fruit/big-round classifiers: they are the 

most frequent, the earliest acquired, and are all used productively before 2;6, in 

combination with the determiner, wh-words, and numerals. A few of the other classifiers, 

including chiếc (vehicles), cây (long-straight-rigid), củ (root vegetables), and cục (small-

roundish, undefined shapes), may also belong to the core set for some children. (See 

Chapter 5, Figure 5.1.)  

 

2. Children produce many classifiers, but use only a few of them productively.  

Erbaugh (1982) reports that one of her longitudinally studied Mandarin learners 

produced 16 different classifiers and the other child produced 24 different classifiers after 

age 2;6. The eight children in Szeto‘s (1998) longitudinal study produced a total of 66 

classifiers (including mensural classifiers) between the ages 1;05 to 3;08. Wong (1998) 
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found that the longitudinally studied Cantonese-speaking children produced 34 different 

classifiers (including mensural classifiers) by age 3. Similarly, my longitudinally studied 

Vietnamese children produced a total of 39 classifiers (not including mensural classifiers) 

by age 3. However, only seven are used productively (Section 5.1, Chapter 5A, Table 

5.57, Chapter 5B). According to Erbaugh (1982), the two most frequent specific 

Mandarin classifiers used by the two children are zhi (animal) and zhang (flat-thin, but 

used only to refer to ‗sheets‘). In Hu‘s (1993) experimental study, the animacy (animate-

inhuman) classifier ZHI was the most frequently used specific classifier in all age groups 

and also had the greatest number of children using it. The next most frequent classifiers 

were shuang (paired-items), pi (culturally valued animals), zhang (flat-thin items), jian 

(clothes), ba (hand tools), zhi (singles of a pair), and Zhi (long-rigid items).  

In Cantonese, five classifiers were used productively: go3 (general), dou6 (verbal 

classifier indicating location), zek3 (for animals), gaa3 (vehicles), di1 (mensural classifier 

for plurality). In Vietnamese, seven classifiers were used productively before age 2;6: cái 

(general), con (animal/animate), quả or trái (fruit/big-round), cây (long-straight-rigid, 

plants), chiếc (vehicle, one of a pair), củ (root vegetable), and cục (small-roundish, 

heavy, undefined). We see that cross-linguistically, the classifiers for animals, vehicles, 

and one-dimensional shapes are among those acquired before age 3. By age 5 or 6, 

Vietnamese children have acquired most of the basic shape-based classifiers for 1D, 2D, 

and 3D, as seen in the results of the elicitation task (Chapter 5, Section 5.8). In Japanese, 

however, the acquisition of the core set happens later. Sanches (1977) reports that only by 

age 5 or 6, much later than in Cantonese and Vietnamese, Japanese children master a 

―basic‖ set of six numeral classifier forms: -hon (one-dimensional objects), -mai (two-
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dimensional objects), -ko (three-dimensional objects), -nin (humans), -hiki (animals), -dai 

(machinery). Matsumoto (1987) also found that classifier development in Japanese is 

late: Until age 4, the children produce only four classifiers. Between ages 4 and 7, 

children can use general classifiers -tsu, -ri/-nin, -hiki, and -ko, but do not use the more 

specific classifiers, -wa, -too, -hon, -mai, -dai, -soo, -ki.  

 

3. Children use the general classifier as a default substitute when they lack knowledge 

of more semantically specific classifiers.  

It has been reported in most of the previous studies that (a) the general classifier is 

used extensively in the early stage of language acquisition; (b) its overuse for many noun 

referents continues even up to age 6 to 7; and (c) its acquisition precedes that of specific 

classifiers. It is acquired earliest and overgeneralized the most.  

 (a) The use of the general classifier in Vietnamese is moderate rather than 

excessive. In the cross-sectional data, the rate for general classifier use is only one third 

that of the specific classifiers—in the 20–28% range. As explained in Chapter 5 (Section 

5.6.3), about 75% of recorded phrases with the general classifier were grammatical, while 

the remaining quarter comprised overgeneralization errors. This is a language-specific 

issue: the general classifier use is more restricted in Vietnamese because a number of 

replacements by the general classifier are not acceptable in adult language, whereas in 

Chinese, Thai, and Japanese, the substitution of the general classifier for specific 

classifiers is more widely accepted. In Mandarin, the general classifier is even more 

ubiquitous. It is both a general and shape classifier used to denote all sizes and shapes of 

objects (Loke, 1991), hence a well-established classifier in the children‘s vocabulary. 
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(b) My cross-sectional study shows that some children in the middle group (3;8–

4;4) and even the oldest group (4;7–5;7) still employ the general classifier as a default. 

Similarly, as per Carpenter (1987), Thai children‘s general classifier use occurs at all 

ages but increases the most at age 4 and then declines. According to Ng (1991), Thai 

children spend a long period producing just this general classifier until they acquire the 

conventional and appropriate use of classifiers. This is not so much the case in 

Vietnamese, as Vietnamese children acquire other classifiers at the same time or not 

much later than they master the general classifier, but simply do not master all the 

categories at once. 

(c) My longitudinal results show that the general classifier (and the animal 

classifier) are clearly the first acquired, before age 1;9, and the most frequent in both 

child and adult speech. In the current study, overuse of the general classifier was higher 

than that of specific classifiers (5–7% vs. 2–7%) but constituted only about a quarter of 

its total use. 

 

4.  (a) The use of specific classifiers is limited.  

My cross-sectional data shows that the use of specific classifiers is not limited in 

Vietnamese. They are only somewhat limited in the speech of children younger than 3;6, 

averaging about 18% of all classifier usage. Specific classifiers are dominant in the four- 

and five-year-olds, falling in the 61–67% range. In comparison, general classifier use is 

relatively low, at only 20–28%. The three-year-olds use more general (27.8%) than 

specific classifiers (17.9%). (See Chapter 5, Section 5.9.5.)  
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(b) Specific classifiers seem to be acquired slowly and late (between 2;6 and 3;0, 

according to Erbaugh and Hu).  

Performance in classifier usage improves and increases with age, with a burst 

sometime between ages 3 and 4. Loke and Harrison (1986) report a jump from 

inappropriate to appropriate use of the classifiers they tested between ages 3 and 4, with a 

rise in frequency of appropriate use from 40% at age 3 to 80% at age 4. Uchida and Imai 

(1996) found an improved knowledge of classifiers between 4 and 5 years. In my study, 

very much as in Loke and Harrison‘s, a sharp rise in specific classifier usage takes place 

between 3 and 4, when it climbs from 17.9% to 61%. It is further found in this study that 

the period between ages 3 and 4 (the age range of the middle group) is when three 

different processes overlap: a classifier spurt, an increase in overgeneralizations with the 

specific classifier, and a decrease in classifier omission errors. The middle group thus 

goes through a trial-and-error period, exploring and testing the usage of specific 

classifiers. This pattern of development resonates with Mak‘s (1991) finding that subjects 

in the middle group, instead of using the general classifier, try to use the appropriate 

specific classifiers despite having an incomplete and insecure knowledge of them.  

(c) Before age 3 children’s rate of correct classifier use is low, but after age 5 

children mostly use specific classifiers correctly.  

The rate of overgeneralizations is very high with general classifiers and very low 

with specific ones. Both of the previous longitudinal studies, Erbaugh (1982) on 

Mandarin and Wong (1998) on Cantonese, report a not overwhelming number of 

generalizations with specific classifiers. Erbaugh‘s two longitudinal subjects used almost 

all the specific classifiers correctly; there were only three errors. Gandour et al. (1984), in 
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an experimental study on Thai, report an overextension rate of only 15%. In their 

experimental study on Mandarin, Loke and Harrison (1986) found that the classifiers‘ 

rate of appropriate use was only 40% among the three-year-olds but 100% among the 

five- and seven-year-olds. Carpenter (1987) also found in her experimental study with 

Thai children that the two- to three-year-olds responded with correct classifiers only 19% 

of the time and the 11-year-olds 93% of the time. In my Vietnamese study, however, the 

percentage of correct use of specific classifiers is very high not only in the five-year-olds 

(99%) but also in the three-year-olds (95%). Even though the youngest group produced 

only a few specific classifiers, 95% of those they did produce were correct. As in 

previous studies, in this study overgeneralization with specific classifiers makes up only a 

small portion of total usage, only 55 out of 2,012 total elicited tokens (2.7%) in the cross-

sectional data, and also at a lower rate in the longitudinal data. The children did not 

overgeneralize with cây, chiếc, and cục. (See Chapter 5, Section 5.3.4.) 

 

5. For disjunctive categories, young children use the classifier first for only one of the 

branches.  

According to Carpenter (1987), children acquiring Thai classifiers typically pass 

through a stage of correctly classifying only one branch of disjunctive categories before 

they are able to extend the use of the classifier to the different branches. Children apply a 

similar pattern when they overextend. For example, Hu (1993) observed in his 

experimental study on Mandarin that children select one semantic feature, such as 

animacy, for the disjunctive classifier ZHI, and use it to classify objects or entities that 

they perceive as alive and movable, including vehicles. This pattern also prevails in 
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Japanese classifier acquisition with classifiers that are used to denote both prototypical 

and non-prototypical objects. In Matsumoto‘s (1985) experimental study, Japanese 

children performed well in their assignment of the classifier -hon for long or saliently 1D 

objects (prototypical), but performed poorly in assigning -hon for objects not saliently 1D 

(non-prototypical), such as ‗teeth‘, ‗tulips‘, and ‗pants‘. 

The same developmental pattern is found in the present study. Children acquiring 

Vietnamese initially focus on just one of the branches of disjunctive categories. They 

select the most salient branch first: only the animal branch for con, only the fruit branch 

and the big-round shape branch for quả/trái, only the long-straight-rigid shape branch for 

cây, and only the vehicle branch for chiếc. A piece of evidence for this pattern can be 

seen in the data from the elicitation task: For the classifier con, the youngest (three-year-

old) group‘s responses were 100% correct to the animal stimuli, but only 3 out of 11 

children in this group responded correctly to ‗eye‘ and none gave the correct answer for 

‗doll‘. The exception is the general classifier cái, which children in this study were able 

to use for all branches except for abstract entities. 

 

6. Among the specific classifiers, the animal classifier is the most often used correctly.  

Both Erbaugh (2002) and Tse et al. (2007) reported that in Cantonese, besides the 

general classifier, the animal classifier zek3 has the highest frequency of occurrence, and 

it has the highest rate of overuse among the specific classifiers. Wong (1998), on the 

other hand, while finding no overextensions with the animal classifier, did, like Erbaugh 

(2002) and Tse et al. (2007), find a higher rate of appropriate use for the animal classifier 

zek3 (67–76%) than for the general classifier go3 (30–59%). Results from the present 
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study are consistent with those of previous studies; both the longitudinal and cross-

sectional data indicate that children make the fewest errors with the animal classifier. All 

four children in the longitudinal study used the animal classifier correctly 100% of the 

time and produced the most nouns with it, more even than with the general classifier. As 

Wong (1998) found for Cantonese-speaking children, the Vietnamese-speaking children 

made very few overextensions with the animal classifier. Furthermore, the animal 

classifier was among the first and earliest-acquired classifier for the children in this study. 

(See Chapter 5, Sections 5.2.5 and 5.3.1.) 

 

7. Children rely on shape rather than function in selecting a classifier. Mostly, shape-

based classifiers are acquired before function-based classifiers.  

In Poon‘s (1980) experimental study on Cantonese, children categorized objects 

by length rather than function. They assigned the shape-based classifier used for 1D long 

objects to the words for ‗ladder‘, ‗hammer‘, ‗ruler‘, and ‗lock‘, which are conventionally 

classified with the function-based classifier. Hu (1993) similarly found that Mandarin-

speaking child subjects assigned the classifier Zhi (for long-rigid objects) to clothes and 

long-shaped objects that are conventionally classified with the function classifier ba (for 

hand tools). This overgeneralization pattern provides evidence that the children rely more 

on shape than function when they categorize objects. 

The Vietnamese evidence supports this cross-linguistic generalization. When 

shown an odd number of chopsticks, several children doing the elicitation task responded 

with cây (for long, hard, rigid objects) instead of chiếc (for one of a pair) or đôi (for 

complete pairs). (See Section 5.7.2.5.) This is evidence that the children rely on shape 
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rather than arrangement when selecting a classifier. There is also evidence that they select 

a classifier based on shape rather than on taxonomy. For instance, the shape classifier cục 

(for round, heavy, undefined) was used for ‗garlic‘, a noun that requires the taxonomic 

classifier củ (for root vegetables).  

Erbaugh (1982, 1984, 1986), Loke and Harrison (1986), and Loke (1991) stress 

that Mandarin-speaking children acquire and overextend classifiers denoting shapes 

before those denoting animacy and function. The acquisition of Vietnamese shape-based 

classifiers may be somewhat like that of Thai shape classifiers in that Vietnamese shape-

based classifiers are acquired later than non-shape ones. The fact that the acquisition rate 

of shape classifiers in Thai and Vietnamese is slow compared to the other languages is 

evidently based on the complexity and variety of one- to three-dimensional classifiers in 

Thai and Vietnamese. This is clearly a language-specific difference.  

 

8. Different acquisition orders for shape-based classifiers have been reported for 

different languages. 

As discussed in detail in Chapter 2, different studies have reported different 

acquisition orders for shape classifiers. Five different orders of shape-based classifiers 

appear to be possible, based on previous research:  

1. 1-D > 2-D > 3-D (Cantonese, Mandarin, Japanese)  

2. 1-D > 3-D > 2-D (Cantonese) 

3. 2-D > 1-D > 3-D (Mandarin) 

4. 3-D > 1-D > 2-D (Mandarin, Japanese) 

5. No predominance of either dimension (Cantonese, Malay) 

6. 3D <=> 1D > 2D (Vietnamese) 

 

Based on the composite results from my longitudinal and cross-sectional data, the 

order of acquisition of Vietnamese shape-based classifiers is: trái/quả (3D round, big) > 
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cây (1D long-straight-rigid) > cục (3D roundish, heavy, undefined) > sợi (1D long-

straight-flexible) > tờ (2D flat-flexible) > tấm (2D flat-rigid), hột (3D roundish, small, 

grain-like), viên (3D round, small), cuộn (3D roll-like), and lá (2D flat, leaf-like).  

This order does not fit any of the five previously reported possible orders, and so I 

propose a sixth: 3D <=> 1D > 2D; that is, the children in this study acquired 3D and 1D 

shape classifiers within the same time frame, while 2D classifiers were acquired later.  

Mandarin and Cantonese classifier acquisition studies demonstrate orders 1–3, 

with 1D as the primary feature first acquired. The 3D classifiers are not acquired first in 

these languages. This may be because of language-specific differences: Cantonese does 

not have a 3D-big/round classifier equivalent to Vietnamese quả/trái, but the big-round 

shape may be striking to the young child, who will acquire such a classifier first if it 

exists in the language. Similarly, in Malay, children use the 3D shape classifiers (3D-big 

and 3D-small) as general classifiers to substitute for other classifiers, most probably also 

because of the salience of the big-round shape. Other secondary semantic features ranked 

in the order in which they are acquired are: big > small, and irregular/undefined shape > 

specific/defined shape. Vietnamese children acquire the classifier for 3D big (trái/quả) 

before those for 3D small (cục, hột, viên). There is a tendency to acquire a classifier used 

for a less specific, undefined shape (cục) before those used for a more specific, defined 

shape (hột, viên). Mak (1991) observed a similar developmental trend for Mandarin shape 

classifiers: gau6 (objects of an irregular shape) and fai (flat, often pliable) are acquired 

late.  
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Part B: Discussion 

 

6.2 Findings unique to this study 

6.2.1 The high frequency of classifier + noun 

None of the studies reviewed in Chapter 2 reported a high rate of occurrence of 

Classifier + Noun sequences (CL-N). The only study that placed some emphasis on these 

sequences is Poon‘s (1980), which reports that when three-year-old Cantonese children 

used a specific classifier they used it in the CL-N construction. Poon speculates that 

classifiers may be rote-memorized in such frames. Peripherally, Carpenter (1987) and 

Wong (1998) observed a much lower CL-N usage rate. In Wong‘s study of Cantonese 

child speech only a single token of CL-N occurred in the youngest child‘s speech at age 

1;09, only five tokens at 2;3, and a total of only 60 tokens from all 25 sessions recorded 

for 14 months, whereas in Vietnamese, the youngest child produced 58 tokens of CL-N at 

1;09, 184 tokens at 2;3, and an impressive total of 762 tokens from 13 sessions recorded 

over six months. In contrast, the speech of the youngest Cantonese-speaking child 

contains a remarkably greater number of bare nouns (N), a total of 607 tokens compared 

to only 60 tokens of CL-N. The speech of the youngest Vietnamese child contains almost 

the same number of bare nouns as of CL-N, as shown in Table 6.2. For the number of 

tokens from the other children, refer to Appendix N. 

 

Table 6.2: Tokens of nouns with classifiers compared to tokens of bare nouns in the 

youngest child‘s speech 

Language Study age 1;9  age 2;3 Total age 1;9 age 2;3 Total 

    CL-N CL-N CL-N N N N 

Cantonese Wong  1 5 60 18 42 607 

Vietnamese this study 58 184 762 55 148 720 
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The results of the present study clearly show that very young Vietnamese children 

(before age 3) employ a very high number of CL-N constructions (57%–82%) (Table 4.5 

of Chapter 4), and this construction is the first they acquire, rather than the classifier with 

a determiner or a numeral. In Cantonese, CL-N is only the third structure acquired, that 

is, after Dem-CL and Num-CL. There is evidence that the Vietnamese children use the 

classifier with the noun productively because the youngest child (1;09) could use the 

same classifier with multiple nouns in this construction (Section 5.2.2 and Table 5.5 of 

Chapter 5A). 

The results in Table 6.2 indicate a clear recurrent pattern of Vietnamese-speaking 

children preferring to utter a noun together with a classifier, while the Cantonese-

speaking children prefer to say the noun by itself without a classifier. Why is there this 

difference between the two languages? 

There are several possible accounts for the remarkably high usage of CL-N that 

this study observes in Vietnamese: 

(1) Quality of data. In this study, the longitudinal data consist of both spontaneous 

naturalistic speech and some portion of semi-controlled elicitation in which the parents or 

caretakers or the investigator used picture books and toys to ask the children to name 

objects. The high number of CL-N utterances could be a result of this elicitation, when 

the child responded with CL-N to a picture or object that was being pointed at. The 

analysis in Chapter 4 of whether classifier phrases occur in object or direct object 

position reveals that CL-N is used predominantly alone (Table 4.23 and 4.25 of Chapter 

4). When naming or listing objects, there is a high tendency for Vietnamese speakers to 

use more CL-N than bare nouns. This question deserves a separate empirical study. 
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It may be that Wong (1998) did not observe much CL-N usage due to the absence 

of such semi-controlled elicitations. Wong does not describe the methodologies or 

elicitation scenarios used for the collection of longitudinal data, saying only that it was 

naturalistic data, that the adults interacted with the child in naturalistic settings, and that 

―sometimes toys such as muppets, play dough medical kits, or bathroom sets were 

brought along as props‖ (Wong, 1998, p. 45). 

Table 6.3 and Figure 6.1 shows how much elicitation (with picture books) some 

of Minh‘s sessions contain.  

Table 6.3: Minh‘s quality of data 

TOTAL Minh 1 Minh 2 Minh 3 Minh 4 Minh 5 

Spontaneous  49 mins 41 mins 54 mins 56 mins 37 mins 

Picture book 12 mins 17 mins 11 mins 8 mins 18 mins 

Rough 
percentage of 
picture book  24% 41% 20% 14% 49% 

CL-N tokens 58 46 50 33 79 
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The more picture book elicitation there is in a session, the higher the number of CL-N 

structures the child tends to produce. (Appendix O has the number of CL-N in all 

sessions for all four children.)  

Nevertheless, looking closely at some stretches of Minh‘s spontaneous utterances, 

I find that he often self-initiated (without elicitation) utterances containing nouns paired 

with a classifier. Just as plain nouns are uttered as holophrases at this young age in other, 

non-classifier languages like English, in Vietnamese there exists a preference for saying 

the noun together with the classifier in child speech. In other numeral classifier 

languages, such as Cantonese, young children behave differently; they leave out the 

classifier and prefer to say just the noun, as evidenced by the high number of bare nouns 

and the low number of CL-N structures in the data of all four children investigated in 

Wong‘s (1998) study. The other longitudinal study, Erbaugh (1982), did not provide any 

raw tokens of CL-N or bare nouns, hence comparison with Mandarin is not possible. 

  There is also consistency in the speech of all four children in the present study in 

their preference for the CL-N pairing over the bare N across a wider age range (1;9–3;2). 

In most of the two younger children‘s sessions, they produced more CL-N than N. 

(Appendix Z.) Minh produced more CL-N than N in 10 out of 13 sessions, Ha Mi in 4 out 

of 12 sessions. The two older children, Liem and Giang, produced more CL-N than bare 

N in all sessions, whether or not elicitation took place. For example, Liem‘s sessions 

contain predominantly spontaneous speech, while Ha Mi‘s sessions contain primarily 

elicitation with toys and picture cards, but the number of CL-N is consistently higher in 

both of these children‘s speech. 
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(2) Amalgams. Vietnamese-speaking children learn some nouns together with their 

appropriate classifiers as chunks or unanalyzed wholes, and this is why we find a high 

number of CL-N sequences in their speech. In order to confirm this, an in-depth analysis 

of the nouns used by the youngest child in the first sessions is necessary, to determine 

whether he used a particular noun alone or with a classifier.  

A representative noun analysis of the first session of the youngest child, Minh, 

reveals the following results.
56

 (See Appendix AA for this analysis.) As these counts 

show, 12 nouns occurred only or almost always with a classifier (orange highlight), and 

eight other nouns consistently occurred bare, without a classifier (pink highlight). Some 

nouns occur primarily with a verb postverbally or preverbally (green highlight), and the 

child tends not to use these with the classifier. Those that mostly occur with the classifier 

rather than as bare nouns were ‗eraser‘ and ‗battery‘ (yellow highlight). They both were 

correctly used with the same shape classifier, cục (for roundish, heavy, undefined). 

‗Slipper‘ and ‗shoe‘ were only used with the classifier đôi (for pair) and ‗pen‘ was only 

used with the classifier cây (1D, long-rigid). It is very likely that Minh rote-learned these 

nouns together with their classifiers. Most animal nouns (‗fish‘, ‗chicken‘, ‗mouse‘, 

‗dog‘, and ‗buffalo‘) were used with their classifier, con. ‗Horse‘ was mostly used with a 

verb postverbally, namely in the collocation ‗ride horse‘. All two-syllable nouns were 

consistently used with no classifier (‗balloon‘, ‗ocean crab‘, ‗baby‘, ‗television‘, ‗pencil‘, 

‗bicycle‘, ‗flashlight‘). Some one-syllable nouns were used primarily with a verb 

preverbally (‗hit car‘) and some others with a verb postverbally (‗kick ball‘, ‗eat candy‘) 

or as just a bare noun by itself (‗ball‘, ‗balloon‘, ‗schoolbag‘).  

                                                 
56

 I analyzed all nouns from this session. 
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Thus, the nouns that Minh consistently produced with the classifier were animal 

nouns, and the nouns that he learned with the classifier were (1) certain nouns that require 

a shape-based classifier and (2) nouns that require an arrangement-based classifier, e.g., 

for paired things such as shoes and slippers. Nouns that were not learned with the 

classifier were ‗ball‘ and ‗balloon‘; both of these nouns would be classified by the 

fruit/big-round classifier trái/quả. It is very possible that nouns that are classified with 

this classifier most of the time do not occur with the classifier in Minh‘s parents‘ speech. 

From the perspective of syllable structure of early word combination, a pattern of 

preference for two syllables or two words becomes clear. Table 6.4 compares the number 

of nouns Minh used with the classifier (CL-N), without the classifier (N), and with a verb 

(V-N). 

Table 6.4: Number of nouns Minh used with and without the classifier in the first session 

CL-N 13 

N (N is monosyllabic)  3 

N (N is disyllabic)  6 

V-N or N-V  8 

Total of nouns Minh used in his first session 30 

 

The majority of the nouns used appeared together with the classifier, but 

disyllabic nouns tended not to be used with the classifier. More discussion on disyllabic 

nouns appears in Section 6.2.2.3. Other nouns used without the classifier occur with the 

verb mostly in fixed V-N collocations such as ‗kick ball‘. Thus, the majority of nouns 

produced by this Vietnamese child at age 1;9 were two-word combinations, seemingly in 

disyllabic fixed frames:  

First syllable  Second syllable 

CL   N 

1
st
 syllable of N 2

nd
 syllable of N 

V   N 

N   V 
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Some shape-based CL-N sequences seem to be acquired as chunks at first because 

the expected classifier appears with only this one noun across all early sessions. Such 

amalgams include cục pin (CL-‗battery‘), sợi dây (CL-‗string‘), tờ báo (CL-newspaper), 

and tấm hình (CL-‗picture‘). The amalgam stage for these shape classifiers lasts until 

early age 4. After that comes a spurt stage, during which children break from the 

amalgam and begin to be able to use the classifiers that they first learned with only one 

noun with other appropriate nouns. Evidence for this can be taken from the results of the 

cross-sectional data. For example, the middle group could use cục not only with ‗battery‘, 

but also with ‗stone‘, ‗eraser‘, ‗soap bar‘, and ‗candy‘. (Section 5.7.3.1.) The middle 

group could use tờ not only with ‗newspaper‘, but also ‗paper‘. (Section 5.7.3.3.) And the 

oldest group (five-year-olds) could use tấm not only with ‗picture‘ but also ‗doormat‘. 

(Section 5.7.3.4.) After about age 4, there is more consistent, appropriate, and productive 

use of some of the shape classifiers. However, for other shape classifiers such as hột 

(tiny, roundish, grain-like), the amalgam stage continues longer: It was still observed in 

the five-year-olds. Evidence for this is that the oldest group used this classifier only with 

one noun, namely ‗rice grain‘. (Table 5.16 of Chapter 5a.) 

This pattern of producing a certain classifier with only one noun was also found in 

Mandarin by Erbaugh (1982): Both children in that study used zhang (flat, rigid) only to 

refer to sheets of paper. Mak (1991) found that in Cantonese, fai (flat, pliable) occurred 

only with ‗leaf‘ early in the children‘s speech, but not with ‗glass‘, ‗table-tennis bat‘, or 

‗plank‘, which are also classified with fai.  
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Below I present other evidence from both the longitudinal and cross-sectional 

data that in the beginning, children acquire some classifier phrases as amalgams or a 

chunks, suggesting that the child understands two elements as a single unit.  

 

(a) Double classifier errors (Tables 5.32 and 5.33 and Section 5.9.3). It is very possible 

that the younger children learn certain CL-N sequences as unanalyzed units; that is, they 

understand the classifier as part of the noun, and add a redundant classifier to this 

sequence, turning the construction into an ungrammatical classifier phrase with two 

classifiers in a row. For example, if the child learns đôi dép ‗CL slippers‘ as a unit and 

thinks that ‗CL slippers‘ is the noun ‗slippers‘, once the child has figured out that CÁI, 

the default classifier, is a fixed element that can combine with other elements, the child 

may produce ungrammatical utterances such as *CÁI đôi dép ‗CL (general) CL (pair) 

slippers‘. A similar phenomenon occurs in the beginning stage of the acquisition of 

gender in French, when children learn unit-like pairings of article-plus-noun (Grégoire, 

1971). 

  

(b) The less frequent classifiers that were used by only one or two children in the 

longitudinal data were probably acquired as amalgams as well. (Chapter 5, Table 5.1.) A 

closer examination of whether these classifiers occurred only with one noun or multiple 

nouns shows that six infrequent classifiers that were used more than once occurred with 

the same noun (Table 6.5). 
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Table 6.5: Less frequent classifiers used with nouns as amalgams 

Child CL occurred only with used how many times? 

LIEM khẩu the noun 'gun' 2 

 đống the numeral ''one' 2 

 bậc a numeral 2 

 tấm the numeral ''one' 5 

 phát the numeral ''one' 9 

    

GIANG ngón a numeral 4 

 

(c) The CL + Det and CL + Wh sequences are acquired as inseparable units in the 

beginning. More specifically, these are the combinations [general CL + ‗this‘] (cái này) 

and [general CL + ‗what‘] (cái gì). The time of Minh‘s first use of cái này is unknown, 

but it was well before 1;9, and as an unanalyzed chunk. The nominal category of 

determiner becomes productive for him at 1;11, as determined in Chapter 4, Section 

4.4.4. This is further supported by the fact that the children older than Minh, namely Ha 

Mi, Liem, and Giang, could use the determiner with more than one classifier (con, trái, 

chiếc), and also with a different determiner, namely ‗that‘. Minh‘s first use of cái gì is at 

1;10 and Ha Mi‘s at 1;11 or earlier is as an unanalyzed chunk. The nominal category of 

wh-word becomes productive about eight months later (2;6): the two older children, Liem 

and Giang, could use the wh-word with more than one classifier and also with a different 

wh-word, namely ‗which‘. (Chapter 4, Section 4.4.4.) This development is similar to how 

an English-learning child needs time to analyze what’s into what and is. 

Recall from the analysis in Chapter 4 that the age of emergence of the determiner 

is at 1;11, of the classifier at 2;2, and of the wh-word at 2;6. However, as was determined 

in Chapter 4, CL-N sequences already appear in the children‘s speech well before 1;9, CL 

+ Det already appears at 1;10, and CL + Wh at 1;11. This may be one reason that the age 

of emergence (the time of productive use) is later than the time of first use. Wong (1998) 
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found in her study on Cantonese that ―the determiner becomes productive between 1;09 

to 2;00, a few months before the classifiers are used productively. Therefore, it is 

possible that the first instances of [det-cl] are in fact unanalyzed formulaic chunks, esp. 

since errors of double classifiers are found among these children from 2;02 to 2;07‖ (p. 

72). The evidence from Vietnamese similarly suggests that the initial occurrences of CL-

N, CL + Det, and CL + Wh in child language are unanalyzed formulaic chunks. 

 

(3) Input. Parental speech has a great influence on children‘s classifier development. 

Nouns that parents prefer to use together with the classifier are more likely to be used by 

the child as a CL-N sequence as well. One possible reason for why Vietnamese adults 

unconsciously prefer to use certain nouns together with the classifier—which is reflected 

in their child‘s language—may be because in Vietnamese, according to T. H. Nguyen 

(2004), ―there is a collocational relationship between classifiers and the classified noun‖ 

(p. 102). Hui (2003) similarly suggested that ―different classifiers have varying degrees 

of closeness with the nouns they classify‖ (p. 158). For example, the semantic link of the 

animal/animate classifier con to its noun referents is very strong. Consequently, speakers 

tend to use the classifier, as shown in Example (6.1a), and it seems ungrammatical if the 

classifier is dropped (6.1b). On the other hand, the semantic connection between the 

general classifier cái and its noun referents is weak. Speakers sometimes drop this 

classifier, (6.2) and (6.3), and the sentence is still grammatical. 

 

(6.1) a. Con chó thứ nhất bị bệnh r i.  

CL dog first  suffer sick PERF  

‗The first dog is sick.‘  
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b. *Chó thứ nhất bị bệnh r i.  

   dog  first   suffer sick PERF  

 

(6.2)  Trong nhà tôi có hai (cái) gh .  

in  house  I have  two CL chair  

‗There are two chairs in my house.‘  

 

(6.3)  (Cái) gh  thứ nhất hư r i.  

CL chair first  broken PERF  

‗The first chair is broken.‘  

       (Examples from Hui, 2003, p. 159) 

 

 

There is additional evidence for the predominance of CL-N in Vietnamese adult 

language. Daley (1998) takes a discourse approach to Vietnamese adult language, 

investigating in what types of NPs classifiers are found in narratives. Daley found that 

CL-N is more predominant than the other classifier phrases. The rate of CL-N use in 

narrative texts is 33% (239/714), compared to 10% of NPs that contain a number, 8% of 

NPs that contain a number and a classifier, and 5% that contain a number, a classifier, 

and a noun (Num-CL-N).  

This tight connection between the classifier and the noun also exists in other 

languages, but apparently to a much smaller extent, and this is reflected in child 

language: No other study on classifier acquisition has reported a high rate of CL-N uses. 

The only mention of such a connection is by Mak (1991), who noted that the link 

between fai (flat, pliable) and ‗leaf‘ is stronger than the link between fai and other nouns 

such as ‗glass‘, ‗table-tennis bat‘, and ‗plank‘. A close examination of CL-N use in other 

numeral classifier languages seems necessary in order to find out why CL-N sequences 

are not in high occurrence in the child speech of other classifier languages. Whether this 

is due to its low occurrence in adult language as well remains a question that deserves a 

separate study.  
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6.2.2 Reasons for the relatively high rate of classifier omission  

The previous studies (Carpenter, 1987; Erbaugh, 1986, 2002; Hu, 1993; Tse et al., 

2007; Wong, 1998) that placed some focus on classifier omission errors all have reported 

very low, insignificant rates of such errors, below 1%. The present study found a much 

higher rate of classifier omissions. Among the three types of error (classifier omission, 

double classifier, and overgeneralizations), classifier omission occurred at the highest 

rates: 11% in the five-year-olds, 19% in the four-year-olds, and 25% in the three-year-

olds. The youngest group (2;10–3;8) was unable to respond with the target classifier 

when their response included a numeral. A typical response was ‗two CL ball‘, with the 

classifier omitted, resulting in an ungrammatical utterance. The typical pattern in the 

youngest group was non-numeric; in such responses, they did provide the target 

classifier. Classifier omission errors start to decrease after age 3½. 

An account was provided for classifier omission in Wong (1998). A processing 

effect in relation to the adjacency principle (O‘Grady 1987; Ninio 1995) called ‗a 

bottleneck effect‘ is at work when young children build up their classifier phrases. Wong 

claims that ungrammatical classifier omission in Num-CL-N constructions is not due to 

children being unable to supply any classifier per se, since they are able to supply the 

obligatory classifier in Dem-CL constructions. Rather, they select the classifier as the 

default element to combine with the demonstrative. This is due to the processing 

bottleneck, a stage at which children‘s processor permits only one element to be 

combined with the head noun. When learning a classifier language, children have to 

choose between the classifier and the numeral to combine with the head noun; Wong‘s 
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results show that they choose the numeral, which yields the ungrammatical *Num-N 

pattern.  

Vietnemese children prefer to utter the noun with the classifier in non-numeral 

contexts, but in numeral contexts, why is classifier omission higher in Vietnamese than in 

other numeral classifier languages? There seem to be four contributory phenomena: lack 

of knowledge of the specific classifiers, the use of the general classifier as a default, the 

slow development of number concepts, and prosodic considerations. 

The most obvious reason is the lack of knowledge of the expected specific 

classifier. Young Vietnamese-speaking children, more often than children acquiring other 

classifier languages, prefer to leave out the classifier rather than employ the general 

classifier as a default. Vietnamese-speaking children seem to be more conservative than 

child speakers of other languages in their acquisition of classifiers in that they choose to 

omit an obligatory classifier rather than deliver a wrong classifier or use the general 

classifier. In short, they seem to prefer to make mistakes in syntax for the sake of 

avoiding mistakes in semantics. 
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6.2.2.1 The relation between general classifier use and classifier omission 

There are other, less obvious, reasons for Vietnamese-learning children‘s high 

rate of classifier omission errors. One is the relation between general classifier use and 

classifier omission. Salehuddin and Winskel (2009) report, based on their elicitation task, 

that at 6 years Malay-speaking children still made classifier omission errors. The fact that 

Malay does not have a general classifier may lead to a higher rate of classifier omission. 

The existence of a general classifier aids the child in securing its syntactic position. If 

such a classifier does not exist, then the position of the obligatory classifier in a numeral 

construction is harder to grasp and thus more likely to be left empty. The strategy that 

Malay children employ is to pick frequently occurring classifiers as general classifiers. 

According to Salehuddin and Winskel (2009), the children substituted two shape 

classifiers, buah (3D: big) and biji (3D: small), for other classifiers. Given the results 

from other studies that testify to the overwhelming overuse of general classifiers and the 

very low number of classifier omissions, there seems to be a correlation: The more 

frequent the occurrence of the general classifier in adult speech and the more frequently it 

is overgeneralized, the fewer classifier omission errors are made by learners. 

The high classifier omission rates in Vietnamese child language provide further 

evidence for such a correlation and the conclusion that the general classifier serves as a 

placeholder. Although very frequent, the general classifier in Vietnamese is nevertheless 

not as frequent as in Chinese and Thai, and fewer generalizations are made with it than in 

those languages. However, one result is that more classifier omissions errors are made by 

learners. This seems to suggest the following pattern for child classifier acquisition: The 

more widespread the use of the general classifier in a language, the more limited is the 
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use of specific classifiers. As a result, it is less likely that nouns and classifiers are 

initially learned together as chunks, and fewer specific classifiers are produced early. 

This is the case with Cantonese, Mandarin, Thai, and probably also Japanese and Korean. 

In child Vietnamese classifier acquisition, we find almost the reverse trend: The use of 

the general classifier is less widespread, the use of specific classifiers is not limited, more 

classifiers tend to be first learned together with nouns, and more specific classifiers are 

acquired earlier. In this way, child Vietnamese classifier acquisition is untypical of the 

cross-linguistic picture, due mainly to differences that are language-specific—the main 

difference being that general classifier use is more restricted. 

 

6.2.2.2 Number concept 

A second reason for the relatively high rate of classifier omission errors may be 

the lack of the number concept. Sophian (1998) explains that ―very young children can 

count sets of two or three accurately but not larger sets‖ (p. 50). In fact, an earlier 

researcher, Descoudres (1946), characterized young children‘s number knowledge as ―un, 

deux, trois, beaucoup‖; that is, the young child regards numbers bigger than ‗three‘ 

simply as ‗many‘. Sophian (1998) also explains that children can say the number words, 

but have a hard time matching the numbers up with the objects, and it takes time to 

master the concept that each number is to be paired with one and only one object. These 

phenomena of early number development seem to interact with the acquisition of 

classifiers. Children younger than three do not yet have a full understanding of numbers. 

Carpenter (1987) found in her study on Thai that younger children did better with 

classifiers in non-numeral than in numeral contexts. Hu (1993) found in his elicitations 
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that Mandarin-speaking child subjects tended to omit the classifier and also gave a wrong 

number when the numeral expected was bigger than ‗two‘, but they did not make 

omission errors when the numeral was ‗one‘. A similar phenomenon was observed in the 

present study. Prior to the elicitation task, all children were asked to count from 1 to 10, 

and all of them could do this. For most of them, especially the three- and four-year-olds, 

counting is a form of rote repetition. When shown pictures with multiple items of the 

same objects and asked how many they saw, the majority of the younger children counted 

1-2-3-4-5 etc., but they could not correctly determine the number of objects in the 

picture. For example, they said *‗4-candy‘ instead of ‗6-CL-candy‘. Their responses 

show a consistent pattern that demonstrates that they do not understand the concept of 

numbers yet.  

A small analysis of children‘s production of correct and incorrect numerals in 

relation to their classifier omission errors shows the following intriguing results (Table 

6.6 and Figure 6.2):   

 

Table 6.6: Tokens of number production in NPs with monosyllabic nouns and classifier 

omission  

Group Age range 
CL omission and 
incorrect numeral 

CL omission but 
correct numeral 

Non-numeral 
responses 

Oldest 4;7-5;7 0 18 4 

Middle 3;8-4;4 19 32 1 

Youngest 2;10-3;7 59 16 131 

 

(Note that this analysis was done after I had discovered the children‘s pattern of omitting 

the classifier with disyllabic nouns. Most of the expected nouns in the task were 

monosyllabic; about one fourth were disyllabic. I did not include omissions that were 

made with unexpected disyllabic nouns, counting only the omissions that were made with 

monosyllabic nouns.) 
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Figure 6.2: Number production in NPs with monosyllabic nouns and classifier omission  

 

 

For this analysis, all tokens of classifier omission errors were examined to see 

whether they contained a correct or incorrect numeral. The expected numerals ranged 

from 1 to 10. As evident from Table 6.5, the same pattern applies to the oldest and 

youngest group: They both made more classifier omission errors with the correct numeral 

[pink] than classifier omission errors with the incorrect numeral [blue]. The oldest group 

[right] did not make any omission errors with incorrect numbers; all their omissions 

contained the correct expected number [pink]. The middle group made fewer omission 

errors with an incorrect number [blue] than with the correct number [pink]. These results 

indicate that for the four- and five-year-olds, the concept of number does not interfere 

with the knowledge of the classifier position. By age 4, children have mastered both 

counting and the conservation of numbers but still omit the obligatory classifier. The 
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results, however, are reversed for the youngest group: Their number of classifier 

omissions with an incorrect numeral is almost four times higher than their number of 

classifier omissions with the correct numeral. This pattern, along with their high number 

of non-numeral responses [black], suggests that for the three-year-olds, their 

underdeveloped cognitive ability for matching up numbers with objects interferes with 

their knowledge of the classifier position, probably in terms of performance, rather than 

competence.  

There are also many bits of evidence in the longitudinal data of the children‘s 

inability to pair a number with one and only one entity. Here is one such example of 

wrong number indication from the oldest longitudinally studied child, Giang at age 3, 

when she and her mother were looking at a picture with two birds. 

 

(6.4) *MOT: Giang ơi  có  mấy   con   chim  đây? 

Giang  EX  have  how many  CL-animal  bird  here? 

‗Giang! How many birds are here?‘ 

*CHI:  một con. 

one  CL-animal 

‗One.‘ 

*MOT: đây nữa. 

here  more 

‗What about here?‘ 

*CHI:  một  con. 

one  CL-animal 

‗One.‘ 

*MOT: tất cả   đây  là  mấy   con? 

altogether  here  is  how many  CL-animal? 

‗How many are there altogether?‘ 

*CHI:  tất cả  một con. 

altogether  one  CL-animal. 

‗Altogether there is one.‘ 

 

Results such as these suggest that classifier acquisition is subject to cognitive constraints, 

and that full syntactic competence (knowledge of the obligatory classifier position) has to 
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remain dormant until about age 4 when the child attains the necessary cognitive skill for 

counting. 

It is, therefore, necessary to understand the cognitive underpinnings of the task of 

learning numerals in children in order to fully understand how numeral classifiers are 

acquired. There are some aspects of numbers that children do not learn until age 5 or 6. A 

concept related to numbers is arrangement, a primary semantic feature, which has to do 

with numbers alone or in pairs. This semantic feature is also acquired late, as the results 

discussed in Section 5.7.2.5 demonstrate. Some children under age 5 do not yet 

understand the concept of a member of a pair. At the same time, they learn nouns with 

đôi (classifier for pair) as amalgams and as pairs: thus when three shoes were shown they 

responded with ‗pair‘, which would describe not three shoes but six shoes. Furthermore, 

đôi is acquired early because paired items such as shoes, socks, and slippers are talked 

about more often by using the classifier for pair than that for one of a pair. People talk 

about pairs of shoes more often than about one shoe or three shoes (odd numbers). 

Similarly, Hu (1993) found that although Mandarin-speaking child subjects correctly 

assigned shuang (classifier for pair) to nouns denoting paired items, they still made 

mistakes in indicating the right numbers. For example, when one pair of shoes was 

shown, the subjects responded with ‗two CL (paired-item) shoe‘, and when two pairs of 

socks were shown, they said ‗four CL (paired-item) socks‘.  

Acquisition of number concepts is a cognitive development whose timetable 

seems to be out of sync with that of classifier acquisition. This results in errors in the 

production of numerals and errors of omitting an obligatory classifier before age 4. 
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6.2.2.3 Disyllabic nouns 

Another reason for the higher rate of classifier omission in Vietnamese child 

language seems to be a possible preference for certain syllable structures. In this study, I 

found a pattern of dropping the classifier in a numeral classifier phrase when the head 

noun is disyllabic. Two thirds of classifier omission errors in the oldest group and one 

third in the middle and youngest groups occurred with disyllabic nouns. (See Section 

5.9.2 for a more detailed description of this pattern.) In what follows, I put forth three 

possible reasons underlying this phenomenon—which clearly needs a study of its own. 

 

(A) Vietnamese children may misanalyze two-syllable nouns, assuming that the first 

syllable is a classifier and the second syllable is the noun. For example, ‗bicycle‘ in 

Vietnamese is a disyllabic noun, xe đạp, and the appropriate classifier for it is chiếc (for 

vehicles, one of a pair, etc.). However, young children may assume the first syllable (xe) 

is the classifier, and the second syllable (đạp) is the noun. There is a large group of 

disyllabic nouns in Vietnamese that are especially conducive to such misinterpretation. 

They consist of a first syllable that normally represents the general class and a second 

syllable that stands for the more specific member of that class. For example, xe is a noun 

denoting the general class of vehicles, and it can combine with various nouns or verbs to 

yield disyllabic nouns with more specific meanings, all of them referring to a type of 

vehicle, as shown in (6.5).  

 

(6.5) Noun  Literal meaning Gloss 

a. xe   vehicle   ‗vehicle‘, ‗car‘ 

b. xe hơi vehicle + steam ‗car‘ 

c. xe lửa vehicle + fire  ‗train‘ 

d. xe đạp vehicle + peddle ‗bicycle‘ 
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e. xe buýt vehicle + bus  ‗bus‘ 

 f. xe hàng vehicle + goods ‗truck‘ 

 

Children are very likely to use xe as the classifier and the second syllable as the noun, 

thus omitting the actual classifier for this group of disyllabic nouns that require the 

classifier chiếc. 

 

(B) When parents are introducing, teaching, and saying nouns, or naming objects or 

entities to their children, there are individual differences in the parental speech. Some 

caregivers may teach nouns together with the classifier, some may even emphasize the 

classifier, while others may omit it because of the lack of semantic importance of the 

classifier compared to the noun. Nevertheless, in a non-numeral noun phrase, Vietnamese 

adults tend to prefer to keep to a disyllabic syllable structure by leaving out the classifier 

when uttering a disyllabic noun and including the classifier when uttering a monosyllabic 

noun. A disyllabic noun is said as it is, e.g., đồng hồ rather than cái đồng hồ, but a 

monosyllabic noun tends be uttered with its classifier, e.g., con chó (CL dog) rather than 

just chó ‗dog‘. There are two consequences of this parental input: First, children whose 

parents or caretakers do not say the classifier when teaching a two-syllable noun tend to 

make classifier omission errors with disyllabic nouns in numeral constructions [Num-CL-

N]. Second, children whose parents or caretakers say the classifier when teaching their 

children a one-syllable noun have a tendency to make double classifier errors because 

they misanalyze the CL-N sequence they hear in the input as just the noun and then add 

the general classifier, yielding an ungrammatical *CL-CL-N combination. Suggestive 

evidence can be found in the present study‘s cross-sectional data: The same children from 

each age group responded with the ungrammatical double classifier structure, perhaps as 
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a result of hearing many monosyllabic nouns together with the classifier as a unit from 

the very beginning. (See Appendix BB for this response pattern.)  

 

(C) Classifiers appear in a prosodic context that can be susceptible to phonological 

reduction. How recognizable classifiers are in the speech stream depends on the number 

of syllables of the noun and whether or not this noun is grammatically omitted (anaphoric 

use). Attributes of the input that help a child hear the classifier well include high tone, 

back vowels, and an utterance containing just the classifier plus one other element. 

Children may not be able to identify the classifier in a numeral noun phrase because in 

adult speech it is mostly reduced phonologically when the following noun is disyllabic.  

 

(6.6) hai
57

 hột đậu phọng   the classifier hột [hoʔ6] is reduced to [hɔ6] or [ɔ6]  

two CL peanut   and unstressed because the noun (đậu phọng) is  

‗two peanuts‘    disyllabic 

 

When the following noun is monosyllabic, the classifier is pronounced more clearly and 

not in a reduced form, as shown in (6.7). 

 

(6.7) hai  hột  đậu     the classifier hột is not as reduced [ho6] and has  

two CL bean   secondary stress because the noun (đậu) is  

‗two beans‘    monosyllabic 

 

When the head noun is grammatically omitted and the classifier is used anaphorically, the 

classifier is pronounced the most clearly and is fully stressed, as shown in (6.8). 

 (6.8) hai hột     classifier hôt is stressed and clearly pronounced as 

 two CL    [hoʔ6] because this noun phrase has only two  

‗two X‘    elements 

(depending on previous discourse)  

 

                                                 
57

 The syllable structure of Vietnamese numerals from 1 to 10 is monosyllabic. 
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The degree of reduction varies depending on the phonetic form of the classifier. 

The reduction is not as pronounced with the general classifier cái or the specific 

classifiers cục (roundish, undefined), củ (root vegetables), and quả (big, round), and 

consequently the oldest group (five-year-olds) had the highest rate of correct responses 

with these forms (Sections 5.7.2.1, 5.7.3.1, 5.7.4.1), as shown in (6.9a-c).  

 

An only slightly reduced form of the classifier correlates with a higher correct rate 

of production in the oldest group: 

 

Num CL 2-syllable N unreduced reduced correct tokens 

(6.9a) hai  cái  đ ng h  [kai 1]  n/a  9/15  

two  CL  clock 

 

(6.9b) hai  cục  xà bông [kukˀ6]  n/a  13/15 

two  CL  soap bar 

 

(6.9c) hai  củ  cà rốt  [kuˀᵘ4]  n/a  13/15  

two  CL  carrot 

 

The classifiers in (6.9a-c) have several characteristics that make them less susceptible to 

reduction than other classifiers that lack such characteristics; they have more 

phonological content and are more acoustically and perceptually salient. They contain 

consonants, back open vowels, closed syllables, and the acoustically very salient high-

rising tone or the hỏi tone (low, falling-rising), which are not susceptible to reduction. 

According to Peters (p.c.), functors containing consonants tend to have more phonetic 

substance and are easier to perceive than those that have only vowels.
58

 This is especially 

true when the vowels are phonologically reduced, such as in the English determiners a or 

the, which adults pronounce very unclearly, making it difficult for children to distinguish 

between the two. 

                                                 
58

 From a total of about 160 classifiers, there are only 5 classifiers that are vocalic. 
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On the other hand, with the less acoustically salient classifiers, it can be hard for 

Vietnamese children to figure out which element in a string of syllables is the classifier. 

This is primarily true with open syllables and the high, plain (neutral) tone, such as con 

(animals/animate) and cây (long-rigid); or with the closed front [i] vowel, as in chiếc 

(vehicles); and, especially, with the low tone, such as sợi (long-flexible) and hột (round, 

grain or seed-like). However, they are not as lacking in salience as the English a and 

infinitival to, which are English grammatical morphemes that are typically difficult for 

children to perceive. Nevertheless, with these classifiers, the phonological reduction is 

great and their acoustic salience is slight; consequently, as (6.10a-e) shows, the rate of 

correct responses for these classifiers was much lower in the oldest and middle groups. 

(See Sections 5.7.2.2, 5.7.2.4, 5.7.2.5, 5.7.3.2, and 5.7.3.6.)  

 

A greatly reduced form of the classifier correlates with a lower correct rate of production 

in the oldest and middle groups: 

 

Num CL 2-syllable N unreduced reduced, correct tokens 

       elided  (oldest, middle) 

(6.10a)  Hai  con  búp bê  [kɔŋ3]  [k  ]  3/15, 3/12  

  Two CL doll    [ŋˌ] 

(6.10b)  Hai  cây  đèn cầy  [kei 3]  [kə3]  3/15, 4/12 

  Two CL  candle 

(6.10c)  Hai  chi c xe đạp  [cik1]  [ci1]  5/15, 7/12 

  Two CL bicycle 

Hai chi c máy bay     4/15, 4/12 

Two CL airplane 

(6.10d)  Hai  s i  dây chuyền [s ɤ6]  [sə6]  1/15, 1/12 

  Two CL necklace 

(6.10e)  Hai  hột  đậu phộng [hoʔ6]  [hɔ6]  2/15, 1/12 

  Two CL peanut    [ɔ]   
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In the Num-CL-N phrases with disyllabic nouns in (6.10), the reduced and elided 

forms are almost inaudible so children do not perceive the classifiers in the middle. This 

pattern of dropping the classifier is consistent with the cross-linguistic evidence that 

unstressed, phonologically reduced, and monosyllabic function words are hard for 

children to perceive (Peters, 1997; Tomasello, 2003). The majority of such classifiers are 

phonologically reduced in the parental, child-directed speech in the current data. It 

appears that the existence of the classifiers in reduced forms in Num-CL-N phrases in 

parental speech has an effect on the children‘s production of such phrases, suggesting that 

input plays an important role in children‘s acquisition of classifiers.  

Recall from the analysis in Chapter 5 that not all child subjects omitted the 

classifier when the following noun was disyllabic; some used the general classifier 

instead of the target in their response. Besides the high frequency of the general classifier 

cái, its phonetic form is not much reduced in adult speech and its pronunciation [kai 1] is 

normally quite audible and prosodically more locatable. This may explain why some 

children use the general classifier cái for disyllabic nouns rather than omitting the 

classifier. 

The puzzle remains, however, as to why classifier dropping with disyllabic nouns 

is more prevalent in the four- and five-year-olds than in three-year-olds. Classifier 

omissions by three-year-olds are primarily with monosyllabic nouns, as is also evidenced 

in the longitudinal data, which shows classifier omission with monosyllabic nouns in the 

early stage, but with disyllabic nouns after age 3.  

One possible cause for the higher rate of classifier omission before disyllabic 

nouns observed among the older children could be the monotony and repetitiveness of the 
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elicitation task. The four- and five-year-olds may have become aware of a trisyllabic 

rhythm in the responses in a task that asked them to use the same structure for over 50 

items. The three-year-olds, on the other hand, because they had not yet mastered the 

concept of consistently providing the classifier, would have given any response they 

could manage.  

Another possible cause may be younger children‘s (below age 3) preference for a 

disyllabic syllable structure in their utterances. Evidence can be found in the many 

occurrences of classifier + noun, verb + noun, and the ungrammatical *numeral + noun 

(omitting the classifier in an expected [Num-CL-N] phrase where the noun is 

monosyllabic). There are several possible accounts for this disyllable bias.  

First, Vietnamese is not a syllable-timed but a word-timed language. However, to 

children, the Vietnamese language has syllable-based rhythm because both lexical and 

functional items have beat and stress and equal prosodic status and syllable weight. The 

syllable would act as the segmentation unit, and such a pattern may make it harder for 

Vietnamese children to differentiate between a lexical item and a classifier. These 

rhythmic and timing characteristics of Vietnamese resemble those of Taiwanese 

described in Hung and Peters‘ (1998) study. Based on this similarity in the prosodic 

pattern of the two languages, it follows that Vietnamese-speaking children may omit the 

classifier as the Taiwanese-speaking children do with many functors in the early stage. 

This may be the reason why we see a higher rate of classifier omission with disyllabic 

nouns than with monosyllabic nouns in the youngest group (three-year-olds). 

Second, the acquisition paths and the timetables of grammatical morphemes such 

as classifiers are different depending on their position in the phrase and how prosodically 
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salient they are. Although Vietnamese is a rising-accent language, and the phrase-final 

elements are typically more highlighted, aiding a child‘s perception of them, the situation 

with classifiers is trickier. Classifiers in Vietnamese are like chameleons when it comes 

to stress patterns, as they can occur in different positions depending on how many 

elements the classifier phrase contains. In a two-element classifier phrase such as Num-

CL, the stress and thus the saliency is on the classifier, not on the numeral. In the three-

element classifier phrase, Num-CL-N, the stress shifts to the noun and the classifier has 

secondary stress. In the four-element classifier phrase, Num-CL-N-Dem, the stress shifts 

to the demonstrative, leaving the classifier unstressed. Thus we see the classifier 

occurring in phrase-final position only when the head noun is grammatically omitted; the 

position it generally appears in is embedded in the middle of the phrase, which makes it 

less prosodically salient and more prone to being omitted in child speech than, for 

instance, classifiers in Thai, which consistently occur in the final position of the numeral 

NP (Noun-Num-CL). 

A study employing a repetition or imitation task (in which children are asked to 

repeat the three-element [Num-CL-N] phrase) administered to very young children under 

2;6 could provide some information on whether young children omit the classifier—the 

element in the middle—because initial and final sounds are prosodically more salient. 

Other three-element structures could be used, not just classifier phrases, and the element 

in the middle could also be a content word, or it could be a nonce word (Gerken et al., 

1990), such as a nonce classifier. Such an experiment might tease out whether children 

omit only grammatical morphemes like the classifier in the middle, or if they will omit 
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any less salient element (which would usually be the one in the middle), or if they would 

omit the real classifier but leave in the nonce classifier. 

After age 3, Vietnamese children start preferring a trisyllabic syllable structure in 

their utterances. There is evidence for this in that (1) the four- to five-year-old children 

made fewer classifier omission errors in the elicitation task for monosyllabic nouns, (2) 

the number of correct three-element Num-CL-N structures with monosyllabic nouns 

increases, and (3) the number of classifier omissions with disyllabic nouns increases, as 

evidenced in the longitudinal data for the oldest child, Giang, after she passed 3;0 

(Appendix X of Chapter 5B).  

The present findings suggest that the degree of phonological content of a 

grammatical morpheme and the prosody of the language interact with classifier 

acquisition. As discussed above, it is very possible that syllable structure and prosodic 

prominence in the input have an effect on children‘s omission of the classifier. Input 

differences such as variations and prosodic characteristics of the parent or caretaker‘s 

speech contribute to individual differences in classifier acquisition. 

 

6.3 Strategies  

Children‘s strategies in approaching the syntax and semantics of the classifier system that 

have been identified in other classifier languages are also found in the acquisition of 

Vietnamese classifiers. The very first strategy is overgeneralization with the general 

classifier, employing the general classifier as the placeholder for the obligatory classifier 

position and as the default classifier or semantic representative for other more specific 

classifiers. The general classifier is highly entrenched due to its frequency both in input 
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and usage. It may be automatized to such an extent that it provides a consistent and 

reliable frame for the young child to grasp on to, thus facilitating the child‘s acquisition 

of the basic classifier phrase. This strategy prevails, although decreasing, up to and even 

past age 5, as evidenced in the speech of some children in the middle group (3;8–4;4) and 

even in the oldest group (4;7–5;7) of the cross-sectional data.  

The second strategy is overextension, in which children semantically overextend 

the use of specific classifiers to nouns not conventionally classified with them, e.g., using 

the fruit/big-round classifier quả/trái for ‗carrot‘, which requires the classifier for root 

vegetables, củ. 

I propose two additional strategies that have not been mentioned in previous 

studies, and which Vietnamese children seem to employ to a great extent. These are: 

(1) A juggling strategy, in which children switch between use of the general classifier and 

the correct (target) specific classifier concurrently for the same nouns, until the target 

classifier is entirely added to the child‘s classifier repertoire.  

(2) A circumlocution strategy, in which children use a verb instead of a noun following 

the classifier as a result of not knowing the noun and/or the target classifier. In such 

situations, the children often produced a verbal phrase following the classifier in order to 

describe the expected noun in other words.  

The specific strategies a child uses, and the extent to which these strategies are 

employed, are due both to language-specific differences and to individual differences. 

Because neither of these strategies have been reported for other classifier languages, I can 

not be certain whether they are language-specific or not. 
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6.4 Easier and harder classifier categories 

According to Carpenter (1987), the classifiers that are easiest to acquire are those 

for nouns referring to animates. The observations made in the present study are consistent 

with this claim. Just as the easiest category in Thai is the animal/animate classifier /tua/, 

the easiest category in Vietnamese is the animal/animate classifier con. Among all 

classifiers, con has the highest rate of occurrence and is acquired first, most probably 

even before the general classifier.  

 According to Matsumoto (1987) and Yamamoto (2000), the classifiers that are 

easiest to acquire are general classifiers because they are a useful device for children. 

These are the classifiers that (1) occur in the input frequently; (2) are for nouns that are 

functionally privileged (communicatively useful, frequently used); and (3) have low 

semantic complexity and high differentiation of categories, which make them easier to 

map onto the appropriate category. Carpenter (1987) includes classifiers that (4) are for 

nouns that are prototypical or good members of familiar categories. The findings in the 

present study for the most part confirm these claims. 

First of all, the general classifier cái is, along with the animal classifier con, the 

easiest classifier to acquire. This is because in Vietnamese, the general classifier cái 

occurs very frequently in the input. The child‘s needs and interests are playing with toys 

and getting things like food and objects in daily household use (toothbrushes, blankets, 

and so forth), all of which are concrete objects accompanied by the general classifier. In 

Vietnamese, most nouns for concrete objects that are also made in toy versions require 

the general classifier cái. The demonstrative ‗this‘, consisting of ‗general CL + this‘ 
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occurs very frequently in adult and child-directed speech. Further, the classifier cái [kai  1] 

has a salient high tone which is probably prosodically prominent to the child‘s ears. 

The classifiers other than the general classifier that occur most frequently in adult 

input are precisely those that are easier for and acquired early by the children in the 

longitudinal study. (See Chapter 5A, Tables 5.3 and 5.4.) These classifiers are con 

(animal), trái/quả (fruits/big-round), cây (long-rigid), chiếc (vehicles). The results of the 

elicitation task from the cross-sectional study similarly show that the five specific 

classifiers that displayed both the highest percentage of correct use and the highest rate of 

overall use across all age groups are con (animal/animate), quả (fruits/big-round), cây 

(long-straight-rigid), cục (small-roundish, undefined), and sợi (long-thin-flexible). (See 

Chapter 5, Section 5.6.5.) These are easier to acquire because they are used for nouns that 

are communicatively useful: The nouns for animals, toy fruits, balls, toy eggs, long 

objects such as colored pencils, crayons, chopsticks, batteries, strings, toy cars, trains, fire 

engines, etc. are among the first and most often used in the child‘s early years and hence 

communicatively useful. An example is the word for the flag on a pole hanging in front 

of the house, which goes with the long-rigid classifier cây. The noun for this is 

communicatively useful to the Vietnamese child because it is an object the child is quite 

frequently exposed to, as in present day Vietnam, people are required to place their flag 

at the door on national holidays. In contrast, the word for a flag by itself, in the form of a 

piece of cloth not on a pole, is less communicatively useful because it is something that 

the child would be likely to see only being sold in a store. The results of the cross-

sectional elicitation task support this. Children gave the cây classifier rather than the lá 

classifier in their response even though they were shown a flag as a piece of cloth, and 
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not a flag on a pole. Again, it is suggested by Hu (1993) that classifiers used more 

uniformly by the adult speakers (such as Mandarin shuang for paired items) are acquired 

early; in Vietnamese, đôi is acquired earlier than the classifier for one item of a pair 

because people more often talk about pairs of shoes and less often about odd numbers of 

shoes. 

All these first-acquired classifiers also have low semantic complexity, that is, they 

refer to just animals, just fruits, just vehicles, just saliently long things. These are objects 

or entities that are neither semantically complex nor highly differentiated. They are 

prototypical or good members of familiar categories. 

Wong (1998) speculates that the wider distributional potential of classifiers that 

refer to more than one type of noun tends to facilitate their acquisition. Such classifiers 

are those used with disjunctive categories, in what is referred to as one-to-many mapping: 

―A one-to-many mapping of forms results in more frequent occurrences of these 

classifiers in the adult input, which undoubtedly also facilitates acquisition. The issue 

may turn out to be a matter of frequency, but this requires further studies‖ (p. 175). In this 

study, among the seven most frequent classifiers, five of them, cái, con, quả/trái, cây, 

and chiếc, apply to more than one type of noun. This indicates that Vietnamese children 

acquire the disjunctive classifiers that have one-to-many mappings before the shape 

classifiers that have one-to-one mappings. A few additional generalizations can be made 

about which are the easier and which the harder classifiers, or which are acquired first, 

based on the overall results of this study:   

--Classifiers used with a large number of nouns are easier and acquired earlier. 

These are the general classifier cái and the animal/animate classifier con, the two most 
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frequent and most common classifiers, which Vietnamese children acquire very early 

(before 1;9) and also can use productively very early (before 1;9). Classifier acquisition 

depends to a great extent on the noun repertoire
59

: the nouns that are acquired first are 

learned alongside their classifiers, and when analyzed these classifiers become the first 

acquired.  

--The classifiers used with a smaller number of nouns are harder and tend to be 

acquired first in CL-N frames. Shape classifiers are used with fewer nouns and as a result 

are heard more often with the same nouns in parental speech. Therefore, they are more 

likely to be initially acquired in fixed CL-N frames, whereas classifiers that are used with 

many nouns are heard used with many different nouns, and hence are less likely to be 

learned as amalgams and more likely to be used productively sooner. 

--The classifiers used with nouns for objects or entities that are in the child‘s 

immediate environment are easier, and are acquired earlier. 

--The classifiers with disjunctive categories are easier.  

                                                 
59

 Due to lack of time, a thorough examination of the CDIs provided by the four children‘s parents is not 

available at this point, but a quick glance at them shows that a high proportion, about two thirds, of the two 

youngest children‘s noun repertoire can be found in the categories of animals, body parts, vehicles, things 

in the home, and food items (listed here in the order of bigger proportion to smaller proportion). About one 

third or less of their noun repertoire is in the category of furniture, clothes, places to go and outside, and 

activities. This shows that children‘s early words revolve around animals, body parts, and items found in 

their home environment, which are usually classified with the animal classifier con and the general 

classifier cái, or, for some objects found in the home, with the shape classifiers cây for 1D, long-rigid and 

cục for 3D, small-round undefined, which are indeed the among the core classifiers, as found in this study.  
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6.5 Process of acquisition of classifiers 

The Vietnamese process of acquisition of classifiers largely fits with Fang‘s 

(1985) and Erbaugh‘s (1986) proposals about the acquisition process. Fang (1985) 

proposes that children first acquire classifiers with limited semantic fields as rote-learned 

[classifier + noun] chunks, while Erbaugh proposes that the first stage is the lexical stage 

in which the use of classifiers is lexical rather than feature-based. For Vietnamese, I 

interpret classifiers with ―limited semantic fields‖ to be some of the function-based and 

arrangement classifiers. Considering only those that appeared in this study‘s child data, 

these are quyển (for books) and đôi (for pairs). The findings in this study confirm Fang‘s 

proposal because it is precisely these ―limited semantic field‖ classifiers that children 

tend to learn together with a noun. They then treat this [classifier + noun] chunk as a 

noun, which is lexical rather than feature-based, as Erbaugh proposed. For example, 

Minh used quyển only with ‗book‘ and đôi with ‗slippers‘ and just one time with ‗shoes‘. 

(See Table 5.7, Chapter 5A.)  

Fang suggests that children acquire classifiers with wide semantic fields at first as 

memorized [classifier + noun] sequences—as inseparable linguistic units—without 

understanding the classifier‘s lexical meaning. Then, they abstract and generalize the 

salient features of the classifier, and then apply the rule, attach meaning to the classifiers, 

and make overgeneralizations. For Vietnamese, classifiers with wide semantic fields 

include the shape-based classifiers. As discussed in this chapter and in Chapter 5, 

children rote-learn the shape-based classifiers in [classifier + noun] frames first as chunks 

or amalgams, item-by-item, for a period of time, not knowing the meaning of the 

classifier, until they can abstract from the amalgams and generalize the salient features of 
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the respective classifier. For instance, Ha Mi used cây (for 1D, long-rigid) with ‗ice 

cream‘ first for a period of time, and at a certain point, from around age 2, she started to 

use it with multiple nouns (‗pen‘, ‗gun‘, ‗broom‘, ‗guitar‘, ‗racket‘, ‗chopstick‘), which 

implies that she was able to apply an acquired rule and use cây with new nouns, and also 

to make overgeneralizations. (See Table 5.9, Chapter 5A.) At around the same time, she 

overgeneralized the general classifier, employing cái for some of the same items 

(‗umbrella‘, ‗guitar‘, ‗broom‘, ‗ice-cream‘, ‗gun‘) for which she could also use the 

appropriate shape-based classifier, in what I have called the juggling strategy. (See Table 

5.21, Chapter 5.) 

The next stage in Erbaugh‘s proposal is the prototypical stage, in which the use of 

each new classifier appears with a prototypical member of a noun class. In the case of 

Vietnamese, as in Thai, due to the existence of disjunctive categories of some classifiers, 

the use of each new semantic category appears with a prototypical member of the noun 

class, for example ‗ball‘ and ‗balloon‘ are prototypical members for the big-round 

category of the disjunctive classifier quả/trái, and when this category is first used, it is 

typically used with ‗ball‘ or ‗balloon‘. 

 

 

This chapter‘s comparisons and discussion have shown that an interaction of 

several factors is involved in the process of classifier acquisition. These factors include 

language-specific differences, input frequency, individual differences (variation in 

parental speech and children‘s environment and preferences), cognitive development, and 

prosody.  
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

 

In this dissertation, I have traced how young monolingual Vietnamese-speaking 

children residing in Vietnam acquire classifiers and classifier phrases from 1;9 to 3;2 in 

the longitudinal observation and from 2;8 to 5;7 in the cross-sectional elicitation task. 

Because this is the first study on child language acquisition in Vietnamese and thus also 

the first study on classifier acquisition in Vietnamese, I have provided a comprehensive 

report on the syntactic and semantic development of Vietnamese-speaking children in 

general, rather than focusing on a particular theory of first language acquisition.  

My study finds that classifier acquisition in Vietnamese is both somewhat similar 

as well as different from classifier acquisition in other numeral classifier languages. As 

laid out in Chapter 6 (Comparison and Discussion), this study confirms the following 

nine cross-linguistic findings and strategies:  

- the role of the general classifier as a syntactic placeholder and default classifier,  

- anaphoric use of classifiers before the production of full classifier phrases,  

- better performance with non-numeral than numeral classifier phrases,  

- the general and the animal classifiers as the first acquired,  

- the lowest rate of errors with the animal classifier,  

- slow acquisition of specific classifiers,  

- knowledge of a set of core classifiers at an early stage,  

- acquisition of disjunctive categories one branch at a time,  

- a shape-bias in selecting a classifier.  
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However, this study has also arrived at some results that depart from those from research 

on classifier acquisition in other languages: 

- a higher rate of correct specific classifier use, 

- a lower rate of general classifier use.  

Additionally, my study reports two new findings that invite further studies:  

- a higher rate of classifier omission with disyllabic nouns, 

- a higher occurrence of nouns produced together with a classifier in the youngest 

children‘s speech. 

An interaction of a variety of factors takes place in the process of children‘s 

acquisition of classifiers. The longitudinal data from this study have shown that two 

Vietnamese-speaking children as young as 1;9 and 1;11 consistently produce certain 

classifiers only together with the same noun for a period ranging from three months to a 

year or more before they productively use these classifiers with other nouns. This 

suggests that classifier acquisition in Vietnamese may begin with some nouns being 

learned together with their classifier as an amalgam and used as such for a while. For 

example, the longitudinal data shows that the two younger children productively used the 

classifier trái with nouns denoting fruits starting at 1;09 or earlier (Section 5.3.3). But 

when they expanded the scope of this classifier to the shape-based category denoting big-

round objects, they first used it only with one particular noun, namely ‗ball‘. This 

amalgamated CL-ball sequence persisted until they were able to analyze the sequence and 

insert a different noun, ‗balloon‘, into the phrase with this classifier, at age 2;0. At the 

same time, as seen in the speech of the youngest child at 1;9, other nouns were produced 

with no classifier, suggesting a pattern of acquiring certain nouns together with the 
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classifier and some without it. My qualitative analysis has shown that nouns that have a 

tighter collocational relationship with a classifier tend to be acquired together with it; this 

is the case with animal nouns and nouns classified with shape-based classifiers. 

Monosyllabic nouns tend to be acquired with a classifier and disyllabic nouns tend to be 

acquired without one. This may largely be a result of the input and parental speech 

variation that these young children are exposed to, which are important factors for how 

each child‘s classifier repertoire develops. Parents or caretakers prefer to say certain 

nouns together with the classifier and others without one. To what extent this preference 

depends on the syllable structure or number of syllables of the noun would be a good 

topic for further research within the area of input studies, not only in Vietnamese, but 

also in other numeral classifier languages.  

Each classifier develops in its own time frame depending on the number of nouns 

it can be used with, its frequency in the input, the transparency of its semantic features, 

and the pace of the development of each child‘s cognitive ability to grasp the semantic 

category, along with whether or not the nouns it classifies are important in the child‘s 

environment, needs and interests, and communicative purposes. All these factors play a 

role in the advancement from the amalgam stage into the productive stage.  

For example, the animal classifier is the first acquired, the most correctly used, 

and is not subject to overgeneralizations, for several reasons. The first is the frequency 

and transparency of the semantic category: The Vietnamese animal classifier con is used 

with a very large number of nouns (there are many nouns for all kinds of animals) and 

only this classifier is used to denote animals, so there is no competition with other 

classifiers. In contrast, in Chinese, for example, four different classifiers are used to 
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denote animals. Second is priority: Animal nouns have priority in children‘s early 

vocabulary; they are among children‘s first words and among the first nouns taught by 

parents, and children simply love animals. All of these factors entrench the animal 

classifier and facilitate the child‘s productive use of it with other nouns. The same 

process applies to the first few acquired classifiers, including the general classifier cái. 

After a certain period of time, children abstract from the pattern and start understanding 

and internalizing the grammatical slot for the classifier in a numeral construction. 

The time at which knowledge of the grammatical position of the classifier in the 

numeral classifier construction sets in is not clear. Previous studies on other languages 

report that this takes place before age 3. The longitudinal data in the present study shows 

that classifiers first appear only in non-numeral contexts. They are used with the numeral 

only later, starting as early at 2;2 but only infrequently at that age, as evidenced in the 

speech of the second youngest child (Ha Mi, 1;11–2;5) and the next older child (Liem, 

2;4–2;10). In the data of the oldest child (2;5–3;2), evidence for multiple and productive 

usages of classifiers in numeral contexts is observed starting at about age 2;8. A first 

awareness of the obligatory nature and position of the classifier when used with a 

numeral may be emerging at about this age, because she could use the general classifier 

to fill the classifier slot whenever she did not give the correct specific classifier.  

The results from the cross-sectional data, however, complicate this picture; they 

show that the children in the youngest group omit the classifier more with monosyllabic 

nouns, while the middle and oldest groups do so more with disyllabic nouns, suggesting 

that the four- and five-year-olds have acquired the syntactic slot for the classifier but omit 

it with disyllabic nouns for other reasons that need further research. The three-year-olds, 
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however, omit it because (1) they have not yet mastered the syntactic position of the 

classifier, or (2) their knowledge of this position is latent and they leave the classifier slot 

empty because they do not know the expected classifier and are further impeded by the 

presence of the numeral.  The data show that some of the children in the youngest group 

responded with the target classifier only in the absence of a numeral. Along the same 

lines, Uchida and Imai (1996) suggest that prior to age 4 it is not clear ―to what extent 

children are aware of the grammatical role of classifiers‖ (p. 60). In the present study, the 

decrease of classifier omission with monosyllabic nouns in the middle group (3;8–4;4) 

suggests that about age 3;8 is when Vietnamese-speaking children are becoming aware of 

the grammatical role of the classifier.  

 

The outcomes of this study call for at least six additional studies to deepen cross-

linguistic analysis and to promote comparison in the field of classifier acquisition and 

child language acquisition in general.  

1. Comprehension studies would be useful in helping to clarify open questions as 

to when children are aware of the grammatical role of classifiers and why children 

produce many classifiers, but use only a few of them productively. They may understand 

them productively much earlier. 

2. For better comparison, what is needed are more longitudinal studies in Thai, 

Japanese, Korean, and Malay, which are lacking at the present time.  

3. A topic informative to the field of prosody in child language acquisition would 

be a closer investigation of classifier dropping with disyllabic nouns. Does this occur 

only in Vietnamese or also in other classifier languages?  
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4. Another topic for further research is a study addressing the bases for observed 

differences in the acquisition trajectories of the different classifier languages.  Why do 

children acquiring these other languages make fewer classifier omission errors than the 

three-year-old Vietnamese-acquiring children? Why don't children acquiring these other 

languages produce many nouns together with the classifier in their early speech? Are 

these differences language-specific? Are other factors involved? 

5. Yet another study is needed to determine the use of bare noun vs. CL-N in adult 

conversational speech, not just in narrative texts as in the study done by Daley (1998).  

6. A further longitudinal study of Vietnamese with children younger than 1;9, 

ideally beginning at the time when the first words emerge (shortly after age 1), would be 

shed light on the question of whether or not the first nouns are acquired together with the 

classifier as amalgams or as bare nouns, and when a one-year-old child can use the 

animal classifier and the general classifier productively with multiple other nouns. A 

younger starting age would also shed light on the question of whether Vietnamese 

children employ the ―blank attempt‖ strategy as Thai children do. 

 

With this first study on Vietnamese child language, I hope to have added cross-

linguistic information to the field of classifier acquisition and made data available for 

more research in the future.  
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APPENDIX A: Categorization of Vietnamese nouns   

Examples 

 

 

Mass nouns 

(―regular 

nouns‖) 

Countable 

(no classifier needed) 

student, teacher, 

soldier, regime, 

nationality 

Uncountable 

(classifier or measure noun needed) 

chicken, banana, 

scissors, worker, 

gold, meat, 

sugar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit nouns 

 

 

 

Content 

(no classifier 

needed) 

 

Unit is part of things  flower, branch 

Cultural units song, verse, 

sentence, word 

Financial, social units province, 

district, class 

Other units way, point, 

trick, look 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pure form 

(measure nouns 

and classifiers) 

Type-denoting nouns loài, loại, thứ… 

‗kind‘ 

 

 

 

Time-denoting 

nouns  

Exact point of 

time 

khi, tầm… 

‗time‘ 

Approximate or 

exact time 

lúc, hồi, dạo… 

‗time‘ 

Approximate 

point of time 

chốc, lát, 

thoáng… 

‗moment, while‘ 

Space-denoting nouns 

 

 

Partitives 

 

bên, bề, phía… 

‗side‘ 

 

bao, bát, bình, 

chai, chén, gói.. 

 

 

Measure words 

Exact 

measurements 

see Appendix C 

Estimated 

measurements 

see Appendix C 

Variants of 

numerals 

see Appendix C 

Classifiers denoting natural units 

(animacy, shape, function, 

arrangement) 

see Appendix B 

 

Classifiers for events (actions 

state and process)  

see Appendix B 

Classifiers for parts and 

collectives 

see Appendix B 

                (adapted and translated from Le, 2008) 
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APPENDIX B: Categorization and list of Vietnamese classifiers  

 

 

The table shows all 160 classifiers at a glance, with those selected for the study marked in 

bold. The ―List of Vietnamese classifiers‖ provides a description for each of the 

classifiers not selected for the study. Descriptions for the classifiers selected for the study 

appear in Chapter 1, Sections 1.10.5 to 1.10.8. 

 

 

 

Semantic  

category 

Primary 

features 

Secondary features Classifiers 

Animacy  cái, con, chiếc 

 

 

 

 

Shape (a) 

1-D cây, sợi/cọng, 

tia, làn, lư n, d n 

 

2-D 

flat, square, with width 

brought out 

bức, tấm, tờ, lá, manh  

flat, square, with length 

brought out 

thanh, thỏi, thẻo 

flat, round khoanh, vầng 

3-D round, cubic, or cylindrical hòn, viên, cục, hạt/hột, 

quả/trái, giọt, tảng, khối, 

phi n, s c, khẩu 

cone shape nấm, ngọn, đỉnh 

 

 

 

Function 

 

Transportation 

 

land, air, water 

 

chi c 

Cultural, 

social, 

literary/artistic 

works 

oral 

 

bài, vở 

written quyển/cuốn, cuộn, bản, 

bài, pho, thiên, áng, đạo 

Buildings  t p, căn/gian, ngôi, tòa 

Events  đám 

Arrangement Single  chiếc 

Paired  đôi, cặp 

 

Parts (b) 

long đẵn, đoạn, kh c, thẻo, rẻo 

flat, even mảnh, thửa, mảng, lát, 

khoảng/khoảnh, khoanh, 

small size mi ng, mẩu 

 

 

 

Collectives 

 

3-D 

forming rectangular shape, 

vertical direction (D) 

manh/th p, tập/tệp, 

xấp/x p/đệp, ch ng 

forming pyramid shape (E) đụn, đống 

forming cylindrical or 

round shape (C) 

vác, bối/b i/lọn, bó, 

nắm/vắt 

1-D dynamic dòng, lu ng, đoàn, tốp 

stationary (B) chân, dãy, hàng, rặng, dải 
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gathered and clustered (A) nải, quày, bu ng, cụm, 

khóm, chùm, chòm, đám, 

đàn, bầy 

shapeless (F) bộ, mớ, m i, mẻ, nhả, trà, 

xâu, tràng, xóc, thang 

Limited use  cỗ, kiện, đống/nẹn/trự, 

quân, vì 

Miscellaneous  bãi, bàn, bậc/bực, bụi, 

cánh, ngón, mái, đi u, 

phong, món, mũi, ổ 

‗Event‘ 

classifiers 

action, state, process chuy n, cơn, c , cuộc, 

giấc, khoa, kỳ, lần, lời, 

lư t, mẻ, mối, nét, nền, 

ngu n, nhát, niềm, nổi, 

nước, sự, trận, ván, vẻ, 

vụ 
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List of Vietnamese classifiers 

 

This list is a composite based on various sources written in Vietnamese (Hoang, 1996; 

Hui, 2003; Le, 2008; Ly, 1998, 2005; D. H. Nguyen, 1957; P. P. Nguyen, 2002; T. H. 

Nguyen, 2004; V. U. Nguyen, 2009). The translations are mine. Each classifier is 

followed by its gloss (some do not have an English equivalent), a description, and 

examples. 

 

 

SHAPE 

 

One-dimensional 

 

tia ‗jet, ray, beam‘ 

entities in the form of liquid or a beam of light, or abstract entities; e.g., water, blood, 

light, sunshine, hope 

 

làn, lượn, dợn 

entities that move forming a long, wide layer with a rolling surface; lượn and dợn are 

used if the resulting entity is visible; e.g., wave; làn is used if the resulting entity is 

invisible; e.g., wind, fragrance, public opinion (used with limited number of nouns) 

 

 

Two-dimensional 

 

Group of flat, square, with width brought out 

 

manh or mảnh ‗piece‘ (usually torn off) 

flat, thin, soft, used to cover the body; a poor and scanty piece of material; the speaker 

uses this classifier with a judging attitude of the object as being little, insignificant, not 

worth mentioning; e.g., shirt, sedge mat, cloth 

   

Group of flat, square, with length brought out 

 

thanh ‗slat, bar‘ 

used for objects that are hard, long, thin, flat, of something that is lengthwise or of 

saliently elongated shape and mostly rectangular and small in width; e.g. sword, sabre, 

scimitar, lance, wood, firewood, slat of bed, metal, iron, bamboo, candy, chocolate. 

 

thỏi  
used for objects that are hard, slim, small, short, sometimes cylindrical, man-made 

(usually being casted if made of metal); e.g. gold, silver, iron, bronze, ink, candy, 

chocolate, lipstick. 

 

thẻo  

small, long, narrow field or land with no clear/defined shape; e.g., field, land 
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Group of flat, round 

 

khoanh  
is used for objects of thread-like shape, or that are slim, thin, curled or bent into a circle, 

e.g., zinc, incense, electrical wire 

  

vầng  
is used for round entities, usually capable of emitting a beam of light, e.g., moon, sun, 

sunlight. 

 

 

Three-dimensional 

 

Group of round, cubic, or cylindrical shape 

 

giọt  ‗drop‘  

used for liquids whose drops have a gourd-like shape, e.g., water, milk, oil, rain, tear, 

sweat, blood 

 

tảng, khối, phiến, and súc are mostly used with nouns denoting natural entities, such as 

stone, ice, wood, etc. 

 

tảng ‗slab, block‘ 

very large, not too round objects/entities of heavy, hard, rigid material and irregular, 

undefinable shape; e.g., stone, boulder, glacier, iceberg, concrete, metal, chunk of meat, 

cloud (literary) 

 

khối ‗plinth‘, ‗block, mass, bulk‘  

large, somewhat square-looking objects/entities with a size smaller than those classified 

with tảng; e.g., cement, stone, rock, ice, metal, brains, love (literary) 

  

phiến  

relatively large and square, having a flat surface, hard, rigid; e.g., ice, wood, microscope 

slide 

 

súc ‗log, roll‘ 

round or cylindrical with fixed length; e.g., meat, wood, paper, cloth 

 

khẩu  
objects made of metal, having round, cylindrical shape and fixed length; e.g., gun, canon 
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Group of cone shape 

 

nấm ‗mushroom‘ 

round, small, projecting/protruding over the surrounding surface like the shape of a 

mushroom, used with nouns denoting natural substances; e.g., graves, tumulus, small 

heaps of land 

  

ngọn ‗peak, top, summit‘ 

peak-shaped, sharp-pointed, tall objects/entities shaped like the peak of a mountain; also 

an alternative to luồng to classify nouns expressing currents of air, water; e.g., hill, 

mountain, wave, thunderstorm, spear, tower, bamboo, treetop, banner, lamp, candlelight, 

flame, lighthouse; current of air/breeze/wind, current of water 

 

đỉnh ‗summit‘, e.g., mountain, hill, pass 

 

 

FUNCTION 

 

Cultural, social, literary/artistic works 

 

bản ‗script‘, ‗edition, copy, piece‘ 

printed copies of documents, usually with many sheets; used with nouns denoting speech 

or writing expressing the goal, wish, thought of the speaker/writer; e.g., music, treaty, 

contract, report, fact-finding report, resolution, epic, map; pledge, confirmation, 

announcement, composition, agreement 

 

bài ‗lesson, text, tablet‘  

e.g., song, music, poem, lesson, essay, math problem, quiz/test, multiple-choice test, 

speech, writing, presentation, tablet for the deceased, pledge, confirmation, 

announcement, composition, agreement 

 

pho ‗volume, statue-like‘ 

e.g., book, prayer-book, story, dictionary, statue 

 

thiên  

e.g., novel, love story 

 

vở ‗copy‘ 

e.g., play, comedy, drama, libretto 

 

áng 

e.g., literature, cloud 

 

đóa ‗bouquet‘ 

e.g., rose, cloud 
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đạo ‗article‘ 

e.g., amulet, law, order, decree, royal decree, halo, derivative (math), corps of troops 

 

 

Buildings 

 

Túp, căn/gian, ngôi, tòa  

constructed objects/entities that are empty, hollow, having large or small area, used for 

nouns denoting architectural or building projects. Their differences are: 

 

túp 

having the smallest area and only used with lều ‗hut, tent‘  

 

căn/gian ‗house, compartment‘  

not having very large area and usually cube shaped; e.g., house, room, kitchen 

 

ngôi ‗seat, structure‘, ‗kingship, throne‘ 

having larger area and usually a pointed roof, standing separately, severed from 

surrounding area, and having a position/location that stands out; e.g., house, villa, 

grave/tomb, temple, communal temple (of a village), shrine, Catholic church, village, star 

(ngôi is also used for stars)  

 

tòa ‗building‘, ‗uplift‘ 

having the largest area, spreading/extending/expanding lengthwise in space; e.g., big 

house, palace, castle, building, newspaper office 

 

ARRANGEMENT 

 

Paired 

 

đôi 

a pair of separable things; e.g., shoes, socks, chopsticks, married couple 

 

cặp ‗couple, pair‘  

a pair of items naturally connected and not separable; e.g., eye, glasses, elephant‘s tusks, 

unmarried couple, married couple, lovers, hinges 

 

 

PARTS 

This group of classifiers denoting parts evokes the meaning of being separated from or 

being a portion of a bigger unit. The following descriptions are taken from Le (2008). 

 

Long parts 

 

đẵn 

short part being felled from a tree sawed horizontally; e.g., tree 
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đoạn ‗segment‘, ‗section, length‘  

short and not large part separated from a long item, which may be three-dimensional 

(cubic or close to that); e.g., tree, firewood; or one-dimensional; e.g., thread, string, rope, 

hair, hay, road, canal; also used with nouns denoting artistic or literary entities; e.g., film, 

story, extract 

 

khúc ‗portion, section‘ 

part with a fixed length, hard, which may be three-dimensional; e.g., wood, fish, bone, 

intestine; or one-dimensional; e.g., river, dam; also used with nouns for abstract, artistic 

entities; e.g., music, song, sad melody, beautiful melody 

 

thẻo 

small, long part cut out from the side or edge; e.g., wood, meat 

 

rẻo ‗scrap, remnant, residue‘ 

small part, in loose bits and left over, severed from the perfect whole, not having any 

clear shape, usually long and narrow; also used for long, not neatly arranged patches of 

land; e.g., cake, flour, paper, cloth, rice paddy 

 

Flat, even parts 

 

mảnh ‗bit, piece, fragment‘  

flat, small, and thin part of undefined shape; also used for small patches of land; also used 

for nouns denoting feelings; e.g., wood, paper, diploma, broken glass, skin, not full 

moon, land, garden, rice paddy/field, love, life (literary) 

 

thửa ‗paddy‘ 

similar to mảnh, but used only for land; e.g., land, rice paddy, garden 

 

mảng ‗morsel, hole, patch‘ 

flat part having an area or volume/amount worth mentioning; e.g., skin, lime, sky 

 

khoảng/khoảnh ‗plot‘ 

unlimited part in space worth mentioning/significant, e.g., sky, non-existence; or a part in 

space, clearly limited/having clear boundaries; khoảnh but not khoảng can be used for 

land; e.g., grass-covered land, yard, garden 

 

khoanh 

flat, thin, wide part cut from a cubic entity; e.g., meat, meatloaf, cylindrical glutinous rice 

cake, pumpkin 

 

lát 

thin, flat piece sliced and cut; e.g., bread, meat, fish, cake, potato, ginger, sugar-preserved 

fruit 
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Small size parts 

 

miếng ‗small piece‘, ‗slice, mouthful‘ 

flat part, but not as flat as lát; separated, may be small or relatively large, having clear 

boundaries; e.g., cake, areca betel, meat, fish, glass, cloth, wood, land, rice paddy 

 

mẩu ‗bit, piece‘ 

very small, left over, separated, also used for small patches of land; also used for literary 

work; e.g., cloth, bone, bread, candy, chicken, land, rice paddy, story, news 

 

 

COLLECTIVES 

 

Three-dimensional 

 

Group forming rectangular shape, vertical direction 

These classifiers are used to indicate collective objects/entities, which are thin, flat, 

square, and piled up in height, with the resulting shape being flat, two-dimensional, 

lacking height (thickness). They are generally used with nouns denoting textiles, books, 

money, papers and documents.  

 

manh, thếp 

used with paper; e.g., paper, notebook, paper money for worshipping 

 

tập, tệp 

tập ‗volume, stack‘ 

used only with paper; e.g., paper, business cards, tickets, photographs 

 

xấp, xếp, đệp 

used mostly with paper and textile; e.g., money, cloth, paper, betel nut 

 

chồng 

used with many items, typically of paper, porcelain, glazed terra-cotta, and clay, and of 

diverse shapes: flat, thin, round or square with thickness; e.g., paper, newspaper, bowl, 

plate, glass, brick, tile, movie 

 

Group forming pyramid shape 

These classifiers are used with nouns denoting natural substances; e.g., stones, coal, dirt, 

straw, sand. 

 

đụn  
used only with natural substances; e.g., coal, sand 

 

đống ‗pile‘, ‗heap‘ 

used with a much larger variety of nouns than đụn because it can depict piles as well. 

Compared to chồng, đống suggests more mixed and messy piles containing various items 
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of different sizes, whereas chồng is for more neatly arranged piles of items not mixed up. 

Due to its flexibility, đống can be used with more nouns than chồng; e.g., books, 

newspapers, documents, files, clothes, merchandise, straw, garbage, sand, bricks, wood, 

scrap iron. 

 

Group forming cylindrical or round shape 

These classifiers are used to indicate collective objects/entities that are symmetrically 

piled or arranged around an axis to form a round or cylindrical shape with a fixed length.  

 

vác 

used for a piled-up group of hard/rigid and long items placed in horizontal position; e.g., 

bamboo, wood 

 

bối, búi, lọn 

used for a piled-up group of thin, soft, and thread-shaped items, with lọn being for those 

placed in a vertical position; e.g., hair (with bối, búi, lọn), grass (with búi), thread (with 

lọn) 

 

bó ‗bunch, bundle‘ 

used for a piled-up group of both hard/rigid and long items and thin, soft, and thread-

shaped items; therefore, it can be used with more nouns than the other classifiers in this 

group; e.g., flowers, green onions, chopsticks, torch, paddy, twigs, bamboo, string.  

 

vắt, nắm ‗a closed handful‘ 

used for a piled-up group of round items in the shape of a fist or as a result of squeezing 

with the hand; e.g., cooked rice, uncooked rice, flour. Comparing the two, nắm can be 

used when the items in the group are of either small or large size, whereas vắt is for 

smaller items that can have multiple shapes, such as round all over or round and flat; e.g., 

both egg noodles and rice noodles.  

 

One-dimensional 

These classifiers express the notion of items having the same shape occupying a fixed 

length in space and lying in a horizontal direction.  

 

Dynamic 

 

dòng ‗current, stream, course‘, luồng ‗current, gust, draft‘ 

Dòng depicts liquids having a long shape, being mixed or flowing continuously; e.g., 

river, spring, water, milk, tear. Luồng depicts movement of natural phenomena; e.g., 

wind, water, electricity, sound wave. Both can be used for abstract notions; e.g., 

ideology, culture. 

 

tốp, đoàn ‗troop, troupe, band, company‘  

Đoàn depicts groups (mostly humans) standing separately in an order and usually having 

a leading entity; e.g., trains, people, workers, students, protesters, conscripted laborers, 
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soldiers, troopers, retinue, comedians, races. Tốp depicts a small, moving group separated 

from a bigger group; e.g., airplanes, bicycles, workers, employees. 

 

Stationary 

 

chân 

only used with rice paddies of the same kind; e.g., ruộng trũng, bạc điền (there are no 

translations for these terms) 

 

dãy, hàng, rặng ‗chain, row, line‘ 

used for groups of stationary entities of the same shape standing in a row in space. Dãy 

and rặng depict natural, motionless entities usually connecting to each other without 

space in between them, and forming a long range; e.g., bamboo, tree, coconut tree, 

mountain, houses, rooms. Rặng is used for rows or lines that are not necessarily exactly 

straight, while dãy is for those that are straighter. Dãy and hàng depict groups of multiple 

entities standing in a row having a fixed space between them; e.g., trees, pillars, chairs, 

tables, shops, soldiers, people. The difference between the two is that hàng is used with 

entities of limited width (e.g., trees and chairs but not tables and mountains), while dãy is 

used with entities that have more flexibility in the width; e.g., trees, pillars, chairs, tables, 

shops, houses, rooms, soldiers, mountains. 

 

dải  ‗band, range‘ (literary use) 

e.g., mountains, land, rivers.  

 

Gathered and clustered  

 

These classifiers depict groups of many items/entities huddled together around a point or 

a center in one common place and then divided up into branches, occupying a small 

scope in space. Except for chòm, all of these classifiers are used for nouns denoting 

plants. They can combine with a large number of different groups of nouns, including 

those for plants, land, animals, objects, and natural phenomena. Of these, đám and chùm 

are the most flexible and can be used with the largest number of nouns.  

 

nải ‗hand‘, quày 

only used with vegetal entities (plants and fruits); e.g., banana (with nải) 

 

buồng ‗bunch, room, compartment‘ 

only used with entities that have the shape of being branched off; e.g., banana, areca nuts, 

ovary, lung, liver 

 

cụm ‗branch, tuft, bushes, bundle‘ 

e.g., trees, onions, flowers, clouds, forests, downtown streets and shops, party, factory 

 

khóm 

e.g., banana, bamboo, house, downtown 
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chùm, chòm 

chùm ‗cluster, bunch‘; chòm ‗tuft, clump, bunch, group‘  

While chùm can be used with a variety of objects/entities; e.g., grapes, stars, beard, 

balloons, keys, lamps, atom, chòm can be used only with stars, thread-like entities, and 

things that have the tendency to burst open from the top; e.g., stars, hair, beard, bees, 

trees, flowers. 

 

đám  ‗mass, patch‘, ‗crowd‘ 

used for masses or compact items covering a large area, or in groups or gatherings; can 

be used with nouns denoting natural phenomena and landscapes and humans; e.g., cloud, 

fire, star, dust, heavy shower, silver, conflagration, field (cultivable area, space of land), 

field for dry cultivation, grass, meadow, plot of (cultivable) land, jungle, forest, garden, 

an agglomeration (of trees), hill, crowd of people (gathering for certain rituals), crowd of 

students, wedding, funeral procession, party banquet, festival, holiday 

 

đàn, bầy  ‗herd, flock‘ 

Đàn is used for orderly groups of domesticated animals; e.g., cows, buffalos, sheep, 

horses, dogs, chickens, birds, fish; while bầy is used for disorderly groups of wild 

animals; e.g., wolves, sharks. In poetry, these two classifiers can be used interchangeably. 

 

 

Shapeless general substance  

 

These classifiers indicate collective objects/entities that, unlike the three previous groups, 

do not form a shape. 

 

bộ ‗set, series, pack, collection‘ 

used for composite entities, when the groups are of items of the same or different kinds, 

or go hand in hand with each other to form a perfect whole; e.g., furniture, clothes, tables 

and chairs, living room furniture, playing cards, books, a trio (with similar 

characteristics), machines, teeth, pair of beautiful legs (informal), skeletons, 

giblets/innards, intestines, brains, chest, moustache, books, a four-piece sofa, tea sets, a 

series of films, plank bed, set of pots and pans, machine/engine, facial expression 

 

mớ 

the most general of this group of classifiers. It is used with nouns that denote small, 

insignificant things/entities of little value, whether animals, plants, or inanimate objects, 

and mostly for handful-sized amounts; e.g., betel nuts, greens, green onions, sticky rice, 

shrimp, flowers, money. 

 

múi  ‗section, segment‘ 

used only for fruits and vegetables; e.g., lemon, oranges, pomelos, jackfruit, garlic.  

 

mẻ, nhả, trà 
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used for groups of items of the same kind being created or caught at a specific stage in 

time. Mẻ can be used only with nouns denoting animals or substances; e.g., fish, gold, 

alloy, while nhả only with nouns denoting plants; e.g., peanuts, corn, greens. 

 

xâu, tràng, xóc ‗a string of‘  

similar to mớ, but with the additional meaning that the items in the group are strung 

together, or in the case of xóc, tied to a stick. Tràng is longer and neater than xâu, and xóc 

is only used for little animals as food items; e.g., flowers, firecrackers, pearls, coins, 

laughter (with tràng), keys, fish, little crabs (with xâu), shrimp, crab fish (with xóc). 

 

thang 

only used with the noun for ‗medicine‘ 

 

Classifiers with limited use 

 

cỗ ‗ancient, antique, archaic‘  

many parts put together, e.g., carriage, probably complete with horses, coffin, tea set, 

playing card, car 

 

kiện 

packed items for transportation, e.g., merchandise 

 

đồng, nén, trự 

e.g., money, silver 

 

quân 

e.g., chess, playing card 

 

vì 

e.g., star 

 

 

Miscellaneous 

 

These are leftover classifiers that do not belong to any particular category or subgroup. 

 

bãi 

flat expanse, stretch; e.g., grass, sand, beach, spit of betel saliva 

 

bàn 

leaf-shaped object; e.g., hand, foot, ironing board, pedal 

 

bậc/bực 

rank or category; e.g., step (of stairs), rung (of ladder) 
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bụi  ‗clump, grove, bush, thicket‘ 

e.g., bamboo, tree, grass, shrubs 

 

cánh ‗wing, petal‘ 

petal- or wing-shaped objects/entities; e.g., arm, sail, panel of doors, field, bow, 

duckweed 

 

ngón 

e.g., finger, toe 

 

mái  ‗roof‘ 

roof-shaped objects; e.g., sampan, house, hair  

 

điếu 

e.g., cigarettes, pipe, opium 

 

phong 

objects/entities that are thin, light, square, tightly closed, containing something inside, or 

a small package; e.g., envelop, bag, cake, candy, firecrackers 

 

món  ‗item‘ 

items of food for a course of a meal; an amount of money; e.g., food, dish, snacks, fish 

course, meat course, money, debt, thing, present, toy, antique object, goods, bargain, 

capital speculation 

 

mũi 
e.g., arrow, lance, knife, mallet 

 

ổ ‗nest‘ 

e.g., brood, lock, engine, bread 

 

 

„Event‟ classifiers 

T. H. Nguyen (2004) categorizes all classifiers designating actions, states, processes, or 

activities into one separate subset called ‗event-classifiers‘. I agree with this 

categorization, which I adopt here, as this subset characterizes abstract notions and hence 

is different from all the other concrete-entity-denoting subgroups presented so far. In 

most cases, these event-classifiers partake in nominalization in the following three ways.  

 

(i) CL + VP: sự  ném  bom 

   CL throw bomb 

   ‗bomb raid‘ 

 

(ii) CL + AP: sự  thật 

   CL true 

   ‗truth‘ 
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(iii) CL + N  nền văn hóa  (N refers to an abstract concept) 

   CL   culture 

   ‗culture‘ 

 

   (T. H. Nguyen, 2004, p. 168) 

 

The word following an event-classifier is most often a verb, an adjective, or a noun 

referring to an abstract notion. It may be possible to consider the verbs following the 

event-classifier as abstract nouns representative of action, with the classifiers having the 

function of nominalizing the verbs. 

 

chuyến  

for a trip, journey, voyage, or cartage made by means of transportation; e.g., flight, train 

trip, ferry trip 

 

cơn  ‗outburst, fit, attack‘ 

for the sudden onset of violent and negative states, with weather, emotions, states of 

mind, and states of health; e.g., typhoon, gust of wind, heavy wind storm, squall, shower, 

burst of sunlight on a dark day, sickness, madness, sudden fever, sudden chill, fit of 

coughing, fit of anger, fit of hysterics 

 

cú 

e.g., phone call, punch, kick, shot 

  

cuộc ‗game, match, event‘ 

for events involving competitive interaction or struggles; e.g., ball game, chess game, 

contest, meeting, committee meeting, war, revolution, election, strike, investigation, 

military operation, peace, life 

 

giấc 

e.g., sleep, nap, dream 

 

khoa 

e.g., exam 

 

kỳ 

e.g., exam, session of meeting 

 

lần  
for times or occurrences of repeated actions or events; e.g., arrival, two times of running 

away 

 

lời ‗word/sentence, utterance‘ 

e.g., greetings, promise, lie, statement 
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lượt  
for a round, turn, or time (of activities, actions, or events); e.g., departure, trip 

 

mẻ 

for a sudden feeling of something; e.g., a scare, anxiety 

 

mối 

for a relationship, feeling, or state; e.g., sentiment or feeling of love, relationship, sorrow, 

danger 

 

nét 

for an appearance; stroke; lineaments 

e.g., feelings, beauty, sadness, happiness; handwriting, pencil, pen, brush; facial feature 

 

nền 

for a foundation or social, economic, political, or cultural institution; e.g., culture, 

economy, trade, industry, democracy, independence, freedom, civilization 

 

nguồn 

for a source of some abstract concept; e.g., inspiration, information 

 

nhát ‗stab, slash‘ 

for a stroke with a weapon or tool; e.g., a stab with a knife, a slash of a sword, a stroke of 

an axe or hammer 

 

niềm ‗sentiment‘ 

for a short-term positive or negative sentiment that arises in a certain situation;  

e.g., joy, hopefulness, love, fortune, belief, grief, rage, terror 

 

nỗi ‗feeling‘ 

for a long-term sentiment; e.g., sadness, affliction, misery 

 

nước 

for a move in chess 

 

sự 

for actions, events, or states; 

e.g., participation, act of lying, happiness, enthusiasm/elation, death, situation/ 

circumstance 

 

trận  

for a violent outburst of natural phenomena, emotion, or an event/action, combat; 

e.g., storm, wind, rain, heat, laughter, pain, soccer match, tournament, attack, war 

 

ván 

for a game of chess or cards 
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vẻ 

for an appearance or air; e.g., beauty, countenance 

 

vụ 

for an unfortunate incident or event, a catastrophe; e.g., robbery, assassination, bomb 

raid, corruption, lawsuit, accident, conflagration, fire, flood 
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APPENDIX C: List of measure nouns 

 

The lists of measure words and partitives are adapted from D. H. Nguyen (1957); the list 

of type-denoting nouns is adapted from T. H. Nguyen (2004). 

 

 

Measure words 

 

Exact measurements – entities that can be weighed  

 

Weight  

cân a catty – equivalent to 1.33 pounds – or a kilogram (of meat: cân thịt)  

đấu a peck – 316 cubic inches (of corn: đấu ngô) 

ki-lô a kilogram (of fat: ki-lô mỡ; etc.)  

lạng a tael – equivalent to 37.8 grams or one sixteenth of a cân or a hectogram (of 

gold: lạng vàng; etc.) 

tạ  a picul – equivalent to 100 catties (i.e. 133.33 pounds) – or a metric ton (of rice: 

tạ gạo) 

tấn a ton (of coal: tấn than) 

tiền a mace – one tenth of a lạng ‗tael‘, which is equivalent to 37.8 grams – or a 

decagram (of gold: tiền vàng) 

 

Length 

ly a millimeter 

tấc a Vietnamese inch – actually 1.41 inches – or a decimeter (of land: tấc đất) 

thước a Vietnamese foot – equivalent to 14.1 inches – or a meter (of silk: thước lụa) 

phân a fen – one tenth of a tấc, which is equivalent to 1.41 inches – or a centimeter (of 

land: phân đất);  

 

Area  

khoảnh   an area equivalent to 100 mẫu ‗mow‘, that is 360,000 square meters 

mẫu a mow – equivalent to 3600 square meters – or a hectare (of ricefield: mẫu ruộng) 

sào one tenth of a mẫu – i.e. 360 square meters (of ricefield: sào ruộng) 

 

Estimated measurements  

bụng a bellyful (of glutinous rice: bụng cơm nếp) 

gang a span – space between the end of the thumb and the end of the middle finger 

when extended (gang tay) 

gáo a scoop – fluid entities 

góc a corner, a piece (of a cake: góc bánh) 

hụm a gulp, a drink (of water: hụm nước; etc.) 

khẫu a mouthful (of sugar cane; khẫu mía) 

quan a string of coins (quan tiền) 

 

Variants of numerals  

chục a group of ten  
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tá a dozen (eggs: tá trứng) 

 

Partitives (temporary measure words) 

ấm  a kettleful (of water: ấm nước), a potful (of tea: ấm ch , or coffee: ấm cà phê) 

ang a glass container (of goldfish: ang cá vàng) 

bàn a tableful (of food: bàn tiệc) 

bao a bagful, sack, package (of rice: bao gạo; of tea: bao chè) 

bát an eating-bowlful (of noodles: bát phở) 

bầu a gourdful (atmosphere: bầu không khí; blood: bầu máu nóng or nhiệt-huyết) 

bể a tankful (of rain water: bể nước mưa) 

bình a potful (of coffee: bình cà phê) 

bị a bagful – woven-reed bag with handle (of paddy: bị thóc) 

bì a bagful - sackcloth bag - (of salt: bì muối) 

chai a bottleful (of wine: chai rượu) 

chậu a washing-bowlful (of water: chậu nước) 

chén a cup (of tea: chén trà) 

chum an earthenware jarful (of water: chum nước) 

cốc a glassful (of wine: cốc rượu; of water: cốc nước) 

đĩa a plateful (of meat: đĩa thịt) 

gánh a pole-load – quantity that can be carried in two containers (baskets, etc.) 

suspended from both ends of a carrying pole (gánh lúa: two basketfuls of paddy); 

gói a pack (of cigarettes: gói thuốc lá), a package (given as a gift: gói quà) a bundle 

(of clothes: gói quần áo) 

hòm a boxful; trunkful (of clothes: hòm quần áo) 

hộp a boxful, a carton (of candies: hộp kẹo; etc.) 

ly a glass  

muỗng a spoonful (of salt: muỗng muối) 

ôm a quantity that can be held in both arms (armful of books: ôm sách) 

rá a quantity that can be contained in a small bamboo basket called rá (basketful of 

raw rice: rá gạo), whose weave is finer than in the one called rỗ or thúng 

rổ a quantity that can be contained in a bamboo basket called rổ (basketful of raw 

rice: rổ gạo), whose weave is broader than in the one called rá, but which is 

smaller than the one called thúng. 

rương a trunkful (of clothes: rương quần áo) 

tách a cupful (of tea: tách trà) 

tô a bowlful (of noodle soup: tô mì) 

thìa a spoonful (of sugar: thìa đường, etc.) 

thúng a market basketful (of eggplant: thúng cà) 

thùng a bucket (of water: thùng nước), a can (of trash: thùng rác), a barrel (of wine: 

thùng rượu) 

vại an earthenware jarful (of salted vegetables: vại dưa) 

vũng a holeful (of water: vũng nước) 

 

 

Type-denoting nouns  
cách for a manner or way in which something is done or happens 
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giống for a species, race or breed 

hạng for a class, kind or type 

kiểu for a type, model or style (usually with emphasis on visual effect) 

loại for kinds in general 

loài especially for a species, race, or breed 

lối for a way or manner of doing something 

lớp for a layer or class 

nòi for a breed 

thứ for a sort/category/variety, e.g. language, people, clothes 

 

Time-denoting  

See Appendix A, Table 1 

 

Space-denoting nouns 

See Appendix A, Table 1 
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APPENDIX D: List of non-classified nouns 

 

This list is adapted from Emeneau (1951) and D. H. Nguyen (1957). 

 

Nouns denoting time units: 

buổi  ‗half a day, session‘ 

bữa  ‗day, meal‘ 

canh  ‗nightwatch‘ 

chốc  ‗short moment‘ 

dạo  ‗period, time‘ 

đời  ‗lifetime, generation, period‘ 

đêm  ‗night‘ 

độ  ‗period, time‘ 

giây  ‗second‘ 

giờ  ‗hour‘ 

hôm  ‗day‘ 

khắc  ‗quarter-hour‘ 

khi  ‗time – when something happens‘ 

kỳ  ‗session, time‘ 

k  nguyên ‗era‘ 

lần  ‗time, round‘ 

lát  ‗short moment‘ 

l c  ‗moment‘ 

mùa  ‗season‘ 

năm  ‗year‘ 

ngày  ‗day‘ 

ph t  ‗minute‘ 

tháng   ‗month‘ 

th  hệ  ‗generation‘ 

th  k   ‗century‘ 

thời đại ‗period‘ 

tuần  ‗week‘ 

tuổi  ‗age‘ 

etc. 

 

Nouns denoting geographical areas, regions, or administrative or social units: 

chỗ ‗place‘ 

chốn ‗place‘ 

huyện ‗district‘ 

khu ‗area‘ 

làng ‗village‘ 

miền ‗area, region‘ 

nơi ‗place, location‘ 

nước ‗country‘ 

phủ ‗prefecture‘ 

thôn ‗hamlet‘ 
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tỉnh ‗province‘ 

vùng ‗area‘ 

xã ‗commune‘ 

xóm ‗hamlet‘ 

etc. 

 

Nouns denoting monetary units:  

đ ng Vietnamese currency 

hào ‗one tenth of a đồng‘  

xu ‗penny‘ 

 etc. 

 

 Synthesized nouns (consisting of two nouns denoting synonymous or related items): 

chăn chi u ‗bed clothing‘  (lit.: blanket mat) 

giầy dép ‗footwear‘  (lit.: shoe sandal) 

nhà cửa ‗dwelling, house‘ (lit.: house door) 

sách vở ‗books and supplies (lit.: book notebook) 

 etc. 

 

Nouns that are Chinese loans: 

chất ‗substance‘  

mầu ‗color‘ 

mùi ‗smell‘  

sắc  ‗color‘ 

tiếng ‗noise‘  

vị ‗taste‘  

etc. 
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APPENDIX E: Previous classifier acquisition studies reviewed in this dissertation 

 

 

 

Language Study # of subjects Age range 
Data 
collection 

     

Cantonese Poon (1980) 27 2;7 - 6;10 experimental 

 Loke & Harrison (1986) 40 3;0 - 7;0 " 

 Mak (1991) 122 + 63 4;0 - 8;0 + 9;0 – 16:0 " 

 Wong (1998) 4 1;5 - 2;10 longitudinal 

 Tse et al. (2007) 492 3;0 - 5;0 dyad 

     

Mandarin Erbaugh (1982) 2 1;10 - 3;10 longitudinal 

 Fang (1985)  4;0 - 6;0 experimental 

 Loke & Harrison (1986) 21 5;0 - 6;8 " 

 Ng (1991) 157 5;0 - 12;0 + adults " 

 Hu (1993) 24 3;0 - 6;0 " 

     

Thai Gandour et al. (1984) 60 5;0 - 10;0 " 

 Carpenter (1987) ? 2;3 - 11;3 " 

     

Japanese Sanches (1977) 212 
2;0 - 9;0 + 9:0 - 12;0 
+ adults " 

 Matsumoto (1985) 36 + 34 5;0 - 7;11 " 

 Matsumoto (1987) 186 5;0 - 7;0 " 

 Uchida & Imai (1996) 150 + 230 4;0 - 6;11 " 

     

Korean Lee & Lee (2005) 105 2;0 - 7;0 " 

     

Malay 
Salehuddin & Winskel 
(2009) 140 6;0 - 9;0 " 
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Language # CL to elicit # of nouns elicited Semantic domains 

    

Cantonese 27 89  

 10 30 4 shape, 3 function 

 10 24 6 shape, 4 function 

    

    

    

Mandarin    

 12   

 8 129 7 shape, 1 function 

    

 12 24 
4 shape, 8 function, animacy, 
arrangement 

    

Thai 72 80 
shape, arrangement, quanta; 
material, consistency, size 

 108  many 

    

Japanese 
 
   

   1 shape, 3 function 

 12  animacy, shape, function 

 4 (Jap), 3 (Man) 32 (Jap), 24 (Man) animacy (animals) 

    

Korean 16 32 animacy, shape, function 

    

Malay 
 

8  shape 
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APPENDIX F: Comparative list of common classifiers   

     

SHAPE Viet Cantonese Mandarin Examples 

1D, long, rigid cây Ji zhi, gen 

pens, branches (C), bamboo 
pole;gun; shoe (M), chopstick 
(M) 

1D, long, flexible 
sợi, 
cọng tiu4 tiao 

string, river (C); fish, dragon, 
cows, rope, roads, rivers, 
hearts, trousers (M) 

2D, flat, rigid, thick tấm 
jeung, 
zoeng1 zhang 

table (C/M), chair, knife; bed, 
paper (C/M), brick (M), 
bedsheet (M) 

2D, flat, pliable, thin tờ, lá fai pian 
piece of cloth, bread (C), leaf 
(M, V) 

   kuai cloth (M) 

3D, small 
hòn, 
viên lap li marble 

3D, chunky cục gau  stone, chunk of meat 

     

     

books, similar items quyển boon, bun2 ben books, writing pad 

transport chiếc ga liang car, T.V. (C) 

buidings, rooms 
căn, 
ngôi gaan  house, room 

     

one of a pair chiếc jek  
shoe, ring; body parts in pairs, 
teeth, fingers, toes (C),  

a pair đôi dui   

     

animal con jek ZHI 
except for fish, snake, dragon, 
wom and crocodile 

     

FUNCTION     

objects/tools with handle  ba ba 

rifle, sword (C,M); knives, 
scissors, cups, umbrellas, 
chairs (M) 

clothing upper body   jian sweater, shirt, jacket 

clothing lower body   tiao skirt, pants 

newspaper  fan6  newspaper 

     

plants cây po1  trees, spring onions, not flowers 

     

(Note: This list is not complete. Still working on it.)   
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APPENDIX G: Recording details of the longitudinal data 

 

Birth date: Minh Nov 2, 2004  (1;09;07) 

  Ha Mi Aug 28, 2004  (1;11;10) 

  Giang March 7, 2004  (2;05;01) 

  Liem March 31, 2004  (2;04;09) 

 

Child Duration Date  Age Interval  

Minh 1 13 mins 08/09/06 1;9  

Minh 2 1 hr 08/22/06 1;9 13 days 

Minh 3 1 hr 09/09/06 1;10 18 days 

Minh 4 1 hr 5 mins 09/23/06 1;10 14 days 

Minh 5 1 hr 4 mins 10/07/06 1;11 14 days 

Minh 6 55 mins 10/22/06 1;11 15 days 

Minh 7 38 mins 11/05/06 2;0 14 days 

Minh 8 58 mins 11/18/06 2;0 13 days 

Minh 9 1 hr 25 mins 12/04/06 2;1 16 days  

Minh 10 56 mins 12/18/06 2;1 14 days  

Minh 11 1 hr 01/07/07 2;2 20 days 

Minh 12 1 hr 01/21/07 2;2 14 days  

Minh 13 44 mins 01/28/07 2;3 7 days  

Minh 14 1 hr 35 mins 02/11/07 2;3 14 days  

TOTAL 14 hrs    

Mi 1 46 mins 08/08/06 1;11  

Mi 2 1 hr 1 min 08/25/06 1;11 17 days 

Mi 3 1 hr 09/08/06 2;0 14 days 

Mi 4 1 hr 4 min 09/26/06 2;0 18 days 

Mi 5 22 mins 10/24/06 2;1 1 month  

Mi 6 32 mins 11/07/06 2;2 14 days 

Mi 7 1 hr 11/23/06 2;2 16 days 

Mi 8 46 mins 12/12/06 2;3 18 days 

Mi 9 53 mins 12/26/06 2;3 14 days 

Mi 10 18 mins  1/9/07  2;4 14 days  

Mi 11 30 mins 1/23/07 2;4 14 days  

Mi 12 1 hr 2/6/07 2;5 14 days  

TOTAL 9.5 hrs    

Liem 1 41 mins 08/09/06 2;4  

Liem 2 1 hr 28 mins 08/19/06 2;4 10 days 

Liem 3 1 hr 7 mins 09/21/06 2;5 1 mo 5 days 

Liem 4 55 mins 10/08/06 2;6 17 days 

Liem 5 1 hr 10 min 10/19/06 2;6 11 days 

Liem 6 1 hr 30 mins 11/05/06 2;7 17 days 

Liem 7 1 hr 35 mins 11/20/06 2;7 15 days 

Liem 8 47 mins 12/09/06 2;8 19 days 

Liem 9 1hr 5 mins 12/23/06 2;8 14 days 
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Liem 10 1 hr 3 mins 01/05/07 2;9 13 days 

Liem 11 1 hr 22 mins 01/26/07 2;9 14 days 

Liem 12 25 mins 02/12/07 2;10 23 days 

TOTAL 12.5 hrs    

Child Duration Date   Interval  

Giang 1 35 mins 08/08/06 2;5  

Giang 2 1 hr 5 mins 08/25/06 2;5 17 days 

Giang 3 1 hr 10 mins 09/17/06 2;6 23 days 

Giang 4 1 hr 6 mins 09/30/06 2;6 13 days 

Giang 5 1 hr 5 mins 10/15/06 2;7 15 days 

Giang 6 45 mins 10/29/06 2;7 14 days 

Giang 7 1 hr 13 mins 11/14/06 2;8 16 days 

Giang 8 1 hr 35 mins 11/17/06 2;8 9 days    

Giang 9 1 hr 2 mins 12/8/06 2;9 21 days 

Giang 10 1 hr 25 mins 12/25/06 2;9 14 days  

Giang 11 45 mins 01/07/07 2;10 13 days 

Giang 12 1 hr 5 mins 01/21/07 2;10 14 days 

Giang 13 1 hr 02/07/07 2;11 17 days 

Giang 14 53 mins 03/04/07 2;11 24 days 

Giang 15 1 hr 3/10/07 3;0 14 days 

Giang 16 1 hr 4 mins 03/31/07 3;0 12 days  

Giang 17 1 hr 04/11/07 3;1 10 days 

Giang 18 1 hr 25 mins 04/21/07 3;1 14 days  

Giang 19 1 hr 05/04/07 3;1 13 days 

Giang 20 1.5 hr 05/18/07 3;2 14 days  

TOTAL 20 hrs    
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APPENDIX H: Some synopses of recorded sessions 

 

Liem 1 

10 mins naturalistic, introducing 

5 mins eliciting some animals and objects 

10 mins praying, singing, telling story ‗Little Red Riding Hood‘,  

3 mins  eliciting some objects 

13 mins talk about various things 

 

Liem 8 

26 mins eating bún (noodle) with Mom and Dad  

13 mins still eating breakfast, bánh mì (bread), with Mom and Dad; wants his dog 

to eat together, at the end wants to hold the tape recorder 

7 mins  go upstairs, watch TV 

 

Liem 9   

16 mins play with cars and big truck 

7 mins  breakfast 

10 mins in bedroom, mother lost something under the bed 

15 mins watching fish in aquarium at home 

7 mins  after washing, putting on clothes 

10 mins opening present, playing with the new cars 

 

Liem 10 

15 mins playing with cars 

8 mins  playing with schoolbag, play go to school 

5 mins  play cutting 

10 mins play locking mother in 

20 mins Eating with parents and playing with cars 

 

Liem 11 

15 mins playing with dog 

20 mins watching fish in aquarium, then watching TV, cartoon, then playing with 

dog, then play with various other things 

10 mins  building and playing house 

13 mins playing train 

7 mins  investigator‘s toys (bus, guitar, ironer etc.) 

7 mins  investigator‘s toys and 3 picture books (red, white, and color book) 

 

 

Ha Mi 11 

10 mins at home, various things 

10 mins writing alphabet, drinking milk, playing 

10 mins watching TV, cartoon, drawing 

 

Ha Mi 12 
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13 mins eating 

20 mins bind hair, watching cartoon 

10 mins watching TV, cousin there 

20 mins friend Diep came over to play 

playing driving car, run around, laughing, bag of cookies fell down for Mi, 

the two kids were looking for it, they found it; then did various things, 

mother was busy typing 
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APPENDIX I: List of homophones to disambiguate 

 

1. ba q|ba=three^nnpr|ba=you^nnpr|ba=I^n|ba=Daddy 

2. b p n|b p=kitchen^n|b p=stove 

3. cây n|cây=plant^n|cây=tree^cl|cây=CL_long_shape 

4. chưa neg|chưa=not_yet^sfp|chưa=sfp_Q 

5. ch t vi|ch t=die^co|ch t=damn_it 

6. chị
 nnpr|chị=she^nnpr|chị=you^nnpr|chị=I^n|chị=older_female^n|chị=cousinClinq 

7. cho vt|cho=allow^vd|cho=give^sfp|cho=sfp^prep|cho=for^ins|cho=for 

conj|cho=in_order_to 

8. chớ sfp|chớ=EMP^conj|chớ=conj 

9. chứ vdir|ra=come_out^prep|ra=out 

10. chụp vt|chụp=snap^vt|chụp=catch 

11. con  nnpr|con=you^nnpr|con=I^cl|con=CL_animal 

12. coi vt|coi=look_at^vt|coi=see^vt|coi=watch^vt|coi=read^ins|coi=EMP  

13. có vt|có=there_is^vt|có=have^prt|có=EMP^co|có=yes 

14. cô nnpr|cô=she^nnpr|cô=you^nnpr|cô=I^n|cô=lady^n|cô=auntie 

15. hay nntim|hay=often^conj|hay=or^adj|hay=good  

16. h t vi|h t=finish^sfp|h t=EMP^ins|h t=all 

17. hông wh|hông=yes_no_QM^neg|hông=not^co|hông=no 

18. không wh|không=yes_no_QM^neg|không=not^co|không=no 

19. kia sfp|kia=EMP^nnloc|kia=over_there 

20. lá n|lá=leaf^cl|lá=CL_leaf 

21. là vi|là=be^vt|là=iron^prt|là=EMP^conj|là=then^conj|là=that 

22. lại vdir|lại=come^prt|lại=EMP^prt|lại=continuously^ins|lại=centre_back^ 

ins|lại=again 

23. làm vt|làm=work^vt|làm=make^vt|làm=do^vi|làm=CAUS  

24. lên vt|lên=wind_up^vdir|lên=go_up^ins|lên=on^ins|lên=up^ins|lên=EMP 

25. lớn adj|lớn=big^adj|lớn=older^adj|lớn=loud 

26. màsfp|mà=sfp^conj|mà=if^conj|mà=to^conj|mà=so_that^conj|mà=but^conj|mà=th

at 

27. mặc vt|mặc=wear^vt|mặc=put_on 

28. mẹ nnpr|mẹ=you^nnpr|mẹ=I^n|mẹ=Mommy 

29. mưa vi|mưa=rain^n|mưa=rain 

30. nào wh|nào=which^sfp|nào=sfp 

31. nghe vt|nghe=listen^vt|nghe=hear^sfp|nghe=sfp  

32. nghỉ vi|nghỉ=rest^vi|nghỉ=stop 

33. nè sfp|nè=sfp^co|nè=look 

34. nhà  n|nhà=house^n|nhà=home^cl|nhà=CL_expert 

35. nhảy  vt|nhảy=jump^vt|nhảy=dance 

36. nhiều q|nhiều=much^q|nhiều=many 

37. nó  nnpr|nó=he^nnpr|nó=she^nnpr|nó=it 

38. nữa sfp|nữa=EMP^ins|nữa=else^ins|nữa=more^ins|nữa=again 

39. ở vi|ở=live^vi|ở=stay^vi|ở=be^prep|ở=at 

40. ông n|ông=older_man^cl|ông=CL_older_man 
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41. qua vdir|qua=come_over^prep|qua=over 

42. ra vdir|ra=come_out^prep|ra=out 

43. r i sfp|r i=EMP^conj|r i=then^co|r i=okay^asp|r i=PERF 

44. sáng n|sáng=morning^adj|sáng=bright  

45. sau nntim|sau=afterwards^nnloc|sau=back 

46. sao wh|sao=why^wh|sao=how^wh|sao=what^wh|sao=how_come^ 

wh|sao=what_happened^vt|sao=matter^sfp|sao=EMP^n|sao=star 

47. n_sao wh|n_sao=what_happened^wh|n_sao=what^wh|n_sao=then_do_what^ 

wh|n_sao=do_how^wh|n_sao=why^wh|n_sao=how 

48. làm_saowh|làm_sao=what_happened^wh|làm_sao=what^wh|làm_sao=then_do_w

hat^wh|làm_sao=do_how^wh|làm_sao=why^wh|làm_sao=how 

49. ta sfp|ta=EMP^nnpr|ta=I . 

50. tập  vt|tập=practice^n|tập=notebook 

51. thôi vt|thôi=stop^sfp|thôi=EMP_unwillingness^sfp|thôi=EMP^prt|thôi=only^ 

co|thôi=no^co|thôi=okay  

52. tí gen|tí=in_a_moment^n|tí=bit 

53. tối n|tối=evening^adj|tối=dark 

54. vào vdir|vào=come_in^sfp|vào=EMP^prep|vào=in 

55. về vdir|về=go_home^vdir|về=come_home^ins|về=home 

56. vô vdir|vô=come_in^prep|vô=in 

57. với sfp|với=sfp^prep|với=with 

58. xích  vi|xích=move^vt|xích=chain 

59. xin vt|xin=ask_for^prt|xin=polite 

60. xuống vdir|xuống=get_down^prep|xuống=down 

61. đá vt|đá=kick^n|đá=ice_cube^n|đá=stone  

62. đã  ins|đã=first^asp|đã=PAST^adj|đã=satisfied 

63. đàn vt|đàn=play_instrument^n|đàn=guitar 

64. đi vi|đi=go^vt|đi=wear^sfp|đi=EMP^ins|đi=IMP 

65. đờn vt|đờn=play_instrument^n|đờn=guitar 

66. đánh vt|đánh=hit^vt|đánh=play 

67. đạp  vt|đạp=step_on^vt|đạp=cycle 

68. đâu wh|đâu=where^neg|đâu=not 

69. đầu n|đầu=head^n|đầu=side 

70. đây sfp|đây=EMP^nnloc|đây=here 

71. đ  vt|đ =leave^vt|đ =let^conj|đ =in_order_to 

72. đó sfp|đó=EMP^nnloc|đó=there^det|đó=that 

73. đ  n|đ =clothes^n|đ =things  

74. đấy sfp|đấy=EMP^nnloc|đấy=there 

75. đư cvi|đư c=be_allowed^vt|đư c=favorably_get^sfp|đư c=EMP^ins|đư c=able_

to^adj|đư c=alright 
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APPENDIX J: Excerpt of transcription of longitudinal data 

@Begin 

@Languages: vi 

@Participants: CHI Minh Target_Child, MOT Mother, DAD Father, BRO Brother, INV 

Investigator 

@ID: vietnamese|tran|CHI|1;11.04||||Target_Child|| 

@ID: vietnamese|tran|MOT|||||Mother|| 

@ID: vietnamese|tran|DAD|||||Father|| 

@ID: vietnamese|tran|INV|||||Investigator|| 

@Tape Location: MINH 4 

@G: Naturalistic 

*DAD: ừ, ăn r i học bài nghe . 

%mor: co|ừ=yes vt|ăn=eat asp|r i=PERF vt|học=study n|bài=lesson sfp|nghe=sfp . 

*CHI: ăn . 

%mor: vt|ăn=eat . 

%spa: $PIMI 

*CHI: học bài . 

%mor: vt|học=study n|bài=lesson . 

%pho: ọc 

%spa: $PIMI 

*MOT:ờ . 

%mor: co|ờ=yes . 

*DAD: ăn r i học bài nghe . 

%mor: vt|ăn=eat asp|r i=PERF vt|học=study n|bài=lesson sfp|nghe=sfp . 

*CHI: anh+hai học bài . 

%mor: n|+n|anh=oldest_brother+n|hai vt|học=study n|bài=lesson . 

%pho: ọc 

%spa: $PIMI, $BUN 

*DAD: ừ . 

%mor: co|ừ=yes . 

*DAD: đừng có phá cô . 

%mor: neg|đừng=do_not prt|có=EMP vt|phá=be_naughty n|cô=auntie . 

*CHI: ư . 

%mor: co|ư=whining . 

%spa: $SPONT 

*DAD: cô làm gì hả Minh ? 

%mor: n|cô=auntie vt|làm=do wh|gì=what sfp|hả=sfp_Q n:prop|Minh ? 

*CHI: cô làm gì a ? 

%mor: n|cô=auntie vt|làm=do wh|gì=what sfp|a=sfp ? 

%spa: $PIMI 

*DAD: con bi t cô làm gì hông ? 

%mor: nnpr|con=you vt|bi t=know n|cô=auntie vt|làm=do wh|gì=what 

wh|hông=yes_no_QM ? 

*DAD: cô làm gì đó Minh ? 

%mor: n|cô=auntie vt|làm=do wh|gì=what nnloc|đó=there n:prop|Minh ? 

*DAD: cô làm gì hả Minh ? 
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%mor: n|cô=auntie vt|làm=do wh|gì=what sfp|hả=sfp_Q n:prop|Minh ? 

*MOT:cô quay_phim . 

%mor: n|cô=auntie vi|quay=shoot n|phim=film . 

*MOT: nói đi . 

%mor: vt|nói=say ins|đi=IMP . 

*DAD: hả ? 

%mor: sfp|hả=sfp_Q ? 

*DAD: cô quay_phim hả ? 

%mor: n|cô=auntie vi|quay=shoot n|phim=film sfp|hả=sfp_Q ? 

*CHI: quay_phim . 

%mor: vi|quay=shoot n|phim=film . 

%pho: ay tư 

%spa: $PIMI 

*CHI: quay . 

%mor: vt|quay=shoot . 

%spa: $REP- 

*MOT:nói lớn lên . 

%mor: vt|nói=say adj|lớn=loud ins|lên=EMP . 

*MOT:cô quay phim . 

%mor: n|cô=auntie vi|quay=shoot n|phim=film . 

*CHI: quay xxx . 

%mor: vt|quay=shoot unk|xxx . 

%spa: $PIMI 

*MOT:<cô quay phim> [<] . 

%mor: n|cô=auntie vi|quay=shoot n|phim=film . 

*MOT:<nói đi con> [<] . 

%mor: vt|nói=say ins|đi=IMP nnpr|con=you . 

*DAD: <cô quay phim> [>] . 

%mor: n|cô=auntie vi|quay=shoot n|phim=film . 

%com: (anh+hai chọc bé Minh phát âm sai) 

*DAD: anh+hai kỳ_cục quá hả Minh ? 

%mor: n|+n|anh=oldest_brother+n|hai adj|kỳ_cục=odd ins|quá=very sfp|hả=sfp_Q 

n:prop|Minh ? 

*INV: con đang ăn gì đó ? 

%mor: nnpr|con=you asp|đang=PROG vt|ăn=eat wh|gì=what nnloc|đó=there ? 

*CHI: gì đó ? 

%mor: wh|gì=what nnloc|đó=there ? 

%spa: $PIMI 

*INV: ăn gì đó ? 

%mor: vt|ăn=eat wh|gì=what nnloc|đó=there ? 

*CHI: ăn gì đó ? 

%mor: vt|ăn=eat wh|gì=what nnloc|đó=there ? 

%spa: $FIMI 

*MOT:ăn bánh đi con . 

%mor: vt|ăn=eat n|bánh=cookie ins|đi=IMP nnpr|con=you . 

@End 
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APPENDIX K: Cross-sectional subjects and their ages 

 

Group I: Youngest group (Three-year olds) 

#  Name   Gender Date of birth Age 

1 VN   F 10/14/2003 2;10;07  

2 MK  M 9/10/2003 2;11;11  

3 CT F 8/14/2003 3;00;04 

4 MT M 8/13/2003 3;00;08  

5 PA1 F 7/8/2003 3;01;09 

6 TTh F 7/8/2003  3;01;10 

7 TNg F 6/22/2003 3;01;26      

8 QT M 4/30/2003 3;03;19 

9 NT F 4/4/2003 3;04;13 

10 KH M 2/13/2003 3;06;04 

11 TQ M 1/15/2003 3;07;02 

Group II: Middle group (Four-year olds) 

1 MN M 12/12/2002 3;08;05 

2 TrQ M 12/5/2002 3;08;12 

3 AL F 11/27/2002 3;08;20 

4 TK M 11/12/2002 3;09;06 

5 GT  M 11/11/2002 3;09;07 

6 KC F 10/28/2002 3;09;19 

7 PA2 F 9/14/2002 3;11;03 

8 SX F 8/3/2002 4;00;13 

9 TV F 6/18/2002 4;01;30 

10 HT2 M 4/2/2002 4;04;14 

11 YV F 3/29/2002 4;04;20 

12 GH  F 3/20/2002 4;04;29 

Group III: Oldest group (Five-year olds) 

1 TT  M 12/31/2001 4;07;16 

2 PV F 12/8/2001 4;08;08 

3 CQ F 11/17/2001 4;08;29 

4 HL  M 11/6/2001 4;09;10 

5 HT3 M 8/25/2001 4;11;22 

6 CM M 5/5/2001 5;03;10 

7 TN M 4/15/2001 5;04;00 

8 TP F 3/19/2001 5;04;27 

9 TTu F 3/10/2001 5;05;05 

10 ML F 3/4/2001 5;05;11 

11 LK M 3/3/2001 5;05;12 

12 TH  F 3/2/2001 5;05;13 

13 TNh F 3/4/2001 5;05;14 

14 BN F 1/21/2001 5;06;25 

15 HT M 1/17/2001 5;07;01 
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APPENDIX L: Transcription of the elicitation data 

 

Age group: Chồi (middle group)                                                                         

Order: 2, 3A 0-19 

Underlined = the response containing a numeral classifier phrase 

 

7)  Child: SX (4;00;13) 

1. quả táo , A 1  2  3  4  5  6  7, B 7 quả táo . 

2. bong bóng , A 1  2  3  4 5  6, B 6 bong bóng. 

3. đ ng h , 2 đ ng h . 

4. cà rốt, A 1  2  3  4, B 4 cà rốt. 

5. chi c xe , A 1  2  3  4, 4 chi c xe . 

6. cái ly , A 1  2  3  4  5 , 5 ly, B 5 cái ly. 

7. cái dép , 1  2  3  4  5  6, B 6 chi c giày . 

8. trái banh , 1  2  3  4, B 4 trái banh. 

9. 1 máy bay , chi c máy bay, A 1  2, B 2 máy bay, NL 2 chi c máy bay. 

10. cây bút chì màu, 1  2  3  4  , B 4 bút chì màu, 4 vi t chì màu. 

11. chuối , 1  2  3  4  5, 5, 5 chuối, B chuối , 1  2  3  4  5  6  7, B 7 chuối. 

12. đôi mắt , A 1  2  3, 3 đôi mắt . 

13. cục kẹo, A 1  2  3  4  5, 5 cục kẹo . 

14. búp bê , 1  2, B 2 búp bê. 

15. chi c xe đạp , A 1  2  3  4  5, 5 chi c xe đạp. 

16. cây đờn , A 1  2, 2 cây đàn . 

17. bánh mì , A 1  2, B có 2 bánh mì. 

18. chi c # sách , A 1  2  3  4,  4 chi c sách. 

19. vớ , đôi vớ , 1  2  3, 3 đôi vớ. 

20. chi c nhẫn , A 1  2  3  4  5, 5 chi c nhẫn . 

21. củ tỏi , 1  2, B 2 củ tỏi . 

22. không bi t. 

23. cây dù , 1  2  3, 3 cây dù . 

24. trái tim , A 1  2, 2 trái tim. 

25. đũa, A 1  2  3  4  5, 5 cây đũa . 

26. cờ , 1  2, 2 # cái 2 chi c cờ. 

27. khăn giấy, 1 cái, 1 cái khăn giấy . 

28. s i dây, 2 s i dây. 

29. cây bút chì màu , A 1  2  3, 3 bút chì màu . 

30. cái này đ  khoá cữa, A 2, B ## đ  khóa cửa, 2 cái đ  khoá cữa. 

31. giũa, inv gives xóa, xoá cái bảng, A 2, B 2 xoá bảng . 

32. nút áo, A 1  2  3  4  5  6 7 8, 8 nút áo . 

33. cái này đ  may đ , chỉ , A 1  2  3  4  5  6, 6 cái đ  may áo. 

34. pin, A 1  2, 2 pin. 

35. ## giấy, A 1  2  3  4  5, B cái tấm giấy . 

36. thuốc, A 1  2, 2 thuốc . 

37. giá , hạt , A 1  2  3  4  5, 5 hạt, hạt gì? hạt cơm . 

38. s i tăm , A 1  2  3  4  5, có 5 s i tăm . 

39. cái dây đ  đeo cổ , B 1 2, B 2 s i dây đ  đeo cổ . 
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40. cái bông đ  chùi mũi, A 1  2  3  4  5, B 5 cái bông đ  chùi mũi . 

41. …mẹ hay cho ăn cùng với gỏi, em ăn chưa, cục gỏi, 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10, 

với 10 cái 10 cục gỏi . 

42. đá, A 1  2  3  4  5  6, 6 cục đá. 

43. không bi t, DEX 

44. cục xà bông , 1 2,  2 cục xà bông . 

45. cái giấy , giấy đ  làm việc , 1  2  3, B 3 giấy đ  làm việc. 

46. sách , A 1 2, cái 2 sách . 

47. tờ báo , A 1 2, B 2 tờ báo . 

48. cây gọi ông địa , 1  2  3, 3 cây gọi ông địa . 

49. cây thước đ  làm việc, A 1 2 , ở nhà con cũng có cây thước r i, A 2 cây thước 

làm việc. 

50. tấm hình , 1  2, có 2 tấm hình . 

51. băng đ  nghe nhạc , 1  2, 2 băng  đ  nghe nhạc. 

52. quả trứng , 1  2, có 2 quả trứng. 

53. tỏi, A 123, có 3 cục tỏi . 

54. cái này đ  chùi dép, A 12, 2 đ  đ  chùi dép. 

55. bánh mì , A 1  2  3. 3 bánh mì . 
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APPENDIX M: Communicative Development Inventory (CDI) for Vietnamese 

 

 

1. Thú vật (thật hoặc đồ chơi)      Animals 

          (real or toy) 

  

    ây giờ bé nói được     Có phải là từ mới không? 

   „Child is able to say now‟ „Is this a new word?‟ 

 

bò   __________   __________  cow 

bướm    __________   __________  butterfly 

cá sấu    __________   __________  crocodile 

cá   __________   __________  fish 

cọp/hổ   __________   __________  tiger 

c    __________   __________  owl 

cừu    __________   __________  sheep 

chim cánh cụt   __________   __________  penguin 

chim   __________   __________  bird 

chó con   __________   __________  puppy 

chó sói   __________   __________  wolf 

chó   __________   __________  dog 

chuột    __________   __________  mouse 

chuột nhắt   __________   __________  house mouse 

dán   __________   __________  cockroach 

d     __________   __________  cricket? 

gà trống  __________   __________  rooster 

gấu ôm   __________   __________  teddy bear 

gấu   __________   __________  bear 

heo   __________   __________  pig 

hươu cao cổ  __________   __________  giraffe 

ki n    __________   __________  ant 

khỉ   __________   __________  monkey 

lừa    __________   __________  donkey 

mèo con  __________   __________  kitten 

mèo   __________   __________  cat 

muỗi   __________   __________  mosquito 

nai    __________   __________  deer 

ngỗng    __________   __________  goose 

ngựa    __________   __________  horse 

ngựa v n   __________   __________  zebra 

ong    __________   __________  bee 

rùa   __________   __________  turtle 

sóc   __________   __________  squirrel 

sư tử    __________   __________  lion 

th n l n  __________   __________  gecko 

thỏ   __________   __________  rabbit 
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th  vật   __________   __________  animal 

vịt   __________   __________  duck 

voi    __________   __________  elephant 

 

 

 

2. Xe cộ (thật hoặc đồ chơi)       Vehicles 

          (real or toy) 

 

máy bay  __________   __________  airplane 

máy bay trực thăng __________   __________  helicopter 

thuyền   __________   __________  boat 

xe ba bánh   __________   __________  tricycle  

xe buýt   __________   __________  bus  

xe chữa lữa   __________   __________  fire engine 

xe đạp    __________   __________  bicycle 

xe gắn máy  __________   __________  motorcycle 

xe hàng  __________   __________  truck 

xe honda   __________   __________  honda 

xe hơi   __________   __________  car 

xe lữa    __________   __________  train 

 

 

3.  ồ chơi         Toys 

banh   __________   __________  ball 

bong bóng  __________   __________  balloon 

b p bê   __________   __________  doll 

b t màu sáp  __________   __________  wax pencil 

đ  chơi   __________   __________  toys 

keo/h    __________   __________  glue 

phấn   __________   __________  chalk 

quà   __________   __________  present 

sách    __________   __________  book 

trò chơi   __________   __________  game 

truyện   __________   __________  story 

vi t/b t   __________   __________  pen 

vi t chì / b t chì  __________   __________  pencil 
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4.  ồ ăn và uống       Food and drinks 

 

bánh mì  __________  __________  bread 

bánh ngọt   __________  __________  cookie, cake 

bắp   __________  __________  corn 

bom/táo  __________  __________  apple 

bòn bon   __________  __________  type of fruit  

bơ   __________  __________  avocado 

b n    __________  __________  round rice noodle 

bưởi    __________  __________  grapefruit 

cà phê    __________  __________  coffee 

cà   __________  __________  tomato 

cá   __________  __________  fish 

cam    __________  __________  orange 

cà-rốt    __________  __________  carrot 

cơm   __________  __________  cooked rice 

cua   __________  __________  crab 

chanh   __________  __________  lemon 

chôm chôm   __________  __________  rambutan 

chuối    __________  __________  banana 

dâu    __________  __________  strawberry 

dừa    __________  __________  coconut 

dưa hấu  __________  __________  melon 

đá   __________  __________  stone 

đậu   __________  __________  beans 

đ  ăn    __________  __________  food 

đu đủ    __________  __________  papaya 

gà    __________  __________  chicken 

gạo    __________  __________  uncooked rice 

gia ua    __________  __________  yogurt 

hành   __________  __________  onion 

kem    __________  __________  ice cream 

kẹo   __________  __________  candy 

kẹo cao-su  __________  __________  chewing-gum 

khoai    __________  __________  potato 

khoai tây chiên __________  __________  French fries  

mãng cầu  __________  __________  custard apple 

mận    __________  __________  plum 

mì   __________  __________  egg noodle 

muối   __________  __________  salt  

nước    __________  __________  water 

nước ngọt  __________  __________  juice 

nước xốt   __________  __________  sauce 

nho    __________  __________  grape 

ớt   __________  __________  chili 

phô-mai  __________  __________  cheese 
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phở   __________  __________  flat rice noodle 

quít   __________  __________  tangerine 

sò    __________  __________  clam 

sôcôla   __________  __________  chocolate 

sữa    __________  __________  milk 

tỏi    __________  __________  garlic 

tôm    __________  __________  shrimp 

thịt     __________  __________  meat 

thơm   __________  __________  pineapple 

trái cây   __________  __________  fruits 

trứng    __________  __________  egg 

xoài   __________  __________  mango 

x p   __________  __________  soup 

 

 

5. Quần áo        Clothes   

áo   __________  __________  shirt 

áo đầm   __________  __________  dress 

áo khoác   __________  __________  coat 

áo len / áo ấm   __________  __________  pullover 

áo mưa   __________  __________  raincoat 

áo sơ-mi  __________  __________  blouse 

bộ đ  ngủ  __________  __________  pajamas 

dây chuyền   __________  __________  necklace 

dây nịt    __________  __________  belt 

dép   __________  __________  slippers 

dù    __________  __________  umbrella 

đ  pi-da-ma   __________  __________  pajamas 

găng tay   __________  __________  gloves 

giầy ba-ta   __________  __________  tennis shoes 

giầy ống / giầy bốt  __________  __________  boots 

khăn quàng   __________  __________  scarf 

mũ    __________  __________  cap 

nón   __________  __________  hat 

n t   __________  __________  button 

phẹc-mơ-tuya   __________  __________  zipper 

quần   __________  __________  trousers 

quần dzin  __________  __________  jeans 

quần dài   __________  __________  pants 

quần đùi   __________  __________  shorts 

quần lót  __________  __________  underwear 

tã    __________  __________  diaper 

vớ / tất   __________  __________  sock 

y m   __________  __________  bip 
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6. Cơ thể        Body parts 

 

bàn chân   __________  __________  foot 

bàn tay   __________  __________  hand 

bụng   __________  __________  belly 

cánh tay  __________  __________  arm 

chân   __________  __________  leg 

đầu gối   __________  __________  knee 

đầu   __________  __________  head 

đít / mông  __________  __________  butt 

lư i    __________  __________  tongue 

má    __________  __________  cheek 

mắt    __________  __________  eye 

mặt   __________  __________  face 

miệng   __________  __________  mouth 

môi    __________  __________  lip 

mũi    __________  __________  nose 

ngón chân  __________  __________  toe 

ngón tay  __________  __________  finger 

răng    __________  __________  tooth 

r n    __________  __________  bellybutton 

tai   __________  __________  ear 

tay   __________  __________  arm or hand 

tóc    __________  __________  hair 

vai    __________  __________  shoulder 
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7.  ồ vật trong nhà       Things in the house 

 

bàn chải đánh răng __________  __________  toothbrush 

băng cát-xét  __________  __________  cassette tape 

b a    __________  __________  hammer 

cây cối   __________  __________  plants 

chai    __________  __________  botle 

chén bát  __________  __________  dishes 

chìa khoá   __________  __________  key 

chổi    __________  __________  broom 

dao   __________  __________  knife 

dĩa    __________  __________  plate 

đèn    __________  __________  lamp 

điện thoại   __________  __________  telephone 

đinh   __________  __________  nail 

đ ng h    __________  __________  clock 

gối    __________  __________  pillow 

giấy    __________  __________  paper 

hình / ảnh  __________  __________  picture 

hộp   __________  __________  box 

kéo    __________  __________  scissors 

khay   __________  __________  tray 

khăn    __________  __________  towel 

lọ   __________  __________  jar 

lư c   __________  __________  comb 

ly    __________  __________  glass 

máy chụp hình  __________  __________  camera 

máy quay phim __________  __________  video recorder 

mắt ki ng  __________  __________  glasses 

mền    __________  __________  blanket 

muỗng   __________  __________  spoon 

nĩa     __________  __________  fork 

rác    __________  __________  garbage 

ra-dô   __________  __________  radio 

rổ   __________  __________  basket 

tách   __________  __________  cup 

tiền    __________  __________  money 

tô   __________  __________  bowl 

t i    __________  __________  pocket 

thùng    __________  __________  barrel 

thuốc   __________  __________  pill, medicine 

xà-bông  __________  __________  soap bar 

xách   __________  __________  bag 

xô   __________  __________  bucket 
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8.  àn ghế và phòng       Furniture and rooms 

 

bàn    __________   __________ table 

b p   __________   __________ kitchen 

bô    __________   __________ potty 

b n    __________   __________ tub 

b n tắm  __________   __________ bathtub 

cầu thang  __________   __________ stairs 

cửa    __________   __________ door 

cửa sổ   __________   __________ window 

gh     __________   __________ chair 

gh  sa-lông  __________   __________ couch 

giường   __________   __________ bed 

lò   __________   __________ oven 

máy giặt  __________   __________ washing machine 

nôi   __________   __________ cradle 

ngăn kéo   __________   __________ drawer 

phòng khách   __________   __________ living-room 

phòng ngủ  __________   __________ bedroom 

phòng tắm  __________   __________ bathroom 

phòng   __________   __________ room 

ti-vi   __________   __________ television 

tủ áo quần  __________   __________ closet 

tủ lạnh   __________   __________ refrigerator 

xích đu   __________   __________ swing 

 

9.   ngoài        Outside 

 

bầu trời  __________   __________ sky 

bông    __________   __________ flower 

cầu tuột   __________   __________ slide 

cây    __________   __________ tree 

cỏ   __________   __________ grass 

cờ   __________   __________ flag 

đá   __________   __________ stone 

đường    __________   __________ street 

đường đi bộ  __________   __________ walkway 

gió   __________   __________ wind 

hoa   __________   __________ flower 

h  bơi    __________   __________ swimming pool 

mái nhà   __________   __________ roof 

mặt trăng   __________   __________ moon 

mặt trời  __________   __________ sun 

mây    __________   __________ cloud 

mưa   __________   __________ rain 

ngôi sao  __________   __________ star 
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sân   __________   __________ yard, court 

thang   __________   __________ ladder 

vòi nước   __________   __________ spout 

vườn    __________   __________ garden, yard 

xẻng   __________   __________ shovel 

 

 

10.  h ng chổ để đi        Places to go 

 

bi n    __________   __________ ocean   

cắm trại   __________   __________ camping  

công viên   __________   __________ park 

ch     __________   __________ market 

chùa    __________   __________ temple 

đi chơi   __________   __________ go out 

đoàn xi c   __________   __________ circus 

làm việc  __________   __________ work 

nông trại  __________   __________ farm 

nước   __________   __________ water 

nhà thờ  __________   __________ church 

nhà   __________   __________ house 

phim    __________   __________ movie 

phố    __________   __________ downtown 

rừng    __________   __________ forest 

sân chơi  __________   __________ playground 

sở th    __________   __________ zoo 

tiệc   __________   __________ party 

tiệm   __________   __________ store 

trạm xăng   __________   __________ gas station 

trường    __________   __________ school 
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11.  gười       People 

 

anh   __________  __________ older brother 

ba    __________  __________ father, Daddy 

bà nội    __________  __________ grandmother (father‘s side) 

bà ngoại  __________  __________ grandmother (mother‘s side) 

bà   __________  __________ grandmother  

bác sĩ    __________  __________ doctor 

bác   __________  __________ uncle (older than father) 

bạn   __________  __________ friend 

cậu   __________  __________ uncle (mother‘s side) 

con gái   __________  __________ daughter, girl 

con nít   __________  __________ child 

con trai  __________  __________ son, boy 

cô    __________  __________ aunt (father‘s side) 

cô giáo   __________  __________ female teacher 

công an  __________  __________ policeman 

chị    __________  __________ older sister 

ch     __________  __________ uncle (younger than father) 

ch  hề   __________  __________ clown 

dì   __________  __________ aunt (mother‘s side) 

em    __________  __________ younger brother or sister 

em bé   __________  __________ baby 

mẹ    __________  __________ mother, Mommy 

người    __________  __________ person 

ông nội   __________  __________ grandfather (father‘s side)  

ông ngoại  __________  __________ grandfather (mother‘s side) 

thầy giáo   __________  __________ male teacher 

y tá   __________  __________ nurse 

 

 

12.  h ng việc thường làm và nh ng ch  thường nói  Frequent words 

 

ăn sáng   __________   __________ eat breakfast 

ăn tối   __________   __________ eat dinner 

cám ơn   __________   __________ thank you 

chào    __________   __________ greet 

dạ   __________   __________ polite yes 

đi ch     __________   __________ go to market 

đi mua đ   __________   __________ go shopping 

gọi điện thoại  __________   __________ call (telephone) 

không   __________   __________ no 

ngủ trưa  __________   __________ nap 

quay lại   __________   __________ turn around 

tắm   __________   __________ bathe, take shower 

xin    __________   __________ please 
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13.  ành động        Actions 

 

ăn   __________   __________  eat 

bán    __________   __________  sell 

bắt   __________   __________  catch 

bỏ   __________   __________  put 

bơi    __________   __________  swim 

cắn   __________   __________  bite 

cắt     __________   __________  cut 

cầm   __________   __________  hold 

có    __________   __________  have 

cười   __________   __________  laugh 

chạy    __________   __________  run 

chỉ   __________   __________  show 

chia    __________   __________  share 

cho ăn   __________   __________  feed 

chờ    __________   __________  wait 

chơi    __________   __________  play 

ch c    __________   __________  congratulate 

chùi    __________   __________  wipe 

dậy   __________   __________  wake up 

dọn   __________   __________  clean up 

dục     __________   __________  throw away 

đá   __________   __________  kick 

đánh    __________   __________  hit 

đậy     __________   __________  cover 

đẩy    __________   __________  push 

đem    __________   __________  bring 

đi    __________   __________  go 

đi bộ   __________   __________  walk 

đi lấy    __________   __________  fetch 

đi xe   __________   __________  ride 

đọc     __________   __________  read 

đóng    __________   __________  close 

đổ   __________   __________  pour 

đu    __________   __________  swing 

đụng    __________   __________  hit 

đưa   __________   __________  give 

đứng    __________   __________  stand 

ghét   __________   __________  hate 

gỏ   __________   __________  knock 

giả đò / giả vờ  __________   __________  pretend 

gi p    __________   __________  help 

giữ    __________   __________  keep 

hát     __________   __________  sing 
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hôn    __________   __________  kiss 

kéo   __________   __________  pull 

k  chuyện  __________   __________  tell story 

ki m    __________   __________  look for 

khóc   __________   __________  cry 

lái xe / chạy xe __________   __________  drive 

làm   __________   __________  do, make 

làm b    __________   __________  break 

lam đổ   __________   __________  spill 

làm rớt   __________   __________  drop 

lau    __________   __________  wipe, clean 

lắc   __________   __________  shake 

lấy   __________   __________  take 

li m    __________   __________  lick 

mang    __________   __________  carry 

mở   __________   __________  open 

mua   __________   __________  buy 

nấu   __________   __________  cook 

n m   __________   __________  taste 

nói   __________   __________  say 

nói chuyện   __________   __________  talk 

nghe    __________   __________  hear, listen 

nghĩ   __________   __________  think 

ng i   __________   __________  sit 

ngủ   __________   __________  sleep 

ngừng   __________   __________  stop 

nhanh lên   __________   __________  hurry 

nhảy     __________   __________  jump 

nhảy đầm  __________   __________  dance 

nhìn   __________   __________  look 

nhột    __________   __________  tickle 

ôm   __________   __________  hug 

ở lại     __________   __________  stay 

phơi khô  __________   __________  dry 

quăng    __________   __________  throw 

quét    __________   __________  sweep 

rửa   __________   __________  wash 

rư t    __________   __________  chase 

sờ   __________   __________  touch 

sơn    __________   __________  paint 

sửa    __________   __________  repair 

té    __________   __________  fall 

tìm    __________   __________  find 

tuột    __________   __________  slide 

thấy    __________   __________  see 

thích   __________   __________  like 
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thổi    __________   __________  blow 

thương   __________   __________  love 

trèo   __________   __________  climb 

trốn   __________   __________  hide 

trư t    __________   __________  skate 

uống    __________   __________  drink 

vẻ   __________   __________  draw 

vi t   __________   __________  write 

vổ tay   __________   __________  clap 

xây   __________   __________  build 

xé   __________   __________  tear 

xem    __________   __________  watch 

xong   __________   __________  finished 

 

 

14.  h ng từ miêu tả      Descriptive words  

 

b     __________   __________  broken 

bệnh/bịnh  __________   __________  sick 

bu n    __________   __________  sad 

bu n ngủ  __________   __________  sleepy 

bự   __________   __________  big 

cam (màu)  __________   __________  orange 

cao    __________   __________  tall 

cẩn thận   __________   __________  careful 

cũ    __________   __________  old 

cuối cùng  __________   __________  last 

cứng    __________   __________  hard 

chậm   __________   __________  slow 

dài   __________   __________  long 

dễ thương  __________   __________  cute 

dính   __________   __________  stick 

dịu dàng  __________   __________  gentle 

dơ   __________   __________  dirty 

dở   __________   __________  bad-tasting 

đau   __________   __________  painful 

đầu tiên  __________   __________  first 

đầy    __________   __________  full 

đen   __________   __________  black 

đẹp   __________   __________  pretty 

đỏ   __________   __________  red 

đói bụng   __________   __________  hungry 

ghê   __________   __________  terrible 

giận    __________   __________  be angry 

hay    __________   __________  good 

h t r i   __________   __________  finished 
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hư    __________   __________  broken 

ít    __________   __________  little 

kẹt    __________   __________  stuck 

khát nước  __________   __________  thirsty 

khoẻ    __________   __________  healthy 

khô    __________   __________  dry 

lạnh    __________   __________  cold 

lớn    __________   __________  big 

mềm    __________   __________  soft 

mệt   __________   __________  tired 

mới   __________   __________  new 

nặng   __________   __________  heavy 

nâu/đà   __________   __________  brown 

nóng   __________   __________  hot 

ngon    __________   __________  tasty 

nhanh/mau   __________   __________  fast 

nhỏ xíu   __________   __________  small 

 n    __________   __________  noisy 

quậy   __________   __________  naughty 

sạch   __________   __________  clean 

s    __________   __________  afraid 

tỉnh   __________   __________  awake 

to   __________   __________  big 

tội    __________   __________  pitiful 

tối   __________   __________  dark 

tốt   __________   __________  good 

trắng   __________   __________  white 

trống   __________   __________  empty 

trời gió   __________   __________  windy 

trời mưa   __________   __________  rainy 

ướt    __________   __________  wet 

vàng (màu)   __________   __________  yellow 

vui   __________   __________  happy 

xấu   __________   __________  ugly 

xanh dương  __________   __________  blue 

xanh lá cây  __________   __________  green 

yên lặng   __________   __________  quiet 
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15.  h ng từ về thời gian      Time expressions  

 

bây giờ    __________   __________ now 

buổi sáng    __________   __________ morning 

buổi tối   __________   __________ night 

hôm nay    __________   __________ today 

hôm qua   __________   __________ yesterday 

lát nữa    __________   __________ later 

ngày     __________   __________ day 

ngày mai   __________   __________ tomorrow 

sau khi    __________   __________ after 

tối nay     __________   __________ tonight 

thì giờ / thời gian  __________   __________ time 

trước khi   __________   __________ before 

   

 

16.  ại từ         Pronouns 

 

cái đó    __________   __________ that 

cái kia     __________   __________that over there 

cái này    __________   __________ this 

con    __________   __________ I 

của con   __________   __________ my 

của họ    __________   __________ their 

của mình   __________   __________ our 

của nó     __________   __________ his/her/its 

họ     __________   __________ they 

mấy cái đó   __________   __________ those 

mấy cái kia   __________   __________those over there 

mấy cái này    __________   __________ these 

mình     __________   __________ we 

nó    __________   __________ he/she/it 

 

 

17.  h ng từ để hỏi       Question words 

 

ai    __________   __________ who 

cái gì    __________   __________ what 

cái nào    __________   __________ which 

khi nào / l c nào   __________   __________ when 

làm sao   __________   __________ how 

ở đâu    __________   __________ where 

tại sao     __________   __________ why 
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18.  h ng từ miêu tả địa điểm  (giới từ) Location expressions (prepositions) 

 

của    __________   __________ of 

cho    __________   __________ for 

chung quanh    __________   __________ around 

dưới     __________   __________ under 

đây     __________   __________ here 

đ n/tới    __________   __________ to 

đó     __________   __________ there 

k  bên    __________   __________ next to 

lên    __________   __________ up 

l c    __________   __________ when/while 

qua    __________   __________ across 

ra     __________   __________ out 

sau     __________   __________ behind 

trên    __________   __________ above 

trong    __________   __________ in 

trước    __________   __________ front 

vào     __________   __________ in 

về     __________   __________ back 

với     __________   __________ with 

xuống     __________   __________ down 

  

19. Nh ng từ khác        Other terms 

 

cái khác    __________   __________ different one 

cần     __________   __________ need 

có th     __________   __________ can, able to 

đã    __________   __________ past tense 

đang     __________   __________ progressive 

đ  con     __________   __________ let me 

đư c      __________   __________ ok 

giống     __________   __________ similar 

khác    __________   __________ different 

không có gì h t  __________   __________ nothing 

là    __________   __________ be 

mỗi    __________   __________ every 

muốn     __________   __________ want 

nữa     __________   __________ more 

nhiều    __________   __________ much/many 

phải    __________   __________ must 

quá     __________   __________ too 

s     __________   __________ future tense 

tất cả    __________   __________ all 

thử    __________   __________ try 

vài    __________   __________ a few 
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20.  h ng từ để nối câu      Connective words 

 

bởi vì    __________   __________ because 

n u    __________   __________ if 

(nhưng) mà    __________   __________ but 

và     __________   __________ and 

(vậy) thì   __________   __________ then 

vậy     __________   __________ then 

 

 

21. Từ loại        Classifiers 

 

cái   ____________ ____________general    

cây   ____________ ____________long-straight-rigid  

chi c   ____________ ____________general; vehicle; one of a pair  

con   ____________ ____________animals; animate   

cọng   ____________ ____________long-thin-malleable   

củ   ____________ ____________root vegetables   

cục   ____________ ____________small-roundish, undefined  

cuộn   ____________ ____________roll-like 

cuốn   ____________ ____________book, volume    

hạt   ____________ ____________small-roundish, seed-like 

hòn   ____________ ____________small-round   

hột   ____________ ____________small-roundish, seed-like 

ổ   ____________ ____________sandwich; lock  

quả   ____________ ____________fruits, vegetable; big-round  

quy n   ____________ ____________book, volume    

s i   ____________ ____________long-thin-malleable   

tấm   ____________ ____________flat-thin, hard    

tờ    ____________ ____________flat-thin, sheet-like 

trái   ____________ ____________fruits, vegetable; big-round  

viên   ____________ ____________small-round   

  

 

22. Từ loại + danh từ       Classifier + Noun 

  

cây bút / vi t  ____________ ____________ CL pen 

cây đàn  ____________ ____________ CL guitar 

cây đèn cầy  ____________ ____________ CL candle 

cây dù   ____________ ____________ CL umbrella 

cây ngoáy tai  ____________ ____________ CL Q-tips 

cây nhang   ____________ ____________ CL incense 

cây tăm  ____________ ____________ CL toothpick 

cây thước  ____________ ____________ CL ruler 

chi c đũa  ____________ ____________ CL chopstick 
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chi c máy bay  ____________ ____________ CL airplane 

chi c nhẫn  ____________ ____________ CL ring 

chi c vớ  ____________ ____________ CL sock 

chi c xe  ____________ ____________ CL car/vehicle 

chi c xe đạp  ____________ ____________ CL bike 

chi c xe hơi  ____________ ____________ CL car 

con búp bê  ____________ ____________ CL doll 

con ma   ____________ ____________ CL ghost 

con mắt  ____________ ____________ CL eye 

củ cà rốt  ____________ ____________ CL carrot 

củ hành   ____________ ____________ CL onion 

củ tỏi   ____________ ____________ CL garlic 

cục đá   ____________ ____________ CL stone 

cục gôm  ____________ ____________ CL eraser 

cục kẹo  ____________ ____________ CL candy 

cục pin   ____________ ____________ CL battery 

cục xà bông   ____________ ____________ CL soap 

cuộn băng  ____________ ____________ CL cassette tape 

cuộn chỉ  ____________ ____________ CL thread  

cuộn giấy  ____________ ____________ CL toilet paper 

cuốn sách  ____________ ____________ CL book 

cuốn vở  ____________ ____________ CL notebook 

đôi đũa   ____________ ____________ CL chopstick 

đôi giày  ____________ ____________ CL shoe 

đôi vớ   ____________ ____________ CL sock 

hòn bi   ____________ ____________ CL marble 

hột đậu   ____________ ____________ CL bean 

hột gạo   ____________ ____________ CL uncooked rice 

hột nút   ____________ ____________ CL button 

lá bài    ____________ ____________ CL playing card 

lá cờ   ____________ ____________ CL flag 

mi ng thảm  ____________ ____________ CL carpet 

ổ bánh mì  ____________ ____________ CL bread 

ổ khóa    ____________ ____________ CL lock 

quả chuối  ____________ ____________ CL banana 

quả địa cầu   ____________ ____________ CL globe 

quả trứng  ____________ ____________ CL egg 

quy n sách  ____________ ____________ CL book 

s i dây   ____________ ____________ CL string 

s i dây chuyền ____________ ____________ CL necklace 

tấm hình  ____________ ____________ CL picture 

tẩm thảm  ____________ ____________ CL carpet 

tờ báo   ____________ ____________ CL newspaper 

tờ giấy   ____________ ____________ CL paper 

trái banh  ____________ ____________ CL ball 

trái chuối  ____________ ____________ CL banana 
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trái tim   ____________ ____________ CL heart 

viên bi   ____________ ____________ CL marble 

viên thuốc  ____________ ____________ CL pill 

 

 

 

3 câu dài nhất bé nói được bây giờ       3 longest sentences child is able to say now 

 

1. ______________________________________________________________ 

 

2. ______________________________________________________________ 

 

3. ______________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX N: Phrases with a bare noun 

 

 

 

MINH 

 

Child: MINH                 

  Bare Noun Phrase Type #      

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7   

S Age N V+N N+V N+Det N+Wh N+Adj N+Poss TOTAL 

1 1;09;20 55 40 10   1 3 109 

2 1;10;06 44 42 13 1   6 106 

3 1;10;20 47 63 21 1   2 134 

4 1;11;04 26 46 13 1 1  1 88 

5 1;11;19 63 77 19 3  1 6 169 

6 2;00;03 24 49 7 6  1 2 89 

7 2;00;16 62 37 9 6   5 119 

8 2;01;01 64 97 30 7 2 2 7 209 

9 2;01;15 37 71 22 4   8 142 

10 2;01;29 101 54 32 19  2 9 217 

11 2;02;13 21 60 23 4 1  3 112 

12 2;02;27 28 65 20 8  1 7 129 

13 2;03;11 148 86 23 6  2 12 278 

  TOTAL 720 787 242 66 4 10 71 1900 

 

 

 

HA MI 

 

 

Child: HA MI                 

  Bare Noun Phrase Type #      

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7   

S Age N V+N N+V N+Det N+Wh N+Adj N+Poss TOTAL 

1 1;11;10 59 6 6 2 2  2 77 

2 1;11;27 63 14 14 1 1 1 2 96 

3 2;00;11 53 7 5 1  2 6 74 

4 2;00;29 45 40 7 1   5 98 

5 2;01;27 31 12 12  1  11 67 

6 2;02;11 36 29 12 1   1 80 

7 2;02;27 44 31 18 3   18 115 

8 2;03;16 32 23 4 4  1 12 76 

9 2;04;00 35 63 7   1 8 115 

10 2;04;14 11 22 1 2 2 2 2 42 

11 2;04;28 24 19 3   2 11 59 

12 2;05;12 26 31 12 4 3 3 46 125 

  TOTAL 459 297 101 19 9 12 124 1021 
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LIEM 

 

Child: LIEM                 

  Bare Noun Phrase Type #      

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7   

S Age N V+N N+V N+Det N+Wh N+Adj N+Poss TOTAL 

1 2;04;09 30 26 12 3 3 6 1 81 

2 2;04;19 28 79 20 13 1 3 13 158 

3 2;05;22 15 63 22 7 1 1 3 113 

4 2;06;09 23 42 15 6  1 5 92 

5 2;06;20 32 66 28 7 2 3 13 151 

6 2;07;07 34 64 25 2 4 5 18 152 

7 2;07;22 35 112 21 7 1 9 25 212 

8 2;08;11 12 50 13 6  3 3 87 

9 2;08;25 16 55 3 14 6 1 7 102 

10 2;09;08 15 71 18 5  3 4 121 

11 2;09;29 40 87 40 14 4 13 11 229 

  TOTAL 280 715 217 84 22 48 103 1469 

 

 

GIANG 

 

Child: GIANG                 

  Bare Noun Phrase Type #      

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7   

S Age N V+N N+V N+Det N+Wh N+Adj N+Poss TOTAL 

1 2;05;01 13 9 4   3 15 44 

2 2;05;18 13 47 7   1 7 75 

3 2;06;10 23 43 17 1   11 96 

4 2;06;23 12 47 12    5 76 

5 2;07;08 16 47 13  1 1 5 85 

6 2;07;22 18 64 7   3 8 100 

7 2;08;01 34 65 6   2 16 124 

8 2;08;10 52 125 20   2 26 225 

9 2;09;01 34 44 18 2 1 3 9 111 

10 2;09;18 60 103 19 2 1 7 29 221 

11 2;10;00 22 26 4   3 7 64 

12 2;10;14 39 82 6 2 1  4 141 

13 2;11;00 24 68 3 5 1 1 5 113 

14 2;11;17 27 83 2 1 1   117 

15 3;00;03 6 29 1  1  7 46 

16 3;00;17 57 106 11 1 1 2 48 231 

17 3;01;00 7 42  2 3 1 2 64 

18 3;01;14 84 77 10 1 8 7 14 216 

19 3;01;27 29 79 7 6 3 8 6 146 

20 3;02;13 74 124 18 5 3 5 8 243 

  TOTAL 644 1310 185 28 25 49 232 2473 
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APPENDIX O: Classifier phrases 

 

 

MINH 

 

 MINH 2-element classifier phrases     3-element classifier phrases     Errors / ungrammatical 

  Classifier Phrase Type #                

  1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 9 1                 2  

         CL+  CL+  Num+ CL+N+ CL+N+ CL+N+ CL+N+ Num+ Num+ Num+       

S Age CL+N CL+Dem CL+Wh Adj Poss CL Det Wh Adj Poss CL+N CL+Det CL+Poss 
              
*Num+N   *CL+CL TOTAL 

1 1;09;20 58 3               2 63 

2 1;10;06 46 1 1                48 

3 1;10;20 50  1 1      1         53 

4 1;11;04 33 5                 38 

5 1;11;19 79 3 1       1  1       85 

6 2;00;03 30 10     1  1 1        43 

7 2;00;16 99 5                104 

8 2;01;01 37 17  1      3         58 

9 2;01;15 23 6    1 2    1      33 

10 2;01;29 57 21 2   3 3   1                      1 89 

11 2;02;13 30 6 1        2        39 

12 2;02;27 36 9 3                48 

13 2;03;11 184 9 11   1 2  2 4 1    1 3 217 

  TOTAL 762 95 20 2 0 5 8 0 8 8 3 0 0  1                 6 918 
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HA MI 

 

  HA MI 2-element classifier phrases     3-element classifier phrases     Errors / ungrammatical 

  Classifier Phrase Type #               

  1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 9 1                    2  

         CL+  CL+  Num+ CL+N+ CL+N+ CL+N+ CL+N+ Num+ Num+ Num+       

S Age CL+N CL+Det CL+Wh Adj Poss CL Det Wh Adj Poss CL+N CL+Det CL+Poss *Num+N     *CL+CL TOTAL 

1 1;11;10 33 2 2               37 

2 1;11;27 82 3 4    2          91 

3 2;00;11 82 5 8 1 1  1   3      1 102 

4 2;00;29 102 1 9 1       1      1 115 

5 2;01;27 18    2      3       23 

6 2;02;11 36 4 1 1  4 1   2 3    1  52 

7 2;02;27 88 9    2 1  1 2   1  1                    2 106 

8 2;03;16 70 10 4   2     3   2    91 

9 2;04;00 27 12 8        1     1  48 

10 2;04;14 13  1        4       18 

11 2;04;28 12 12 2    1   6       34 

12 2;05;12 28 6 2 1  3     5  1     46 

  TOTAL 591 64 41 4 3 11 6 0 1 30 3 1 3 3                    4 763 
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LIEM 

 

 

 LIEM 2-element classifier phrases     3-element classifier phrases     Errors / ungrammatical 

  Classifier Phrase Type #               

  1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 9 1                    2  

         CL+  CL+  Num CL+N+ CL+N+ CL+N+ CL+N+ Num+ Num+ Num+       

S Age CL+N CL+Det CL+Wh Adj Poss CL Det Wh Adj Poss CL+N CL+Det CL+Poss *Num+N     *CL+CL TOTAL 

1 2;04;09 46 17  1  1 1  2 1 1     1 71 

2 2;04;19 45 22 4   5 12  2 5    1                     95 

3 2;05;22 45 24 5   4 8   2    1  88 

4 2;06;09 28 6 2    2   1      2 41 

5 2;06;20 46 33 2   1     2      1 85 

6 2;07;07 49 24 15   4 6  1 9 1 1   1 111 

7 2;07;22 102 29 3   5 7 1 2 6 3   2                    6 164 

8 2;08;11 26 28 6    4   1  2    67 

9 2;08;25 35 32 20   5 18 8 8 4 2 1   3 136 

10 2;09;08 27 5 9   6 1  2  1    5  51 

11 2;09;29 135 65 8 2  1 5 5 9 1 3 2  20                  37 273 

  TOTAL 584 285 74 3 0 32 64 14 26 32 11 6 0 29                  51 1213 

 

 
4-element classifier phrases:  1 CL-N-Adj-Poss in Session 9 

3 Num-CL-N-Det in Session 9,10,11 
2 Num-CL-N-Adj in Session 9,11 
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GIANG 

 

 GIANG 2-element classifier phrases     3-element classifier phrases         Errors / ungrammatical 

  Classifier Phrase Type #                 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1                      2  

         CL+  CL+  Num+ CL+N+ CL+N+ CL+N+ CL+N+ Num+ Num+ Num+ Num+ Num+       

S Age CL+N CL+Det CL+Wh Adj Poss CL Det Wh Adj Poss CL+N CL+Det CL+Wh CL+Adj CL+Poss *Num+N       *CL+CL TOTAL 

1 2;05;01 64 2 2                 68 

2 2;05;18 13  1        1         15 

3 2;06;10 29  3  1             1 1 34 

4 2;06;23 40  16   1              57 

5 2;07;08 17  5  2 6    1 1       2  32 

6 2;07;22 37 3 3       1          44 

7 2;08;01 101 8 13       2 4 3    1  1  132 

8 2;08;10 118 1 8   1   1 1 2 4       1 137 

9 2;09;01 109 1 13 1  4   1 1 2 2        134 

10 2;09;18 122 5 22 3  2     5 1       2 162 

11 2;10;00 46 9 19   5    2 1  1     2  83 

12 2;10;14 87 58 33   5 1 2  4 9 8     7 5 212 

13 2;11;00 55 10 10  3 4      7 4     6 2 95 

14 2;11;17 46 25 27 1  5    1 3 7 5     3 6 126 

15 3;00;03 39 10 10 1  18     3 10 1  1   2 1 94 

16 3;00;17 142 21 47 2  6   5  6 24 2 2    5                      1 258 

17 3;01;00 55 13 15   2 1  1 1 44      7  132 

18 3;01;14 181 14 55 2  12    6 4 95 1  1   15 1 372 

19 3;01;27 84 49 8 5  18    4 6 42      8  216 

20 3;02;13 253 9 27   3 1  11  39      6 1 344 

  TOTAL 1638 238 337 15  6 92 3 9 31 43 287 22 2 2 1  65                    21 2817 

4-element classifier phrases: 1 CL-N-Adj-Poss in Session 9 
7 Num-CL-N-Adj: 1 in Session 16, 2 in Session17, 4 in Session18 
2 Num-CL-N-Poss in Session 18,19 
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APPENDIX P: Number of types of classifier phrases in each session 

 

 

Session Age Minh Age Ha Mi Age Liem Age Giang 

1 1;09;20 2 1;11;10 3 2;04;09 8 2;05;01 3 

2 1;10;06 3 1;11;27 4 2;04;19 7 2;05;18 3 

3 1;10;20 4 2;00;11 7 2;05;22 6 2;06;10 3 

4 1;11;04 2 2;00;29 5 2;06;09 5 2;06;23 3 

5 1;11;19 5 2;01;27 3 2;06;20 5 2;07;08 6 

6 2;00;03 5 2;02;11 8 2;07;07 9 2;07;22 4 

7 2;00;16 2 2;02;27 6 2;07;22 9 2;08;01 7 

8 2;01;01 4 2;03;16 5 2;08;11 6 2;08;10 8 

9 2;01;15 5 2;04;00 4 2;08;25 13 2;09;01 10 

10 2;01;29 6 2;04;14 3 2;09;08 8 2;09;18 7 

11 2;02;13 4 2;04;28 5 2;09;29 13 2;10;00 7 

12 2;02;27 3 2;05;12 7    2;10;14 9 

13 2;03;11 8       2;11;00 7 

14          2;11;17 9 

15          3;00;03 9 

16          3;00;17 11 

17          3;01;00 9 

18          3;01;14 12 

19          3;01;27 9 

20          3;02;13 7 
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APPENDIX Q: Classifier and noun phrases with determiners 

 

 

 

Child: MINH 2-element 3-element       

              

Session Age N+Det CL+Det CL+N+Det Num+CL+Det Num+CL+N+Det TOTAL 

1 1;09;20   3     3 

2 1;10;06 1 1     2 

3 1;10;20 1      1 

4 1;11;04 1 5     6 

5 1;11;19 3 3     6 

6 2;00;03 6 10 1   17 

7 2;00;16 6 5     11 

8 2;01;01 7 17     24 

9 2;01;15 4 6 2   12 

10 2;01;29 19 21 3   43 

11 2;02;13 4 6     10 

12 2;02;27 8 9     17 

13 2;03;11 6 9 2   17 

  TOTAL 66 95 8 0   169 

 

 

 

Child: HA MI 2-element 3-element       

              

Session Age N+Det CL+Det CL+N+Det Num+CL+Det Num+CL+N+Det TOTAL  

1 1;11;10 2 3     5 

2 1;11;27 1 3 2   6 

3 2;00;11 1 5 1   7 

4 2;00;29 1 1     2 

5 2;01;27       0 

6 2;02;11 1 4 1   6 

7 2;02;27 3 9 1   13 

8 2;03;16 4 10     14 

9 2;04;00  12     12 

10 2;04;14 2      2 

11 2;04;28  12 1   13 

12 2;05;12 4 6   1  11 

  TOTAL 19 65 6 1 0 91 
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Child: LIEM 2-element 3-element       

              

Session Age N+Det CL+Det CL+N+Det Num+CL+Det Num+CL+N+Det TOTAL 

1 2;04;09 3 17 1   21 

2 2;04;19 13 22 12   47 

3 2;05;22 7 24 8   39 

4 2;06;09 6 6 2   14 

5 2;06;20 7 33     40 

6 2;07;07 2 24 6 1  33 

7 2;07;22 7 29 7   43 

8 2;08;11 6 28 4 2  40 

9 2;08;25 14 32 18 1 1 66 

10 2;09;08 5 5 1  1 12 

11 2;09;29 14 65 5 2 1 87 

  TOTAL 84 285 64 6 3 442 

 

 

 

Child: GIANG 2-element 3-element       

              

Session Age N+Det CL+Det CL+N+Det Num+CL+Det Num+CL+N+Det TOTAL 

1 2;05;01   2     2 

2 2;05;18        0 

3 2;06;10 1      1 

4 2;06;23        0 

5 2;07;08        0 

6 2;07;22   3     3 

7 2;08;01   8     8 

8 2;08;10   1     1 

9 2;09;01 2 1     3 

10 2;09;18 2 5     7 

11 2;10;00   9   1  10 

12 2;10;14 2 58 1 8  69 

13 2;11;00 5 10   4  19 

14 2;11;17 1 25   5  31 

15 3;00;03   10   1  11 

16 3;00;17 1 21   2  24 

17 3;01;00 2 13 1   16 

18 3;01;14 1 14   1  16 

19 3;01;27 6 49     55 

20 3;02;13 5 9 1   15 

  TOTAL 28 238 3 22 0 291 
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APPENDIX R: Classifier and noun phrases with wh-word 

 

 

 

Child: MINH 2-element 3-element     

           

Session Age N+Wh CL+Wh CL+N+Wh Num+CL+Wh TOTAL 

1 1;09;20         

2 1;10;06   1    1 

3 1;10;20   1    1 

4 1;11;04 1     1 

5 1;11;19   1    1 

6 2;00;03         

7 2;00;16         

8 2;01;01 2     2 

9 2;01;15         

10 2;01;29   2    2 

11 2;02;13 1 1    2 

12 2;02;27   3    3 

13 2;03;11   11    11 

  TOTAL 4 20 0 0 24 

 

 

 

Child: HA MI 2-element 3-element     

           

Session Age N+Wh CL+Wh CL+N+Wh Num+CL+Wh TOTAL 

1 1;11;10 2 2    4 

2 1;11;27 1 4    5 

3 2;00;11  8    8 

4 2;00;29  9    9 

5 2;01;27 1     1 

6 2;02;11  1    1 

7 2;02;27        

8 2;03;16  4    4 

9 2;04;00  8    8 

10 2;04;14 2 1    3 

11 2;04;28  2    2 

12 2;05;12 3 2    5 

  TOTAL 9 41 0 0 50 
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Child: LIEM 2-element 3-element     

           

Session Age N+Wh CL+Wh CL+N+Wh Num+CL+Wh TOTAL 

1 2;04;09 3     3 

2 2;04;19 1 4    5 

3 2;05;22 1 5    6 

4 2;06;09   2    2 

5 2;06;20 2 2    4 

6 2;07;07 4 15    19 

7 2;07;22 1 3 1  5 

8 2;08;11   6    6 

9 2;08;25 6 20 8  34 

10 2;09;08   9    9 

11 2;09;29 4 8 5  17 

  TOTAL 22 74 14 0 110 

 

 

 

Child: GIANG 2-element 3-element     

           

Session Age N+Wh CL+Wh CL+N+Wh Num+CL+Wh TOTAL 

1 2;05;01   2    2 

2 2;05;18   1    1 

3 2;06;10   3    3 

4 2;06;23   16    16 

5 2;07;08 1 5    6 

6 2;07;22   3    3 

7 2;08;01   13    13 

8 2;08;10   8 1  9 

9 2;09;01 1 13 1  15 

10 2;09;18 1 22    23 

11 2;10;00   19    19 

12 2;10;14 1 33 2  36 

13 2;11;00 1 10    11 

14 2;11;17 1 27    28 

15 3;00;03 1 10    11 

16 3;00;17 1 47 5 2 55 

17 3;01;00 3 15    18 

18 3;01;14 8 55    63 

19 3;01;27 3 8    11 

20 3;02;13 3 27    30 

  TOTAL 25 337 9 2 373 
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APPENDIX S: Closer analysis of CL-Det and CL-Wh 

 
   time of first number of   

Child CL-Dem Occurrence occurrence  

Minh CL Dem  Total 

 cái này 
at 1;9 or 
before 

71 (occurs at each 
session) 71 

 cái đó at 1;11 
2 (1;11), 7 (2;1), 12 (2;2), 
3 21 

 con này at 1;11 1 (1;11), 1 (2;0), 1 (2;2) 3 

 chiếc  này at 2:1 1 (2;1) 1 

 cái  kia at 2;3 1 (2;3) 1 

    26 total non-cái  

      
Ha 
Mi cái này 

at 1;11 or 
before 

63 (occurs at each 
session) 63 

 cái đó None  0 

 con này at 1;11 1 (1;11) 1 

 trái này at 2:0 1 (2;0), 1 (2;2) 2 

 chiếc này at 2;4 1 (2;4), 1 (2;5) 2 

    5 total non-cái  

      

 

   

time of  
first  
occur-
rence number of occurence    

1
st

 
occur 

# of 
occur 

Child 
CL-
Wh     

Num-
CL   

Minh CL Wh   Total Num CL   

 cái gì at 1;10 21 (more at 2;2, 2;3) 21 1 chiếc 2;1  

 con gì at 1;10 1 (1;10), 1 (1;11) 2 1,2,3 cái 2;2 
3 
(2;2),  

 trái gì at 2;03 1 (2;03) 1    2 (2;3) 

    3 total      

          
Ha 
Mi cái gì 

1;11 or 
before 29 (each session) 29 2,3 cái 2;2 12 

 con gì at 1;11 3 (1;11), 2 (2;0),  1,2 trái 2;2 2 

    3 (2;4), 2 (2;5) 10 2 cây 2;2 1 

 trái gì at 2;00 2 (2;00) 2 1,2 chùm 2;2 3 

 trái nào at 2;00 1 (2;00) 1 2 chiếc 2;3 1 

 cái nào at 2;00 2 (2;00), 1 (2;2) 3 2 món 2;3 1 

    13 total  3 con 2;5 1 

 

Gloss: 

này this 

đó that 

kia that over there 

gì what;    

nào which 
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APPENDIX T: Errors 

 

 MINH      HA MI    

 S Age *CL+CL *Num+N *CL+V S Age *CL+CL Num+N *CL+V 

1 1;09;20 2 __ 2 1 1;11;10 __ __ __ 

2 1;10;06 __ __ __ 2 1;11;27 __ __ __ 

3 1;10;20 __ __ __ 3 2;00;11 1 __ __ 

4 1;11;04 __ __ __ 4 2;00;29 1 __ __ 

5 1;11;19 __ __ __ 5 2;01;27 __ __ __ 

6 2;00;03 __ __ __ 6 2;02;11 __ 1 2 

7 2;00;16 __ __ 1 7 2;02;27 2 1 2 

8 2;01;01 __ __ __ 8 2;03;16 __ __ 3 

9 2;01;15 __ __ 1 9 2;04;00 __ 1 __ 

10 2;01;29 ---- __ 1 10 2;04;14 __ __ __ 

11 2;02;13 __ __ __ 11 2;04;28 __ __ 1 

12 2;02;27 __ __ __ 12 2;05;12 __ __ __ 

13 2;03;11 3 1 2   TOTAL 4 3 8 

  TOTAL 5 1 7 

 LIEM     GIANG    

S Age *CL+CL *Num+N *CL+V S Age *CL+CL *Num+N *CL+V 

1 2;04;09 1 __ __ 1 2;05;01 __ __ 2 

2 2;04;19 __ 1 2 2 2;05;18 __ __ __ 

3 2;05;22 __ 1 __ 3 2;06;10 1 1 3 

4 2;06;09 2 __ __ 4 2;06;23 __ __ 1 

5 2;06;20 1 __ 1 5 2;07;08 __ 2 __ 

6 2;07;07 1 __ 2 6 2;07;22 __ __ __ 

7 2;07;22 6 3 2 7 2;08;01 __ 1 12 

8 2;08;11 __ __ 1 8 2;08;10 1 __ 5 

9 2;08;25 3 __ __ 9 2;09;01 __ __ 3 

10 2;09;08 __ 5 __ 10 2;09;18 2 __ 6 

11 2;09;29 37 20 7 11 2;10;00 __ 2 2 

  TOTAL 51 30 15 12 2;10;14 5 7 2 

     13 2;11;00 2 6 1 

     14 2;11;17 6 3 1 

     15 3;00;03 1 2 1 

     16 3;00;17 1 5 __ 

     17 3;01;00 __ 7 __ 

     18 3;01;14 1 15 2 

     19 3;01;27 __ 10 __ 

     20 3;02;13 1 6 5 

       TOTAL 21 67 46 
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   APPENDIX U: Classifier tokens      Minh 

Age Session cái con trái quả chiếc cây cục củ viên cuốn đôi nải sợi hột lá khẩu ngôi bàn ổ chùm 

1;09;20 2 11 21 3   4 35    1          

1;10;06 3 15 32 1  6                

1;10;20 4 15 25 4 4 1 1      1         

1;11;04 5 7 19 14                  

1;11;19 6 22 48 14   4 4   1           

2;00;03 7 20 7 14   2 4              

2;00;16 8 27 41 19 3  11 10              

2;01;01 9 40 8 4   6 5  1            

2;01;15 10 15 11 3  3        3        

2;01;29 11 48 20 25 1  5               

2;02;13 12 16 16 4 2 1      2          

2;02;27 13 24 19 2 1 1 3               

2;03;11 14 146 74 23 3 14 7       1 2       

Total token 406 341 130 14 26 43 58   1 1 3 1 4 2             

total %   39 33 13 1.4 2.5 4 5.6   <0.1   0   0.4               

 

Age Session chú đứa phát bức bậc thằng tấm đống ngón bộ quyển anh cọng hòn buổi bài TOTAL 

1;09;20 2                  

1;10;06 3                  

1;10;20 4                  

1;11;04 5                  

1;11;19 6                  

2;00;03 7                  

2;00;16 8                  

2;01;01 9                  

2;01;15 10                  

2;01;29 11                  

2;02;13 12                  

2;02;27 13                  

2;03;11 14                  
Total 
token 1                                 1031 
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Ha Mi 

Age Session cái con trái quả chiếc cây cục củ viên cuốn đôi nải sợi hột lá khẩu ngôi bàn ổ chùm 

1;11;10 1 8 8 18     2       1  1    

1;11;27 2 11 65 5 1  2             1  

2;00;11 3 45 48 25 1    1             

2;00;29 4 36 35 48 2 3 3  1             

2;01;27 5 3 14 5   3               

2;02;11 6 24 15 14   3 11 1            1 

2;02;27 7 35 65 7 1 2 7 4 1 1           2 

2;03;16 8 37 57 9 4  4               

2;04;00 9 29 11 2 1  3     1          

2;04;14 10 6 5 1    3              

2;04;28 11 20 7 1  1 1               

2;05;12 12 14 32   1  2             1 

Total token 268 362 135 10 7 26 20 6 1   1                   

total %   32 43 17   0.8 3 2.4 1 0.1   0                   

 

Age Session món ông chú đứa phát bức bậc thằng tấm đống ngón bộ quyển anh cọng hòn buổi bài TOTAL 

1;11;10 1                    

1;11;27 2                    

2;00;11 3                    

2;00;29 4                    

2;01;27 5                    

2;02;11 6                    

2;02;27 7                    

2;03;16 8 1                   

2;04;00 9                    

2;04;14 10                    

2;04;28 11                    

2;05;12 12                    

Total token                                     835  

total %                                         
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Liem 

Age Session cái con trái quả chiếc cây cục củ viên cuốn đôi nải sợi hột lá khẩu ngôi bàn ổ chùm 

2;04;09 1 37 28  5 5  2    1     1     

2;04;19 2 55 26 2  19 1             3  

2;05;22 3 43 25 3  20 1            1 1  

2;06;09 4 11 15 4 1 7  3              

2;06;20 5 57 10  1 26 3     1          

2;07;07 6 80 32  3 5  6              

2;07;22 7 77 92 2 12 15 3 2 5   3   1   2   2 

2;08;11 8 54 20  3 2  4 3             

2;08;25 9 73 21   43 4 1            1  

2;09;08 10 34 9  9 5 1       1   1  2   

2;09;29 11 200 138 4 21 7 2 2 2   3   1   14    

Total token 721 416 15 55 154 15 20 #     8   1 2   2 16 3     

total %   50 29   4.2 10.7 1 1.4 1     1   <0.1             

 

Age Session món ông chú đứa phát bức bậc thằng tấm đống ngón bộ quyển anh cọng hòn buổi bài TOTAL 

2;04;09 1  2 1                 

2;04;19 2                    

2;05;22 3    1 1               

2;06;09 4   4                 

2;06;20 5   2               4  

2;07;07 6    1 2 1 2 1          2  

2;07;22 7   2  1    3     4      

2;08;11 8        1            

2;08;25 9    1     2 2          

2;09;08 10     5      2 1        

2;09;29 11    1       1  2 1      

Total token        4 9 1 2 2 2 2 3 1 2         1466   

total %                                         
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Giang 

Age Session cái con trái quả chiếc cây cục củ viên cuốn đôi nải sợi hột lá khẩu ngôi bàn ổ chùm 

2;05;01 1 26 39  22  1               

2;05;18 2 5 7 1 1 2 1               

2;06;10 3 12 12  12  1  1             

2;06;23 4 44 8  16    2             

2;07;08 5 17 3  11                 

2;07;22 6 21 23  3                 

2;08;01 7 87 52  40    2 1    1        

2;08;10 8 74 46 1 44    3             

2;09;01 9 97 186 3 28    4             

2;09;18 10 123 107  77    #             

2;10;00 11 100 68  21                 

2;10;14 12 331 2  16 20                

2;11;00 13 79 28 1 24 4   5             

2;11;17 14 154 2  12 5                

3;00;03 15 63 35  40 2                

3;00;17 16 162 123  41 6   #             

3;01;00 17 108 28  46 1 2  9             

3;01;14 18 201 275  125 3   #             

3;01;27 19 173 72  44    #             

Total token ### ### 6 623 43 5   # 1       1               

total %   50 29   17 1.1 0   3 <0.1       <0.1             
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Age Session món ông chú đứa phát bức bậc thằng tấm đống ngón bộ quyển anh cọng hòn buổi bài TOTAL 

2;05;01 1                    

2;05;18 2                    

2;06;10 3                    

2;06;23 4                    

2;07;08 5                    

2;07;22 6                    

2;08;01 7               1 1 1   

2;08;10 8           4         

2;09;01 9                    

2;09;18 10                    

2;10;00 11                    

2;10;14 12                    

2;11;00 13                    

2;11;17 14                    

3;00;03 15                    

3;00;17 16                    

3;01;00 17                    

3;01;14 18                    

3;01;27 19                    

Total token                                     2794  

total %                                         
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APPENDIX V: Nouns occurring with classifiers in each session 
 

 
Session 1 1;09;20 Child: MINH     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 
nouns  used with  gloss tokens 

    classifier 
used 
with these nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 6 cá fish 8 

    gà chicken 4 

    chó dog 1 

    chuột mouse 1 

    ngựa horse 1 

    trâu buffalo 1 

       

 cái  general  4 bong bóng balloon 1 

    dép slippers 1 

    đồ ngoáy tai Q-tips 1 

    tập notebook 1 

    bụp onomatopoeia 1 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 2 banh ball 2 

    táo apple 1 

       

 cây long-straight-rigid 1 viết pen 2 

       

 cục small-roundish; 2 gôm eraser 24 

  undefined shape  pin battery 8 

       

 đôi paired item 2 dép slippers 1 

    giày shoes 1 

       

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 
dets   gloss tokens 

    classifier 
used 
with 

 used with 
these dets     

CL+Det cái  1 này  this 3 

       

     TOTAL 63 
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Session 2 1;10;06 Child: MINH     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of nouns  used with  gloss tokens 

    classifier used with 
 these 
nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 12 bươm bướm butterfly 1 

    cá fish 2 

    chim bồ câu pigeon 4 

    chuồn chuồn dragonfly 1 

    chuột mouse 2 

    cóc toad 1 

    ếch frog 3 

    gà chicken 2 

    gà trống rooster 1 

    khỉ monkey 3 

    tôm shrimp 2 

    voi elephant 3 

       

 cái  general  7 cây stick 1 

    chuông bell 4 

    kiếng glasses 4 

    muỗng spoon 1 

    quặng ore 1 

    vớ socks 1 

    xe car 1 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 1 banh ball 1 

       

 chiếc 
vehicle; one of a 
pair; 1 xe car 5 

  secondary general      

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

dets/wh  

used with 
these 
dets/wh gloss tokens 

    classifier used with       

CL+Det cái  1 này this 1 

CL+Wh cái  1 gì what 1 

       

     TOTAL 46 
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Session 3 1;10;20 Child: MINH     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

nouns  used with  gloss tokens 

    classifier used with these nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 10 (chim) bồ câu pigeon 1 

    cua biển ocean crab 1 

    ếch frog 1 

    gà trống rooster 3 

    mèo cat 2 

    nai deer 8 

    ngựa horse 1 

    ốc shellfish 3 

    rùa turtle 1 

    tôm shrimp 1 

       

 cái  general  8 búa hammer 2 

    bút pen 1 

    cặp shoolbag 1 

    đũa chopstick 1 

    kiếng glasses 1 

    nón hat  1 

    quặng ore 4 

    thuyền boat 1 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 3 banh ball 2 

    chuối banana 1 

    ớt chilli 1 

       

 cây long-straight-rigid 1 súng gun 1 

       

 chiếc 
vehicle; one of a 
pair; 1 thuyền boat 2 

  secondary general      

       

 nải hand (of bananas) 1 chuối banana 1 

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

dets/wh  

used with 
these 
dets/wh gloss tokens 

    classifier used with       

CL+Wh con  1    gì what 1 

       

     TOTAL 43 
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Session 
4 1;11;04 Child: MINH     

CLP 
Classifie
r Meaning of  

# of 
nouns  used with gloss 

token
s 

    classifier 
used 
with 

 these 
nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 11 cá fish 1 

    chuột nhắt house mouse 1 

    hươu giraffe 1 

    ma ghost 1 

    nai deer 1 

    ngựa horse 6 

    ốc shellfish 1 

    rắn snake 1 

    rùa turtle 1 

    trăn cobra 3 

    vịt duck 2 

       

 cái  general  1 
đèn trung 
thu lantern for Mid 2 

     
 Autumn 
Festival  

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 3 banh ball 11 

    chuối banana 2 

    nho grape 2 

       

       

CLP 
Classifie
r Meaning of  # of dets  used with  gloss 

token
s 

  classifier 
used 
with these dets   

CL+Det cái general 2 này this 2 

    đó that 2 

       

     TOTAL 40 
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Session 5 1;11;19 Child: MINH     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of nouns  used with gloss tokens 

    classifier used with these nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 18 cá fish 4 

    chim bird  3 

    chó dog 1 

    chuột nhắt house mouse 1 

    gấu bear 7 

    giun worm 1 

    heo pig 2 

    heo mẹ mother pig 2 

    khỉ monkey 2 

    mắt eye 1 

    mèo cat 1 

    nai deer 2 

    ngựa horse 4 

    ốc shellfish 1 

    rùa turtle 2 

    trâu buffalo 2 

    vịt duck 5 

    yến canary 1 

       

 cái  general  12 cân scale 1 

    cặp schoolbag 2 

    cây stick 1 

    chuông bell 2 

    khăn towel 3 

    mền blanket 1 

    móc hook 1 

    quặng ore 1 

    rún bellybutton 1 

    tập notebook 3 

    võng hammock 1 

    vú breast 1 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg,  
big-round 3 banh ball 9 

    chuối banana 3 

    khóm pineaple 2 

       

 cây long-straight-rigid 3 chổi broom 2 

    kiếm sword 1 

    thước ruler 1 

       

 cục small-roundish; 1 gôm eraser 4 

  undefined shape     

       

 cuốn  1 sách book 1 
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CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

dets/wh  used with gloss tokens 

    classifier used with 
these 
dets/wh     

CL+Det cái  2 này this 2 

 con   này this 1 

CL+Wh con  1 gì what 1 

       

     TOTAL 87 

       

 

 

 

 
Session 6 2;00;16 Child: MINH     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

nouns  
used with  
these nouns gloss tokens 

    classifier 
used 
with       

CL+N con animal; animate 5 bò cow 1 

    bươm bướm butterfly 1 

    ngựa horse 2 

    rùa turtle 1 

    trăn cobra 2 

       

 cái  general  5 ca mug 1 

    cặp schoolbag 3 

    cây stick 1 

    kiếng glasses 3 

    mặt face 1 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 4 banh ball 11 

    bóng ball 1 

    chanh lemon 1 

    chôm chôm rambutan 1 

       

 cây long-straight-rigid 1 bút lông 
writing 
brush 2 

       

 cục small-roundish; 2 gôm eraser 3 

  undefined shape  bi marble 1 

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of dets  
used with 
these dets gloss tokens 

    classifier 
used 
with       

CL+Det cái general 1 này this 10 

       

     TOTAL 46 
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Session 7 2;00;16 Child: MINH     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of nouns  used with gloss tokens 

    classifier used with these nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 17 bê calf 2 

    bò cow 3 

    bươm bướm butterfly 1 

    cá fish 1 

    chim bird 2 

    chó dog 2 

    chuột mouse 3 

    chuột nhắt house mouse 3 

    gà trống rooster 2 

    gián cockroach 1 

    giun worm 1 

    mèo cat 5 

    ngựa horse 2 

    thỏ rabbit 1 

    trâu buffalo 3 

    vịt duck 2 

    voi elephant 5 

       

 cái  general  12 muỗng spoon 3 

    bông flower 2 

    bù 
ten in card 
game 1 

    chén bowl 1 

    đèn lamp 1 

    hoa flower 1 

    mùng mosquito net 2 

    nắp cover 1 

    rổ basket 1 

    thau brass 1 

    thùng box 2 

    xe đạp bicycle 1 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 4 banh ball 14 

    chanh lemon 4 

    chuối banana 2 

    gấc monordica 1 

       

 cây long-straight-rigid 4 bút chì pencil 2 

    chổi broom 1 

    đờn guitar 6 

    thước ruler 1 
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 cục small-roundish; 3 bi marble 1 

  undefined shape  gôm eraser 6 

    xà bông soap bar 1 

       

 cuốn volume 1 sách book 1 

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

dets/wh  used with gloss tokens 

    classifier used with these dets     

CL+Det cái  2 này this 4 

 con   này this 1 

       

     TOTAL 101 

       

 
Session 8 2;01;01 Child: MINH     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

nouns  
used with 
these nouns gloss tokens 

    classifier used with       

CL+N con animal; animate 3 giun worm 1 

    mèo cat 3 

    thằn lằn gecko 4 

       

 cái  general  9 bông flower 4 

    khăn towel 1 

    muỗng spoon 3 

    nắp cover 2 

    quần pants 1 

    râu beard 1 

    tàu ship 3 

    tô bowl 1 

    xe car 1 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 1 banh ball 3 

       

 cây long-straight-rigid 2 bút chì pencil 6 

    bút pen 1 

       

 cục small-roundish; 1 bi marble 5 

  undefined shape     

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of dets  
used with 
these dets gloss tokens 

    classifier used with       

CL+Det cái general 2 này this 11 

    đó that 5 

       

     TOTAL 56 
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Session 9 2;01;15 Child: MINH     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of nouns  used with  gloss tokens 

    classifier used with these nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 6 gấu bear 5 

    cọp tiger 1 

    Hu proper name 2 

    khỉ monkey 1 

    ngựa horse 1 

    nhện spider 1 

       

 cái  general  5 bánh cookie 1 

    gối pillow 1 

    lu small jar 1 

    màu color 1 

    tăm toothpick 2 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 2 banh ball 2 

    bom apple 1 

       

 chiếc 
vehicle; one of a 
pair; 1 xe car 1 

  
secondary 
general      

       

 sợi long-thin-flexible 1 dây string 3 

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of dets  
used with 
these dets gloss tokens 

    classifier used with       

CL+Det cái general 2 này this 3 

    đó that 2 

 chiếc 
vehicle; one of a 
pair; 1 này this 1 

  
secondary 
general     29 
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Session 10 2;01;29 Child: MINH     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

nouns  used with  gloss tokens 

    classifier used with these nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 12 bò cow 1 

    bươm bướm butterfly 2 

    cá fish 2 

    chim bồ câu pigeon  

    chó dog 1 

    cua biển 
ocean 
crab 1 

    gà trống rooster 1 

    mèo cat 7 

    nai deer 1 

    Samurai 
proper 
name 1 

    tôm shrimp 1 

    vịt duck 1 

       

 cái  general  7 bông flower 1 

    cây stick 1 

    chong chóng propeller 1 

    giỏ basket 1 

    nhà house 1 

    xách bag 1 

    xe car 7 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 6 banh ball 7 

    bom apple 4 

    bóng ball 14 

    cam orange 1 

    chôm chôm rambutan  

    chuối banana 1 
 
       

 cây 
long-straight-
rigid 3 đàn guitar 2 

    súng nước 
water 
gun 1 

    viết pen 1 

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of dets  
used with 
these dets gloss tokens 

    classifier used with       

CL+Det cái general 2 này this 12 

    đó that 10 

CL+Wh cái  1 gì what 1 

       

     TOTAL 85 
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     plus 6 91 

 
Session 11 2;02;13 Child: MINH     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

nouns  

used 
with 
these 
nouns gloss tokens 

    classifier 
used 
with       

CL+N con animal; animate 12 bò cow 1 

    cá fish 1 

    chim bird 1 

    chồn weasel 1 

    chuột mouse 2 

    gà trống rooster 1 

    giun worm 1 

    mắt eye 1 

    mèo cat 1 

    rắn snake 1 

    ruồi fly 1 

    thằn lằn gecko 1 

       

 cái  general  7 ly glass 1 

    đồ things 2 

    giỏ basket 1 

    muỗng spoon 1 

    tập notebook 1 

    võng hammock 1 

    xe car 2 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 2 banh ball 3 

    
quýt 
(quả) tangerine 2 

       

 cây long-straight-rigid 1 đàn guitar 1 

       

 chiếc 
vehicle; one of a 
pair; 1 xe buýt bus 1 

  secondary general      

       

 đôi paired item 1 dép slippers 2 

       

 ông 
personifying as 
older man 1 mặt trời sun 1 

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of dets  

used 
with 
these 
dets gloss tokens 

    classifier 
used 
with       
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CL+Det cái general 2 đó that 2 

 con   này this 1 

CL+Wh cái  1 gì what 1 

       

     TOTAL 36 

       

 
Session 12 2;02;27 Child: MINH     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # nouns  used with  gloss tokens 

    classifier used w/ these nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 5 cá fish 4 

    chuột mouse 1 

    cọp tiger 1 

    mèo cat 12 

    trăn cobra 1 

       

 cái  general  9 bong bóng balloon 1 

    bóp (tiền) wallet 2 

    cửa door 1 

    đồ chơi toys 1 

    giò leg 1 

    giỏ basket 1 

    hoa flower 2 

    nắp cover 2 

    tập notebook 1 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 1 bóng ball 1 

       

 quả 
fruits, veg, big-
round 1 bưởi grapefruit 1 

       

 cây long-straight-rigid 3 bút chì pencil 1 

    thước ruler 1 

    vợt racket 1 

       

 chiếc 
vehicle; one of a 
pair; 1 xe car 1 

  
secondary 
general      

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of dets  used  gloss tokens 

    classifier 
used 
with 

w/ these 
dets     

CL+Det cái general 3 này this 5 

    đó that 3 

    kia 
that over 
there 1 

CL+Wh cái  1 gì what 2 

 trái   gì what 1 
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     TOTAL 49 

 
Session 13 2;03;11 Child: MINH     

CLP 
Classifie
r Meaning of  # nouns  used with gloss 

token
s 

    classifier used w/ these nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 27 beo panther 1 

    bò cow 1 

    bươm bướm butterfly 5 

    cá fish 1 

    chim bird 1 

    chim bồ câu pigeon 1 

    chó dog 1 

    chuồn chuồn dragonfly 1 

    chuột mouse 2 

    cò stork 5 

    cọp tiger 9 

    cua crab 2 

    gà chicken 2 

    gà trống rooster 9 

    heo pig 1 

    khỉ monkey 1 

    mèo cat 4 

    nai deer 3 

    ốc shellfish 2 

    sư tử lion 1 

    tắc kè gecko 1 

    thằn lằn gecko 2 

    tôm shrimp 1 

    trăn cobra 1 

    vịt duck 1 

    voi elephant 5 

    yến canary 1 

       

 cái  general  33 bông flower 1 

    
bánh sinh 
nhật 

birthday 
cake 1 

    bánh xe wheel 2 

    bay trowel 1 

    bong bóng balloon 16 

    búa hammer 3 

    ca mug 2 

    cân scale 1 

    cầu bridge 1 

    cây stick 1 

    chân  leg 1 

    chuông bell 4 

    dao knife 1 

    dây string 1 

    đồ things 4 
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    đờn guitar 5 

    ghế chair 1 

    kiếm sword 3 

    ly glass 15 

    mền blanket 1 

    mỏ vịt 
duck 
beak 1 

    muỗng spoon 1 

    nhà house 1 

    nón hat 3 

    quần pants 2 

    rổ basket 2 

    tai ear 1 

    tàu ship 1 

    thau brass 1 

    thùng box 1 

    vòng hoop 1 

    võng 
hammoc
k 3 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 8 banh ball 11 

    bơ avocado 1 

    bóng ball 1 

    bưởi grapefruit 2 

    chanh lemon 3 

    chuối banana 2 

    dừa coconut 1 

    táo apple 1 

       

 cây long-straight-rigid 3 bút chì pencil 1 

    đàn guitar 1 

    viết pen 3 

       

 chiếc 
vehicle; one of a 
pair; 4 dép slipper 1 

  secondary general   xe car 7 

    xe bò 
oxcart 
cart 1 

    xe buýt bus 3 

       

 sợi long-thin-flexible 1 dây string 1 

       

       

CLP 
Classifie
r Meaning of  

# of 
dets/wh  used with gloss 

token
s 

    classifier 
used 
with these dets     

CL+Det cái  2 này this 9 

CL+Wh cái  1 gì what 11 

      208 
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     plus 2 211 

       

Ha Mi 

 
Session 
1 1;11;10 Child: HA MI     

CLP 
Classifie
r Meaning of  

# of 
nouns  used with  gloss 

token
s 

    classifier used with these nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 3 cá fish 5 

    chó dog 2 

    rắn snake 1 

       

 cái  general  5 đài radio 1 

    khăn towel 1 

    lược điện 
electrical 
comb 1 

    xe  car 1 

    xe lửa train 1 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 6 cà tomato 2 

    chuối banana 7 

    khế carambola 1 

    lê pear 1 

    nhãn longan 4 

    xoài mango 1 

       

 củ root vegetable 1 khoai potato 1 

       

 ngôi house, building;  1 nhà house 1 

  temple; grave     

 lá flat-thin, leaf-like 1 bài playing card 1 

       

CLP 
Classifie
r Meaning of  

# of 
dets/wh  used with gloss   

    classifier used with 
 these 
dets/wh     

CL+Det cái  1 này this 2 

CL+Wh con  1 gì what 2 

       

     TOTAL 36 
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Session 
2 1;11;27 Child: HA MI     

CLP 
Classifie
r Meaning of  

# of 
nouns  used with  gloss 

token
s 

    classifier used with these nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 18 bò cow 1 

    chim bird 1 

    chó dog 3 

    cua crab 12 

    dê goat 1 

    gà chicken 2 

    gấu bear 5 

    gián cockroach 6 

    khỉ monkey 1 

    mèo cat 8 

    mực squid 2 

    ngựa horse 3 

    nhện spider 1 

    rắn snake 2 

    rùa turtle 3 

    thỏ rabbit 1 

    vịt duck 5 

       

 cái  general  4 ghế chair 1 

    tai ear 1 

    tay hand 1 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 5 cam orange 2 

    chuối banana 2 

    lê pear 1 

    nho grape 4 

    táo apple 1 

       

 cây long-straight-rigid 1 kem ice-cream 2 

       

CLP 
Classifie
r Meaning of  

# of 
dets/wh  used with gloss   

    classifier used with 
 these 
dets/wh     

CL+Det cái  1 này this 2 

 con   này this 1 

CL+Wh cái  1 gì what 3 

 con   gì what 1 
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     TOTAL 79 

       

 

 

 
Session 
3 2;00;11 Child: HA MI     

CLP 
Classifie
r Meaning of  

# of 
nouns  used with  gloss 

token
s 

    classifier used with 
these 
nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 11 cá fish 5 

    chim bird 2 

    chó dog 3 

    chuột mouse 3 

    ếch frog 1 

    gà chicken 1 

    gấu bear 6 

    băng tape 4 

    rắn snake 10 

    sâu insect 1 

    thỏ rabbit 2 

       

 cái  general  12 băng tape 1 

    bát bowl 1 

    bếp stove 1 

    cầu 
badminton 
ball 1 

    ghế chair 8 

    kiếng glasses 1 

    lược comb 1 

    ly glass 4 

    muỗng spoon 1 

    quạt fan 2 

    tàu ship 1 

    tủ lạnh refrigerator 1 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 6 cam orange 7 

    chuối banana 1 

    mãng cầu 
custard 
apple 1 

    nhãn longan 2 

    táo apple 5 

    xoài mango 2 

       

 củ root vegetable 1 khoai potato 1 

       

CLP 
Classifie
r Meaning of  

# of 
dets/wh  used with  gloss   

    classifier used with these     
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dets/wh 

CL+Det cái  1 này this 4 

 trái   này this 1 

CL+Wh cái  2 gì what 6 

 con   gì what 1 

 trái   nào which 1 

       

     TOTAL 93 

       

 

 
Session 
4 2;00;29 Child: HA MI     

CLP 
Classifie
r Meaning of  

# of 
nouns  used with  gloss 

token
s 

    classifier used with 
these 
nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 11 cá fish 3 

    chim bird 3 

    chó dog 4 

    gà chicken 3 

    gấu bear 6 

    gián cockroach 2 

    heo pig 1 

    bàn table 1 

    rắn snake 5 

    vịt duck 2 

    voi elephant 2 

       

 cái  general  13 bàn table 1 

    bình bottle 2 

    cặp schoolbag 1 

    cây stick 1 

    chổi broom 2 

    đầu head 1 

    ghế chair 3 

    kem ice-cream 1 

    lắc bracelet 1 

    quạt fan 3 

    tàu ship 2 

    tay hand 1 

    thau brass 3 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 15 banh ball 5 

    bắp corn 2 

    bắp cải cabbage 1 

    bom apple 1 

    cà tomato 1 

    cam orange 5 
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    cầu 
badminton 
ball 2 

    chôm rambutan 2 

    chuối banana 6 

    khổ qua lakwa 1 

    mận plum 1 

    mãng cầu 
custard 
apple 2 

    nho grapes 6 

    ớt chilli 1 

    thơm pineapple 1 

       

 cây long-straight-rigid 3 viết pen 1 

    mận plum 1 

    súng gun 1 

       

 củ root vegetable 1 tỏi garlic 1 

       

       

 chiếc 
vehicle; one of a 
pair; 1 tàu ship 3 

  
secondary 
general      

       

       

CLP 
Classifie
r Meaning of  

# of 
dets/wh  used with  gloss   

    classifier used with 
these 
dets/wh     

CL+Det cái  1 này this 1 

CL+Wh cái  2 gì what 4 

 con   gì what 1 

 trái   gì what 2 

 cái   nào which 2 

       

     TOTAL 108 
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Session 5 2;01;27 Child: HA MI     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

nouns  used with  gloss tokens 

    classifier 
used 
with 

 these 
nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 6 châu chấu grasshopper 1 

    chó dog 3 

    cọp tiger 1 

    gà chicken 1 

    gián cockroach 2 

    rùa turtle 1 

       

 cái  general  1 kẹo candy 1 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 3 banh ball 1 

    cam orange 3 

    dâu strawberry 1 

       

 cây long-straight-rigid 1 chổi broom 1 

       

     TOTAL 16 
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Session 
6 2;02;11 Child: HA MI     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of nouns  used with  gloss tokens 

    classifier used with these nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 7 cá fish 2 

    chim bird 3 

    gà chicken 2 

    khỉ monkey 1 

    ngựa horse 2 

    rắn snake 1 

    ruồi fly 1 

       

 cái  general  6 bàn table 1 

    cây stick 1 

    ghế chair 2 

    nắp cover 2 

    nút button 1 

    súng gun 1 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 4 banh ball 4 

    cam orange 2 

    nho grapes 1 

    xoài mango 1 

       

 cây long-straight-rigid 1 đàn guitar 1 

       

 chiếc 
vehicle; one of a 
pair; 1 đũa chopstick 1 

  secondary general      

       

 cục small-roundish 1 đá stone 7 

  undefined shape     

       

 chùm bunch, bundle 1 MỘT ONE 1 

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

dets/wh  
used with 
these dets gloss   

    classifier used with       
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CL+Det cái  1 này this 3 

 trái   này this 1 

CL+Wh cái  1 nào which 1 

      2 

     TOTAL 45 

       

 

 

 

 

 
Session 7 2;02;27 Child: HA MI     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of nouns  used with  gloss tokens 

    classifier used with 
these 
nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 16 bé little girl 1 

    cá fish 4 

    chim bird 3 

    chó dog 3 

    cọp tiger 3 

    cua crab 7 

    dê goat 1 

    gấu bear 2 

    lằn gecko 3 

    mèo cat 3 

    ngựa horse 1 

    rắn snake 1 

    rùa turtle 1 

    sư tử lion 4 

    tôm shrimp 2 

    voi elephant 7 

       

 cái  general  12 cân scale 2 

    cây stick 2 

    dép slipper 1 

    ghế chair 1 

    hộp box 1 

    kem ice-cream 1 

    kẹo candy 1 

    khăn towel 4 

    ly glass 1 

    muỗng spoon 2 

    nồi cơm rice pot 1 

    vòi 
elephant 
trunk 1 

    BA THREE 1 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 3 banh ball 1 

    chuối banana 1 
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    nho grapes 3 

       

 quả 
fruits, veg, big-
round 1 trứng egg 1 

       

 cây long-straight-rigid 3 vợt racket 1 

    kem ice-cream 1 

    súng gun 4 

       

 củ root vegetable 1 hành tỏi 
onion 
garlic 1 

       

 chiếc 
vehicle; one of a 
pair; 1 xe car 1 

  secondary general   HAI TWO 1 

       

 cục small-roundish 1 đá stone 3 

  undefined shape     

       

 viên small-round 1 kẹo candy 1 

       

 chùm bunch, bundle  HAI TWO 2 

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

dets/wh  used with gloss   

    classifier used with 
 these 
dets     

CL+Det cái  1 này this 9 

       

     TOTAL 94 
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Session 8 2;03;16 Child: HA MI     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of nouns  used with  gloss tokens 

    classifier used with these nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 13 cá fish 1 

    chó dog 5 

    cọp tiger 1 

    gà chicken  1 

    gấu bear 2 

    heo pig 2 

    hổ tiger 2 

    mèo cat 2 

    ngựa horse 1 

    sư tử lion 4 

    thằn lằn gecko 1 

    vịt duck 1 

    voi elephant 7 

       

 cái  general  8 bếp stove 2 

    cây stick 1 

    đàn guitar 1 

    hộp box 1 

    máy bay airplane 1 

    muỗng spoon 7 

    nắp cover 4 

    tủ commode 1 

    MỘT ONE 1 

    BỐN  CÁI 1 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 5 banh ball 2 

    bắp corn 1 

    bơ avocado 1 

    chuối banana 5 

    nho grapes 2 

    HAI TWO 1 

       

 cây long-straight-rigid 1 đàn guitar 4 
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 món dish 1 HAI TWO 1 

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

dets/wh  
used with 
these dets gloss   

    classifier used with       

CL+Det cái  1 này this 10 

CL+Wh cái  1 gì what 4 

       

     TOTAL 81 

 

 
Session 9 2;04;00 Child: HA MI     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of nouns  used with  gloss tokens 

    classifier used with these Ns     

CL+N con animal; animate 5 cọp tiger 1 

    kiến ant 3 

    ong bee 2 

    rắn snake 2 

    thằn lằn gecko 2 

       

 cái  general  6 bọc cover 1 

    cây stick 1 

    đàn guitar 3 

    giày shoe 1 

    nắp cover 2 

    thau brass 2 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 1 chuối banana 3 

       

 cây long-straight-rigid 2 đàn guitar 2 

    đũa chopstick 1 

       

 đôi paired item 1 giày shoe 1 

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

dets/wh  used with  gloss   

    classifier used with these dets     

CL+Det cái  1 này this 12 

CL+Wh cái  1 gì what 7 

 con   gì what 1 

       

     TOTAL 47 
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Session 10 2;04;14 Child: HA MI     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

nouns  
used with 
these nouns gloss 

tokens
  

    classifier used with       

CL+N con animal; animate 2 chó dog 4 

    sư tử lion 1 

       

 cái  general  3 chai bottle 1 

    cây stick 2 

    túi pocket 2 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 1 cà tomato 1 

       

 chiếc 
vehicle; one of a 
pair; 1 đũa 

chopstic
k 1 

  secondary general      

       

 cục small-roundish 1 đá stone 1 

  undefined shape     

       

CLP 
Classifie
r Meaning of  

# of 
dets/wh  

used with 
these dets gloss   

    classifier used with       

CL+Wh cái   gì what 1 

       

     TOTAL 14 
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Session 11 2;04;28 Child: HA MI     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of nouns  used with  gloss tokens 

    classifier used with these nouns     

CL+N con 
animal; 
animate 4 cá fish 2 

    chó dog 1 

    heo pig 1 

    trăn cobra 1 

       

       

 cái  general  4 bóng balloon 2 

    dù umbrella 1 

    kẹp hair pin 1 

    mâm big plate 1 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 1 banh ball 1 

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

dets/wh  
used with 
these dets gloss   

    classifier used with       

CL+Det cái  1 này this 11 

 chiếc   này this 1 

CL+Wh con  1 gì what 2 

       

     TOTAL 25 
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Session 12 2;05;12 Child: HA MI     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of nouns  used w/ gloss tokens 

    classifier used with these Ns     

CL+N con 
animal; 
animate 12 cá fish 3 

    chim bird 2 

    chó dog 1 

    cua crab 2 

    gấu bear 4 

    gián cockroach 1 

    heo pig 1 

    ki dog name 1 

    ma ghost 1 

    tôm shrimp 4 

    vật animal being 2 

    voi elephant 1 

    BA  THREE 1 

       

 cái  general  3 bàn table 1 

    chuyện story 1 

    thùng box 1 

    HAI TWO 2 

       

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

dets/wh  

used with 
these 
dets gloss   

    classifier used with       

CL+Det cái  1 này this 6 

 chiếc   này this 1 

CL+Wh con  1 gì what 2 

       

     TOTAL 38 
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Liem 

 
Sess 1 2;04;09 Child: LIEM     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # nouns  used with  gloss tokens 

    classifier used w/ these nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 12 
(bươm) 
bướm butterfly 6 

    cá fish 3 

    chó dog 3 

    cò stork 1 

    cóc toad 1 

    ếch frog 1 

    gà chicken 1 

    két parrot 1 

    ki dog (name) 1 

    kiến ant 1 

    mèo cat 3 

    rùa turtle 1 

       

 cái  general  8 bàn table 1 

    chìa khóa stove 1 

    đồng hồ clock 1 

    ghế chair 1 

    kẹo candy 1 

    ly glass 3 

    vòng ring 1 

    xe car 3 

       

 quả 
fruits, veg, big-
round 4 chuối banana 1 

    na 
custard 
apple 1 

    táo apple 1 

    trứng egg 2 

       

 chiếc 
vehicle; one of a 
pair; 3 khăn quàng scarf 1 

  secondary general   tàu ship 1 

    xe car 2 
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 cục small-roundish; 1 HAI TWO 1 

  undefined shape  xương bone 1 

       

 đôi paired item 1 dép slippers 1 

       

 ông older man 1 chúa Jesus 2 

       

 chú personifying  1 ve tick 1 

  animal as a man     

CL+Adj cái general  khác different 7 

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

dets/wh  used with gloss   

    classifier 
used 
with  these dets     

CL+Det cái  1 này this 16 

 con   này this 1 

      74 
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Sess 2 2;04;19 Child: LIEM     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

nouns  used with  gloss 
token

s 
 
    classifier 

used 
with these nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 8 cá fish 2 

    chó  dog 5 

    chuột Mickey Mickey Mouse 1 

    cọp tiger 2 

    gấu bear 1 

    ki dog (name) 2 

    kiến ant 3 

    Mickey Mickey 1 

       

 cái  general  11 bánh (xe) wheel 2 

    cầu badminton ball 1 

    dây string 2 

    giỏ bag 1 

    khăn scarf 1 

    máy bay airplane 1 

    miếng piece  1 

    miệng mouth 1 

    vòng ring 2 

    xe car 9 

    xe đạp bicycle 1 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 1 banh ball 2 

       

 cây 
long-straight-
rigid 1 kem ice-cream 1 

       

 chiếc 
vehicle; one of a 
pair; 6 cầu bridge 1 

  secondary  giỏ bag 1 
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general  

    tàu ship 1 

    xe car 8 

    xe đạp bicycle 2 

    xe hơi car 2 

       

 ổ lock; sandwich  MỘT ONE 3 

       

 bậc rank; step; rung  MỘT ONE 2 

       

 cánh wing 1 rừng forest 1 

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

dets/wh  

used with 
these dets/wh gloss   

    classifier 
used 
with       

CL+Det cái  1 này this 22 

 chiếc   này this 1 

CL+Wh cái  2 gì what 3 

 con   nào which 1 

       

     TOTAL 90 
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Session 3 2;05;22 Child: LIEM     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

nouns  used with  gloss tokens 

    classifier 
used 
with 

these 
nouns     

CL+N con 
animal; 
animate 8 khỉ monkey 4 

    cá fish 5 

    chó  dog 2 

    gà chicken 2 

    ki dog (name) 2 

    kiến ant 2 

    thằn lằn gecko 1 

    thỏ rabbit 1 

       

 cái  general  6 chén bowl 2 

    dao knife 1 

    đồ things 1 

    kẹp hair pin 1 

    muỗng spoon 1 

    xe car 2 

    HAI TWO 2 

       

 cái 
expressing 
definiteness 1 thằng guy 1 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 1 banh ball 1 

       

 cây 
long-straight-
rigid 1 súng gun 1 

       

 chiếc 
vehicle; one of 
a pair; 4 tàu ship 2 

  
secondary 
general   xe car 10 

    xe cẩu crane 1 

    xe hơi car 3 
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 bàn hand; foot 1 chân foot 1 

       

 phát shot; injection  MỘT ONE 1 

       

 đứa young person  HAI TWO 1 

       

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

dets/wh  

used with 
these 
dets/wh gloss   

    classifier 
used 
with       

CL+Det cái  1 này this 23 

 con   này this 1 

CL+Wh cái  2 gì what 5 

       

     TOTAL 80 

       

 

 
Sess 4 2;06;09 Child: LIEM     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

nouns  used with gloss tokens 

    classifier 
used 
with  these nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 8 gấu bear 3 

    chuột Mickey Mickey mouse 1 

    cò stork 2 

    cọp tiger 1 

    gà trống rooster 2 

    ki dog's nickname 3 

    thỏ rabbit 1 

    vịt thú nhún 
duck (as flex 
animal) 1 

       

 cái  general  2 máy machine 1 

    tàu lửa train 1 

       

 trái 
fruits, veg, big-
round 1 banh ball 5 

       

 chiếc 
vehicle; one of a 
pair; 2 tàu ship 1 

  
secondary 
general   xe car 6 

       

 cục 
small-roundish; 
undefined 1 đá stone 3 

       

 chú personifying   MƯỜI TEN 3 

  animal as a man     
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CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

dets/wh  used with gloss   

    classifier 
used 
with  these dets/wh   

CL+Det cái  1 này this 6 

CL+Wh cái  1 gì what 2 

       

     TOTAL 42 
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Sess 5 2;06;20 Child: LIEM     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of nouns  
used with 
these nouns gloss tokens 

    classifier used with       

CL+N con 
animal; 
animate 5 cá fish 1 

    gấu bear 4 

    khỉ monkey 1 

    thỏ rabbit 1 

    vịt duck 1 

       

 cái  general  10 băng tape 1 

    chân leg 3 

    dây string 2 

    ghế chair 1 

    loa loudspeaker 1 

    máy machine 1 

    
máy chụp 
hình photo camera 1 

    tàu lửa train 2 

    xe car 5 

    xe lửa train 1 

    MỘT ONE 1 

       

 quả 
fruits, veg, 
big-round 1 chuối banana 1 

       

 cây 
long-straight-
rigid 2 bút pen 1 

    viết pen 2 

       

 chiếc 
vehicle; one 
of a pair; 5 tàu ship 1 

  
secondary 
general   tàu lửa train 5 

    xe car 10 

    xe đạp bicycle 2 

    xe hơi car 2 

       

 đôi paired item 1 đũa chopstick 1 

       

 chú 
personifying 
animal  1 gà con babychick 2 

  as a man     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

dets/wh  

used with 
these 
dets/wh gloss   

    classifier used with       

CL+Det cái  1 này this 33 

CL+Wh cái  2 gì what 1 
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 cái    nào which 1 

       

     TOTAL 89 

       

 
Sess 6 2;07;07 Child: LIEM     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of nouns  
used with 
these nouns gloss tokens 

    classifier used with       

CL+N con 
animal; 
animate 10 chuột mouse 3 

    cọp tiger 1 

    gấu bear 1 

    khỉ monkey 1 

    ki dog nickname 10 

    kiến ant 3 

    Lu dog's name  1 

    ma ghost 1 

    mèo cat 2 

    sư tử lion 1 

    BA THREE 2 

       

 cái  general  23 cây stick 5 

    cặp schoolbag 2 

    chân leg 3 

    chim willie 1 

    chổi broom 1 

    cổ neck 1 

    đầu head 2 

    dép slipper 1 

    đít butt 1 

    đuôi tail 1 

    ghế chair 1 

    giỏ basket 1 

    lưng back 1 

    lược comb 1 

    mũ cap 3 

    mũi nose 1 

    tay hand 1 

    thùng box 1 

    tủ commode 1 

    túi pocket 1 

    vòng hoop 1 

    vú breast 1 

    xe car 1 

    MỘT ONE 1 

       

 quả 
fruits, veg, 
big-round 1 trứng egg 1 

       

 chiếc vehicle; one 2 tàu ship 1 
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of a pair; 

  
secondary 
general   xe car 4 

       

 cục 
small-
roundish; 1 đá stone 4 

       

 bậc 
rank; step; 
rung  BA, BỐN THREE, FOUR 2 

       

 phát 
shot; 
injection  MỘT ONE 1 

       

 đứa 
young 
person  MẤY PLURAL 1 

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

dets/wh  
used with 
these  gloss   

    classifier used with dets/wh     

CL+Det cái  2 này this 23 

    đó that 1 

CL+Wh cái  1 gì what 14 

 con   gì what 1 

       

     TOTAL 74 
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Sess 7 2;07;22 Child: LIEM     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of nouns  
used w/ 
these gloss tokens 

    classifier used with nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 16 cá fish 1 

    chim bird 1 

    chó dog 1 

    chuột mouse 1 

    ếch frog 2 

    gà chicken 1 

    gấu bear 3 

    gián cockroach 1 

    heo pig 2 

    khỉ monkey 1 

    ki dog nickname 1 

    kiến ant 2 

    mèo cat 1 

    nhện spider 1 

    vịt duck 1 

    voi elephant 1 

       

 cái  general  19 cây stick 2 

    bánh xe wheel 1 

    chân leg 2 

    chim child's penis 1 

    dao knife 1 

    dây string 6 

    dép slipper 1 

    đũa  chopstick 2 

    đuôi tail 1 

    kem ice-cream 3 

    kèn trumpet 3 

    kéo scissors 5 

    lược comb 1 

    nhà house 1 

    tay hand 1 

    vú breast 1 

    xe car 5 

    xe đạp bicyle 1 

    xe máy motorcycle 1 

    BA THREE 6 

       

 quả 
fruits, veg, big-
round 2 chuối banana 2 

    
dưa 
hấu watermelon 2 

    BA THREE 1 

       

 trái  1 banh ball 2 
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 chiếc 
vehicle; one of a 
pair; 4 dép slipper 1 

  secondary general   tàu lửa train 1 

    xe car 9 

    xe đạp bike 1 

    BA THREE 1 

       

 cây long-straight-rigid 2 đàn guitar 1 

    viết pen 1 

       

 cục small-roundish; 1 pin battery 2 

       

 củ root vegetables 2 cà rốt carrot 1 

    tỏi garlic 1 

       

 đôi paired item 2 dép slippers 1 

    vớ socks 1 

       

 ngôi house, building;  1 nhà house 1 

  temple; grave     

 phát shot; injection  MỘT ONE 1 

       

 tấm flat-thin, hard  MỘT ONE 3 

       

 chú male 1 công an policeman 1 

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

dets/wh  

used 
with 
these 
dets/wh gloss   

    classifier used with       

CL+Det cái  2 này this 25 

 con   này this 2 

 củ   này this 1 

 cây   kia 
that over 
there 1 

CL+Wh con  1 gì what 3 

       

     TOTAL 132 
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Sess 8 2;08;11 Child: LIEM     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

nouns  used with  gloss tokens 

    classifier 
used 
with 

these 
nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 5 cá fish 5 

    bò cow 2 

    ki dog's nickname 3 

    kiến ant 1 

    Xu proper name 1 

       

 cái  general  4 dây string 2 

    máy tape recorder 2 

    mũ hat 1 

    xe car 2 

    HAI TWO  

       

 quả fruits, veg, big-round 1 chuối banana 3 

       

 chiếc vehicle; one of a pair; 1 xe đạp bicycle 1 

  secondary general      

       

 cục small-roundish; 1 ghèn rheum 2 

       

 củ root vegetables 1 cà rốt carrot 1 

       

 anh 
personifying animal 
as male  1 ki dog's name 3 

       

 thằng personifying animal   1 ki dog's name 1 

  as young male     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

dets/wh  used with  gloss   

    classifier 
used 
with 

these 
dets/wh     

CL+Det cái  1 này this 30 

CL+Wh cái  1 gì what 6 

       

     TOTAL 66 
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Sess 9 2;08;25 Child: LIEM     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# 

nouns  used with  gloss tokens 

    classifier 
used 
with 

these 
nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 2 cá fish 18 

    nhện spider 2 

    BA THREE 1 

       

 cái  general  12 cây stick 2 

    cây lông gà broom 4 

    chổi broom 1 

    dây string 2 

    đèn lamp 1 

    hồ cá aquarium 1 

    khăn towel 1 

    máy tape recorder 6 

    tay hand 1 

    thùng box 1 

    xe car 1 

    xe cẩu crane 2 

    MỘT ONE  

       

 chiếc vehicle; one of a pair; 2 xe car 25 

  secondary general   xe hơi car 2 

       

 tấm flat-thin, hard  MỘT ONE 2 

       

 đống heap; pile; stack  MỘT ONE 2 

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

dets/wh  used with  gloss   

    classifier 
used 
with 

these 
dets/wh     

CL+Det cái  1 này this 31 

 chiếc   này this 2 

CL+Wh cái  2 gì what 18 

 chiếc   gì what 1 

 đứa   nào which 1 

     TOTAL 128 
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Sess 10 2;09;08 Child: LIEM     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of nouns  used with  gloss tokens 

    classifier used with these nouns     

CL+N con 
animal; 
animate 4 cá fish 2 

    gián cockroach 1 

    kiến ant 1 

    ma ghost 3 

       

 cái  general  8 bông flower 3 

    đầu head 1 

    đùi gà chicken thigh 1 

    gối pillow 1 

    kéo scissors 2 

    lông mày eyebrow 1 

    tay hand 1 

    xe car 2 

    MỘT ONE 3 

       

 cái 
expressing 
definiteness 2 cô bé little girl 1 

    thằng guy 1 

       

 quả 
fruits, veg, 
big-round 2 bưởi grapefruit 2 

    nho grapes 1 

       

 chiếc 
vehicle; one 
of a pair; 2 xe car 1 

  
secondary 
general   xe cứu hỏa fire truck 1 

       

 cây 
long-straight-
rigid 1 viết pen 1 

       

 sợi 
long-thin-
flexible 1 dây string 1 

       

 bàn hand; foot 2 chân leg 1 

    tay hand 1 

       

 ngón finger; toe 2 chân leg 1 

    tay hand 1 

       

 khẩu firearms 1 súng gun 1 

       

 bộ set 1 váy skirt 1 
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 phát shot  MỘT ONE 4 

       

       

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  
# of 

dets/wh  used with  gloss   

    classifier used with these dets/wh   

CL+Det cái  1 này this 5 

CL+Wh cái  1 gì what 9 

       

     TOTAL 55 
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Sess 11 2;09;29 Child: LIEM     

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # of nouns  used with  gloss tokens 

    classifier used with these nouns     

CL+N con animal; animate 17 cá fish 6 

    chim bird 2 

    chó  dog 1 

    chuột mouse 1 

    cua crab 1 

    dơi bat 1 

    gà chicken 3 

    hổ tiger 1 

    kiến ant 1 

    ma ghost 6 

    mèo cat 4 

    ngựa horse 2 

    sói wolf 1 

    sư tử lion 4 

    thạch sùng gecko 1 

    thỏ rabbit 5 

    vịt duck 1 

    HAI TWO 2 

       

 cái  general  40 bánh (xe) wheel 1 

    búa hammer 1 

    cầu brigde 1 

    chân leg 1 

    chổ place 1 

    chuông bell 1 

    cửa door 1 

    đầu head 2 

    đèn lamp 1 

    đèn soi flashlight 1 

    điện thoại telephone 1 

    đồ things 1 

    đồ xịt nước 

thing 
spraying 
water 1 

    đờn guitar 1 

    đồng hồ clock 3 

    dù umbrella 1 

    đũa  chopstick 1 

    đùi gà 
chicken 
thigh 1 

    
đường máy 
bay 

ramp for 
airplane 1 

    ghế chair 1 

    giỏ basket 1 

    hình picture 1 

    ly glass 2 

    mặt nạ mask 1 
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    máy 
tape 
recorder 2 

    máy cày tractor 1 

    miệng mouth 1 

    mũ hat 2 

    ngôi sao star 1 

    nhà house 1 

    quần pants 1 

    thùng box 1 

    tô bowl 1 

    tủ commode 1 

    vở notebook 1 

    võng hammock 2 

    xắc handbag 2 

    xách bag 1 

    xe car 1 

    xích đu swing 1 

    HAI TWO 1 

       

 quả fruits, big-round 2 banh ball 7 

    chanh lemon 3 

       

 trái  1 banh ball 2 

       

 chiếc vehicle; 1 of pair; 2 xe tải truck 1 

  secondary general   xe xích lô cyclo 1 

    BA THREE  

       

 cây long-straight-rigid 1 đờn guitar 1 

       

 cục small-roundish; 1 đá stone 1 

       

 củ root vegetables 1 cà rốt carrot 1 

       

 đôi paired item 1 dép slippers 3 

       

 ngôi house, building; 1 nhà house 11 

   temple; grave     

 đứa younger person 1 trẻ em child 1 

       

 ông older male 1 chủ boss 5 

       

CLP Classifier Meaning of  # dets/wh  used w/ gloss   

    classifier used with dets/wh     

CL+Det cái  2 này this 48 

 con   này this 16 

 quả   này this 2 

 cái   kia 
that over 
there 2 

 cục   kia 
that over 
there 1 
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APPENDIX W: Double classifier errors 

 

 

 
Liem's double classifier errors   

Session Age Double CL Gloss Tokens 

L1 2;04;09 cái con cá CL (general)   CL (animal)    fish 1 

L2 2;04;19    

L3 2;05;22    

L4 2;06;09 quả chú gà con 
CL (fruits,big-round) CL (personified animal) 
baby chick 1 

  con chú gà con 
CL (animal)  CL (personified animal)  baby 
chick 1 

L5 2;06;20 cái chiếc tàu lửa  CL (general)   CL (vehicle)    train 1 

L6 2;07;07 thằng con gấu 
CL (younger male impolite)   CL (animal)   
bear 1 

L7 2;07;22 cái củ cà CL (general)   CL (root vegetable)   tomato 1 

  cái đôi dép CL (general)   CL (pair)   slippers 1 

  củ quả CL (root vegetable)   CL (fruits,big-round) 1 

  chùm quả CL (bunch)  CL (fruits,big-round) 1 

L8 2;08;11    

L9 2;08;25    

L10 2;09;08    

L11 2;09;29 cái quả banh CL (general)   CL(fruit,big-round)   ball 3 

  cái chiếc tàu  CL (general)   CL (vehicle)    train 1 

  cái chiếc xe CL (general)   CL (vehicle)    car 2 

  cái củ cà rốt CL (general)   CL (root vegetable)   carrot 1 

  cái đôi dép CL (general)   CL (pair)   slippers 1 

  cái quyển sách CL (general)   CL (volume)  book 1 

  cái ngón tay CL (general)   CL (finger,toe)  hand 1 

  cái con bò CL (general)   CL (animal)    cow 1 

  cái con cá CL (general)   CL (animal)    fish 1 

  cái con chim CL (general)   CL (animal)    bird 2 

  cái con dơi CL (general)   CL (animal)    bat 1 

  cái con ki CL (general)   CL (animal)    dog (name) 2 

  cái con kiến CL (general)   CL (animal)    ant 1 

  cái con mèo CL (general)   CL (animal)    cat 2 

  cái con ngựa CL (general)   CL (animal)    horse 1 

  cái con rắn CL (general)   CL (animal)    snake 2 

  cái con thỏ CL (general)   CL (animal)    rabbit 2 

  cái con trâu CL (general)   CL (animal)    buffalo 1 

  cái quả nước CL (general)   CL (fruit; big-round)   water 1 

  cái con ghê CL (general)   CL (animal)   scary 1 

  cái con bự  CL (general)   CL (animal)   big 3 

  cái con hai CL (general)   CL (animal)   two 1 

  cái con hàng CL (general)   CL (animal)   nonce 1 

  TOTAL  42 
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Giang's double classifier errors    

Session Age Double CL Gloss Tokens Notes 

1 2;05;01     

2 2;05;18     

3 2;06;10 quả cái thìa CL (fruit,big-round)  CL (general)   spoon   

4 2;06;23     

5 2;07;08     

6 2;07;22     

7 2;08;01     

8 2;08;10 quả cái bụng phệ 
CL (fruit,big-round) CL (general) tummy 
big   

9 2;09;01 quả củ xinh CL (fruit,big-round) CL (root vegetable) cute    

10 2;09;18 cái quả bóng CL (general)   CL(fruit,big-round)   ball   

11 2;10;00  CL (general)   CL (soph. object)  glass   

12 2;10;14 cái chiếc đũa 
CL (general)   CL (one of a pair)   
chopstick 3 numeral 

   cái chiếc ly  1 numeral 

13 2;11;00 cái chiếc đũa 
CL (general)   CL (one of a pair)   
chopstick 2 numeral 

14 2;11;17 cái chiếc đũa 
CL (general)   CL (one of a pair)   
chopstick 5 numeral 

   cái quả bóng CL (general)   CL(fruit,big-round)   ball   

15 3;00;03     

16 3;00;17 cái con chó CL (general)   CL (animal)   dog   

17 3;01;00     

18 3;01;14 cái quả địa cầu 
CL (general)   CL(fruit,big-round)   
globus   

19 3;01;27     

20 3;02;13     

   TOTAL  18  
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APPENDIX X: Classifier omission errors in longitudinal data 

 

Child Session Age *Num+N Gloss 
1-syll 
noun 

2-syll 
noun Notes 

Minh 13 2;03;11 một bóng one ball 1   

   TOTAL  1   

        

Ha Mi 6 2;02;11 hai chổi two broom 1   

 7 2;02;27 hai mèo two cat 1   

 9 2;04;00 một chuối  1   

   TOTAL  3   

        

Liem 2 2;04;19 hai bánh two wheel 1   

 3 2;05;22 hai bánh two wheel 1   

 7 2;07;22 hai chân two leg 1   

   ba xe đạp three bike  1  

   ba ly three glass 1   

 10 2;09;08 hai gối two pillow 1   

   hai kéo two scissor 1   

   hai túi tiền two pocket  1  

   hai máy two machine 2   
 11 2;09;29 hai chân two leg 1   

   hai đường rầy two railroad  1  

   hai banh two ball 4   

   hai xe buýt two bus  2  

   hai đờn two guitar 1   

   hai máy bay two airplane 2 2  

   hai bàn ủi two electric iron  1  

   hai điện thoại two telephone  1  

   hai súng two gun 1   

   hai nước two water 1  mass noun 

   hai bóng bóng two balloon  4  

   hai bút two pen 1   

   hai xe two car 2   

   hai xe tải two truck  1  

   hai dép two slipper 3   

   hai đồng hồ two clock  1  

   TOTAL  16 13  
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GIANG 

Session Age *Num+N Gloss 
1-syll 
noun 

2-syll 
noun Notes 

3 2;06;10 một pin one battery 1   

       

5 2;07;08 hai xoài two mango 1   
  hai tiền two money 1  mass noun 

    2   

7 2;08;01 hai chuối two babana 1   

       

11 2;10;00 hai sung two gun 1   

  hai bông hoa two flowers  1 mass noun 

    1 1  

12 2;10;14 mười ghế ten chair 1   

  hai búp bê two doll  1  

  hai bàn two table 2   

  hai nước (sôi) two water (boiled) 1 2 mass noun 

    4 3  

13 2;11;00 một trái cây one fruits  1 mass noun 

  một hai bánh mì one two bread  1 mass noun 

  ba nho three grape 1   

  mấy/hai kem 
plural/two ice 
cream 2   

  một phở 
one beef noodle 
soup 1  mass noun 

    4 2  

14 2;11;17 năm mì five egg noodle 1  mass noun  

  hai búp bê two doll  1  

  hai ba chìa khóa two three key  1  

    1 2  

15 3;00;03 hai bút two pen 1   

  một máy bay one airplane  1  

    1 1  

16 3;00;17 một bàn là one ironing board  1  

  ba búp bê three doll  1  

  ba giày three shoe 1   

  một/ba bông hoa one/three flowers  2 mass noun 

    1 4  

17 3;01;00 một búp bê one doll  1  

  một tất one sock 1   

  hai giày bốt two boot  1  

  một sách vở one books  1 mass noun 

  một bánh mì one bread  1  

  một đồng hồ one clock  2  

    1 6  

18 3;01;14 hai xương two bone 1   

  một lá cây one leaf tree  1  

  một hoa one flower 1   

  một bông hoa one flowers  4 mass noun 

  một đu đủ one papaya  1  

  một sách vở one books  1 mass noun 
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  một bút chì one pencil  1  

  hai lỗ tai two ear  1  

  một lông mày one eyebrow  1  

  ba lông mi three eyelash  1  

  một giày one shoe 1   

  một búp bê one doll  1  

  một xe đạp one bike  1  

  một xe ôtô one car  1  

    3 14  

19 3;01;27 một bút chì one pencil  2  

  một đồng hồ once clock  2  

  ba tiền three money 2  mass noun 

  hai áo two shirt 2   

  một tất one sock 1   

  một xe đạp one bike  1  

    5 5  

20 3;02;13 một bút one pen 1   

  một bút chì one pencil  2  

  một sách vở one books  1 mass noun 

  một cờ one flag 1   

    2 3  
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APPENDIX Y: Responses containing a disyllabic noun 

 
2-syllable       airplane  

 Nouns Age range 4;7-5;7 3;8-4;4 2;10-3;7 Age range 4;7-5;7 3;8-4;4 2;10-3;7 

airplane zero CL 6|15 4|12 5|11 zero CL 40 33 45 

 gen CL 3|15 2|12 3|11 gen CL 20 17 27 

 exp CL 4|15 4|12 0 exp CL 27 33 0 

 exp CL alone 0 2|12 0 exp CL alone 0 17 0 

          

       bicycle   

       4;7-5;7 3;8-4;4 2;10-3;7 

bicycle zero CL 5|15 4|12 8|11 zero CL 33 33 73 

 gen CL 5|15 1|12 3|11 gen CL 33 8 27 

 exp CL 5|15 7|12 0 exp CL 33 58 0 

 exp CL alone 0 0 0 exp CL alone 0 0 0 

          

       necklace   

       4;7-5;7 3;8-4;4 2;10-3;7 

necklace zero CL 11|15 3|12 2|11 zero CL 73 25 18 

 gen CL 4|15 4|12 0 gen CL 27 33 0 

 exp CL 1|15 3|12 1|11 exp CL 7 25 9 

 exp CL alone 0 0 1|11 exp CL alone 0 0 9 

          

       hamburger   

       4;7-5;7 3;8-4;4 2;10-3;7 

hamburger zero CL 2|12 6|12 5|10 zero CL 17 50 50 

 gen CL 1|12 1|12 0|10 gen CL 8 8 0 

 exp CL 6|12 1|12 0 exp CL 50 8 0 

 exp CL alone 0 0 0 exp CL alone 0 0 0 
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       candle   

       4;7-5;7 3;8-4;4 2;10-3;7 

candle zero CL 5|15 3|12 1|11 zero CL 33 25 9 

 gen CL 3|15 1|12 3|11 gen CL 20 8 27 

 exp CL 3|15 3|12 0|11 exp CL 20 25 0 

 exp CL alone 0 0 1|11 exp CL alone 0 0 9 

          

       peanut   

       4;7-5;7 3;8-4;4 2;10-3;7 

peanut zero CL 3|15 4|12 2|11 zero CL 20 33 18 

 gen CL 7|15 3|12 1|11 gen CL 47 25 9 

 exp CL 2 syll 3|15 1|12 0 exp CL 2 syll 20 8 0 

 exp CL 1 syll 1|15 1|12 0 exp CL alone 0 0 9 

          

       doll   

       4;7-5;7 3;8-4;4 2;10-3;7 

doll zero CL 5|15 5|12 6|11 zero CL 33 42 55 

 gen CL 1|15 1|12 2|11 gen CL 7 8 18 

 exp CL 6|15 3|12 0|11 exp CL 40 25 0 

     exp CL alone 0 0 0 

2-syllable          

Nouns          

balloon zero CL-2 8|15 9|12 9|11   balloon   

 gen CL 7|15 1|12 0|11   4;7-5;7 3;8-4;4 2;10-3;7 

 exp CL 0 2|12 1|11 zero CL 53 75 82 

     gen CL 47 8 0 

     exp CL 0 17 9 

clock zero CL 6|15 8|12 7|11      

 exp CL 9|15 4|12 3|11      

       soapbar   

       4;7-5;7 3;8-4;4 2;10-3;7 

soap bar zero CL 1|15 3|12 7|11 zero CL-2 syll 7 25 64 

 gen CL 1|15 3|12 2|11      
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 exp CL 13|15 6|12 0|11 cục (exp CL) 87 50 0 

          

       carrot   

       4;7-5;7 3;8-4;4 2;10-3;7 

carrot zero CL 0|15 4|12 3|11 zero CL-2 syll 0 33 27 

 gen CL 1|15 1|12 2|11      

 exp CL 13|15 5|12 1|11 củ (exp CL) 87 42 9 

          

       globus   

       4;7-5;7 3;8-4;4 2;10-3;7 

globus zero CL 1|15 0 0 zero CL 7 0 0 

 exp CL 4|15 2|12 0 quả (exp CL) 27 17 0 

          

          

alt 1-2-       car   

syll Nouns       4;7-5;7 3;8-4;4 2;10-3;7 

car zero CL-2 syll 3|15 0 1|11 zero CL 2 syll 20 0 9 

 gen CL-2 syll 1|15 1|12 1|11 gen CL 2 syll 7 8 9 

 exp CL 2-syll 4|15 1|12 0 exp CL 2 syll 27 8 0 

 zero CL-1 syll 1|15 3|12 2|11 zero CL 1 syll 7 25 18 

 gen CL-1 syll 1|15 1|12 2|11 gen CL 1 syll 7 8 18 

 exp CL 1-syll 5|15 6|12 0 exp CL 1 syll 33 50 0 

 exp CL alone 0 1|12 0 exp CL alone 0 8 0 

          

       pencil   

       4;7-5;7 3;8-4;4 2;10-3;7 

pencil zero CL-2 syll 4|15 4|12 2|11 zero CL-2 syll 27 33 18 

 gen CL-2 syll 2|15 3|12 0 gen CL-2 syll 13 25 0 

 cây (exp CL) 2-syll 3|15 1|12 1|11 exp CL 2-syll 20 8 9 

 zero CL-1 syll 1|15 0 2|11 zero CL-1 syll 7 0 18 

 gen CL-1 syll 1|15 0 0 gen CL-1 syll 7 0 0 

 cây (exp CL) 1-syll 4|15 3|12 4|11 exp CL-1-syll 27 25 36 

     exp CL alone 0 0 0 
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       toilet paper   

       4;7-5;7 3;8-4;4 2;10-3;7 

toilet paper zero CL-2 syll 1|15 1|12 0 zero CL-2 syll 7 8 0 

 gen CL-2 syll 3|15 3|12 0 gen CL-2 syll 20 25 0 

 exp CL 2-syll 2|15 0 0 exp CL 2-syll 13 0 0 

 zero CL-1 syll 0 3|12 1|11 zero CL-1 syll 0 25 9 

 gen CL-1 syll 0 2|12 3|11 gen CL-1 syll 0 17 27 

 exp CL 1-syll 7|15 1|12 0 exp CL 1-syll 47 8 0 

     exp CL alone 0 0 0 

          

       button   

button zero CL-2 syll 6|15 2|12 1|11   4;7-5;7 3;8-4;4 2;10-3;7 

 gen CL-2 syll 1|15 1|12 0 zero CL-2 syll N 40 17 9 

 hột (exp CL) 2-syll 0 0 0 gen CL-2 syll 7 8 0 

 zero CL-1 syll 1|15 0 4|11 exp CL 2-syll 0 0 0 

 gen CL-1_syll 6|15 7|12 2|11 zero CL-1 syll 7 0 36 

 hột (exp CL) 1-syll 1|15 1|12 0|11 gen CL-1 syl 40 58 18 

     exp CL-1 syll 7 8 0 

     exp CL alone 0 0 0 

          

       doormat   

       4;7-5;7 3;8-4;4 2;10-3;7 

doormat zero CL-2 syll 1|15 3|12 0 zero CL-2 syll 7 25 0 

 gen CL-2-3 syll 5|15 3|12 2|11 gen CL-2-3 syll 33 25 18 

 tấm (exp CL) 2 syll 0 0 0 exp CL 2 syll 0 0 0 

 zero CL-1 syll 0 0 2|11 zero CL-1 syll 0 0 18 

 gen CL-1 syll 2|15 1|12 0 gen CL-1 syll 13 8 0 

 tấm (exp CL) 1 syll 5|15 1|12 0 exp CL 1 syll 33 8 0 

     exp CL alone 0 0 0 
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 APPENDIX Z: Comparison between CL+N and N 

 

 

 
 MINH     HA MI    

Session Age CL+N N  Age CL+N N 

1 1;09;20 58 55  1;11;10 33 59 

2 1;10;06 46 44  1;11;27 82 63 

3 1;10;20 50 47  2;00;11 82 53 

4 1;11;04 33 26  2;00;29 102 45 

5 1;11;19 79 63  2;01;27 18 31 

6 2;00;03 30 24  2;02;11 36 36 

7 2;00;16 99 62  2;02;27 88 44 

8 2;01;01 37 64  2;03;16 70 32 

9 2;01;15 23 37  2;04;00 27 35 

10 2;01;29 57 101  2;04;14 13 11 

11 2;02;13 30 21  2;04;28 12 24 

12 2;02;27 36 28  2;05;12 28 26 

13 2;03;11 184 148  TOTAL 591 459 

 TOTAL 762 720     

        

LIEM    GIANG    

Age CL+N N  Age CL+N N Session 

2;04;09 46 30  2;05;01 64 13 1 

2;04;19 45 28  2;05;18 13 13 2 

2;05;22 45 15  2;06;10 29 23 3 

2;06;09 28 23  2;06;23 40 12 4 

2;06;20 46 32  2;07;08 17 16 5 

2;07;07 49 34  2;07;22 37 18 6 

2;07;22 102 35  2;08;01 101 34 7 

2;08;11 26 12  2;08;10 118 52 8 

2;08;25 35 16  2;09;01 109 34 9 

2;09;08 27 15  2;09;18 122 60 10 

2;09;29 135 40  2;10;00 46 22 11 

TOTAL 584 280  2;10;14 87 39 12 

    2;11;00 55 24 13 

    2;11;17 46 27 14 

    3;00;03 39 6 15 

    3;00;17 142 57 16 

    3;01;00 55 7 17 

    3;01;14 181 84 18 

    3;01;27 84 29 19 

    3;02;13 253 74 20 

    TOTAL 1638 644  
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APPENDIX AA: Noun Analysis of Minh's first session 

 
Noun Analysis of Minh's first session 
(1;9)   bare N in a     

       PP, N+N     

English Vietnamese Tokens 
bare 
N N+V V+N ADJV,N+where, ? 

N with 
CL 

N with CL 
in a VP 

N with CL in 
a VP 

        preverbal postverbal N+nnloc   in an NP 
preverbal, 
CL-N+V 

postverbal, 
V+CL-N 

eraser gôm 25 2     21  2 

balloon bong bóng 22 20   1    1 

ball banh 21 7  10 2  2   

ocean crab cua biển 15 9  5 1     

ball;balloon bóng 14 6 3 1 4     

battery pin 9 1     8   

fish cá 9 1     7 1  

car xe 8 0 5 1 2     

candy kẹo 8   7  1    

schoolbag cặp 7 4  2 1     

horse ngựa 6 1 1 3   1   

chicken gà 4      4   

slippers dép 4   1 1  2 >đôi dép  

notebook tập  3   1 1  1   

pen viết 2      2 >cây viết  

house nhà 2   1 1      

baby em bé 2 1        

policeman bộ đội 1   1      

television ti vi 1   1      

pencil viết chì 1 1        

bicycle xe đạp 1 1        
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flashlight đèn pin 1 1        

Q-tips đồ ngoáy tai 1      1   

room buồng 1   1      

mouse chuột 1      1   

dog chó 1      1   

chair ghế 1  1       

buffalo trâu 1      1   

apple táo 1      1   

shoe giày       1 >đôi giày  

    TOTAL 55 10 35 14 1 54 1 3 
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APPENDIX BB: Double classifier response pattern in elicitation task 

 

 
     

    Total # of item: 55, 

   These subjects tend number of times  

Group subject age to make double CL errors used double CL 

Oldest HT 5;7;1   

 BN 5;6;26   

 TN 5;5;14   

 TH 5;5;13   

 LK 5;5;12   

 ML 5;5;11   

 TT 5;5;5   

 TP 5;4;27 X 17 

 TN 5;4   

 CM 5;3;10   

 HT 4;11;22 X 6 

 HL 4;9;10   

 CQ 4;8;29 X 11 

 PV 4;8;8 X 18 

 TT 4;7;15 X 12 

          

Middle GH # 4;4;29   

 YV # 4;4;20   

 HT 4;4;14   

 TV  # 4;2   

 HA 4;0;13   

 PA 3;11;3 X 12 

 KC # 3;9;20   

 GT 3;9;7   

 TK # 3;9;6 X 10 

 AL 3;8;20   

 TQ 3;8;12   

 MN 3;8;6   

          

Youngest TQ 3;7;2   

 KH 3;6;4   

 NT 3;4;13   

 QT*** 3;3;18   

 TN 3;1;26   

 PA 3;1;10   

 TT 3;1;9   

 MT 3;0;8   

 CT 3;0;4   

 MK 2;11;11   

 VN 2;10;7   
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Nouns these 
subjects tend to      

make double CL w/     
(nouns possibly 
learned with CL Number Tokens of expected  

as amalgams) of syllables double CL CL meaning of CL 

shoes 1 5 chiếc one of a pair 

socks 1 5 chiếc  

ring 1 5 chiếc  

umbrella 1 6 cây long-rigid 

guitar 1 4 cây  

ruler 1 4 cây  

garlic 1 4 củ root vegetable 

string 1 6 sợi long-flexible 

ball 1 6 trái fruits; big-round 

banana 1 4 trái  

heart 1 3 trái  

candy 1 4 cục small-round,undefined 

stone 1 6 cục  

marble 1 5 cục  

paper 1 6 tờ  flat-thin-soft 

rice grain 1 3 hột small-round, seed-like 

playing card 1 3 lá flat-thin, leaf-like 

book 1 4 quyển book 

eye 1 5 con animal/animacy 
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